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FOREWORD
 

In response to the Sahellan drought of the early 1970s, the U.S.
 

Agency for International Development stood ready to offer significant fund

ing for a variety of development programs. However, by early 1975 several
 

individuals at AID concluded that in at least one critical sphere, livestock
 

development, there was insufficient information on the very types of programs
 

most often proposed for funding. For example, mixed livestock/crop farming
 

was put forth as a key element of the so-called stratification strategy,
 

but there had never been a full-cycle farm management study in any of the
 

areas under consideration. Similarly, while regulation and even replace

ment of the private livestock trade was actively discussed, there had been
 

no detailed study of market structure, conduct, and performance.
 

To help fill these knowledge gaps, USAID ccmmissloned the University
 

of Michigan's Center for Research on Economic Development to carry out
 

four field studies of livestock production and marketing, and to undertake
 

a review of the literature and available data. That work resulted in four
 

monographs reporting on the field research, six working papers, and the
 

present volume. This volume presents summaries of the four monographs as
 

well as an overview drawing on the literature and the six working papers.
 

A project such as this, extending over three years and covering sev

eral African countries, obviously requires the assistance of many individ

uals. In Africa the work was facilitated by numerous government agencies
 

and officials listed in detail in the four research monograph-. At USAID
 

the project was coordinated by the Buleau of Africa's Office of Development
 

Resources where Princeton Lyman, John Blumgart, and Jim Graham were 7.l.1
 

very helpful.
 

At the Center for Research on Economic Development administrative
 

and analytical support were forthcoming from many individuals. Judy
 

Brooks played a critical role in initial organization of the African field
 

research and in developing accounting and administrative procedures. As 

work progressed Aimee Ergas and then Beth Fredrickson assumed administra

tive responsibilities. in addition Ergas compiled the annotated bibliography 

found in this volume while Fredrickson undertook most of the editing of 

the project output. The skill, patience, and good humor of these three 
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individuals were invaluable to the successful completion of such a large,
 

multifaceted project. A great deal of assistance was also forthcoming
 

from the CRED suppcrt staff including Sherry Cogswell, Jane McCormick,
 

and Jayne Owen.
 

Also at CRED Robert Pogsorn had a major role in early development of
 

the project. Elliot Berg's considerable experience in West Africa helped
 

shape the general focus of the study. He, Robert Pogson, and Charles
 

Steedman shared some of the burdens of directing the early phases of the
 
project and helped guide the work along appropriate paths. Theirs was
 

a major contribution to both substance and administration. Donald
 

Ferguson also played an important role in the early phases of the project.
 

Edgar Ariza-Ni~o, Richard Porter, and Henri Josserand provided critical
 

reviews of various aspects of the study.
 

The formidable tasks of organizing vait quantities of data into 
computer files and overseeing a wide range of computer work were handled 

with great skill by Blair Davies. Much cf tle statistical analysis was 
facilitated by graduate student research assistants including Bijan Aimini, 

Harry Broadman, Richard Braudo, Sung Jin Chung, David Fasenfest, and Alan
 

Pitts.
 

The full set of documents reaulting from this study is as follows:
 

K. Shapiro, ed., Livestock Production and Marketingin the Entente States 
of West Africa: SummaryReport. (This volume contains an overview 
by Shapiro plus separate summaries of each author's monograph.)

A. Ergas, ed., Livestock Production and Marketingijn the Entente States 
of West Africa: Annotate-d BiJ-b. ic rBtb . (Included as part of the 
summary report.) 

MONOGRAPHS: 

Delgado, C., LIvestock versus Foodgraln Production In Southeast Upper 
Volta: A Resource Allocation Analysis. 

Staatz, J., The Economics of Cattle and Meat Marketing In Ivory Coast. 
Eddy, E., Labor and Land isie on Mixed Farms In the Pastoral Zone of Niger. 

Herman, L., The Livestock and Meat Market!i nSystem .iJnIper Vo Ita: An 
Evaluation of Ec nomIc E fi ciency. 

WORKING PAPERS: 

1. 	Ferguson, D. , AConceptual Framework for the Evaluation of Livestock 
Production I)evelopment Prqjc ts and Projrms In Sub-Saharan West 
Africa.
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2. Wardle, C., Promoting Cattle Fattening Amongst Peasants in Niger.
 

3. 	Swift, J., West African Pastoral Production Systems.
 

An Economic Analysis of the Role of Ox-Plowing and
4. 	Sleeper, J., 

Cattle-Feeding in the Stratification of West African Livestock
 

Production.
 

The Short Run and Long Run Position of Australian Beef
5. DeBoer, A. J., 

Supplies and the Competitiveness of Australian Beef In International
 

Trade.
 

6. Porter, R., The Uses of Economic Models in Analysis of the Cattle Sector.
 

These 	documents are available from the United States Agency for Inter

national Development, Bureau for Africa, Office of Development Resources
 

(AFR/DR), New State Department Building, Washington, D.C. Some may be
 

available from the Center for Research on Economic Development. The
 

monographs and the summary report are also available in French.
 

Kenneth Shapiro
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Project Director
March, 1979 
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CHAPTER 1
 

THE LIVESTOCK ECONOMIES OF CENTRAL WEST AFRICA
 
AN OVERVIEW
 

by
 

Kenneth H. Shapirc
 

This introductory chapter presents a broad view of livestock
 

production and marketing in the central portion of sub-Saharan West 

Africa. In so doing, this chapter is intended to highlight key develop-. 

ment issues for the livestock sector and also to provide a general 

framework for the more detailed analyses of specific topics contained
 
in Chapters Two through Five. Those chapters are based on four full
year field studies which 
 are reported more fully In separate monographs. 
This introduction draws on those four studies as well as reviews of the 
literature and anal ys ls f secondary data, much of which is also reported 

in separate working papers. 

The first section of the chapter presents the setting of this 
research by delineating the geographic area studied, analyzing the 
importance of 1 ivstock to the national economies, and introducing the 
major features of the 1 ivestock economy. The main body of the chapter 
then focuses on the following four broad Issues that are of major 

importance for development of the I ivestock sec tor 1) stratification 
of animal productIon; 2) the role of livestock In pastoral societies; 
3) the efficiency of livestock markets; and 4) the demand for Sahelian
 

beef.
 

THE SETTING
 

The livestock sector in West Africa, as compared to )iveatock in many
 

other partn of the world, In di t inguinshed by s~rony !:ternnttonal link
agr in pitodqct ion oind In market lg. by nIgnificant contributionii to 
national conoinie 1 by reme viiti eri ilityand e{x to ho vil fisitu e of 
went'her. IlIO5(vll:i I Ohlu. ih:iract crl t Ic.u arc. broight otut helow In a 

di Hcuitvuulon ol the- geogrnphi1- and ' u "Vncietlg within1 which tihe nub-

II quent aualyVst l11,d uld bt* viwv(d. 



The Geographic Focus
 

The West African countries between tho Mauritania-Liberia axis in 

the west and Chad-Cameroon in the cast contain over 800 million hectares 

and cover climatic zones ranging from very high-raInfall forests in the 

south to mJnlmal-rainfall Sahel fan and desert regions in the north (see 

Table 1). The wetter southern zones are important crop-produclg areas 

but, because of trypanosomias1is and tick-horne diseases, there Is little 

livestock production. lin cont rast, I IveStock asisume I mitch greater Impor

tance in the drier, t set se-free nort heri ZOneS where c':op product ion Is 

difficult and much of the land Is best suited to grazilng. 

The sout. hern areas, howeve r, have hig,her incomes and accounnt for the 

majority of West African me-at consutmpt ion. Thlus therv 1:I a ,tior inter

national trade In live stock. Ini addition, t he steiISo1; northward advance 

and subsequellnt ret re. t of" tin' rli is I eads i'rdsmen to crosn and recross 

national botndariv ; fii tht terch for good pasttures,. '1I,,-refor,, because 

of trade flowi ind htrd movement sia.notut foctui oi a large, mul ti-

country region to Invt;t gatt the li vestock tconomit't of the area. 

The pritmary fottjs of this -ittidV f i thc group of five mermber nations 

of the Conset I de I'lErti.nt e lienI n, Ivory Coatt., Niger, Togo, tipper 

Volta. WIth in tha.t groln , 111)i t ( t , f outr el d I ! )w)rk t iuI ug f I iudIe wars 

devoted to the, ma)jor produhcing nattonti, 1i ger :,nd ltplor Volta . atid the 

major co:ninmiuig nation. Ivory Coatit. The "tudy area al tio extendis beyond 

the l.ntente Stateti to Include M.li, which ist a ma or l ivettock suppli er 

of the Ivory Coait; Nigeria, which Int a major customer of Niger; and, 

to n lentier extent, Ghatna , which lii tbeen is major cutitomer tot Upper Jlolta, 

This group oi Entente States and Ito neighbort accounto for more tAn 

two-thirds of the West African cattle herd and more tluan two-thirds of 

beef consumption.
 

http:I'lErti.nt
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TABLE 1
 

CLIMATIC ZONES OF TROPICAL WEST AFRICAa
 

Zones Rainfall (z' Percent of Total Area 

Forest & Forest 

Savannah 1,750 and above 12% 

Guinean 1,000 - 1,750 18 

Sudanian 600 - 1,000 17 

Sahel 250 - 600 20 

Sub-Sahara 200 - 250 11 

Sahara 200 and less 22 

SOURCE: Adapted from Klaus Meyn, "A Proposed Livestock Development
 
Strategy for West Africa," Washilngton, D.C.: World Bank, October 1977.
 

ItThe countri es Included atre Cameroor, Chad, Benin, Equatorial Guinea, 
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea 1lisuau, Ivory CoaHt, Liberia, alf, Mauritania, 
Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, Upper Volta.
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The Place of Livestock in West African Economies
 

As is true in most developing nations, agriculture in West Africa
 

makes a major contribution to gross national product, foreign exchange
 

earnings, and tax revenues. What is unusual in this area is that in five 

nations the livestock sector is of major importance. As shown in Table 2, 

for selected years between 1971 and 1975 livestock contributed about 

10 percent or more of' ross domestic lroduct In the five surplus livestock

producing nations -- Chad, Mall, Mauritania, Niger, Upper Vc, ta. Live

stock's contribution was as high ais 31 percent in 1a11i in 1972. For all 

five countries the contribution was higher before the drought than after 

it.
 

The livestock sector is also a major contributor to foreign exchange 

earnings In four of the five countries. (Maaritanla's iron exports make 

livestock's rel ative contribution much less Important.) In Upper 

Volta livestock accouinted for mort than half the value of exports in 1968 

and was still as high as Ito percent In 1975 after the droulghLt. Finally, 

livest ock make a -itpnifl ant contribut ton to the national budgets. In 

Mali and Upper Volta about 10 percent of predrought t:ax revenues came from 

livestock but only 2 to 3 percent of budget expenditures were allocated 

to livestock.1 

The Place of Animal Products in West African Diets
 

An is true throughout the developing world, animal droducts play A 

relatively minor role in most Wett African diets. In 1974 all animal 

products providiod about 15 percent of tile total 50 grams of daily per 

capita protein Intakt, in the eighteen Wnt African countriel under con

sideratlion. Thisi may be compatred to about 18 percent of the average 52" 

IAn a retult( of the drought both nations suspended the tax on live 
animals owned by residents and this losa of revenue wa made up by grants 
from the Fonda Europeen de D)voloppenent (FED).
 



TABUE 2
 

THE FLAC2 OF LIVESTOCK IN SAHELIAN ECfMOKIES
 

Cross omestic Product Recorded Eaports Tax Revenues budget ExpendituresLivestock as Z of Total 
 Livestock as X of Total 
 Percent from Livestock Percent to Livestock
 

Sector
 

-n 17.6 .J 11.9 a! 17.8 s. 19.9 L_ 

(1971) (1975) (1972) (1974) 

Hal 17. A 15.5 a 25.9 5.! 19.6 el 7.fL! 3.0 1-/ 3.1 if 

Mm -tan , 
(1972) 

2.e8 ! 
(1975) 

14.9 _ti 
(1972) 

3.3 b-41/ 
(1974) (1972) (1972) (1974) 

(1971)a/.- (1973)n.- (1972)1. / c o.1C ~ aoo, 2 
31s 85- 1.-16.0- 10.1- 10.0 ALI 2.0- 2.2-a 

(1971) (1975) 122.31 21.0 (190170) (IJ969/70) (L974175) 

(1972) (1975) 

Opper Vlt 10.s5J 6.0± 54. 5V 4 0 1 C 

(1972) (1976) (1968) (1975) 

SOXS: 
a/ World Lnk working do.cuments 

b/ Elliot Berg (197 5).ltecent Eccnosic Ev1'utlon of the Sahel." Ann Arbor: Center for 
Research on Lcozoei: Dr-elopent. 

c/ LDrlted NMatics. Yearbook of International Trade Statistics. (Sum of categories 001 + 01 + 
21 - f6l 11 divided by "all commdity" exports.) 

41 Live animals oly. 

*I V. &eater and D. Stry7e.-. "Ftlanctng Recurrent Government Expenditures for Livestock
h
rvevlopment in Hali," Report to tb Government of Mall, USAID Contract No. 688-203-1. 
f/ Tax reves from the livestock sector dropped sharply after 1973 when direct taxes 

am animals owmd mere suspended. However. this revenue loss was compersatd by grants
from t suropeaa Developmmet Fud.
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gram total for all developing Africa and 21 percent of the 54-gram
 

total for all developing nations (UN, FAO, 1977).
 

The West African averages above are somewhat misleading because
 

the large population and consumption of Nigeria strongly pull down the
 

figures. In Nigeria animal productj contribute only 9 1/2 percent of
 

all protein and the total is 46.3 grams. In contrast, daily protein
 

intake in Ivory Coast, Ghana, Senegal, and Mauritania is above the
 

average.
 

By far the two most important types of animal products are meat
 

and offals (3.6 grams of protein per day in 1974) and fish and seafood
 

(2.7 grams) which together account for 84 percent of all animal protein
 

intake. The remainder is from milk and eggs. This varies from area to
 

area within West Africa. In the north among Sahelian pastoralists milk
 

is the most important animal product.
 

Withir the broad category of meat and offals, beef is by far the
 

most important item. For example, the 1972-74 average figures for
 

Ivory Coast show that about 60 percent of all meat and offals consumed
 

is from cattle,while no other species provides more than 15 percent. In
 

Nigeria 3.3 kilograms of beef and cattle offals are consumed per capita
 

each year, and no other species provides more than 2 kilograms. This
 

breakdown also varies by location. Beef is by far the most important
 

item in urban areas, bit this is not generally true in rural areas.
 

Furthermore, since rural areas are likely to be under-reported in these
 

statistics, small stock are probably more important than indicated.
 

The impact of good rains in the 1960s followed by drought in the 

early 1970s is revealed by an increased intake of all protein and of 

animal protein between 1961/63 and 1968, but then a decline in both 

between 1968 and 1974. The decline in animal protein was somewhat 

mitigated by the rise in fish and seafood consumption. Protein intake 

from all meat and offals rose from 4.2 to 4.5 grams per capita per day 

between 1961/63 and 1968, but then fell by 20 percent to 3.6 grams, In 

contrast, prot In intake from fish and seafood remaJned at 2.2 grams be

tween 1961/61 and 1968 but then rose by 27 percent to 2.7 grams in 1974. 

Thus, the 1972/74 FAO estimates show yearly consumption of almost 800,000 

kllograms of fish and seafood, and almost 1,200,000 kilograms of meat 
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and offals of which about 540,000 kilograms are from cattle.
 

Location of Production and Consumption
 

The sharp climatic differences between the Sahel and the West African
 

coast, as well as considerable international differences in wealth,
 

give rise to production being concentrated in the relatively poor, dry
 

Sahelian regions and consumption being concentrated in the richer,
 

wetter coastal regions.
 

Location of Production. -- There are approximately 30 million head
 

of cattle in West Africa. About one-third are in the Sahelian zone,
 

a little over one-half are in the Sudanian zone, and about one-tenth are
 

in the Guinean zone. With regard to seasonal movement, there is a
 

similar breakdown. About one-third of the animals are involved in long
 

transhumance, a little more 
than one-half are Involved in short transhumance,
 

and about one-tenth are under sedentary production systems (SEDES, 1975).
 

The match between location and movement is indicative of the types of pro

duction in each zone.
 

Nigeria has the largest cattle herd,with over 8 million head. Mali
 

is next with over 5 million, followed by Niger and Chad with 3 to 4
 

million. Upper Volta, Cameroon, Senegal, and Mauritania have 2 to 3 million,
 

while the coastal countries (except Nigeria and Senegal) each have less
 

than 1 million. 

Location of Consumption. -- The five surplus meat producer.,, Mali, 

Mauritania, Upper Volt a, Niger, and Chad, account for about one-fourth 

of West Africran meat cotuam,.mptlon wh o the tendefleit countrie,, account for the 

realnngl ti-o- ths lihc, ; ; co 'iiiiier wa,, Nit ri, withofe-- l. I970. 

about 40 percent, I ,we(Ibt]y MI lli wi I.Ii ;Iihto 1() perceint, anid t nlienegal, 

Cameroon, lwovry o,,i;l, ind i I ',,, oi'lhi with (, 1 1 pivcl i i, a'Ind tte 

other Cotilit r itc wilti m;i.lll pe)iti i ; (SgIi)L;2, 19/P)). T eli (II ilrlhui. ion 

of otlil e r l ila t ,heel, ('oll i iIh, ih i ; vlr7 !;iiii ar I ) II1,, t ,i;III witllh 

the surplsi i ri accoutil.ing for i)i,-iourthii ;ind with Norainaccounting 
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for 40 percent. In contrast to consuming 25 percent of the beef, the
 

five surplus nations provide over 50 percent of the slaughter cattle.
 

This difference in location of production and consumption is the basis
 

of the important long distance livestock trade.
 

Overview of Livestock Production
 

Livestock production in West Africa follows predominantly traditional
 

patterns, with the major modern innovation being in the field of animal
 

health. Herds are maintained largely for milk production and thus are
 

predominantly female, with most males sold by the age of two or three. The
 

extent to which there remain excessive older males is a subject of debate.
 

Approximately 11 to 13 percent of the herd is sold each year, and net
 

annual herd growth is probably around 2 to 3 percent in normal times. A
 

major production management tool is herd movement to obtain water,
 

grazing, and mineral salts. These aspects of production are discussed
 

below.
 

Herd Composition. -- The age/sex composition of a herd is a major
 

determinant of animal sales, milk production, herd growth, and resistance
 

to drought. In addition, informat'on about herd composition provides
 

insights into the economic and social strategies of pastoralists. Surveys 

prior to the 1972-73 drought reveal that females accounted for between 60 

and 75 percent of the herds in the Sahelian Zone [Coulomb et al., 

1971, Coulomb et al., 1972]. The percentage of females rose as a result 

of the drought partly because most males were very young (less than two 

years of age), and young animals suffered most In the drought. Also, as 

herders sold more of their animals In an effort to buy IncreIs Illgly high 

priced graiin, a grea t:er pere ent;mge of )es than female.-, were sold.llli p robably 

Thus fiw lyeI:re pos;tdrotight survey; ;how 67, 71, 78, 80, anlI 81 ircent 

of the an[ral ;Ir; male, r V'w 1 . Mleyi (1977) report!; (II ;.V n post

drought ,;urvc,,; :;howtng: 7() to 86 percent cimli Ic; III the 1clrd;. 

over 

much higher ;tmice imanly young mllne!; hav alr,;edy hen ;o d or slaugltered 

Amo g ;nui ); two year';s (0t age, the p(dr"c 'tage of leriales, Is 
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by the pastoralists. In four postdrought surveys the percentages
 

of males and females, respectively, who were beyond their second
 

birthday were 13/72, 18/64, 15/69, and 18/53. The corresponding figures
 

for animals over three years in the surveys cited by Meyn are 5/56, 8/45,
 

10/44, 5/79, 12/34, 6/39, and 14/44.
 

Offtake. -- The number of animals sold and slaughtered each year as
 

a percentage of total herd size is one measure of herd productivity and
 

a possible indication of the scope for increasing productivity. There
 

seems to be a general consensus that just prior to the droughtofftake
 

rates in West African Zebu herds were between 11 and 13 percent
 

[SEDES, 1975; Robinet, 1972; USAID, 1975].1 The FAO Production Yearbook
 

shows an average 1976 (postdrought) rate of 10.5 percent for the five
 

surplus cattle-producing nations. This may be compared with 1976 rates
 

of 11.3 for all developing Africa, 6.1 for Asia, 15.6 for Latin America,
 

and 30.4 for Australia. While the West African rates are low compared
 

to a modern, extensive system such as Australia's, there is no expecta

tion of significant increase in the foreseeable future.
 

Some have argued that offtake rose to the 11 to 13 percent level
 
from only 7 percent in the early 1950s as herders responded to price
 

incentives [USAID, 1975,p. D -34]. However, a consistency check of sales
 

data, herd growth rates, and offtake rates indicates that offtake rates
 

probably changed very little between the early 1950 s and late 1960 s
 

[Shapiro, 19761.
 

Transhumance. -- In addition to the rate and composition of offtake,
 

the most important management decisions probably relate to providing in

puts for the animals. In many areas this involves herd movement. The
 

major objectives of such movement are obtaining feed, obtaining water,
 

1offtake rates for sheep and goats are estimated at 25 to 35
 
percent [SEDES, 1.975 p. XIX].
 



obtaining mineral salts, avoiding damage to cultivated fields, having
 

access to markets and enployment, and reuniting with other groups
 

for social purposes. As mentioned above, SEDES (1975) estimates that
 

about one-third of West African cattle are involved in long transhumance,
 

one-half in short transhumance, and one-tenth are sedentary. Examples
 

of a long and short transhumance are discussed below.
 

Marianne Rupp (1975) provides a good description of a relatively long
 

transhumance undertaken by some of the Peul based in the Dilly grazing
 

area of Mali's Nara cercle. The entire circuit is about 130 miles,
 

roughly half to the north of the town of Nara during the rainy season
 

and half to the south in the dry season.
 

The northern movement is primarily to allow the animals to graze
 

in pastures with a high salt content. The herds leave Nara at the start
 

of the rains or at sowing time and move slowly northward toward Nema in
 

Mauritania. After a stay of one to two months, by which time the water
 

pools start drying up, the herds return south fairly quickly. 

Following only a brief stay In the home village, the herds continue 

on south to Banambi, Kolokani and the Baoul.6 river. This movement is 

motivated by the need for water and secondarily for grazing lands.
 

Also, at these southern locations the Peul can find employment and markets
 

to sell dairy and craft products and buy grain. Because of these latter 

opportunities many entire families make the southern trip, in contrast 

with the northern trip which is made only by a few young male herders. 

The Tuareg Imrad Ikoubaraden described by Barral (1967) engage in a 

series of shorter but more complex movements that are partly determined 

by the cropping cycle. These Tuareg spend the dry season (December to 

May) near the wells at Tin Saman in the extreme northeast of Upper Volta, 

just north of Markoye. When the first rains start in May they move 

about 15 kilometers south toward Dembam to take advantage of small lakes 

there. At the end of June1 they move about 20 kilometers north by
 

1The original paper says July, but as the rest of the discussion
 
indicated, this must be a typographic error.
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northwest to Zein6 Tondia, where they plant millet.
 

When the planting is finished they move northwest about 15 kilo

meters to Tadamb~s on the B6li river where there is good salt pasture.,
 

After half a month, by the start of August, they return to Zeni6 Tondia
 

to weed the millet and then return about 25 kilometers northwest to
 

In Fagagan,which is also on the B6li and has good salt pasture. 
 In
 

October the 
Tuareg again move south to Zeni6 Tondia to harvest the millet.
 

This is at the start of the next dry season, and then they move
 

about 10 kilometers west to the wells at Tin Saman. 
 In contrast with
 

some other groups, the entire family participates in these movements.
 

Other good descriptions of herd management via movement may be
 

found in Dupire,(1962, a, pp. 62-82) for the Wodaabe Fulani of Niger, and
 

in Van Raay (1975, pp. 106-129) for two Fulani groups in northern
 

Nigeria.
 

Herd Dynamics. -- The rates of herd growth, fertility and mortality
 

vary over different geographic regions, production systems, and time
 

periods. However, it is possible to draw a very general picture of these
 

factors, especially if one focuses on the predrought period.
 

Table 3 summarizes data on these technical coefficients from
 

several studies, most of which precede the drought. There seems to be
 

rather close agreement among the studies. The number of live births
 

as a percentage of breeding females is between 60 and 65 percent; first
 

calving usually occurs between the fourth and fifth birthday. Herds were
 

i reasing at about 3.0 percent per year. Mortality is very high during
 

the first year (30 to 40 percent) but improves markedly in the second
 

year and more so thereafter.
 

IThe so-called "salt cure" is taken during the wet season by most
groups. 
Dupire (1962, a, p. 69) notes that cattle cannot assimilate much
 
salt in the dry season, and that the salt pastures need sufficient rain
fall before they will provide animals with the needed salts.
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Overview of Livestock Marketing
 

Livestock marketing in West Africa shares many of the characteris

tics of staple food marketing described by Jones (1972) and others, but
 

also has several unique features. Because a live product is being
 

handled, there is a great deal of variability and risk as to the state
 

of the animal at the end of the marketing chain. Depending on the dura

tion and conditions of transit, the animal may gain or lose weight, may
 

fall ill, or may die. Dealing with a live animal calls for considerable
 

expertise by marketing agents. Long distance traders must be able
 

to judge whether an animal can stand the rigors of a long trip. Traders
 

and butchers must be able to estimate the carcass and offal yields of
 

each animal. Tile extremely long distances involved imply long turn

around times for traders' capital, serious potential problems of infor

mation flow, and problems rf trust and contract enforcement. The inter

national nature of the trade gives rise to problems of currency converti

bility and to import and export taxes. Many of these issues are treated
 

in the main body of the chapter. The purpose of this section is to
 

provide general background information for livestock marketing in the
 

area.
 

Organization of the Trade. -- Animals usually enter the marketing
 

chain when herders sell either to traders in a market or to collectors
 

(coxers) in the "bush" near the herder's home. 
 The bush collector 

may be working independently or he may be employed by a trader attempting 

to form a herd for relatively long transit to major consuming centers. 

In the small collection markets in pastoral areas the herder is 

likely to deal through an intermediary (often called a dillalt In flaussa) 

who offers the following services: seeking a buyer, negotiating price, 

providing se llvrn with reasonable guarantees of a fair pri cv , prvtHJ Ing 

buyers with a l,,.ira:nte that the animal t healthy and! not !nt -l,,. The 

Interiiedkiirv ;lki) provides hospitaltity for tht seller ;anid mva I ,irl. him. 

In retutiri 1,r ;; rvl(c to buyer and i;l 1er,l II, tilt ,:1!w,,laryh !,wa s both 

is com,.n.,:t,.d by a fIee. paid by tnie buyer alnd pe rhap!; withI ,,ltitrm 

tle seller. 'Il amount of this fee vnriels from place to plare anid over 
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time, but is usually in the range of 200 to 500 CFA F per animal.
 

A seller generally has a long-term relationship with one inter

mediary based on a common place of birth or some other relationship.
 

Dupire (1965, pp. 112-113) describes the following extremely close
 

relationship betweem Bororo Fulani and their intermediaries, a relation

ship that leads one to doubt that herders face significant risks from
 

cheating by intermediaries in collection markets:
 

This economic role has social aspects, and the parti
cular relationship which joins the Bororo with their dilali 
takes the form of a "social contract." Those to whom the 
Bororo of the Tahoua region turn belong to the category 
dillalai-mahautaa or middlemen-butchers... Some of these say 
they are the descendants of captives who belonged to Fulani
 
or Bororo families now in Niger ...
 

These dillalai-mahautaa, although they are today free,
 
continue to observe towards the descendants of their former
 
masters certain of the obligations under which their ances
tors lay ... Among the Bororo, servile relations have become
 
very much lessened in content and have actually been assimilated
 
into a sort of joking relationship (dendiraagal). No motive
 
for disagreement, say the dillalai-mahautaa, can arise be
tween them and "their Bororos." 

Animals purchased at collection markets are moved south either to 

regroupment markets, to export markets, or to terminal (final consumption) 

markets. At the former two types of markets the animals may be resold 

and become part of a larger herd destined to move to a terminal market. 

The major terminal markets are at the capital cities of the Sahelian 

and coastal West African nations, and in a few other large cities. 

At the terminal markets traders generally deal through intermediaries 

to sell their animals to wholesale butchers. Intermediaries here 

have a greater hospitality function since traders may have come from a 

long distance and may stay for a week or more. Cohen (1969) points out 

that in Inadan the owne rship of houses in which to lodge traders was 

a prerejqui ,; ite, to becoming an intermediary. 'i'l- a foreim.ntoned !te-r

v fce,, of mek Ing a buyer, ne4got lat In, the prie,. and guiarant eci ng tHie 

ani[mal are alti o performed by tiotithill hitermed larleni. Ini *idd It I(ol, In 

nmm market-m they play a cr1tical role In guaranteetnr the hut chf-r'n 

repayment of credit extended by the trader. Some butcher 1uy o-l credit 
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and repay after sale of the meat and offals. Intermediaries are resident
 

in the market and hence can evaluate the credit-worthiness of butchers.
 

The traders do not reside there and so lack the needed information.
 

At terminal markets as at collection markets., the intermediaries' 

fee is usually paid by the buyer and not by the selleralthough the 

latter may give gifts. 11111 (1966) notes Lhat in Kumasi the inter

mediaries made most of their money not from these fees but from
 

commissions paid by local merchants to whom the Intermediary had directed 

the trader, and by trading and other business enterprises. On the 

other hand, Cohen (1969) did not find this to be the case in ladan. 

Wholesale butchers who buy from the traders may also operate 

as retail butchers or they may specialize and sell all their meat to 

retail butchers, in major markets slau htering Is done at government 

abattoirs, the i se of which is control led by licenses and fees. Retail 

meat sales are often concentrated mainly at stalls rented by licensed 

retailers from the governmental market authority, a 1thotgh retailers 

may sell to Itinerant peddlars of raw and cooked meat. 

Transportation. -- The long distances involved In West African livr.

stock trade call for special coi:,.derat ton of transportation. Animals 

are moved from the Sahel to major consmtini ng centers by trek, by train, 

by truck, or by some cohiblinat lon of these. For example. cattle might 

be trekked from IDlibo In ro rthiern Upper Volt a to Oiagadoilgouwhere 

they wouild board the train for Bou.,kil in Ivory Coa st. )e)ending on 

market condItloium they Igiht lhien be trucked on to AbidjIan. The mode 

of transport and the mailner in which different modes are combined 

depend on reliat ivt cost i, general and seaional aval ililty, and market 

cond it lois. KeIloge (1971) lllustrattt the Impact of thene factors 

in Nigeria.
 

In the two largest. cattleimporting natIonti. Nigeria and Ivory 

Coast, trek aiil t ra i are t'he diominant modeti, wit h trucks heing timed 

primarily for rapid react lil; to tihort-tirm prl' , movi'meritn. From 1973 

to 1976 betw.en I / aiid 40 perctiit of off IIl; ilIy ctlit1 i, Imports, re(corded 

entered Ivory Coaiit byi ii , t ih' rtrmimrllider by roid (alinmont all trekked 

rnther tlhei tricked) (.79i). l, 19/9). Total off icial Imports of c-nttle 



ranged from 112,000 to 224,000 during that time. For the period around
 
1971 Bishop (1972, pp. 9-10) estimates that about 105,000 head of
 

cattle entered the country on foot and 40,000 by rail. However, 20,000
 

of the trekked animals subsequent-y b northern Ivorywared the train In 

Coast for shipment to Abidjan. Kello-, (1971, 
p. 30) reports official
 

Nigerian statistics showing that between 39 and 55 percent of cattle
 

moving from northern to southern Nigeria between 1952 and 1964 were 
carried by rail and the remainder primarily by trek. uring that period 
between 267,000 and 397,000 head of cattle moved from north to south each 

year. 

Annual costs and returns to tradilng depend In part on how many
 

herds a tradtr can collect aind sitp south. 'rh Isfi turn depends in part
 

oI distances involved 
and time on vartlu nsmodes of transit. The bulk of 

the trade starts fioum between 13o and Io north lat Itndet (central
 

Mali, nror'rerrn Upper Volta, contral 
Niger) and Is ilIlppd to between 50 

and 8o north (AbId)Jrn , Ace'ra, l.,'go i, Iladan). Tran!,It routes often 

cover more than 1,500 ki)ioictlos from ollct Ion market to final consump-.
 

t Ion market . It may take Iron two to four months from Initial collection 

of the export. herd In tit north to final sale in ti,Ireouth. The principal 

trade flowsi are btetwtvtii tit ftollowing pairs o fist lons: Nlger and Nigeria, 
Chad and Nigertra, Upper Volta aid Iv ry Coast, Malf ,inndIvory Coast, and 

Mauritania and Senegal. Other export ig and Importing nations play 

smaller roles in the overall trade network. 

DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 

Following the 1972/73 Sahel lan drought there were numerous 
recommendntiovi for a major arp, ivetstock product Ion,rent ru't or of and 
for greatt-r regut'lt Ion or repl ;iu'cmAnt of t r'ad it unal market Ing agents. 

olddItIn Itohere w,,re lea rni li I co; r, i.Ii m;irkt t mil t ioon provide 

irharply luwer Itve I der t .i 1:1 hir.todt 111. Ir( ,.' T.lieh . l'i t etl art, 

.'r)tliI.'r,d hire In bi Iv! ivervilws t t following: tit, ttratl-Ie I) 

I l iolt tt rat e ncruroglurg Izt nty tor ripecl li i In difltirert. stage of 

',at.tIt,produict lto tctCordtI . Ito ngrn-clIImatv zr.on ; ') thie role, of lyO

I 
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stock In pastoral societies; 3) the functioning and efficiency of tradi

tional marketing agents; and 4) the long-run demand for beef in coastal
 

markets and prospects of non-African beef supplies to those markets.
 

Stratification of Animal Production
 

While numerous specific programs and policies have been formulated
 

for limited aspects of livestock development, one broad strategy for
 

most components of the sector continues to receive the most attention 

stratification.l Under this strategy the different stages of producing 

marketable beevf cattle would he concent raltd In those areas having a 

comparatiye advanta e for a part icular stage of pr(-duIct ion by virtue 

of climate, veg;tat ion, avaflability of other Inputs, positive externali.

ties, and proximity to trans*;port :nd to consuming centers. Thus, In general 

terms the northern ;,'oncte which are relatively dl sea e-free and have 

relatively larg:e pasitora l populations with high levels of animal husbandry 

skills would concentrate on the d1fficult stages of pregnancy, birth, 

and raisin calves to the age of about two. 

Areas farther south or located lear ma)or northern water sources would 

concentrate on "growing out" or raliting ant liul froIm tihe age of two to 

about six. In thetit, areas the avallability of better pasture and more 

agricultural hy-productu (tubble,,, gleaningui) might lead to faHter 

weight gainti, and tihe greaute r Incidence of dlisea e alighit beI less trouble

some for the older animals. Where the potim hillty existti for integrated 

crop/animal farming tiln might Increa.ste the benetitti of intermediate live

stock product lon. Most of the mature "grown-out" animals would be marketed 

directly. Howtvertomit, mighit be moved to those areas ciose to large 

consuming centvrsi or close to transport where there is alnio a good supply 

of feedtuffs to fatten the animnti prior to final maarketing. 

IThIt nerves an n uSeful point of departure because It raises a 
number of Important quetitlons. However, as will be seenstratification 
may be poisnible only on n limited scale. 
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Three main benefits are hoped for from this strategy. First,
 

incomes are expected to rise in the northern zoneswhere more males would
 

be sold at younger ages. Specialization in the cow-calf operation is
 

considered more profitable than retaining mature males in excess of those
 

needed for stud. Also, if herd size were decreased in the process
 

there would be less stress on the range, hence a slowing or 

avoidance of the progressive ecological deterioration that some believe
 

has been occuring.
 

Proponents of the atrategy also hope that Incomes will rise in 

the intermediate growing-out zone. The growing-out operation might 

represent a profitable ; dditl on to crcp farming in that area. Where 

crop/animal :Integration li pIS s 1iblewith traction and manure, the 

benefits might even he greater. Finally, stratification Is expected 

to lead to grater supplles of beef at rea;onahle prices. Thus, consumers 

are also expecte d to gain from thi s st rat egy. 

The eventual realizat ion of the.st benefits hinges on a number of 

issues, some of wtich art- diseussed here. First, .ll northern pastoral

ists opt for t hi change In their lives'? Tlhi: is iddressed to some 

extent In the Siub equ1 t (tI seiuss ion of the role of livestock In pastoral 

soc let 1e. SOCOllt 110,how many "exCe e:n" mature an imals are there now 
that would be el.(mina ted through earl ler sales? Tliird, how much would 

the present price strueture have to change to ,t imu 1ate earlier sales? 

Fourth, how well do livestock operatIons fit Into farming, systems In the 

Intermediate zone? Fifth, how profi[table are fattening operations? 

Sixth, what is the size of Ot ma rket for fattened beef? And b'vcrith 

Is the marketing system flexiblt enough to service the new typest of 

trade Implicit In tstratiftcaton? 

lord Composition. -- As discunned in the first part of this paper, 

Sahellan pastoralsts [)resenti ly follow a strategy of selling most of 

their male cattlt' by the age of two or three. That lit, Sahellan herds 

are bantcally (Ialry ,opl' rationi,. tIowew-vr, the percentage tf mature males 

In the herdt mnay b, ,omtwhat in vxceetst of tif' 4 to r) percent conildered 

nvcestiary for breedlng. The herd compot tion tirveyti rtifere.cv.I Ii the 

first part of this chaptu.r Indicated that an a very rough average, about 
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10 percent of the Sahelian cattle herds may be males past their third
 

birthday. If ttis is taken as the potential breeding stock it indicates
 

an excess of about 5 percent of native males. With the Sahelian herd 

numbering about 10 million, this means Lhere are approximately 500,000 

excess mature males. Restructurig Sahie lfan cattle ralstlnt to focus 

on cow-calf operations would reduce tiis demand on range resources and 

either allow more -lack between carrying capocity and herd populatlon, 

or make it possible to Increa se the population of cows and calves. 

Following the Initial dispo:ial of ex(ex s nat lwe males, a smaller 

number of three-year-olds would then he avail ble for sale each year. The 

aforementioned s tudie ; show that aho ut I t o 4 percent of tlie Sahellan herd 

are males betwcell their third and fourth Iirthday, I.e. about '350 000 

head. As a rough approx.matIon, we may !;av that 25 to 40 percent. of 

these animals are, presenitlv s'told within the year, primarily for final consump

tion. Some ot these sold an ima;ipresinal)ly could be bought by farmer7 

who would ralie them to the age (,f !Ix. In add it ion, the offtake rate 

could be Increa.. d to provy(1e more anIn:il s for growln g-ot without 

decreasing the number of breedlug htill1 below mlinimum requirements. Per

haps as a rough figure, 100,000 saihellan t hrte -year-old,,; could be 

available for ;rowng -(ut each year. Thlis tiumber may he compared with 

the tot al of 500,000 West Afrlc.an w()rl, oxen es Limat ed by Sleelper in a working 

paper under this proj~ect. Thuti. tin addit ion of an ltiri'iI for growing 

out could he a rlat lwly s ize;ble Ii nvrntl In the intermediate 

zone. IIoweve r, the flow of six-year-old'i c olnIg, from the growing-out 

operations would be relat.Iyv ly nsiull1 compared to the total of about 

3 to 4 million cattle marketed each yeair In West Africa. 

Price Structure. -- Some have argued that the relative prices of 

young and old animalti compared to he coiit of retaining animals In the 

herd are nuch that Salhelaan pautornl litti find It most profitanle to 

sell inlnialli at age lix. l'resiamahly, sal e, at yuijnger agges, reflected In 

the herid daI ited above, arv lor Immediat v niedis and docompo(,lt lo data 

fl opt |ii,,' pt'e lign arenot r .t m.iI, lo -ra p1manlui g. Once tituch nvieedn 

covered, Ht herder will clhoofi to se ll at agv nix ratheir than two or threr. 

Thtitia chautige lit pric e itruct ur wonld be needed to Induce Iticra twid 11141,00 

of young cat t Ie. 

http:Afrlc.an
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However, data on cattle prices do not completely support such an
 

argument. Seventeen data sets showing the price and age of cattle sold
 

in Niger, Mali, Chad, Upper Volta, and Ivory Coast were analyzed to
 
learn how rapidly price rose as animals grew older. Many of the data
 

sets indicate that beyond age two or three the sale 
 price rose by less
 

than 20 percent for each year of animal growth. Furthermore, a linear
 

equation was often the best fit,and this indicates a decliniag percentage
 

increase in price.
 

These price increases must be compared to the cost a herder
 

faces if he keeps an animal one more year. If alternative uses are
 

available for the money represented by an animal, then the opportunity
 

cost of capital is relevant. This is generally assumed to be 20 to 25
 
percent in West Africa. However, this probably should be deflated for
 

herders in the northern zone who may not have many alternative investment
 

outlets. Another major cost is mortality which, as shown in Table 3
 

has been variously estimated at 5 to 10 percent for ages two to
 

three, 2 to 8 percent for ages three and four, 2 to 10 percent
 

for ages four to five, and 2 to 8 percent for animals over five.
 

The third cost is labor for care and feeding. Once an animal is over two
 
there are relatively few health problems in the northern zone, and feeding
 

cost per animal is low in sizable herds. Thus the total cost of keeping
 

an animal one additional year is about a 20 percent (of the animal's value)
 
opportunity cost, a 2 to 10 percent mortality risk, and the cost of labor
 

for feeding and care. The 
sum of these costs may exceed the return for
 

keeping an animal one more year.
 

Therefore, while the evidence is not clear cut, as must be expected 

when considering such a large area with spotty, rough data, it is not 
obvious that Lhe current price structure provides strong incentive for 

herders to keep animals to the age of six rather than selling at age two
 

or three. For such an incentive to exist,the return for holding an animal 

one more year (i.e., the price increase over the year) must be greater than 
the cost of keeping the animal for that year. It is not clear that this is 
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the case in the Sahel.1 Thuswe conclude that a major restructuring of
 

prices is not needed. However, marginal changes may be necessary to
 

tip the balance more toward sales of young animals, and such changes should
 

be forthcoming if demand for young cattle increases in the intermediate
 

growing-out zone. The latter issue is considered in the next section.
 

Raising Cattle from Age Two to Six. -- The intermediate stage of
 

cattle production, growing-out, would be done primarily by crop farmers
 

in wetter areas with good feed resources. A major question concerning
 

this stage is whether the additional. land, labor, and capital that would
 

be devoted to cattle will yield more in that activity than in crop
 

production. If this is true now, then one must question why those far

mers have not already undertaken more cattle production. If returns to
 

cattle raising are not now greater than returLis to crop raising, then
 

one must investigate the prospects for interventions that would increase
 

the former.
 

Intermediate cattle enterprises usually take one of two forms in
 

traditional West African crop systems. Either cattle are purchased by
 

farmers and entrusted to nearby Fulani for management, or the farmer
 

keeps the cattle on the farm where he benefits from manure and possibly
 

traction and, if there are females, milk. Delgado's analysis in Chapter
 

Two looks at both alternatives in southeast Upper Volta. 

Under the entrusting system farmers incur few costs other than the
 

initial purchase and occasional medical expenses. The Fulani are
 

responsible for all maintenance and feeding. The farmer's benefits are
 

the sale price of his animals and any young born to his females. The
 

Fulani gets full use of the milk. Use of manure goes mainly to the
 

Fulanibut this may be changing.
 

1Theoretically the relation between costs and returns for keeping
 
animals an additional year would indicate one age at which sale would 
maximize profits. Obviously,in the Sahel all animals are not sold at 
the same age. Different ages of sale arise because some male animals are 
kept for breeding, some become ill and thereby cost more to keep, some 
animals gafin weight more or less rapidly than average and so will bring 
more or less than the average return one year later, and prices and costs
 
very over space and time.
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Under this entrusting system Delgado found a 19 percent internal
 

rate of return (IRR) on males purchased at age two and sold at age
 

four.1 The figure was 21 percent for females purchased at age two and
 

sold at age six. Thus investment in a cattle enterprise offers a return
 

in the neighborhood of the generally cited 20 percent opportunity cost
 

of capi.al for the area.
 

Delgado also explores the hypothetical case of cattle kept on the
 

farm. (In his research area all farmers entrusted their cattle to Fulani,
 

so experiment station data were used and costs were extrapolated
 

from Fulani activities.) When the benefits of milk and manure were
 

credited to farmers and the costs of maintenance were debited,Delgado
 

found that males held from age two to four had an 8 percent internal
 

rate of return (lower than in the entrusting system) and females held
 

from two to six had a 21 percent IRR (the same as in the entrusting
 

system). But cattle on the farm have the disadvantage of possibly damaging
 

neighbor's fields and of revealing a farmer's wealth. Thus,farmers
 

probably find the entrusting system superior and in fact no cattle are
 

kept on the farm.
 

Delgado pursues the question one step further by including benefits
 

of animal traction when animals are kept on the farm. This analysis is
 

done with linear programming and reveals that under very favorable assump

tions this degree of crop/animal integration would yield net returns only
 

3 percent greater than the case where animals are entrusted to
 

neighboring Fulani.
 

Delgado's results are consistent with a system in equilibrium where
 

farmers have allocated each resource so as to equalize its marginal
 

return in different enterprises. The returns possible from entrusting
 

cattle are about the same as returns on other investments. A shift
 

of resources from present crop farming operations to accomodate cattle
 

integrated into the system will not significantly increase net returns.
 

Thus,under presei.t condltlons,farmers in areas similar to Delgado's South

east Upper Volta research site are unlikely to generate large new demand 

for two-year-old Sathelian cattle.
 

llf males are held to age six the IRR falls to 14 percent. 
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On the face of it Delgado's results appear contrary to the con

ventional wisdom about mixed farming and also contrary to 
implications
 

of experiments at nearby research stations. For example, at the Saria,
 

Upper Volta research station of the Institute de Recherches Agronomiques
 

Tropicales et des Cultures Vivrieres (IRAT),experiments showed a large
 
yield increase in sorghun from application of six tons of manure per 
hectare and also large increases for an additional six tons, and minor
 

increases for subsequent applications (Dinechin, 1969, p. 284 ). With
 

regard to 
ox plowing, Charreau (1974, p. 238) reviews experiments that show
 

significant yield increases of 21 to 157 percent on millet, sorghum, maize,
 
rice and cotton in West Africa. These are said to arise because plowing
 

allows better penetration of water into the soil and also better
 

retention of water at root level. 
 Thus,ox plowing may not only decrease
 

labor requirements on some operations; it may also increase yields.
 

However, as Delgado's analysis shows, these impacts of manure and
 
traction must be considered within the context of the full farming system.
 

For example, the use of oxen for land preparation may ease a labor
 

bottleneck at 
that time of the year only to create one during subsequent
 

phases of the crop cycle. The higher yields and larger areas possible 

with manure and traction imply greater labor requirements during weeding
 

and harvesting. Problems arise when these operations are still done
 

by hand. Ruthenberg (1971, p. 71) presents data shown in Table 4 
that demonstrate an aspect of this phenomenon. The Senegal groundnut 

operation shown in the table has both land preparation and weeding done 

by ox-drawn Implements, with a resultant 40 percent decrease in labor 
time compared to a complete hand-hoe system. In contrast, the Tanzanian 

cotton enterprise uted oxen only for land preparation, resulting in a 
greater per-acre labor expenditure for weeding, and a total labor increase 

of 2 porcent over a complete hand-hoe system. 

In add'tlon to possible problems of incomplete mechanization, there 
probably are s-veral reasons why mixed farming in Delgado's research site 
would not be as prof[table ats research station results imply. First, 
population density (40 per square kilometer) is relatively high for such 

a dry area, hence crop land competes with grazing land; there is 
so much land under crops that risks of damage by cattle are high. Second,
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the area does not grow a high value cash crop that might show very
 

good returns to manuring. Third, the grain marketing system is not
 

reliable enought to permit farmers to reduce millet production
 

below subsistence needs and concentrate more on cattle with market
 

purchases of grain. In areas without these and other constraints
 

discussed more fully in Delgado's monograph, there may be a greater
 

potential for increasing the growing-out of cattle.
 

Fattening. -- According to the stratification strategya small
 

portion of mature animals would be fattened before final sale. Christopher
 

Wardle's working paper for this research project provides one of the
 

few analyses of fattening operations by West African peasants. Wardle
 

served as technical assistant on a project at Libor6 near Niamey in
 

Niger funded by Euro Acord and under direction of the Livestock Department
 

of the Nigerlen Ministry of Rural Economy. The project provided credit
 

for cattle purchases and some technical advice. While fattening operations 

are likely to vary considerably across West Africa according to resource
 

endowments, the Libori project is instructive because it demonstrates that
 

peasants can profitably fatten cattle in at least some circumstances.
 

Libor6 appears to possess a number of preconditions that bode well
 

for the success of fattening programs. It is only 15 kilometers from Niamey,
 

a major consuming center. The Niger river flows along one edge of the
 

canton of Libor6 and provides a good source of forage. An irrigated rice
 

scheme provides agricultural by-products, and a few farmers have already
 

been engaged in fattening.
 

The main constraint was capital to purchase cattle. The project
 

provided 36,000 CFA F to buy one animal and 4,000 for feedstuffs and 

medicine. Loan applicants were screened by village chiefs, and each 

village as a whole was responsible for the borrower's repayments. In 

the first two years a total of 34,268,000 CFA Fwas loaned for the pur

chase of 857 cattle by 591 different farmers. 

Participants were required to buy healthy male animals of at least 

200 kg, but each farmer was responsible for choosing his own animal 

and so was responsible for the animals' performance. The option of 

having the project choose the animal. was rejected because if the animal 
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did not perform wellthe farmer could argue that he was not to blame
 

and did not have to repay the loan. In the first year 99.92 percent
 

of the money loaned out had been repaid.
 

Cattle were fattened for a minimum of three months. This 

minimum period was stipulated in the contract to ensure proper finishing 

of the animals and to avoid having peasants sell the animal quickly and 

then use the money for other purposes. The maximum fattening period was 

six months,when the loan had to be repaid. The feeding regime varies 

seasonally. Grass from between millet rows was fed from September to 

December, Bourgou grass from the edges of the Niger River from December 

to March, grass from between irrigated rice plots between March and June, 

and a variety of forage after the rains returned in May/June. Agricultural 

by-products were also fed: millet bran produced locally by village 

women; rice bran and cotton seed from nearby mills. Throughout the 

fattening period the farmers were visited by tncadreurs,who offered 

technical advice. 

Performance was satisfactory. Daily weight gains averaged 

603, 470, 696 and 475 grams per day for four different groups fattening 

animals in different seasons. The lowest figure was for animals fattened 

in the dry season. The next lowest reflects an unsuccessful effort to 

use an inferior hay. The average net profit from farmers in those 

four groups was 9465, 9762. 13640 and 9797 CFA F respectively. High 

profits for the third group may be misleadingbecause this group was 

composed of farmers especially selected for good performance in the first 

period because the project wanted to test the feasibility of fattening 

in the rainy season. The equivalence of profits for groups one and two 

in spite of large weight gain differences reflects the increase of price 

in the dry season to offset the decline in availability of feedstuffs. 

The above profit figures are net of all cash costs and 5 to 8 percent 

interest, but not net of family labor costs. Wardie's rough estimate of 

labor requirements indicate a daily return of 362 (QA F per man day,which 

is superior to returns he cites for crop activities examined by other 

researchers. Thus, it appears that cattle fattening by peasants is a 

profitable activity under the conditions at Libor6. Furthermore, Wardle 



indicates several steps that could be taken to improve the availability
 

of feedstuffs, which should improve profitability still further.
 

Wardle does raise two cautionary issues. First, loans have been
 

staggered over the year rather than dispersed in one period in order to
 

avoid glutting the market. Evidently the Niamey market for fattened
 

cattle is not very large. Second, experience showed that animals over
 

four years of age had more health problems, took longer to settle in,
 

and had lower weight gains than younger animals. In the second year, few
 
farmers bought animals over four. This has implications for the strati

fication strategy in which animals are "grown-out" until age six and 

then sold for consumption or further fattening. Under certain conditions, 
growing-out and fattening may prove to be mutually exclusive. However, 

this is far from a firm conclusion,because a six-year-old animal that 
has spent four years on a farm pulling a plow is much different from one 

that has always been in a Fulani herd. 

Size of the Beef Market., -- The stratification strategy Implicitly 
assumes a large and growing market for Sahellan beef sufficient to offer 

good prices for increased flows of cattle. A subsequent section addresses 
it detail the nature of demand for beef and competition for tile Sahel 
from non-African exporters. However, It Is worth noting here a few 

aspects directly relevant to stratification. Operations for "growing 
out" and for fattening animals will produce higher quality beef than is 
available from range-fed pastoral animals. Animals from the former two 
operations will yield tender, fattter beef. 

Staatz's study In Ivory Coast reveals that there is sone consumer 

preference for fattier beef. 'Faurii cattle otbtained a 2 to 4 per

cent premium (per kg carcassi wi-I ght) over zebus Iecaiu se, sio butchers 

believed, the former provide tattier mat.. In addition, the Implicit 

price of the meat in a sitandard large stze pile (100 or 200 CFA !') of meat, 
bone, fat, and offalti I; higlher than the , Iplicit meat price In small 
pilen (25 or 50 CFA 1,hvc,mmse' meat Iii the former Its coodv,;ervd mort, tender. 

llowever, Sta;itz1i lntervitews revealed a dlititaste for Ieef with heavy 

fat layerti. Thust, Staatz conelud ed that col tumert perfier meat from 
animalst that may be called well-fleshed bit not finfihed. ThN 
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probably means a preference for animals that have been grown-out and for
 

those that are fattened for two to three months, but not those coming
 

from intensive, longer fattening regimes.
 

The demand for beef and for higher quality beef are both, of 

course, sensitive to changes in relative prices and consumer incomes. 

As discussed further below, estimation of demand functions shows that the 

own-price elasticity I of beef is almost -1.0, the cross price elasticity 

of beef with fish is about .37, and the income elasticity of beef is 

between .5 and .6. Thus,increases in consumer income should significantly 

increase per capita demand for beef, but the large price elasticities 

indicate that demand will fall sharply if prices rise considerably. 

Market Flexibility. -- Stratification of cattle production implies 

changes in the size of trade flows, changes in the types of animals han

dled, and changes in important sending and receiving points. Some have 

questioned the ability of the traditional trade to respond to these 

changes and facilitate the new flows. Predictions of this sort are 

obviously hazardous. However, Herman's work in Upper Volta revealed 

that the tradit lnal trade was responsive to another sharp shift in 

animal flows. In neighboring Niger the governient 's herd reconstiLtution 

program generated strong demand for young animals. Traders responded to 

this demand and facilitated a major flow of such animals from Upper Volts 

to Niger.
 

The Role of Livestock in Pastoral Societies
 

The stratification strategy discussed above and most other livestock 

development pollcivf4 deptnd for thir success on correct assessments of 

the Incentlvt t- which paiatorallts will respond. ThIs In turn calls1 for 

i'({reen t ag' change In quant ity demanded d ivld1.d by the percentage 

change of the. indicatvd vnrlabl,, price of beef In thin cane. 
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an understanding of the roles that livestock now play in pastoral
 

societies. This section reviews the following four major roles but does
 

not attempt to rank their importance nor develop a general model of
 

herder behavior: 1) production of animal products; 2) production of
 

crops; 3) financial services; 4) culture maintenance.
 

Production of Animal Products. -- Melville llerskovitz's classic
 

treatise, "The Cattle Complex in East Africa" (1926), describes the
 

manner in which cattle have become the dominant element in the cultures
 

of a 	 number of pastoral peoples. This emphasis on the cultural signi

ficance of cattle may have led subsequent observers to downplay or over

look 	the subsistence roles of cattle. 

One of the earliest efforts to redress this often unbailariced per

ception was Harold Schne ,ger's (1957) article, 'rhe Subsisti nce Role 

of Cattle Among, the Pakot and In East Africa." Amongst the same peoples 

for whom Ilerskovit.z described the ciltura l Importance of cattle, 

Schneider found very Important subsistenct contributions. For example, 

among the Pakot he found that : (Schnelde r, 1957, p. 287) 

1. 	 "All cows and goats are milked and the milk
 
is consumed withotu ritual or other compl Icat ions. "
 

2. 	 "Another Important source of o I'islmnt is the
 
blood of cattle
 

3. 	 "Most st('ers are slaughtered when they reach their
 
prime, while cows are not killed because of their
 
value aA productIve capital."
 

One of Schetdler'n most lnteresting findings was that even though 

most cattle are l auightered it ritual settings, this does not significantly 

diminish the suibs,,iteict, valtie of the meat. Firtit of all, meat from 

ritual slaughter i'- totaIlly contitumed. Second, ther is no piling tip of 

ritual ilaughter thunt might (;itie iifl, meat to bv' want't. Third, tilaughter 

in a ritu,1natet In)-, Impl ivi as la rge group of' part IcIpant s who -:iar the 

meat, llvher 4, iPeag l pri ,v,.1nt w;istu. (Althuisih tht' I'.ikot know hotw t o 

dry meat ,they pre fer It Iri'uh and they Incur onme ipollage with drying.) 

Fourth, there tis a taboo againtit consuming milk and ritually s+laughtered 
moat 	 on the sanme day, so that consumption of those two foods is spread 
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over a wider number of people or, via soured milk, over time. Fifth,
 

and perhaps most significant, the scheduling of rituals that call for
 

slaughter seems geared to the community's need for meat. Schneider
 

(1957, p. 289) comments as follows:
 

The most frequent feast seems to be the one known 
simply as kerket; this is not required at any special 
time but is held when there is a need for meat, even 
though ritual ends are also served by it. The other 
sapana-like feasts, such as the funeral, are of relatively 
rare occurrence. But even these fulfill a subsistence 
role, for presumably the decision to hold a kerket is 
conditioned by whether a compulsory feast such as the 
funeral has recently been held. The attitudes of conser
vation which accompany kerket are most prominently seen 
in the fact that it Is often initiated by the community 
which calls upon one of its members to give a steer as 
an obligation. The person selected may demur on the 
grounds of placing himself in economic Jeopardy, but he 
must eventually consent in oriar to maintain his standing 
in the community. Two feasts never occur on the same 
day or even on adjoining days, except in unusuail circum
stances. Finolly, the consumption of meat does not 
conflict with the ule of milk, except In the sapana. Per
sons who consume rt tual ly slaughtered meat may not take 
milk on the same day; the milk thus saved Is either made 
available to those who haIve had no meat, or is eaten 
sour on the following day. 

In addition toitunt nothlg that livestock may simultaneously serve 

subsistence objet I yes and culIt lra object ives , it Is necessary to 

examine ti(- subsistonct, roles of livestock in some detail . The quantity, 

nutritional value, anid seaisonallty of food produced by animals has a 

major inflitence on herd size and structure, -demandfor nortantmal food, 

and the pattern of sales of milk and animals. The following discussion 

examints milk, '.eat, ald food in turn. Much of this fisdrawn from Dahl 

and lijort (1970) who provide a very utseul compilation of data from 

many ttudics of patrorai grmips, with major concentration on the English 

language literature r'gardlng Africa. 

Milk Iii the Iost Important atilmal f ood consumed by most pastoral 

groups. With faapple-mantiary ,.toree. of iron and Vitamin C. a family 

could bae twist rat it i divi ,in milk. Taking r-prsvint at Iv, nutritional 

yieldn andl reqailremeitti. l)ahl aild iIart (1916. 1). ) calculate that a 

family with a iO) year.old lallihr, a pr.ginant mother of 25, a girl of 

15, a boy of ltl and ,i'hlra', aged I and 8 w,,uld require 10.0 kg or 
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of milk to satisfy their daily need for 13,800 kcal 
 and 318 g of
 

protein. However, the nutritional value of milk and hence the required
 

volume varies according to the breed of cow, the location, and the
 

aeason. Researchers have reported calorie yields between 633 and 831
 
kcal per liter of milk from pastoral cows, and protein yields between
 
3.0 percent and 3.8 percent. (See Deshler, 1965; Widstrand, 1975: 

Orr and Gilks, 1931; Bartla, 1971.) The seasonal variation Is particu

larly important in the Sahel. Bartha (1971 in Illort and Dahl, 1976, 

p. 154) found that fat content, a major determinant of calorie content,
 

was 2.3 to 2.5 percent at the end of the dry season while during the
 

rains it more than doubled to 5 to 7 percent.
 

Seasonal variation is even more critical to the volume 
 of milk
 

produced. One of the most ca refil ,studies Is by Van Raay (1975, p. 49)
 
for a sample of 692 Fulani-owned c attle a round Zarla In 1970. le 

measured milk avall i;iv for human con sumption, i.e., milk obtained after 

the calf's normal suckl Ig. 'lhe daily average per lactating cow was 0.77
 

litersbut the actual output varied from a low of 0.5) 
 in April to a 
high of 1.07 In September. This varlibi lity was not ,(aIct'rl);ited by 

variability in tlhe number of lart atlng cows. Van Ray (1475, p. 50) 

found no signif icant seasonal varifatlou in the percent of a herd in milk. 

Other I oo deta iled, ,tudiLeo provide a wide range of average figures 

on milk yi eld. The World Bank (1975) vot maitten ihat tu lan I-owned 

cattle In west ern Uppe'r Volta yicld about 150 kg ofImilk for human 
consum't Ion dutr ing each lactat ion. Tlhino would be i 9 llt erm per day 

over a 210-day lactation period. llr6maud and l'agot (1962, p. 318) In

dicate a yield of 400 to 450 kg over a 210 lactat ion a a general estimLre 

for Sah8eian Zebhuno. Thin range of IN. to 2.0 l iters per day Is much 

higher than the yields Iicat'd by Van May and tI., WorId Bank. !rhmnaud 

and Pagot are no cle.ar a to whether th lir fi glVre ire for total yield 

or yield availa.bl for huini v"nu ptl Ion. low .vr, .)nahl and II orl (1976, 

p. 145) mleml to believw It In th lattv.. An evei hlilgher f .igureIn 

provided by Duplire (19h2, h, p. ill) whot atutr" that 11proro Fulani cows ylcld 

slightly ov'r thrve Ilterre per day ovr the f lrot nix month of the lactation 

and that during the wet mrnaon the y ltd Is even higher, flNo liters. 

http:availa.bl
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Again, it is not clear whether these high figures refer to total produc

tion or just the amount available for human consumption. However, Dupire
 

implies it is the latter. High yields were also found by Rada and Neville
 

Dyson-Hudson (1970, p. 113) among the Karimojong in Uganda. Daily milk
 

yields for human consumption varied from 1.0 to 2.2 liters per lactating
 

cow, with an average of 1.6 liters.
 

The above discussion of milk yields and requirements has implications
 

for herd size and composition. Providing the 16.6 kg (16.1 liters)
 

daily milk requirements for the aforementioned reference family would 

call for an average of 21 cows in milk over the year, accord ing to Van 

Raay's data on milk yields. However, during the periods of lowest milk 

yields, In April, 32 lactatinl g cows would he needed. If, as Van Raay 

(1975, p. .50) found, about 17 percent of a herd Is In milk at one time, 

the total. ,ierd would have to number about 124 head, using the above 

averages. In the dry season about I88 would be needed. Such large herd 

sizes are not very common In the SaheI, ;and this confirms the Important 

place of nonanimal foods In pastoriil diets. 

Meat and blood art, much less important than milk in pastoral. diets, 

but their contribution Is still significant. Pahl and iijort (1976, p. 170) 

estimate that the meat on a 120-kg bovine carcass yields 283,500 kcal 

and 17.4 kg of protein. An additional I1,H860 kcal and 1.6 kg of protein 

are provided by the tongue, liver, heart., kidney, suet fat, caul fat, 

and hump of an inimal with IlveweIght of 2'0 kg. (Based on Dahl and lijort, 

1976, p. 170.) Thi above carcass wel,ht and I ivewel ht est Imfatc seem to 

be approprilate fo)r animals slaimgliterd in We.st Africa, altthough thit varies 

considerably over t. int and space. 

Blood Is more Imntrtant amon, East African pastoralifitti than among 

thome In West Africa. Each year an animal may yIeld six lIterti of blood 

(over three bleedln O) which provides;i a total of 1980 kcal and .46 kg 

prot, In. ()ahl and 111frt , 19706, p. 174. ) Since fertile, cows usnually 

are not bled, -achhvrd l prod);ibly contalIns fewer than 50 percent bleedtible 

anliaI P).1 .h to imilk and meat blood i major tiource of. us , In not 

cnlorIes and protv In for pastoral IFtn. 

Thr nbove di ricuntlon of the inubtance vnluo of anliunl products should 
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not be taken to mean that pastoralists consume all the food produced
 

by their herds. The nutritional yields cited represent a potential
 
that the pastoralist family can consume itself, but the animal products
 
may be sold or traded rather than eaten. 
 For example, Dupir! (1962, b,
 

p. 46) states that:
 

Milk products ... are 
the very basis of the daily economy

of the Bororo household, which by the exchange of curdled milk
 
or the sale of butter provides, theoretically, for its food
 
needs ('no butter, no millet,' goes one saying).
 
[our translation]
 

Similarly, a large part of herd offtake is sold rather than slaughtered
 

for pastoralist '.onsumption. 

Contributions to Crop Production. -- Livestock contribute to crop
 
output by producing manure, by providing power for cultivation and trans
portation, by developliig and maintaining 
 labor assistance arrangements, and 
by increasing the profitab ility of Improved fallows. The full. extent of
 
these complement aritl es betweteen l lvtstock and crop cnterpr i Se, 
 Is rarely
 
realized fin Africa. In s omC arvias 
 the coqt of exploiting t hese comple
mentaritietti may be greater 
 thas the benefits. (Sete Delgado, 1978.)
 
However, in other areas Ltiu 
 bene fft.I may outwe ight the cont.s, and the com

bination of liventock and crop enterprites ian Integrated nysitem may
 
become more wid.-sipread with thte 
 atit; Intance of extens ion activities and
 
adaptive tec no logJcal deve opment.
 

Manure productlotn by pastoral animals hat; rvcelved l t tlo atudy and
 
the avalablv,eittmaten are qulte variable. At the Saria, Upper Volta
 

research station of the Is tiiute dc lRtec herche. Agronomique Tropica lea
 
et des 
 Culturei Vivrirt.rv (Ii AT), tie annual 1ip.oductlon of mealnure from 
a pair of ztebu titeert wan approximat ely 5 hiietri, tonts, and tit(entire 
herd of 60 animals (compotn tion not mtated) provideid abotit 12( metric 
ton (Dinechin rt at., 1969, p. 271). A metric ton of thin frenth 

nunure had approxim-itt, ly 22? kg dry matt.- and coital.ned 20 kg of N, 2.65 

kg of P 20 5, lI.') k g of K 0, 4.11 kA o f Ca0. idti I .09 kV of MgO (l)1itchin 
Ot al., p. 279). '1114. Heoments dve I'AErotnomin of ttie Frenth MintatItrv de 
In Coop(,rntlon (197'., p. 1001) ort imaten that an African teer nitabled 
at night will produce 1.2 metric totn of tatnuro par yvar. of which 750 

http:Vivrirt.rv
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to 1000 kg would be straw used for litter. A steer under permanent
 

stabling would produce tenmetric tons. Presumably, this is the weight
 

of wet and dry matter, but it is still difficult to compare this with
 

the IRAT estimate since IRAT does not indicate stabling conditions nor
 

the contribution of straw litter, if any. Some variation in estimates
 

is to be expected since manure output is dependent upon feed input.
 

For India, the FAO 1971 Production Yearbook estimates that one
 

cow produces 8.6 metric tons of fresh (wet and dry material) manure
 

each year. However, A. Singh argues that a more realistic figure is
 

5.5 m.t. (Singh, 1975). One metric ton of thio fresh manure is said to
 

contain approximately 180 to 260 kg dry matter.
 

For Zambia (then Northern Rhodesia) Allan (1965, p. 417) states
 

that available cattle manure is limited to night droppings in the kraal
 

since the animals graze during the day. The quantity of this manure that
 

the farmer actually obtains is probably less than three-quarters of a ton
 

although a few farmers may get nearly two tons. The manure is only
 

slightly augmented with litter.
 

The yield gains from application of manure have not been studied
 

extensively in Africa. For experimental data to be able to be generalized 

over time and space the tests would have to include analysis of the manure's 

composition and they would have to be conducted over a long period of 

time to determine sensitivity to rainfall, changes of soil ph and organic 

matter, and other long-term variations. As discussed in the stratification 

section, one experiment conducted during only one year in Upper Volta 

shows large yield increases for sorghum for the intial six tons of 

manure per hectare, and also for the next six tons, but subsequent in

crease; are minor (Dinechin et al., 1969, p. 284). This was at Saria, 

Upper Vol ta where the composition of manure was as stated above. 

Another factor on which there Is little Informat.in Is the extent 

to whichi manure I; actilaly used on crop land;. Allan (1965, p. 417) 

notes iat " nproveil Zambian fa rmers app led not more than three tons per 

acre every fourth year, although theIbe a Ir r " may have applied tell to 

twelve tolls. !ni many ,imrvas no manure Ist raispor (,d f rom kraal to field, 

but the krt;Iti h; moved repet4atedly ;nd crop!; planted on tihe former sites. 

Another common system, especially, Il Went Africa, is for animals to be 

http:Informat.in


kept on fields for the specific purpose of depositing their manure.
 

The actual transport of manure by the farm family would entail large
 

labor inputs, especially where animal-drawn carts are not abailable.
 

However, as Ludwig (1968, p. 120) found on Tanzania's Ukara island,
 

sufficient quantities of manure may be moved with head loads. When the
 

Wakara go to their fields they carry a basket of manure and they return
 

with a basket of harvested crops or forage, achieving an efficient
 

transport system. The average basket weighed 33 pounds and the average
 

daily quantity moved per household was 348 pounds. Ludwig (1968, p. 120)
 

provides the following somewhat confusing conclusion: 

...the fields are provided with 4-5 tons per acre per
 
year. This means that each field can be manured every
 
2-3 years.
 

The Ukara example is interesting because it demonstrated that head loading
 

can move sufficient quantities of manure, but the high rainfall and high
 

population density of the island probably yield a cost- benefit
 

calculation that differs considerably from what might be found in the
 

Sahel. However, Delgado (1979) found that Fulani in southern Upper
 

Volta were transporting manure from kraals to fields at certain times of
 

the year.
 

The most common means of applying manure in the Sahel is probably
 

through grazing animals on fields and keeping them the.re through the
 

night. Dupire (1962, b, p. 29) found the following system among
 
"sedentary" Fulani in Marna, Niger:
 

Owners of herds have them stationed twice on their fields 
just before the growing season, changing the site of the 
kraal nightly; afterwards, they burn the stubble from the 
preceeding year. If possible one proceeds to a third 
stationing of the herd in the field after the harvest, which 
barely precedes the departure for transhumance. The fresh 
dung deposited before sowing is the best. This period of 
stationing lasts a month In all. 

One indication of the high value placed on such manuring is that animals 

are returned from transhiimance to the vill!age Just before tile rainy 

season primarily to manure the fields (Duplre, 1962, b, p. 29). An 

added bonus of this system is that the manure is worked into the soil by 

the animal's hooves. 
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In addition to improving their own fields, pastoralists provide
 

manure to others under a variety of arrangements. In the Cercle de
 

Tessaoua in Niger among "semi-nomadic" Fulani, Dupire (1962, b, p. 21)
 

found that animal manure was highly valued and was becoming an object
 

of commerce via transportation on donkeys. A more common exchange
 

arrangement in West Africa is through the "stationing" system similar to
 

that found in Marna.
 

Hopen (1958, pp. 37-38) describes the exchange arrangement in
 

Northern Nigeria during the dry season as follows:
 

Early in dabunde the late maturing varieties of
 
corn are completely harvested and again the herds are
 
free to camp on the farmlands which surround the villages.
 
Stubble is often grazed by herds which are on the move to
 
the farm area of the cattle-owner. The dabunde lasts from
 
December until late February or early March. During this
 
period the Fulbe return to their own farm area, going first
 
to the farm-lands of the village and district heads where
 
they corral their cattle for about ten nights. A village
 
or district head may give gifts of kola-nuts to the herd
owners who keep their cattle on his farm-lands, but the
 
herdsmen do not expect further renumeration.
 

After having manured the farm of the local chief the 
pastoralists disperse to other farms within the same village 
area, keeping their cattle on each farm for periods which 
may vary from three to ten nights. No fixed fee is charged
 
for corralling the cattle on the farm of a peasant farmer.
 
Herd-owners are quite pleased if they receive enough corn
 
for their domestic needs while they are on a farm and they
 
may or may not receive kola-nuts and possibly salt in addition.
 
If any renumeration is paid in cash, the amount is established
 
by bargaining before the herd is moved to the farm. Herd
owners whose cattle are in transit and spend one night on a
 
farm do not receive payment from the farm-owner.
 

At some stage in the dry season a herdsman will use cattle 
to manure hi-, own farm if he has one. 

The dabunde is a season of progressive decline in the 
condition of the pastures. Asi grazing deteriorates pastora
lists abandon the possibility of gaining an income from 
manuring and give priority to seeking out the best pastures. 

As ilopen'.s disciiision Indicates, stubble grazing is the major part 

of the renumerat bon "paid" to have a herd manure a field. This is 

underatandable since theme exchanges occur during the dry season when 
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pastures no longer provide good grazing, thus stubble would be
 

highly valued. More recently in northern Nigeria Van Raay (1975, p. 58)
 

found that the terms of exchange were still similar to those found
 

by Hopen.
 

Rupp (1975) found a similar arrangement between the Fulani and
 

Bambara south of Dilly in Mali. The Fulani move scuth from Dilly during
 

the dry season primarily in search of watering places and secondarily,
 

seeking grazing land. They disperse among Bambara villagers with whom
 

they have a good relationship. "For manuring the fields the grazier
 

is given the right of access to water and on rare occasions gifts (millet)
 

by the owner" (Rupp, 1975, p. 50).
 

Although most sources do not cite the manure/grazing exchange as a
 

major source of pastoralists' income, Dupire (1962, b, p. 7) indicates
 

that it may be important for one group of "nomadic" Fulani, the Jelgobe,
 

in Niger:
 

In the dry season they obtain millet by trading their
 
milk, or as remuneration for the manure their herds
 
deposit on the fields of the sedentary groups, or by
 
buying it.
 

Polly Hill (1972, p. 287) seems to believe the manuring may be a
 

significant source of income for pastoralists in northern Nigeria, even
 

though her respondents indicated otherwise:
 

When enquiries were made during the farming-season, the
 
payment to the pastoral Fulani who bring their herds to
 
manure the farms in the dry season was always put at El
 
a month for 30 cattle -- surely an absurdly low figure,
 
whatever quantity of grain etc. is also given? Although
 
the position is clearly competitive, with the richer
 
farmers attracting most of the herds, the owners of farms
 
near wells and grazing grounds are also well situated.
 

The quantity of manure deposited under these arrangements is obviously
 

quite variable. 11ill (1972, p. 288) cites Meek's (1925, P. 1.28) estimate
 

that thirty cattle would adequately manure 2 1/2 acres In one month. Van
 

Raay (1975, pp. 58-59) took a random sample of fields on twelve farms in
 

Katsina Trovlnce, Nigeria and came up with widely varying estimates of
 

the quantity of manure deposited. A major source of variation was the
 

difference between fields that we;u .crelygrazed during the day (70

400 kg manure per hectare) and fields that were grazed during the day
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but also had the animals coralled on them at night (2100-6200 kg manure
 

per hectare). The variation within each category was due primarily to
 

length of stay
 

Traction power for cultivation and hauling are probably less
 

important than is the use of manure. One reason may be the often cited
 

need to have ox-drawn weeding and not just land preparation in order
 

to have large labor reductions. In the section on stratification data
 

are presented that illustrate this problem.
 

Hill (1972, p. 193) states that in northern Nigeria the lack
 

of ox-drawn technology for the first groundnut weeding is unfortunate,
 

but ox-plowing is still extremely important in Katsina and Kano
 

province. This seems to be due to large land owners who cannot find
 

a readily available source of hired labor. Ownership of a plow may
 

also be for the purpose of running a plow-hire service as well as
 

plowing the owner's land. This seems to be the case in Maradi,
 

Niger (G. Nicolas et al., 1968) as well as in Batagawara, Nigeria
 

(Hill, 1972, p. 309). Thus, purchase of a plow may not be related to
 

size of the owner's land holding.
 

Farther north, among the Fulani and Tuareg of Niger, the sources
 

emphasize traction power for hauling goods and people, and foZ raising
 

water from wells rather than for plowing. See Dupire (1962, a, pp. 91,
 

92, 94, 95, 110) and F. Nicolas (1950, pp. 132-133).
 

Agricultural labor on pastoralists' farms may be provided by in

dividuals who are linked to the herder in a variety of relationships
 

based on loans or gifts of animals. The provision of this labor is
 

part of a broader set of obligations that generally help to bind people
 

together and add coherence to the society. Schneider (1957, p. 285)
 

describes this aspect of the relationship among the Pakot of Kenya:
 

An important use of cows, then, is to secure rights in
 
persons in whom there are no rights per se; steers are
 
also used in this manner to secure obligations. Cooper
ation in such subsistance acts as housebuilding, herding,
 
cultivation (especially irrigation) . . .
 

These relationahips are discussed further in the subsequent section on
 

culture maintenance.
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Improved fallows are generally not an immediate prospect in most
 

African mixed farming systems. However, in parts of North Africa, the
 

reintroduction of a native legume, medicago or medic, provides an
 
example of what may be possible. In Algeria medics could be grown on
 

2.5 million hectares of annual fallow and thereby place $45 million
 

worth of nitrogen in the soil annually, double wheat yields, and allow
 
twice as many livestock to be fed (Berth, 1975, p. 2). The presence
 

of animals in such a crop/fallow system may be critical to the pro

fitability of the improved fallow, thus to 
the increase in crop
 

production.
 

Financial Services. -- Livestock serve pastoralists as investment
 

goods which have the following desirable characteristics:
 

(a) easy convertibility to cash;
 

(b) service as a medium of exchange; 

(c) options for decreasing risk:
 

(d) portability; and
 

(e) a moderate rate of return.
 
Among the Fulani and Tuareg of West Africa, the sale of livestock
 

seems to be by far the most important source of cash income. This is
 

shown clearly in a study of 4,990 pastoralist households surveyed in
 
1963/64 in northeast Niger (Ganon, 1966, p. 157, p. 165), Live

stock sales account for 97.1 percent of cash Income among the Fulani sample 
and 89.0 percent among the Tuareg sample. Cattle made up the great 
majority of the Fulani sales whereas only 33 percent of the value of
 

Tuareg sales was from cattle, 27 percent from goats and sheep, and 40
 
percent from camels (Ganon, 1966, p. 157, p. 166). Although livestock 

sales are of paramount imr rtance for cash income, the aforementioned study 
showed that the value of milk consumed by the families from their own 

1Twenty-seven percent of the Fulani and 48 percent of the Tuareg

households are engaged in some crop cultivation. 
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herds was as great as the value received from animal sales. Eddy (1979)
 

found a similar rough equivalence of the value of meat and milk north
 

of Tahoua, Niger.
 

Livestock not only are sold for cash but also are exchanged
 

for a wide -ariety of goods, services, and obligations. Schneider
 

(1968, p. 434) argues that in some pastoral societies animals may be
 

considered as money:
 

Turu livestock may be considered money because
 
animals are standards of value, media of exchange
 
and stores of value. Livestock are normally
 
used for purchasing goods priced in terms of them,
 
and they are the supreme stores of value, the end
 
of all economic pursuits. Thus, however strange
 
a form of money they may appear to be, they are
 
functionally equivalent to money as defined by
 
economists.
 

As found in the above Niger study, livestock may be traded directly
 

for grain. Different animals may also be traded against each other.
 

Among the Turu of East Africa, Schneider (1968, p. 427) found a 

standard exchange ratio of three head of small stock (goats or sheep) 

for one young bull or steer, and five head of small stock for a 

heifer. A specialized form of exchange arises among the Turu when a 

herder needs a steer (for sacrificial slaughter, for example) but does 

not have one. If ie has several cows he may exchange one cow for 

one steer under a tilia arrangement. The recipient of the cow has full 

use of the milk but cannot kill or sell the cow and must return a
 

certain number of calves to the original owner (Schneider, 1957, p. 284).
 

Thus, in this case livestock are a rather remarkable investment in
 

that they can be partially liquidated but still yield a return. 

The most obvious means of decreasing risk in a herding enterprise 

is to disperse the animals to several different areas. Gallais (1967, 

p. 133) describes such an arrangement among Fulani in Mali: 

. . . the dlom-dlaudi disperse in a very widespread 
fashion a large portion of their animals In the herds 
of friends. This practice is a mutual assurance against 
misfortune. If a l'eul's herd Is decimated by an epi
demic, worn out by thirst or hunger, or raided, those 
of aeighbors might have been spared. The animals con
fided to them permit the restoration of the weakened 
herd. 
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Dupire (1962, b, pp. 43-44) speaks of a broader set of risk-diminishing
 

arrangements among the Fulani of Niger:
 

institutionalized forms of exchange of goods and
 
services among the nomadic Bororo, which all give the
 
pastoralist . . . multiple chances of warding off the
 
factors of insecurity of his occupation: pre-inheritance;
 
gifts and counter-gifts of meat, milk, and other objects;
 
loans of reproductive heifers under very advantageous
 
conditions, of travelling bulls, of lactating cows, 
. . .
 
thanks to those reciprocal relations the poor or unlucky
 
nomad comes to feed his family, form his herd, or
 
reconstitute his herd.
 

Within his own herd a pastoralist can also minimize risk by increas

ing the number of older animals. These animals have presumably acquired
 

immunity to a variety of ailments that might kill younger animals.
 

The rate of return on a herder's investment may be taken roughly 

as the offtake rate plus milk production plus net herd growth minus 

operating (herding, watering, etc.) costs. Estimates of offtake 

vary from about 7 percent to 12 percent or 14 percent. As shown above, 

the value of milk production may be as great as the value of animal sales. 

Net herd growth may be around 2 percent over offtake. Thus gross returns 

may be between 16 and 30 percent. Deducting the cost of maintaining 

the herd lowers net return. Delgado (1979) calculated the net internal 

rate of return for a male bovine kept on a Voltaic farm as 8 percent 

and for a female as 21 percent. This is with high labor costs to 

maintain the animals. 

Culture Maintenance. -- In addition to the roles livestock play in 

production and exchange, they are often also very important as a medium 

through which cultural values are maintained.2 Livestock serve this 

function through their role in bridewealth payments, gifts, bequests, 

ceremonial sacrifice, and generating networks of personal (kin and nonkin) 

These figures naturally vary with varitions In price and herd 
structure. 

2latterns of iroduction and exchange may also serve to r I force 

cultural values. However, In thLi section we focus on the manner in 
which liventock further culture maintenance In noneconomic arenas.
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relationships. To the extent that herders desire to reserve
 

animals for these basically noneconomic roles, those herders will
 

require greater economic incentives to alter their rate or pattern
 

of offtake.
 

Bridewealth in the form of livestock is very common among
 

African pastoralists. The need to reserve animals for future bride

wealth payments is revealed quite clearly by Stenning and Ilopen among
 

the Fulani of northern Nigeria. Stenning (1959, p. 112) found that
 

at the time of a boy's circumcision (7-10 yrs.) certain of his
 

father's animals are set aside for his future use: 

The sibling group of the boy's father -- his paternal 
uncles and aunts -- seek to betroth him at any time 
after his circumcision at the age of seven to ten. It 
is at this time that the boy's services to the herd 
begin to be no longer negligible, and his Interests in 
it are now furthered by his father. "When he has been 
circumcised, you take your son Into the cattle corral, 
show him the beasts ear-marked for him at hits name
giving, and again ear-mark for him what further heifers 
you are able, so that when he marries he may have their 
increase."
 

Animals are not, literally, ear-marked for this pur
pose, but the term adequately suggests the nature of
 
this event.
 

When the boy'ti interests in the herd have been thus 
enhanced, the future provisIon of the complementary 
services of a wife are thought ulpon - "There Is the 
herd - the milkmaid Is to follow" - and the prelmi
naries to betrothal are set forward. 

Hopen (1958, pp. 119-120) notes that early ear-marking of animals 
for a son's br1deweal th fle r ve t he add it ional purposes of maintaining 

good father-son relattions and h.ollping to intnitr cont |nued herding 

services by tihe son: 

Now herd-owmern, hilvIng once been youtht; themielves are 
well aiware of the fnt that the only really effective 
way In which t4) forev;till frustration In a ion Is to make 
It clear to him that ctttlo- ,aur. avaIllab lo ho lti marriage. 
TI ribh jltio It I! cl.,ir that tim fat her- um amitIllct ti 

I lit ilt-whi t th i 'it I ,r i ()Ilihe 6erv i tc iti.l I t fidi i 
the nitoll w lltiit hi' t tnl ' ot n,'"l !l I41 I i i1,1 Ill11,;arl y It Inm,mIl it; 
10t. 10il 4 Is 1:trly it a11wo.. inalilV In ,.m , t f i-i f.ill., 
,g,-I Ihlw'i h' will feel. ItilIt , In h l 1 1.)111Y 11il1, 
owiinf, tI f hi'' p1(ri~r1,f1!1lV4' i'ift imi () I Hoot. nu,71itilmi I 
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of interests, he cannot fully enjoy their companion
ship. A man who is old enough to be married, but
 
who is as yet unmarried, is further frustrated since,
 
in his view his future is being jeopardized; late
 
marriage means small families and delay in gaining
 
a self-sufficient household.
 

When a son is old enough to get married, or is approach
ing that age, the tension between him and his father
 
is, potentially, at its greatest. This tension centers
 
about the family herd, for now a son begins to compete
 
with his father for the use of cattle, and ultimately 
it is the supply of cattle which places a limit on the 
number of women married by the men of a family. 

The number and types of animals offered as brideweal,-', differ over
 

time and among different groups. For Fulani in Mali during the mid-1960s
 

Gallais (1967, p. 133) states that two years before the marriage a young 

man presents his in-laws with two milking cows to support his fiancee, 

and at the marriage gives his wife a group of heifers ( tin lot de g6nisses ) 
Dupire (1962, a, p. 97) speaks of the bride's family choosing three animals 

for the bridewealth (sa daakl) from the herds of the bridegroom's father 

and paternal uncles. For three different Tuareg groups in Niger in the 

19409 F. Nicolas (1950, p. 216) lIsts the foilowing bridewealth: 1) four 

or five camels for the lmi.ller'en group, 2) ten to twenty goats or sheep 

or two cattle, or ten goats and one pack ox for the Eklan; and 3) four 

or five cattle for the Inesleman. 

For FulanI In northern Nigeria during the 1950n, tlopen (1958, pp. 84

95) notes that thi! value of bridewealth was rising. Marriage of a virgin 

calls for the groom's family to sacrifice a young bull1 . The only animal 

transfered wa.i a heifer , whose offspring and milk would t[Vn belong to 

the wife. There wai altso a cash payment ranging from 12 to 11.2, the 

latter aimtnoit h)4ln the value of some bullti. Thetie figure.s are, for d;oir

able br ide,; lc.m dtn Irabl, brides won ld get lower payment;s, andl lowr pay

meitti w, rv a 1,so common among poor people. Stoinning (19Y), pp. I I 1-I.-I ) Il so 

writt'i of €nllWy on' liviffer h, , triklrt ftrred allmlong norther, 11U111-r L111 Vsi, anI 

bu t li t .11 4,1 t hl 1 :1I 1ot ,I I I1 r i II i at 4- ;; 'rf-rI I c .fd (11 v i ,I , Ip, I ml 

linry o ;,14n . AI t ir I h !('n h I III' fir t chi l d w, , ,r l, Il, .,, 

ilIauglht veIl hy Itli, II' 'w hu';, o f.wi[lv ind the'y ,iv. III' nmw wif,' a pack ox. 

Dup Ire (19 ', h), p. 11) and F. NIc asI 9'i * pp. '11I I; I ) ai i, speak of 
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various sacrifices before and after marriage. Additional transfers of
 

animals are noted by Stenning (1959, p. 121) who states that after the
 

first child is born the new wife attaches to her herd any calves belong

ing to her husband's cattle and the calves given by the husband's maternal
 

and paternal grandfathers to the first born.
 

Gifts and bequests of cattle to sons are closely linked to sons'
 

marriages and probably represent a greater transfer of animals than does
 

bridewealth. In addition to the animals given the bride and slaughtered 

at the time of marriage, as discussed above, a father must provide his 

son with sufficient animals to start and inalnttan a new household. Hlopen 

(1958, p. 139) found that the sum of such gifts to sons generally exhausts 

the father's holding;s so that In old age heI s dependent on his children 

and has few if any animals to bequea ith upon ifs death. 

Whatever principle of Inlieritance is applied in 
practice, only a small proportion of cattle are trans
mitted by inuher it ance In each generation. A man, as 
we have see, gives cattlIe to hif; ,sons successively as 
they marry and, If he lives until all his sons have 
married, he wI11 spend hit, last years as their dependent. 
On his death he will have no cattle to pass on to them. 
If a large herd Is Inherited it generally meu;an; t:hat the 
late owner had only very young sos or not sons at all. 
The more is,,ial pattern Is that when i man diet; he leaves 
no cattle or only a few beasts. Snot' Informant,; hold 
that In order to reduce, the number of cattle passed in 
inheritance a proport ion of herd-owner, acc1 lerate (in 
comparison with the pasit) the dlstrilmtion of their 
cattle amang, their sons and hy doing so thr'e things 
are accempl 1lied: 

1. The necessity of payfig death duty In the court 
is avoided. 

2. The l ikelihood of daghters receivi ng a large 
share In a court settIement Is el iminat('d. 

3. The psI .isl!ty oif dllhpit es amoing th( sonre (which 
are regarded ai likely If there li an v'ttate) I4 avoided. 

Dupire (1962, h, ) . 17) also wrltesi of thlits c'usti)i of "lpre-inheritance'' 

found among tin' Fulanihl (if Nl,,,er wh,'rely t h' !;onn oblai nearly their 

full hailire of the father' i lw'rd l-forv thI' deah Not only thelatter's I. 

ftt her btit ot lier c lote Pat eriit I re I at ivein an wi IIire indtr a moral 

obligtlon to give a young man nnlmnlti with which to ntnrt hilt own herd 
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(Dupire, 1962, a, pp. 122-123). These gifts begin flowing when the child
 

is about seven years old and starts wearing leather trousers as a sign
 

of his hard work and obedience (Ibid., pp. 83-84). However, Gallais
 

(1967, p. 132) notes that at the time of baptism, one week after birth,
 

the father and maternal uncle establish a herd for the young son. The
 

son's mother also given him a "pre-inheritance" from her personal herd 

(Dupire 1962, a, pp. 118-119).
 

Networks of social relatlonship _s are formed ane maintained through 

various gifts and loans of animals. Gallais (1967, p. 133) makes this 

point quite strongly for Fulant in Mali: 

Social ties are expressed by animal transactions. 
All the mythical al lances, the d endia l which i te 
the Peul clans or tribes, are based on gifts or loans 
of animals. Tie primordial significance of these gifts 
is understandable. Tie herder's life depends on, a herd 
which brutal epdei(m Ies and other catastrophes can re
duce to a few animal i. 'Thet survival of the grOup depends 
on ties of solld:jrIty. Old ali lance:; are nourished 
and enriched by tho;e alternatng gifti . .. 

Occaslonal lo,111; and the delegetIon of animals to 
other herds expres,; t lt of kin;hip, real or fictive, 
of clientele, of pro!oct ion, which unite Perul families. 
Each Peul Is thits at t.re center of a syst-m of relations 
founded on cattl,, and socill rank Is app raised in terms 
of the extint of th,; bovine network. 

Dupire (1962, it, p. 138) writes In a nimilar vein about najgA2-nat loans 

that reinforce kicnhlp ties and create new reciprocal obligations among 

the Peul in Niger.
 

Ceremonial nri"rc i cen of animals provide vivid reaffirmations of
 

cultural vatiesi. SI iightvrs at, marriage and at the birth and naming of 

children, an t iicunsed ail)ove, Fneem to be most common. Without intending 

to downplay th, l morttine e of thetc.c ilaughterti for culttirl maintenance, 

we should recall t e ubIst.ebtvice vaolue they j.rovid,. Eholng Scrhneidor's 

discussion for Fait. Africa there ii the followitng comment by l)uplr, (1962, 

a, p. 62) ntbout Inruipltir, b', Ful ant i t Niger: 

During rmughly two stonth. -- at the time of gnther ings 
In the wet vwllyn -- the m.at feast, follow one anotht r In 
a rhythm such thist t ho iolanervat ion of rationa permito almost 
daily meat connumption . . . (Our traslation). 
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Market Performance
 

The studies by Herman and Staatz under this project represent pio

neering efforts to evaluate the performance of West African cattle mar

keting systems. Their data on traders' margins, market shares, and
 

similar issues provide some of the first documentation on the efficiency
 

of these markets. Tie broad context for reviewing their results is 

provided In the introductory section on marketing in the first part of 

this paper. As pointed out there, a key element in those market systems 

is the landlord who serves as an interrmedlary he tween buyers and sellers. 

Because of their key role and because they have frequent 1y been denounced 

as superf 1ueus pa rasit esa serving no funct ion, i t may be useful to provide 

a detailed description of tie role of 1andlords before proceeding to the 

results of llerman's and Staatz's st iles. 

Functions of Landlord.s. -- The need for landlords arises because of 

the very long dlstances Involved InI the cattle trade and the problems 

that these dttances Imply with ri gard to Informat ion, contac tnt between 

diffterent: ethnic group.i, tru.nt (credit wort hinenis, breach of vontract), 

and dealing across natlonal boundaries. 

Althouigh tht, prec t', set of iund lIord.n' Iinctiens may vary from 

time to time and plact, o the following act ivities are commonly 

cited In tht litteratur.: i) housing and tedlng tht cattle trader 

(Heller); 2) get t in the ie! levr the heit deal p0l; I) arranging the 

dettils of tli.t sale; 1) guaranttelng tghe he.I lt i and ewnt'rshilp of t he 

animals; 5) guarantee',lig the byer' credit; 0) ttorin, the seller's cash; 

7) gu dtng tlie neller trihero ig vitloti ap' cti of lit ernational commerce; 

8) gutding thl t' lli r t' Im-iI nervitii and merchiintn. 

'lit. firfit id th le I it t ic nu , hourskIng aifl Ive'd iug taderi who hlaVe 

arrived fretm a illpstait pind t InI tht, north, tmiy be. the lovy tee oll otiher 

nct viti n by l .inin idrte III reiny Fleuithi'ii co llontilli 1, .1,,'t ,'es. ( leiii (1969, 

p. 71) itaten thlat, .ie l rle. In thI,l ie'moo t mprtill cap t,1l tpne't of n 

btin i te-n lilln le d." II - 1' not l th , Ing . ,m1 11t e 1' 11u,4 licft t1t1n [I1t 

tllee tilt nin of lutanti tlse.Ir lt whito InI tt tge r 1"s (antl amsi n) i lp im 

hor.invis.s Furtliarnwreo hourn ar , th r mali i mt ir, of creelIt worthinviss, 
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indicating that a landlord can guarantee a buyer's credit. Finally,
 

ownership of housing indicated a settled, reputable community member in
 

whom buyer and seller can have faith. In the Sabo Quartcr of Ibadan,
 

the home of most laussas and all cattle landlords, the thirty cattle, 

kola, and transport landlords owned fifty-onie house! , for putting up visit

ing traders (about one-tenth of tihe Quarter's hous ing}); and of the twelve 

cattle landlord.s one hald ,,ix houses for traders , one had four, two had 

two, and eight had one each (Cohen, 1969, p. 72). 

In nor the rn matrket s in the sipplying areas the landlord 'say not 

house and feed tle seller, es;pecially if the seller is a local cattle 

owner living within a one dav round trip distance from tile market. In 

some southern markets a.; well the lioun ag funetion lly nt te prWesent 

(see Staatz, 1979). Wht, ther or not lit dlords hs ust traders, t.hey univer

sally serve as brokers attempting to get te st llr tit,ltcst dtual possible. 

Sellers oftten come from a far d istanct, (p'ptaciIlv to tie southtrn markets), 

so frequently lack thle Informat Ion netedi-d to bar ga in eoffuctively for the 

best possible price. 'Thusi, ini addition to hiaudl 11pg tie meciallnics of a 

sale, a landlord ierves Hit more Important fuzact ion of hving good, cur

rent information ton market ('0dit Ions and u:lng thais inftormat lin for his 

seller's advantag,te. Iiformat ion i a crit ical vairiable In any markting 

situation, and l o ' (it/,itllte trad.rs In areas withI weak umunin|catIon ixnd 

little government m.irket re-port lng hav'i pec l.il nevds . ']t high dhleand 

for Informatimi Ion Hit lmg, dlistalice trade may be au mil jor ralion d' etre 

for landlords. Ihowt.ver, asv is discussit'd iti tht. tiectn on x cositu and 

returns, whilte tItimconing ti, lIr dteminid theinforrn.ation, It is the 

resident buyer who p.ays the landlord'si c'nn t-iton. 

In nortbern spi'pply market. thl' landlord ato providell tile buyer 

with Importatnt lo oxmat lti. The landlord guiatiattateu that the animal is 

In good health aid that it hat, not )een-1 4t ote btl dt't, in filet belong 

to the Mt. Iel. r . fly t l1. t fiunailmal reachI more l li .r1f. lv I 01i.it M tfig 

markt't t lh-y hasv, chanipevfd hiiadus steveal t imel t , t tli landllrd callnot 

Aflddoteoit Pi mlt e nr ,does fie guaraiityev atmaaln' health.ax + owillexihlp; tie 

Iln onll. Inmirks' t # 'iltxe of tlf" leadl rd'r Itumt Import nt fNlcitine oII 

RiXuralit in'lg credit to t1tl htiyors. Tih Iixportane (if cttedit and 
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of landlords' role in it varies among markets and over time. During
 

Cohen's study in Ibadan in the early 1960s a large percentage of sales
 

were on credit, and landlords guaranteed that credit. In contrast,
 

Hill (1966, p. 12) found that credit had become less important in Kumasi
 

in 1964 and others besides landlords were extending credit. Staatz (1979)
 

found that credit was not so important in Bouak6 and Abidjan as it once
 

was.
 

In Ibadan Cohen (1969, pp. 74, 80-81) found that butchers purchasing
 

animals could do so on credit of up to £1000 with repayment due in two
1
 
to four weeks. Landlords guaranteed the butcher's credit worthiness and
 

made good to the seller in case of default. (Although sometimes the
 

seller accepted less than full value.) Thus, although sellers incurred
 

the cost of waiting, landlords Incurred the risk. The landlords were able
 

to reduce that latter cost to levels much lower than those that would
 

obtain if sellers from far northern areas had to withstand the risk.
 

This is because loadlords are resident in the market and so know the
 

credit rating of the butchers. Furthermore, to keep that information
 

as current and accurate as possible, landlords and their employees fre

quently exchange information about butchers.
 

Exchange of information on credit ratings is facilitated when the
 

landlords and their aides all speak the same language and have other
 

bonds that encourage trust and a full exchange of information. Thus the
 

Haussa monopoly on the landlord profession in Ibadan improves the flow
 

of information and thereby lowers the risk component of the cost of credit.
 

For example, a Jandlord may not wish to inform other landlords that a 

butcher has; defllted because that butcher may then not be able to get 

anymore crerlLt from other landlords and thus may not be able to make 
good his dt-fatilted loan. However, the common ethnic and religious bonds 

II a;iof the s,;i landlords and their common acceptance of rule by the Hlaussa 

IUsulilly no explIcit interest is charged for the credit, but sales 
on credit are often at a higher price than comparable cash sales. 
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chief of their quarter would tend to minimize such distortions in the
 

flow of information.
 

Thus, ethnic monopolies in trading are useful not only in vertically
 

integrating trading agents up and down the marketing chain, but also in
 

horizontally integrating agents at the same level in the chain. The
 

benefits of such integration are decreased trading costs made possible by
 

a greater trust and flow of information among marketing agents. However,
 

this integration may give rise to monopolistic and monopsonistic tenden

cies that increase the price spread between producer and consumer. This
 

is discussed in a subsequent section.
 

In addition tc the above activities directly concerned with selling
 

animals, landlords in the south also provide sellers with a variety of
 

other services. They often store the large amounts of cash that sellers
 

may have witt them or may acquire. Landlords also provide information
 

other than cattle prices, Sellers ma need considerable help with licensing
 

procedures, foreign exchange controls, animal health documentation, and
 

the like. Sellers also may want information about local goods and services
 

they wish to purchase, and the landlord often helps out. In fact, accord

ing to Polly Hill, these latter two services may be important sources of
 

landlords' revenues,
 

Landlords' Revenues.-- As compensation for arranging a sale of cattle
 

landlords receive a commission (often called lada) from the buyer, even
 
2 

though most of the landlord's services benefit the seller. In the early
 

1960s an Ibadan butcher had to pay a 13 shilling commission on every ani

mal he purchased (Cohen, 1969, p. 124). Three shillings of this went to the
 

1Traders' desires to deal with landlords they know and trust is shown 
by the fact that they not only deal with fellow laussas, but that they pre
fer dealing with fellow llaussas who have kinship ties in the trader's home 
area, 

2The, Yortiba living in and around Ibadan are quite aware of thifs seem

ing inconsistency, and the Yoruba butchers were moved to forma1 protest. of 
British colonial authorities, The Yoruba (11, contete I; even itroliogr since 
llaussa have monopolized the koln landlord profesislon and charge the Yoruba 
producer/sellers a commission on sales made to ilautsa buyeri; down from the 
North. (See, Cohen, 1969.) This may be annother effect of an ethiIc monopoly. 
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landlord's employee who actually arranged the sale, two shillings went to
 

the seller as compensation for waiting for payment, one shilling was
 

distributed among the landlord's clerk and herd boys, and seven shillings
 

were retained by the landlord.I
 

Polly Hill (1966, p. 6) argues that the commission is not the only
 

source of landlords' revenues, and may not be the most important. In
 

Kumasi. in 1964 landlords received 5 shillings per animal, providing a 

yearly average total of £400, far less than needed to support the level 

of living Hill observed. In fact, Hill (1966, pp. 7-9) notes that land

lords derive revenues from a host of other sources, including the following; 

1. Commission from local merchants to whom the landlord
 

has directed the northern cattle merchant. Transport
 

landlords in lorry parks are an important example of
 

such local merchants.
 

2. 	Hidden commission from buyers with whom the landlord
 

has a close relationship and for whom the landlord
 

secretly helps get a good deal.
 

3. 	Cheating the seller by telling him his animals sold
 

at a lower price than was actually the case, and keep

ing the difference.
 

4. 	Payment for directly helping buyers with matters such as
 

arranging transport north, obtaining licenses, and so
 

forth.
 

5. 	Profit from the long distance trade that some landlords
 

pursue.
 

6. 	Profit from the local dealing (buying animals for resale)
 

that some landlords pursue.
 

7. 	 A portion of the tips that northern merchants pay to ser

vants in the landlord's house. 

In contrast to the above contentions by Hill, Cohen Is either silent
 

about such other sources of landlords' revenues or he downplays their
 

1Commlssiion received by the seller and landlord are forms of interest 
on credit, [ut the landlord receives his commission even for cash sales. 
It i., not clear whether the total commission paid by the buyer is reduced 
for caf-th ialii.. 
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importance. For example, while noting that during his study two land

lords pursued long distance tr',ding, Cohen (1969, p. 77) states that this
 

is difficult and uncommon. Northern merchants will have less trust in a
 

landlord who competes with them in cattle selling and is preoccupied
 

with that second career. Also, it is difficult to engage in long distance
 

trading on less than a full-time basis because of the information and
 

animal gathering networks that must be maintained in the north. 

Perhaps these other revenue sources were more important in Kumasi
 

than in Ibadan, because the landlords' traditional functions had become
 

less important in Kumasi. This was because strangers had entered the
 

market in force to buy for re-export to the south. Since Kumasi landlords
 

could not develop credit rating information on these strangers, one tra

ditional function was diminished. Also, Kumasi butchers had become rela

tively prosperous and were able to do more purchasing for cash than for
 

credit (Hill, 1966, p. 12).
 

Competition Among Landlords,-- Landlords prospe" by handling a large
 

volume of cattle for a large number of sellers. Thus the main arena of
 

competition is the effort to attract sellers, either new sellers coming
 

to the market for the first time or return sellers who had been dealing
 

with other intermediaries. However, Cohen (1969, pp. 93, 94) notes that
 

competition for the new sellers is more intense becouse landlords must
 

maintain good relations with each other to facilitate the flow of infor

mation. In fact, one form of competition is suppression of information 

about bad credit risks so that other landlords may have difficulty if 

loaning to a bad risk (Cohen, 1969, p. 82). 

Since the landlord's commission Is fixed, the main modes of compe

tition would seem to be hospitality and ability to get a quick sale at a 

good price. Striving for a good price may lead to efforts to reduce 

total sales In the market, but Staatz observed no collusion by landlords 

to do this In over a year's observation at Bouake and Abldjan. In addi

tion, lie did not find high concentration among the l an(lordi. In Abidjan, 

the ei ght larget;t landlord4 handied an average of 37.1 percent. of sales 

betweei IHvcemcr 1976 and June 1977. while In Botiaki the iargest eight 

handied 63.5 percent between September 1976 and June 1977. 
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Competition Among Butchers and Traders. 
-- The effectiveness of com
petition among these two groups of marketing agents is best measured by
 

the relative profitability of their enterprises. That is, if their
 
businesses yield a return of capital greater than that available in other
 
comparable fields, then the conclusion may be drawn that competition in
 
the livestock trade is not very strong. If, on the other hand, rates of
 
return are comparable, this implies that traders do not get excess profits
 

and that consumers and producers are being served as well as possible,
 

given the prevailing technologies.
 

In Abidjan and Bouak6 during 1976/77 Staatz found that rates of
 
return to capital of butchers and traders were comparable to the 20 per

cent returns commonly assumed for this 
area. They were slightly higher
 
for Abidjan traders, probably reflecting a premium for the high risk
 

involved in that trade. 
 Thus, among the three major groups of agents,
 

landlords, traders, and butchers, there is 
no evidence of inefficiency or
 
exploitive practices that would justify major efforts at regulating or
 

reorganizing livestock marketing.
 

Demand for Sahelian Beef
 

As shown in the first part of this chapter, livestock exports are of
 
major importance to the Sahelian economies. 
Thus,there was considerable
 

concern in the mid-1970s when doubts were raised about the future
 
strength of demand for Sahelian beef by the main importing nations on the 
coast. The doubt,. focused on two issues: I) consumer preferences for beef, 
especially In the face of relative Increases in staple food prices and 
relative decreases in fish prices (.cc Mcntgomery, 1975); and 2) the 
ability of Saheltan beef to compete with cheap non-African beef. While 

both issues are of legitlrmate concern, It doen appear that neither is likely 
to cause a damakging declne in demaod for Sahelan beef. The following 

analysen Indicate that demand probally will continue to rise as a result
 
of Increases In population and 
Income, and that strong price competition 

from non-AfrIcarl. b Iollowing 1974 wan largely the retault of transient 

phenomena In the world beef market coinciding with the S-leJann drought. 
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Consumer Behavior. -- The growth of demand for any food may be 

represented simply as follows: 

d -p + (n)(i)
 

where d - percentage change in quantity demanded;
 

p - percentage change in pop'lation;
 

n - income elasticity of demand or the percentage
 
change in quantity demanded per the percentage
 
change in real income; and
 

i - percentage change in real income.
 

This representation ignores changes in relative prices of other commodities
 

which may cause slower or greater increases in the growth of demand.
 

However, this formulation is a useful starting point and, as will be seen,
 

it does cover the most important factors that are at work.
 

In order to examine the relative importance of various factors
 

affecting consumier behavior, an analysis was conducted of Abidjan's
 

historical pattern of beef consum.tion, beef prices, other food prices,
 

population, and income. Regressions were estimated to determine how demand
 

for beef was affected by changes in income, and by changes in the price
 

of beef, fish, chicken, grain, anJ tubers. The results conform to similar
 

studies of luxury foods in showing a high own--price elasticity near -1.0,
 

a moderate cross price elasticity with fish near .38, and a strong income 

elasticity of about .55. While multicollinearity gave rise to significance 

problems for several variables, the least significant coefficients were 

for cbicken, grain, and tubers. 

Given the roug;hne,,ti of the estimates, there is little lust r ieat oll 

to considr mort, thi ii iit thv rough orders of magnittide of' the, II.orcs. 

Trhis wi i i;ut I t( ,' Ior the pre,cn t p)urposeis. Tihe above c'rji;to 1 ()t- growth 

in beef dv'iii~m d (.III 1)0w ' I illl'd II. Ab d ].iit"; lIwp,,lh t Im ii ha:r ),rown at. 

rate of ' to , 'In p2 pe,r .,r betw ,,l tIn' I a I 9'O "1 d ... 11 I 'I1 );. 

Rea l pi - v ipIr; i imiw l ! 4lWII .0l '111 -IVI'l lt ' ,Ipi ~, l J-,It k IIt I- wee n I)(I"( Jl| hlit 

and ( ).') wijor'sI-i pei y';it ()Vf't tI ' t;;; ' t In)' iwr Io . I'i-mi mir 'st f alen and 

from other itidIv';!; ofI- II a,' good, II o mI at ar. eIt thlie 111c('o['i' elas

ticity of demiand ran bf- taken as about . Th. 

i 
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If we take p - 2.5, i - 5,7 and n - .55, our formula shows beef 

demand growing at about 5.6 percent per year. The stimulus for this 

growth in demand comes about equally from population growth and from 

increased purchases per capita as income rises. As mentioned, this 

ignores the impact of price changes which will be considered below. How

ever, at this point it is worth comparing this figure of 5.6 percent 

growth in demand to estimates of the growth of Sahelian cattle herds. 

Most such estimates are around 3 percent per year or lower. 

The above rough estimate of growth in beef demand must be qualified
 

by consideration of price effects. According to our regression estimates,
 

a 1 percent rise in real beef prices (ie., prices deflated by the con

sumer price index) would cause a 1 percent decline in quantity demanded.
 

A I percent decline in real fish prices would cause about a .38 percent
 

decline in the quantity of beef demanded.
 

Thus, if the relative price of fish fell 10 percent in one year this
 

would reduce the projected increases of beef demand tc 2.8 percent in
 

that year. However, is it likely that fish prices would continue such
 

sizable declines relative to all other prices for any length of time?
 

Probably not, An even stronger impact would be felt if beef prices rose,
 

but we would expect this to generate a self-correcting mechanism that
 

would lead to a relative decline in beef prices. In sum, while price
 

changes may affect demand, their impact is likely to be transient, while
 

in contrast, the underlying forces of population growth and income growth
 

represent a relatively steady, long-run source of rising demand for beef.
 

Non-African Competition.-- In 1974/75 imports of non-African beef
 

Into several West African coastal nations increased significantly and
 

caused concern that Sahelian exporters would lose their major markets.
 

For example, Ivory Coast imports of non-African beef rose from 142 tons
 

in 1974 1o 15,532 tons in 1976, However, there If,confilderable evidence 

that the :tl.,rnll for such large non-Afric(in Importti were t rantilnt 

ph'iimrneiia, ,ipvc fi cally the Sahell an droilght whl'lc low .rd t !.dipply 

of S;aihelian export cattle after 1973, and the glut of export bteef on tho 
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world market starting in 1974/75, 
Thus, initial concerns about the long
run loss of markets for Sahelian cattle may have been exaggerated. But
 
whenever a major exporter becomes a significant supplier to any country
 
there are likely to be some long-lasting effects. 
 Trade channels are
 
developed; 
 it becomes easier to do business, and 0o there is a likelihood
 
of increased trade for sometime after the initial stimuli have passed.
 
Also, non-African suppliers will now be more gensitie to opportunities
 
in West Africa so there are 
likely to be vire frequent increases from
 
these sources as relative market condiLions vary.
 

The major stimulus for increased sales to West Africa fron non-African
 
exporters, primarily Argentina, was the large glut of export beef in the 
world Just at the time when Sahelian supplies had been diminished by the
 
drought. The world glut was brought about by several 
 factors that accenu
ated the common "cobweb" type cycle of surplus and scarcity In the beef
 
industry. Basically, there was 
 strong demand and good producing conditions 
in the 1960s and early 1970s which led to large increases in herds. This
 
was 
 followed by a rapid downturn of demand and the sudden onset of very 
bad producing conditions which led to rapid liquidation of herds and
 
subsequent 
 excess beef supplies by the mid-1970s. These changes are 
discussed in detail below. 

Through most of the 1960s and into the cearly 1970s, beef producers
 
faced rising consumer demand fueled by rapidly rising 
 incomes. For example, 
between 1.962 and 1973 Japanene real gross national product grew at annual
 
rates of between 5 and 14 
 percent. Other Industrial countries registered
 
less spectacular, but steady, strong, 
 gains over the same period. These
 
increases 
 led to greater demand for beef and shortages of ntupply by 1970
1972. The:;e shortages In turn led to large price Increases In 1971 through 
1973/74. For example, t he. price Index of Argent ine corned beef st ayed 
between .50 and .55 between 1965 and 1970 but then Jumped to .83, .88, 1.10 
and 1.51 in 1971 though 1974, retipec tIvely. The Argentine frozen beef 
price Index rose from the 60n to 70s mostIn of thv mid-1960s to 1.03 in 
1971, 1.33 In 1972, 1.83 In 1973 and 2.16Iin 10)14 (IMF, 1973, p. 57). 

These higher Iw,pr lrcen led to n new expnilonnry phne of tha 
cattla Inventory cycle In 1971-72, but then conditiona chanqed. Starting 
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in 1972-73 grain prices began rising rapidly, making cattle feed more
 

expensive and also raising the opportunity cost of grazing land. By
 

the end of 1973 the world economy started slowing down and oil prices
 

rose rapidly, leading to slower growth in consumer income and a slackening
 

of demand for beef. For example, the period of rapid Japanese economic
 

growth was followed by a decline of 1.2 percent in real GNP between 1973
 

and 1974. By 1975 real GNP was only 1.3 percent above the 1973 level.
 

In the United States real GNP declined in both 1974 and 1975. These de

clines in income led to lower beef demand and resultant price declines.
 

The Argentine frozen beef price Index fell from 151 to 100 between 1974
 

and 1975, and then to 99 in 1975. The Argentine corned beef price index 

fell from 216 In 1974 to 100 and 106 in 1975 and 1976, respectively 

(IMF, 1978, p. 57). bhuslby the produc Ing nat ions were1974 -75 major 

faced with sharply higher herd Inventories, hi gher costs, and lower prices. 

Since the cattle producer reacts to lower prices and higher costs by 

decreasing the age of slaughter, 1 the short-run response to lower prices 

was a further incrNaISe in production (slaughter). This added more impetus 

to the fall In prices. 

The exporters' problems were exacerbated by the increase of domestic 

supply in major importing nations during this period. Tie United States 

and the Europvan Economic Community (EEC) both have sizable beef herds 

which undergo cycles snllar to those In exporting nations. Herd 

inventories allaso grew in tLhesne areast In the late 196h' and early 1970s 

and, with the subsequct decl int, ()t prices, slaughter alno Increased 

signif icantly. 'T1hus, thlef;e major Import ers liad much ilgher levels of domes

tic supply, and Important const Ituent s who Increased the!r opposition to 

beef imports. Thi ri-stilli were rest rlct ionii (sn 111.i imports. For example, 

by 1,977 lUnitled States meat Limports were sharply curtailed under voluntary 

rentraint agreements negotiated witli major suppl lers ubmject to the 

Meat Impoirt Law (USI)A, 1976 and 1977). 

IThin phenomenon conforms to the economic theory of profit maximiza-
Lion from a piece of capital that id to be converted into final output, 
riuch ai cattle into beef. 
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In sum, by 1975 the major meat exporters were faced with the pro
blem of severe oversupply and hence were forced to seek nontraditional
 
markets. Australia increased its efforts 
tc export to the USSR, Eastern
 
Europe, the Middle East, and Mainland Asia. Argentina turned, among
 
other places, to Africa. This happened just when Sahelian cattle exports
 
were down because of the drought. Thus, Argentina filled a gap in West
 
African beef supplies. The opening of major trade channels is likely to
 
mean some continuing greater competition for Sahelian beef in coastal
 
markets. 
 However, the major stimuli for large non-African exports to
 
West Africa seem to be transient, and thus the threat to Sahelian exports
 

is probably less than it may have appeared initially.
 

SUMMARY
 

After the 1972/1973 Sahelian drought there was considerable
 
discussion of the need for 
major changes in West African livestock
 
production and marketing In response 
 to new ecological and economic
 
conditions. This brief overview indicates 
that In several key respects 
such major change, are either unnece.,,tary or unlikely. 

Examination of tiiw prospects for stratiftcatlon of production shows 
that marginal changes may be possible, but a major restructuring of 
the Industry Is onlikely. 'l'hIis conclulon Is strengthened by a review 
of the role of 1 ves(tock Iii piifitoral vc mlort-1;. At present tile Sahelian 
cattle herds do not contain Iargre exce sses of mature males whose removal 
in n strat if iat fon program would reduce grazing pressures on the range by 
more than a bout 5 percent . Furthermore, there may be an Increalte of cow/ 
calf unito coonterba lane ing any reduction in mature miales. Under 
present c ondIt ionn, a maximum of about I00,(000 add It ional three-year-old 

males might beceo: avallabl]e for It egratL on Into farming unitsi for it 

four-year growing out period. Ihli may add c(0idherably to tile tock 
of work ox,; in West Africa but It would represent n very small addition 
to tlhe. total tniflber of anilmaln markettd In the region. Ftrthermore, 

the full potential ImIpat of additional irk oxen lmiy not bv realizt ed 
becaume farmtr" in many areti may not f ind It profltabl' to slhift to an 
ox-plough farming Syntem. Finally. because pnstorniluta raiset cattle for 
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a number of objectives in addition to cash sales, they may not supply the
 

maximum number of three-year-olds possible.
 

Following the drought there was an increase in criticism of the 

traditional livestock marketing system and there were fears that coastal 

markets would be lost to Sahelian exporters. Analysis of both issues in

dicates that there is probably less basis for concern than has previously 

been voiced. Traditional marketing agents seem to perform 

reasonably well given the available physical Infrastructure. The 

intermediaries or landlords who often are cited as nonproductive do in 

fact serve very important functions regarding security of contract, in

formation flow, and credit. Traders and butchers receive a return on 

their capital comparable to that awvililabt, in other similar ventures. 

The system as a whole has shown considerable flexibility in responding 

to dtifferent demand signals from herd reconstitution programs in 

Niger and greater consumption :eeds in Nigeria. 

While non-African suppllers took a much stronger position in 

coastal markets Immediately after the drought, that change in -,arket shares 

seems to have been the result I rimarily of transilent factors. At the 

time there was a glut of export beef on the world market, and there was 

a drought-induced scarcity of Saheltan beef avaliable for coastal markets. 

Thus, while the effects of the greater non-African stipplies may last for 

some time, the relative import ance of those export, should decline. 

Furthermore, growth of populat ion and Income in thie coastal nat ions should 

provide a satisfactory lon,-rin Increatse Iln detand for Sahel ian cattle. 

Although this brief general overview Indicatett that ma lor changes 

are unlikely or unnec uIsiary In seve ral key part t tfhe Wesit African 

livestock nector, thlti dovtc not mean there h; no tcope for ltieful iinter-

Vent loils. Detailed ,Xa Ilalt-on of' tipcifIc component of tHit, iuvtor, 

as was oile |IntiHe four field itudI ea, revvalsi consildt-rabli. sCop for im

provementi. Prog rams to reali a n..yof theie Imitroveme-titt would bernefit 

from external atoilltance. Recommendationai for istuci Ilnte.v",ntitolS 

are dlticuoiatad In tie following four chapters whlch report on tlhe detilelid 

field .tudiies utidertatken In Niger, tpper Voltne, nud Ivory cot btwotwon 

1975 and 1977. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE LACK OF MIXED FARMING IN THE WEST AFRICAN
 
SAVANNAH: A FARMING SYSTEMS APPROACH
 

by Christopher L. Delgado
 

THE ARGUMENTS FOR MIXED FARMING, THE PROBLEM, AND THE SYSTEMS APPROACH 

Introduction
 

This study examines the reluctance of peasant farming groups in south

eastern Upper Volta to keep cattle on their farms, despite the many benefits
 

from mixed farming. 
The issue is of crucial importance to West African
 

development planning; sedentary livestock production in the more humid areas
 
of Sahelian countries offers opportunities both for the further expansion
 

of the national output of cattle and hope for salvaging an agricultural
 

system with declining yields, 
The problem arises, however, that farmers
 

have been reluctant to maintain cattle on the farm in many of the areas
 

for which planners have advocated this practice.
 

The explanation often advanced by expatriate agricultural advisors with
 
respect to 
this reluctance for mixed farming is that "non-economic factors"
 

operate to create a division of labor between herdsmen and crop cultivators.
 

The examination of the profitability of on-farm cattle is often limited to 
a simple comparison of the cash costs of maintaining cattle verstu the cash 

benefits. There Is virtually no consideration of the ad jl Int,it of tl:e 
farming system required In order to include the new actlvity. '1T Implicit 
assumption appeart; to he that the extra non-cashIl resourcei required to look 
after the anilma In , principal I y household labor, cln he obt i nl ,i thotit, 

reducing tlili produt Ion of any other I teim. 

Iui, paper t , Ci[Oa ll' ,;tlidy 40 al rei I Itlpper Volt a idw re f aral

ers do not, en) ig I i 111 xl,,d irm lng, dt'qip t(. a goverlim nt al d nd ;Igency 

orientation In I Vtr 1)1 thi aci vI yI. It will Iadopt a niystctlmo approach to 
these q(tl io n , whilcth I t Vlw; , Ita illlI "itlt' ovrail ,a- jiiI ',u ,, of 

resourc,, uiw' ;ind 0)1jllit IIqriiet!-d to 1)4.1i1l Ifitu tlitly Iolof Iiew actIlvity. 
This pvrm t:; .lit 4'valiti( [it blit, ,,lait iv,. plo4t Itailb if lo ift niew prodlc

tion otrat evy ;to a wholeP . ' 1itmoII ,;d *,'o Iltilvet It e it's4.' l1111(ni ft examiler 
the "gvti rI1,',qtll Ii (d lit' t lm li. " ti ',ll Ire I'lti prmhin l t e;Y ,tippolledto 
tile "p-i tl a eqlul I libtt1," (I Ilie -it I ,' fitp I SlI, III lJo l I 1401. Mo)re
 

pec(Il c/Ily,I i m', Ir ypot III' n I,'I k
I e lty 1 w'l lt, d t o thw I I fect 
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that labor conflicts between crops and livestock during peak agricultural
 

periods make keeping cattle on the farm less profitable than entrusting
 

them to herders and concentrating farm labor resources in crop production.
 

This theory is tested using data from a farm management survey conducted
 

by the author in two villages near Tenkodogo, in the southeastern region of
 

the country.
 

The remaining portions of this section explore the key role of southern
 

livestock in the national development strategy, the benefits projected for
 
mixed farming, and the issues involved in deriving a satisfactoryexplana

tion to the problem of why virtually no sedentary farmers maintain cattle
 

on their land holdings. The next section examines the farm management sur

vey data on labor availability and allocation within the sample, with a
 

view to establishing the bas. 7 data for the modeling exercise. The use of
 

land and capital, the extent of cattle ownership, and the evaluation of 
farm output in the research area are then dealt with. The next section con

cerns the construction of an appropriate model and presents the proposed 

vehicle for testing the major hypothesis. A summary of results obtained 

from different versions of the basic model precedes the analys is of the 
opportunity cost of scarce resources under different assumptions. The
 

paper concludes with a brief discussion of desirable policy actions rele

vant to the intensification of livestock production in the southern areas
 

of the country.
 

The Key Role of Southern Livestock in the NationalDevelopment Strategy
 

The following assessment by a major international donor agency in the 

West African Sahel succinctly portrays the crucial development role played 

by livestock actlvit ie In the Voltaic economy (USATI), 1975, p. i)-34): 

The livestock sctor In Upper Volta all in other West African countries 
serves a numbe r of vital functionr. It provi(h- fubs ifi;tence for a 
large nuimbe(r ofr pant.o rai and tsedentary produc erm and a nu rlufi of 
meat and !milk for tirisin populations. It in iiavaluableticource of 
fore lgn ex, rmo),4- n () illy fronm th, 'xport( of iat hilt A mI, n) il1 im1|
Iby-pro)do ~,; * .Ill I(1,Iir ly hiden and tikfita l.I anflli m.inturt I for 
crop pi' ,w1i{it . w14 1wtvi( I Ivi-toim)k or akt. r I l,'Idl .,va IlI)l,,t thlov 
to tiii ;uilmikl 10 mI),rl.it)ry hit rder . It I ;iwa1V 1 ) Ili'Ii Ii m ill-
Ltalit 1t)ll I t 11 fi ly tIl( to0 11ifl-i)oV4 10)1 l litl liii ' (O'.4)W pI (11f. i III 
caitlei and( 4iller I Iv(,1ll () TIIlIfIIt I o I) forItV 'iN1 11l)l n I4!nyFli Iu 

patti ral aind nviih iinry lr il('ucri; Iia aito rctl 10i1i v I I n I Iltiiei of 
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stress, satisfies social obligations, and adds to social status.
 
In normal times, national live3tock production activity represents
 
a considerable source of revet ie to the goiernment through direct
 
taxation.
 

Historically, policy makers have focused attention on stockraising in
 
the northern, or Sahellan, part of the country. However, the severe
 
drought in the Sahel during the early 1970s 
served to underscore the fra
gile ecology of the area as a cattle producing region. TyF (1975, p. 10) 

estimates that the herd in the northern (Sahellan) part of Upper Volta 
decreased by 32 percent between 1969 and 1974. fie estimates that tile herd
 
in central and southern Upper Volta increased by 10.4 and 15.9 percent,
 
respectively, during the same period. This leads 
 to an assessment for the
 
end of 1974 of 408,000 head of cattle in 
 the Sahellan north and 2,132,000 
head in the center and south of the country. Thus, one-sixth of the Vol
taic herd was to be found in the north at the end of the drought, while 
the rest were! In the center and south, with over a quarter specifically in 

the south. 

These f indingn have led some observers to corclude that the growth in 
herd size and Increasest in slaughter rates that occurred during the fif
ties an sixties were a temporary phenomenon, due to above average rainfall 

in that period (1ISAII), 1975, p. D-34). During yearn of low or average rain

fall, in thin view. the northern patoral nystem cannot be relled upon to 

produce further nt talned g rowth iin animal production, along with tihe 

attendant deve lopment linkages specifled above.. An a contiequence, analysts 

have turned to the relativel y more humid savannah area of the country in 

search of a lo'atioun fur Increased l iventmck producti on. In thin context. 

one of tit.- tremot.t ol,.ervert; of Vol talc I lve to ck prodo.t on act Ivi le" 

hs cochlItid: "1h4 d evve.Ipmenlt of animii l prodlictIoll ih uld he . miglitc e on

tially throi,.h ,a itt't Ir Int,.grat lon of ut kriitle ., itnto a riciultrtiv.. 
S.in .e lh,Ihe p,'t ntgll thlti flilo at Il : stled (Mily I'l1 ),ut i. wilts 

Vol t IaI nintIt I oit lun poll y Ilii .mt han I it-(I I t 't-r ianed act lvl I let In 

Tyc (1'1',) p. 14 , my t rantil.st loss tt "I., developpempn i de In produc
tion itntimla ,l tif t eii e- tiP f i'ent lell fldt par titue molIleure Intora
t|on doi I pr ul~l I'aigi bukItt lo,'.l'Ievl 
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southern areas (GOUV, MDR, 1976). Major initiatives envisioned on the
 

production side have been improved veterinary services, state feedlots,
 

and small-scale on-farm fattening operations. There has also been re

newed discussion of a "stratification" strategy of the type proposed for
 

Cameroon in Ferguson (1973). Ty" (1975, p. 57) proposed that the southern
 

farmer should purchase a northern-born bullock at eighteen months, graze
 

it for extra weight for one year, and then use it for three years for
 

animal traction, prior to selling it for the beef market. This strategy
 

leaves an important livestock breeding role for the north, while removing
 

a key stage in the livestock production chain from the vicissitudes of
 

Sahelian weather.
 

Projected Benefits of Mixed Farming for the Smallholder
 

The most often cited advantages of keeping cattle on smallholder farms 

are: the use of manure as fertilizer on crops, a source of milk for sale 

and better nutrit ion, better surveill ance of household animals relative to 

entrusting cat tie to mtt elthherdsmen, the extra we ight gainti from the use 

of crop by-products as forage, and a source of power for aninal traction. 

These will be briefly explored below. E'ach of these benefits would be lost 

if household anilmali are entrunted to seml-sed entary Fulant herdsmen who 

live outsilde the village. The dlisctilons of mixed farming that cite tLese 

advantages all sieem to Ignore the non-catih coott of resource H usied to main

tnin the stock. 

The literature strongly supports the view that cattle manure boosts the 

' (McCalla, Dupont l)inechin 

et al., 1969; Gtilnard, 1961). Experiment tat iton reseli'rh has shown that 

th addition of a dozen metric t ows of cntttle waste to an hectare of pre

viously unfert 1lized tiorghom fiel1d can provoke ylield increatier of the order 

of 300 percent (Dupotit tie Intchin ot !il., 1969). Thisi is clearly a crucial 

Imnue., H1i ce an agrl(' t ural sect or iti-t. ir nt t IforUpper VolAt. by USAID 

attrib ttoti three otut of I tlr majo r food produit Ion problem.-i it tlillarea to 

the ,eneritlly low irittoitilvity of tli Voltaic farming syr tetm (UISAID, 1975, 

yields of grain, legumefs, and cash crops 1975; de 

p. D)- 13) . prenteuretn to ovrexploltat fon"'Popilt Ioton Ieading n rlou of 

land ramourcom anS 0,terlorating moil productivity In uomoo ara4%" are 
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singled out as crucial problems facing the food crop subsector (Ibid.).
 

The advantage of a daily source of fresh milk cannot be ignored in
 
the context of a population with a high percentage of children whose diets
 
are protein deficient. Without refrigeration It ij difficult to depend
 

upon local markets for dairy products. Furthermore, at 25 CFA per 
liter 
 for milk, the ownership of a lactating cow implies a nonneglible
 

amount of purchasing power.1
 

One possible advantage of maintaining household cattle on the farm is 
better surveillance and care for the animals. This minimizes the danger 
of theft by herdsmen or the neglect of young stock by not allowing the
 
calves enough milk. The argument is that no one cares more about the
 

animal than the owner.
 

Another benefit occasionally projected 
 for mixed farming Is that 
animals can be fed a more nutritious (iet, using crop by-products in addi
tion to range grazing. Animals kept on the farm would have access to
 
feedstuffs that. would not be avallable to them if they were 
 kept outside
 
the village by the FulanI. '[lie extr-a weight 
 gains attributable to
 
an improved diet are at I 
 ue. sii n ce tlie owner of an anima benefits
 
from the normal we ight 
 gain over time, whether the animal Is entrusted to
 

a herdsman or not.
 
Finally, tie mo]t controversial advantage of keeping cattle on 
 the
 

farm is poss 1
the lb)llty that thin Introduces for animal traction cultiva
tion. The evIdence, availible thus far 
 is Incon -lusive. On the -ne 1.and, 
experiment -tat ion personnel enthusiastically recommend ox plow q; as a 
means of Ilncreas ing both yields and the area cultivated (Dupont tie Dinechin 
et al., 1969). On the other hand, there are the disappointing results of 
a "pilot farm" project in the 19'5s and a major Initiati1ve to Introduce 
donkey traction lictutral oft o Ht, part t he country In the 1960n. The 
first experiment ended afte r three years, wlen '"the majority of the 500 or 
so farms thun etitahllInhd (wit h t ract Ion anid other farm equipment) had 

Followlng l)elgado (1979, p. 165), it mixed zebu-N'dama cow Is ansumed 
to produce 150 kg of snaleable milk each lactation, with n market valut of3,750 CFA or $16.30 at $1.- 230 CFA. Thin can be compared to an eutlmated
annual c'anh Incomo for a rurall honinehold in tihe research area of roughly
47,000 CFA In 1976, or $200 (Ibid. p. 200). 
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reverted to the traditional pattern." (De Wilde et al., 1967, II, p.
 

373). The second experiment, which involved thousands of Mossi farmers
 

during the sixties, appears to have failed through the inability of the
 

agriculturalists to repay the funds used for the purchase of the equip

ment (Mesnil, 1970, VIII). This was interpreted at the time as the re

sult of the use of the equipment on millet and peanuts, rather than on
 

cotton (Ibid.).
 

It is noteworthy that the nine-volume study analyzing the lessons
 

of the failure of animal traction on the Mossi Plateau (Mesnil, 1970)
 
fails to consider the opportunity cost of the labor resources required
 

to maintain the animals or use these techniques effectively. Rather,
 

the analysis of the ranival traction problem, like the discussion of the
 

other benefits to mixed farming, compares the direct production benefits
 

of enterprises to the cash cost of purchased inputs. The implicit
 

assumption is that any extra labor required to implement these activities
 

is free, in the sense that work input can be increased throughout the
 
year without decreasing any of the other farm outputs. This assumption
 

appears to result from the observation of underemployed labor on farms
 

during a large part of the year.
 

The Problem With the Mixed Farming Model at the Household Level
 

In light of the many benefits attributed to mixed farming, it is
 
curious that practically no predominantly farming-oriented ethnic groups
 

in Upper Volta keep cattle (Joune Afri us, 1975, p. 34). Instances of
 

peasant-owned cattle are common, although they are almost always entrusted
 

to semi-sedentary herdsmen of the Fulani ethnic group.1 The consensus 

among expatriate advisors and many Voltaic officials appears to be that 

"psychological" reasons prevent the dominant farming groups from integrat

ing cattle with crop growing. Examples of this form of argument would 

The tam "peasant" is used interchangeably with "farmer." The former 
tam accurately describes the position of most Voltaic smallholder agricul
turalists, in term of relations with traditional authorities and labor-
Intensive methods of cultivation. The Fulani, on the other hand, are uniform
ly designated as "herdsmen," even though they frequently cultivate substantial 
areas of crope, in addition to their livestock activities. Details of the 
cattle-entrusting relationship may be found in Delgado (1977). 

StN 
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be that farmers are afraid of large stock, unwilling to live with them in
 

bush areas, or not sufficiently confident of their knowledge of how to
 

care for them. On Lhe other hand, the maljor hvpothesis to be explored in
this aier Is that the h p ty cost of labor atcertai peak 

periods, _cou led with atlack of esily available forat_ and a desire for 
on-farm se f-sf f-tc ie..cy _in .ood 1ra.n produc ton rcat offer an "_economic" 

explanatonof why peisant, Ike, to own cattle but not to look after them. 

The existence of seasonal peaks of Iahor otne ilnAfrican agricultural
 

systems with one rainy season I. wel known (Cleave, 1974, pp. 19-41 ; De
 

Wilde, 1976, P. 23). 
 lahuec (1970, pp. 74-75) has documented these for 

central-easterii tpper Volta. Somie evidence exists that it In the shortage 
of labor during one( or two critical perld; which deterinte s the amount 

of the harvest (De Wilde (1), 1967, pp. 71-77). The Implicat ion is that 

labor available at ctrtaiLan critical timeq is i scar'e resource , the allo

cation of which he lp n to de t rminne the pattern of outpuit s of the farming 

system.
 

To the ext-en t that thi s s tihe catse, tihe labor required to feed and 

water livestock during thc- periodt of peak labor ime its a resource taken 

away from other act lvit,:e, and 1i thtt annf lated with i a fall In the 

production of the other farm otutputti. 'Thi I1 s etiptcallly true where the 

timing of agricultural operat lons murat be rigidly ldhered to, allowing lit

tle substtltutabil ty bet ween labor iiptit o Il dl fierent perlodn Me Wilde, 

1967, 1, p. 84; l1othenberg, 1916, 1). 8 ; l)e gado, 1979, p. 104). 

In Upper Voltia approximately three-qurterta of' tht area cuilt ivated to 

under millet and norghum, the principal food titapIt- lit the coont!ry (RIIV-

IRAT, 1972). (iven tht predomn inanc of nil Ilet and norghuim in farm output, 

it is Ilikely that Ialtor rtemoved from ithe pool of available renourcen at 

peak weeding andt harvent I zg perlodf W I 11 de1.. thl outulil of food 

grain prmuc ed. Thin i etipeclnlly trto' If the type of labor retquired for 

stock work douring thte rainy seatsin I folly tranife rable to crop work, a 

in true for young tdul t lbor. ()tlher renatltti Indicate that thin may be 

tha cnnt, (Del gado: 1977, pp. 6.0-('); 1979 , pp. 125-128). To ti extent 

that this I. troe, keepitg li w-vitack on the farnt hall ain opportinity cost in 

terms of' food grisin. If itnt-k are range,-f'd on fr em landl outside, tie vii

lago, the opportunity cout Its mentaurmd throtigh the renliloat ion of labor 

from food grains to hording, If the animals are fed witl produced forage, 
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then the opportunity cost Is calculated by taking both labor and land
 

Into account. A supplementary cost of maintaining cattle in the village
 

during the cropping season Is the risk of crop damage by the animals. 

Farmers In the Savannah may be quite reluctant to incur a high new 

cost In terms of foregone food gre4in production. Ihnter (1966, p. 33) 

presents chilling vvidence of chronic seasonal famine in Nangedi, on the 

Ghana-Upper Volta front Ier: 

In .June, at the time of the second measurements 
with some 3 to 4 weeks of hunger to face, levels 
of nutrit ion had greatly deteriorated: 88% of the 
comnunity was underweight ... 237 of the men and 
36% of the women were "ncriouisly" to "very seri
outily" underweight. 

Within this contv xt, there I!; littlt, margin for mlscalculating the ability 

of next year's market to stipply staple grains for fainly nutritiotn, given 

the penalty heing The of o antof wrong . posit ion mich (i pteat Savannah 

agriculture at the margin ot subs ftit nce h, pti t txplaian the conventional 

wisdom concerning planint nf VC hi I INc Iln W4et Africa, to the effect that 

the farmer wishes.t to be at.stred of* e lf-iiufficency In feud grains, even 

in the event of be] ow-ave rage ra infall. 

In sium, tht feaihility of the Inten ification of livestock production 

by sedentary tarmtern hinges not only upon the proected benefits, but 

also upon the potn ble opportunity c'otti in terms of othcr farm products, 

principally foregone food granui. If thin opportunity cot Is prohibitive, 

or if fatmern are ucwilliilrg to rely upon the nmrki-t to supply their food, 

then ,attention must be piid to the food grain product ion nytyntem hifore cat

tle production can be Incratied. Inl thi event, po licy makers will need to 

modify the fArltltni, nyst em itt elf, in order to permit the* entry of a new 

activity. A paradoxic(al refilt wontld then emerge to tohe effeet that an 

imprcvemetit In the output of food graint per Itlbor hour expended during 

peak periods wotld be the bent way of enouriging a long-term expansion of 

sedtntary liventick production. 
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The Farm in._Systems Approach and Data Collection
 

An adequate test of tie hypothesis elaborated in the previous section
 

requires a conceptual framework for the simultaneous consideration of re

source inputs and tile 
optimal value of an overall farm output composed of
 

many different product s. A Ilrear programming model of a typical peasant
 

noutheaitern tipper 


This methodology Ito appropriate for identifylng tit 


farm in e Volta was densigned to shed light (n these Issues. 

prodtictioti strategy that 

maximizes farin income undt r dl tierent anumpt lonn. It ,it,rvv.s to Identify 

critical resource constraints anzid calatc.ul ates thile opportitty cOHt of Inputs 

that are fully uetld fi it optimal solution to the mode-l. Ftirthermore,
 
this procedure haij t.he ovw rrinli advwintapev of bv' ing ca:ny to Hti , since its
 

applicat Ion to agrItcult ural. prodt ct Ion piroblvi nt Isa wel1 establ ished and
 

computer rout ines are available, (Olvneke illd Wnitt r!iotr, 1973). 

The problem with tile lintar programmlng approach In that tilwe Value Of 

resultt depetdli to it igh degree open 1he accuracy iil dt tall of the under

lying data. lils reluirrcn-t hi t attn tiht. need for systemaitic and de.


tailed methodlof datit colletct on ext ending over it leant one t'alenditr year. 
In thit. Vti, tht atithor denlgtitd and Implemen ted a farin management survey 

in soutlanti tt-ti Ultpper Volta, of tht type advocated by be Wilde (1967, 1) 
and Rutheitibury (1976), and performed by Col1litaon (1972), Norman (1973b), 

and Shapiro (1971). 

The environt of Tenkodogo in thie central southetiastern portion of the 

country wt' r' chot'i ti the research zone. The town Its 180 kilometers from 

the capit al by i new ptved road. Mixed farming li both technologically 

fta ilie and ,ncotragid by tlhr Voltaic goverimt'n t, although tht, practice 

was virtually n -exin'x l ti n tit tit, tiI 1n ethe
of' 1977. it In middle of 

the regIlon propnvif by 111;AI for iedetntary Ilvrtlock loit -rilfiatiIon 

(Uppor Voltia Villlage Ilvent ock Ilevw lopmetnt Project). Tie dry tivanton usual ly 

l40t0 from mid-Ot' lr to mid-May, with an ave rtag of 'J'j( mlill mt etrn of 

rain dur log itf Iv moot h wet tf'Jotn. Thf, prtinc pallcropr art, mil ilet, or

gtlmhum, c wpctan io l fpt'a titts !*malI tsthanlt of rIce 41,fi1 im vinn lntot are frv

quonti y cult ivatd on bottom Ianld. '.olln I lntilch of the renftirch arenI tart, 

poor, with hn itafftel tian foot of atmindy topntiI!I coverilg ani Impertimabl.. 

latorit Iv cru t. After th rainy oenaon, abundant grass cover Is nvaliable
 

http:calatc.ul
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including much-sought-after fodders such as Andropogon guyanus (Benoit,
 

1974, pp. 20-23). Crasses rarely grow over one meter high, and large
 

areas are consumed by brush fires each dry season. Mango and shea nut
 

trees are found in abundance.
 

The density of the cattle population in the research zone is estimated
 
2at 9 head/km 2 , compared to a national average of 9.5 head/kin . (Delgado, 

1979, p. 25). Tenkodogo is just inside the climatic belt subject to 

trypanosomiasis. The cattle kept are of mixed breed, with the smaller
 

trypano-tolerant races well represented. A majority of the inhabitants of
 

the area derive their cash incomes from crop sales rather than from live

stock, even if the latter is defined to include poultry (ORSTOM,
 

1975, 11(3), Figures 17 and 18). On most counts, the environmental charac

teristics of the research zone are representative of much of the West
 

African savannah.
 

The specific research site is composed of the cantons of Oueguedo and
 

Loanga, whose main villages, ten kilometers apart, define the base of a
 

triangle with Tenkodogo proper at the apex, eight and five kilometers away 

from the villages. The town of Tenkodogo is an administrative center, with 

approximately eight thousand inhabitants. The population density of the 

immediate research area is roughly 40 inhabitants/km 2 , or twice the national 

average. In this respect, the regearch site is not representative of the 

savannah as a whole at the present time. With rapid African population 

on arable land, however, the region does illi,atrate the problems that most 

areat; nearby will soon have to face. 

The lnhabit;nits of the village of Oueguedo are almost exclusively from 

the Mo;s I ethnilc group, which accounts for half of the population of Upper 

Vol ta . 'lic people of Loanaga are from the ethnically-d. st Inct ilsa group. 

Apart Irii tilt ural differences, the two villages are very siml Jar with 

re pc t t to tlie Ir eovi ronmental chiaracterIit Ics. Semi-sedentary I'nlant 

pastor~il ; t ll ye on tlie outskirti of "othIham let,, vho;ve to hIush areas. 

While the l'enral Mosilo and 1i sa are primarilv smallholder p'aswint.-farmers, 

the Fulani are the p redominant herding group In 'Iest Africa. 
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A sample of thirty households was randomly selected within each vil

lage. After the elimination of unrepresentative cases and the results
 

from an enumerator who proved to be unreliable, the final sample included
 

26 Mossi and 15 Bisa households. I Each farm was visited twice a week
 

from May 1976 until May 1977. The prime example of data collected during
 

these visits consists of all the labor hours devoted by each household
 

member to each task, each day, throughout the year. This includes labor
 

by visitors, neighbccs, and paid workers. The 750 fields cultivated by
 

sample members were also measured, and 170 yield plots were kept. Live

stock and capital good inventories and field histories were also collected.
 

A concomitant five-month, six-visit survey of twenty Fulani households
 

living near Oueguedo provided information on herd sizes, herd composition,
2
 
and animal husbandry practices. The massive amount of data accumulated
 

by the surveys were synthesized by computer and analyzed in detail in
 

chapters four through seven of Dclgado (1979). The highlights will be
 

briefly presented in the next two sections before proceeding to the consider

tion of the basic farm production model from the data.
 

1The village chiefs were judged to be unrepresentative cases, but
 
were interviewed along with the other sample members for reasons of proto
col. The details of household definition. sample selection. and the
 
methodology of data collection may be found in Delgado (1979).pp. 43-75.
 

2The complete list of data collected by the farm management aurvey is
 
given on pages 70-71 of Delgado (1979). The set of questionnaires used is
 
contained in appendix C to this reference.
 

http:1979).pp


LABOR USE BY SAMPLE FARMS 

Rationale for a Detailed Analysis of Labor Allocation
 

The analysis of labor use on sample farms serves to identify several
 

key characteristics of the agricultural production system in the research
 

area. In addition to the descriptive value of estimated labor allocations
 

to each activity, the information generated will form the basis of the
 

farm production model used to test the principal hypothesis, The value of
 

the model results depends very much on the precision of the parameter
 

estimates. Therefore, a major component of this study consists of the
 

careful collection and synthesis of the daily work hours of every sample

1 

member, throughout the year.
 

The Division of Labor and the Lack of Hired Help
 

In the first analysis, the breakdown of work hours by age, sex, and
 

household status differences was useful primarily to establish an accurate
 

division of labor, and also to measure the incidence of cooperative and
 

hired work. There are three main results in this vein.2 First, the division
 

of labor is not immutable. There are distinct differences in the sexual
 

division of labor between the three ethnic groups; most tasks, however, are
 

shared between the members of all the age and sex categories. Virtually
 

no activities are the exclusive domain of any one group. Second, coopera

tive labor supplied by neighbors can account for up to a tenth of the total 

hours worked during the peak weeding and harvesting periods. Nevertheless, 

this is not a pure gain for the household, since members are often required 

to repay the favor in kind. Third, sample members virtually never use 

IThe farm management survey collected the basic labor data by repeating 
the interviews every three days. The raw information is aggregated into the 
hours spent by each age and sex group, within each household, at each task, 
on each field, during each fortnight of the year. Similar information is 
compiled for sale and female cooperative labor and hired help. Sach datum 
measured in hours pertains to one level in each of several categories. The 
possible choices relate to 41 households, 26 fortnights, 750 fields (if appli
cable), 9 labor types and 34 possible activities. The analysis of this Is

oensedataset Is made possible by aggregation over one or more of the strata. 
2 he reader interested in the detailed derivation and statement of these 

re-ults is referred to Delgado (1979) pp. 76-79. 

6 I I A 
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hired labor on their farms. The only exception is mango picking during
 

the period of relatively slack labor in April. This implies a lack of
 

an easy means of relieving a seasonal labor bottleneck with outside man

power.
 

Unlike many farm management surveys (Collinson, 1974, pp. 200-202),
 

no effort was made to weight the labor hours supplied by persons other
 

than prime male adults using "man-equivalent" coefficients of less than
 
one. Since the study recorded the actual time spent at each task by
 

each person rather than simply the number of workers, the argument that
 

non-adult male and female workers tire sooner is not applicable here.
 

This is because such behavior is automatically taken into account by the
 

recording of less labor hours by these workers.1
 

In the subsequent analysis, the data are aggregated over all nine
 

labor types in the form of estimates in terms of household labor hours.
 

In order to get observations valid for an "average" farm, similar types
 

of data were averaged over the forty-one households in the sample, to
 
obtazn the mean household labor hours for each fortnight, field, and
 

2
 
activity.
 

The Agricultural Calendar and Labor Use by Major Sector of Activity
 

The single most striking aspect of the agricultural system in Tenkodogo
 

is the sharp seasonality of all operations. Therefore, the timing of labor
 

input is of crucial importance to the effectiveness of operations. Table
 

1 gives the approximate agricultural calendar observed during the research
 
period, and the correspondence of dates to the fortnight codes that will
 

1The only excuse for the use of man-equivalents in this context, then,

is the assumption that work by women and children is of lower quality than
 
that of males in their prime. This viewpoint will be rejected out of hand,
since, as Collinson (1974, p. 201) pointV out, no one has ever demonstrated
 
this, and it runs counter to the subjective impressions of the author. In 
any event, an attempt to weight the hours allocated by each type of labor 
would most likely introduce more inaccuracies than it would eliminate. 

2The mean number of hours worked per household each fortnight was com
puted separately for both the Mosel and Bis households. Tests revealed no
 
significant differences between the means for the two ethnic Sroups, at the
 
95X confidence level. Other similarities observed in labor allocation to
major tasks such as seedbed preparation and weeding indicated the desi'vabil-
Ity of pooling the data for the two groups, Taking the means over the larger
sample presumably reduces the chance of sampling error. 
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TABLE 1
 

CALENDAR OF THE 1976-77 AGRICULTURAL YEAR
 
(Divided into Fortnights)
 

Calendar Dates 


9 flay - 22 May 1976 


23 May - 5 June 


6 June - 19 June 


20 June - 3 July 


4 July - 17 July 


18 July - 31 July 


1 Aug. - 14 Aug. 


15 Aug. - 28 Aug. 


29 Avg. - 11 Sept. 


12 Sept. - 25 Sept. 


26 Sept. - 9 Oct. 


10 Oct. - 23 Oct. 


24 Oct. - 6 Nov. 


7 Nov. - 20 Nov. 


21 Nov. - 4 Dec. 


5 Dec. - 18 Dec. 


1976 1977 

19 Dec. - 1 Jan. 

2 Jan. - 15 Jan. 


16 Jan. - 29 Jan. 


30 Jan. - 12 Feb. 

13 Feb. - 26 Feb. 

27 Feb. - 12 Mar. 

13 Miar. -- 26 Har. 

27 Matr. -- 9 April 

1) AprIl 23 Apr11 

-- I finy 19772I Ap Il 

Fortnight
 
Code 


1 


2 


3 


4) 


5 


61 


7J 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 


13 


141 


15i
 

16 


17 


18 


19 

20
 

21 


22 


231
 

24 


25 
261
 

Principal Activity of Sample
 

Sorghum Planting Begins May 9,
 
Fields Prepared for Rice, and
 
Planted
 

First Weeding of Sorghum, then
 
Millet Planted
 

Croundnuts Planted
 

Second Weeding of Sorghum and
 
Millet, Cowpeas Planted, Rice
 
Weeded and Transplanted
 

Third Weeding and Ridging of
 
Cereals
 

Weeding of Root Crops, Cotton,
 
Tobacco and Vegetables
 

Maize Harvent
 

Sorghum Harvest
 

Relative Slack
 

Cowpea Harvest
 

Groundnut Harvest
 

Millet Harvest, Rice Harvest
 

Fence Construction Around Gardens
 

Drying, Transport, Threshing,
 
Storage of Cereals and Legumes,

Period of Ceremonial Duties Begins

(Sacrifices to Ancevttorn and Cele

brationi for the Dead) 

Non-Agriciltit-ral Work anld Core
tnonll I ltt 14"! 

Manure ';piv on Fi ildn. Other 

Vii1d cr'arnt ,ion,HotiRepair
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subsequently be used in graphs and in the model.
 

The hours worked by each household each fortnight are divided between
 

the following five major sectors of activity: nonagricultural, domestic,
 

agricultural (crop), livestock work and social activity. The latter
 

consists principally of visiting with neighbors or relatives. The total
 

labor hours performed each fortnight by each household are averaged over
 

households within each sector of activity and graphed in Figure 1. The
 

total work load is heaviest during the rainy season, which corresponds to 

the crop-growing period. Social activity increases sharply as agricuitural
 

work diminishes in early October. Nonagricultural and domestic work in

crease as the burden of crop and livestock work decreases.
 

The relatively low levels of nonagricultural and domestic work ob

served in July and August do not necessarily indicate that these activi

ties can be compressed (luring the dry season in the event of the introduc

tion of a profitable new activity requiring labor at that time. Many of 

the nonagricultural tasks performed after the rainy season can be put off 

until another time of year, but they must be undertaken at some point. 

Roof repair provides an example of this form of activity. Domestic work, 

in a comparable vein, can be compressed for relatively short periods, but 

a family cannot live on skimpy meals and a nonrenewed supply of firewood 

throughout the year. Similarly, relaxation with friends, marriages, and 

other social functions can be delayed, but not abandoned. The conclusion 

is that the supply of labor during periods of relative agricultural slack 

may not be as elastic as the paucity of agricultural activity at this time 

may seem to Indicate.
 

Labor Use by MaJpr_Agricultural Operation 

Following Collinnon (1972, p. 219), the three main crop activities in 

tropical Africa are defined aj seedbed preparation, weeding and ''ansplant-

Ing, and harvesting and proceisstng. Figure 2 portrays the qean household 

IThe fortnightti were coded in order to retain 1r 'billity and ease of 
handling. Fortntighe one reform to the first two week" after the beginning
of the rainy eAnnon In 1976. Thun, work performed on August 19, 1976. falls 
within fortnigt eight. Th end of the rainy season of the research year
occurred during fortnight twolvo, in mid-October. 
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labor allocation, in hours per fortnight, to each one of these tasks, over
 
the year. The period of peak activity occurs during July. The main acti
vity at 
this time is the weeding of cereals, principally millet. Secondary
 
peak periods of labor use occur in late May (planting) and November (the
 

millet harvest). A minor Interval of intense agricultural activity occurs
 
in fortnight ten, when sorghum is harvested.
 

These peaks have particular significance for farm-level planning be
cause of the relative Inflexibility of labor requirements in rainfed sub
sistence agriculture. The crops compete with 
weeds for predominance in
 
the fields during July, necessfitating a prompt weeding. Grain that is
 

not harvested after eairly December is likely to be severely 
damaged by
 
pests and 
 livestock. These conditions create bottlenecks when other inflex

ible demands for labor, such as the time required to tend livestock, are 
encountered during July and November.
 

Household Labor Allocation to Crops
 

The mean household hours allocated to a major crop mixture each fort
n.ght provide an indication of its relative labor intensiveness at different
 
times of the year. 'he estimates for the Heven major crop enterprises are 
given in Tablo 2; the last, line of the table contains the mir of hours per 
hectare allocated to tle mixture In question over the year. 

The predominant food crop of iillet mixed with c owpeas is significantly 
less labor-int ensive per unit of land tle hi ,lhthn value cash crops: cotton 
with tobacco, fruit, and vegetables. On hev bas is of total labor input, 
peanuts (or groundnu ts ), maize, ,in(l r ict fall In the Intermediate zone, be
tween the two extremes. However, the work requirements for these crops during 

The lion, ethold labor allocation to each major crop category each fort
night ili divided by tihe total household area planted with t ht crop In quen
tion, to get the household labor hours spent per hectare for each crop nnd 
fortnight . The mean of these figures over households given the number of 
hours spent by memberst of the average farm each fortnight, on each milJor 
crop category. 
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TABLE 2 

MEAN TOTAL HOUSEHOLD HOURS SPENT PER HECTARE OF EACH CROP CATEGORY 

Millet and/or Cotton 
Sorghum Root and Fruit and 

Fortnight with Cowpeas Groundnuts Maize Rice Crops Tobacco Vegetables 

1 134 0 0 2 1 0 0 

2 170 115 280 204 26 0 0 

3 159 174 549 264 0 0 0 

4 172 109 119 327 10 0 0 

5 146 216 589 380 16 67 53 

6 157 293 392 355 91 6 6 

7 105 142 200 283 259 293 231 

8 86 102 38 171 256 1100 875 

9 85 29 74 31 42 88 88 

10 27 17 0 40 66 10 277 

11 5 22 0 45 300 264 235 

12 28 106 0 127 313 88 201 

13 32 265 0 114 175 792 109 

14 176 329 0 194 101 378 78 

15 94 38 0 31 106 110 104 

16 8 3 0 4 98 1144 174 

17 0 0 0 0 215 440 398 

18 0 0 0 0 118 22, 454 

19 0 0 0 0 62 0 450 

20 0 0 0 0 30 0 335 

21 0 0 0 0 53 0 391 

22 0 0 0 0 20 0 416 

23 1 0 0 0 A 0 303 

24 3 0 0 0 0 0 386 

25 8 0 71 0 0 0 391 

26 21 0 69 0 0 0 37 

74-26 1617 1960 2256 2592 2067 5000 5892 
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the peak seasons In July and November are very high relative to millet.
 

Cassava presents the advantage that the main labor input comes outside
 

the period when labor bottlenecks are likely to occur.
 

For the purposes at hand, it is very important to note the sharp
 

peak in labor demand for millet, in fortnight fourteen. This corresponds
 

to the grain harvest in November. The greater the proportion of farmland
 

put under crop combinations involving millet, the greater will be the
 

possibility of a harvest labor bottleneck in mid-November. Adding a
 

farm livestock enterprise, which requires labor input at this time, will
 

tend to aggravate the labor shortages associated with a desire for farm
 

self-sufficiency in food grains.
 

Household Labor Allocations to Livestock
 

The Mossi and Bisa farmers in the sample kept sheep, goats, pigs, 

donkeys, horses, and poultry on the farm. No household maintained cat

tle, although several farmers owned animals entrusted to Fulani sample 

members. It Is therefore possible to directly observe farm labor alloca

tions to small ruminants, swine, and donkeys and horses. However, the 

amount of labor required to raise cattle must be inferred from the infor

mation provided by the Fulan i sample. 

Figure 3 (a) contains the estimates from the farm management survey 

data of the per animal labor Input to donkeys and horses, on the one hand,
1 

and sheep and goats, on the other. The figureti cited are meaningful 

primarily for herds of a tslze cJmmensurate with number of animals kept by 

the average farm. This results from the existence of economies of scale 

in herding which operate to diminisi per animal labor requirements 48 

herd size increases.
 

1The per-animal labor allocation for each net ivity actually undertaken 
by the houtehold In calculated ny dividing the total hotisehold work Involved 
with each anital cai(gory by the number of head owned In that cattegory. The 
valueri tlHin v'alchula! d for .,ach hoittiehold and fort.night art, then aviriaged 
over It. gvAehi I dI, I i~t t, In t It., i1'dIl 1abor all ocat ion 1 ivad Ito , Ih t ype ofI pr 
allt rI1 I . t ilIy hmil limtisvii( lin t he iample tiwin e. ° which i vi ct'1 
I1onu Iit i It ttI t' l ittt' to rvi Itti. Thisi procedure i nitn allit,ltgl lil t I Ill 
tfor poI liry, wh,,ir, thv re, lat ive magnituden make uenful ineit.Itiremi'nt imprac

o Id kept, Iii . ('.. 

t It-I I 
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The distributions of labor requirements for animals over time in
 

Figure 3(a) show that there is a distinct increase in the labor input
 

to livestock during the height of the rainy season in August. This phe

nomenonis displayed even more clearly in Figure 3(b), where the per-animal 

allocations are multiplied by tile number of animals typically kept by a 

household. Perhaps the best explanation for the peak in labor input to 

livestock is that great care must be exercised in grazing animals during 

the crop-growing season. This is because fields are not fenced, and almost 

all the land close to tile village Is under crops. As the rainy season 

wears on, tile small amoint of forage within the village is exhausted, and 

small ruminants must be t ethered farther and farther away from the com

pound each day. Large stock are typically entrusted to relatives or 

herdsmen who live on tile periphery of the Inhabited area. The Implication 

of the rainy s;eason peak labor reiquirement for l lvestock is that tile 

maintcnance of cattle on the farm at that tHine precipitates at resource 

use conflict with crop enterprifes. 'rit extt'nt of the trade-off between 

crops and cattle kept on tihe farm depends upon the labor requirements for 

both activities, with only the former directly observed in the sample. 

Labor Requirements for Cattle and tile Conflict between Cropn and Livestock
 

The fortnightly labor requirements for maint aining two head of cattle 

on the farm for the purposv.i of growing-out for bt-ef tOle, are derived 

from the results of the Fulani herder nurvey (lh, lgado, 1979, pp. 125-130). 

A separate fortlicoming, labolr tia ! t rvey of Ht Tvitkodogo Fulant by the 

author conftrmn that tlie e,t liatiti uset-d are a pp roximtctly of th. order of 

the actual labor allocation to cattie by the Fulani durltig the 1977-78 

rainy setaion. The derivat ton wit-td In the earlier report atituitnii t hat two 

animals require silx li ir-, of dally mIItI'nt 'natnce un l stuperviniiton during the 

first monthi aftter pl antlg, in )retr t o prtvent damagv to thle new tprout". 

During tw growing tiation, froin varly .hut unt 11 aftvr tlhe itll lt harveist 

In early Dectember, the h.-rd In atiutmc t to require 1.)'i nhurs dailly. The 

time retjti lr d for preventing damage to visgt abli- gardenn sind for watotring 
amountsi toc 2.1) hourn, by aminnumpt fon, dtrlng th' dry stiotin. In practile, 

the tunl labor involvod In cnttl nuprvison at thfi tilp In much 
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greater. However, most of the work can be performed by small children, 

provided that there is abundant crop stubble for feed. As such, this 

supervisory work entails a relatively low opportunity cost in terms of 

other outputs. When forage close to the village disappears towards the 

end of the dry season, however, the men must take the animals into the 

river valleys to feed and water them. The Fulani typically leave the 

village altogether at this time. The labor requirements for peasant 

on-farm stockraising are assumed to be six hours daily for the two head 

during April and early May. 

Figure 4 shows the relative labor requirements at different times
 

of the year associated with crops and livestock. The mean household
 

labor inputs over the year to one hectare of each of the three main crops
 

are plotted next to those for a typical herd of eight small ruminants
 

and the hypothetical labor requirements for two head of cattle. The
 

seasonal labor bottlenecks in July and August, on the one hand, and Novem

ber on the other, are aggravated by keeping livestock. In practice, the
 

November harvesting constraint is likely to be the most serious problem,
 

since the high labor commitment required to farm an entire hectare of
 

rice is rarely undertaken, while a typical farm may have two hectares of
 

millet. The greater the desire of the farmer to produce the staple food
 

grain, the greater the sharp demand for labor during November.
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LAND, CAPITAL, AND FARM OUTPUT
 

Farm Land Holdings
 

Soils in the research area are typically divided into "upland" and
 

"lowland" (Delgado, 1979, chapter 5). 
 The latter category consists of
 

the low-lying areas subject to flood in the rainy season. 
The earth is
 

relatively rich in organic matter and plant nutrients. Upland soils,
 

on the other hand, are typically covered by sandy tropical ferruginous
 

soils over a hard lateritic crust. Areas that are cultivated for several
 

years lose their fertility due to erosion and the lack, through flood or
 
fallow, of nutrient replacement. Upland fields can conveniently be
 

classified into three categories: house, In-village, and bush land.
 

Of these, house fields are richest in plant nutrients, receiving the
 
nightsoil and animal droppings from the compound. In-village fields,
 

which begin within fifty meters of the household, contain the least fer

tile of the farm soils. These areas are continuously cultivated, because
 

of their convenient proximity to the living area. 
They are a little too
 

far from the compound, however, for fertilization with waste material
 

from the home. Bush fields are similar to in-village fields, except that
 
they are far enough from the farm and plentiful enough to avoid the need
 

for continuous cultivation of the same area, ycar after year. These plots 

are typically left in fallow for several years, after three years of
 
cropping. Thus, bush land benefits from relatively richer soils, but re

quires a greater labor commitment for cultivation because of its distance
 

from the compound. Bush areas also have the disadvantage of being more
 

difficult to protect from the ravages of pests and loosely guarded live

stock.
 

The pressure of a growing population on a fixed supply of in-village
 

land has contributed, in recent years, to the expansion of farm bush
 

fields into areas that were traditionally used by the Fulani for grazing
 

cattle. This has led to increased instances of crop damage by animals,
 
one of 
the most visible forms of conflict in resource use between livestock
 

and food grains.
 

The typical Mossi or Bisa farm in Tenkodogo is composed of a large
 

number of small plots spread out over a large geographic area. Table 3
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gives the mean area of each type of land farmed by an average household
 

in the sample. The mean number of plots farmed by a given household on
 

each type of land is a13o included.
 

TABLE 3
 

MEAN HOUSEHOLD AREA AND NUMBER OF FIELDS CULTIVATED
 

ON EACH TYPE OF LAND
 

Mean Household Area 
of Fields Mean Number 

Type of Land (in hectares) of Fields 

House .75 4
 

In-village 1.71 6
 

Bush 1.10 1
 

Lowland .29 6
 

TOTAL 3.85 17
 

SOURCE: From the measurement of 750 fields in the sample, with the mean
 
values calculated over 41 households.
 

Farm Land Allocation
 

Livestock in the research area are grazed exclusively on communal land, 

with the possible exreption of the period after the harvest when herds are 

free to browse the 3tubble on farm fields. Even in the latter case, the 

use of fleld.n for grazing Is not limited to animals belonging to the farmer 

who cultivate; t ie plot in question. Questions of land allocat ion within 

the farm, tlherefore, primarily concern the cholveo of cropping pattern, and 

not grn;n; l ,. 

More- thaun four-filth. of the farmland of aI typical hotsehold in the 

sample I!,; cilt ivat ed with siome crop mixture Involvlng millet and cowpeas. 

The !;;all ,t IroPo(rt Ion of lkianallocatced to milllet by a ;owwh)le l:oiehold 

Iii 1970 w;a; (1 p il-c'in 'llth; (it)) moi;t It,it i:; thI.' b!; mIire( )I food 

for- t li l l ld,. l ;ii liT ; fill ( IcO-(r 1wdwltli 1 let anlid 'o)Wp ai.;lol 

hlioune I I'I,dl , where Itlhe ()I] I! i-I clh clolill,,Ii iliitr ,ii f i-r tIiti!i' crop 
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to yield well. 
The other crops grown are, by order of importancet
 
peanuts, rice, starchy roots such as cassava, and maize, in very small
 

quantities. Table 4 gives the mean household area of farmland and the
 

proportion of farm holdings allocated to each major crop category.
 

TABLE 4
 

MEAN HOUSEHOLD LAND AREA AND PERCENTAGE OF FARMLAND
 

ALLOCATED TO EACH CATEGORY
 

Mean House-hold Mean Percentage 

Crop Category 
Area 

(in hectares) 
of Household Land 

(%) 

Millet & sorghum 

with cowpeas 3.27 82.9 

Maize .02 .5 

Rice .19 5.7 

Groundnutsa .27 7,6 

Root crops .06 2.0 

Vegetables & fruits .01 1.1 

Cotton & tobacco .002 .2 

aIncludes peanuts and an indigenous crop, Voandzeia subterranea.
 

SOURCE: Delgado, 1979, pp. 150-51.
 

Farm Access to Capital and the Investment Option Provided by Livestock
 

Smallholder agriculture in the research area, as in most of the Sahel,
 

iii characterized by a very low level of capital input into the production
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process. The usual farm tools consist of short-handled implements with
 

virtually no use of animal traction.1 Seeds are selected from the crop
 

of the previous year; fertilizer use is limited to nightsoil from the
 

compound and animal dung spread on small plots of vegetables.
 

The typical farmer in Tenkodogo has little or no access to sources
 

of financial capital outside his family. Wealthier peasants may advance
 

small amounts to their neighbors for consumption purposes, against the
 

promise of a large portion of the harvest of the following season. Bank
 

loans are not available to the average farmer. Government credit schemes
 

administered by the regional development authority (ORD) In the Tenko

dogo area exist solely for the promotion of ox traction. This program
 

elicited very little response from the population during the research per

iod in 1976-77.
 

A brief survey of the major consumer durables owned by sample members,
 

nonetheless, reveals that farmers do have a small amount of discretionary
 

purchasing power (Delgado, 1979, pp.160-64). The items surveyed in 1976
 

were bicycles, mopeds, and radios. The inventory shoc'ed that the average
 

sample household had a stock of these items worth approximately 20,000 CFA.
2
 

A 1973 study conducted in Zorgho, forty-five kilometers to the northwest
 

of the research area, showed that the annual 'householdcash income at that
 

time was approximately 28,324 CFA, of which one-third was contributed by
 

family members who had migrated away from the village in search of work
 

(ORSTOM, 1975, II, pp. 71-90).
 

Even if farmers were to acquire access to a large amount of purchasing
 

power, it is not clear at this time that suitable opportunities exist for
 

investment in crop-growing. Small garden plots of market vegetables pro

vide the one possible exception to this rule. Even if the opportunities
 

were available, it is possible that farmers would not be able to find
 

lThe exception is the occasional use of donkey carts by the wealthiest 

individuals. 

2This was equivalent to approximately $U83 in 1976. The 1976 exchange 

rate used throughout this paper 11 240 CFK a US $1.00. 
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the necessary purchased inputs. Tenkodogo is virtually without distribu
tion points for purchased agricultural technology adapted to the local
 

environment. 

Livestock, however, provide a productive outlet for capital invest
ment that is easy for the Tenkodogo smallholder to take advantage of.
 

The internal rate of return to cattle entrusted to Fulani herdsmen is
 
consistant with the usual rule-of-thumb of a 20 percent opportunity
 
cost of capital. The rate of return to cash purchases of animals to be
 
kept on the farm is higher than that for purchases of animals to be
 
entrusted to herdsmen, but fails 
to take into account the opportunity
 

cost of using resources to maintain two animals. 
A rule of thumb is that
 

thir, cost is tantamount to the product of resources used to cultivate
 
approximately one hectare of grain. 
When this cost is netted out from
 

the projected benefits, it appears that 
the highest return to investment
 
in cattle is obtained by entrusting the animals to the Fulani (Delgado,
 

1979, p. 174).
 

The calculations show that the expected internal rate of return for
 
male cattle is 25 percent, if animals 
are kept on the farm and the oppor

tunity cost of labor is not included, 8 percent if the latter is
 
netted out, and 19 percent if the animals are entrusted to the Fulani. 2
 

The comparable figures for females are 33 percent, if the animals 
are
 

kept on the farm and the opportunity cost of labor is not included,
 
21 percent if this 
cost is netted out, and 21 percent if the animals are
 
entrusted. 
The figures suggest that it is clearly more profitable to
 
entrust male cattle, while there is 
no extra benefit to keeping female
 

animals on the farm, as opposed to entrusting them.
 

1See Delgado, (I9, pp. 164-75)for the derivation of these 
estimates. The calculations are in terms of expected values, to take
 
account of the possibility of animal mortality.
 

2These estimates assume that male animals purchased at ageare two 
and sold at age six. The returns to the activity are the annual cash
 
value of manure used as fertilizer and tile increased sale price of an
older and fatter animal. Females are, by assumption, purchased at 
age four, and sold at age ten. The returns In this case refer to the 
expected value of manure, dairy products, and increased sale values. 
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The results are very sensitive to the assumptions on which they are
 

based. Therefore, the issue will be resolved more satisfactorily by the
 

linear programming model to be presented below. Suffice it to say here
 

that the herdsmen function as mutual fund managers for the farmers. They
 

manage a risk investment, while allowing the owner to turn his attention
 

to other matters. A survey of cattle ownership by sample members in 1976
 

revealed that the sedentary farmers in the research area have non-negligible
 

holdings of cattle.
 

Farmer Livestock Ownership
 

The 1976 smallholder herd inventory concerned an expanded sample of 

60 households. The Bisa subsample responded to this initiative in a 

much more satisfactory manner than their Mossi counterparts. Most likely, 

this is because the Bisa survey was performed by an enumerator related to 

the village by marriage, who intended to settle nearby after the study.
1 

The results of the Loanga inventory correspond closely with the observa

tions of the author and with the opinion of the neighboring Fulani who do 

the herding for the farmers. For these reasons, only the results of the 

Bisa survey are given here. 

Approximately one household in three owned cattle, the average herd
 

for those holding cattle being four head. No Bisa or Mossi farmer in the 

research area kept cattle on the farm in 1976, to the best knowledge of
 

the author. Cattle were in every case entrusted to Fulani herdsmen. The
 

average household herd of small ruminants consisted of seven to eight
 

sheep and goats. Table 5 contains summary statistics of tle different
 

varieties of livestock owned by Bisa sample members.
 

Data on the age structure of the Bitia sample cattle holdings indicate
 

that there is a distinct preference for younger female animals. No sample 

member owned a male animal over four years of age. Table 6 gives the age
 

structure of the cattle listed in the Blsa survey. 

IThe importan-e of this may be ascertained in the remark by a sample 
member to the effect that if the villagers had tax repercussions from the 
survey, tle enumerator would be the first to hear about it...(cattle were 
taxed 200 CFA per head in 1976). 
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TABLE 5
 

SUMMARY OF BISA SAMPLE HOUSEHOLD LIVESTOCK HOLDINGS
 
(N=30)a
 

(Number of Head) Meanb Standard Deviation Maximum Minimum
 

Cattle 1.37 2.69 12 0
 

Sheep 4.63 3.74 
 17 0 
Goats 2.83 3.47 15 0 
Horses .30 .70 3 0
 

Donkeys .37 .72 2 0
 

Swine .30 1.02 5 
 0
 

aExcludes the canton chief.
 

bMeans taken over thirty households.
 

TABLE 6
 

AGE STRUCTURE OF THE BISA SAMPLE CATTLE HERD
 

Males Females 

0-2 3-4 5-6 Over 6 0-2 3-4 5-6 Over 6 
Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 

Total 
Head in 6 7 0 0 8 15 3 2 
Sample 

Mean 
Iousehold .20 .17 0 0 .27 .50 .10 .07 
Ani mal 

(Standard 
Deviation) (.55) (.53) (0) (0) (.78) (1.36) (.40) (.37) 
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Given the preceding information on the use of labor, land, and
 

capital by sample members, the next step in the construction of a farm
 

production model is the derivation of a method for evaluating output.
 

The Measurement and Evaluation of Farm Agricultural Output
 

Millet and ri,.e did very poorly in 1976, while sorghum and cowpeas
 

had relativelygood yields. Given the preponderance of millet in
 

the cropping mixture, use of data from 1976 in a comparison of the profit

ability of crops versus livestock tends to favor the latter, other things
 

being equal. This trend is further emphasized by choosing a conservative
 

set of prices to evaluate crop output. The latter are provided by using
 

the harvest prices in December, since the price of millet and other crops
 

may increase by a factor of two after the dry season, due to seasonal
 

shortages. Details of the measurement of yields, involving data from
 

170 yield plots and a recall survey for every field in the sample,. are
 

contained in Delgado (1979, pp. 184-196). The rationale for the choice 

of December market prices is to evaluate output at prices which represent
 

real terms of trade between outputs, at a time when products are available.
 

In that the harvest prices represent seasonal lows for crops, and December
 

is the period of greatest body weight for cattle, the use of these prices
 

also tends to weight profitability comparisons in favor of livestock, at
 

the expense of crops. This bias will tend to strengthen results which
 

show crops to be more profitable. The average yields and prices used are
 

contained in columns (d) and (e), respectively, of Table 7. 

Table 7 also serves to calculate the revenue from one hectare of each 

major crop eiterprise undertaken by sample farms. This is a straightforward 

procedure, In the case of crop mixtures with easlly measurable components, 

such a .. i-g,.h111, irll let, and cowpeas grown on house flelds. The ave rage 

uropt;, land,ytelds of ;, rl' g-,rown on this type of are multipl led by the 

correlop0mlhij , ibrw.,!;t prices; the products are consequently :mummhed, 

T'llhe de.rivatlon of a set of prices for evaluating output In given 

in Delgado (1919, pp. 207-216). 
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assuming that each crop occupies one-third of the field area. The computa

tion is more difficult in the case of less tangible mixtures, such as
 
"wet season vegetables." Column (b) of Table 7 contains a list of crops
 

that might enter each mixture. The corresponding aggregate price and
 

yield figures for wet season vegetables are rough averages of the prices
 

and yields typically obtained for tomatoes, pimentoes, and okra. As
 

with the choice of December prices to evaluate crop output, the overriding 

policy in constructing the estimates for vegetables and root crops is to 

choose very conservative figures that tend to underestimate the value 

of the output of one hectare of each of the crop categories in question. 

It was not possible in 1,976 to observe directly the value of annual 

household output of animal products. An estimate, however, contained 

in the Zorgho study (ORSTOM, 1975, I1, pp. 71-90) suggests that 

the figure of 4,000 CFA is appropriate, after allowing for price Inflation 

between 1973 and 1.976 (Delgado, 1979, p. 220). While this may represent 

a realistic assessment of the actual Income obtained from livestock by 

the typical Mossi household In 1976, for the purposes at hand it is 

appropriate to use estimates of the maximum attainable income from cattle 

kept on the farm, a practice currently not engaged in. It is also 

appropriate to err heavily on the side of overestimation to give the new 

enterprise the best possible chamice in a comparison of overall pro

fitability. 

The procedure adopted here is to take the most optimistic estimates 

available in the literature concerning the cash returns to small-scale 

growing-out operations in the Sahel, and to convert the figures into the 

annual returns to maintaining two head of cattle on the farm, expressed 

in 1976 CFA. The resulting figure of 14,000 CFA represents the hypo

thes lzed annual 1976 return to the sale of two head of cattle grown-out 

one year on the farm (Delgado, 1979, pp. 236-238). This figure, therefore, 

represents both a return to the labor time required to look after the
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animals and a return to the investment involved in their purchase.1
 

A similar procedure is used to calculate the annual returns to main
taining sheep, goats, and swine. The resulting figures are 1,100 CFA
 
per small ruminant and 1,750 CFA per hog, on a per annum basis (Delgado,
 

1979, pp. 238-240). This completes the information required to model
 
the smallholder farm in Tenkodogo for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
the farmer does better to entrust his cattle to the Fulani, or to keep 

it himself.
 

,,ha case for keeping cattle on the farm will be favored oven more 
by kising this value as the objective function coefficient in the farm 
LiandvI. Thli ha,; the effect of taking the most optimintic estimate of 
the Lofgal veturn, , to Investment in livestock for farm fattening, nnd 
then ur -,, th, igure obtained an solely the returnr. to thv extra labor 
required (o krep the animalii on the farm. 'Me returna to Invw'ntn, it in 
cnttle do not figuire In the farm model, Filnce the hypothesnit to be tented 
ilnvol vetht li rlat iye profit abi1li ty of ent runtment verau. that of keeping
the animalst oiu the farm. 'l'he result of this assumption in to greatly 
boot t th.- hypothei zed profitability of in-village cattle per unit of 
labor Input, viii Al via crops. 
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ThE FARM PRODUCTION MODELS
 

Objective and Requirements of the Modeling Exercise
 

The basic objective of the modeling exercise is to demonstrate 

that the value of annual farm production is maximized by entrusting to 

Fulani herdsmen two head of cattle that already belong to the household, 

as opposed to the alternative of maintaining them on the farm. The 

exercise will serve to suggest one possible reason why farmers have 

refused up to now to enter into growing-out operations under their own 

management. To accomplish this objective, the model chosen must 

accurately reflect the product ion enterprises, technological options, 

and resource constraints that apply to a representative smallholding in 

the region. The appropriate method Is to construct a "typical" farm, 

using mean values for the relevant parameters, averaged over households. 

The results from this analysis will be most easily applied to farms with 

the same characteristics as those described in previous sections. The 

attributes most in evidence in this coutext are: the absence in commercial 

quantities of an upland cash crop of high value, such as cotton, the small 

size and dispersion of land holdings, the absence of purchasable fodder 

for animals, peak labor use in July and November, a common technology,
 

and a relatively high population density.
 

Structure of the Basic Agricultural Production Model
 

The basic agricultural production model if a linear program which
 

maximizes the value of eleven crop and three livestock enterprises, subject 

to resource and bliivioral cons tratint.. Nonagriculttrtul And domestic 

work are regardVd Al secondary farm actlvit ti which requi re a f ixtd amount 

of time each fortnight., with the demandti on iabor time Increaning after 

the end of the cropping eason. Small-ticale activity Interact ions, ituch 

an the yield-increaning effectti of animal manure, are Incorporated directly 

ITie conttt t loni of it representative farm model i discussed in 
Dulgado, 11 M, pp, ?2.1 )) 
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into the objective function coefficient of livestock, as a return to that
 
enterprise. 
A separate model will be introduced later to account for
 
major interactions, such as 
the use of livestock for animal-powered
 

cultivation.
 

The model can allocate fixed supplies of four kinds of 
land among
 
enterprises, 
in addition to differing supplies of labor in twenty-six
 
separate fortnights. 
 Production Is also constrained by seven maximum
 
activity levels, which fulfill the 
 role of implicit special resource or
 
capital constraints. An example of the former 
 is the limited area of
 
heavily fertilized garden plots next to the door 
of the ccmpound. This
 
is the only part of the house fllds adapted to growln ma:ze. Th e
 
limitation 
on the arca of dry seasn vegetab les farmed on lowland Is an
 
example of all implicit capital constraint. Six hundred square meters
 
corresponds to the maximum surface that can, 
 by assumption, t)e Irrigated 

manually from a we 1l. 

Capital is not dealt with explicitly as a resource to be allocated, 
for three reasons. First, the maximum output constraints serve the same
 
puLpose Is a capital constraint on a particular activity, 
 and are easier
 
to use. Second, as was seen above, 
 sample members used virtually no 
purchased inputs In agrIcultural actlvitics, which makes the definition 
of capital Input rtquirements rather arbitrary. Third, a capital con
straint would most likely operate on liveitock activities; however, the 
objective of the exer('ise It; to lI(,w that labor constraints alone preclude 
keeping cattie on the farm. To the extent that this Is the cane, a capital 
constraint on livestock would he redundant.
 

The one truly behavioral constraint concerns 
 the minimum area that 
farmers are willing to plant with the s.tple food grain, millet. ri to 
is Incorporat i- an it miniimum prodititon Ive1 pe rtaining to a litwar com
bination of all act lvititl lnwolvin, millet product ion, consistent with 
the asr4mlmpt ion that farmers are not w 111 rig to reduce resource allocation 
to millet beyond a certain point. 

The nymbolic exprenstion of the model in: 

11 3 
AxIflAz0: R- E cX + E d Y
 

1-1 1X 11-1
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where:
 

- the net cash revenue per hectare obtained from the i crop 

enterprise, expressed in CFA. 

di - the net cash revenue .btained from the th livestock enterprise, 

expressed in CFA.
 

X - hectares of land allocated to the ith crop enterprise.
 

Y a animal units of the ith variety kept on the farm during year.
 

The objective function is maximized, subject to a set of thirty

eight linear constraints. The land constraints apply only to crop
 

activities, since, by assumption, livestock is grazed on communal land.
 

They imply that different types of land are used for different sets of
 
1
 

crops. The constraints are written:
 

11
 
il
 

where:
 

ti = 1 if the ith crop can be planted on the jth type of land.
 

- 0 otherwise.
 
th 

bj - the area in hectares available of the j land type. 

The labor constraints apply to both crops and livestock, and are repre

sented by:
 

11 3 
Ev X + Z m Y < f j m 1, ... , 26, 
i- J ijl 

where: 

vijj - the number of hours required in the jth fortnight to cultivate 

one hectare of the ith crop. 

the number of hours required in the jth fortnight by the i
th 

ml 
livestock activity in order to maintain one animal (or pair
 

of animals in the case of steers). 

f the total number of hours of labor time available to the 

household In fortnight j 

1For example, rice can only be cultivated on lowland. 
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The constraints on the maximum levels of output reflect that some
 

scarce factor of production other than labor and land is required by the
 

enterprise concerned. These are written:
 

11 3
 
E r i + E s.iXY. f Gi j - ,
 

where:
 

rij - I if there is an area limit on the i th crop in the j th
 

maximum output constraint; 

- 0, otherwise. 

sij - 1 if there is a limit on the number of animals of the ith 

type that can be kept, in the jth output constraint; 

- O, otherwise. 

G - the maximum levels of the jth enterprise or combination of
 

enterprises.
 

and:
 

rij - 0 if sij = 1 

8Sij - 0 if r ij - 1 for all i, J. 

The one minimum constraint concerns the principal food grain, millet.
 

It ensures that a minimum area of farm land (h) is put under millet
 

cultivation:
 

14
 
h 

niXi < 

where: 

n i - 1 if Xi is a crop combination including millet; 

- 0, otherwise. 

Finally, there is the usual set of nonnegativity conditions: 

x <0 

Yi < for all i 

The tableau of the basic model (I) is displayed in Table 8.
 

Activities (or enterprsei) run across the top of the table. The 
objective fuict Ion vltles (cI di ) arLe fo,,id directly below the activity 



TABLE 8 

TEIK000C FAL3 LINEA. PROGRAM MDEL I 

mus 1.TT Vun CTWTUC InVCNr LNVOIcp RICE ROOTS DRY VEC WSMCP W SH30T SWCGhX PIC 2 STEERS 
37,700 145,000 20,800 93,200 19,500 23,600 39,800 135,000 145,000 23,000 37,700 1.100 1,750 14,000 

P$s.= C.75 > 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.71 0 0 0 0 1 1 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

. .:9 ; 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1.IsK.> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

LAiR 1 556 134 0 0 0 0 134 22 1 0 141 0 8 84 
2 556 > 170 0 280 0 115 170 204 26 0 179 121 8 2 84 
3 55 > 159 0 549 0 174 159 264 0 0 167 188 6 4 105 
4 555 1172 0 119 0 109 172 327 10 0 181 114 6 9 105 
5 555 146 53 589 67 216 146 380 16 0 153 227 6 12 105
 
6 556 157 6 392 6 293 157 
 355 91 0 165 308 6 6 105 
7 556 105 231 200 293 142 105 283 259 0 110 149 6 7 105 
a 556 86 875 38 1,100 102 86 171 256 0 90 107 6 6 105 
9 55 85 88 74 88 29 85 31 42 0 89 30 6 10 105 

1 55 > 27 277 0 10 17 27 40 66 0 28 18 6 8 105 
i 5;5 5 235 0 264 22 5 45 300 0 5 23 6 2 105 
12 556 28 201 0 88 106 28 127 313 0 29 111 6 11 105
 
13 556 32 109 0 792 265 32 114 175 0 34 278 6 9 105 
14 564 176 0 0 378 329 176 194 101 78 185 345 6 13 105
 
15 556 > 94 0 0 110 38 94 31 106 104 99 40 4 6 105 
16 556 8a 0 0 1,144 3 8 4 98 174 8 3 4 8 105 
17 556 0 0 0 440 0 0 0 215 398 0 0 4 14 35
 
~ ~511 • 0 0 0 220 0 0 0 118 454 0 0 A 9 35 
19 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 62 450 0 0 4 9 35 

.5-9 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 30 335 0 0 4 7 35
461 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 53 391 0 0 4 7 35 
471 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 416 0 0 5 9 35 

23 -25 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4 303 1 0 6 6 84 
2 455 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 386 3 0 7 2 84 
25 4 > 8 0 71 0 0 8 0 0 291 8 0 8 8 84 

Z.2-"R 25 is 21 0 69 0 0 21 0 0 37 22 
 0 8 4 84 

,.. . 6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Y.A4" 4 0 1 01.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,A.UT,. :9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,.=V c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
 
,XsZ 21 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

,> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1i 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

NINYD 2.43 < 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
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labels. The column farthest to the left gives the labels of each resource
 
used or other constraint imposed on production. The figures immediately
 

to the right of these labels are the levels of resource supplies (b, f )
 
or production levels (C) which cannot be exceeded. 
The last element in
 

the column is the minimum food grain constraint which states that at
 
least 2.43 hectares of land must be planted with some combination
 

involving millet. The figures in the body of the table are the input
output coefficients corresponding to tij, vij mij,, rij, sij, ni, mentioned 
above. Table 9 gives the key to each of the labels in the model.
 

Activities, Resource Supplies, and Input Requirements
 

The crop activities suitable for house fields 
are millet and sorghum
 
intercropped with cowpeas, wet season vegetables, maize, and cotton inter
cropped with tobacco. In-village land is used for millet planted with
 
cowpeas, and groundnuts (peanuts intercropped with Voandzela subterranea).
 

Lowland can be put into rice, starchy root crops such as cassava, and
 
dry season vegetables. Bush fields may contain either millet and cowpeas
 
or groundnuts. 
 The revenue from each one of these activities is expressed
 

in CFA, on a per-hectare basis. The parameters of the objective function
 

are taken from the estimates contained in Table 7, above.
 

The livestock enterprises are swine, small ruminants, and two head
 
of cattle. The revenue and labor requirements per unit of small stock
 

are given on a per-animal basis. Maximum production levels ensure that
 
output figures remain realistic in view of the scale for which the input 
requirement data was specified. The cattle activity represents the 
practice of maintaining two head on 
the farm for mixed farming, and is
 
conceptually different from the other enterprises. The crop and small 
stock activities represent a choice between producing on 
the farm, or not
 
at all. 
 The cattle enterprise In the model introduces the choice of pro
ducing cattle on the farm, as opposed to the alternative of entrusting 

them to the Fulani. The objective function coefficient for cattle 
represents the extra returns to keeping the animals at home, and the 
input requirement for securing this return Is the labor required to look 



TABLI 9 

KEY TO LABELS IN THE BASIC TABLEAU 

COMNE LABEL 	 ITEM 

RE NOUSHS Millet, Sorghum, and Cowpeas (Crown

laterprise 	 on HOUSLD) 

WET VG 	 Wet Season Vegetables (Grown o 

MAIZE Maize (Grown on UOUSLD)
 

CTNTC Cotton and Tobacco (Grown on HOUSLD)
 

DIVCNUT In-Village Field Groundnuts (Grown 
on INVGLD) 

DIVONP I-Village Field Millet and Cowpeas 
(Grown on INVGLD) 

RICI Rice (Crown on LOWLAND) 

FAOTS Starchy Root Crops (Grown on LOW-
LAND)
 

DY VEO Dry Season Fruit and Vegetables 
(Grow on LOWLAND) 

23US104CP Bush field Millet and Cowpeas 
(Crown on BUSHLD) 

DOIDUT Bush Field Groundnuts (Grown on 
BUSILD) 

SHPGOAT 	 Sheep and Coats (1 Anlal) 

?Io Swi (1 Animal) 

2 ihu Adult Bullocks (2 Anials) 

HOUSLPN8 House Wield Land 
,source. IUIVGLD In-Village Field Land 

LWID Lowland Fields
 

BUSULD Bush Field Land
 

LABOR I Labor each fortnight, beginning May 
esoe. 9.1976 (for the conversion from 

fortnilhts to calendar dates, see 
LABOR 26 Table 3.1 p. 74) 

IMAM MAMV Manium house land area suitable for 
g ntl umiss and wet season vegetables at 

the me time 
MAXCT aximm house land area suitable for 

cotton sod tobacco 

MAXRT Maimem lowland area suitable for 
starchy root crops during one seson 

MAMV Mailim lowland area feasible for 
bend Irrigation of dry season 
rd qegotables 

fruit 

NAXIG axiom 
bapt us 

sheep and goats that ta be 
g sane labor coeffielants 

iadasasmL laa Of Ao land requtresent 

HMO Ikm. for oisn 

2W30 Im. fee settle 

MIm2 	 The Sile amsunt of tam lnd that 
households are vUlling to ctop with 

IaAA 	 stule 

- 41'' 	 , .. a
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after the stock. An optimal output level of zero for this activity would
 

imply that it is more profitable to entrust the animals to the Fulani,
 

and thereby divert the labor required to look after them on the farm to
 

other pursuits. The values specified in the objective function are taken
 

from pages 101 to 104 above.
 

The supply of each variety of land available to the average household
 

is taken from Table 3, page 95. 
 Since the returns to crops in the objective
 

function are on a per hectare basis, the land requirement for each crop is
 

unity if the crop can be grown on that type of land, or zero otherwise.
 

The household land requirement for livestock is assumed to be nil, by
 

virtue of the practice of communal pasturing. The implication of this is
 

to favor the case of on-farm livestock by ignoring possible diseconomies
 

of scale implicit in having everyone attempt to graze livestock within
 

the village.
 

Labor availability for crops and livestock in fortnight j is equal
 

to either the maximum amount of hours devoted to crops and livtatock
 

during any fortnight of the year, or the amount of total labor hours
 

available in fortnight j after domestic and nonagricultural activity
 

is provided for, whichever is smaller.
 

This implies that laborers in the farm model cannot work at crop
 

and livestock enterprises for more hours per fortnight than members of
 

the average farm did at the yearly peak. On the other hand, the farm
 

in the model may be constrained to less tha a the peak number of hours.
 

This would be the case for each fortnight where the sum of crop, livestock,
 

and social activities on the average farm is less than the yearly peak 

allocation to these enterprises. This is likely to occur when the non

agricultural and domestic work hours on the average farm are high in a
 

given fortnight, leaving relatively little time for other pursuits.
 

A glance at left cnlumn Table shows thethe hand of 8 that result 

of this procedure Is to fix the labor supply in the farm model at 556 
hours per fortnight for the periods of May 9 through December 18. 

This hypothesized availability of labor in the model corresponds to the 
actual hours allocated to crops and livestock on the average farm 

between July 17, annual period. the of4 and the peak work After middle 
December, the hours available for crops and 1lvestock dec lfno s tvadlly as 
the dry sea son progressets, aid noa;gricult urn I and donwe!;tlt cI vork a lloca
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tion on the average farm in 1976 account for a progressively greater share
 

of total labor time available per fortnight.
 

The labor requirements per fortnight for one hectare of each crop
 

enterprise are taken from the average values in Table 2, page 88. It
 

is somewhat difficult to separate the labor allocations between wet and
 

dry season fruit and vegetables, given the method of data collection. A
 

somewhat arbitrary division is achieved by splitting the last column in
 

Table 2 into periods 1-13 (May 9 - November 6), which correspond to the
 

wet season, and periods 14-26 (November 7 - flay 7), for the dry season.
 

Fortnight 14 also represents a saddlepoint in the distribution of labor
 

to fruit and vegetables. Wet season crops are harvested in late October
 

and dry season crops are planted in late November.
 

The labor requirements for swine are taken from the actual allocations
 

to this activity by sample members who kept pigs during 1976. The labor
 

inputs each fortnight for cattle are taken from the allocations dis

played in Figure 4, page 92. The requirements for small ruminants are 

revised downwards from the actual allocations reported in Figure 3a and 3b.
 

This is to take account of the fact that sheep and goats, unlike 

swine and cattle, can be tended by small children during the rainy
 

season. Therefore the recorded hours devoted to these animals over

state the opportunity cost of undertaking this enterprise, since the labor 

is not fully transferable to the arduous task of weeding millet.
 

Sensitivity analysis of this change in resource requirements for sheep 

and goats reveals that the main consequence of the change is to favor 

small ruminants over swine, with crops and cattle unaffected. 

The first four production ceilings in the model involve the maximum 

area that may be planted with maize and wet season vegetables combined, 

cotton and tobacco, starchy root crops, and dry season vegetables. The 

next three ceilings apply as a form of implicit capital constraint to the 

numbers of animals that can be kept on the farm. The levels are set 

rather arb)trarily according to a subjective judgement of the maximum 

financial capacity of the average household. 

It l -i;,mewhattrickier to specify correctly the maximum permissible 

level for cropn. In the four cases where prn(ut ion in conntrained, the 

maxinum ouLtpt level Is ,Ither tihe maxlrmum percentage Inithe sumple of 

homnmehold land attributed to tihue euterp rItiep In ,Ie,,tio, t Imp,,e the 
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average total landholding, or the maximum household area devoted to that
 

crop across the sample in enterprise i, whichever is smallest. This
 

procedure ensures that the chosen output ceiling is a maximum based on
 

the sample data, and also that it reflects the scale of the average farm.
 

Data on the maximum area or percentage of landholdings devoted by the
 

average farm to each crop category are taken from the figures underlying
 

Table 4, page 96.
 

The behavioral constraint on the minimum area that farmers are
 

willing to plant with food grains is specified using the minimum area
 
so planted by any sample member, adjusted to be consistent with the size
 

of the average farm in the model. 
 The minimum food grain constraint,
 

or MINFD, is equal to either the smallest percentage in the sample of
 

farmland under millet times the area of the average farm, or the smallest
 

area in hectares, whichever is larger. The figure arrived at by this
 

method involves multiplying the average farm area of 3.85 hectares by
 

63 percent, the smallest proportion of landholdings devoted to millet.
 

Delgado (1979) contains extensive sensitivity analysis of this figure,
 

the import of which will be reported below.
 

Adding Animal Traction to the Basic Model
 

The basic model of Table 8 is adequate to test the relative profit

ability of cattle entrustment versus on-farm management when ox cultivation 

is not feasible. However, the pro)onents of mixed farmin might 
object that the use of animal traction cultivation techniques permitted 

by keeping cattle on the farm decreases labor requirements for seedbed
 

preparation and greatly increases crop yields.
 

In this vein, several experts have suggested that the combination 

of bovine animal traction with the type of growing-out cattle enterprise 

typified by "2 S " in the basic model may make the Joint on-farm 
livestock activity relat ively profitabl, even If the Individual components 

are not (BoudIt, 1969; Taclihr, Lacliaux, and NIcola, 1969; Rolbnet, 1972). 
Presumably thtii wo IldIbv1e- cait by providing an ,xtra rtitrn to lie 
(Supponedly) conl ;ant ciih or laor co it (d Inalining hle ;inmah. 

,rhe prope(d ,-.t rat egy involyw, tlie prchai of two young malni wlilch are 
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trained for traction by age four. They are sold between ages six and
 

eight for meat (Ibid.).
 

Since no one in the sample -- and very few individuals in the region -

used bovine animal traction, this hypothesis cannot be tested here using
 

direct observation. The approach employed therefore, incorporates the
 

yield and labor requirement changes predicted by the expatriate pro

ponents of bovine animal traction, in order to modify the activities in
 

the basic model in such a way as to create hypothetical traction enterprises.
 

The source of these predictions is a joint paper by staff members of the
 

two principal agricultural research stations in Upper Volta, entitled:
 

"State of the Art in the Association of Crop and Stock Raising in Upper
 

Volta."'2 This appears to be the most authoritative statement to date of
 

the conventional expatriate wisdom on the subject. For brevity, the
 

figures cited will be referred to as the "IRAT predictions." 3
 

The IRAT study claims that bovine animal traction raises the 

yields of sorghum, peanuts, and cotton by factors of two to three. The 

procedure also changes labor requirements, according to this account. 

The time required for seedbed preparation decreases in all three cases, 

due to the use of the plow. The IRAT article is not clear as to 

whether animal traction affects other tasks directly, or only changes the 

pattern and density of plants in the field. In any event, the predictions 

state that weeding labor requirements Increase slightly for sorglum and 

peanuts, but not for cotton. Harvesting labor requirements increase 

greatly, however, primarily because of the yield increases. The latter 

require extra labor for harvesting and transporting the extra produce. 

Given the labor-intensive methods used, there Is a slight tendency for 

diminishing returns with respect to labor input. 

IFigures, from the Center-East O.R.D., which includes Tenkodogo, 
show that there wvre 52 teams of plow oxen, in 1975, for a region with 
365,000 lnih;,I, I int, In,1976. 

' lpmit 11,) iechlu et al., 1969. This is my translation of: 
"D ,mow,,; Ac i,I Ii Stir I 'Anmovint Ion de I 'Agriculture et de 1'E.levage an 

I t ,I. " IIaVIat 

I it; IIt tit dlv Rih rchv.. At.'rnoiljqi ; Tropil ca It-t, the institute 
'ml,Ioy Inu exportl v I'ted III thIev provliu li foot tot,. 
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It should be clear that the author in no way endorses these estimates,
 

which were made by a research group with a vested interest in animal
 

traction programs. The point here is to follow the implications of the
 

IRAT statements through the productir'a process, to gauge the overall
 

effect of this activity on farm output if the predictions are true. This
 

is done via the labor allocation scheme of the basic model, with the added
 

option of ox cultivation of most crops. The new model assumes that the
 

farmer can use animal traction on a wide variety of plants, including
 

food grains, or that he can use traction on some crops and hand cultiva

tion on others. The model is free to select any combination of manual
 

and animal-powered cultivation that maximizes farm revenue.
 

The IRAT predictions for yield increases stemming from the use
 

of animal traction are given in Table 10. The table converts the French
 

estimates into a form usable in the basic model. Following the policy of
 

making animal traction as attractive as possible, millet yields are
 

assumed to Increase as much as those of sorghum, even though there is
 

some evidence that this is not the case (De Wilde, 1967, 11, p. 389).
 

In the same vein, rice yields are increased by a factor of two, al

though the IRAT study does not mention this crop. The justification 

for this is that plowing may be especially useful in the aeration of the 

relatively dense lowland soils. 

Small cash costs of the minimum purchased inputs (other than traction1 
equipment) necessary for achieving the predicted yields are netted out 

from the objective function coefficients. The subsidized price of inputs
 

serves to insure that the estimated cash costs understate the true expense 

involved, particularly since these items are typically not available in 

Tenkodogo. Finally, the traction option is assumed to be available to a 

sufficiently limited number of farmers that any ensuing yield benefits 

will not depress the market price of outputs. Besides being realistic, 
this also serves to favor the profitability of animal traction in the 

model.
 

1For greater impact, it is assumed that traction equipment to
 
costless.
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The IRAT predictions for the effect of animal traction on labor
 

requirements are contained in Table 'i. Seedbed preparation labor require

ments for sorghum, peanuts, and cotton decline, while weeding time increases.
 

Harvest labor inputs for all three crops are up sharply because of greatly
 

increased yields. The added rice enterprise also has modified labor
 

requirements in the animal traction model. The somewhat arbitrary hypo

thesis is that plowing reduces seedbed preparation by 60 percent. As in 

the case of the IRAT estimate for cotton and tobacco, ox plowing, by 

assumption, does not affect labor requirements for weeding rice. Only 

one negative effect of animal traction on this crop Is assumed in the 

model: the projected twofold Increase in yields doubles the amount of 

labor time required per hectare to harvest and transport output. 

The correspondence between cropping tasks and the fortnights when 

labor requirements must be supplied Is derived from the data in the 

previous sections. In a final effort to present the case as favorably 

for the proponents of ox cultivation as posslb le, the labor requirements 

for crop enterprises are reduced according to the proportions stated in 

Table 10 for every fortnight which might Involve seedbed preparation work. 

However, IncreaseS in reqtuirements due to weeding art only registered 

during fortnight 6 (late .July), even though by the same logic every co

efficient In fortnight,; 3 to 8 Should bV nulti1plied by the figures in 

Table 11. Furthermore, the extra labor requirements for harvesting are 

only taken Into consideration for fortnight 14 (mid-November). Again, a 

consistent logic would involve Increasing al 1 the coefficients from 

periods 9 through 16. 

A few final adjustments remain In order to Introduce animal traction 

into the basic nod(e 1. hese also operate In favor of the pro-livestock 

case. First, tie supply of bush land Is explicitly increased to five 

hectares In response' to the argument that traction permits the farmer to 

cultivate a greater artis. Second, the original minimum food grain con

straint is modifled such that 0.45 hectares of millet cultivated uilng 

animal traction cont ributen to tile satisfaction of the cons traint aH much 

1Much of the rice weeding actually involves transplanting shoots 
by hand. 



TABLE 11 

THE IRAT ANIMAL TRACTION LABOR MULTIPLIERSa IN THE
 
CONTEXT OF THE BASIC MODEL
 

IRAT Task 
 Seed Bed Weeding and Harvesting and
 
Preparation Maintenance 
 Processing
 

Basic Model Labor Period Fortnights 1, 2, Fortnight 6 
 Fortnight 14
 
17-26
 

iRAT Basic Model 
Activity Activity 

Sorghum 	 All Food 

Grains 0.83 1.25 	 2.5 
Peanuts 	 All Ground

nuts 0.5 1.5 2.84 
Cotton Cotton and 

Tobacco 	 0.58 
 i 	 5.8
 

Ricec 
 0.4 1 	 2
 

SOLU.RCES: 
 aThe nunbers in the body of the table are derived from figures in Dupont de
Dinechin et al., 
1969, p. 281. 	 The change in labor requirements predicted for each enterprise

using anizal traction is obtained by multiplying the pre-traction rcquirement, by these numbers.
 

.e ccrrespo.ence between task timeand period is derived using Figure 2, page 17. 

crzjer tc . the most favorable case for animal traction, it is assumed, somewhat
arbitrarily, t-at plowing reduces seed bed preparation by 60%, does not affect weeding (which

is large:-y r.santing in the case of rice), and increases harvest labor in direct proportion
 
to the prezizted increase in yields.
 



TABLE 12
 

TENKODOGO FARM LiE.AJR PROGRAM MODEL II
 

(Asst-dn K Traction Boosts Labor Re-:irenents and Yields) 
HOU5) . 2TNT8C INVGNUT INV GMCP RICE BUSHMCP BUSHNUT 
-2,.43 295,060 55,675 51,045 76,100 49,725 108,455 

.75 > 1 0 0 0 0 0 
,1 - 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

>.29> 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
. 5 >; 0 0 0 1 1 

. 1556 > 111 0 0 111 9 117 0 (AcTIVITY 

5.56 141 0 58 141 82 149 61 

3 556 159 0 174 159 264 167 188 
4 556 " 172 0 109 172 327 181 114 
5 5516 > 146 67 216 146 380 153 227 C SOF E 
6 556 > 196 6 440 196 355 206 462 
7 555 > 105 293 142 105 283 110 149 
8 556 > 86 1,100 102 86 171 90 107 

9 55 > 85 88 29 85 31 89 30 DASIC 
4, 55.6 27 10 17 27 40 28 18 
Ii 556 2 5 264 22 5 45 5 23 
12 556 28 88 106 28 127 29 1il 

. 32 792 265 32 114 34 278 

.55. 440 2,192 931 440 388 463 976 
i5 55i 2 94 110 38 94 31 99 40 
L2 8 1,144 3 8 4 8 3 
:> 5S 2 0 44O 0 0 0 0 0 TABIZ8) 

51" 2 0 220 0 0 0 0 0 
5-5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

> 0-50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"- 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
"2 "7 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:3-25 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

- > 2 0 0 2 0 3 0 
5 " 7 0 0 7 0 8 0 

> 17 0 0 17 0 22 0 

.096> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.244 > 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

.19 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

s 2.t20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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as one hectare of grain without traction.1 Finally, a forcing unit ensures
 

that, in the optimal solution, two head of cattle are kept in order to pro

vide the required animal power. The new Model II, taking account of the
 

predicted effects of animal traction, is displayed in Table 12.
 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
 

Optimal Farm Production Strategies Under Different Assumptions
 

The major result of the modeling exercise is that, in most cases,
 

farmers do distinctly better to entrust their cattle to the Fulani than
 

to herd them themselves. Even under the most favorable circumstances,
 

assuming that animal traction is highly profitable, that plow equipment
 

is free, that farmers know how to allocate their resources in an optimal
 

manner, and that they have no strong preferences for growing food grains,
 

the maximum increase in farm revenue from keeping two steers is less than
 

3 percent of the overall income potentially attainable by entrusting
 

household cattle to specialized herdsmen. Against this marginal benefit
 

from retaining large stock on the farm, the peasant has assumed a new
 

risk of crop damage, a greater risk of loss of capital through lack of
 

expertise in animal husbandry, and a significant degree of extra work in
 

slack periods.
 

The comparative optimal solutions to seven different linear program

ming runs, under different assumptions, are contained in Table 13. The
 

first four columns are solutions to the basic model encountered in Table
 

8. Column A gives the results to this model, as originally formulated.
 

The minimum food grain constraiut (MINFD) is then relaxed, with the new
 

results in column B. Next, the basic model is modified such that food
 

grain prices are doubled. The new solution, contained in column C, per

tains to the case where millet and sorghum are evaluated at their season

ally high (August) prices, rather than the low harvest season values.
 

The model which generated column D is exactly similar to the original basic
 

model, except that the farmer is required to maintain two head of cattle.
 

The next three columns refer to the expanded model of Table 12, with animal
 

traction activities added on. In column E, the farmer was forced to use
 

1 in accordance with the postulated 2.2-fold yield increase for food
 
grains cultivated with ox plowing (Table 10).
 



TABLE 13 

SUMMARY OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS TO THE FARM PRODUCTION MODELS UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS 
(With and without the option of animal traction) 

A B C D E F G H 
STEERS OPTIONAL, NO TRACTION 2 STEERS FORCED INTO SOLUTION 

Enterprises Model tl
Model TractioTractio Actua 

(Solution in hectares unles b Value of No Traction Required Traction Traction Average


specified otherwse; .... FD=2.43a 1 NFDFDO D Millet Activities Allowed Where Feasible Optiona Optional Farm in 197 
n.a.- not atplicable l I Doubledc -MINFD=2 4 3 d MLNFD=2.25e MINFD-0 KiNFD=2.43g MINFD= 3.27" 

Hcuse Millet (hand cultivation) .496 .541 .654 .654 n.a. 0 .654 .723 
House Millet (traction) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. .654 .654 0 0 
,'e: Seasc:-. Veg.(hand cultivation) .096 .096 .096 .096 .096 .096 .096 .005 
Naize khand culti~ation) *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .020 
Co-ton and Tab.(hand cultivation) .153 .113 0 n.a. 0 0 .002
 
Cotton and Tab.(traction) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 
 0 0 0 
Vilbge Nuts (hand cultivation) 0 0 0 0 n.a. 0 0 .170 
Villaze Nuts (traction) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 0 0 0 
Villaze Millet (hand cultivadon) 1.710 .764 1.710 1.710 n.a. 0 1.710 1.540 
Villaze Millct (tracti on) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. .366 0 0 0 
Rice (hand cultivation) .040 .040 0 
 0 n.a. 0 0 .190 
Rice (traz::;"n) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 .040 0 0 
btarc:v Rzots (hand cultivation) .190 .190 .190 .159 0 .190 .159 .060
 
Dry Season Veg.(hand culti, tion) .060 .060 
 .060 .060 0 .060 .060 .005 
Bush .Millet (hand cultivation) .224 0 .617 .066 n.a. 0 .066 1.007 
Bush Millet (traction) n.p. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 0 0 0 
Bush Nut (hand cultivation) 0 0 0 0 n.a. 0 0W 
3ush Nut (traction) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 0 0 0 
Sheep -nd Goats (head) 5.501 20.0 0 0 0 20.0 0 5.8 
Swine (head) 0 10 
 0 U 0 .142 0 .3
 
Two Szeers (2 head) 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 

nValue of Production 134,834 138,317 206,656 124,597 100,868 141,806 124,597 18,467
 

cattle arc o7tional; animal traction is not permitted; at least 2.43 hectares of millet must be grown.
 
:i: ,:b there is no rini-um area of millet required.


ib U he objective function values of millet 
are doubled, which is equivalent to evaluating food grains at August prices. 
steers usr be kept; tracicn not permitted; 2.43 hectares of millet required.required alle. -ai on crops where possible; MIN-FD relaxed slightly to make problem feasible. 

or hand2 cultivation permitted, no grain requirement.
 
. :ittc, but equivalent of 2.43 hectares of hand-cultivated millet is required.
 
"Froz-Delgado (1978) p. 270 (corrected).
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traction on all crops amenable to this technique.1 Column F represents
 

the case where the use of traction is optional and the farmer has no
 

particular preference for food grains. This is the least constrained
 

case. Column G is exactly similar, except that a minimum food grain
 

production level is imposed, equivalent to that in the basic model.
2
 

Finally, the last column contains the average allocation of farmland to
 

each crop activity by sample farmers in 1976 and the mean number of
 

animal units kept on the farm.
 

The value of the optimal production strategy (column A) increases
 

only 3 percent when farmers are no longer obligated to cultivate food
 

grains (column B). Evaluating millet at August prices, however, in

creases the optimal land allocation to food grains to just under three
 

hectares (column C), not far from the average sample allocation in 1976
 

of 3.27 hectares (column H). This tends to support the hypothesis that
 

farmers perceive the cost of running out of millet next season in terms
 

of the maximum price of food grains last season. Using a higher value
 

for millet output than the low harvest price incorporated in the basic
 

model tends to reinforce the case against maintaining cattle on the farm.
 

Forcing the farmer to keep two steers, in the absence of animal
 

traction, lowers the value of the maximum attainable farm income by 8
 

percent (column D), relative to the basic model. On the other hand, the
 

lowest objective function value occurs when traction is feasible and
 

the farmer is required to use it on food grains (column E). This surprising
 

IWith allowance made for the assumed higher yields of crops under 
animal tract [on, MINFI) is expressed interms of areas of millet cultivated 
by hand, for ,oriparative purposes. Even so, MINII) hld to Ie relaxed to 
get a fea!;Ibl, :;ohift ion to tis model. The fir;t. fva!;/bliv !;olIt ion Is, that 
given In col u F. I he 1.02 hectares ciiitiv;ited with til;ic fol airv annt.;n,;;fed 
to yield a; muh v, 2.25 hec taren cultivit ed by hanl. 

2;' tr-vvioiu. loottnote, MINI') = 2.43 In the han I mode]i y ci k ;, by 

ansumption, te atme amount of grain an 1.1) hectares In the traction mode. 



state of affairs is attributable to the labor bottleneck in November
 

that results from harvesting large amounts of millet and looking after
 

the plow team at the same time.
 

The highest attainable farm revenue applies to the case where
 

traction is optional and there is no minimum food production level
 

(column F). The optimal objective function value of this model is, how

ever, only three percent above the comparable value where the animals
 

are not kept on the farm (column B). Furthermore, the low profitability
 

of traction actually becomes a loss if farmers are also obliged to
 

produce the same amount of food grains as in 
the basic model. In this
 

case (column G), the maximum attainable farm income falls 8 percent below
 

the comparable figure in column A, where no steers are kept.
 

Two overall conclusions arise from these results. First, the
 

desirability of using animal traction, never very high from an economic
 

standpoint, declines further with an increasing desire to put a large
 

portion of holdings under food grains. Second, mixed farming in areas
 

similar to Tenkodogo, where a cattle-entrusting option exists, does not
 

present the very profitable new opportunities that would most likely be
 

necessary to substantially modify current behavior. Since the traditional
 

entrustment relationship is pervasive in West Africa (Qu6ant and Rouville,
 

1969; Maller, 1967; Horowitz, 1972), the prospects for smallholder mixed
 

farming programs are somewhat limited in much of the Savannah.
 

Sensitivity Analysis and the Opportunity Cost of Resources1
 

The sensitivity of results to the specification of the hypothetical
 

cattle enterprise and the minimum food production level is a primary area
 

of concern. The analysis of the basic model in Table 8 shows that cattle
 

do not begin to enter the optimal production strategy until the revenue
 

IThe sensitivity of the results in Table 13 to parameter changes
 

in the model is extensively analyzed in Delgado (1978), chapters 9 and 10.
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from the cattle enterprise increases by at least 38 percent. Since the
 

revenue from this activity constitutes solely the returns to the labor
 

required to keep the animals on the farm, as opposed to entrusting them,
 

an increase in the revenue from the enterprise is approximately equiva
2 

lent to an equal decrease in labor requirements. Therefore, in the
 

absence of improved weight gains or meat prices, a substantial effort
 

would be required to reduce the labor input requirements for on-farm
 

cattle in order for this activity to begin to be as profitable as entrust

ing the animals, and specializing in crops.
 

Results clearly demonstrate, furthermore, that the desirability of
 

keeping cattle on the farm is very sensitive to the returns to millet
 

farming. The very conservative approach to evaluating crops and the
 

optimistic method of calculating the returns to livestock combine to
 

ensure that the results from the basic model are qualitatively correct
 

for the real world. This conclusion is strengthened by the observation
 

that an 85 percent decrease in the labor requirements for cattle is re

quired before this activity begins to enter the optimal solution if
 

millet is evaluated at the seasonally high price. In other werds, the
 

labor requirements for two head of stock kept on the farm would have to
 

be less than one hour per day, in peak periods. This is clearly not the
 

case in Tenkodogo. 

Requiring the farmer to produce either millet or cattle increases,
 

ceteris paribus, the demand for farm resources used most intensively in
 

these activities. Millet uses July and November labor and house land,
 

with in-village land as a poor substitute for the lacter. Cattle require
 

adult labor in the cropping season, including July, August, and November.
 

If a resource is in short supply, then an increase in the demand for this 

input will tend Lo raise the opportunity cost of using one unit of the
 

resource in question. 

IReturns may have to increase substantially more than this amount
 
In order to ensure that a feasible (i.e. Integer) quantity of animals 
are Included in the optimal nolution. 

2,'h ti f r)rin dhcrvls, Ii fort nilhtly labor re(LIl remnt 5 that pro
; I('hliighie I l lit Io. I !IIv as lduces the !;If1o 1,11v opt 50) o 1odI r;l 11 revenue 

Increase I , Ini faict, ,;Ilghtly Ir;m t hanm 38 pe rcent. This is the reiult 
of arn "Ind x lnuber'w'" l robl Im. 
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The opportunity cost of one unit of a scarce 
(fully used) resource
 
in each of the farm production models is represented by the value of the
 
dual variable associated with that input in each optimal solution.
 

Table 14 portrays these values for each one of the models listed in
 

Table 13. 
 Each line of the table shows how the opportunity cost of a
 
given resource changes with respect to different assumptions concerning
 

cattle and food grains.
 

House land is a scarce resource in the optimal solution to all the
 
models. The opportunity cost of one hectare of this input is relatively
 

constant with respect to the minimum production level of millet and
 

sorghum; 
this land is used mainly for this purpose under any assumption
 

concerning minimum production levels. The shadow value of house land
 

increases with the number of cattle kept on the farm, because the sub

sequent reallocation of labor in the new optimal solution has the effect
 

of increasing the share of farm production attributable to the richest
 

land near the household.
 

The opportunity cost of in-village land is very sensitive to the
 

minimum food grain production level. A relatively high level of millet
 
output requires that this 
land be fully used. More intensive cultivation
 

of the fertile house and lowland areas tends to diminish the value of in
village land, given a fixed supply of labor. 
 In a similar vein, the
 

opportunity cost of lowland is highly dependent upon the household
 

preference for food grain production. An increase in MINFD tends to de
crease the shadow value of lowland, particularly if the demand for labor 
is tight due to the presence of cattle. 

Late August labor is fully used only when cattle are not kept and 
farmers cultivate high labor Input vegetable and root crops. Under these 

circumstances, the opportunity cost of fortnight 8 labor Is a decreasing 
function of the level of the minimum food grain constrait. Late July 
labor is not fully used In any of the models represented in Table 13 and 14. 
This resource becomes scarce, however, as the level of millet cultivation 
exceeds 3 hectares, a figure which should be compared to the average 
sample farm allocation of 3.27 hectares of food grains.
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Mid-November labor in fortnight 14 constitutes the greatest bottle

neck in all the models. The opportunity cost of this resource, which
 

corresponds to the millet harvest period, increases sharply with the re
quired minimum production level of food grains. The scarcity of harvest

time labor is most notable when cattle are kept on the farm and millet is
 
also cultivated. In the model with optional animal traction and MINFD
 

set at 2.43 hectares, the opportunity cost of one hour of labor is
 

estimated at 1,337 CFA in mid-November, and zero for the rest of the year.
 
This may be compared to an average hourly wage rate of 30 
to 40 CFA for
 

hired rural labor involved In jobs lasting an entire season.
 

Trade-offs in Production Between Cattle and Food Grains
 

In light of the evident resource use conflicts between cattle and
 

millet, it is instructive to compute the opportunity cost of two head of
 
cattle directly in terms of foregone grain output. The result has the
 

advantage of being independent of prices, since the trade-off between the
 

two enterprises is established solely on the basis of requirements for
 
2
 

scarce resources.
 

The point of departure is the optimal solution to the basic model
 
of Table 8, reported in column A of Table 13. 
 Land and labor allocations
 

to all activities, exzcpr those involving millet, are fixed in a new
 

program. Two head of cattle are 
then forced Into the solution set, and
 
the minimum food grain constraint Is removed. 'lie new optimal solution
 

to the model inc1lides, perforce, the two head of cattle and the levels
 
of non-millet activities previounly chosen as optimal. Food grain enter
prises are d imliished by Jtit enough to free the minimum amount of labor 

required to maintain the two head of cattle. 

1An example would be unskilled labor employed to repair roads 
during the 1975-76 rainy svaton, at 250 CFA per neven-hour day. 

2Thln proc'cIaire a l.o han the diadvantage that a siina I amount of 
Inefficl-e cy I, it r-duiced by the ;ltitimnp thit hat Osiily id ),.ralin are 
nacrifictd fit (ird r to pri)hici . vat t Iv. pl Imil lI e,liinit pitit It (ither 
crops andI Ivei.tmh ii)till li,lii' i(nv ,I i w .ill, In ,irh'r I t 'ih t ify
the hlgh"lli vlile, ii:.Ickig 1lrV Ivlli" twu, li,'.ld III ,lt Il,l '.I 1 '.!irit laIIy 
what (i(' 'iit il Iti lt' ('ii nlw i l Iimii idl I'mniiv: A ild I) iiI '.l ' I t. [lit degre.
of IllefI lcI I er' v ll Ii l'vi l by (lit, pl rl'i-i ll, i'li H1. I'., lir4, (fill'I') li' hiIgh 
lpropitit Ih il( i' ~irli'i sli'vi 'd III loni grahi 
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The results indicate that bush millet cultivation has disappeared
 

entirely, and that the in-village millet area is reduced (Delgado, 1979,
 

p. 274). The net effect of keeping the two head of cattle on the farm,
 

as opposed to entrusting them, is to use the labor previously allocated to
 

1.21 hectares of millet intercropped with cowpeas. This provides an esti

mate of the opportunity cost of maintaining two head of cattle on the
 

farm, in terms of food grains. The 50 percent reduction in millet area
 

would correspond in 1976 to a decrease in household crop production of
 
1
 

approximately 340 kg of m'llet and 800 kg of cowpeas. For the fore

seeable future, this remains a prohibitive opportunity cost, even allowing
 

for a large margin of error.
 

Critical Assumptions and Applicability of the Results to Other Areas
 

Similar results are likely to apply to other regions in the West
 

African Savannah which are characterized by the six underlying attri

butes of the Tenkodogo farming system. These are: the availability of 

a cattle entrus.ftlg option, re latyively high population density, the 

absence of a suitable forage crop, the lack of agro-industrial by

products for feedntuffs, the effective absence of means to relieve 

seasonal labor bot ti'necks, and the presence of unfavorable soil and 

land tenure conditions for animal traction. Sedentary stockraising 

may be a more attractive option whe-re these attribLutes are not present. 

In areas without a cattle entruii ting option, farmers must look after their 

cattle If they want any returns from li vestock, wherea.i In Tenkodogo 

they can still ret ain partial benfitsi by purchasing ani mals and leaving 

the maintenance problimn to the Fulani. A low popuilation dentl ty would 

reduce the Incidence of conflicts between crolis and livestock, thus 

reducing the labor requirementit for cattle. The availability of 

cheaply ot tai ned I ete' ituf ywoul1( make tall- fat tenig f b e, ind 

thun larg(.ey ilimlnate the need for grazing labor. If Ialbor-savlng 

WIth a mnrket vaitc In 1976 of app!roximattely twice the amount 
added by keeping tht, animAlts on the farm. 

http:larg(.ey
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technology or a supply of cheap seasonal manpower were available to
 
farmers during July and November, they could expand production of
 
both crops and livestock. 
Finally, if landholding consolidation
 
and cooperative tilling were feasible, then ox plowing would be a more
 

efficient enterprise.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Principal Policy Recommendations for Livestock Intensification in the
 
Research Area
 

The principal policy recommendation for areas similar to Tenkodogo
 

is to use the scarce development funds destined for the direct support
 

of cattle production intensification to support the cattle entrusting
 

system, rather than to encourage stockraising by sedentary peasants.
 

The traditional peasant-herder relationship allows the farmer to invest
 

in cattle at little opportunity cost of resources other than that of 

the capital involved. It also offers employment in their chosen occupa

tion to the Fulani, a factor which should not be neglected. Development 

funds should be used for the usual livestock improvement interventions 

concerning dry season waterpoints, (lips, and other preventive medicine 

projects. The key point is that these funds should be directed to 

Fulani herds. It should be pointed out, in the Interest of equity, 

that this would also benefit nearby peasant farmers, since they own 

more than half of the Fulani-managed animals. The need for these projects 

is well-established, regardless of whether cattle are entrusted to 

specialized herdsmen or kept by their owners. 

The policy actions specifically required in support of the peasant

herder cattle entrusting system are less well known and therefore require 

elaboration here. Thley concern lowering the special risks of keeping 

cattle in a crop-growing area and promoting the socially optimal division 

of labor between herdsmen and farmers. The primary risk in managing 

cattle In Tenkodogo Is that of expens lye lawsuits from animal-Induced 

crop da;ma;ge. le rders are he ld responslble for thste Il Incidents regard-

Ies!; of their ethnic affill at Ion or of the owne rfhlip of thei livesttock 

Involved. lhii mean! that they must spend a great dcail ot time during 

the croipplug !:;e,,on keeping the l 1i away I orn fl IdI. 'itean I ma binid 

Fu I I ,in . ,V4I(1w 1.'it 't ant toI take tie herd4 ilnto the vlll ,, In the dry 

u';e oaa heu u'.. ot tihc Veg aill)' I e iand (t;Iii iva ploto willuc'h :are tt It I hei ng 

('tlt lvrltld it thk tivm. l[ihl:r di!wu' irt ,,ai tia' herder froi thr , cal ly 

herlie I cial riilO til ( )I grazi n, i l lo lp !itilbillf.e 11ld thih l- by f ,l i it ng 

iflt' 114.1( 1dtwi thei ot I dW a'gi . lh r lt )If ril deinags,; ,,rownl thi' 1I in, 
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each year as peasant bush fields expand into zones 
that were previously 
used by the Fulani as grazing areas. There are three policy actions 
that would help to reduce this risk, and thus would lower the costs of 

livestock production. 

First, policy makers should be encouraged to confer with canton 
chiefs -- the traditional arbiters of land use -- and delineate for
 

range control those areas which are not yet exploited agriculturally.
 
In Tenkodogo, these lands can be found on the periphery of the wet
 
season river valleys. While It is 
 hard for canton chiefs to resist 
pressures on them to allocate more arable land, this 
form of range
 
management appears to 
be the only solution for the immediate future.
 

Second, policy emphasis should be put on the official recognition
 
of cattle tracks through village cropping areas. Several customary
 
routes exist in Oueguedo, although no agreement exists the
as to where 
trail side ends and house fields begin. Several cattle paths have been 
delineated by the government and used with considerable success along 
the major north-south national cattle The ofroutes. tralis consist 
single cement posts spaced approximately 100 meters apart in a line. 
Herders are not liable for any damage sustained by crops within fifty 
meters on either side of the posts. Presumably the village tracks 

would have smaller widths. 

Third, the continued viability of the peasant-herder system also de
pends upon sharing the risk of retribution for crop damage between the 
cattle managersi and proprietors. Volraic policy makers should be urged 
to evolve a judicial code specifically delegating some of the financial 
responsibility to the owners of the animals. This action may also serve 
to encourage the acceptance of a land use policy anng the peasant con
stituency, since cattle ownern would thenl have the same interest as 
cattle herders in avoiding expensive damage suits, 

Policy Rucommendat tons; for Livetitock lntens i ficat ion in Areas Similar to 
wi thout Ca ttie pinTenkodooo a Ent rcist ini -________ 

In areas similar to Tenkodogo, but without a cattle entrutitlug option, 
the desirability of keeping more cattle dependu upon the alternative uses 
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of labor as well as those of capital. In the current state of the art
 

in crop raising, increased livestock production appears to offer new oppor

tunities for expanding rural incomes and export earnings. Policies
 

designed to favor the cattle enterprise in this context should focus
 

upon five critical issues: the reduction of the peak season labor
 

requirements for animals, raising the returns to a given labor commit

ment, the easing of labor bottlenecks in food grain production, the
 

abandonment of bush field cultivation in favor of more intensively
 

cultivated in-village plots, and a decline in the opportunity cost of
 

peak season labor from an increased confidence in the market to supply 

food staples. Each of the above issues will be considered below. 

Reducing the labor requirements for on-farm cattle during peak 

periods rdI;,: labor conflicts between livestock and crops. It also 

raises the opportunity cost of labor in terms of cattle, thus favoring 

the diversion of scarce resources to this enterprise. The specific 

actions advocated are the construction of communal fences, the consoli

dation of land holding q, and extension programs dealing with the care of 

animals and the processing of feedstuf fs. Stock-proof fences lower 

the risks of crop damage from livestock, and, thus, the time required 

to supervise the animals. Fences built with indi genous materials and 

methods repqire a great deal of labor for construct ion, are built 

individually around smail plots, last only one season, and are not 

sufficiently strong to resist cattle. The consolidation of land holdings, 

which may not be socially acceptable at the village level, would serve 

to reduce the labor requiremsents for animal traction and field super

vision. Extension programs dealing ailth the care of anlmals and the 

processing of feedstuffo are essential In an environment where farmers 

have no tradition of keeping larg, stock. The production of forage is 

a central itsue, in that. It Is directly linked to the labor time 

required to maintain cattle. 

In additl n t o decrea i ng the labor rveuIremvnt s for cattle, 

policiets desiigmed to favor seden tary l iwestock production seed to raise 

the return to thlii activity. More spvclfically, at tention ishould be 

devoted to defraying the cost of maintaining an ox plow and team. One 

possibility would be the encouragement of the rental of equipment to 
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neighbors by the owners. This would defray the cost of the plow and
 
would be conceptually equivalent to an increase in the returns 
to on
farm cattle in the model. 
It should be noted, however, that the model
 
already assumes 
that traction equipment is costless! Therefore the
 
resulting increase in returns from leasing would have to be substantial
 
in order to alter the conclusions for policy purposes.
 

The reduction of peak labor requirements for food grains permits the 
farmer to continue cultivating a fixed 
area of millet consistent with his
 
desire to be self-sufficient in food staples, while transferring labor
 
to the I"vestock enterprise. This can be achieved either through the
 
reduction of overall labor requirements for a given amount of output, 
or through the shifting of Input to periods where people are free to work 
longer hours. The paradoxical result of this Is that It Is tile Intro
duction of technology used in 
 food grain cultivation which permi ts the
 

expansion of cat leoy tt
 

There are four recommended 
 policy actions with the objective of
 

relieving 
 labor bottlenecks in millet production. These cc;ncern both
 
the spreading and overall reduction of 
 the labor required to harvest a
 
given amount of g rafn from a given 
 field. First, efforts need to be made 
to facilitate the acqu is tIon by smallholdors of exis ting labor-saving 
Implements that have an Impact on harves ing. The donkey cart ts a 

prime example u' the potenti al offered by existing., but relatively
 
inaccessible, techntology. 
 Combined with improved tracks , these implements 
offer the pos! 11)1 lity of' substant ial labor savings In the col lection 
and spreading of niantre , the tranport of the grain harvest, and in tile 
gathering and carrying of forage materials to the compound . They also 
facilitate the marketing and pir.liane of mililet it bulk quaintitles. 
Second, It nhomild be a priority to dwolop yIeld-Increa in}g tetchnology 
which does not place an added burden oni lbor resotirect i at pet'ak periods. 
An example would be new varic ti,,it of ,l I let wh Ilimatil e earlier. 
Third, the vrad cat Ion oIf pest t that eat nIllvt on th , :,ilk. retduct, 
the irgency |Ii harve.sting. Ilt, matnre gra In. oI.,rth. the reinforcement 
with Ntaittit er of a vI I lage- l4,ve. conse4nsusf coincernill t ttlidatel when 
Mmall titock are pern, Itted to roam freely in thi, villiage would alno 
dcrena,. thi,, v Ilty for late harvetit, th.. nprvndIng tho hrvetatingli 

lnbor requirerment. 
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Increased livestock production by sedentary farmers will also
 

involve increased competition for land resources. The principal points
 

of contact between cattle and food grains are the peasant bush fields
 

of millet, which are expanding into traditional grazing areas as the
 

fertility of in-village fields declines. One of the first actions
 

required in order to promote the intensification of cattle output in
 

Savannah areas, whether by the Fulani or peasant farmers, is control
 

over the expansion of bush fields.
 

An administrative decree is not suffi±;ent to accomplish this
 

objective, since farmers under present conditions require the extra
 

land in order to make a subsistence living. Rather, the appropriate
 

long term policy is to improve the productivity of the peasant farming
 

system in order to allow existing farms to operate more intensively on
 

in-village land. Such research could well take a fresh look at the yield,
 

cost, and labor requirement consequences of using fertilizer on food
 

grains.
 

The research results above showed that a decrease in the minimum
 

amount of land that farmers are willing to plant with food grains will
 

tend to favor the optimality of production strategies in general, and
 

that of keeping cattle on the farm in particular. Village food grain
 

storage facilities help to reduce storage losses and the risk of running
 

short of millet during the rainy season. In the long run, improved feeder
 

roads, transportation equipment, and regional storage facilities should
 

make reliance upon the market to supply food grains less risky. It
 

would then be a realistic possibility to rely upon the exchange of 

livestock for food grains at the harvest. This should encourage the
 

expansion of sedentary cattle-raising, if it is in fact more profitable 

than crop cultivation.
 

The overall conclusion of the Tenkodogo field study supports the
 

view that traditional smallholders usually have solid economic reasons
 

for their behavior. Accordingly, development policy needs to look
 

carefully at what is in the interest of the individual farmer. The 

costs and benefits of sedentary livestock production include the incidence 

of this activity upon other farm enterprises. The successful introduction 

of village cattlernising into a farming system that has hitherto not 

engaged in this enterprise requires an Integrated approach to the farming 
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system itself. In the absence of attention to critical points of
 
resource allocation and the availability of food grains, it seems
 
unlikely that sedentary farmer cattle production schemes will have
 
much chance of success in Tenkodogo. While this is clearly the case in
 
similar areas that have a cattle entrusting system, the caveat concerning
 
food grains is also likely to hold for other places in the West African
 
Savannah which have the same environmental characteristics and farming
 

system as the research site.
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CHTER 3 
THE ECONOMICS OF CATTLE AND MEAT MARKETING IN IVORY COAST -

A SUMMARY
 

by
 

John Staatz
 

INI&ROUCTION
 

This study examines the organization and recent evolution of
 
the markets for cattle and meat in Ivory Coast, and discusses constraints
 
to expansion of the Ivorian cattle and meat trades. 
Ivory Coast plays a
 

crucial role in cattle and meat marketing in central West Africa. Relative
 
economic prosperity has resulted in a strong demand for meat, making Ivory
 
Coast an important market for livestock exports from the Sahelian countries,
 

particularly from Mali and Upper Volta. 
Livestock production traditionally
 
has played a small role in the Ivorian economy, and the country is highly
 

dependent on imports for the bulk of its red meat supply, including over
 

80 percent of its beef.
 

With the recent decline in the Ghanaian market for meat, Mali and Upper
 
Volta have become lacreasingly dependent on Ivory Coast as a market for
 

their livestock exports. 
In 1970 Ivory Coast bought 60 percent of Mali's
 
cattle exports and 67 percent of Upper Volta's cattle exports; by 1975,
 

it absorbed 83 percent of Mali's cattle exports and 87 percent of Upper
 

Volta's cattle exports (24, pp. 96-7, 150-60; 
 6, p. 115; 20).1 Changes in
 

the Ivorian market therefore affect not only the welfare of livestock pro
ducers and met consumers within Ivory Coast, but also the incomes of live

stock producers and traders in Mali and Upper Volta, as well as the export
 
earnings and tax revenues of these livestock-exporting countries.
 

In recent years, the Ivorian market for cattle and meat has changed
 

markedly as a result of the drought in the Sahel and changes in the world
 
beef market. The drought had two long-term effects on the livestock trade
 
in West Africa. 
First, it reduced the number of animals available in 
the Sahelian countries for export to the coastal states. The results
 

were higher livestock and meat prices In both the Sahelian and the coastal
2 
countries. 
 Second, donor agencies and the West African goverments 

'The numbers in parentheses indicate the references cited. 
The list
 
of citations t at the end of the study.
 

2The initial effect of the drourht, especially in the Sahel, was to
depress livestock pricesou livestock raisers were forced to destock their 
herds in order to meet their eah needs. This was a short-tam effect,
however, followed by an Increase in prices as the supply of livestock fall. 
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responded to the losses of livestock suffered during the drought by
 

creating new organizations to coordinate livestock policy and designing new 

programs aimed at changing the way in which livestock and meat traditionally 

had been produced and marketed. On the production side, planners tried 

to encourage regional stratification of livestock, particularly cattle pro

duction. Arid Sahelian zones were to be used as breeding areas, with 

growing out occurring in more humid zones, and final fattening taking 

place near terminal markets or export zone abattoirs (22, p.i). On the 

marketing side, livestock markets were rebuilt and equipped with cattle 

scales and other materiel; modern abattoirs were constructed in the Sahelian 

states, with the goal of exporting chilled meat to the coastal states; qnvern

ments encouraged merchants to truck rather than trek their livestock to 

market, in order to reduce weight losses during shipment and crop 

damage by trade herds; and Inter-African organizations called for wide

spread reorganization of the professions engaged in livestock and meat 

marketing. (See, for example, 5.)
 

In addition to the drought, changes in the world beef market during 

the mid 1970s had a strong impact on cattle and meat marketing in West 

Africa, particularly in the coastal states. Traditional meat exporting 

countries, such as; Argentina, faced with Increased stocks of meat In 1975, 

began prospecting for new markets, including West Africa. In 1975 

Ivory Coast was faced with a shortage of livestock and meat from its tra

ditional suppliers, the Sa..elian countries, and therefore began Importing 

large amounts of frozen beef from overseas. As a result, the share of the 

Ivorian beef supply made up by import, from non-West African countries 

grew from 0.3 percent In 1974 to 37.6 percent In 1976. 

This study wait conducted In order to analyze these recent changes 

in the [vortan market. for cattle and meat and to identify constraints 

to expansion of the cattle ind meat trades. The study involved analysis 

of data already collected by agencies of the Ivorian government. as well 

as collection and anailysis5 of additional data In AbIdlan and Bouakfi. The 

research In Ivory Coa.tit upon which this studyIsY ibanld took place between 

March 1976 and .July 1977. Tht. major findings of th, study art. presented 

below in seven sections. The first section examinen the recent evolution 

of Ivory Coast'n red meat supply, showing the changes that occurred from 
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1970 through 1976 in domestic livestock production and in imports of live
stock and meat. 
The second section looks at the current organization and
 
functioning of cattle and meat markets in Ivory Coast and discusses whether
 
the current market organization represents a cons3traint to expansion of the
 
trade. The third section examines the need for improved physical infra
structure for cattle and meat marketing in Ivory Coast. The fourth section 
describes the problems and costs of transporting cattle in Ivory Coast and
 
discusses the implications of these costs for transportation policy. The
 
fifth section examines tile conditions tinder which it would become more 
profitable to slaughter cattle in the north (near where they are produced)
 
and ship their 
carcasses south than to ship the cattle south for slaughter, 
as is currently done. The sixth section examines variations In cattle and 
meat prices in Abidjan and Bouaki- during 1.976-77 and uses these price var
iations to draw Inferences about the nature of the demand for cattle and 
meat in Ivory Coast; the section then discusses the Implications of this 
pattern of demand for cattle fattening projects in the north. Finally, 

the seventh section summarizes the major conclusions of the study and makes 
policy recommendations aimed at improving cattle and meat marketing in
 

Ivory Coast.
 

THEREIE -EVLYLTHO IY OAT'S REDFT p 

The meat Ivory Coast consumes comes from three sources: domestic
 
production, imports of live animals from the Sahelian countries, and imports
 
of chilled and frozen meat. Through 1974, imports of live animals, 
especially cattle, were by far the most important source of supply. SEDES 
figures (24, pp. 439-41, 450-52) indicate that In 1970 imports of live 
animals provided 73 percent of Ivory Coast's total red meat supply and 84 

1The recent evolut lon ei the [vorian market for red meat and its 
outlook through 1985 is discussed In detail In a forthcoming report by the 
author. Thin report, to be published in 1979, Is part of a larger study
on livestock and meat marketing in the "central corridor" of Went Africa, 
being conducted by the Univernity of Mlichigan'n Center for Renearch on
Economic Development for the United States Agency for International Develop
ment (Contract REDSO/WA 77-105). 
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percent of its beef supply. Domestic production accounted for 23 percent 

of the red meat supply and 12 percent of the beef supply, while imports of 

chilled and frozen meat made up the remaining 4 percent of the red meat 

supply and 4 percent of the beef supply. Beef was the most widely consumed 

red meat in the country, accounting for 75 percent of total consumption. 

Goat meat and mutton made up 20 percent, and pork accounted for the 

remaining 5 percent. 

Figures presented below indicate that the pattern of consumption in
 

1976 was about the same as in 1970. The pattern of supply, however, had 

changed radically. In 1976, imports of livestock from the Sahelian 

countries accounted for only 45 percent of the Ivorlan red meat supply. 

Domestic production made up 26 percert of the total supply, and imports 

of chilled anl frozen meat accounted for 29 percent. Obviously, the 
Ivorian market for meat changed considerably between 1970 and 1976, as 

the figures presented below domonstrate. 

Domestic Livestock Production
 

Table I shows the small role that livestock production, and particu

larly cattle production, play in the Ivorlan economy. In 1974, total live

stock production accotinted for only 2.5 percent of Ivory Coast's GDP, 

with 1.0 percent of this being attributale to red meat production and 
merely 0.4 Plercent to cattle( production. In contra st , agriculture contri

buted 28.9 percent of the ;DP In 1974 (II, 1) . 84). For health and economic 
reasons, there Is little tradition of (attie ralsing in Ivory Coast, and 

the country ha;s met Its meat requlrerments (enpecially Its beef requirement) 

by Importing live animals from the Sahelian countrie, as stated in the 

introduct ion. 

eicause of the many livestock diseases endemic in the country (e.g.,
trypanosomiasit4, contnglous bovine pleuro-pneumonia) and the humid climate 
of the southern half of the (country, Ivory Con t has had a comparative 
advantage In export crop ProdlucItion over l lvtiitor k product ion. The 
(oun try hall founiid It (:liaper to0 p iro(d iie and fiell export crops aMnd 11n the 
receipts to Import it eat frotm itsi nort hern n, ighbort (largely in the 
form of l ivye nimaln) thiai to product, the meat Iftnal f, 
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TABLE 1
 

ESTIMATED VALUE OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN IVORY COAST IN 1974
 
(in millions of CFA F)
 

Eggs ,Milk
 
Cattle Sheep/Goats Swine Poultry Hides,etc. Total
 

Value 1,560 1,447 1,207 5,260 
 753 10,227
 

Percent of GDP 0.4 0.3 1.3
0.3 0.2 2.5
 

SOURCE: R~publique de Cote d'Ivoire, Minist~re du Plan,
 
La Cote d'Ivoire en chiffres, 84, 149.
 

Domestic Beef Production.-- Two species of cattle are raised in Ivory 

Coast -- zebus, or humped cattle (varieties of the species Bos indicus), 

and taurins, or humpless cattle (varieties of the species Ron taurus). 

Zebus, which numbered about 115,000 head In 1976, are highly susceptible 

to trypanosomiasis and other diseeses endemic In the humid regions of 
Ivory Coast. They are therefore raised exclusively in the (Iryer savanna 
areas of the north. Taurins rained In Ivory Coast have some resistance to 

trypanosom!asis and are found throughout the country, although they, too, 

are concentrated In the north. Three dlistinct breeds of taurtins are 

raised In Ivory Coast. Baoultes, a type of Went African shorthorn, are 

by far the most numerous,, accounting for about 300,000 head. N'Ld!j , 
a slightly larger breed, number between 40,000 and 60,000 head, and are 
concentrated In the northwest of the country, around OdlennC-. Ljigune 
cattle account for only about 4,500 head. They are extremely small, highly 

disease renistant cattle found aliong the coast. 

Table 2 prcsents estimates of Ivory Const's domestic beef production 

from 1970 through 1976. 1 Table 2 shown that domestic beef product ion grew 
from 4,700 ton,. fn 1970 to 6,923 tons In 1976, an Incrense of 46 percent, 
or approxlintately 6.5 percent per year. One reason for f hit rapid growth 

was that many Fular: herders moved their tan!mala Into Ivry Coasit during 

IFor dincun l on of the data upon which Table 2 In based, nov 27, 
Chapter 1.
 



TABLE 2 

ESTIMATE OF IVORIAN DOMESTIC BEEF PRODUCTION: 1970-76 (tons)
I 	 IiI 
a 	Off'take Number Ave. Carcass Meat Production Edible Offal b Total
Year Cattle Population Rate Slaughtered Weight (tons) (tons) (tons)
 

Taurins
 
1970 	 289,000 1OZ 28,900 
 100 kg. 2,890.0 	 722.5 3,612.5

1971 	 297,600 " 29,760 " 2,976.0 744.0 3,720.0
1972 306,600 t 30,660 " 3,066.0 766.5 3,832.5
1973 315.800 " 31,580 	 3,158.0 789.5 3,947.5
1974 	 325,200 
 " 32,520 " 3,252.0 813.0 4,065.0
1975 335,000 33,500 3,350.0 837.5 4,187.5

1976 345,000 34,500 
 " 3,450.0 	 862.5 4,312.5 

1970 	 50,000 121 6,000 145 kg. 870.0 217.5 
 1,087.5

1971 	 70,000 " 
 8,400 1,218.0 304.5 1,522.5
1972 77,000 9,240 1,339.8 335.0 1,674.8
1973 85,000 10,200 " 1,479.0 369.8 1,848.8
 
1974 105,000 
 12,600 	 1,827.0 456.8 2,283.8
1975 115,000 	 13,800 " 2,001.0 	 500.3 2,501.3

1976 120,000 	 14,400 
 " 2,088.0 	 522.0 2,610.0 

Total Produtlan
 
1970 339,000 34,900 
 3,760.0 	 940.0 4,700.0

1971 367,600 	 38,160 
 4,194.0 1,048.5 5,242.5

1972 383,600 	 39,900 
 4,405.8 1,101.5 5,507.3

1973 400,800 
 41,780 	 4,637.0 1,159.3 5,796.3
1974 	 430,200 
 45,120 5,079.0 1,26S.8 6,348.8

1975 450,000 
 47,300 5,351.0 1,3?7.8 6,688.8

1976 465,000 
 48,900 	 5,538.0 1,364.5 6,922.5
 

NOTES: 
Based on data from Ripublique de C~te-d'Ivoire, Ministire de la Production Animale,and the following
 
assumptions:
 
a 	Cattle population:
 

1) Taurins: Based on a population of 335,000 in 1975 and a 3 percent annual growth rate
 
2) Zebus: Figures provided by Ministry of Animal Production
 

b 	Edible offals estimated at 25 percent of carcass weight.
 

Estimates of carcass weights and off-take 
rates provided by the Ministire de la Production An.nale.
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the early 1970s to avoid the drought farther north in Mali and Upper
 

Volta. Between 1970 and 1976, the number of zebus in Ivory Coast increased
 

by 140 percent.
 

Domestic Production of Small Ruminants.-- No solid statistics exist
 

on the number of small ruminants in Ivory Coast. Estimates run from 1.3
 

million (16), to 1.8 million (15, p. 14). The Planning Ministry estimated
 

there were 1,000,000 sheep and 760,000 goats in the country in 1975, with
 

sheep producing 3,500 tons of meat and edible offals and goats
 

producing 2,000 tons (12). Lacking more accurate statistics, the figures
 

of the Planning Ministry are used in this report.
 

Domestic Pork Production.-- Pork production in Ivory Coast takes
 

place both in villages and in a few mooern pig farms. The official esti

mate of pork production in 1975 was 5,000 tons, of which 3,600 tons came
 

from traditional village production, and 1,400 tons came from modern pig
 

farms. In contrast to other types of red meat, Ivory Coast is largely
 

self-sufficient in pork, producing 98 percent of its domestic consumption
 

(12, Tables 6, 10).
 

Game.-- In addition to the red meat production just mentioned, offi

cials estimated the production of game, snails, and other viande de brousse
 

equaled 16,000 tons in 1975 (12, Table 10). One must regard this figure
 

with caution, however, as there are practically no data on which to base
 

such an estimate.
 

Domestic Production: A Summary.-- Table 3 summarizes Ivory Coast's
 

domestic red meat production in 1975. In 1975 Ivory Coast produced about
 

17,000 tons of red meat, excluding game, out of a total domestic consump

tion (excluding game) of roughly 53,000 tons.
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TABLE 3
 

ESTIMATED IVORIAN RED MEAT PRODUCTION IN 1975
 
(tons of meat and edible offals)
 

Beef 6,689
 

Mutton 3,500
 

Goat Meat 2,000
 
Pork 5,000
 
Subtotal 17,189
 

Gamea 16,000
 

SOURCES: Table 1,and text.
 
aThe reliability of the figure for game isquestionable.
 

Livestock Imports
 

Given the low level of domestic livestock production, Ivory Coast
 

has traditionally relied on imports of cattle and small ruminants from
 

the Sahelian countries to provide the bulk of its red meat supply. This
 

section outlines recent changes in the pattern of livestock imports.
 

Cattle Imports.-- Table 4 presents officially recorded imports of
 

cattle into Ivory Coast from 1965 through 1976. Between 1965 and 1970,
 

officially recorded cattle imports increased steadily, rising from
 
80,200 to 198,000 head. The annual average rate of increase of recorded
 

cattle imports during this period was 20 percent. Real per capita income
 
was increasing rapidly during this period and undoubtedly was one of the
 

main forces boosting demand for meat, hence cattle. 
Larger exports from
 

Mali accounted for much of the increase over this period. 
Mali's share
 
of the market increased from 30.5 percent in 1965 to 65.8 percent in 1969. 
During the same period, the number of cattle imported from Upper Volta
 

actually fell by about 12,000, and the Voltaic share of the market fell
 

i Jf* 
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from 67 percent to 24 percent. 1 Much of the recorded increase in Malian
 

exports was probably due to the lifting of Malian exchange controls in
 

1967 and the reduction in the Malian export tax on cattle in 1969 (28,
 

p. 9). The growth of Malian exports was also tied to the growth of Ivorian
 

cities such as Daloa, Yamoussoukro, San Pedro, and Bouak6, whose meat
 

supply is met by Malian animals transported south on hoof.
 

In 1971, total recorded imports fell by almost 23,000 head, reflect

ing the impact of the drought in the Sahel. Faced with increased mortality, 

Sahelian herders appar ly held back animals and cried to maintain their 

herds. This was followed in 1972 through 1974 by a destocking of herds as 

the drought became more severe, and herders were obliged to sell even young 

males and cows to meet their cash needs. This destocking of northern herds 

is reflected in increascd cattle imports into Ivory Coast during 1972-1973, 

particularly by a sharp Increase In imports from Mauritania, where the effects 

of the drought were severe. The high level of cattle imports into Ivory 

Coast from Mali during the period 1970-74 was also a by-product of tile decline 

in the Ghanaian market for beef, which resulted from economic instability 

and the reorganization of the cattle trade in Ghana. Many of the cattle 

that "normally" would have been exported to Ghana ended up in Ivory Coast 

during this period. 

In 1974, total recorded cattle imports into Ivory Coast fell by 

30,000 head from the prevous year. 'rhe decline In recorded 

imports continued at an accelerating rate in 1975. Imports fell in 1975 

not only because the marketable surplus of animals in the Sahelian coun

tries was reduced by the drought and the subsequent destocking of herds 

in 1972-74, but also because Mali and NigeL closed their borders to live

stock exports during part of the year. This did not cut off the trade 

completely, but it certainly reduced it. Imports were also reduced be

cause of the hostilities between Upper Volta and Mali, which essentially 

ended the transit of Malian animals through Upper Volta along the route 

Part of the apparent growth in the Malian share of the market
 
probably reflected an improvement in the statistics gathered along the
 
Mali-Ivory Coast border.
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Mopti-San-Bobo-Dioulasso-Ouangolodougou (Ivory Coast). 
 In response to
 
this drop in total cattle imports, the Ivorian government, through its
 
state-owned company AGRIPAC, began importing large amounts of frozen
 
meat, mainly from Europe, in September 1975.
 

The decline in recorded imports continued in 1976, falling to 112,314
 

head. Imports continued to 
fall in 1976 for two reasons. First, the
 
effects of the drought continued to be felt. 
 (Many of the young animals
 
that died in 1969-72 normally would have been marke.ed in 1976.) Secondly,
 

part of Ivory Coast's "normal" supply of cattle, ,)articularly from Upper
 
Volta, apparently was diverted toward more profitable markets in Niger
 
and Nigeria. 
The high prices offered in Niger stemmed from two 
causes:
 
the Nigerien herd reconstitution program, which resulted in high prices
 
being offered for young animals, especially heifers; and the strong
 
demand for slaughter animals in Nigeria. I 
 Many Voltaic cattle merchants
 
abandoned the Abidjan market In 1976 to sell their animals at TCra, on
 
the border between Niger and Upper Volta. 
 It thus appears that the
 
Ivorian government's policy of Importing large amounts of cheap frozen
 
meat in order to hold down mreat 
prices in the major retail markets had
 
the effect of diverting part of the traditional supply of slaughter
 

animals, particularly from Upper Volta, 
to more profitable markets else

where.'
 

Import13 of Sheep*and Goats.-- Table 5 presents officially recorded
 
imports of sheep and goats from 1965 through 1976. 
 In general, the
 

pattern of small ruminant imports was 
the same as that for cattle.
 

Recorded Imports more 
than doubled between 1965 and 1970, declined slightly
 

1Because the port of Lagos was blocked throughout 1976, Nigeria was
 
not able to adopt the 
Ivorlan expedient of importing large quantities of

frozen meat: by sea 
in order to hold down retail meat prices. As a result,

prices for 
cattle in Lagos reportedly rose to approximately 300 CFA F per
kg. livewelg it near the end of 1.976, compared to roughly 210 CFA F per kg.
liv&.weIgiht In Abidjan (10). 

2Many Volt aic cat tie merchants complained to the Investfgntor that
the AbldJan mairket had been "ruined" by frozen meat imports. 

http:marke.ed


TABLE 5
 
0FICI.A.T R COtW IPORTS OF SHEE? A. GOATS INTO IVORT COAST: 1965-76
 

I Muritania = Upr Volta Niger Total 
Year *umter Percent mbr Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percents
 

1965 39.902 26.1 4,936 3.5 86,347 60.8 10.780 7.6 141.965 100.0 

196 18.875 Ij.4 107,072 59.1 55,311 30.5 181 258 100.0 

1y - - - - - - - 180,517 100.0 

1961 27.605 12.3 15.568 6.9 182.015 80.8 225,188 160.0 

19 1.503 32.0 29.928 10.7 
b b 


159.929 57.4 b b 279.360 100.0 

1970 122.67 39.6 36.135 11.7 128,490 41.5 22,104 7.1 309,402 100.0 

1971  303,479 100.0
 

c 

3 9 4
 

1972 ........ 
 ,0" 100.0
 

1973 147.295 34.5 23.91 5.6 241,137 56.5 14,636 3.4 427.059 100.0 1
Ln
 
I"
 

1974 165.710 42.9 29.919 7.8 187,804 48.7 2,397 0.6 385,830 100.0 Un
 

1975 %.5 27.2 2.811 0.8 253.517 71.9 309 0.1 352.642 100.0
 

1976 14,"ii 43.5 - _- 167.264 55.7 2,263 0.8 300,305 100.0
 

Puli"
Sa:%M: -. de C3te-d'Zvoire. Mlnistire de La Production Animal. unpublished data; Upublique de C~te
d*Iwnire. I-imiastre de l'Lconcmwi et des Finances. DIrectioa de I& Statistique, Situation iconomique de 1. CSte-d'voire, 
varioa Iswesi n4 SML-, R&ewl:I stattstiqe do la production animals, study done for Ripublique FranSaai., Kinistire de 
Ia C&'p.ratizm (Paris. 1975). p. 45. 

-. Lt available 

-coLcr negligible
 

h M:r/n of Production accepts the figures published in the Receull statistique de la Production
W-Mistry Animal 
aas"ae as the cfficiAl igres for the years prior to 1972. Thea. figures differ in ame years from the figures repoted 
6. the Teteriaar Ser-vice ad published in Situation icoomique do Is Cte-d'Ivoire. In years where there are large 
differemces becie, rt Veterlary Service's statistics and the SWES figures, the latter are used. Figures for the 
wears I'-t are fr-m m;ublisbed data of the Ministry of Animal Production. 

aTzzxl* may dif fer slittly from sum cf subtotals due to rounding. 

t.gr*s for aiger inclued in the figures for Upper Volta.
 
c1acetly revised figure. differs from figure previously published by Ministry of Animal Productim.
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from 1970 to 1971, increased sharply in 1972 and 1973, and then declined
 
markedly from 1973 through 1976. 
 It appears that the same forces that
 
affected cattle imports influenced sheep and goat imports. Rapidly
 
rising incomes in the period 1965-1970 stimulated demand for meat, and
 
impocts grew. The effects of the drought started to be felt in 1971,
 
resulting in a slight reduction of imports in that year, followed by a
 
massive destocking of herds in 1972 and 1973. 
 This destocking boosted
 
imports into Ivory Coast during these two years, but was 
followed by a
 
decline in recorded imports from 1973 through 1976, as 
the number of
 
animals available for sale from the Sahelian countries dropped as a re
sult of the destocking. Recorded imports of sheep and goats fell pro
portionately less than did recorded cattle Imports, however, declining
 
by roughly 30 percent from 1973 to 1976, compared with a 50 percent drop 
in recorded cattle imports during the same period. In 1976, recorded
 
sheep and goat Imports stood at the same 
 level as in .1970, whereas re
corded cattle Imports were considerably below their 1970 levels. Sheep 
and goat imports suffered less direct competition from frozen meat imports 
than did cattle imports, as the bulk of the frozen meat imported was beef,
 
and practically no frozen mutton or goat meat was sold on 
the traditional
 

African market.
2
 

Tonnage of Meat Imported on the Hoof.-- The destocking of cattle
 
herds in the Sahellan countries during the period 1972-76 resulted in a
 
change in the composition by sex of cattle herds imported for slaughter
 

1The o fficial vorian atatistlcs on imports of snmall ruminanti, atleast from Upper Volta, appear lens accurate thnn those for cattle, however. For four of the five yearn for which comparatl It, data are avail
able (1970 and 1973-76), Ivorian Import statst1utcs nhow an atverage of 20 
percent fewvr Voltaic small ruminants arriving In Ivory (oast than thv
Voltnic f fiurvia Indic'.ate left that. country for Ivory Coit. The Vol talc
figure., h,,w,,v.r, 'lltow thle sutme pattern of fItic.tat intsi ivii t he iv rlIa;l 
1stat ,,t 1(,!. 

i ti 4111 14,1 l 4) I 144 t'I, AfiIIHI t , r I i I I I- I 1I sIn ToII it 't.y IhtIw bel' ll ; t .i 'f,.lt i l ltI r II yo1 I ll .1' 1 c II~IitIIItlp I I I )i I,nI. I I- I,'1,I 1VI v I 114 x -II I w 
Ir ,z4 ,e 14'.4e .!10, V1 h. ro la I y t11. III ) 'Ill 1 d I(,44 h lo ' i v4.z Y ,ichI. 
Malty ,01 t . I I 4.; IiI 1n 1 v ry ('.t t arv toi I i.ht uI cd I 3 (i3 v.m,(tII.I I o('a
" I otnl i I t 11,7 44. 'I. 1 44l 4t Ilti('lil , ('01 gNlllIIr tri f 111 1 1i ' e1 till at cept
(b3I) I. fit i;' I I 1 mlt3t ft1, 4 I (if) . 
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in Ivory Coast. As the drought reduced herd sizes in the north, cattle
 

owners were forced to sell even females and young males to meet their
 

cash needs. As a result, the average carcass weight of cattle slaughtered

1
 

in Abidjan fell from 151 kg in 1970 to 138 kg in 1976. The carcass
 

weights of small ruminants may also have fallen during this period, but
 

data are unavailable to confirm this. Therefore, in the following calcu

lations, a constant carcass weight of 17 kg is assumed for small ruminants.
 

(This weight is taken from 23, p. 117.)
 

Table 6 presents tile estimated tonnage of beef and small ruminant
 

meat Imported into Ivory Coast from 1970 through 1976, based on the data
 

presented in Tables 4 and 5 and the average carcass weights mentioned
 

above. Table 6 shows that the total tonnage of beef imported on the hoof 

fell by nearly half between 1970 and 1976, from 37,448 tons to 20,076 

tons. A small part of this decline was offset by an increase In domestic 

production resulting from Fulani cattlemen moving their herds south into 

Ivory Coast to escape the drought, but most of it was not met by a cor

responding increase in other fresh beef supplies. The result was a de

creasing total and per capita fresh beef supply throughout this period. 

Table 6 also shows that the tonnage of meat represented by recorded small 

ruminant Imports rose from roughly 6,000 tons In 1970 to 8,300 tons in 

1973, then fell to less t han 6,000 tons in 1976. Thelvorlan Planning 

Ministry (12, Tab I o) estimates that Imports were somewhat higher than 

Indicated In Table 6, roughly 6,800 tons In 1970 and 8,000 tons in 1975. 

Examination of Voltaic export statlstics (ee p. 150, footnote 1) supports 

the view that tie official Ivorlan statistics underestimate the number 

of small ruminants Imported. The tonnage of mutton and goat meat Imported 

on the hoof in 1976 was probably closer to 7,000 tons than the 5,900 tons 

Indicated in Table 6. 

Imports of Chilled and Frozen Meat 

In addlit ion to domefitic" production and imports of live animals, im

portsi of c lil Itid frozen meat are the other main source of meat Oupply 

),, pp. 35-38 for details of how those average carcass weights 
wore v;ItI WItiL . 
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TABLE 6
 

ESTIMATED TONNAGE OF BEEF, MUTTON, AND GOAT MEAT
 
IMPORTED INTO IVORY COAST ON THE HOOF: 
 1970-76
 

BEEF
 

Number of Animals Average Carcass Meat Edible 
 Total
 
Year Imported (Tons)
Weight (kg.) Offals (tons)a (tons)
 

1970 198,400 151 29,958 7,490 37,448

1971 175,896 149 26,209 6,522 32,761

1972 212,478 142 30,172 
 7,543 37,715

1973 223,935 31,127
139 7,782 38,909

1974 193,629 140 6,777
27,108 33,885

1975 140,970 138 19,454 4,863 24,317

1976 112,314 143 16,061 4,015 20,076
 

MUTTON AND GOAT MEAT 

1970 309,402 17 5,260 789 6,049
 

L971 303,479 17 5,166 
 744 5,908
1972 394$044 17 6g699 19005 7l704
 
1973 427o059 17 7,260 1,089 8349
 
1974 385,830 17 6,559 984 7,543

1975 352,642 17 5,995 899 6,894

1976 300,305 17 5,105 
 766 5,871
 

SOURCES1 Tables 4 and 5, Ayerage slaughter weights for cattle from
 
Steats, John M., The Economics of Cattle and Meat Marketina in Ivory Coast
 
(Ann Arbor: Center for Research on Economic Development, 1979), pp. 35-8.
 
Average slaughter weights for small ruminants from SEDES, Approvisionnement
 
en viandes de l'Afrique centre ousst, Secretariat d'Etat aux Affaires
 
Etranlires (France) and Conseil de lEntente (Paris: 
 1969), p. 117.
 

a atimated at 25 percent of carcass weight for cattle and 15 percent

of carcass weight for small ruminants.
 

A 
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for Ivory Coast. Until 1975, these imports represented a modest volume
 

and were destined almost exclusively for a high-income, largely expatriate
 

clientele in Abidjan. In 1975, however, the pattern completely changed,
 

with large amounts of imported frozen meat (mainly beef) being sold on
 

the traditional African market. Table 7 shows how the volume and sources
 

of supply of Ivory Coast's imports of chilled and frozen meat changed
 

from 1960 through 1976.1
 

From 1960 to 1970 recorded imports of chilled and frozen red meat
 

increased from about 500 tons to 2,000 tons per year. Between 60 and
 

75 percent of this meat was beef, depending on the year, and the bulk
 

of it came from Upper Volta. Recorded imports of chilled and frozen
 

meat declined from 1970 through 1974, reflecting the ending of chilled
 

meat shipments from Mali, Ivory Coast's increasing self-sufficiency in
 

pork production, and a decline in the quality of refrigerated rail trans

port between Upper Volta and Abidjan.
 

The decline in chilled frozen meat imports continued through the 

first half of 1975. The abrupt drop in live animal imports in 1975 

reduced the total meat supply on the market, and, in order to check the 

resulting price rise, the Ivorian government began importing surplus 

frozen meat from Europe. In one year, recorded Imports jumped from 

1,473 tons to 6,329 tons. In 1976, recorded imports increased even more 

rapidly, reaching 17,030 tons, much of it from South America. Almost 

all this new frozen meat was beef; as a result, beef accounted for over 

97 percent of the imports in 1976, compared with 81 percent in the 1971

74 period. 

In contrast to previous years, the bulk of the chilled and frozen 

meat imported In 1975 and 1976 was destined for the traditional African 

market, not a high-Income clientele. This meat was sold on the tradi

tional market (with bones) for between 50 to 100 CFA F less per kg than 

locally slaughtered meat, which sold in 1976 in Abidjan for 350 to 400 

CFA F per kg. 

'For a breakdown of imports by type of meat, see 27, p, 36.
 



TAnxE 7 
FACODt IQORTS OF CHILL? A FOM R MEAT BY COMUTM O ORIGIN: 1960-76 (tons) 

Tons 
aertr 

Pe nt T rsPercent Tons 
ri 

PercentTons Percent 
TQ]aonries 

Tons 
Europe 

Percent 
South America 
Tos Percent 

Totals 
Tons Percent 

1960 77 14.6 260 49.2 42 8.0 379 71.8 149 28.2 528 100.0 
1961 471 5A4.0 179 20.5 650 74.5 223 25.5 873 100.0 

1962 782 70.1 186 16.7 968 86.8 147 13.2 1,115 100.0 
1963 95 6.4 910 60.9 270 18.1 1.275 85.3 219 14.7 1.494 100.0 

1964 181 11.3 979 61.0 220 13.7 1,380 86.0 225 14.0 1,605 100.0 

1955 167 10.7 960 61.3 236 15.1 1,363 87.0 203 13.0 1,567 100.0 

1986 309 16.2 935 48.9 473 24.8 1.717 90.9 194 10.1 - - 1.911 100.0 

1967 57 3.0 1.317 68.5 363 18.9 1.737 90.3 188 9.7 1,924 100.0 

1968 95 4.8 1,304 65.9 418 21.1 1.817 91.9 160 8.1 1,978 100.0 
1986 179 9.0 1,232 61.7 406 20.3 1.817 90.9 181 9.1 1,998 100.0 

1970 153 7.6 1.176 58.8 487 24.3 1.816 90.7 186 9.3 2.001 100.0 

1971 - 1,326 72.1 340 18.5 1.661, 90.6 173 9.4 1,839 100.0 

1972 - 1.065 71.3 234 15.7 1.299 87.0 194 13.0 1.494 100.0 

1973 - 915 70.7 194 15.0 1.109 85.7 185 14.3 1,294 100.0 

1974 - 1.078 73.2 187 12.7 8 0.5 1,273 86.4 199 13.5 1.473 100.0 

1975 591 9.3 277 4.4 891 14.1 1,759 27.8 3,990 63.0 580 9.2 6,329 100.0 

1976 247 1.5 162 1.0 896 5.3 1.305 7.7 2,669 15.7 13,056 76.7 17.030 100.0 

SOtNI: Rkpuhlique de CSte-d'lvoire, Ninistire de la Production Aninale, unpubli-hed data. 

rotals amy differ slightly from tm of subtotal* due to rouning. 
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The large imports of frozen meat were initially a reaction to and
 

not the cause of the decline in live animal imports in 1975. Imports
 

of live animals fell sharply in mid-1975 and it was not until September
 

that the massive frozen meat imports began. Once started, however, the
 

sales of cheap frozen meat had the effect of checking the price increase 

of fresh meat and, as mentioned above, may have served to reduce live 

animal imports, particularly from Upper Volta.
 

Not only did the quantities of frozen and chilled meat imported in

crease tremendously between 1974 and 1976; the pattern of supply com

pletely changed, as well. Up until 1975, the Sahelian countries usually 

accounted for between 85 and 90 percent of Ivory Coast's recorded frozen 

and chilled meat Imports, with Europe (mainly France) making up the rest. 

In 1975, however, large Imports arrived from Europe, non-Sahelian Africa, 

and, for the first time, South America. In one year, the combined mar

ket share of Mali, Upper Volta, and Niger fell from 85.9 percent to 13.7 

percent, and by 1976 it represented only 2.5 percent of total recorded 

meat imports. 

Non.-African suppliers entered the Ivorlan meat market in 1975 for
 

two reasons. Meat prices In Ivory Coa;t rose sharply in 1975 because 

of the shortage of local slaughter animals, thus making Ivory Coast a 

more attractive market to overteas meat suppliers. More Importantly, 

the world's traditional meat-exporting countries, especially Argentina,
 

were faced with increased stocks of meat in 1975 and fewer markets in 

which to sell. These countries had expanded their beef production in 

the early 1970s In response to rising consumer incomes In mosit developed 

countries. With the economic slowdown and rit- In grain prices in 1973, 

however, most meat importing countries Imposed import restrictions on 

beef in order to protect domest ic producers. This left the meat-exporting 

countries with large stocks of unsol d meat, forcing them to e,ok out new 

markets, including Went Africa. Ivory Coast wan thus able to find very 

inexpensive frozen beef on the world market ,1tnt at, the time when Its 

traditional beef nupplilers, the Saheltan countries, were unable to meet 

its demand for beef. World meat prices began to rise In late 1976, how.. 

ever, and it in unlikely that in the next five to ten years Ivory Coast 
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will be able to rely on the world market to the degree it did in 1976
 
without incurring a large outflow of foreign exchange.
 

The Ivorian Red Meat Supply: A Summary
 

Table 8 summarizes the statistics on the Ivorian red meat supply in 
1976; it shows that beef is by far tile most widely consumed red
 
meat in Ivory Coast, accounting for nearly three-fourths of the total
 
supply. In 1976, mat from small 
 ruminants made up 18 percent of the
 
total, and pork accounted for 9 percent. 
 The bulk of the meat supply
 
is Imported. )omestic production accounted for 
only 26 percent of total 
red meat consumption in 1976, while import,, of live animals from the
 
Sahelian countries supplied about 45 percent: Imports of 
 frozen and 
chilled meat accounted for the remaining 29 percent. 

Table 9 presents changes in the Ivorlan beef supply in recent years. 
The table shows that while the total quantity of beef consumed was the 
same in 1970 and 1976 (approximately 43,600 tons), the pattern of supply 
changed cons iderabl y these years. sharebetween two The of the total
 
supply met by domestic pr luction increased gradually from 11 pvlcent 
 to 
16 percent over the period. Tht major change, however, was the large
 
increase in the relative share of 
 frozen and chilled meat imports. From 
supplying an average of 3 percent of the total beef supply during the 
period 1970-74, chilled and frozen beef Imports Increased to 16 percent 
of the total supply in 1975 and 38 percent in 1976. The proportion of 
the total suipply met by live animal Imports from the ahel Ilan countries 
fell from ti4 percvmt In the 1970-74 period to 66 percent In 1975 and 46 
percent In 191(. 

T1hi n I 'Jlw. Increatuv In frozen meat imports in 1915 and 1976 repre
sentted the' no, (dtn the Ivorlan market to non-Went: African tiippltern. 
lint I01I1,, '1.1 percent of the lvorinn beef supply wan ment by domettic 

prodoc t ion '11nd Ir p l (.i f !liv ,-it ock and mv,,t Irom ne ,hvifiborlt, p ahel an 
counti tI,:;. fly I ,/6,lowivi. /0.6 pvt'rcent )f lii a n14olppI y cale frotm 

outrtIde, tlhl W st Aftt :1 r'glon: 29.4 perctnt from rN'othb 6.2Amerlca, 



TABLE 8 

ESTIMATED IVORIAN RED MEAT SUPPLY IN 1976 
(tons of meat and edible offals)
 

Type of Meat Domestic Production 
Tons Percent 

Imports: Live Animals 
Tons Percent 

Imports: Meat 
Tons Percent 

Total 
Tons Percent 

Beef 6,923 11.6 20,076 33.6 16,611 27.8 43,610 73.0 
Mutton/Goat Meat 3,600a 6.0 7 ,0 0 0b 11.7 339 0.6 10,939 18.3 
Pork 5 , 1 5 0 a 8.6 -- - 47 0.1 5,197 8.7 
%orse -- -- - - 33 -- 33 --

Total 15,673 
 26.2 27,076 45.3 17,030 28.5 59,779 100.0
 

SOLURCES: Tables 3, 6, 7 and text. 

aDcmestic goat, mutton, and pork production estimated at three percent above their 1975 levels. 
bAuthor's estimate based on examination of statistics from exporting countries (see p.157 ). 



TABLE 9 
THE IVORIAN BEEF SUPPLY: 1970-76 (TONS OF MEAT AND EDIBLE OFFALS)
 

Imports 
 Domestic Production Totala
 

Fresh, Chilled, and
Live Animals 
 Frozen Meat 
 Total Imports 
 Tons Percent Tons Percent
 
Year Tons Percent Tons 
 Percent 
 Tons Percent
 

1970 37,448 
 85.8 1,477 3.14 38,925 89.2 
 4,700 10.8 43,625 100.0
 
1971 32,761 83.1 
 1,405 3.6 34,166 
 86.7 5,243 13.3 39,409 100.0
 

1972 37,715 84.9 
 1,205 2.1 38,920 87.6 5,507 12.4 
 44,426 100.0
 
1s3 38,909 85.0 1,077 2.3 
 39,986 87.3 
 5,796 12.7 45,782 100.0
 
1974 33,885 81.7 1,243 
 3.0 35,128 
 84.7 6,349 15.3 41,477 100.0
 
1975 24,317 65.5 
 6,093 16.4 30,410 
 82.0 6,689 18.0 37,100 100.0
 

1976 20,076 46.0 16,611 38.1 
 36,687 84.1 6,923 15.9 
 43,610 100.0
 

SOURCES: Tables 2., and 7.
 
aTotals may differ slightly from sm of subtotals due to rounding.
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percent from Europe, and 2.0 percent from Southern and East Africa. The
 

total recorded amount of non-West African meat imported in 1976 equaled
 

16,424 tons. This was the equivalent of roughly 91,880 head of Sahelain
 

cattle.1
 

The Ivorian market for cattle and beef thus changed radically be

tween 1974 and 1976. Meat imports from Latin America and Europe began
 

to play an important role in supplying Ivory Coast with meat, and the
 

Sahelian states faced the spectre of having to compete with non-West
 

African meat exporters for a share of the Ivorian market. Ivory Coast
 

itself was trying to increase domestic livestock production during this
 

period in order to reduce the country's reliance on livestock and meat
 

imports from all sources. Within the context of this changing supply
 

pattern, the question of the efficiency of the traditional cattle and
 

meat marketing system became especially important. Was inefficiency in
 

the traditional marketing system partly to blame for the Sahelian coun

tries' declining share of the Ivorlan market? Did exploitative livestock
 

traders offer extremely low prices to Ivorian cattle producers, thus dis

couraging domestic production? Could the traditional marketing system
 

adapt to the new supply conditions, or were new marketing structures
 

needed? The micro-economic-level research described in the following
 

sections of this paper was aimed at answering these questions.
 

MARKET ORGANIZATION; A CONSTRAINT TO DEVELOPMENT?
 

Many government officials and foreign advisors in West Africa believe
 

that the traditional organization of cattle and meat marketing prevents
 

efficient market operation. Three problems are alleged to exist: 1) that
 

a large number of the market participants, particularly intermediaries,
 

provides no useful services to buyers or sellers and are unnecessary "para

sites" on the system; 2) that traders and intermediaries sometimes con

spire to restrict the number of animals sold, thus artificially raising
 

IBased on an average carcahq weight of 143 kg plus edible offala
 
equal to 25 percent of carcass weight. (See Table 6.)
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prices; 3) that many market participants, particularly butchers, lack
 

the basic business skills needed for expansion of the trade. Most West
 
African governments have called for reorganization of the cattle trade
 

in recent years. For example, the Entente states (Ivory Co. ,t, Togo,
 
Benin, Niger, and Upper Volta) have signed agreements (5) aimed at guar

anteeing more state control over the trade. 
 Ghana has gone even further,
 

replacing the traditional marketing system wlih a state monopoly.
 

This study examined the need for market reorganization by looking
 

at the structure, conduct, and performance of the current marketing
 

system. Market structure was evaluated by measuring the degree of buyer
 

and seller concentration in the Abidjan and Bouak6 markets. Market con

duct was examined by studying the roles played by different agents in the
 
marketing system and by examining the incidence of collusion. Market
 

performance was judged by examining the net margins of butchers and traders.
 

The research showed that the traditional marketing system is fairly com
petitive. Market concentration among both buyers and sellers is, in most 
instances, low enough to make collusive agreements inherently unstable.
 

Collusion among intermediaries to restrict the number of animals soll
 

appears rare, although intermediaries sometimes do collude in deciding
 

to whom they will sell. The research also showed that most intermediaries
 

provide important services to buyers and sellers, including guaranteeing
 

credit, facilitating sales, and speeding the flow of market information.
 

The research also showed that the net margins of butchers and cattle
 

traders are modest, together accounting for about 14 percent of the retail
 

price of beef in Abidjan and Bouak6.
 

Market Structure
 

Economic theory suggests that a high degree of market concentration
 

is often associated with non-competitive pricing arrangements. While
 

a high degree of market concentration does not prove the existence of
 

collusive pricing in a market, reasons to
there are ntrong theoretical 


believe that the presence of few sellers In a market, each having a large
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market share, is often associated with non-competitive pricing.I In
 

West Africa, it is often alleged that a few large cattle merchants and
 

intermediaries control such a high proportion of sales in certain mar
kets that they can restrict the number of animals sold, thereby forcing
 

up prices and earning monopoly profits.
 

Data collected during the field studies in Bouak6 and Abidjan can
 

be used to measure the degree of market concentration among major inter

mediaries in these two cities and to draw inferences about the likely
 

degree of competition among them. Concentration ratios, which measure
 
the proportion of total sales handled by a given person, were calculated
 

for intermediaries in both Abidjan and Bouak6, based on several month's

2 

data. Table 10 summarizes the results.
 

Table 10 indicates that in Abidjan a large number of sellers were
 

present and market shares were typically small. Even in the month of
 

highest seller concentration, the four largest intermediaries in Abidjan
 

controlled only 36 percent of total sales and the largest eight controlled
 
only 56 percent. Most authors agree that with such a low degree of market
 

concentration it would be extremely difficult to maintain collusive agree
ments aimed at restricting sales (2, pp. 112-24). In Bouak6, there were
 

fewer total sellers in the market, and market shares were larger. During
 

the month of highest concentration, the four largest intermediaries con
trolled nearly 70 percent of total sales. 
 During most months, however,
 

the market share of the four largest intermediaries was between 50 and
 

60 percent. Although market concentration was higher in Bouak6 than in 
Abidjan, it most months it was still low enough to make collus lye agree

menti finlierently tinsable. Furthermore, most Interinedlar I e! received 

the larg,,ent part of th i r income from a fixed comnIto;i(n whlch w;ti pald 

Lo tliei (by I lIE plir('li; ;ir) for every animal they ,n d. 'fi(-(, the, vomi

ml us omudid tnlt va ry with the price of the antimal,* Int t te4d I lri r, ifuall.y 

had an intere-t;t it miaxlmiziig, not rentrict in'., the nim hir (it cattle solid. 

t'l'hese tHieret I(:;al argumenta are ditlicunttied In 27, pp, I24.-26. 
2 SPe 27, pp. 128-31 for det4talhi of how t.Hivsv concentration ration were 

calcililated. 
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TABLE 10 

CONCENTRATION RATIOS FOR LARGE AND MEDIUM-SCALE 
INTERMEDIARIES IN ABIDJAN AND BOUAIKEa 

Number of Sellers Percentage of Total Sales
 

Abidjan Bouaki
 

Entire Period of Observation
 
(Dec., 1976-June, 1977) (Sept.. 1976-June, 1977)
 

Largest 1 6.8 20.1 
Largest 4 23.2 45.3 
Largest 8 37.1 63.5 
Largest 20 64.4 87.8 
Total Number of Sellers 140 62 

Month of Higest Concentrationb
 

(February, 1977) (January, 1977)
 

Largest 1 12.4 23.6
 
Largest 4 35.7 69.0
 
Largest 8 55.6 86.7
 
Largest 20 76.4 

Total Number of Sellers 62 17
 

Month of Lowest Concentration
 
(May. 1977) (November, 1976)
 

Largest 1 7.6 12.4 
Largest 4 26.6 43.6 
Largest 8 44.4 64.5 
Largest 20 77.0 83.3 
Total Number of Sellers 61 24 

ancluds intermediaries and merchants who sold without the aid of
 

an intermediary.
 

bDegree of concentration measured by the percentage of total sales
 
handled by the four largest intermediaries.
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Therefore, even in the months of highest seller concentration in Bouak6,
 

when it would have been easiest for intermediaries to collude to restrict
 

sales, it is not clear that it would have been in their tiiterest to do so.
 

Concentration among butchers in Abidjan appeared to be at roughly 

the same level as that among intermediaries in Abidjan, although the data 

necessary to calculate concentration ratios for most butchers were unavail

able. About fifty-five butchers bought and slaughtered cattle in Abidjan 

in early 1977, and the market share of thi, largest butcher was approxi

mately 15 percent. In Bouaki, market concentration among butchers was 

very low. Approximately forty-five butchers were active in the Bouak6 

cattle market in 1976-77; no butcher slaughtered more than two head of 

cattle per day, and most slaughtered only one. On the buyers' side, 

the Bouak6 cattle market therefore approached the perfectly competitive 

model of many buyers, each with equally small market shares. 

In summary, the data on market structure suggest that the scope for
 

collusive behavior by buyers and sellers of cattle in Abidjan and Bouak6
 

was quite limited. The degree to which sellers could artifically raise
 

prices was further limited by the availability to butchers of Inexpen

sive frozen beef. If butchers found cattle prices too high, they could
 

sell frozen meat instead of slaughtering cattle.
 

Market Conduct
 

Market conduct was examined by studying the roles played by different 

agents in the marketing system and by noting the incidence of collusion. 

A detailed description of the roles of different marketing agents is pre

sented elsewhere (27, Chapters 3 and 4). The discussion below concen

trates on the role of intermediaries, the market agents most frequently 

criticized an being "parasites" on the marketing system, and on the 

organization of the Indigenouts training systems for butchers and traders.
 

The dincussion also deals with the types and incidence of collusion
 

observed in Bouak6 and Abidjan.
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The research showed that che term "intermediary" covers a wide
 
variety of marketing agents, iinging frow, large-scale cattle brokers to
 
small-scale traders. In its braodest sense, the work refers to anyone
 
who comes betueen a northern cattle merchant and a southern butcher. In
 
a narrower sense, however, the word refers only to cattle brokers, who
 
arrange to sell a cattle merchant's animals, but do not actually buy the 
animals themselves. Most intermediaries (especially large-scale inter
mediaries) play important roles in helping northern cattle merchants sell 
their animals in unfamiliar markets, transmitting market. information, and 
guaranteeing the credit of local buyers. Roughly 25 percent of all cattle 
sales in Bouak6 and 50 percent of all sales in Abidjan are on credit, and 
the bulk of this credit Is guaranteed by Intermediaries. If authorities 
tried to elinmate intermediaries from the marketing system (as is some
times advocated) without creating an organization to replace the intermedi
aries' credit function, a severe credit. con.straint would arise in the 
Bouak6 and AbidJ an cattle markets. A reduction in the availability of
 
credit of 
 this nort would greatly increase the working capital required
 
to buy and slaughter cattle. This, 
 In turn, would make It more difficult
 
to enter the butchering trade and would probably force some butchers out
 
of business, thus reducing competition In the trade and probably leading 

to higher meat prices.
 
Many butchers, however, complain about the large number 
 of small

scale intermediaries In 
 the Abidjan and Bounk6 markets. Smal I-scale 
intermediaries, handle only a few animals at a time and typically do not 
extend or guarantee credit. Usually they restrict their activities to 
buying anilmali on credit from large-scale Intermedlarlea and reselling 
the animals to butcliern for a profit. Intervfew with butchera and 
traders In Ab1dan amd lsa k6 Indicated that. 11t number of amall-i-cale 
tntermedlarli,' In the se markets increatied ubstin tially following 
the ;alvIlan drotiht of the late 196011 and early i970s. Th re.search 
showe tI[la Il it Hev l rt rull, the altivitfis of thklle amall-icaleIInter

medlarlei nis' i[dtedy ralie the price of cattlle. The Ir tact lv It i en iaI si 
have 1lie vlf v't , liauwiever, of urg tlie raa Ivpenlt I tip of cat te14. li touth 

tiereby Iiivreanliig the rate, of enitlal rotntlon of northern nw rehianti. 
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This, in turn,raises the profitability of the north-south cattle trade
 

(See 27, pp. 138-40). The higher profitability encourages more merchants
 

to ship animals south and may, in the long run, lead to lower prices.
 

Thus, even where the charge of intermediaries being "parasites" seems
 

strongest, it is far from proven.
 

Cattle and meat marketing require specialized knowledge, and the
 

traditional marketing system has developed Indigenous training programs
 

to impart this knowledge to people entering the trade. Most cattle mer

chants, large-scale intermediaries, and butchers spend several years as
 

assistants or apprentices before entering the trade themselves. For
 

example, butchers Interviewed in BouakJ spent an average of 7.5 years 

as apprentices before becoming independent butchers. During their appren

ticeships, young butchers and cattle merchants learn the fundamentals of 

cattle and meat marketing and accumulate the capital needed to enter the 

trade. There Is, therefore, little evidence that merchants and butchers 

need special government training programs to teach them business funda

mentals. Most cat tle traders and butchers are highly experienced indi

viduals having a detailed knowledge of their profession. 

In over a year's observation of the Bouak6 and Abidjan cattle markets, 

the Investigator never observed collusion among Intermediaries to restrict 

the number of cattle sold in order to force up prices, nor among butchers 

to restrict the volume of meat sold. Butchers, tin fact, often complained 

about their [nab-11iltty to form a collusive bloc to (ledi with the inter

mediarles. Intermediaries, for their part, usually received the majority 

of their income from a fixed conmision onl every animal sold, and there

fore has an interest in maximizing, ;iot restricting, the number of animals 

sold. 

Intermediariesi would iometimeu. collude in deciding to whom they would 

siell, but not ont tih( voluime of tualles. Intermediarien sonmetimes refused 

to sel I to buyters who had defaulted on previous purchases on credit, in 

order to trv to forct rtt'ptymntit of the debt.. Butchters also claimed that 

largv-t alh,Iite rvrt,.irit-, would tiomet lines reftie to deal direct y with 

but s *j pt' Il cr Ing to plifs through sina i er set-ale Intermedltiar tet, who 

w0, e Oftti-n rtbtted to the large intermediarie. This occaional refusal 

http:rvrt,.ir
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by some large-scale intermediaries to deal directly with butchers led
 
to many of the charges of "parasitism" that were discussed above.
 

Market Performance
 

Market performance was examined by looking at butchers' and traders'
 
net margins, the net returns to these agents' capital and labor. 
Although
 
the gross margin I of merchants who ship cattle to Ivory Coast from Mali
 
and Upper Volta is typically large, most of this gross margin is attri
butable to transport costs and export taxes, not profits. 
The merchants'
 
profits typically account for between 4 and 9 percent of the final sale
 
price of cattle shipped to Abidjan and Bouak6. 
 Rates of return to capital
 
of traders who shipped cattle to Bouak6 in 1976-77 varied between 16 and
 
30 percent per year, within the range of the accepted opportunity cost of
 
capital in West Africa. Rates of return to cap al of merchants who
 
shipped cattle to AbidJan in 1976-77 were higher, but the high returns
 
were apparently due to a transportation bottleneck that restricted cattle
 
shipments to Abidjan and to the high risk of shipping cattle to Abidjan
 
(due to the volatility of Abidjan cattle prices), 
not to collusion on
 
the part of cattle merchants.
 

Similarly, the net margins of class 2 (traditional) butche'u in
 
Bouak6 and Abidjan were fairly low, accounting for between ' ,nd 12 per
cent of the retail price of beef. 
 rhese margins were considcrnbly below
 
those earned by class 1 (European-style) butchers In Ivory Coast.
 

Table 11 shows how much of the retail price of beef in Abid jan in 
1977 wan attributable to different coats . The fi ,rrit irv bam',I on a 
150-kg carciin weight anlimal purchased in (hiaadmt)r,,mi an! ,l Ipped to 
Abidjan by rail.' Table 11 ndlicatetn tbiat ;i,,,g
allhur.l to i inmrketlng 

lTh' grw i nrtiln i,Islnlie tillft'rvill. I,, t.',ii III:,O,iiII- t lr I iild
 

hle retiall ilIvct,
 

7.1, 1p. 428- 11, ur eilm, i i Liw III,-t trl tL. II Were. 
calcii ulil-1. Ollll p,I,1,)/0-// O illla i l Wa i' i.rilli, i limm. t I ill i,tillit. 
ource mloI ttltle iold In AbIdifi , Ior ;tililt t44
a l('ui1i lilr, ,pi-rvltit of tle 

total. 

4 
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TABLE 	ii
 

EVOLUTION OF THE COST OF BEEF AND OFFALS SOLD RETAIL IN ABIDJAN
 

Item 	 Percent of Final Sale Price
 

1. Purchase of animal in Ouagadougou 	 46.8
 

2. 	Labor
 

Shipping Cattle 0.5
 

Slaughter 	 0.6
 

Total Labor 1.1
 

3. Intermediaries' comnissions & margins 	 1.9
 

4. 	Taxes and licenses
 

Ivory Coast 4.3
 

Upper Volta 8.4
 

Total Taxes 12.7
 

5. 	Transport of cattle
 

Transport fees 6.1
 

Shrinkage 7.0
 

Losses and forced sales 1.5
 

Total 	Transport 14*6
 

6. 	Selling co~ts of meat 

Transport, stall rental, & Labora 4.4 

Wastage (bone) 1.0 

Losses (die to condemnations & default on 
credit sale" 
 0.8
 

Tot.'l 	 S.4l I Ing Conts 6.2 

7. Profits
 

Catt lo 1 ,1,l4'r 3.0 

Who|1!.,1, I- .ill butclier 7.5 

re.id rIofI i th (p:rirter 4.1 
loital r of it,, 16.6 

.1 illaed total 

Irun itoI , awl woi.ityt ) of 2,50O CFAF per animal. 
"IM' 	 J,1d, , - cost of sellIng offali (stall rental, labor, 
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margin accounted for over half the retail price of beef and offals in
 
Abidjan, only about 19 percent of the retail price was attributable to
 
total profits. Cattle traders' profits accounted for about 5 percent
 
of the retail price of beef in Abidjan, and the profits of wholesale
 
and retail butchers accounted for less than 8 percent. Intermediaries'
 
commissions, which officials often decry as 
inflationary, accounted for
 
only about 2 percent. Therefore, even if the profits of all butchers,
 
traders, and intermediaries were reduced to zero, the retail price of
 
beef in Abidjan would fall by less than 20 percent. In contrast, trans
port costs (including the high implicit cost of weight loss en route)
 
accounted for about 15 percent of the retail price of beef, while taxes
 
and licenses accounted for about 13 percent. 

In summary, the data on market structure, function, and performance
 
seem to indicate that the traditional cattle and meat marketing system 
works fairly efficiently. 
The data lend little support to the assertions
 
that a few intermediaries and traders exercise monopoly power over major
 
markets or 
that traders profits are exorbitant.
 

MARKET INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS1
 

Most cattle marketing projects undertaken by the Ivorian government
 
and donor agencies have emphasized Improving market infrastructure, e.g.,
 
by providing cattle scales to markets and by constructing modern abattoirs.
 
Planners seem to hope that by duplicating the structure of cattle markets 
in developed countries, the efficiency of those markets can be duplicated.
 
Some officials also seem to hope that by moving to 
the sale of cattle on 
a per-kg basis It will be easier for the government to set cattle prices. 
Most marketing projects have therefore emphasized changing the structure 
of the marketing system to make it correspond more closely to the market 
structure in developed countries rather than looking at the functions a 

'This section dealm excluslvely with the infrastructure needs of
cattle marketN and abattoirs In Ivory Coast. Needs for Improved trans
portation Infrnstructuro are discussed in the following section. 
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marketing system must perform, identifying the infrastructure constraints
 

that prevent the current system from performing those tasks efficiently,
 

and moving to relax these constraints.
 

As a result of the this "structuralist" approach to market reform,
 

the infrastructure provided by several marketing projects has not cor

responded to the needs of the marketing system. For example, plans have
 

called for installing cattle scales in major cattle markets and encour

aging the sale of cattle on a per-kg basis, even though there is little
 

evidence that a lack of scales has hindered efficient market operation.
 

In fact, cattle and meat prices In Ivory Coast fluctuate seasonally and
 

from day to day in a manner entirely consistent with fluctuations in
 

supply and demand, and the distribution of prices per kg. of cattle sold
 

on sight in Abidjan and Bouak6 is tightly clustered about the mean,
 

indicating that butchers accurately estimate carcass weights without uging
 

scales. 1 Furthermore, in markets where cattle scales have been installed,
 
them.2
 butchers and traders have refused to use 


There are, however, serious market infrastructure constraints to
 

cattle and meat marketing in Ivory Coast (particularly in Abidjan) that
 

marketing projects have not addressed. These involve inadequate slaugh

terhouses in Abidjan and Bouaki, the lack of grazing space near the 

Abidjan market, and poor unloading facilities for cattle. Each is dis

cussed briefly below.
 

1For zebu males with carcass weights of between 130 and 160 kg
sold in Bounk during the study period, the standard deviation of average 
monthly prices per kg was only 8.5 percent of the mean. In other words, 
68 percent of all prices fell within + 8.5 percent of the mean. Further
more, not all of the variation around the mean was random; some was due 
to daily fluctuations In supply and demand and to differences in the de
gree ol fin il, of th animals. 

T'Nhri- ;ire three ma in reasons why butchers and traders in these 
tnJKtf ar. reluctatnt to sell animalsi by weight. First, it Is difficult 
to wo-i, , ,t le that are not usied to being handled, and the rilik of in-
Jury, ,other to th-, animals or to the person trying to weigh them, is 
nign II can t . Second, the w alen are of ten out of adjutment, giving 
Inaccurate w' lgh itti. Third, differencei In gut fill among animal.s can 
Iead to ii n f'icant fluctuations in liveweightn. 
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The Abidjan abattoir, originally constructed as modern, assembly

line slaughterhouse, has not been maintained, and currently, conditions
 

of slaughter are extremely poor. Few carcass hoists in the abattoir
 

still function, so animals are gutted on the floor, where they lie sur

rounded by blood and intestinal contents. Extensive refurbishing of the
 

Abidjan abattoir is needed to insure the basic cleanliness of slaughter
 

facilities in the Ivorian capital. In contrast, the BoaakC abattoir
 

is an extremely simple structure (an open-sided building with cement
 

floors and hand-operated carcass hoists), and conditions during slaughter
 

in Bouak6 are much more hygienic than in Abidjan. The Bouak6 abattoir, 

however, was built in 1946 and is now too small to handle adequately the
 

number of animals passing through it. It needs replacing, preferably 

by a structure designed along the lines of the current abattoir. 

A second major infrastructure constraint t, cattle Tarketing in 
Ivory Coast is a lack of grazing space around the abattoir and cattle 

market in Abidjan, Ivory Coast's largest market for beef. The lack of 

grazing prevents butchers and merchants from holding a buffer stock of 
animals to smooth out supply fluctuations. Since rail shipments of cattle 
to Abidjan are irregular, the supply of cattle in Abidjan varies widely 

from day to (Jay. With no buffer stock to adsorb some of this variation, 

prices there are volatile. 'rhe instability of cattle prices In Abidjan 

leads to a higher rate of default on debts by butchers and more fluctuant 
meat prices than in Bouak6, where cattle can be held as a hedge against 
supply fluctuations. As result, Is a riskier marketa Abidjan for northern 

cattle merchants titan is Bouak. I 

A third problem at the Abidjain cattle market Is that Inadequste un
loading facilities prevent cattle from being unloaded from rail cars at
 
night. As a result, cattle arriving in AbidJan often must wait ten hours 
or more before they can be unloaded. Most cattle arriving in Abidjan 

by rail have already spent two to three days route without fooden or 
water. The additional ten-hour wait titAlidJan at the end of the journey, 

lSimilar problems duo to a lack of grazing are developing on a smaller 
scale at the cattle market in Man. 
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when the animals are very weak from the trip, significantly increases
 

mortality and weight losses of cattle shipped by rail.
 

Given the difficulties of holding cattle in Abidjan and the poor
 

condition of the Abidjan abattoir, officials should seriously consider
 

moving the cattle market-abattoir complex out of the industrial zone of
 

Port Bouet to an area where adequate grazing and water are available.
 

Unless the market is moved or unless means are found to provide forage
 

economically to the cattle at the present location, many of the current
 

problems of cattle marketing in Abidjan 'e.g., the high rate of default
 

on debts) are likely to continue.
 

Even if the Abidjan abattoir is not moved from its present location,
 

it will eventually become necessary to refurbish or rebuild it. When
 

refurbishing the Abidjan abattoir or building new abattoirs in other
 

cities, officials should keep two principles in mind. First, they should
 

avoid overcapitalizing the slaughterhouses, i.e., replacing inexpensive
 

labor with expensive imported capital equipment. Most modern abattoirs
 

constructed in Africa are designed after abattoirs in developed countries,
 

where capital is relatively cheap and labor is relatively expensive. In
 

developing countries, however, the relative prices of capital and labor
 

are just the reverse. If officials contract for the construction of
 

abattoirs with companies that simply copy the plans of European or North
 

American slaughterhouses rather than try to adapt these plans to African
 

price conditions, the cost of slaugh-ering probably will be raised sub

stantially above what it otherwise would have been, and many of the
 

laborers currently involved in slaughtering will be thrown out of work.
 

The second point to be kept in mind Is that the equipment used in 

the abattoirs ihould be simple and easy to repair. Equipment like power 

hoists and electric scalen are likely to break down often when -Ovetn heavy 

use by relat lywy untrained abattoir personnel. Simple manual equtipnent 

for which iqpari. part,; can be made locally, 1s likely to be bot h cheaper 

and more r, 111,,blv, than more ('GinplicaLted power equi pm(rlt. 

A "futicti11al" applro)('h tf) Improvin g market 1Inra.ttriture may prove 

more valti ab ', than tHie ""nir[c tiral" iapproacl irm-d wid.ly uIp to now. The 

goal of' hlpA ,'v d market. infr,antruchire In to 11vlp t.he tr'keitlug nyiitem 
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efficiently perform its tasks of distributing cattle and meat. Given
 

the problems facing cattle merchants and butchers in Ivory Coast, the
 
infrastructure needs may not always be the 
same as those in developed
 

countries. Plans for improving market infrastructure should therefore
 

be preceded by an analysis of the c.-,itical constraints to marketing,
 

and the improvements in infrastructure should be designed to relax those
 

constraints.
 

PROBLEMS AND COSTS OF TRANSPORTING CATTLE
 

Cattle marketing in West Africa is characterized by long distances
 

between the areas of livestock production in the Sahelian countries and
 

the major meat-consuming regions in the coastal countries. 
Because of
 
the distances involved, transport costs for livestock become important
 

components of the retail price of meat in the coastal areas. 
 Reducing
 

transport costs for cattle could therefore benefit both producers and
 

consumers of boef considerably. This section examines the costs of al

ternative means of transporting cattle in West Africa and discusses some
 

of the policy issues involved in livestock transport.
 

Current Pattern of Cattle Transport
 

Cattle travel to market in West Africa on hoof, by truck, by crain,
 
or by some combination of these methods. Trekking remains the most common
 

means of transport, with almost all animals except those from government
 

feedlots trekking at least part of the way to market. 
Rail transport is
 
commonly used to ship cattle very long distances (e.g., from Ouagadougou
 
to Abidjan) and to ship cattle shorter distances during the dry season,
 
when grazing along trek routes Is sparse. Long-distance trucking of cattle
 

all the way from livestock-producing areas in the north to major consump
tion markets In the south is used very rarely, but intermediate-distance 

trucking of the forest of Coast common.cattle within zone Ivory In fairly 
Many ohsrvern feel that the heavy reliance placed on trekkLng retults in 
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several problems, including high mortality and weight losses during ship
ment and extensive crop damage to fields along major trek routes. 
 In
 

order to reduce these alleged problems, the Ivorian govezr-aent has advo

cated increased use of truck and rail transport for cattle.
 

Transport Costs
 

The cost of transporting cattle includes direct cash costs, such
 

as truck rental and wages of drovers; indirect (non-cash) private costs,
 

such as mortality and weight losses durinp shipment; and social costs,
 

such as the value of damaged crops for which no compensation is paid.
 

This subsection outlines these costs, evaluating the advantages and dis

advantages of transporting cattle by trek, truck, and rail.
 

Trekking.-- Trekking is a relatively inexpensive means of trans
porting cattle within the Sudanese and Guinea savanna zones. Most cattle
 

merchants prefer trekking to othci means of transport because trekking
 

requires 
a low cash outlay and allows the merchant more flexibility than
 
trucking or rail transport in timing the arrival of his herd to coincide
 

with favorable market conditions. Typically a merchant whose cattle are
 
trekked to market arrives at the market of destination a few days before
 

the scheduled arrival of 
this herd in order to contact an intermediary
 

and to evaluate market conditions. If prices are high, the merchant
 

sends word to his drovers to rush the cattle to market so that he can
 

benLfit from the high prices. If prices are low, he tells the drovers
 

to slow down and wait for market conditions to Improve. When shipping
 

cattle by truck or rail, merchants must often wait several days for trucks
 

or train ctr to become available, and it Is therefore more difficult to 
t 4me the animals arrival to correspond with favorable market conditions. 

The low cash out. lay required for trekking Is Illustrated In Table 
12, which compa res the cost of trekking cattle to I1oiiaki! from Tngrela, 
on the Mal I -- Ivry Coast border, with the co(t of trocl(I IIg [11,11 along 
the namv rotite. Table 12 Indicates that for a can!i outlay of 86,000 CFA F 



TA=LE 	 12 

COST OF TlAXSPOnWG FIFTY READ OF CATTLE FROM TINGREIA OR BOUNDIALI TO BOUAKE 
BY TR=IG AN BY TRUCK: 1976-77 (in CFAF) 

Expense 	 Trek I Truck
 
Total Per Animal 
 Total Per Animal
 

- alary of drovers 	 3 @ 10,000 - 30,000 600 2 @ 5,000 - 10,000 200 

2. Food for drovers 15,000 300 

3. Re:urn trip for droru 3 @ 2,500 - 7,500 150 2 @ 2,500 - 5,000 100 

4. Pz-dl-trip for oez 5.000 100 5,000 100 

5. 	 F.cd for cver in Souska
 
7 days 1 2 00CFAy/dsy 
 1.400 28 1,400 28 

6. Eealth certificate 	 I-A2,000 40 
 2.000 40 	 CD

07. va.jna.t- 1.750 35 1.750 35 

8. A oriration of cattle nrcbmat's 

license 
 12.100 242 12,100 242 

9. Inrnemnity for damaged fields 475 10 

10. Loss of animals 1.01 of 50 1.6Z of 50 
animals @ animals @
40,000 	 cFAF 40,000 	 CFA" 
per animal - 20,000 40 per animal-32,000 640 

11. Forced sales 0.62 of .50 0.6z of 50
 
animals @ animals @
20,000 CFA 20,000 CFAF 
loss per loss per 

= 6,000 120 animal M 6,000 120 
12. Truck rental 

- 2 trucks 

@ 87,500
 
CFAF each - 175000 350 



TAL 12 COUmTDED 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Expense 

tUoff1ical costs 

Cattle market tax: Bouak 

Gift to landlord 

I Trek 
Total 

10,000 

0-5,000 

Per Animal 

-

200 

0-100 

I Truck Tranasort 
Total Per Ani-ma 

10,000 200 

10,000 200 

0-5,000 0-100 

Total Cost (excluding weight lows) 111.22.5 - 116,225 2.225 - 2,325 270,250 - 275,250 5,405 - 5,505 

Days i transit 

BoundialiTingrela 

from: 

251 
30 

1 

1 .I.. 
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(total costs excluding weight losses, losses of animals, and forced sales)
 

a merchant could trek fifty head of cattle from Tingrela to Bouaki and
 

sell them in the Bouak6 market. To ship the same animals by truck and
 

sell them in the Bouak6 market required a cash outlay nearly three times
 

as large, 233,000 CFA F. Time in transit, however, was only one day by
 

truck compared with 30 days by trek.
 

The indirect costs of trekking (losses of animals en route, forced
 

sales, weight losses, and crop damage) are typically low in the Sudanese
 

and Guinea savanna zones. Interviews conducted in 1976-77 with the chief
 

drovers of thirty herds trekked to Bouak6 indicated that only I percent
 

of their animals were lost en route, and that mortality per se among

1 

trekked animals was extremely low. Forced sales (sales at a loss of
 

animals that were too Ill, too injured, or too exhausted to continue the
 

trip) were likewise extremely low, accounting for 0.6 percent of the
 

animals trekked to Bouak6. (See 27, pp. 218-20 for details.) Weight
 

losses during trekking are extremely variable, depending, among other
 

things, on the season, the state of health of the animals, and the speed
 

at which the cattle are trekked. Data on weight losses are scarce, but
 

those that do exist suggest that weight losses during trekking may not be
 

as high as is sometimes alleged. Weighings of cattle trekked between
 

Sikasso, Mali and Bouak6 during the rainy season indicated that herds can 

actually gain ,4eght when trekked during the rainy season (27, pp. 221-24). 

Data from Upper Volta (18) show that even during the dry season, ca.cle 

do not always lose weight during trekking.
 

Government officials in Ivory Coast often cite crop damage by trade
 

herds as a major social cost of trekking. Data collected in "ouak6, how

1Most animals lost during trekking simply became sepa',,ated from the 
herds and :ere lost In the surrounding countryside. Only mortility losses 
represented net losses to society. Animals lost in the Dush luring trek
king represent losses to cattle merchants, but not to societ, as a whole, 
because siomeone presumably found the lost animals and 'xther raised them 
or salughtered them. 
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ever, indicate that cost of crop damage per animal trekked to market is
 

extremely low, on the order of 10 CFA F. 
Even if the incidence of crop
 

damage were several times higher than indicated by these data, it would
 

not be high enough, from an economic standpoint, to justify trucking.1
 

The major disadvantage of trekking, from a merchant's point of view,
 

is that it takes longer than trucking or rail shipment; therefore, a 

merchant cannot rotate his capital as quickly as with other means of trans
port. Nevertheless, during the study period, trekking cattle to market
 

was generally more profitable than trucking them, even taking into account
 

the slower rate of capital rotation involved.
 

Trucking.-- Long-distance trucking is often advocated as a solution
 

to the problems of weight loss and crop damage associated with trekking.
 

Data collected during the study (as typified by the figures presented in
 

Table 12), however, indicate that trucking is an expensive way of moving
 

cattle in the Sudanese and Guinea savanna zones. The high cost of truck

ing explains why few merchants currently truck cattle long distances in
 

Ivory Coast. Trucking Is competitive within the forest zone, however, 

where trekking is difficult (and In some areas forbidden), and trucking
 

within the forest zone is common.
 

Several factors work against long-distance trucking of cattle in
 
Ivory Coast. Truck rental rates per animal 
are high because truckers can
 

usually earn more money hauling cargoes with higher weight-to-volume ratio
 

a than cattle. Truckers therefore regard cattle as a backhaul cargo 

of last resort, a cargo that pays only some of the costs of the return 

trip south.2 In 1977 truck rentals fees accounted for 75 percent of cash 

cost and 65 percent of the total cost (excluding weight losses) of 

trucking catt le between Tingre la 

An .lterntt I muean. m, , with the problem of crop damage is 
ditictnedl bhvIow fitthc ntc,'.)n ol icy recommendat ions. 

2Data uII t ,,,l, frt(cwtil [ Ivory Coant. co llvct d by ;ETEC Interns
tlO ll] ('11) l1iii l,.t!,i lhtt I1 1916 It cont routfjly 1 / 0() (FA F to oper
;lt,' at It*t1 t1i I ( upulul, of InUlIirE ?, hcI',d II, cal ItIi) betwcn 'flnigreln
and ll..c IIII. I ' ,hwi!:III 1 1 Hi wat (),)())CPA 1 Itsoi I luia cotld be 
v'ar d, l It 11 till?$ tolte..11111p, 1,II 
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and Bouak6. Other major costs of trucking are the bribes and "gifts" 

that truckers and merchants are sometimes forced to pay politce and cus

toms officials along the route. These costs are less important for
 

trekked herds than for trucked herds because drovers can often avoid
 

police checkpoints by trekking their animals away from the main roads.
 

The indirect costs of mortality and weight losses during trucking
 

also appear to substantial. Because of the small number of cattle
 

shipped long ditances by truck in Ivory Coast, it proved impossible
 

during the study tc empirically determine the mortality rate for trucked
 

cattle. Cattle traders interviewed in Abidjan and Bouake, however, gen

erally stated that about twice as many animals were lost during trucking 

as during trekking. Weighings of cattle trucked to Abidjan from Niono,
 
Mali and from Ferk.ss6dougou, Ivory Coast indicated that net carcass
 

weight losses during trucking were fairly high, about 2.7 pervent per
 

day in transit (27, pp. 242-43).
 

The main advantages of long-distance trucking of cattle are that it
 

allows merchants to react quickly to shortages of cattle in the consump

tion markets (if they can quickly find trucks to transport their animals)
 

and it permits a more rapid rotation of capital. For example, instead
 

of trekking his animals for thirty days between Tingrela and Bouak6, a
 

merchant can truck them to Bouake in a single day. Even if it takes
 

him a week to assemble the herd in Tlngrela, three days to find a truck, 

a week to sell the animals in Bouake, and a day to return to TIngrela, 

his rate of capital rotation will be two and one-lalf times that of a mer

chant who trekked his cattle to market (eighteen days versus forty-five 

days). During most of the study period, however, the price differential 

between markets wan not high enough to make trucking more profitable than 

trekking, even taking Into account the faster rate of capital rotation. 

Long-distance trucking was therefore used only uhen price differentials 

between markets were unusually high. 

The above dimufsion applies to trucking costs within the Sudanese 

and Guinea navanna zones. Within the forest zone (i.e., the area south 

of Bouak() trekking cattle in difficult becnune of dense vegetation and 

heavy tnetn infestation, and in some are-a trekking to outlawed. The 
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real costs of trekking are therefore higher in the forest zone than in
 

the savanna. Trucking costs, on the other hand, are generally lower in
 

the forest zone than in the savanna because most of the main roads within
 

the forest zone are paved. Trucking therefore becomes a viable alterna

tive to trekking in the forest zone, and intermediate-distance -rucking
 

of cattle within this zone is common.
 

Rail Shipment.-- Almost all cattle sold in Abidjan arrive by train.
 

Some trek part of the way to Abidjan before boarding the train (e.g.,
 

from Mali to Ferkess6dougou); others, particularly those from Upper
 

Volta, travel the entire distance by rail. Rail shipment is more costly
 

per trip than trekking, but allows cattle to be shipped longer distances,
 

particularly during the dry season, than trekking would allow. Rail
 

transport also permits traders to rotate their capital more quickly than
 

trekking does. 

Table 13 shows the typical costs (excluding weight losses) of ex

porting cattle by rail from Ouagadougou to Abidjan in 1976. The table
 

shows that of the total cost of about 14,000 CFA F per animal, over half
 

was attributable to taxes and license fees. By far the largest of these
 

was the Voltaic export tax of 6,519 CFA F per head. Rail transport
 

charges accounted for about 30 percent of the cost of exporting cattle,
 

and other charges made up the remaining 20 percent. Although rail trans

port coSts are not the single most important cost of exporting cattle 

from Ouagadougou to Abidjan, they are, nonetheless, a crucial determinant 

of cattle 0bothprcc.s In cities. 

'There ar, thret, major problems with rail shipment of cattle in Ivory 

Conint ;imld IJpler Volta. F irst, delays in loading, unloading , and ell route 

remilt I (,I( t It,I 'ditig. a long time In the poorly venlt I latd rall cars 

witholot tood or witer. For exarmple, the retriar'h r;h utd tI ,rhat(oII tile 

av rag c.it ti Il I rom Otag,adoiig,,m Ahld ,* Ii ,wt'iid 3.'j (l:Iy.;., wpid to ,l (wwven 

tilhe t1.4, Hic .11c 'htb el III tilt- val ' Ill i .111dl)i~te thi, t I mel thecy 

,are- ii 1i d tl l i'Al i lI II tl1iI !; ir t Ivt i- 1(mo4Io,id I )I. I I s,, I ii''jw IA m, I ie no r 

IItI , l,,,vty I o14. Ity.waI te r . e ,u I ,lir iI ,.;ll- .11iil t t 1:11,1.11 The 

data Ni(l ca.li iie t citit t I ;lhlpld I rmo )iti)ui mq . t i) A IltIIluui lIeu about 

9 (dtt'i 1 1 Iglit a ImenfttIi'l4,1 r fIitil Wvlgltit ('1 2 toit lJuit elirl1iage 
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TABLE 13 

COST OF TRANSPORTING FIFTY HEAD OF CATTLE FROM
 
OUAGADOUGOU TO ABIDJAN BY RAIL (IN"FAF)
 

Expense 
 Totai Cost Cost per Animal
 

1. 	Marking animals to denote ownership
(Ouagadougou) 
 500 10
 

2. 	Landlord's commission in Ouagadougou 12,500 250
 
3. 	Payment to herders to watch animals
 

before shipment 
 7,500 150
 
4. 	Export license 
 4,150 83
 
5. 	Veterinary inspection of animals 
 7,500 15%)
 

6. 	Certificate of origin (100 CFAF
 
per herd) 
 100 2
 

7. 	Salary of drovers 2 @ 5,000 CFAF 
 10,000 200
 
8. 	Food for drovers 2 @ 2,000 CFAF 
 4,000 80
 
9. 	Authorization to export 
 200 4
 
10. 	Voltaic export tax 6,519 CFAF
 

per animal 
 325,95o 6,519
 
11. 	 Rail transport 2 1112 cars @ 

104,666 CFAF 
 209,332 4,187
 
Straw for cars 
 8,000 160
 
Loading of cars 2 @ 750 CFAF 
 1,500 30
 
Unloading of -!ars 
 2 @ 500 CFAF 1,000 20
 
Other charges 
 0-40,000 0-800
 

12. 	 Losi of animals 1.6% of 50 animals
 
.8% thrown out for loss of 54,000

CFAF per head 
 21,600
 

.8% sold at an average loss of 
27,000 CFAF por load 10,800
 
Total loss: mortality 
 32,400 648
 

13. 	 Forced Sales 
3%of 50 anIMAtNls t an average loss
of 18,OO CAF per animal 27,000 540 

14. 	 Market tax: Abldjan 2',000 S0 
15. 	 Gift to th, Itilord 0-5,000 0-100 

Total (ex, liling wtlght loases) 676,632-721,612 13,533-14,433 
Da a 	 In tiarsit 2-5 

SOURCE': rirld t dy reasilta: Larry Ilerman, personal communication,
and 	 Larry Herman. "tattle andU.S.A. 1.1., (Ann Arbot : 1971),Moatpp.Marketing119-40. In lpper Volta,"Report to 
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is the single largest cost, excluding export taxes, of shipping cattle
 

between Ouagadougou and Abidjan, costing about 5,700 CFA F per head.1
 

Mortality losses and forced sales, while significant, are less important
 

than shrinkage losses, costing about 1,200 CFA F per head. Roughly 1.6
 

percent of all cattle shipped between Ouagadougou and Abidjan die en
 

route (See Table 14). Mortality losses only become important when cattle
 

spend more than two days in the train cars; therefore, very few cattle
 

shipped by rail within Ivory Coast die en route.
 

The second major problem of rail shipment is that the cars used by
 

the RAN 2 to ship cattle are boxcar-style wagons with very poor ventila

tion. 
As a result, the cars become very hot inside, and t'.is exacerbates
 

the mortality and weight losses en route.
 

The third problem of rail transport is a seasonal shortage of rail
 

cars during the peak months of the cattle trade (September to February).
 

The shortage often forces merchants to wait a week or more for cars to
 

ship cattle south. The transportation bottleneck not only reduces 

the number of cattle that can be shipped to Abidjan; it significantly
 

raises the price of moving cattle south, as merchants incur additional
 

costs as their herds wait at the railroad loading points for cars to be

come available. These costs are estimated at roughly 124 CFA F per
 

animal per day, or 6,200 CFA F per day for a herd of fifty head (27, pp.225
26 ). The costs are passed on to consumers in the form of higher meat
 

prices. The seasonal shortage of rail cars is due to a slow north-south 

rotation of cars by the RAN. The rotation is slow because merchants who
 

ship goods north in the cars are reluctant to unload them once they
 

arrive in Upper Volta, due to a lack of warehouse space. 

IView'd another way, the 9 percent carcass weight loss is the 
equivalent of Ioning one out of every eleven animals shipped. 

2Re..i, dC (hmin de Fer Abidjan-Niger, the railroad linking 
Oiiagidoutgou and Abidjan. 



TABLE 14
 

ES~iTED. XRTALITY RAS OF CATTLE DURNG RAIL SHIPMNT TO ABIDJAN: 1976-77
 

(PER=Tc~)
 

Distance from Average Tripa 
 _Nber of Cars in Survey Estinated Mortality Rate (Percent)
Point of Departure Abidjan (km.) 
 Length (days) 1112 H13 J14 Total H12 H13 J14 Overall
 

Upp-er Volta
 
C;agadougou 1,155 
 3.5 194 26 137 357 1.3 1.9 1.8 
 1.6
 
Kaudougou 1,062 3.4 
 51 1 8 60 1.3 0 2.5 1.4
 

3o0,o-Dio'1gaso 806 3.1 133 33 21 187 
 0.9 1.5 2.3 1.2 co 

Ivory Coast 
Ouangolodougou 616 1.7 
 30 1 1 32 0 
 0 0 0
 
Ferklssfdougou 560 1.6 158 8 18 184 0.1 
 0 0.8 0.1 
Tafiri 498 
 1.6 13 2 0 15 0 0 0 0
 
3ouaki 
 326 1.8 14 1 
 1 16 0 0 0 
 0
 

a Results from survey. See 27, pp. 239-41 for details.
 

5512, 13, and J14 refer to different types of cattle cars.
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Conclusions
 

The data collected during the study indicate that cattle merchants
 

currently rely heavily on trekking because trekking is the cheapest way
 

of moving cattle within the savanna zones. Not only are the cash costs
 

of trekking low; the indirect costs, in terms of mortalities and weight
 

loss en route, also appear low during most of the year. Although it 

involves a slower rate of capital rotation than trucking or rail trans

port, trekking remains the most profitable way of moving cattle to mar

ket in much of Ivory Coast. 

Cattle merchants, however, do not rely exclusively on this method 

of transport. Merchants are quite sensitive to relative transport costs, 

and have adopted modern means of transport when it has been profitable 

to do so. For example, virtually all cattle shipped from Upper Volta to 

Abidjan travel by rail because the distance involved is grat (over 1,100 

km. between Ouagadougou and Abl.1an) and because trekking in the southern 

half of Ivory Coast is difficult. Similarly, many merchants who export 

cattle from Mali to Bouakk trek their animals during the rainy season, 

but shift to a mixture of trekking and r.il trantport during the dry sea

son, when the rIsk of mortalities and weight loseitst during trekking in

crease. This nensitivity on the part of merchants to relative transport 

costs suggest that as roads and ratl transport Improve and cattle prices 

rise, merchants will Increasingly rely on trains and trucks to ship their 

cattle to market.
 

FACTORSLAFEC-MIDg Tl CATION OF SLAUGHTER 

In recent years, governments of the Sahelian countries and donor
 

agencies have promoted the construction of modern abattoirs In the north

ern livestock-producing areas, with the goal of Rhipping refrigerated 

meat to the coas-tal areas. The Ivory Const government has followed a 

similar policy, contracting for the construction of a refrigerated abat
toir In Fvrk6,ns6,ougou, which will ship meat south to Abidjan. Policy 
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makers see two advantages in slaughtering in the north and shipping the
 

meat south. 
 First, the shrinkage and mortality losses associated with
 

the shipment of live animals would be reduced or eliminated. Second,
 

slaughtering in the north would increase value added in the north.
 

To date, however, it has remained more profitable to ship live ani
mals south tnan to ship chilled meat, and as a result, tile chilled meat
 
trade has not developed as planners had hoped that it would. Table 15
 
illustrates the problem, comparing the profits that could have been
 

earned In early 1977 shipping chilled beef to Abidjan from Ferkc'ssddougou, 

where the Ivo.-'an government Is constructing a new abattoir, with those 

that could be earntd shipping cattle along the same route. 1 Tab!" 15 
shows that given the prlcc:; and costs prevail ing In early 1977, a mer

chant could have arned nearly twice a; much shipping cattle between 

Ferk6ss6dougou aw'l Abidjan as he could have earne~d slaughteritng the animals 

In Ferkissedoigou and slipping the carcasses south. A similar situation 

prevailed for shdipments of cattle and chilled meat to Abidjan from Bamako 

and Ouagadougou (27, Chapter 7). 

One reason It has remained more profitable to export cattle than 

meat is the high cost of shipping chilled meat In West Africa. Frequent 

breakdowns of refrigeration equipment (especially of the poorly maintained 

refrigerated rail cars used to ship meat between Upper Volta and Abidjan) 

lead to deterioration of the meat, adding ,igniflcantlyto transport 

costs. 

Transport costs, however, are not the only determinants (f the rela

tive profitability of cattle an(d meat exports. 'The amount of money that 

can be earned e lling the fifth quarter in tite north compared to selling It 

in the south alaso playst a crucial role. A model presnted In tile Appendix 

In Tabl e 15 and In the Fuibivtqient analymlt; iin thii riectionl It in 

assumed that the fifth (quartr (I . e 4,ll ilable offalf) of animals 
slaughtered In th, north ar' rol I ti tht north and are not "hipped s'outh. 
Typically, without proceftilng, offalif tvend to upoll quickly. Mittendorf 
(9, p. 16) rt,1portti that evn when of in it re frozviu for nhipment south, 
they lone fr(nn 2) to 50 percent of thilr retail valuv hcauNO of West 
African cotitiumer,' prtforrce for freah offalio. 
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TABLE 15 

COMPARISON OF THE PROFITABILITY OF SHIPPING MEAT
 
AND CATTLE FROM FERKESSEDOUGOU TO ABIDJAN (IN CFAF)
 

Expenses/Receipts Cost per Animal
 

Heat Shipment 

Expenses
 
Purchase of Animal having 160 kg carcass
 

weight in Ferkdss6dougou @ 337 CFAF
 
per kg carcass weight 53,920
 

Slaughter Expenses
 
Slaughter tax, veterinary inspection, and
 

cold room fees 
 2,500
 
Amortization of burcher's license and union
 

fees 
 347
 
Preparation of the carcass for shipment
 

2 CFAF per kg 
 320
 
Loss through seizures (0.5 percent) 282
 
Sale of fifth quarter in Ferkdssdougou -5,000
 

Total Slaughter Cost Minus Value of Offal.
 
Sold in Ferk~ss~dougou -1,551
 

Refrigerated Rail Shipment:
 
23,155 CFAF per ton 
 3,705
 

(Refrigerated Truck Shipment:
 
30 CFAF per kg) (4,800)
 

Unloading of Train Car or Truck: 500 CFAF per
 
car of 8 toro (50 carcasses) 10
 

Veterinary Inspection Tax in Abidjan:
 
10 CFAF per kg 1.600
 

Total Expenses: Train 57,684
 
Total Expenses: Truck 58,779
 

Weight Loss in Transit: 1.5 percent 2.4 kg 

Weight of Meat Arrived in Abidjan 157.6 kg 

Sale Price per kg in Abidjan 400 CFAF 

Gross Fecelpts 63,040 

Prof it per Animal 
Rail Transport 5,356 
Truck Transport 4,261 

See following page for cootinuation of Table 15 
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TABLE 15 - CONITINUED 

Expenses/Receipts 
 Cost per Animal
 

Live Animal Shipment
 
(25 head)
 

Expenses
 
Purchase of Animal of 160 kg carcass weight in
 

Ferk~ss~dougou @ 337 CFAF per kg carcass weight 53,920
 
Salary of Drover
 

5,000 CFAF for 25 head 
 200
 
Food for Drover: 1,000 CFAF 
 40
 
Return Passage for Drover
 
Round Trip for Owner: 4,000 CFAF 160
 
Food for Owner in Abidjan: 7 days @ 200 CFAF 

1,400 CFAF 
 56
 
Health Certificate: 3,500 CFAF 140
 
Losr of Animals --

Forced Sales: 1.5 percent of 25 animals @
 

20,000 CFAF loss per animal - 7,500 CFAF 300
 
Amortization of Cattle Merchants License 
 242
 
Rail Transport
 

I H12 car @ 62,558 CFAF 2,502
 
Straw: 500 CFAF 
 20
 
Loading/Unloading: 1,000 CFAF 40
 
Other: 1,000 CFAF 
 40
 

Abidjan Cattle Market Tax 
 500
 
Gift to Landlord 
 0-100
 

Total Expenses 58,160 to 58,260
 
1
Loss of Carcass Weight (2 percent) 3.2 kg 

Carcass Weight of Animal in Abidjan 156.8 kg 
Sale Price of the Animal per kg Carcassweight in 

Abidj an 422 CFAF 
Gross Receipts 67,738 

Profit per Animal 9,458 to 9,558 

SOURCE: Stiatz, John M., The Economic. of Cattle and Meat Marketing 
in Ivory Coast (Ann Arbor: Center for Research on Economic Development:
 
1979), pp. 256-57.
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shows that under existing conditions, three factors determine whether
 

it is more profitable to export live animals or meat from the north:
 

the price of meat in the south, the price of the fifth quarter in the
 

north, and relative transport costs and shrinkage for cattle and meat.
 

Contrary to a popularly held view, with given transport costs, if the
 

prices of meat and offals in the south rise relative to prices in the
 

north it becomes relatively less, not more, profitable to ship meat than
 
1
 

live animals. By slaughtering in the north a merchant forgoes the
 

income he could have earned by selling the fifth quarter in the south,
 

where its price is higher. An increase in meat prices in the south re

,ative to the north will increase the profitability of exporting meat
 

as opposed to live animals only if the price of offals in the south falls
 

relative to the price of meat in the south, a situation unlikely to occur
 

in Abidjan in the next five to ten years. Furthermore, expansion of
 

slaughter in the north in order to increase meat exports would tend to
 

be self-braking. Expanded slaughter in the north wculd increase the
 

supply of offals in the north, and with no increase in the demand for
 

offals in the north, their price would fall. This would increase the
 

relative profitability of sending the offals south (in the form of a live
 

animal), where their price was higher, rather than slaughtering in the
 

north and selling the offals locally.
 

The model shows that under conditions likely to prevail during the
 

next five to ten years, the only way in which it could become more pro

fitable to export meat as opposed to live animals would be for the costs
 

of slaughtering in tl-.e north and transporting carcasses south to fall
 

relative to the cost of transporting live animals south, or for the price
 

of the fifth quarte-: in the north to increase relative to the price of 

meat in the 'outh. Furthermore, if only relative transport costs changed, 

expansion of sl;aughter In the north wotild be self-braking because of a 

fall in the relative price of of fa I; In the north. Therefore, If export

1The a;)o Iut e prof.itab II.ity of expox ting meat Increases as the price 
of meat and offalit in the south Increases relative to price In the north, 

rela- prof 1l.11 as animalbut the at.Iv t.y of meat oppoSed to live exports 
fa Ils. 
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ing meat from the north is to become and remain more profitable than
 

exporting live animals, not only must slaughter costs in the north and
 

the cost of transporting meat fall relative to the cost of transporting
 

live animals, but the price of the fifth quarter in the north must also
 

rise relative to the price of the fifth quarter in the south. 
 One way
 

to increase the demand for the fifth quarter in the north 
(and hence its
 

price) would be to build processing facilities for offals in the north.
 
Processing would allow northerners to export the fifth quarter to areas
 

where the demand for it is high, rather than being forced to sell it in
 

the north where the demand for it is limited. This, in turn, would in
crease the relative profitability of exporting meat as opposed to live
 

animals.
 

CATTLE AND MEAT PRICES: THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR NORTHERN FATTENING PROJECTS
 

The profitability of most livestock development projects ultimately
 
depends in large part on the retail demand for different types of meat.
 

The nature of this demand is reflected in the prices of different types
 

of cattle and of different cuts of meat. This section uses data on cattle
 

and beef prices and information gathered during interviews with meat con
sumers to draw inferences about the nature of the demand for beef in Ivory
 

Coast and how it is likely to change in the near future.
 

Types of Markets for Beef in Ivory Coast and Projected Production of
 
Different Grades of Beef
 

Ivory Coast has two distinct markets for beef: 
 the class I market,
 

made up of supermarkets and European-style butcher shops; and the class
 
2 market, made up of butchers who sell meat in open market stalls. The 
class I market, which caters to the urban elite (expatriates and high

income Africaiig handles slightly over 1.,800 tons of beef per year, about 

4 percent of the total Ief consumed In Ivory Coast. 'htu, tb', market for high 

quality beef In Ivory Coasrt: Is stll I, )oth In alb,)oltite and relatIve ternis. 
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Projected production of high-quality beef in central West Africa,
 

however, is high. SODEPRA is currently operating a feedlot at Ferkdss6

dougou, and the National Plan projected output from this feedlot would
 

total 16,000 head by 1980, the equivalent of 1,600 tons of fattened rear
 2
 

quarters. The National Plan calls for a second feedlot to be built in
 

1980, with a capacity of 20,000 head per year, or 2,000 tons of fattened
 

rear quartErs. Mall plans to export 19,000 head of fattened cattle per
 

year to Ivory Coast bv 1980 (20), the equivalent of 1,900 tons of fattened
 

rear quarters. Three feedlots have been constructed near Banfora in
 

Upper Volta, with a total capacity of over 6,000 head per year (600 tons
 

of fattened rear quarters) (7). The financial success of almost all
 

these projects depends on the ability of the feedlot operators to sell
 

the fattened animals (or the meat from these animals) at a premium on the
 

Ivorian market. The orolected production from these feedlots, however,
 

far exceeds the demand for high-quality beef in Ivory Coast. The produc

tion of high quality rear quarters is projected at about 6,000 tons in
 

1980, while the total demand for high quality beef in Ivory Coast is un

likely to exceed 2,000 tons.
 

The question arises whether alternative markets -an be found for
 

(particuthis beef. While some markets may exist in other coastal states 


larly Nigeria), many of these states are setting up their own feedlots.
 

It is therefore likely that the bulk of this high-quality beef, if it is
 

produced, will have to be sold on the class 2 market.
 

Demand for Fattcned Beef in the Class 2 Market
 

Data on cattle and retail beef prices collected during the study
 

suggest some preference in the class 2 market for fattier, more tender 

meat. Cattle prices can be .sed in two ways to draw inferences about the 

1 Soc let6 pour le lh;veloppeinent des Productions Animales, the Ivorian 
domes tic livestock production.government agency hn charte of promoting 


2-11978, however, the fcedlot's manager satd that- production in
 

1980 would probably total only about .1.0,000 head (26). 
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retail demand for tender meat. 
First, the prices of heavy animals can
 

be compared with those of lighter animals in order to see whether a prem
ium was paid for the larger, generally better-fed animals. Second, the
 
prices of animals of different breeds and sexes can be compared to see
 
if prices are higher for those breeds and sexes reputed to yield fattier
 

meat.
 

Cattle Prices.-- Data from Bouak6 indicate that once the value of
 
the fifth quarter was taken into account, the price per kg carcass weight
 
of zebu males having carcasses 190 kg and heavier was about 1.5 percent
 
higher than the price per kg 
of males with carcasses of between 130-159
 
kg. Although such a comparison is hampered by the fact that the weight
 
differences among animals were sometimes due to differences in the frames
 

of the animals, not their degree of finish, it does suggest that class
 
2 butchers in Bouak6 paid a slight premium for fattier, more tender meat.
 

The preference of consumers, and hence butchers, for fattier meat
 
can be seen more clearly by comparing the prices paid for different breeds
 
and sexes of cattle. Both class 1 and class 2 butchers in Abidjan and
 
Bouakg reported that zebus usually yielded fattier meat than did taurins,
 
and that consumers preferred this fattier meat. Similarly, butchers re
ported that steers usually yielded fattier meat than either bulls or cows.
 
Table 16 presents average monthly prices in Bouak6 of zebu males, zebu
taurin crossbreeds, and taurins during the study period. 
The table shows
 
that in ten of the thirteen months under consideration the price per kg
 
carcass weight of zebus was above that of taurins and that in nine of the
 
thirteen months the price of zebus was above that of zebu-taurin cross

breedb. 
For the period as a whole, the price per kg carcass weight of
 
zebu males averaged 369 CFA F, compared with 363 CFA F for zebu-taurin
 

crossbreeds and 351 CFA F for taurins. 2 
 The higher price per kg carcass
 
weight of zebus reflected the aforementioned preference of consumers, and
 

See 27, p. 33-37 for details.
 
2T-tests indicated that differences were statistically significant
 

(27, pp, 332-37).
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hence butchers, for the fattier meat from zebus.1 As would be expected,
 

the price of per kg of zebu-taurin crossbreeds was intermediate between
 

that of zebus and that of taurins.
 

The prices for taurins and zebu-taurin crossbreeds shown in Table
 

16 are not broken down by sex or weight of the animal. It is therefore
 

conceivable that the price differences observed in Table 16 resulted
 

from factors other than breed. An economic model of the demand
 

for slaughter cattle in Bouak6 was therefore constructed in order to
 

test for significant differences among the prices of different types of
 

cattle (27, pp.34 3-53). The model allows comparison of average prices by
 

breed and sex, while holding weight and month of sale constant. Table
 

17 presents the relative prices per kg. of different types of cattle as
 

estimated by the model.
 

Table 17 confirms that the price per kg carcass weight of zebus
 

was higher than that of other breeds. It also shows that, as expected,
 

the price per kg of steers was higher than the price per kg of either
 

bulls and cows. This pattern of relative prices strongly suggests that
 

consumers in the class 2 market preferred fattier, more tender meat;
 

as mentioned above, zebus generally yielded meat was a higher fat con

tent than did taurins, and steers yielded fattier meat than did either
 

cows or bulls.
 

Retail Meat Prices.-- Retail meat prices also suggest that consumers
 

who bought beef on the class 2 market preferred some fat in their diet.
 

Beef is sold on tie class 2 market both by weight and in small unweighed 

piles called .tias, which are composed of skeletal meat, offals, fat, and 

bone. When prices of ta; are regressed against the weight of meat, bones, 

offals, and fat ii the .ta, the coe fficients in the resulting equation 

This preference was ref.lected tn the retail market by the ease 

witi which a butcher couIld sell his meat. Hutcherri reported that when 
they sold11eat from tuirtrill;;s they 5jometimes had trouble selling all their 
meat during the morning. Ihpiy were thus required to either put in longer 
hours at the maorket to sell all their meat or sell the meat the next day 
(or In tihe evenlug) at a dirvournfL. 
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TABLE 16
 

AVERAGE MONTHLY CATTLE PRICES IN BOUAKE: JULY 1976-JULY 1977 
(CFAF per kg carcass weight) 

Zebu Males
 
Month/Year (130-159 kg. car-


cass weights) 


1976
 

July 344 

(s.d.)c (28) 

N 23 


August 359 

(s.d.) (34) 

N 17 


September 344 

(s.d.) (37) 

N 25 


October 343 

(s.d.) (28) 

N 32 


November 340 

(s.d.) (31) 

N 45 


December 395 

(s.d.) (45) 

N 46 


1977
 

January 366 

(s.d.) (29) 

N 42 


February 382 

(s.d.) (21) 

N 58 


March 377 

(s.d.) (28) 

N 34 


April 382 

(s.d.) (31) 
N 41 


Tal e 16 cotiituid Oin next page. 

Zebu-Taurin Taurinsb 
Crossbreedsa 

360 302 
(28) 
5 1 

330 335 
(27) (27) 
6 6 

321 342 
(22) (21) 
2 10 

356 334 
(58) (30) 
15 10 

336 329 
(28) (34) 
20 4 

383 360 
(29) (40) 
33 4 

364 326 
(37) 
40 1 

370 380 
(32) (39) 
29 10 

381 324 
(30) (28) 
22 2 

389 391 
(34) (44) 
32 11 
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TABLE 16 - CONTINUED
 

Zebu Males
 

Month/Year (130-159 kg. car- Zebu-Taurin
 
cass weights) Crossbreeds Taurins
 

May 381 376 392
 
(s.d.) (25) (30) (21)
 
N 34 28 2
 

June 406 382 372
 
(s.d.) (35) (31) (26)
 
N 21 18 16
 

July 376 371 382
 
(s.d.) (25) (33) (27)
 
N 8 5 4
 

Averagee 369 363 351
 

The average carcass weight of the 255 zebu-taurin crossbreeds in the
 
samp) was 144 1g. 

"ihe avvrage carcass weight of the 81 taurins in the sample was 126 kg.
 

CStandard deviation. 

dNumber of observations.
 

eunweighitcd average of monthly prices, 
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TABLE 17 

RELATIVE PRICES PER KG. OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CATTLE
 
SOLD IN BOUAKE, 1976-77
 

(percent of price per kg of zebu steers)a
 

Breed Steers Bulls Females
 

Zebus 100.0 96.8 98.9
 
N'damas 95.9 92.7 
 94.8
 
Baouls 
 98.3 95.1 97.2
 
Zebu-Taurin Crossbreeds 99.0 95.8 
 97.9
 

352 53
aSee 27, pp.  for details of how these prices were calculated.
 

represent the implicit prices per kg of each of those constituents. Com

paring these implicit prices yields insight into how much consumers value
 

each of these items in their diets.
 

Analysis of data from Bouak6 indicate that for large tas the impli

cit prices per kg in 1976-77 were the following: skeletal meat -- 438
 
CFA F; offals -- 371 CFA F; 
 fat -- 286 CFA F; and bone -- 290 CFA F.1
 

The fact that the implicit price of fat in the tas was nearly 300 CFA F 
per kg strongly suggests that Ivorian consumers desire some fat in their
 

diet.
 

Factors Limiting the Effective Demand for Fattened Beef
 

Although eonmi;mer In the class 2 market prefer fattier, more ten
der meat, te de(,ree to which this~ preferenre traniilate. Into higher 
prices for wI I led animalsI ; I tinit(d by thre, factors: consuinrn' dis
like for ni.,tt Htat ii "too fat," traditional vatl ;ghabits, and low con

sumer InI('cniu .. 

,i', , pp. 441- 44 for details. Beenuse of strong Intercorrela
tion (r .8 ) ho.twen the amount of meat and the timount of bone in the 
ttf.., the Impliit price of bone was probably overestimated and that of 
meat underent. imated. 
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Ivorian consumers apparently like some fat in meat, but they com

plain if beef is "too fat," i.e., if the carcass is covered by a thick
 

layer of fat. Consumers interviewed in Bouak6 often cited this as a
 

reason for their not buying imported frozen beef, even though the frozen
 

meat was cheaper than locally slaughtered beef. Traditional eating habits
 

also limit the effective demand for tender meat. Traditionally, meat is
 

consumed in West Africa as part of a sauce that is boiled for several
 

hours. Given this method of preparation, there is little reason to paya
 

premium for especially tender meat. The effective demand in the class
 

2 market for tender meat is further limited by the low income of most
 

consumers. Most consumers who buy meat on the class 2 market have little
 

income left to pay a premium for tender meat after meeting their basic 

needs. Demand for tender meat can be expected to grow, however, as in

comes increase. With higher incomes and greater employment possibilities 

outside the home for women, the opportunity cost of the long time spent 

preparing meals by traditional methods will increase. Consumers will 

therefore shift to more rapid means of preparing meat, such as grilling, 

for which the tenderness of the meat Is an important consideration. 

What consumers in the class 2 market currently are looking for, then,
 

is meat from a well-fleshed, but not a finished, animal. Butchers who
 

sell on the class 2 market therefore pay slightly more (up to 4bout 7 

percent more per kg carcass weight) for animalu yielding fattier meat 

than for lean animals. Effective demand for well-fleshed animals in the
 

class 2 market is probably not high enough, however, to absorb at a prem

ium price all the fattened cattle scheduled to be produced from northern
 

feedlots in the next few years.
 

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major conclusions and policy recommendations of the study fall
 

under seven headings: 1) the changing Ivorian market for beef; 2) the
 

organization of cnttle and meat markvtIng; 3) market infrastructure
 

needs; 4) problems of transporting cattle; 5) the location of slaughter;
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6) the nature of demand for beef in Ivory Coast and the implications
 
of this demand for northern cattle fattening projects; and 7) general
 
recommendations for marketing policy in the future.
 

The Changing Ivorian Market for Beef
 

A crucial question facing Ivory Coast and its northern neighbors ic
 
the following: 
 during the next few years, how dependent will Ivory Coast
 
be on cattle imports from the Sahelian countries? The question is especi
ally important to the Sahelian countries in light of three recent changes
 
that have reduced the importance of imported cattle as a source of pro
tein in the Ivorian diet:
 

1) Ivorian co:sumers have increasingly substituted fish for beef
 
in their diets as 
the price of beef has risen relative to fish; 

2) Ivory Coast's imports of cattle from the Sahelian countries
 
have fallen, and since 1975 they have been replaced in part by imports
 
of frozen beef from non-West African suppliers; and
 

3) the Ivorian government has launched a series of projects aimed
 
at 
increasing domestic livestock production (espelcally poultry and pork 
production) in order to reduce Ivory Coast's reliance on imports. 

In spite of the decreased importance of livestock imports in recent 
years, Ivory Coast will probably continue to rely on them for a large 
part of its anfinal protein supply during the next five years, Prices on
 
the world beef market were usually low during 1.975 and 1976, when Ivory 
Coast first began Importing large quantities of frozen beef, and are 
Likely to rise substantielly at least through 1980 (27, pp. 447-48). 
Therefore, even thouph the Ivorian market for beef 1,; now Integrated with 
the world market, Increasing prices for beef on toe world mark.1 imly dins
cot, ge Ivory Coast from Import Ing beer from non-Wet Afrrin ,;tippl It, rn. 
The ip-iv k*i mported Into Ivory Confit Is aliio Ifnrs'a , aII - Thi 

importer iL.,, - 'd In Ivory C(oa t. e 'xpect d It to C fiit I nut ft fitl,rlt;i',1 
during the next. few yearn. rhi-refors-, I In ninlikely that n,, iwr'i will 

Imported fro:en i lith, which :uki tip lhe tnil k o Ivtry (Cutit'll 
fihll supply, Incr .i,1isd In p ,ibou 10honiI -rentr between 1911 intd 191H (1). 
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continue to substitutea fish for beef in their diets to the degree to
 

which they did between 1970 and 1975. Domestic Ivorian production of
 

poultry and pork has Increased in recent years, as has consumptioil of
 

these substitutes for beef. Per capita conaumption of poultry and pork,
 

however, remains much lower than beef consumption, and data on consumer
 

preferences (/) suggest that it would take a large change in relative
 

prices to effect widespread substitution of pork and poultry for beef in
 

the diet. Such changes seem unlikely in the next five to ten years.
 

Ivory Coast's continued reliance on the Sahellan countries for the 

bulk of its beef supply has important implications, both for the Sahelian 

countries and for Ivory Coast itself. The Sahelian countries should 

realize that Ivory Coast will continue to be an Important market for their 

livestock exports, but not on the same terms as prior to 1975. Ivory 

Coast has already met many of the fixed costs of Importing non-West African 

frozen meat (e.g., .thas contacted exporters, constructed cold storage 

facilities, and introduced consumers to the product); therefore, it will 

be relatively easy for Ivory Coast to enter thi world market when the 

world price of beef In below the Vest African pricc. It Is therefore in 

the Sahellan countrL,' interest to facilitate the flow of cattle south

ward to Ivory Coast (e.g., by Improving livestock transport and simpli

fying export procedures) in order to improve the competitive position 

of the Sahelaln countles vis--,-v Is non-Wevt African meat exporters. 

Ivory Coast will probably remain an important export market for the 

Sahelian countries, part icularly for Mali and Upper Volta, but it is not 

a market that can be t.ken for granted. 

The world price of beef will probably rise markedly In tile next five 

years; therefore, Ivory Coast' s continued reliance on the world market 

for a large part of it. beef supply may prove very costly. It In there

fore altso in Ivory Coat.tii Intere!t to facilitate the flow of liventock 

south from the Sahelf trin cuintriefi, e. g ., through improved trekking routes. 

By making it enalier and cl aper for niorthern livetitock merchants to ihip 

their antimaIallsotlth, Ivory CoaiSt can help assure ,1hat tt ,.at part of 

the itrrease litdemand for animal protein that will retsult from the coun

try'n populat ion growth, tiroanization, nnd growth fit per capita Income 

will tran late into an Increnue in meat conumption, not Junt an Incraso in 

pr Icit, 
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The Organization of Cattle and Meat Marketing
 

The research showed that the traditional cattle and meat marketing
 
system is fairly efficient, given the physical infrastructure constraints
 
under which it operates. Market concentration is typically low to moder
ate, collusion to restrict sales in order to raise prices 
seems rare, and
 
the profit margins of cattle merchants and butchers do not appear exorbi
tant. luishort, the marketing system for cattle and beef seems 
to be
 

fairly competitive.
 

One reason that the market Is fairly competitlve and net margins are
 
modest is the relative ease of entry into the cattle and meat trades.
 
Since it is fairly easy to enter th. trade, there are many buyers and
 
sellers in major marketts, and competition among them holds down profit
 
margins. 
Most plans put forward by government officials for reorganiza
tion of the cattle and meat trades involve restricting the number of
 
people involved In the trade, either through strict licensing or by re
placing certain market 
 agents by state agencies. While officials may
 
fee that strict licensing requirements would allow the government 
 a 
higher degree of control over cattle and meat marketing, officials should
 
also realize that by restricting access to the trade, licensing reduces 
competition and usually leads to higher meat 
prices. Indeed, the main
 
effect of limiting the number of butchers' licenses Issued 
 In BouakC and 
Abidjan has b.een to create a black market tin licenses that has made it 
difficult and expensive for young butchers to enter the trade. 

The traditional rwirketing system i labor-intensive, using little 
capital other than the cattle nold. Most plans for market reorganization
 
and abattoir improvement Involv. replacing some of the labor involved in 
marketing with Imported cpittal equipment. Such plans also would uhually 
disrupt tie Indi geioun training ,iytem for butchers and traders. When 
planning markvt in, project., official. .thould carefully consider the 
employuent I I ,tvti of these projecta. They nhould alsio renlizti that It 
may not ilwayi b e a pprop riate to adopt Ituropean or North American models 
or ihlah oer still ive'tock and mvat marketing tinIvory Coant because the
 
eCOnoti tt. 1'iart1), 
Ic t 4',t u Ipon wh Icht t hou model aro hn ed (,.g., tho relatIva 
pric,,. ,ilcapitiO and labor) ara different In 7vory Coast titan In Europe 

or North Amt-rlcn. 
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Finally, the study has shown that even thou~n butchers in Abidjan
 

and Bouakg ignore official price controls, butchers' net margins are
 

quite low. This implies that the butchers' trade is competitive enough
 

to prevent price-gouging by butchers even without price controls. Re

moving retail price controls on beef in Abidjan and Bouakf therefore
 

probably would not lead to a rapid increase in prices.
 

Market Infrastructure Needs
 

The research showed that much of the market infrastructure provided
 

by recent livestock marketing projects does not contribute to increased
 

market efficiency and usually remains unused by butchers and cattle traders.
 

There are areas, however, where new market infrastructure could contri

bute sulstantially to improved cattle and meat marketing. The Abidjan
 

abattoir, for example, is in very poor condition, and rebuilding it would
 

be justified on grounds of both public health and the safety of those who
 

work Pn it. The lack of grazing space around the Abidjan abattoir and
 

cattle market represents another critical infrastru,:ture contraint to
 

cattle marketing in Ivory Coast. The lack of grazing prevents butchers
 

and cattle merchants from holding a buffer stock of animals as a hedge
 

against supply fluctuations. The lack of a buffer stock combines with
 

irregular arrivals of cattle by rail to result in highly fluctuating
 

supplies in Abidjan and hence highly fluctuating cattle prices. Since
 

Abidjan absorbs about 40 percent of all beef consumed in Ivory Coast (27,
 

p. 58 ),price instability in Abidjan represents a major problem for cattle 

merchants and butchers in Ivory Coast. Until the cattle market-abattoir 

complex in Abidjan is moved to an area with adequate grazing or until 

means are found to provide forage to the cattle at the prcsent location 

economically, traders will. conttntie to demand a hi.gh risk prewinim to 

ship cattle to Abidjan and the high rate of default on debts by Abidjan 

butchers will likely continue. 
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In providing new market infrastructure, planners should keep three
 
principles in mind. First, the technology adopted should be in line
 
with local, not overseas, costs of capital and labor. In developed coun
tries capital is relatively cheap and labor is relatively expensive, while
 
in West Africa just the reverse is true. By adopting infrastructure (e.g.,
 
abattoirs) designed for price conditions in developed countries, planners
 
in West Africa risk replacing cheap local labor with expensive imported
 
capital. Planners should therefore try, wherever possible, to adapt
 
European or North American infrastructure plans to local price conditions.
 
The second point is that the equipment adopted should be simple and easy
 
to repair. All equipment breaks down eventually, and in general, the more
 
complicated the equipment, the more likely it is to break down, especially
 
given heavy use by relatively untrained personnel. Equipment is most
 

likely to be repaired quickly if parts are available locally at low cost.
 
If expensive spare parts have to be imported, the equipment may be out
 
of service for a long time, leading to serious bottlenecks in marketing
 

or slaughtering. 
The third point is that it often may be much cheaper
 
to use locally produced, rather than imported materials for infrastruc

ture construction. 
For example, it may prove cheaper to construct the
 
enclosures in cattle markets with locally produced cement bricks 
(as was
 
done in Abidjan and Bouakg) than with imported steel pipe (as was done
 
in Man). Use of local materials has the added benefit of generating
 

local employment in the manufacture of these items.
 

Problems of Cattle Transport
 

The research showed that trekking is usually the least expensive
 
way of moving cattle within the Sudanese and Guinea savanna regions and
 
that trucking is the most expensive. Trucking is expensive because
 

truck rental rates per animal are high (due to the low weight-to-volume 
ratio of cattle as compared with other cargoes) and because truckers and 
merchants are forced to pay substantial unofficial costs en route (e.g., 
bribes). Therefore, if Ivorlan officials want to hold down meat prices
 

in the cities, it would be inadvisable at this time to force merchants
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to truck their cattle to market. Merchants, who are quite sensitive to
 

relative transport costs, will shift to long-distance trucking when it
 

becomes profitable for them to do so. The widespread use of trucking
 

within the forest zone indicates that merchants are not opposed to truck

ing per se; they are only opposed to trucking when more economical means
 

of transport are available. As roads improve and cattle prices rise, the
 

relative profitability of long-distance trucking will increase, leading
 

merchants to ship their cattle by truck.
 

For the next several years, however, trekking will probably remain
 

the most profitable way of transporting cattle within the savanna zones.
 

Trekking costs could be reduced by the establishment within Ivory Coast
 

of clearly marked cattle trails along which cattle would have right-of

way. Such trails, like those that exist in Upper Volta, would facilitate
 

the flow of cattle southward, reduce the possibility of imported cattle
 

spreading disease to domestic livestork (by restricting imported cattle

specified routes), and lower the incidence of crop damage by trade herds.
 

Trekking losses could be reduced by constructing a few dipping tanks along
 

these trade routes (to reduce weight losses and mortalities resulting
 

from tick-borne diseases) and by providing dry-season watering facilities.
 

The research showed that the cost of crop damage caused by trade
 

herds is very low when expressed in terms of cost per animal trekked. The
 

problem is that the cost is borne by only a few people, the farmers whose
 

fields are damaged. Although the creation of clearly marled cattle trails
 

in Ivory Coast would reduce the incidence of crop damage, it probably
 

would not eliminate it. One way to handle the problem of compensating
 

farmers for crop damage would be to levy a small tax, e.g., 25 to 30 CFA F
 
1
 

per head,on all cattle trekked within the country. The proceeds of this
 

tax would go into a fund administered by the Ministry of Agriculture to
 

compensate farmers whose crops had been damaged by trade herds. Even if
 

the cost of administering the fund were substantial, this solution would
 

be much cheaper for the country than forcing merchants to truck their
 

1This tax could be collected by veterinary agents when they issue
 
a health certificate (laissez-passer sanitaire) to the herd.
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cattle, the cost of which would be reflected in higher meat prices and
 

seasonal transportation bottlenecks.
 

Rail transport will continue to be an important means of moving
 
cattle to market, particularly to Abidjan. The cost of shipping cattle
 
by rail, however, is high, especially in terms of the shrinkage and mor
tality losses en route and the costs of waiting several days in the north
 

for train cars to become available. The RAN should act to reduce the
 
time cattle spend in transit by assuring that trains carrying livestock
 
are given priority over trains carrying other merchandise. The RAN
 
should also consider creating express trains for livestock, either sepa
rately or as part of passenger trains. Typically, when cattle are shipped
 
by rail, during much of the time the animals are in the cattle cars, the
 
train is not moving. 
Three delays are especially important: after the
 
cattle have been loaded in Upper Volta but before the train leaves the
 

station 
(this delay averages about eight hours in Ouagadougou); at the
 
Voltaic-Ivorian border; and in Abidjan at the Treichville train station,
 

before the cattle are shipped the eight kilometers to the cattle market
 
at Port Boudt (this delay often lasts ten to twelve hours). These delays
 
add significantly to the mortality and weight losses of the cattle during
 

shipment; therefore, the RAN should work with Voltaic and Ivorian customs
 
officials and Abidjan market officials to reduce these delays to a minimum.
 
For example, if the unloading facilities at the Abidjan market were improved
 
and merchants were allowed to pay their RAN bills in advance or as 
soon
 
as 
the train arrived in Abidjan, cattle could be unloaded in Abidjan at
 
night, often cutting ten to twelve hours off the time the animals spend
 

in the cattle cars.
 

In the long run, the RAN should consider replacing its poorly
ventilated cars with open-slatted cattle cars, which would further reduce 
shrinkage and mortalities en route. The RAN should also study the pos
sibility of Feeding and watering cattle en route, either in the cars or 

at rest itops where the cattle would be unloaded. 

The seanonfl hortage of rail carn that forces merchants to wait a 
week or more In t:He north for cars coild 1elei ed by a change in the 

RAN's rate ,t.ruc tire. If the RAN were to sharply Increane the daly ren
tal rate charged for unloaded car! soitting on n lidi to, ierchriants who ship 
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goods north would be induced to unload the cars quickly, leading to a
 

more rapid rotation of these cars. Data presented elsewhere (27, pp. 190-96)
 

indicate that during the 1976-77 the rate of rotation of cars used to
 

ship cattle south was very low, and that a faster rotation of cars could
 

go a long way to reduce the seasonal transportation bottleneck.
 

The Location of Slaughter
 

The research showed that given 1977 prices, it was more profitable
 

to ship live animals south for slaughter than to slaughter them in the
 

north and ship their carcasses south. Furthermore, unless large changes
 

occur both in relative transport costs for livestock and meat and in
 

prices of meat and offals in the north and the south, it is likely to
 

remain more profitable to ship live animals south than to ship meat.
 

Planners therefore should not expect much expansion in the chilled meat
 

trade between the north and the south unless they take actions both to
 

reduce transport costs for meat relative to livestock and to change the
 

prices of meat and offa.:, in the north relative to the south. 

T7he model presented in the Appendix shows that the value received
 

for the fifth quarter playF a crucial role in determining the relative
 

profitability of meat versus live animal exports. Unprocessed offals
 

cannot be shipped easily by refrigerated transport, and if there is
 

little demand for them at the point of slaughter, it usually is more pro

fitable to ship the entire animal south, where the price of the fifth
 

quarter is higher, than to slaughter in the north and ship only the car

cass south. If planners want to expand the chilled meat trade between
 

the north and south they should therefore take measures that will increase
 

the value of the fifth quarter in the north, e.g., by establishing pro

cessing facili[ties for offals that will allow offals to be exported to 

aireas of high demand. If planners only worry about the problem of "dis

po,;Ing" of thi, fifth quarter In the north, and not of generating effec

tive difan(I for offals in order to boost the price of the fifth quarter 

In the north, It will probably remain more prof1table to export live 

animals; to the south than to export meat, 
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The Nature of Demand for Beef in Ivory Coast: Implications for Fattening
ProJects 

Data collected during the study indicate that production of high
 
quality beef in central West Africa is likely to far exceed demand for
 
this beef by 1980. The profitability of many of the feedlots being
 
established in the area is premised on their ability to sell their ani
mals for a premium on the Ivorian market. The projected supply and
 
demand figures suggest, however, that by 1980 there may be such a sur
plus of fattened beef on the market that class 1 retailers will not have
 

to pay a premium for this beef. 
 The data show that consumers in the
 
class 2 market prefer fattier, more tender meat, and that the class 2
 
market could absorb some of the animals from these feedlots. The degree
 

to which the preference of consumers in the class 2 market for fattier,
 

more tender meat will translate into higher prices for these animals,
 

however, will be limited by consumers' dislike of meat that is "too fat,"
 

by traditional eating habits, and by low consumer incomes.
 

The preceding paragraph suggests that some of the fattening projects
 
in the north should be directed away from their current four- to six-month
 

fattening period towards shorter fattening periods aimed at producing
 
'well-fleshed, but not fat animals. 
There is some room for replacing
 

currently imported high quality beef with locally produced beef, but
 

the market for high quality beef is small. The bulk of the beef sold in
 
Ivory Coast will continue to go to the class 2 market, where the demand
 

for higher quality meat is limited. This market could absorb more well
fed animals from short-term (one to three months) fattening schermes, but 

in planning uiich programs two points should be kept In mind. First, the 

projects snhould1be b ased(:1 ,a low-cort teclnology beCaiiw the c lass 2 

market offers only sii ll l 'r11I1um;for fattclled :nii l I ,;, ,,Mo;tot the 

profit In .;ttch project!; will have to hoe made on t h, wel)gt '.itn of the 

animal, nol. it ;i preitlpi l lc, paid for high c qui llt y hu (ll. :;e olld, 

the growth of dhitd for higheri ml ifI llinea;l I i ; ; " 1uIlrle t will I be 

g onlicont ngeii t wth ,reowt i oI i r crip f ..I i!iicuir.u ; In I 'v ic 7 . .i!i . l inind 

for hlighe-r quI illy beeof ik lier(,efore Illk ly to p ow cull ily ;it I lmlodit' 

pace, and planuiert sliould ie careful nor to vxpaiid l ifitenlig projectn 
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so fast that the market Is flooded with more well-fed cattle than it can
 

absorb at prices that make the fattening projects profitable.
 

General Considerations to Guide Marketing Policy
 

An efficient cattle and meat marketing system is one that transforms
 

cattle into meat and distributes the cattle and meat over time and among
 

regions while minimizing the gross marketing margin. By minimizing the
 

cost of performing the tasks of distribution, storage, and transformation,
 

an efficient marketing system benefits both producers and consumers. pro

ducers receive higher prices for their animals and consumers pay lower
 

prices and receive larger quantities of meat than they would with an inef

ficient marketing system (29, pp. 120-24). Improving market efficiency
 

therefore contributes directly to the stated goal of development policy
 

in Ivory Coast, the improvement of the welfare of the individual.
 

The problem facing planners and donor agencies in Ivory Coast (and
 

in all of West Africa) is how to reduce the gross marketing margins for
 

cattle and meat in the least costly manner, given the tasks of distri

bution, storage, and transformation that the marketing system must per

form. Two types of solutions have been proposed. The first, typified
 

by the CEBV accords (5), calls for large-scale restructuring of the tra

ditional marketing system,in the hope of assuring more government control
 

over the market. Ghana has gone further than any other country in re

structuring the trade, replacing the traditional marketing system with
 

a state monopoly. The other type of solution involves working to relieve
 

the transportation and infrastructure constraints in the current market

ing system, in the hope that once these constraints are lessened, com

petition within the traditional marketing system will drive down gross
 

martins.
 

The results of this study strongly suggest that the second approach 

is much more likely to succeed, and in the long run would be much cheaper 

than trying to totally restructure the marketing system. The research 3! 
shows that while gross margins in the cattle and meat trades are high,
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net margins are modest. This implies that the marketing system is com

petitive and efficient given the infrastructure and transportation con

straints under which it operates. The main reason why gross margins
 

are high is because cattle merchants have higl, costs (e.g., in terms of
 

mortality and shrinkage losses en route and high export taxes), not be

cause merchants earn monopoly profits.
 

For the livestock and meat trade to expand in order to meet the
 

needs of Ivory Coast's rapidly growing population, the transportation
 

and infrastructure bottlenecks facing livestock marketing will have to
 

be overcome,whether or not the trade is drastically reorganized. The
 

real question facing Ivory Coast, then, is the following. Should Ivory
 

Coast use its valuable resouices (including its scarce veterinary and
 
administrative personnel) to try to totally restructure livestock mar

keting while at the same time trying to relieve the transportation and
 

infrastructure constraints, or should it concentrate its 
resources on
 

relieving the transportation and infrastructure constraints, and let the
 

traditional marketing system handle the tasks of distributing cattle
 

and transforming cattle Into meat?
 

Extensive reorganization of the marketing syste, would involve a
 

very heavy cost in terms of the time of the government personnel who
 

would be called upon to run the new system or enforce the new regulations.
 

It would probably be a more efficient use of government resources for
 
the government to work jointly with traditional cattle traders and butchers,
 

most of whom are highly experienced and have a detailed knowledge of the
 

cattle trade, to develop mutually acceptable improvements In the marketing
 

system,rather than working against these marketing agents in 
an attempt 

to completely restructure the trade. Ivory Caost's only attempt to date 
to set up ain alternatlve cattle marketing nystem, SODEPRA' u Service de 

Commerciali:nat ion, has not been encouraging. Re nearch 1 1(ow! that de!lpIte 

the exp(n.l'5:; Ilo !;i at.I Incurred in setting tip and rinnn i,, tit( iiw ma-k .ti

ing age:r,,y, t il.,ientc y did not achieve Itu primary r).0 t idfer118. noIrther 

IvorlIan .it , r()t,c rfi prIceri were n I fnI Iy t uI i that l cant IiI,l wr tmth im+ 

by tr~idit loal inereti (27, pp. 2 ). Cur, ' i'lteoffered i ants -99--'10 ot, (Kim: it 

exer [ct w .thI tit !it ate ma rket inug hi a Me;rtcatt Ie y, thecy(hrai Marketing 
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Board, should serve as a warning to planners about the difficulties of
 

trying to replace the traditional marketing system with a state monopoly.
 

Working with the traditional marketing system does not mean the
 

government will be without a role in cattle and meat marketing. The
 

government has important roles to play in insuring the health of imported
 

and domestically produced animals, safeguarding public health by insuring
 

proper sanitation in the abattoirs, and improving the transportation and
 

market infrastructure for cattle and meat. The government should not
 

use its power, however, to restrict entry into the cattle and meat trades
 

unless there is strong justification, e.g., in terms of maintaining public
 

health. Restricting entry (usually through limiting the number of
 

licenses issued) typically reduces competition, drives up marketing mar

gins, and results in producers receiving lower prices for their animals
 

and consumers paying higher prices for their meat.
 

A shift in government policy away from trying to totally restructure 

cattle marketing to in attempt to improve infrastructure and guarantee 

the competitiveness of the traditional marketing system implies a major 

change in the way in which livestock marketing projects are designed and 

implemented. In the past, donor organizations and government planners 

have typically designed marketing projects without consulting butchers, 

traders, or intermediaries about these market participants' perceptions 

of the major problems of cattle and meat marketing. Market participants 

were usually contacted (if at all) only after the project had been planned, 

in order to tell them whaz their new obligations would be as a result of 

the project. Seldom have planners tried to tap merchants' and butchers' 

knowledge of the trade when designing projects, nor have they often tried 

to design projects to respond to what the market participants feel are 

the major problemn of cattle and meat marketing. As a result, many butchers 

and traders rvgard the government an an adversary, interested mainly in 

taxing thtm to finance projects they feel are unneceu 5ary. 

If livestock and meat marketing in Ivory Coast. are to be Improved 

efficiently and effectively, there needn to be more contact and two-way 

comrunlcat Ion b-etween market participants and the government officials 

and donor agencies in charge of planning market improvements. Market 
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participants should be contacted early in the design stage of projects
 
so that the projects can be modified to respond to what these marketing
 
agents perceive as major problems in the trade. 
 Certainly planners
 
should not feel obligated to do everything the butchers and cattle traders
 
suggest, but it would be equally unwise for planners to totally ignore
 
these market participants when designing projects. 
Not only do butchers
 
and traders have knowledge of the market that can be extremely useful in
 
designing projects, but by involving the market participants in project
 
design, planners can help assure 
that butchers and traders will cooperate
 
in project implementation. It is also important that before planners
 
advocate widespread changes in the marketing system, they understand why
 
market participants behave as they do; 
 often behavior that appears irra
tional at first glance is based firmly on economic principles.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3
 

MEAT VERSUS LIVE ANjMAL-IIPMENTS
1 

This appendix presents a model that specifies the conditions under
 

which it is more profitable to slaughter cattle in the north and ship
 

their carcasses sout:li than to ship the cattle south for slaughter. The 

model shows that the factors that determine whether it is more profitable 

to slaughter in the north than in the south are:
 

(a) shrinkage during shipments of live animals and meat;
 

(b) prices of meat and fifth quarter in the north and the south; and
 

(c) transfer costs for cattle and meat between the north and the south.
 

In the 	analysis it is assumed that the fifth quarters of animals
 

slaughtered in the north are sold in the north and are not shipped south.
 

Typically, slaughterhouses in the north do not export offals (other than
 

hides) 	because without processing, offals tend to spoil quickly.
 

The profit- fror ,laught ri. an animal in the norrit and shipping
 

the meat South to Abidjan I.; -ivon by the equation:
 

MM I)WIN (I-LM) MA + FN 1 FN - WLN PLN - CM (1)Fared 	 frIII
L'rgn Ieits 	 Recelpts fron [urchase pric C. Slaughter1 
Sitippliig tneatj inat -,old it. f fifthl qUarte i-I of anfirial l and t ransfe r 

"d ,d
L Ab i j;m 'ol In nort, , 	 _j L Costs 

DI 	 net ti|iargi eari.d ii shi P ii;ng tHie meat to Abidjan; 

D - drcs*;i,,, mit prtpot ioi of the animal (tie carcass weight 
divih'd by th.. ivt':..'iht); 

WLN " vewo gutt of the a:lf ial li the north; 

LM 	 s"irtrlkI,ige of the reflige rated carcas during transit, expressed 
nW a pr)oport foIr of time oiII,Iral circan! wei]ght; 

PRA 	 whole,;a h price pvr 1.g- of meat. it Abidjan; 

F"N 	 w ijglt of tlie ft:iCI quirtor fn tli, north; 

ITh(, h1 ) gr'I e'Iftit I I Io :dgaIr Ariza-Nlio for help In developing tho 
modei pro-tmimi Iiit hi1r Apprmldlx. 
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PFN 	 average price per kg of the fifth quarter in the north;
 

PLN 	 price per kg liveweight of the animal in the north; and
 

CM -	 costs of slaughtering the animal in the north and shipping
the meat to Abidjan.
 

Equation (1) states that the margin earned from shipping meat is 

equal to the value of the meat that arrives in Abidj'an [iLN (l-L ) P A 

Np]us the value of the fifth quarter sold In the north [F PFN minus the 

purchase price of tile aninal in tl,e north [WI N P INI and tle costs 

incurred in slaughtering the ani;i,al and shipping the carcass to 

Abidjan [CM. 

Similarly, tile profit margin earned by shipping a live animal south 

to Abidjan is given by the equation: 

HL - DWLN (I-LL) PMA + (l-LL) FN PFA - WEN PLN - CL (2) 

SLN Ln" L (2) 
[Margin earned] ecelpts from sale Fpurcimase price Transfer 

shipping
L live animal 

animal in Ahidj.in 
L 

of antnrnl costs 

where
 

- net 	margin earned shipping the animal to Abidjan; 

LL 	 shrInkage of carcw..: and f ith quatrter diring f;ki pment to 

Abidjan, expre(,;esd a,; a proportio)n of the orIginal w1eights 

of tile c?1-',1;:; nd [lit fifth qItrtr [N. . ti' percentage 
shrritikai c i! ;a ;;!Il 'd0) b' t he ,1 I ),r-i ti ' r andid tile 
fiffti (pui11tr]; 

PFA = av prIce per kg of tile fifth qiari r lit Al [dja; 

C -	 tran,fcr (uo,;t of cxport iny' tihe anfrim;l to Abihdjani; and 

D, WLN, M' FNo nnd PLN are as def ind earli r. 
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Equation 2 states that the margin earned exporting an animal from 

the north to Abidjan is equal to the amount received in Abidjan for the 

animal's carcass [DWLN (1-.L ) PIt] and for its fifth quarter [(I-LL) FN PFA1 

minus the purchase price of the animal in the north [WLN PIN] and the costs 

incurred in exporting the animal to Abidjan [C Li. 

It will be more profitable to slaughter in the north and ship the 

meat to Abidjan than to ship live anials to Abidjan when rNtl>- 0. 

Combining equations ( 1 )and ( 2 ) it can be shn thai: 

MM - ML - DWLN PMA (LL - LM) - FN[PFA(1 - LL) - PFN ] - (CM - CL) (3)LCainfrao Gainl in meat value Foss Ii receipts from Increase in1rslaughter from reduced - fifth quarter -Islaughter andi 
in northJ = shrinkage j J transport costs 

Equation 3 states that the difference betwclen the margins earned 

shipping meat and shipping live animals depends on three elements. The 

first, represented by the Lerm Di N PI (1'1- I ), is the value gained 

due to the reduced amotnt of carca.,; sshrfinkage in neatr it;shiipm ,1t, 


compared to .1live animinal sit n;himt The second elinent, represented by 

the term FN(PFA (1-'1 ) -"PFN 1 is the villte lost by selling th fifth 

quarter in the(+ northi rather thamt in Ab1(id it, where its; prIce i higher. 

The final element., CH - CI , 1; te differUcre between the per animal 

transfer costs of chille.d c-trcaf;.ses and l ive anitm.ls.
 

If one a,;,;umes that the wei vht of. the fifth quarter is some con

stant percentage, y, of ]ivweight (i.e. yN ) one can state theFN 


conditions under which It will be irore profitable to ship meat than to 

ship 1lie anirla ; . Stahttuting the new a:t;tr;d valeti of FN into equation 

(3) and It-ting X equal the ratio of the price of the fifth quarter in 

FA
 
-
Abi djan to the pricc of meat It:A, idjan (i.e., X ) , eqtation (3)
 
MA
 

calt 1e rp) r!e t iltsli ,,htly difiereut term:
 

MM - ML - WIN ')MAD(i, - LM ) - yX(1 - LL)] + yWLN PFN + CL - CM (3a) 

Ill piac t Ice, thte sell r ree I yest a IriNgle motolnt for the l . 1vnnfin:l 
tht mI tude; both thli v l ic ltef lH'i,carcitIi and thv valie of the fifth 
qIua IcI . 

http:anitm.ls
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Equation 3 will be greater than zero (i.e., it will be more pro

fitable to ship meat than live animals) when:
 

WLN PMA (LL - LM) > YWLN[X PMA(1 - LL) PFN + CM CL (4) 

[Value of meat "saved" in
FReceipts foregone by J [Increase1 
due to reduced > selling fifth quarter in + slaughter and
 

shrinkage north where its price is transport costa 
lower j L 

Relationship (4) states that it will be more profitable to ship meat
 

than live animals whenever the value of the meat "saved" due to the lower
 

carcass shrinkage involved in meat shipments more than offsets the income
 

foregone In selling the fifth quarter in the north rather than in the south,
 

and the increase in slaughter and transport costs involved in shipping
 

meat as opposed to live animals. Rearranging terms in relationship (4) and
 

dividing through by WLN, the liveweight, leads to the c'tatement that it will 
be more profitable to ship meat than live animals (MM - ML > 0) vAen: 

PFN > PMA [yX(I-LL L LM)] +CM - CL 
 (5)
 
y y 

where
 

CM . W . slaughter and transfer costs of meat, expressed in terms 
LN of cost per kg. original liveweight; and
 

CL = - = per kg. transfer costs of live animals. 1
 

L WLN
 

Relationship 5 states that the relative profitability of exporting
 

meat as opposed to live animals will increase only if one or a combination
 

of the following things happen:
 

ilnce mny of the costs of shipping of both cattle and meat (C and 

CM) are proport ional to the animals' weights (e.g., the number of animals 
or carcas~es hipped per train car depends; on their weIghtr), C1 and CM 

vary little with respect to the weight of the animal ilIpped. 
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1) the price of offals in Abidjan falls relative to the price of
 

meat in Abidjan;
 

2) the a,7erage dressing percentage increases;
 

3) the amount of carcass shrinkage during meat shipments falls
 

relative to the carcass shrinkage experienced in shipping live
 

animals;
 

4) the price of the fifth quarter in the producing areas increases
 

relative to the price of meat in Abidjan;
 

5) the costs of slaughtering in the north and transporting carcasses
 

south fall relative to the costs of transporting cattle south.
 

From a policy perspective, the following factors in relationship (5)
 

are of greatest importance because of their variability and their suscep

tibility to government policy management:
 

1) the price of meat in Abidjan, P;MA
 

2) the price of the fifth quarter in the north, PFA; and
 

3) slaughter and transport costs for cattle and meat, CL and CM.
 

The ratio of the price of offals in Abidjan to the price of meat in Abidjan,
 

X, is also of critical importance, but as explained below, it is likely to
 

remain fairly stable in the next ten to fifteen years, and therefore can be
 

regarded as nearly constant. Similarly, the average dressing percentage,
 

D, is unlikely to change markedly in the coming years. It is also unlikely
 

that LM, the percentage carcass shrinkage during meat shipments, will fall rela

tive to LL' the percentage carcass shrinkage during shipments of live animals.2
 

Before considering the four crucial policy variables, P.0 PFN' CM' and 

CL , it is first necessary to explain why X, the offal/meat price ratio in 

IFurthennor( , relationship (5) is not very sensitive to changes in D 
as D takes valuies I rort .4 to .6 (the maximum 1 Ikely range of variation in D). 

2'liere Is mumch more room for reduciln rcass shrinkag , (Itiring cattle 

shipment.s than drizi:g1 meat sipments, partlcularly for cattle sIlIpped by 
rail . Speed I ng up trami I t L.I1W (e.f. , by rime'dlC Iug t m111t Of t 1111e00 le) spent 
on sldings) cotild 1e.d to a reductil III we ighgt. Iwosns of cattl ( and would 
increnec the profitability of shippig 1liye anilmais as opposed to meat. There
fore, In the foll owing analysls, the pos;slb)llty of lowering shrinkage during 
meat shipment relative to shrinkage during live animal shIpments is ignored. 
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Abidjan, is likely to remain fairly stable in the near future. 
The price
 
ratio is a function of consumer preferences and incomes in Abidjan (i.e.,
 
the shape of the demand functions for offals and meat in Abidjan), and
 
might be expected to change as incomes and the absolute price of meat
 
change. Data presented elsewhere (27, Chapter 12) indicate a strong consumer
 
preference for meat as opposed to offals; therefore, as real incomes rise,
 
one might expect demand for meat to increase faster than the demand for
 
offals, leading to a decline in X, the offal/meat price ratio. Whether X
 
decreases as incomes rise, however, depends on several factors, including
 
whether consumers of protein other than meat and offals (e.g., fish) begin
 
consuming offals as their incomes rise.1
 

lIt can be shown that X will decline as incomes rise when
 

FFA TYFA
 
FA MA A" PMA (6) 

where
 

PA original price of offals in Abidjan;
 

FFA 
 price flexibility of demand for offals in Abidjan (approximately

equal to the inverse of the price elasticity of demand for offals)
 

FMA price flexibility of demand for meat in Abidjan;
MYFA income elasticity of demand for offals in Abidjan;
 
YFA= income elasticity of demand for meat in Abidjan; 
and
 

PMA original price of meat in Abidjan.
 

If, as seems reasonable, r.MA > TYFA , and IFFAI> IFMA1, then whether in

equality (6) holds depends on the absolute magnitude of these parameters

and on the size of PMA and PFA* If, however, as incomes rose, there were
 

a large shift in consumption from fish to offals (i.e., 
if nYFA were greater
 

than iYMA), then inequality (6) would be unlikely to hold. 
 The experience
 

of developed countries, however, suggest that in the long run, as 
incomes
 
rise, the offal/meat price ratio fnlls.
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How the offal/meat price ratio, X, will behave as the absolute price
 

of meat in Abidjan increases depends on the size of the own-price elasti

city of demand for offals and the cross-price elasticity of offals with
 

respect to meat. If the cross-elasticity is equal to the own-price elas

ticity, then X will remain unchanged as the price of meat increases. If the 

cross-elasticity is greater than the own-price elasticity, then X will increase 
1 

as the price of meat increases. It is likely that in Abidjan the cross

iLet B = original price of meat in Abidjan; 

PFA = original price of offals in Abidjan;
 

X =PFA/PMA
 

X is unchanged when P increases when:
 

dX -0 M PMA-OFA 1 dP P'A
F 

dPM dP PFA A dPFA - PFA
 

(eP )2 ____P P = 
(PMA 2MAMA MA' 

dPFA dFA PFA 
Solving for dP yields dP . Using the chain rule, 

dPMA dPMA PMA
 

dPP F dPFA P FA Q FA PM dPFA
 
- M - =- ~- or. 

dPMA dPFA dPMA PMA dPMA PFA dQFA 

= 
d FA . Q dPFA PFA
PMA PFA 


dPMMA FA QFA dQFA QFa
 

DFMA " PFA 

where
 

QFA - quantity of offals demanded in Abidjan; 

IFM - cross-elasticity of demand for offals with respect to meat in 
Abidjan; and 

nPFA - price elasticity of demand for offals in Abidjan.
 

If A > PFA then dX > 0, i.e., the offal/meat price ratio increases 
dP
 

as the price of meat increases.
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elasticity of offals with respect to meat is fairly high because meat pur
chases represent an important part of consumers' food budgets and as 
the
 
price of meat increases, consumers shift from buying more preferred to less
 
preferred types of animal protein. 
For a large part of the Abidjan popula
tion, such a shift corresponds to buying more offals and less skeletal meat.
 
If this shift were large enough (i.e., if the cross-elasticity were high
 
enough) the offal/meat price ratio could even increase as the price of meat
 

increases.
 

The preceding discussion suggests that in the near future, decreases
 
in the offal/meat price ratio due to income effects may be offset by in
creases 
in the ratio due to price effects. In the following analysis, X
 
(the price ratio) is taken as a constant, although later it is allowed to
 

vary.
 

If shrinkage during transit, dressing percentages, and the offal/meat
 
price ratio in Abidjan remain unchanged, the future profitability of the
 
meat trade compared with the live animal trade will depend only on changes
 
in the wholesale price of meat in Abidjan (PMA), 
the wholesale price of the
 
fifth quarter in the producing regions (PFN), and the relative transfer
 
costs (CM and CL). Relationship 5 states 
that given transfer costs, if the
 
price of offals in the exporting region exceeds a certain percentage of the
 
price of meat in Abidjan, it becomes profitable to export meat. 
 If the
 
price of the fifth quarter in the north is fairly high relative to the
 
Abidjan price, the merchant loses comparatively little by selling the fifth
 
quarter in the north rather than shipping it on to Abidjan (in the form of
 
a live animal) where its price is higher. 
He more than makes up this loss
 
by the meat he "saves" due to the lower 
carcass shrinkage in meat shipments.
 
Relationship 5 further states that if meat prices in Abidjan increase re
lative to fifth quarter prices in the producing areas and the offal/meat
 
price ratio in Abidjan remains unchanged, it becomes less, not more, pro
fitable to ship meat south. 
As the meat price in AbidJan rises, so does
 
the price of the fifth quarter in Abidjan, and it becomes increasingly pro
fitable to send both the ineat and the fifth quarter south in the form of 
live animals. Relationship 5 implies that unless means are found to increase
 
the demand for fifth quarter productn In the producing areas (e.g., through
 
processing and export of offals) expansion of meat exports from these areas
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maybe self-braking. Expanding slaughter in order to export meat from
 

the producing zones will lead to increased supplies of offals in these
 

areas. Without an increase in demand for fifth quarter in the producing
 

areas, the price of the fifth quarter there will fall relative to Abidjan,
 

and the profitability of live animal shipments relative to meat shipments
 
1
 

will increase.
 

The absolute profitability of meat shipments depends on the price of
 

meat in Abidjan compared to the price of meat in the north. The relative
 

profitability of meat versus live animal shipments, however, depends not
 

only on relative prices in the north and the south, but also on the ratio
 

of the price of offals in Abidjan to the price of meat in Abidjan. This
 

is shown in Figure 1, which shows how the margins earned shipping meat
 

and live animals to Abidjan, MM and ML, vary as X, the Abidjan offal/meat
 

price ratio varies. Figure 1 is drawn using the values for D, LL, and
-L, 
y corresponding to cattle and beef shipped from Ouagadougou to Abidjan by 

rail in early 1977 (namely D = .49, LL = .09, LM = .04, = .55, and y - .175), 

and assuming two different meat prices in Abidjan.4 In both cases, when 

(the Abidjan offal/meat price ratio), exceeds about .4, it becomes more pro

fitable to ship live cattle than to ship meat. In early 1977, X was about
 

.55; therefore, little chilled meat was shipped to Abidjan from the north.
 

Given the prices in early 1977, it was only profitable to ship high quality
 

meat from the north to Abidjan. High income consumers in Abidjan paid a
 

premium for this meat, therefore the offal/"eat price ratio for this meat
 

iExpanded meat shipments to Abidjan would also increase the supply
 
of meat relative to the supply of offals in Abidjan, leading to an in
crease In the o[fal/meat price ratio in Abidjan. Thli; would further in
crease the relative profitabili t:y of shipping live animals; rat ler than 
meat.
 

2 ;ee 27, p. 2?7 for details,; of how theswe values' for D, ILL, LM, X and 
y were calculatted. A rojetaut :at tie price of 25) CFA ' per kQ car
cass wei ght Is0 aslumed for Oagadotgon , n0 the two ditffrent price; shown 
In Abidjan represent two different relative north-south p,rices. 
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FIGURE 1: Relationship Between 
the Profitabilify of ExporfingMeatML'MM and Animals f9 Abidjan and the 

(CFA F) Abidjan OffaVMeat Price Ratio* 
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1 
was low. For ordinary quality meat no premium was paid, and the only way
 

in which shipments of ordinary quality meat could have become more profit

able than shipments of live animals given the prevailing prices would have
 

been for changes to occur in the relative transfer costs (CM and CL) or in
 

the shrinkage rates for meat and live animals (LM and 0L). 

Three policy implications follow from this discussion. First, given
 

current prices, exporting meat from the north will remain less profitable
 

than exporting live animals unless processing and transportation costs for
 

meat and shrinkage of meat en route (CM and LM) fall relative to transport

ation costs and shrinkage for live animals (CL and LL). Second, an increase 

in the price of meat in Abidjan alone will not make it more profitable to 

ship meat than to ship live animals. In fact, If the price of meat and 

fifth quarter in Abidjan rises relative to the price of the fifth quarter 

in the north, the profitabilLty of shipping chilled meat will decline rela

tivo to that of shipping live animals. Third, the value of the fifth quar

ter playsa crucial role in detennining whether it is more profitable to 

ship live animals or meat. For meat exports to become and remain more pro

fitable than shipments of live animnils, not only must transportation costs 

for meat decline relative to those for animals, but means must also be found 

to increase the demand for the fifth quarter in the north. Processing and 

export of offals may be one way of doing this.
 

1Stated another way, it was profitable to ship high quality meat be
cause the value of the meat "saved" because of reduced shrinkage in car
cns shipments was very high, and more than offset the loss incurred in
 
selling the fifth quarter in the north were Its price was lower than in
 
AbidJan.
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CHAPTER 4 

PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CATTLE PRODUCTION 
ON MIXED FARMS IN THE PASTORAL ZONE OF NIGER: A SUMMARY 

by Edward D. Eddy, III
 

Research Objectives
 

This paper draws on the results of a survey conducted by the author
 

in and around a small market town on the southern edge of the Sahara
 

Desert in western Niger. The survey ran from June 1976 to June 1977 and
 
involved intensive interviewing among forty-five Hlaussa and Tuareg mixed
 

farm households.
 

From a national viewpoint, the area covered by the survey appears to
 

be better adapted to livestock production than the production of grain.
 
In particular, extensive grain cultivation in such an arid area can elimi

nate the permanent vegetative cover. This expedites the process of de

sertification.
 

For these and other reasons to be explained below, many development
 

planners believe that residents of the pastoral zone, which would include
 
the survey area and similar areas, should be forced or 
encouraged to
 

specialize in cattle production. Nonetheless, grain production persists
 

along the southern edge of the pastoral zone, and the cattle herds of 
mixed farmers are quite small. It appears that most residents of the 
southern pastoral zone prefer to combine millet and sorghum crops with 

goat production rather than cattle.
 

To investigate some of the 
factors behind the current production
 

patterns, a linear programming model of a representative Tuareg mixed
 
farming system In developed. The model is then applied to simulate the 
effects of three major policy options intended to promote the expansion 
of livestock production at the expense of grain crops. The policy options 
In quevtIon are: 1) grants of cattle to mixed farmer; (herd recoiutitu

tion programs); 2) decreases in the pr ice of grain, with II)t Im!"al
 
value of l iv stovk output remaining consttant; and 3) tecimolog ICal 
Innovati oni whlih would Increase milk ylelds . The results of the aiualyni 

1 In thi context, "mixed farm" refers to producers of both grain and 
livestock. 
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suggest that, given 1976 prices and the set of assumptions underlying
 

the model, none of the above interventions are likely to induce even the
 

best endowed Tuareg mixed farms to abandon grain production and devote
 

all available resources to the production of cattle.
 

This implies that development planners must reconsider strategies
 

currently proposed for the pastoral zone. As an alternative to such
 

strategies, several policy recommendations are put forward. Such schemes
 

might relieve the major labor constraints restricting crop and livestock
 

production, as well as provide a means of .tecting the southern pas

toral zone from further desertification.
 

The first section of the paper introduces the reader to the environ

ment within which the research was conducted and to which the results of
 

the analysis might be applied. It is followed by a brief description of
 

the methodology employed for the survey and the ensuing analysis. The
 

third section describes and compares the three production systems covered
 

by the survey (Bush Tuareg, Village Tuareg, and Haussa). The use of
 

inputs (labor, land, and livestock) and the magnitude and patterns of
 

disposal of agricultural output are discussed in this section. The fourth
 

section contains a description of the average seasonal labor requirements
 

of Bush Tuareg agricultural enterprises, broken down by the major activi

ties associated with each enterprise. The fifth section contains the
 

analysis of Bush Tuareg agricultural production, this system having been
 

chosen as the most representative of the majority of residents of the
 

southern pastoral zone. The final sections of the paper present the con

clusions which may be drawn from the analysis and a discussion of the 

policy recommcndations mentioned above. For a more exhaustive treatment 

of the topic, the reader is referred to the research monograph on which 

this paper is ba.;ed. 

Eddy, Edward D., Labor and Land Use on Mixed Farms in the Pastoral 
Zone of NIBer, Center for Research on Economic Development, University 
of Michigan, and USAID, 1979. 
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Introduction to the Research Site
 

Location of the Research Site: The Pastoral Zone and The Azawak
 
Region.-- The location of the pastoral zone in Niger is indicated by the
 

dotted area in Figure 1. The pastoral zone is defined as the area where
 

cattle production is possible in all seasons of the year (SEDES, 1973).
 
This corresponds to the area proposed for the specialized livestock pro

duction zone, as described above. It also roughly corresponds to an
 

eco-climatic zone variously defined as the northern Sahel or 
sub-desert.
 

Average annual rainfall within this zone varies from 150 mm 
in the north
 

to 350 mm in the south.
 

The pastoral zone forms a fragile buffer between the more densely
 
populated grain-producing areas to the south and the practically unin

habited desert to the north. 
 There is enough rain in the area to support
 
grasses, but rarely enough, even on the sonthern fringe, to support rain
fed agriculture. With little interference from grain fields in most
 

areas and adequate water supplies for livestock throughout the year, the
 

open rangeland of the pastoral zone appears well suited for extensive
 

livestock production.
 

Most of the western portion of the pastoral zone lies within a
 
region known traditionally as 
the Azawak (see Figure 1). The research
 

site is located in the southern portion of this region and along the
 

southern edge of the pastoral zone. The populations covered by the sur

vey inhabited a 900 square kilometer area, indicated in Figure 1, cen
tered about the market town of Kao in the political subdivision known as
 

the Tchin-Tabaraden Arrondissement (Tahoua Department).
 

Climate.-- Areas in the southern pastoral zone have one rainy season
 

during the year, which usually runs from June to September. The rainy
 

season Is followed by a hot/wet season, which lasts until the dry winds 

blowing off the desert descend to the lower atmospliere;o In November. The 

desert wind,; mark the advent of the cold season, whh lbi 1;i;t.; from November 

to Marci and Is chal-acterzed by perpet.iial lu . ;torm! . A; 1hw area In 

des cc at-ed by t1e de;ert winds, temperatures r i e, rteac lilg th lir an'nual 

maxima during thie Aot/dry seaton whhcli Iaf;t; from Marich until the early 

rain, in JUiie. 
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Average maximum and minimum temperatures during these seasons are
 

indicated in Figure 2. The cold 
season at the beginning of the year is
 

the time when the daily temperature differential is the greatest. During
 

this season, air temperature may drop by as much as 170 C between late
 

afternoon and nightfall.
 

The area along the southern edge of the pastoral zone, to which the
 

results of the following analysis may be expected to apply, lies between
 

the 300 and 350 mm isohyets of average annual rainfall, as indicated in
 
Figure 3. As suggested above, the 350 mm isohyet roughly marks the
 

southern boundary of the pastoral zone. Kao, the center of the survey
 
area, received an average of 323 mm of rainfall annually during the
 
period for which the isohyets in Figure 3 have been calculated.
 

However, average annual rainfall is an illusory statistic. The
 

intertemporal and interspatial distribution of rainfall in such northern
 

areas of West Africa is marked by extensive variability. Figure 4 indi

cates the extent of such variability over the seventeen-year period pre
ceding the survey, during which annual rainfall at Kao ranged from 185
 

to 475 mm.
 

Figure 4 also suggests the importance of deviations from the mean
 
level of precipitation. Mean annual rainfall for the first half of the
 

period was well above the overall mean, whereas the mean for the second
 
half was well below. The second half of the period was the time of the
 

well-publicized Sahelian drought. Although the recent drought was not
 

without precedent, it was unusual in that it was exacerbated by histori

cal factors, to be described below.
 

Deviations from trend are as important for monthly or even daily
 

variations in rainfall as for annual variations. The timing of the rains
 
are as 
important as the amount, since the timing determines the composi
tion of grasses on the range and may determine whether or not a crop 

yields anything at all. Heavy early rains, for instance, will favor 

rapidly maturing grasses, whereas deficit rainfall towards the end of the 
rainy season may eliminate some varieties from the range by preventing 

late-maturing grasses from bearing seed. The timing of the rains also
 

influencen labor patterns, as will be illustrated below.
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FIGURE 4: 
KAO: Total Annual Rainfall,
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A comparison of the monthly distribution of rainfall at Kao since 1960
 

with that of the survey year suggests that the survey year may have been
 

peculiar in two respects. First, heavy rains continued to fall later into
 

the year than they had in the previous sixteen years, enabling some farmers
 

to get a second sorghum harvest. Second, no useful rain fell during the
 

last week of June and the first three weeks of July. This month-long
 

drought occurred at the end of May and June plantings, and it devastated
 

the millet crop. These peculiarities, combined with the unpredictability
 

of precipitation in any year, make it difficult to extend the results of the
 

production analysis described below to years other than the survey year. 

People and Production Systems. -- Three major ethnic groups populate 

the Azawak: Tuareg, Hlaussa, and Fulanil. In this context, ethnic affili

ation is defined by tie liousehold's primary language, be that ilaussa, 

Tamasheq, or Fiulfulde. Unfortunately, It Is Impossible to say with any 

certainty in what proportion thest ethnic groups are represented in the 

population of the Azawak . The purpose of the lates t population census 

prior to the survey was to determine tax obligations, and therefore, the 

information collected Is of' dubloto; quallity. Furtherlv re, Inhabitants 

of the "nomad zone'", which embraces the pas toral zone and the desert, are 

registered according to "nomad group" and "tribe" rather than place ur 

region of resIdence. , Ihu,it Is- difficult to arrive it quantitative 

description.; of the poputilation, other than to say that the vast majority 

are Tuareg and that, In the southern portion of the region, Ilaussa house

holds make tip the next largest segment of the population. 

The mixed farming syttems covered by the author's survey could be 
divided into three groups: IlaustJa, Village Tuareg, and Bush Tuareg. The 

attributes of these three "production nystems" are compared and contrasted 

in the third iectIon of thfis pape'-. In addition to the mixed farming syn

tems covered by the author':s urvey, the other major cat egory of agricul

tural production mny ttinsl in t ie paft.oral ;on, conld Ie c ha r;iacLt',rzvd an 

nomadtc pastoralisum. TIiC nimodIc l),i'toralfits do ;pe.Hallzi' In I lveritock 

production, relyinil on n,' rketi a long, the u itlieru fringe of tlhe patitoraI 

zone for grain to supplement their di et. "rnit pasttorall.. 5 may not be 

prenent in areas such an the survey area throughout the year. During the 
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rainy season, they will move to the north to avoid conflicts with farmers
 

over crop damages. During the dry season, they will move south to more
 

permanent water sources and better dry season pastures. Generally, the
 

pastoralists and their herds are in transit through the southern pastoral
 

zone at the beginning of the rainy season and again during the hot wet 

season which follows the end of the rains.
 

The category of nomadic pastoralists can be further subdivided to
 

distinguish Tuareg and Fulani livestock producers. The former raise pri

marily camels and small ruminants. They spend the greater part of the
 

year in the northern pastoral zone. Traditionally, they are members of
 

the more privileged classes of Tuareg socieLy.
 

Fulani pastoralists produce cattle primarily, often in herds combined 

with sheep. Based on occasional Interviews and time spent among Fulani 

households, the author determined that during the survey year, the typical 

household managed a herd of approximately fifty head of cattle. Usually 

this mlutdes some animals which have been conifided to the care of a mem

ber of the household, so that the number of animals managed does not al,

ways coincide with animal ownership by the household. Although this study 

does not deal directly with Tuareg or Fulani pastorallsts, information 

concerning their production patterns is introduced where relevant to the 

analysis. 

iintory. -- Prior to colonization, the Azawnk was ruled by Tuareg 

warlords of the Iwllimeden Confederation, who apportioned the lands of the 

Azawak among themselves. Each warlord controll ed the grazing and water 

rights In his allotted portion and further subdivided his fiefdom among 

the vassals and slaw.ves subject to his rule. It wan during this period 

that the an' storn of most of the Hhh 'Muarig houhsehloIds covered by the 

survey settld In the. "urvey area to produce gr:ain and panture theIr herds. 

Although nominally they were mmbers of tIle have caste (LkjIaQj). they were 

a relatlvely Inilependent ,roup who Owned and managed th. produictIve re.

sources fron which lthey dcrlved thir livei.lhod, tiihlIt to lie iovt'iiiln

n! payment of tribte to tlie arlatocwrit.y, n tribut which c('lit nueli to he 

exact d to thlu day. In tle pre-cloInn l1r1a, theume houiseholds plan ted 
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some grain by broadcasting seeds on the sides of the dunes, but devoted
 

most of their efforts to livestock production. During the growing season,
 

they would evacuate their animals to northern regions to participate in
 

the salt cure and to allow pastures in the southern pastoral zone to grow
 

out, a practice which has been abandoned in more recent years due to the 

influx of producers competing for the use of the range.
 

The Tuareg warlords were subdued by the French Army during the colo

nial struggle, and their system of land tenure was dissolved. Their sub

jugation cleared the way for a northward migration of Hlaussa grain produc

ers into the pastoral zone during the period of abnormally high rainfall 

from 1948 to 1968. The village of Kao was settled during this period. 

The migrant [laussa grain producers Introduced more intensive techniques 

involving the clearing of trees and grasses, and as the higher rainfall 

mad- grain production more profitable, the area planted to grain expanded 

rapidly.
 

During the same period, mechanized deep-bore water pumping stations 

were opened throughout the pastoral zone. The opening of the pumping 

stations, combined with the pacification of the Tuareg warlords, attracted 

a larger number of Fulan herds than the area had supported previously. 

These herds also grew more rapidly followin g the Implementation of cattle 

vaccination programs. 

Thus, prior to the 1968-1973 drought, the Azawak wast subjected to an 

influx of lausa grain producers arid leu lani cattle herdetrs, whose herds 
were growing at a gre;rtir ratt, dfint to the suppress ilon of cevrtain endemic 

diseases. These deve l oprmentor t.( to devastatllrig effects oftrhuttted the 

the drought on the pt-opI e , tie an inalJ and the land re,;ources of the 

pastoral. zone. Fo r examnple, many of' tire hioitholdt designate(1 as Village 

Tuareg had worked for rremnr of the Tarvg arstc(u'ray ais helrders prior 

to the drought. lowever, tHir piir rons snf fered tstib ;trt lal lontie of 

aninmals dir [rig thi, drooighi , riod thosev houtiselohPi werv forctd to IIove to 

villageti such nt KIM, wiIch flitct iored aut ergetnricy food distribution 

centers. To niulprt tl'm,n'Iv'u, Villitge Tluareg hous.eihold turned to com

merco or work rn i laburertn for Ihianta housieholdri, who aIiso lind come to rely 

more heavily on trade nir a Piource of Income. 
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This tendency was furthered by the growth in the importance of Kao
 

and similar villages in the southern pastoral zone as livestock markets.
 

With the reduction in the supply of animals as a result of tile drought,
 

continued growth in demand for meat in coastal cities, and the commensu

rate rise in animal prices in the Sahel, livestock merchants moved to 

markets further north in the pastoral zone in an effort to obtain more 

advantageous prices. 
 Thus, tile chain of primary animal collection markets 

serving the pastoral zone has shifted north in recent years. This chain 

of events can be generalized as follows: (1) pacification of tile pastoral
 

zone by colonial forces; (2) tile northward migration of grain producers
 

into the pastoral zone during tie two decades of abnormally high rainfall 

which preceded the recent drought; (3) greater growth in the cattle pop
ulation due to tile opening of mechanized water pumping stations and the 
elimination of endemic diseases; and (4) the emergence of market villages 

along the southern fringe of the pastoral zone. From this brief introduc

tion to the environment witlin which the research was conducted, we move 

to a description of the survey methodology. 

Research and Analytical Methodoloy 

Sale Selection. -- The research team, including the author, lived 
at Kao throughout the course of the survey. The team consisted of three 

enumerators, a translator whose family lived with the author's family at 
the reuearti slte, two clerks, and several part-time assistants and consul

tants. 'he team arrived In Kao after completing the government clearance 

process in May 1976. At that time, a censusi of the village and turrounding 
Tuiar'g and Fulani encampmentv wasi coidiuc ted. TheI'llcensus was required to 
corintruct Ia proper sam pling fraine ince, as ient.lon ]edal)oV, re llable 
alt irnatIves were aval alt c. To asstlt witlli the cenistSi and ensure the 
IlCcuraricy of tlil r4t'i1 tt , corntlnill ity It'iader, ac(t'omipani Id thie, rese~arch team. 

For th,, Jurptt:i'; of the( ceviviiti anld the :mrvey, "houseio)ld"hI wan de

filned .. itop oait p Ip t' who iat. out oi tilie name pot. III tile c,1.1 of 

tile pop I at ino ; cov rd by tht- urvey, t ilhl d nlt tillti dI Inleat d a manage

men ui li witIIiiI which aill melbers worked lie(- mm, fIeldi antd tended the 
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same animals. Based on the results of the census, sixty-five such house

holds were selected at random at a public drawing; forty-four from the
 

village and twenty-one from a group of Tuareg encampments approximately
 

five kilometers forom the village. Of these sixty-five households, seven

teen moved out of the survey area during the course of the survey and had
 

to be dropped from the samnple.
 

Survey Technijlues.-- The basic work of the survey consisted of reg

ular twice-weekly Interviewing with each sample household. During these
 

interviews, the enumerators collected information on the activities of each 

household member during the twelve daylight hours of each day, household 

cash flows during the relevant three or four-day period, exchanges in kind, 

production of agr cul tural commodittes, and con;uIMpt Ion Of graln, meat, and 

milk. The enumerators then coded this Information, us lng a coding system 

which was devisned during the first month of the survey. Coding was veri

fied weekly. 'The data then were punched directly from the questionnaires 

onto computer tape. 

Each of the p lots planted by ,ample households during the 1976 grow

ing season was measurtd. The resulting angle/ditance measurements were 

then spot-checked and coded by the author, ,;o that the area of each plot 

could be calculat ed by computer. The results were returned to the author 

so that field)s could he remeastred ;as ne.cessary. 

The measurement of agricultural output was Iasied on local units of 

mensure. For tn;tance, since the grain harvest is stored on the head In 

bundles, tie ottput. from each field was marked down tin bundlen . Then, a 

representative s;ample of bundlen of each type of grain was obtained from 

a number of houseli (Isand the grain was removed from the head using the 

local procensirig methods. Th( bitidlte wan wt-Ighed on a ,pring scale prior 

to procestning, and the re0t Ing quanti ty of grain wan weIghed on a bal,

ance scale. 

Finally, market rnurveys4 were conduct(,(l to de t erulne thev prices at 

which to evaluate output . A uumplle of retalI quantities of grain wat 

purchased 1it, each weekly market, then eachipurchirse wasi wei ghed on a bal

ance scale to determinIn the price per kilogram. Also, one or two enumer

ators remained In the liventock market throughout the day and, for as many 
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transactions as possible, recorded the purchase price, age, sex, breed,
 

origin and destination of the animal, and occupations of the buyer and
 

seller. These data were compiled and coded on market survey schedules,
 

and, again, keypunching was done directly from these schedules.
 

Populations Covered by the Survey.-- As mentioned in the first sec

tion, the survey was restricted to mixed farm households. Some qualitita

tive interviewing was conducted by the author at traditional gatherings of
 

nomadic pastorallsts in or around the survey area. However, such research
 

was really tangential to the main survey.
 

The main survey covered the three types of mixed farm households dis

cussed above: llaussa, Village Tuareg, and Bush Tuareg. In addition, the 

sample contained three Fulani households. However, silnce this subsample 

was too small. and the househoilds within It were not found to be represent

atIve of any major productioni system, thest' t iree ]households have been 

dropped from the subsequent analysis. The forty-five households remaining 

represented the three types of production systems, in the following propor

tions: (1) Hlaussa: sixteen households: (2) Village Tuareg: seventeen house

holds; and (3) Bush Tuareg: t.welve' households. 

Anaytcal Metlio;lo 11. -- The linear programming model presented in 

the sixth section of tils paper appliles directly to the production system 

represented by the twelye hiousetholds In the Bush Tuareg subsample. From 

among the populatilonu cov red by itie survey, [lie model was detgned to 

represent the product ion system of BusI Tuareg houselo ls, for several rea

so1s . First, hlush luareg hou;eliolds relled most, havily on household pro

duct lon as a source of food for ii blsst ence needs. Second, from among the 

three suabsamp ls, they d,rivd tHie I arges proportion of their cash Income 

from agricultural ,nt erpri.,c.ei, as opposed to coimmree or wage labor, durlrA 

the. survey year. Third, lHuhiTuareg hotvieliol d devotled lie largett propor

tiou of avllable labor resiourcesi to agricultural vnterpriset;. lolrtli, 

they relled leat oi ilred labor to siuppleitmit household labor resources. 

'rtne characttrlt len will he I lu,4t rat(d In tHie compart lye alalyst of the 

three production ystems following hi #ICtIlon. FlIally, uand moait impor

http:erpri.,c.ei
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antly, based on the author's travels and life in the southern Azawak, on
 

what little population data were available, and on secondary sources, the
 

author concluded that the households in the Bush Tuareg subsample were the
 

most representative of the largest segment of the population of mixed farm

ers in the southern Azawak. This segment could be characterized as semi

sedentary Tuareg subsistence crop and livestock producers, most of whom
 

are of the ikan social class.
 

The model allows for selection among millet, sorghum, goat, and mixed
 

goat and cattle enterprises, subject to labor, land, and subsistence con

straints and certain other behavioral assumptions to be specified below.
 

The model is then used to determine optimal enterprise combinations for 

both the average and large Bush Tuareg liousehoilds. Separate solutions are 

obtained for the larger iousel.olds, since only the larger households were 

engaged in cattle production during the survey year. In determining optimal 

enterprise combitnatious, the model is used to test the effect of the three 

policies menti oned above, all of which ire designed to encourage s ecial

ization in cattle production. The resilts sluggest that such policies would 

not be wholly effective witlhout complementary policies whicli would relieve 

labor cons tralnt s in the harvest and pre-harvest period.s and wliIch would 

preserve the value of forage resources during the ra Iny .season, thus pre

venting tNe permainent degradation of the range. One sue i complementary 

policy, that of protected forage cultivation, in dlscussd In the final 

section o. the paper. 

A~picabilittv of _esultni . -- The analysis applles( directly to a cross

section of Bush Triareg mixed farm householdsi in the tiout hern Azawak in a 

year In which, in addition to the other parameters Ii the modtl, the amount 

and dist:ributli of ratnfall wasv as obse-rvedt durig tHie iurvey year. ThIs 

latter con1iderat lI In part icularty Importat, iihi ct varying t mountij and 

spatial and temporal patteros of r~atl fll wonld alttr the labor requirvneu. s 

and possiibly the relatlivi,prof Itahi I I lty of aigricultural iiterprInse . 'Thus, 

the model ii; useful for cromis-s.ect loiail t'0oIijtirltitolS , but g iveil tlhe vxtentii v,' 

variability of rainfall pjth .rnn In the nouthrnt pa storal zoii,, the mod ,I 

could not bo used rellably to predict or ,xplain bihavior over time. 
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The model assumes perfect foresight on the part of producers, who
 

base their decision-making on known prices, labor requirements, and risk
 

parameters. In actuality, producers probably select the size and combina

tion of agricultural enterprises on the basis of expectations formulated
 

from experience over a number of years, not simply one year. The follow

ing interpretation of the model assumes that producer expectations concern

ing the parameters of the model did not deviate substantially from esti

mates of the parameters derived from data collected by the research team
 

during the survey year. Only if it can be assumed that such expectations
 

are constant over time, which is doubtful, could the model be used success

fully for intertemporal comparisons. A more realistic formulation, which
 

could explain behavior over time, would be to assume that expectations
 

vary in some predictable fashion based on variations in rainfall patterns.
 

The author hopes to test this formulation in future research.
 

Monetary Units. -- The unit of account throughout this report is the
 

franc CFA (designated as FCFA), the official currency of much of former
 

French West Africa, including Niger. The franc CFA Is supported by the
 

French banking system and guaranteed parity with the French franc at a rate
 

of 100 (CFA) to 1 (French). During the survey year, the official exchange
 

rate for the franc CFA varied from 222 to 246 F CFA per dollar.
 

Comparison of Production Systems Surveyed
 

This section of the report compares the agricultural enterprises under

taken by the three major subsamples: laussa, Bush Tuareg, and Village
 

Tuareg. Although most of the subsequent analysis dwells on Bush Tuareg
 

households, lnformat ion on other households is presented here by way of 

contra.st s Ince ,utch hotisehold do form a significant proportion of the 

populat:ion of tli ,;soithern pastoral zone, although they are, not Inl the 

majori ty . (;taI ;t I "; re,evant to the three Fulanl hoiischld Il Ihe survey 

saip I e a ,o are pr,;euit ed , but these ntat 1st: 1cs wil I I notI 1 dl d li'rein,;kcv; 

and tlie reader I,. caut ioned that sluch statlitIetsi may iot. 1w ripru;ntatlve of 

most of the FuI lant iouseholdi in the pa storal zone. Inl comparlg the three 

http:contra.st
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major production systems, the following discussion dwells on labor patterns
 

and availability, land use, livestock management, and the output and con

sumption of agricultural products.
 

Labor Patterns and Availability.-- Table 1 presents summary statistics
 

by subsample on labor availability, area planted, and grain and milk produc

tion. Labor availability, presented as the number of working resident
 

equivalents,signif is that one household member of at least eight years of ag( 
was present in the household for the entire year. Thus, a working household
 

member who was present in the household for only nine of the twelve survey 
months would register as .75 resident equivalents. The conversion to resi

dent equivalents was found to be desirable since individuals travel exten

sively in the pastoral zone and there was a great deal of movement into and
 

out of households.
 

As Table I indicates, the twelve households in the Bush Tuareg sub

sample had, on the average, the gr2atest number of family members of working
 

age residentsin the household. In contrast, village Tuareg households had
 

the least amount of working age laor available. fen of the seventeen
 

Village Tuareg households had less than three resident equivalents during
 

the survey year, whereas only four Haussa and four Bush Tuareg households 
fell within that category. On the average, Including children under eight
 

years of age, household size varied among the three subsamples from five to
 

seven resident equivalents of all ages. Haussa households had the greatest 

number of children under eight years of age in residence.
 

The outstanding characteristic of the statistics presented in Table I
 

is that, as the ranges indicate, the underlying distributions dinplay an
 

enormous degree of dispersion. Curiously, an analysis of the data lndIicatced 

that variat ions In grain and milk production ar not highly correlated wlth 

varilt:Ioin In lahor avaIlabl Ity. This suggests that other factors;, sut cI 

as acce;!; t) ;Ilid atid the rse of hfred labor, intust be considered Ii xpIlafli rg 

variatior; in ,,gricult.raI pr-duct lon. 

'[The at i ; Ic ; i i li ' I al'! ;ugg st that; Village luarf,; housel (old, 

were not oiily lre lw',Iy ,lillc r I hr linuwholds IintIe oth er -;uhsanpt vI , 
but they w('re, a I'a t;Ik I .eas tnct':; ftil aIgricultItral producers . They plantied 



TABLE 1 

!AS-" ATVA A 1n.ITT , AIMP P'NED AND GRAIN AND MILK PRODUCTIONa 

Village Bush 

Statistic Units Haussa Tuareg Tuareg Fulani 

Labor Availability resident equiv./household 

Ra:nge 1.37 - 8.33 1.83 - 3.82 1.94 - 7.74 1.89 - 7.66 
Mea- 3.82 2.74 4.27 4.14 

Area Planted ha /household 

-ange 2.29 -49.62 .82 - 5.31 .96-13.90 1.36 - 8.52 
an 8.67 2.74 5.18 4.25 

Grain ?roduction kg /household 

R-ange 33 - 2912 0 - 481 0 - 16,250 0 - 104 
Mean 580 164 2348 45 

YM.ilk Production liters/household 

Range 0 - 379 0 - 988 70 - 2465 0 - 1045
 
56 170 761 599
 

aData from Appendix IV, Eddy monograph
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less land and harvested less grain than either of the two major subsamples.
 
Haussa households planted the greatest land area to grain, but they were
 
not on the average the most successful grain producers. Most of the land
 
planted to grain by Haussa households was upland soil planted to millet. 
In
 
contrast, most of the area planted by Bush Tuareg households was in the low
lands and was planted to sorghum. Bush Tuareg households were the most suc
cessful grain producers, partially because sorghum was a more successful
 

crop than millet during the survey year.
 

The figures on the following pages show a breakdown for each subsample
 
of the allocation of labor throughout the year by five major activity group
ings: crops, livestock, commerce, domestic work, and rest. 
 Labor use in
 
each category is measured by the average number of hours per fortnight (two
week period) allocated to each category by working household members. The
 
total awount of labor available, on the average, for each fortnight is indi
cated by the top line of each graph. In calculating labor availability, it
 
is assumed that household members will work up to a maximum of twelve hours
 

per day.
 

Figure 
5 gives the breakdown of labor use by Bush Tuareg households.
 
The most noticeable seasonal difference in labor use is the drop in labor
 
allocated to livestock during July and August, which is the growing season
 
for grains. During the same period, labor allocated to crops increases
 
sharply, and household members take less than an average of three hours of
 
rest during the daylight hours of each day. Labor allocated to crops rises 
again during the harvest season in October, a time when the amount of labor 
allocated to livestock has also increased relative to the growing season. 
The total amount of labor available rises slightly during the growing season 

and the harvest season. 
The labor patterns of a representative Bush Tuareg household can be 

summarized an follown: In the dry season, which runs through the first flv, 
monthsi (. lie year, there are four people of working age present In thoe 

houiseho Id: au adlult male and female and a yo nger girl and boy. The woniai 
y,)I,.): .ch 1layand thi. gI r I iupernd ,ilx hotitr a on dTestIIC toik:i. The man 

and the yniirig te41nd the ,i ii loy for fivt e or iiix hourf; ()f every ul;,y, and 
once it week tlie etilrte famlly vli iit; the wcokly market. 
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Labor in the fields begins in late April, and the entire family de

votes correspondingly less time to rest and to 
the animals, A male family
 

member returns to the household in June as the rains begin and as crop
 

production begins in earnest. 
During July and August, the animals are left
 

to the young boy, who devotes four hours a day to their care. The women
 

continue with the domestic work, but in addition, they assist the men for
 

two hours a day in the fields, as does the young boy when he is not working
 

with the animals. Each of the men devotes an average of eight hours a day
 

to crop production at this time, This combination of activities leaves just
 

enough time during the daylight hours of each day for the family to eat their
 

meals. In order f- free up more time for sociel activities, the household
 

may hire labor to assist with the work in the grain fields.
 

After the final weedings are completed in the grain fields in late
 

August, one of 
the adult household members travels to visit a relative. The
 

adult male devotes more time to assisting the young boy with the animals,
 

since extra care is required at this time in order to keep the animals away
 

from the enticing heads of grain.
 

As the harvest begins, each of two household members must continue to
 

spend six hours per day with the animals in order to keep them out of the
 

fields, and each of the two women still are confined to six hours a day of
 

domestic chores. Commercial activities take up another three hours a day of
 

the family's available labor time in addition to the time spent in the week

ly market, since the supplemental income derived from crafts Is required to
 

finance grain purchases at a time when stocks are low. 
 Each family member
 

requires three hours each day to eat his meals. 
This leaves approximately
 

fourteen hours each day for harvesting from the household's entire available
 

stock of labor of sixty hours per day. In some cases, that fourteen hours 

amounting to only two or three hours labor per clay per working household 

member - is not enough labor to evacuate the grain to storage areas before
 

animals, birds or rodents reach it. The problem is further exacerbated by
 

herds returning from the north who are anxious to rejoin their dry season 
pastures. By November, the harvest Is completed, and as visitors leave the 
household In late )ecember, the household returns to its more regular dry 

season labor schedule. 
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Figure 6 indicates the patterns of labor allocation for the average
 

Village Tuareg household, The most obvious difference between this and the
 

previous graph is that, relative to Bush Tuareg households, Village Tuareg
 

households have much less available labor. An additional difference is that
 

the average Village Tuareg household devotes more time to commerce, which
 

includes time spent on crafts,on sales,and on wage labor. Time devoted to
 

commerce declines as time devoted to crop production increases during the
 

growing season, indicating tile same sort of trade-off as exists between
 

crop and livestock activities at that time among Bush Tuareg households.
 

Village Tuareg households devoted very little time to livestock enter

prises. Only three of the seventeen households in the subsample owned and
 

managed animals throughout the survey year. These households also devoted
 

relatively little time to crop production. The main source of their live

lihood was income derived from sales of crafts and services. Thus, aside
 

from commerce and domestic activities, little time was left over for agri

cultural enterprises.
 

Labor allocation in a representative Village Tuareg household may be
 

described as follows. A typical household has five full-time members: an
 

elder man and woman, teenage child, and two younger children. During the
 

dry season, which spans the first five months of tle year, the woman and the 

teenage child each spend four to five hours per day on domestic chores. The 

man spends two hours each day tending animals owned by wealthier village 

residents. During this period, the man and woman each spend four hours of 

every day working as hired laborers, tending small stands in the marketplace,
 

or making crafts for sale to supplement the household's income. 

In late April, the woman takes time away from domestic work to assist 

the man in planting the small millet field which has been loaned to them 

by more wealthy llaussa village residents. As the rains begin in June and 

crop production activities pick up, time allocated to commerce declines and 

remalius at a low level until late July. From late July through August, the 

man kiti(hrtakes work in the fields owned by llaussa village retillents while 

co t Intilng to work on his own fields. In October, an the harvests come In, 

the womia n onlce again takes time away from domestic work to assisLt with the 

traiiport of the grain. While he Is harvesting his own fields, the man d
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votes more time to commerce during a period when the markets are active.
 

As the harvest is completed in November, the dry season work patterns are
 

resumed.
 

Figure 7 illustrates the average labor patterns of Haussa households. 

The distinctive feature of the lHaussa production system as regards the labor 

input is that seasonal crop production activities do not detract signifi

cantly from time spent on any other productive work category, This is be

cause the hiring of labor relieves any possible constraint due to crop pro

duction activities during the June through August period. This is evidenced 

by the sharp Increase in total labor availability during that period. During 

July, households in the HIaussa subsample hired an average of twenty hours 

per week of labor services. The amount of labor hired rose to seventy-five 

hours per week during August, which was the month when the maximum amount 

of rain fell and crop weeding labor requirements were at their peak. The 

household also wan assisted during the crop cycle by the return of the young 

men who had sought work in urban centers during the dry season. Furthermore, 

the increase in water sources during the rainy season enabled household 

members to spend less time on domestic work and more time assisting laborers 

in the fields. The combined additionn to the household labor force provided 

sufficient labor for crop production so that other activ!ties could continue 

uninterrupted. Working household members were able to engage in non-produc

tive social activities for an average of at least 4.5 of the twelve daylight 

hours of every day throughout the growing season. 

Having assisted their fai lies with the most arduous crop production 

tanks (weeding), the young men began to leave the village again in early 

October an the harvest perlotd started. lati,:sa householdn also reduced the 

amount or labor hired at tLhis lie. There wan n resultant drop In labor 

avai lability, but dur ing the survey year, lianum hurieho ldn had an average 

nit I I IcInt Iabor tno cover harvest net iv It le Iod the Incretne In c,,immerc la 

artlvii I N' pi ,plt! by tlfe nctlv November mnrkets without hiring adittlonal 

labtr ior rivtltittrig uriNI antlvitni's Ielow ai level which allwei.d for an average 

off ociV I It}ii h"" N "i r . i lyi p r worklI i, hn , l' t mI mbvii .rihe 

Fllgirt' H liitflr'alv the percent ag.' of avalaie: I lbor ailocated to 

agrIcuIturn! proi tloin In each rortn[ght of the year by Pach ubmampl(e. As 
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suggested by the above analysis, activities related to agricultural pro
duction were most important among households in the Bush Tuareg subsample.
 
The average Bush Tuareg household devoted between 20 and 50 percent of
 
available labor to agricultural production throughout the year. 
 This
 
was not the case among village residents (Haussa and Village Tuareg sub
samples) who devoted 
 less than 10 percent of available household labor to 
agricultural production outside of the June to October crop cycle. 
This
 
is consistent with the description of Bush Tuareg households as 
subsistence
 
producers who devoted more time to agricultural enterprises, in contrast
 
to Village Tuareg and Haussa households, whose members devoted relatively
 
more time to commerce and relatively less to either crop or livestock pro

duction.
 

Land Use and Grain Output. -- The only officially recognized form of
 
private ownership of land by the individual household in the southern pastoral
 
zone 
is the right of the grain producer to recover compensation for damages
 
inflicted by herds trespassing on plots planted to grain. No similar indi
vidual rights in land are extended to the livestock producer. The land
 
input to livestock production 
 is a public resource and pasture is therefore
 
available on a "first come, first 
served" basis. Despite a 1961 law which
 
was intended to discourage grain production in the pastoral 
 zone, grain
 
producers still 
are able to obtain private rights in the land by clearing
 
a plot and planting it to grain. 
 The effect of these policies is to 
encourage the individual to make Improvements in the land which enhance 
its quality as an Input to grain production, but no similar Incentive 
exists for the Individual to improve the land for use as an Input to live
stock production. Furthermore, the recognition 
 of private property rights
 
in land allocated to grain production, but not in land allocated to 
live
stock production, probably encouragen the expansion of grain cultivation. 

Since land avallable as an Input to livestock production Is open to 
the public, it is difficult to estimate the quantity of the land inptt to 
livestock enterprises. Iowever, the research team did obtain measurementsi 
of all plots planted to grain by stample housieholds during the survey year. 
Each household planted from one to four plots, and eaich plot contained 
millet, Rorghum, or 0ome1 combination of the two. In addition to the two 
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major grain types, some households also intercropped cowpeas or gumbo (okra).
 

This was particularly true of households in the laussa subsample, but
 

intercropping was not practiced by Bush Tuareg households. Since the
 

quantities and value of the cowpea and gumbo harvests were insignificant
 

relative to the grain harvest during the survey year, the followinr analysis
 

considers only the production of the two major grain types.
 

Production statistics for millet and sorghum are presented in Tables
 

2 and 3. Millet was grown as a rain-fed crop and was planted pri

marily in upland, sandy soils. In contrast, most of the sorghum crop was 

planted in the alluvial, predominantly clay soils in the runoff channels 

which carry water from the surrounding hills. The tables Indicate that 

millet cultivation was less labor-intensive than sorghum. For all three 

major subsamples, the mean number of hours applied per hectare to millet 

fields was approximately half the per-hectare labor input to sorghum 

fields.
 

Millet production per household varied widely. During the survey
 

year, households in the lHaussa subsample appeared to be more successful
 

millet producers than other households, particularly those of the Bush
 

Tuareg subsample. Mean millet production per llaussa household was 189 

kilograms, whereas only one of the twelve Bush Tuareg households harvested 

any millet, and that harvest amounted to only 90 kilograms. 

Although Ilaunsa households appeared to be more successful millet 

producers, the statistics in Table 2 suggest that Bush Tuareg households 

were the mot successful sorghum producers. The twelve households in that 

subsample accounted for 78 percent of total sorghum production by the forty

five sample households,. One Bush Tuareg houselhold produced an extra

ordinary harvest of over sixt een metric tonti of' ,orghum. Average sorghum 

production among the other nine houshol1l( In that subsample who had some 

harvest was 1,315 k1lograms . This was more than twice the average pro

duction by IIatharmsorghum-producting houstioldi and ten t limes tihe average 

production by the Village Tuareg househol l(n which planted sorghum. 

The median aren planted per hotinehold to all cropi was approximately 

three hectarets, anI)d th. imedi(ai area per plot wati betweeIn 1.0 and 1.5 

hectares . 'hiii ,,xcIudei tour houneholds which planted owe r ten he ctarcx 

vac. thei, f mr hoifieholdo included three success ful |ll nti merchants and 

S Ttr'eg camvp chief. 
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TABLE 2 

MILLET PRODUCTION STATISTICS BY SUBSAMPLE 

Subsample 

Village Bush 

Statistic (Per Household) 
Haussa 
(n-16) 

Tuareg 
(n-17) 

Tuareg 
(n=12) 

Total Area Mean 7.40 2.15 2.99 
Planted (Ila.) Range .74 - 47.30 .19 - 4.05 .32 - 6.88 

Total Labor Mean 1224 833 498 
(Hours) Range 408 - 3020 36 - 2467 136 - 1097 

Total Grain Mean 189 73 7 
Produced (Kg.) Range 0  604 0 - 248 0 - 90 

Hours/la. Mean 258 436 212 
Range 64 - 589 60 - 1132 54 - 734 

Kg./Hour Mean .13 .10 .01 
Range .00 - .34 .00  .29 .00 - .08 

Kg./Ha. Mean 46 39 1 
Range 0 - 136 0  159 0 - 17 

SOURCE: Appendix V, Labor and Land Use on Mixed Farms in the Pastoral
 
Zone of Niger, Center for Research on Economic Development and USAID, 1979.
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TABLE 3 

SORGHUM PRODUCTION STATISTICS 
BY SUBSAMPLE

a
 

Subsample 
Village Bush 

Hlaussa Tuareg Tuareg 

Statistic (Per Household) (n=14) (n=12) (n=12) 

Total Area Mean 1.38 .75 2.26 

Planted (ha.) Range .20  3.34 .13 - 1.68 .31 - 7.90 

Total Labor Mean 579 544 1592 

(1ou,rs) Range 163 - 1365 24 - 1821 297 - 3670 

Total Grain Mean 444 128 2341 
Produced (Kg.) Range 0 - 2066 0 - 435 0 - 16250 

Hours/Pa. Mean 413 765 895 
Range 105 - 792 154 - 1917 412  2137 

Kg./Hour Mean 1.08 .22 1.02 

Range .59  1.51 .00 - .66 .00 - 4.43 

Kg./Ha. Mean 
Range 

373 
0 - 637 

146 
0 - 345 

731 
0 - 2057 

SOURCE: Appendix V, Labor and Land Use on Mixed Farms in the Pastoral
 

Zone of Niger, Center for Research on Economic Development and USAID, 1979.
 

aStatistics based on data for those households which cultivated sorghum,
 

as indicated by the subsample size.
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It is possible that the four households planting abnormally large
 
plots were encouraged to do so by the prevailing system of land tenure.
 
As mentioned above, individual property rights vested when an area was
 
cleared and planted to grain. 
Such rights enabled the owner to bring suit
 
against the herder whose animals had encroached upon the field. 
 These
 
rights could be defeated only by failure to plant the field in subsequent
 

years.
 

Crop damage suits were brought before the local Haussa village chief,
 
a forum which was generally unfavorable to the herder. 
 If the Haussa
 
village chief finds for the grain producer, as is the outcome in most such
 
cases, he then awards damages based on the number and type of animals that
 
are found to have entered the field and whether the animals are found to
 
have entered during the daytime or at night. Judgments are enforced by
 
armed nomad guards who are stationed in villages such as Kao during the
 

growing season.
 

When a satisfactory conclusion is not reached at the village level,
 
the suit may be referred to the office of the Sous-Pr6fet, or regional
 
governor. 
The influence of Haussa merchants with the regional administra
tion and the predominance of Haussa civil servants in the government also
 
provides a favorable atmosphere for the crop producer in the event of a
 

referral.
 

Property laws in Niger, ac 
they were explained to this author by a
 
local government official, also recognize a more permanent interest in
 
land than that mentioned above, once a household has planted a given plot
 
to grain for three consecutive years. The ability to acquire a more per
manent vested interest in land merely by continuing to plant grain is an
 
additional incentive to continue grain cultivation, even though the producer
 
may have an alternative source of 
income from trade which makes the cultiva
tion of grain for subsistence unnecessary. The rights accompanying this
 
interest may be defeated by failure to plant during each successlve growing 
season, but: there In no requirement that the individual asserting the!;e 
right!; cstliniie to cul.tivate the entire ficld through to hary s. in orole r 
to maintafln his right to the ent ire parcel. The condition that the owner 
continue to plant, may be ulfl Iled by hliring laborers to pl ant and weed 
for the filt few months of the sieason, thus avolding the need to atlocate 
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household labor to these tasks. Then, once the plants have sprouted, the
 

farmer can abandon the field altogether while maintaining his interest in
 

the land and his right to an action for damages if trespassing herds
 

encroach upon it.
 

The combined effect of these practices is to encourage the expansion
 

of grain cultivation without stimulating either grain or livestock producers
 

to improve the land or to prevent environmental degradation. Furthermore,
 

the current system for enforcing the limited private property rights that
 

exist appears to favor the grain producer at the expense of the livestock
 

producer. These problems will be discussed further at the conclusion of
 

this paper.
 

Livestock Output. -- Several types of animals are raised in the 

southern pastoral zone, including goats, cattle, donkeys, horses, camels 

and sheep. In addition, many families living in villages raise poultry 

as a supplemental source of protein. Poultry production was not a common 

activity among households living outside of the village. 

Donkeys are used as work animals, primarily for hauling water, grain
 

and firewood. In addition, they are the southern pastoral zone's most
 

popular form of personal transport. They are considered to be versatile
 

and hardy animals, withstanding the harshest of environments. Donkeys
 

are particularly indispensable to households living outside of the village,
 

such as those of the Bush Tuareg subsample. Accordingly, within the survey
 

sample, donkey ownership was concentrated among B'ish Tuareg households.
 

Camels also are used for transport, but they are more expensive 

animals, and their ownership is the prerogative of wealthier households. 

Camels also are raised for their milk. Although not as hardy as donkeys, 

they do have a wider range of grazing options in that they can browse 

the tops of trees as well as low brush. 

lor eis, I Ike carels, are a more prestigious forf of personal transport 

reserved tfr wealthter houtseholds. Only the six most affluent hotiseholds 

In the inurvey s;ainple owned horses. 

Ainong,, ,iplhi houtitholtdo, sheep were ralied primarily for meia. Most 

often thvy wvre ral,,sed for s l.aujihter at specital occasioins, iuich a; marrIages, 

haptLsmIin, and other festivals . Sheep production was most concetrated 
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among members of the Haussa subsample. None of the sheep herds held by
 

sample households included more than ten head.
 

Goats were the animals most commonly held in sample members' herds.
 
In terms of number of head, they far outnumbered any other animal type in
 

all but the smallest of herds managed by sample households. There are
 
several reasons why sample households -- and Tuareg households in particu

lar -- preferred goats over other animal types: like donkeys, goats are
 
resistant to climate stress; 
 goats are easy to manage and entail less
 

risk than the larger animals; and goats are less expensive to acquire.
 
Furthermore, the rapid growth rate of the herd relative to other animal
 

types means that less time is required to build up a herd which is of
 
sufficient size to provide milk and meat for the household. 
 In the survey
 
sample, goats were held by all of the Tuareg households which owned any
 
animals. Goats were the primary source of milk aid meat for these house

holds.
 

Cattle were the second most important source of milk for household
 
consumption. However, less than one-third of the households in the survey
 
sample owned or managed cattle at some point during the survey year, and
 
the largest of these herds was only ten head. Although cattle do supply
 
substantial quantities of milk, they are more costly animals, and greater
 

risk is involved in their management. For this reason, Tuareg households
 
prefer to build tup and maintain a subsistence herd of at least twenty
 

goats before diversifying into cattle production.
 

Of the types of animals owned by sample members, the remainder of this 

paper concentrates on goats and cattle, since these animals figured most 
prominently In sample members' herds. These two animal types were especi
ally Important amnong the herds of Bush Tuareg mixed farmers,, the target 
group of the 11neair programming analysis. In addition to lheir Importance 

in nhimlers , cat t Ih and goats provided most of the mil 1k aid meat constuimied 

by sampl h lriv;(,hold,;. Altiougli camels+were an altrta tI ,jource of' milk,e 

only f lv,, !;;Impl- hiui;eholdi were engaged in camel prtduct I iduring the 

survey y'lcai. !f;iep were an alernatlve source of m.M , hut , aN; Indicated 

tbove, t le I r owli rn h I p wa.si reont r I cted to ilautiti hokowholdi;, wh ich had 
fimall herdt held mainly for slatughter at festivals. 
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Fcr the purposes of the linear programming analysis, two livestock
 

production activities are considered. The first involves raising goats
 

alone, and the second combines cattle with goats. Cattle production is
 

not considered as an independent activity, since all sample households
 

which produced cattle also produced goats, and the labor inputs to the
 

production of one animal type were inseparable from inputs to the produc

tion of the other.
 

A standard animal unit was used as a basis for comparing the goat
 

herd and the combined herd in terms of labor requirements and output.
 

The unit employed was the Tropical Bovine Unit (Unit6 Bovine Tropicale, or
 

U.B.T.), which is roughly equivalent to an animal with a live weight of
 

250 kilograms. Thus, either 5 goats or 1.2 head of cattle constitute one
 

U.B.T.
 

For sample households, milk production was the most important output 

from livestock enterprises, and in terms of milk production, the diversi

fied herd of cattle and goats has several advantages over a herd containing 

goats alone. The average patterns of milk production per fortnight and 

per animal unit for a sample of four goat herds and a sample of four mixed 

herds of cattle and goats are shown in Figures 9 and 10 . Milk produc

tion for the average goat herd is lowest during the rainy season (June 

through September). This is because females come into heat at the begin

ning of the rainy season, kid at the end of the rainy season, and produce 

milk until the onset of the hot, dry season (late February). Although 

this reproduclve cycleI.s convenlent for survival of thlie young, the 

timing of' milk o1tipuimt provldi es a complementary food sou1 rce to gral -.when 

it Is lea.t ne'ded. Mos;t feinah-'',; rc('alh the peak of tieir lict:at.loin cycle 

juit at th' c'id of tlie grilii lIirveut.i, when gral k'Imo!;t plentiful. low

ever, dtirlng I1 l ,;u n, whlen griain ,;tork,- :ir ' lowli rwilg and energy 

expendl[tr li y lie li' ,.old 1 It, li g . milk producti on lirm Ilio goat herd 

drops to It!; ai ialI1low. 

It co t otri;t to thlh ; patt,i n , tlie mlxc', hierd tl cattlc. ;nd goti-i pro

duces oir'r, milk wi- ii iml Itn i hroi ,,oliit tlit year andi r,;lit ; piak pro

(1tic t ion d111i 1igh11 i 1,,w114,1 1il k I s i(i ii eodrd .s a ctug t.iel tary food 

notircv. Per Iog Atuiet , wltt'n ,litll siock-l ar c o)W'4;1 ild tlef ;iiiollt oif 

imaII energy r tiilrI lp l 1 1t it, Iinr clc lduetlc t I hligl d tlxherd con

slt ng. of I fInal i l ; (e Ighte oaas ad l'ad cIt ttle)sve I I 1 g ,; t (I 
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would provide at least three l1ters of mil|i 
per day to the household.
 
Since the goats come into milk as milk production from the cattle com

ponent of the herd begins to drop off, the mixed herd could provide more
 
than three liters per day to the household for at least half the year
 

(mid-July to mid-January).
 

In contrast, a comparable level of production could be sustained by
 

a herd of seven animal units of goats (thirty-five goats) during only
 

three months of 
the year (November through January). Furthermore, the
 
total amount of milk output from the mixed herd is approximately 50 per

cent greater per animal unit than that from the goat herd. 
Average annual
 
milk production from the four mixed herds of cattle and goats was 189
 

liters, whereas the four herds containing only goats produced an average
 

of 124 liters per animal unit.
 

In order to estimate the producer's expected return to his annual
 

labor input to livestock production, two types of "output" must be evalu
ated in addition to the value of milk output. 
 The first is the apprecia

tion in value of animals hlud in the herd. The second is the value of 
young born alive into the herd during the year and surviving at the end
 

of the year. The result is a more accurate measure of the expected return 
to labor than would be provided by profits from animal sales alone.
 

The appreciation in value of an animal held in the herd is measured 
by the change thz! price! of as result itsin ukrket the animal a of growing 
one year older. The prices used to evaluate thin component of livestock 

output are discussed in subsequent sections of this paper. To estimate 
the expected return, the gain represented by change In price miust be dis
counted by the risk that te animal will (lie or otherwise bt Iot from 
th.n herd during the year in quest ion. Similarly, the value of yoiig born 
into tiit, hvr(I muist be ollscounted by probabIlltten of 11rv lvivl. 

Tht r(IN1llt I or tite two types of livestock ,roduct! lfj ut vItvllvs 

(goatl ,illdcattle romtih nt-d with goats) tire pretsent,. I. libltt ; 4 and 

5 . T'l'v o Ilir an imall 11i t of nalt ptircli, edIri dt r, Ito y.i r has been 

deduct itl, ; iI I i.iv ! lgi iu Ito oily l I'rchjIlrIu d InpIt (I 1 I)u, ll , l a mI g n 

('m;Il It !I Illhit 11 . o, td ) rum lUt I Itude. ThI-I o. h,13'tx r Irn ib l-d lIg a I 1 

the herd Is itilh lower thban vithir the va lut. of ,torvlvlug yiii.i or the 
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TABLE 4
 

EXPECTED VALUE OF OUTPUT PER U.B.T. OF GOATS
 

Item F CFA 

Value Added by Animals Held in Herd: 
Males 1,076 
Females 1,122 
Total 2,198 

Value Added by Surviving Young Born into Herd 4,176 

Value of Milk Production 6,200 

Cash Costs (Salt Purchases) -250 

TOTAL 12,324
 

TABLE 5
 

EXPECTED VALUE OF OUTPUT PER U.B.T. FROM
 
THE COMBINED HERD OF CATTLE AND GOATS
 

Item F CFA 

Value Added by Cattle Hteld in the Herd 
Ma len 975 

i1.. 1e! 1,468 
1 2,443 

Vallt Add, 1)y S'treivIng Calves Born into the Herd 1,574 

Vah ie A1doI by ICoa;t IhDeld in the 1lerd 
MI v!; 538
 

I - t 561 
T(,t -I1 1,099 

V.iI ,li Aid'tl by !;urvlving KIdit Born Into the Herd 2,088 

V.I[i 4)1Hilk Prthclioni 9,450 

(: h ( i Iurchutne)il, (C I -250 

TTA I. 16,404 
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value of milk production. 
The low annual return to animals held is due
 
to the risk parameters, as reflected in the survival probabilities. This
 
suggests that improvements aimed at decreasing risk might have an impor
tant impact on the relative profitability of livestock production.
 

For either activity, milk production accounts for over half of the
 
expected value of output net of cash costs. 
This reinforces the claims
 
of sample households that milk was the most important output from live
stock enterprises. It also suggests that technological improvements which 
affect milk production would hve a greater impact on tile relative pro
fitability of livestock enterprises than would marketing interventions
 
which affect the structure of animal prices. The effects of these and
 
other policy initiatives will be examined using the linear programming
 

model.
 

Consumption of Grain and Livestock Products.-- A summary of the
 
estimated per capita consumption of the major grains and livestock pro
ducts is provided in Table 6 . Calorie requirements are based on the
 
age and sex composition of the average household in each subsample. As 
indicated, consumption of the two major grains fulfills more than half 
of the requirement for each subsample. Given the Inability of tae pre
sent distribution 
system to provide markets In the southern pastoral 
zone with i, steady supply of high-quality grain, tLe importnnco of grain 
in the household dlet In an additional Incentive to contirie.i raln cul

tivat ion. 

The high proportion of calorie requirements derived from millet and 
sorghum consumrpt ion by Ilaunsa households In somewhat diitrlbng. 'Ilherv 
are several poei tfbl i xplanations. First, the nuimbr of pi'opIt' citil;iirg 

grain prep:ired by }Ihum :r households may have bven uin(Ir t'it i, I ll fi that 

tilt i.' 10r.';ai i if who vi Hit m'hw ld ii I lhillitt u'd hou only 1t 1i111'Wi!i 

41111t l' iirv,'v.not re o'ozl ir f h. Secondi1at'1'i'V.I IItV. c(att 
ne foul!'tl 7 r i t'l !,~ lc'ol','tvoli rliptil foill i In 111 , }l P tl l li ii ' . it l 11)11ll 

food A dl~ t il vi,i ilili plrtl ';I-1lliii. Thldl lIt ,mild hc hlt it. l ,~ tilil R , 

kind fillp611 c4' illl llp t hl il W1.l-i, Illc h l fll, (1i1 11,llil (Illl .,f- i W 1 tl11 1 ,1; olld 

protein amongill# Wlttariv , hli tich~ld Ilillls illt llm,' Ifall,;11.i Tenri'illl:al'l'i 



TABLE 6
 

CONSLI-MTION OF GRAIN AM LIVESTOCK PU CTS
 

P :erza :aly Fer Capita Ccnsuption 
,:,a_ _ Livestock Products
 

:za ?r.e pcr:!c Total Proportion Total Contribu-

Mille -- Ca:rc of Re;ire- Meat Milk Caloric of Re4Znire- tion to Calorie
 

Submple 
 _kRI ______ ment (=) (g.) (ml) Value mert (Z) Requirements (%) 

.AU,9 .26 549 99 39 8,6 110 4 103 

Village 
Tuareg .44 .31 1482 58 21 213 181 
 7 65
 

T,,areg .28 .48 1450 51 13 351 272 1.0 61 

apr.portion of calorie requiremts derived from grain and livestock Products. 
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sugar consumption probably provided most of the calories required by
 
Tuareg households beyond those supplied by the consumption of grain and
 
livestock products. Therefore, the high proportion of calories derived
 

from grain consumption by Haussa households may indicate that such house

holds had fewer and less important alternative sources of calories other
 

than grain.
 

Livestock products definitely were a more important element of the
 

household diet among Tuareg sample households than among households in
 
the Haussa subsample. Bush Tuareg households in particular consumed an
 

average of more than four times the daily per capita consumption of milk
 

by Haussa households. On the other hand, Haussa households consumed an
 

average of three times as much meat per capita as 
did Bush Tuareg house

holds, but t~e quantity of meat consumed in general was quite small rela
tive to milk consumpiton. This was particularly true of Tuareg house

holds, which further corroborates the notion that animals that are held
 

in Tuareg herds are kept primarily for their milk rather than for their
 

meat.
 

Relative Ability of Production Systems Surveyed to Expand Cattle
 
Production.-- AF is apparent from the data presented in this section,
 

there was a great deal of variation among households within each sub

sample. However, it is possible to generalize concerning the relative
 

ability to expand cattle production. Of the three systems surveyed,
 

those households classified as 
Bush Tuareg appear to have the greatest
 

immediate interest In expanding self-managed herds. Relatively more of
 

their income and food needs are derived from livestock production, in 

which all such households are currently engaged. 

In contrast, 1laussa households appear to be reluctant rely onto 

cattle, or livestock in general, as anything but a supplemental source 
of food and income, although they do .ee cattle as a preferred form of 
investment.. However, even when acquired as an investment, H1aussa house
holds rafely mainage the animals themselves and prefer instead to confide 
them to hired herders who do not live In the imnediate vicinity of the 

hounehold' al)ode. 
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Although Village Tuareg households may wish to join their Bush Tuareg
 

neighbors tending cattle outside of the village, most households currently
 

are unable to do so. They presently eke out an existence based on income
 

derived from wage labor and small-scale retail trade, supplemented by grain
 

produced on sub-marginal fields. Whenever some of their income can be
 

set aside after fulfilling their immediate needs, they invest in small
 

ruminants, but neither their small ruminant herds nor their other assets
 

have expanded to the point where they could reasonably consider managing
 

large ruminants such as cattle. The requisite initial investment, the
 

time required to manage the cattle herd, and the risk involved currently
 

are prohibitive for such households.
 

Thus, of the pastoral zone mixed farming systems which were considered
 

by the survey, the Bush Tuareg system is the most likely to benefit dir

ectly from expanded cattle production. For this reason, as well as other
 

reasons mentioned in this paper, the detailed analysis of alternative
 

agricultural development policies is confined to the Bush Tuareg group.
 

Average Seasonal Labor Requirements of Bush Tuareg Agricultural Enterpriaes
 

This section descr.heR the labor requirements of the six agricultural
 

enterprises included in the linear programming analysis of the section 

which follows. These include: millet production, three sorghum production 

technologies with varying returns to land, goat production, and the produc

tion of goats combined with cattle.
 

Labor requ iirinentij are based on the average hours allocated to each 

by the groupti of househol(s defined below. For the four grain enterpriseF, 

labor requirements are meanured In hours per her:tare for each fortnight. 

To elaboratv on rhe type of work undertake-n within each fortnight, labor 

allocated to ,ich grain production activity ha been divided Into five 

vork catc(;oren: land preparation, planting, wteding, guarding the fields, 

and harvest log. 

The average labor requ it;mentu for the two l evostock enterpri en are 

masured in hours per animal unit (Ui.B.T.). Once again, to illuntrate 
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the nature of the work, labor allocated to each of the tvo enterprises
 

has been further divided into three work categories: pasture (grazing),
 

watering, and milking.
 

As part of the linear programming analysis of the following section,
 
it is assumed that labor requirements per hectaro and per animal unit are
 
fixed in each fortnight. This assumption is justified for the livestock
 
production activities in tliat grazing, milking, and watering the animals
 
must be carried out on a daily basis. It is also justified for the grain
 

production actlvitiesin that the timing of work associated with grain 
production is highly dependent on rainfall patterns. Thus, for a given 
temporal distribution of rainfall, labor requirements are fairly inflexi

ble between fortnights. 

Along the same lines, it is important to remember that the labor 
requirements specified below are strictly valid only for a given area in 
a given year. This is because changes in rainfall patterns over space 
and time would alter the labor requirements and the relative profitability 
of the various activities. Thus, the results the modelgiven by described 
in the following section must be Interpreted In light of rainfall patterns 
during the ,;urvey year. As Indicated in the first section of this paper, 
rainfall patterns at the research site during the survey year were unusual 
because heavy rains fell late into tie year, producing a second sorghum 
harvest, and there was a thirty-day drought during the early part of the 
growing season which crippled the millet crop. 

Millet.-- The labor requirements of the millet technology included 

in the model are based on the average hours per hectare devoted to millet 
by the household.; in the Ilausna subsai.nple. The Ilaurssa 1nll,,tI technology 
was nelet .d, :ilnwe It wan the most productlye of thte millet ti'hotogles 
observed Imn ii CIh thI . product Ion nyttemn:. Slinec only one his oh :uarg 

houaehoild wi,; ,ih 1' to produce any millet it all during the sonrvey year, 

the -lr'VE. I1'u;i hi.areg millet technology could not pro)vi(1' de iatdihqut t 

c'9 I iii~a I I1 11 why IilJ1 'tlIt'gle-t-g. houlteholdliS aged fit fillI I t-(vlt lpid' . 

Thut;, t ti - , - I, i of I t lh Haft iil inII I et t vch o 1ogY Iti prd I Irit Iv (Iof ,it 

it ilnum1t 1,i i hilt Iii inak Ig 1)1 ant Ing iecIi ionsI for the comIig :ro1)p cycle, 
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Bush Tuareg households strive to emulate the best locally available tech

nology for any particular enterprise. Indeed, this is the way in which
 

sample members themselves characterized their decision-making: Tuareg
 

households engaged in millet production under the assumption that they
 

would be able to achieve the yeilds obtained by relatively more successful
 

Hlaussa millet producers. For similar reasons, the most productive sorghum
 

techLIlogies have been selected for inclusion in the model, these being
 

the technologies adopted by Bush Tuareg households during the survey year.
 

Average labor requirements for each work category in each fortnight 

are indicated in Figure 11 . As the graph suggests, labor inputs to millet 

production were concentrated in the June through October period, which is
 

the rainy season. The major activity during that: period was weeding, which 

was probably the most critical task and certainly the most demanding 

physically. Hlaussa households met the weeding labor requirement by hiring 

addtLional labor, particularly during August, the month of heaviest rain

fall. The hiring of labor enabled Iuassa producers to spend roughly equal 

amounts of time per hectare on weeding millet and sorghum fields during 

the critical period of heavy rainfall. 

Discretionary income derived from sales of livestock and livestock
 

products contributed to the ability to hire labor during this period.
 

ilired labor accounted for one-third of the total labor allocated to weed-

Ing grain fields by the fourteen sample households which produced both 

large ad .anm-ll ruminants. In contrast, in seventeen sampl hoischolds 

which i had nto an mais, hired laborers contributed only 5 pcrceit of total 

libor al lor'a tt(i to weeding. For some Tuareg houselo1dll , IIhe lack of dis

cret inmry ic(mie withIi which to hire labor forced themito choos, between 

wetiing ini Iltt () ;-cri,hiii f tlId (lurtlt, tlit' criical plt rl)(i of he,avy raln

f[a I I. Ti re.,,t II),, c)niitl't cAt i t(l ( w)Iodlug l,'lhor (on ;ogluiIit leid; 

obv Io)vily (' 1t v'Ib ted ito tlit' IA Ill1 -4' ( I ItI' (.It ctltp 14t" tl ,;t ll tluue

it I (if. 

tiI II t x~i I gWt i I1V(, (; l1 l i;;lildy II I (I li Vtery I I Lt It ai d:liii, !;I) ; Wil I 

pri-lparat lti w;i,; rto ilre d [rhitt 1t( lklaini iII). 'lh' I I I-.,t 1lauit li loo)k plac,' 
,II earIly May, h, 1o r-t lit' ral ,+n;itt'g;il. I F t .Ild w1.1-4. i;,h l ly repla t.c 

aa llVcesq;uary .iu litii tie 'a -I part ihri rainy va ut)in.rly oft 



FIGURE 11- Agricultural Calendar for Millet: Haussa Sub-sample
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Guarding the millet fields, like land preparation, occupied relatively
 

little time. Most of the labor allocated to guarding the fields was in

tended to protect tile crop from herds in transit through the area. Thus,
 

fields had to be guarded at the beginning and end of the rainy season when
 

herds were In transit to and from northern pastures.
 

Tile harvest began in late September and continued through October.
 

Since tbh herds of nomadic livestock producers were returning from northern
 

pastures during this period, the ripened grain had to be evacuated rapidly
 

to storage areas to avoid damage to the crop. Despite this time constraint,
 

neither the harvesting activities nor any of the other three activities
 

mentioned above constituted as large a proportion of the total labor
 

requirement of the millet enterprise as did labor required for weeding
 

during the rainy season.
 

Sorghum.-- Tile labor requirements of the three sorghum technologies
 

included in the model are based on tle average hours per hectare devoted
 

to sorghum in each fortnight by each of three groups of households within
 

the Bush Tuareg subsample. The three groups were distinguished on the
 

basis of varying yields (averages of 350, 850 and 1,160 kg /ha ). The
 

average labor requirements, broken down by activity, for the two groups
 

achieving greater per hectare yields are illustrated in Figures 12 and
 

13.
 

The most distinctive difference between the labor requirements for 

sorghum and those for millet is that sorghum is a much more lai,,r-intensive 

enterprise, requiring a greater labor input per hectare for all five work 

c ategor f ,,;. In parti cular, land preparation, planting, and guardlng take 

oin ,,rtater ImI)ortance. Also, the harvest labor repilremein ditrlng October 

alu Novcrmber I; of cotnparable magnitude to the weedIng Jb;ior rcqirementIL 

IIIhily ;inI Atig,,i!;t . 

Sl "'llfio-;11I ;irlUiil !; (d lanld prep~larat |on are, l'i-quiri,- loi :;orl'luml. 

Poli slhIy 1!; ;I r Illt of Ilia land prepIaration re(jIulr iti , , p I nt 1i. did 

not 1glo lite wlllch widS ftelr e;irly Add it lonaliii1t 11 lIm , i. tie r;aiui;. 

plantll 1g .i Iuly were re(qoIred to replkice plant:s killed (ef tileI Ii1, In 

thlirt y-(I;y droi glit at ,i' I ilngt of hie raloiy ,i(ilvOl). 



FIGURE 12 : 	 Labor Requirements by Activity 
for Average Yield Sorghum Technology 
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FIGURE 13 Labor Requirements by Activity for 
High Yield Sorghum Technology HARVEST 
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Unlike the Haussa millet technology, the peak requirement for labor
 

allocated to weeding sorghum occurred in early July rathur than Augast.
 

A further difference is that the sorghum harvest began in earnest in late
 

October, in contrast to the millet harvest, which commenced a month earlier.
 

The later sorghum harvest meant that more labor had to be allocated to
 

guarding the fields to prevent incursions by animals. The tlreat of
 

trespassing animals was particularly acute at this time, since many animals
 

were in transit through the area. Also, the heavy rains had stopped, and
 

less pasture was available, making the ripening grain more attractive to
 

transhumant herds. Finally, much of the pre-harvest labor in the grain
 

fields had ceased, since the plants were already well established and
 

the rains no longer made it necessary to continue intensive weeding. This
 

meant that fewer people were regularly present in the grain fields, so
 

there was a greater risk that animals would encroach upon unattended fields.
 

As indicated by the timing of livestock labor requirements, the need to
 

guard fields during this period may be an important constraint to agricul

tural production among mixed farmers.
 

Goats.-- As indicated in the previous section, the livestock pro

duction options under consideration are limited t9 goats and cattle com

bined with goats, since these two types of herds were the most common
 

among sample households. Furthermore, as indicated above in the subsec

tdon of livestock output, cattle were never raised Independently of goats,
 

since grain and livestock-producing households preferred to build lp a
 

subsistence herd of at least twenty goats before diversifying Into cattle
 

production. Before discussing the mixed herd option, the present . 

section looks at tie labor requirements of th. basic goat her4., ,,5!h 

contains twenty to twenty-five goats. As In the above d1HcuBss!on of 

livestock output, labor requirements for the goat herd and thu mixed herd 

are given In terms of n standard unit (U.B.T.) which is equ% !-ent to 

5 goats or 1.? head of cattla.
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The breakdown of average labor requirements per animal unit for a
 

sample of four Bush Tuareg goat herds is indicated in Figure 14. The
 

most outstanding characteristic of the labor flows is the sharp drop in
 

labor requirements from mid-June through August. This was the period
 

during the rainy season when water and pasture were plentiful.
 

This was also the period when crops were in the ground and were
 

developing. However, most crop producers were in their fields either
 

planting or weeding at this time, so there was relatively little danger
 

of animals wandering into the grain fields unobserved. Thus, during the
 

height of the rainy season, the animals could be left to wander on their
 

own in search of relatively abundant pasture and water, and more household
 

labor could be devoted to grain production. For this reason, goat produc

tion labor requirements dropped to their annual low in late August when the
 

combined requirements for weeding in both millet and sorghum fields were
 

at an annual peak.
 

By September, the weeding of the grain crop was completed, and activi

ties in the sorghum fields dropped off until the harvests began in October. 

As indicated above, the grain fields were vacant at this time (with the 

exception of those guarding the fields), and as the grain ripened, it 

became more attractive to the herds. As a result, the herds had to be 

placed under more regular surveillance to prevent them from entering the 

fields and damaging the grain crop. Thus, labor requirements rose sharply 

between August and September and increased more gradually throughout the 

harvest period as more labor was devoted to keeping the herds away from 

the ripening grain. At the same time, the amount of labor required for 

watering was increasing as surface water supplies dried up and herders 

had to begin watering their animals from the wells. The time required for 

milking also increased during this period since more animals in the herd 

were coming into milk. Thus, arr-r-. ,,ie time of the grain harvest, sorghum 

and goat-producing households l-" , d simultaneously with rising demands 

for harvest labor and rising demanas for labor allocated to all three major 
goat production activities. In contrast to the sharp dip during the rainy 

seasou, labor requirements were fairly stable throughout the cold season 

and hot dry season. 
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Mixed Herd of Cattle and Goats.-- Figure 15 illustrates the amount
 
of labor required per animal unit and per fortnight to maintain a combined
 

herd of twenty to twenty-five goats and three to five head of cattle.
 

The overall pattern is very similar to that of the basic goat herd. In
 

comparing the labor requirements per animal unit of the two types of 
herds, it does not appear that it is possible to realize any substantial
 

economies of scale by expanding the basic goat herd to include cattle.
 

Average labor requiremnts for both types of herds were similar in all
 

but the June to August slack period. 

The labor calendar for the mixed herd is marked by the same drop in 
labor requirements as that of the goat herd during the June to August 

period. However, average labor requirements per animal unit never dropped 
as low as those for the goat herd during this slack period. This probably 

was due to the fact that unattended cattle may do more damage to graina 
field in a short period than goats. Therefore, cattle had to be watched 
more carefully than goats, even during the rainy season when water and 
pasture were more plentiful. Thus, the rainy season labor requirements 

for the mi.xed herd did not appear to be as flexible as those fo the goat 

herd.
 

This relative inflexibility of labor requlremcnts applied equally
 

well. to the month of September, the time at the beginning of the grain 

harvest when labor requirements, for the mixed herd rose to one of three 
annual peaks. During this time, tie cattle had to be watched closely, 
since they In particular were attracted to the ripening heads of grain 
at a time when the grass cover which they relied on for feed was beginning 

to be depleted. The goats could still browse from trees and shrubs at 
this t line, utit the cattle dId not have this option and were thus more 

attracted to the ripening grain. The following seLtion examines the 
extent to which these differences In labor requirements Interfere with 

ihe expansion of cattle production.
 



_ FIGURE is : 	 Agricultural Calendar for Mixed Cattle and
 
Goat Herd
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Analysis of Bush Tuareg Agricultural Production
 

In this section, the information presented thus far is incorporated 

into a linear programming model of a Bush Tuareg mixed farm whose produc

tion possibilities are millet, sorghum, goats and cattle. The model is 

exploited to simulate the effects of three policy options intended to 

promote specialization in cattle production: (1) government distribution 

programs which grant or loan animals to livestock producers; (2) grain 

market interventions which would alter the price and quantity supplied of 

grain to the local market; and (3) the introduction of new technologies 

which would increase the milk yields of cows and goats. A critique of 

the results obtained and alternative policy recommendations follow in the 

final section of the paper. Briefly, the factors which appear to restrict 

Bush Tuareg cattle production and limit the efficacy of the above policies 

are: (1) seasonal labor bottlenecks at the beginning and end of the grow

ing season; (2) the desire on the part of Bush Tuareg mixed farmers to be 

self-sufficient in grain; and (3) the importance of the goat as a relatively 

risk-free source of milk, meat,and cash income. 

The Model.-- The basic model is a conventional farm management model
 

which allows for selection among millet, sorghum, goat and cattle produc

tion activities subject to labor, land and subsistence constraints. The
 

primal problem could be described as follows: with a given unit of value
 

of each of the outputs (ci) and a given upper limit for the availability
 

of the labor input in each fortnight (b J) and of the total land input to 

sorghum enterprises (I ) what is the size of each activity (Xi), as measured 

in units of land and livestock, which would maximize the net value of the 

total output? The model can be expressed algebraically as: 

Y MAX 
6 
E 

i-I 
ciX 

subject to:
 

6
 
E a, j iX S bi (j - 1,....,26)
 

4 
xi I1.
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where: Y  maximum value of output, net of seed, salt, and other purchased
 

inputs 

X, - millet activity (measured in hectares) 

X2 = low-yielding sorghum activity (in hectares) 

X3 = medium-yielding sorghum activity (in hectares) 
X4 - high-vieldinQ sorghum activitv (in hectares) 

X5 - goat activity (in U.B.T.) 

X6 - mixed cattle and goat activity (in U.B.T.) 

i,j = subscripts indicating activity and time (fortnight), respectively 

ci net value of output from one unit of the i th activity 

a - hours of labor required per unit of the ith activity in the jth 

fortnight in order to attain the yields implicit in the ci. 

b m total hours of labor available for agricultural activities in 
ithe jth fortnight 

1a total hectares of land suitable for sorghum production (lowlands)
5 

which the household may expect to obtain. 

The model offers as options six activities (enterprises), four of which
 
are related to grain production and two to livestock. The four grain enter

prises are measured In terms of the land input in hectares. Three of the 

grain enterprises involve sorghum production with three different per-hec

tare yields. The fourth Is a millet enterprise based on the Hlaussa millet 

technology, as described in the previous section. It is assumed that millet 

and sorghum enterprises are distinct in that millet cultivation is confined 

to upland, predovminantly sandy soils, and sorghum cultivation is likewise 
restrtIcted( to lowland alluvial soils. This was true for all households in 

the lisdi Tuar . 5iih.lsample. 

'[lle I v(-,,tock enterpriteBs consitt either of goats alone or goats com

)Iled Wit II (;It t I. Fach of the livestock enterprises Is measured Ili terms 

of U. I.T. vq I vI l IIt ,I (1 ii. 1.. - 5 goats -. 1.2 head of cattle). Cat t Ie 

produ-t I hnI, O)t an I tldependent ,nrt rpr ; o, Initho mod l , !i oce, a.' previously 

111(1 Ic to.d' A l iiIIt.soIiold!;hiI Wh Iich pr(OtIm ed cattIl14. ;; prI(l(('t1 goilt j, 

1a1d ih Ih, t lI ll.; ti) the. letIr loon (d ( ,m im;tl] lyl, wer,Wl)aral)!I In.I 

froim I ptljmut ; to ith pjio(lict 1lm Id I I,' Id1 her . 'llcrelf ()rc, v)itlil 1 goat and 

(v tLIv produIc t Ion 1 IdereI t i)' I cl ut v rpr Ii .Is;loiis d 1 b 
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For the purposes of the combined livestock enterprise, it is assumed
 

that there are equal numbers of U.B.T. equivalents of each animal type in
 

the herd. Thus, each unit of the model goat/cattle enterprise contains the
 

equivalent of 2.5 head of goats and 0.6 head of cattle. Each unit of the
 

goat enterprise contains five head of goats. This conforms with the herd
 

compositions assumed above in the calculation of the returns to and the average
 

labor requirements for the respective enterprises.
 

In incorporating several sorghum technologies and two livestock enter

pri;es, the model does allow for some flexibility in input (labor/land)
 
ratios and herd composition. One potential problem with this formulation,
 

however, is that it assumes that goats will always be combined with cattle
 

in a proportion of at least four head of goats to one head of cattle (2.5
 

to 0.6). It is doubtful that this poses any great difficulty, since sample 

members actually did combine goats with cattle in at least that proportion. 

Furthermore, In the following analysis, whenever the combined livestock 

enterprise entered the optimal solution, additional units of tile goat 

enterprise usually were selected along with the optimal number of units 

of the combined goat/cattle enterprise, indicating that the optimal enterprise 

combination usually involved combining goats with cattle in a ratio greater 
than 4-to-I. It should be borne Il mind, however, that the model does not 

allow for a combination of goats and cattle in less than a 4-to-I ratio. 

Fixed labor requirements per hectare and per animal unit for each 

enterprise in each fortnight are derived from the material presented in 

the previous section. Labor requirements are specif ied for each enterprise 

In each fortnight in order to Identify as precisely as possible the seasonal 

labor bottlenecks which constrain agricultural output. Since labor require

inciit.; are based on the average obhFerved values within each group of house

hli.(h,, the present model Is limited to an approximat ion of the "average" 

Bli;I Tiiarc g household. The behavior of households whitch deviate In various 

reHpIcti trom this overall "average" is simulated by adjusting the labor 

roi00t ra lit ft to reflect the characteriatics of larger households, as do

; r I I ,1 lv I iw . 

Valhli cIf Ilcents for the grain enterprises are the actual average not 

rettirn!, pwyi hutar, for tile relevant group of households, a decribed in 

tle e mewctloll. coefficientsi and the phyilscitl yield and pricesi)rlto-;! Tlt,hfe 

oil wiIci thy are based tire lilted in Table 7. Phynical yieldet tre net 
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of seed requirements for the following year.
 

TABLE 7 

GRAIN PRODUCTION STATISTICS WD VALUE COEFFICIENTS
 
FOR MODEL GRAIN TECHNOLOGIES
 

Millet 
 Sorahum
 
Statistic: Low-Yield Medium-Yield High-Yield
 

Hours/Ha 305. 530. 1,070. 
 2,157.

KS /Ha 
 46. 300. 850. 1,160.

KS /Hour .15 
 .57 .79 .54
 

Value: 

Price (CFA/Kg) 68. 
 61. 61. 61.
 
CFA/Ha 3,128. 18,300. 51,850. 70,760.

CFA/Hour 
 10.20 34.77 48.19 32.94
 

The prices are the means of the weekly price observations recorded 
during the comodity price surveys conducted by the research team. The 
mean of the weekly observations, rather than an expected value based on 
grain sales patterns, was selected as the most representative price at
 
which to evaluate grain output, since on the average, less than one-fourth 
of total grain production was marketed by Bush Tuareg households during 
the survey year. A sensitivity analysis of grain prices in the model is 
included in the following discussion.
 

The value coefficients for the two livestock enterprises are the
 
massures of livestock output which were derived in the subsection covering 
that topic. Thus, the coefficients express the value of milk production, 
the appreciation in value of animals held in the herd (discounted for risk), 
and the value of surviving animals born into the herd. These coefficients 
are designed to estimate the return to one year's labor input which can
 
be expected from one animal unit (one U.B.T.).
 

The returns to labor and livestock Implicit in these coefficients are 
simarised in Table The folloving analysis8. includes a sensitivity 
analysis of these coefficients, based on assuned increases in milk yields 
beyond the levels observed during the survey year. lime the value of milk 
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output accounted for more than half of the total estimated returns to live

stock enterprises, the sensitivity analysis concentrates on that portion of
 

the value of livestock production.
 

TABLE 8
 

ANNUAL RETURNS TO LABOR AND LIVESTOCK FROM
 
MODEL LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES
 

Statistic Activity
 

Goats Goats and C.ttle
 

Hours/U.B.T. 734. 682.
 
CFA/U.B.T. 12,324. 16,405.
 
CFA/Hour 16.79 24.05
 

Labor constraints are formulated under the assumption that household
 

members would prefer not to spend less time on commerce and domestic
 

activities than that amount of time actually allocated to those activities
 

during the survey year. Furthermore, it is assumed that each household
 

member requires a minimum of three hours of rest during the twelve daylight
 

hours of each day, including the amount of time spent at meals. Thus, the 

minimum rest requirement for each individual present in tile household and 

the amount of time actual.ly s,pent on commerce and domestic activities in 

each fortnight are deducted from the total amount of labor avaltabl.e,to 

arrive at an estimate of the maximum amount of labor available for agri

cultural enterprie'; in each fortnighlt for each househo.ld. These figures are 

then averaged over a given set of househo.lds to derive the labor constraints. 

Two sets of hox,;ehold and the resultinug two sets of labor constrain ts 

are considered In the following analys,. The first set consist s of Bush 

Tuareg goat-producing hotveholds which were of average size relative to the 

entire set of househo lds IIn the P ;i Tulreg, subsample. These will be referred 

to sub["sequently as tile average Bus,;h 'l'uareg household s. Since cattle pro

ductti on was con fined to househiolds of above average size, the secon(d set 

of househol.ds for which labor cons trainits are f0ormaIt:ed constist,; of the 

larger Mish Tuareg householdIs which produced both large and small rum!inants, 

In the folowitng d iscuss ion, these households will be referred to as the 

large Bush Tiireg households. 

http:househol.ds
http:househo.ld
http:actual.ly
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A land constraint is included to ensure that optimal solutions do not
 
involve unrealistic land use plans. 
The land constraint affects only sorghum
 
enterprises, since land suitable for millet production did not appear to be
 
a scarce factor in the survey area. 
 Thus, the constraint applies to those
 
lowland, alluvial, primarily clay soils which were planted predominantly
 

to sorghum.
 

The land constraint to sorghum enterprises was set at 5.00 hectares.
 
This is the quantity of land suitable for sorghum production which Bush
 
Tuareg households could reasonably expect to obtain. 
The constraint was
 
never binding in any of the situations considered, suggesting that the
 
availability of labor rather than the availability of land is what limits
 
agricultural production on mixed farms in the southern pastoral zone.
 

In qualitative interviews, Bush Tuareg households indicated that given
 
the choice between grain and livestock enterprises, they would prefer to
 
assure subsistence needs in grain before engaging in livestock enterprises.
 
To reflect this, a subsistence constraint was incorporated in the model,
 
and solutions to 
the primal problem were examined with and without this
 
constraint. 
To formulate the constraint, the minimum grain requirement
 
per working household member was assumed to be the mean observed annual
 
consumption of grain by households in the Bush Tuareg subsample. 
Thus,
 
the subsistence constraint implies that the physical output of grain from
 
the four grain activities must be greater than or equal to the observed
 
consumption of grain for a set of households of a given size.
 

With the subsistence constraint introduced into the model, a para
metric analysis of labor availability was conducted for households of
 
various initial sizes. 
 The results indicated that household size and labor
 
availability are important determinants of enterprise combination. 
 Specifi
cally, the results suggested that, given the preferences and value-maximizing 
behavior outlined above, the ability to engage in cattle production while 
ensuring s;ubs ;stence food needs is restricted to households, of above average 
size. rhi ; would explain why only 30 percent of blie aimpl e (ot,;eo1d,(, 
all of whch were of above average size, were engaged in the product fion of 
large ruiniiantit; at some point durIng the survey year.
 

['urtliermore, it appeared 
 that Iil)HlI t:encv cons;tirahnth w(re binding 
only for tlio;e hiou;ehold.h of average or averagebelow sIze. h'llh,inInImum 
grain production requi rement Imposied by the subsistence constraint d(I not 
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alter the optimal solution to the value maximization problem for the rela

tively large households. However, subsistence constraints were binding for
 

smaller households and did effectively eliminate the possibility of cattle
 

production by such households. Unless otherwise indicated, the subsistence
 

constraint is not incorporated in the model for the purpose of the following
 

analyses. However, separate consideration is given to the extent to which
 

the solutions thus derived will fulfill grain consumption requirements.
 

The following analysis applies directly to a cross-section of Bush
 

Tuareg households in a year in which, in addition to the other parameters
 

in the model, the amount and distribution of rainfall was as observed during
 

the survey year. This latter consideration is particularly important,
 

since varying amounts and spatial and temporal patterns of rainfall would
 

alter the labor requirements and possibly the relative profitability of
 

agricultural enterprises. Thus, the results of the analysis, with the para

meters as given, are useful for cross-sectional comparisons, but given the
 

extensive variability of rainfall patterns in the southern pastoral zone,
 

these results could not je ued reliably to predict or explain behavior over
 

time or between regions.
 

Simulated Effect of Increasing Herd Size. -- To simulate the effect of
 

development programs whose aim is to distributq additional animals to live

stock producers, a parametric analysis of herd size is conducted by setting
 

the levels of one or both of the livestock enterprises to zero and then
 

forcing increases in herd size by one animal unit at a time. The effect
 

of the increases in herd size on the optimal levels of the other enter

prises and on the total value of output is then examined. The analysis dis

closes Lhat producers are currently maintaining herds which are of optimal 

or near-opti mal. size and that grants of additional animals, without com

plementary interventions to relieve currently binding constraints, would 

Actually force a reduct lon in the total value of output. 

'Iihe uinder ly g rationale for animal distribution programs is that 

producer, arei not curret ly nianaging ,Tiore anImals :;Imply because they 

([.11[ot ,atFord to acrirIce them. 'The logical exten,;ion of tHlt Is that the 

l)rovl:;Is i ()f c(,I t or wutri ,,ht: gr'iit! of allTuln i woti]d ( oah) I producers 

to expand lie ir l(rdi; tio thlir optimal ,,;ize. llowevcr, si ce the following 

analy ;Is dI s!ose!; that producer; are ctirrent ly malitalniig herd,; of optimal 
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size, it then becomes relevant to ask what constraints limit the expansion
 

of those herds and what complementary policy initiatives would relax such'
 
constraints. These are the subjects covered in the remainder of this paper.
 

The first portion of this section is concerned with the ability of the
 

average Bush Tuareg household to expand goat production beyond current levels.
 

The households in question currently maintain herds of approximately twenty
 

goats, but no cattle. Since Tuareg households indicated that they were
 
reluctant to engage in cattle production unless they could simultaneously
 

maintain a subsistence herd of a least twenty goats, the following examines
 

the effect of increasing the average household's goat herd beyond twenty
 

head, or 4 U.B.T. Since the average Bush Tuareg household did not engage in
 
cattle production, the combined cattle and goat production activity is
 

excluded from the model when such households are the subject of the analysis.
 

The specific issue investigated below is whether households of average
 

size are operating their goat enterprises at optimal levels and, if so,
 
what restricts the goat enterprise to a level at which such households are
 

reluctant to take on the risk of incorporating cattle in their herds.
 

The results of the parametric analysis of goat herd size for average
 

Bush Tuareg households are summarized in Figure 16. Given the model as
 

stated above, maximum value of output for these households is attained at
 

a goat herd size equivalent to 2 U.B.T., or 10 goats. Up to this point,
 

the net value of output rises rapidly as goats are forced into the solution.
 

Between this point and the point that coincides with current production
 

levels (4 U.B.T., or 20 goats), the value of output declines gradually as
 

goats are added. Beyond 4 U.B.T., the value of the objective function
 

declines more rapidly. When a herd of 35 goats, or 7 U.B.T., is forced in,
 

the solution becomes infeasible, given the labor constraints applicable to
 

this set of households during the survey year. The solution given by the
 

model with the goat herd size set at 20 head (4 U.B.T.) is quite close to
 

the average enterprise size and combination observed among the relevant set
 

of households.
 

As goats are added initially, the level of sorghum production in the
 

optimal plan decreases, and millet production is substituted for some of the
 

sorghum. Combining millet and sorghum production can be seen as a means
 

of minimizing risk since the success of one or 
the other crop could not
 

be known in advance due to uncertainty concerning rainfall. The millet
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FIGURE 16 : Subs.itution Reationship Between Grain 
and Livestock Production with Varying Goat 
Herd Size: Average Bush Tuareg Household 
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crop is relatively more successful in years of higher rainfall, and the
 
sorghum fields, being in low-lying areas which receive water from the
 
surrounding hills, provide some grain even in years of abnormally low
 
rainfall. Thus, the combination of grain enterprises ensures some millet
 
output in years in which rainfall is abnormally high and the sorghum
 
crop is drowned out, or a steady supply of grain from lowland sorghum
 
fields in years such as 
the survey year, when rainfall is below average.
 
The desire to produce both millet and sorghum in order to minimize the
 
risk of total crop failure due to uncertain rainfall assists in explaining
 
why Bush Tuareg households of average size were found to engage in goat
 
enterprises at a scale beyond that which would appear to be optimal. 
 Rather
 
than maximizing the value of output by producing fewer goats, more sorghum,
 
and no millet, producers may prefer to sacrifice some sorghum production in
 
years of low rainfall in order to produce both millet and sorghum and more
 

goats.
 

At a goat herd size of up to ten head and the optimal levels of millet
 
and sorghum production associated with that herd size, output is constrained
 
by labor availability in early July. 
 However, when additional units of
 
goats are forced into the solution, the most critical period of labor scarcity
 
is late October. As explained above, the labor constraint in this period
 
is due to 
the need to prevent the animals from consuming the ripened grain
 
which is still in the 
fields and the need to evacuate the newly ripened
 

grain to secure storage facilities.
 

The above analysis illuminates several important points. 
The first
 
and probably most important point is that for the average Bush Tuareg house
hold, there exists an optimal (or near-optimal) herd size of between 2 and
 
4 U.B.T. of goats (ten to twenty head), and that barring changes in
 
technology, relative prices, or 
labor availability, the total value of
 
output is drastically reduced when attempts are to increase sizemade herd 
beyond this optimal range. The second is that the desire to avoid risk by 
combinlig mlIlet and sorghum production may force the producer to select a 
slightly s;u-opt imal enterprise combination. The third point is that within 
the range of cinterprise combinations actually selected by this set of house
holds (IL~r Ing the sur,ey year, the model indicates that the most critical 
period scarcity during Inof labor is the harvest period late October. 
These results suggest that in the situation witnessed by the research team, 
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additional grants of animals, in the absence of complementary policy initia

tives, would not enable the average-size household to expand livestock pro

duction without seriously affecting grain output and the total value of
 

production from agricultural enterprises.
 

The second portion of this section is concerned with that set of
 

Tuareg households which are large enough to keep both large and small ruminants
 

while producing enough grain to satisfy the household's consumption needs.
 

Cattle production by Tuareg mixed farmers was restricted to households of
 

this size. Since it is found that these larger households also are operating
 

at optimal levels for each enterprise, the analysis of this subsection also
 

attempts to identify the factors which limit the effectiveness of animal
 

distribution programs by restrJcLing the expansion of cattle production.
 

The analysis centers around a set of parametric programming results
 

which use the labor constraints applicable to large Bush Tuareg households.
 

To obtain these results, the combined cattle and goat production activity
 

was forced into the solution in increments of one animal unit (U.B.T.) up 

to the point where the introduction of additional goat/cattle units forced 

a s iharp decline in the total value of output. The results of this exercise 

are illustrated in Figure 17. Each unit of the goat/cattle activity is 

assuied to contain equal proportions of U.B.T. equivalents of goats and 

cattle, or 2.5 goats combined with 0.6 head of cattle. Thus, with each 

Increase of one unit of the goat/cattle activity, an additional 0.6 head 

of cattle are forced into the solution. 

'lhe analysis suggests that the value of output is maximized at a level 

of the oat/cattle activity which is close to 8 U.B.T., or five head of 

cat t Ie. Ftrthermore, a, other activities are allowed to adjust to optimal 

Seh ;, tlhe vAllo' of ot tputt Is relatively insensitive to varlatf i4 in the 

le'vel (, tHil ',nit /c; ttl' activity between 7 and 11 U.B.T., wli ci r i!ipondls 

It fi)l to1 i 'vE's heid of cattl, . hslihIs range and the optimol ppi lI withiti It 

en nilde w it i H1t ',illt ' of ente'rpr is4e fiiz i aind colnlbitia imio ; ;1 I 1.lit 7 

ilililll),c(d Ti l wwwl' whk! compallrai Th'll (d derh 7 i l 'i~l of' v~l ,tlze. Villim, m.illlit line-i 

,'tIht-ili ly wll'ii Iii'' ' i/c4,it li actilvIty I forced t4) I(v4' Ii t i d IIhIn 

WrI';, (l I" I 'IiiI' I- I4, ' f I I'I it (ifCdli14' liir1 ,5444 II (''iI (t4 ' iltI?IIo t!liea 

h'rli ( Ir irt ge Iidi T iir h (ll h c ii'tal 1 lr 1 [it lir il i.0ti ll m-pi l I W i1(1 

'i'hl(- t lrtlt iilage lIII marked by vattite herid of l l t~i liwid anld ait h-11; wo) com
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FIGURE 17: Effect of Expanding GoaVCattle Herds on
Use and Total Value of Output for Large Bush 
Tuareg Households 
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plementary optimal plan consisting of millet, goats, and medium-yield
 

sorghum. The second stage is associated with a cattle herd of between
 

two and four head, or 3 to 7 U.B.T. of the goat/cattle activity. Within
 

this range, as the cattle herd is increased, the millet activity is forced
 

out of the solution, and the optimal sine of the goat herd diminishes.
 

The third stage is associated with a cattle herd of between four and
 

seven head (7 to 10 U.B.T.). In this range, as indicated above, the maximum
 

value of output is attained, and the maximand is relatively insensitive to
 

changes in herd composition. As the size of the cattle herd is increased
 

within this range, the optimal size of the goat herd remains relatively
 

stable, but labor constraints during the early harvest period force the
 

substitution of the less labor-intensive sorghum technology for the medium

yield technology. This switch to the less labor-intensive grain technology
 

would assist in explaining why some surveys indicate that cattle-producing
 

housieholds achieve lower per-hectare grain yields than similar households
 

not producing cattle. Finally, in the fourth stage, as the size of the
 

cattle herd increases beyond seven head, the total value of output and the
 

size of all grain enterprises declines abruptly.
 

As cattle are introduced in the first two stageE of the above sequence,
 

agricultural output is limited by labor scarcity in late October. llowever,
 

in the tbird stage, as the size of the cattle herd is increased beyond five
 

head, the scarcity of labor in late September becomes a more important
 

restriction on the expansion of agricultural output than the late October
 

labor constraint. As explained In the previous section, this is because
 

the larger cattle herds require more care at the beginning of the grain
 

harvest, when they must be kept away from the ripened grain which is still 

standing In the fl,.1ds. Thli, S uggests that efforts to expand cattle pro

duct. on among ]ar,,itu-jih ruarej, households should be accompniled by some 

me.an.s (If alleviating liiv'Septembnhh)r l;llor con trallit. 

1 MI te I d( r(l I'll!-4cI I aii cliecS ' I1d I r t ( oI I P l t f lite t 0 lvi- thlie optimal 

f st (it eXlpilIon Ive 

I limhi oi or 

c( tvrptlki, mix ;i;!oc lat ,d wItil 4.1(1h io' (it tli ,tSock herd. 

''llo ;ioal ys;l! L,; 11ww .d ,1 Hiii [Thtr " hiolol ) l ti.r t:vor;igv above 

.iv'.ri0' ';1 'lli, ilrl.!; I av ' ' i: ,. llou Ilhold Is'l'. r 1t,, th ii ili lah 

1et1; (I Iof )l1 1f ti Went Y 11C;OlIlltlld. t( ;k I Iv,, t i f I 4 t 4 mlwot 1 ii goat-. 

TIi. 14tiilt5! al o t;liggeif fl it ev'en t lie ];tgo't; li ii 'iuir,; g ioili, lliudfi ;,re 

IlinItcd to a herd )1fthir ty gp:i n;d, at micst, s evro hi(,ad l cattle. Ali 
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herds are expanded beyond these optimal levels, labor constraints force a
 
sharp reduction in the total value of output and in total grain production.
 
This indicates that animal distribution programs alone are unlikely to be
 
effective in increasing cattle production on Bush Tuareg mixed farms.
 

The simulation shows that if the opportunity to produce livestock were
 
eliminated, the value-maximizing model household would select an average

yield (850 kg /ha ) sorghum enterprise. As goats and then cattle are
 
forced into the solution, the model household shifts to less productive
 
grain enterprises such as millet (46 kg /ha ) and the less labor-intensive
 

sorghum enterprise (300 kg /ha ). The net value of total output initially
 
rises, and total grain production initially declines. 
As herds are expanded
 
beyond the levels stated above, however, and the size of grain enterprises
 

is allowed to adjust to optimal levels, both the value of total output and
 

total grain production decrease rapidly.
 

Since similar sample households are now producing at or near the
 
optimal levels of the livestock enterprises indicated by the parametric
 

analysis, it then becomes relevant to identify the binding labor constraints
 
and suggest means of alleviating those constraints. In the case of the
 
average Bush Tuareg household, labor availability becomes a binding con

straint to the expansion of agricultural enterprises in late October at
 
the time of the grain harvest. This constraint also effectively prevents
 
the household of average size from engaging in cattle production, given
 
the following set of preferences: 1, the desire to produce enough grain to
 
fulfill the household's subsistence needs; 2) the desire to diversify
 
grain production to avoid the risk of crop failure in years of abnormal
 
rainfall; and 3) the desire to acquire and maintain a herd of at least
 

twenty goats before engaging in the more risky cattle enterprise.
 

Although the larger households in the sample were able to meet the
 
above requirements and still engage in cattle production, labor constraints
 

for the large model households still restricted optimal enterprise size
 
and combination to no more than thirty goats and seven head of cattle. 
At near-optimal herd sizes, the analysis Indicated that labor constraints 
for such households are binding In early July end late September. Tile 
former constraint occurs during the peak period of weeding activity in the 
sorghum fields. The latter comes during the pre-harvest period following 
the completion of weeding when animals must be kept away from the ripening 

graIn. 
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Policy initiatives which may assist in alleviating the constraints
 

identified above will be discussed later in the chapter. Prior to that,
 

however, the following section uses the model to examine a different
 

approach to the problem of increasing cattle production among Bush Tuareg
 

mixed farmers.
 

Simulated Effect of Decreasing Grain Prices. -- This section uses the 

model to simulate the effects of marketing interventions on optimal enterprise 

size and 2ombination. The interventions in question are those which would 

lower grain prices at the local market, thus raising the relative profita

biLity of livestock production. To conduct the simulation, the grain prices 

used to calculate the value coefficients of millet and sorghum enterprises 

were lowered by as much as 50 percent of their original levels while 

holding all other parameters constant. 

As in the previous section, the analysis is restricted to Bush Tuareg 

households of average or above average size. Once again, the primary 

reason for this choice is that when compared to other sample households, 

these households ippear to have the greatest potential for entering into 

or increasing cattle production in the near future. More importantly, 

from among the three production systems surveyed, Bush Tuareg households 

are probably the most representative of the majority of crop and livestock

prodticlig households in Niger's southern pastoral zone. 

To conduct the sensitivity analysis ol grain prices, prices were 

reduced in 5 l,'/kg increments from the average retail prices for grain 

ii cd In the previous section (68 F/kg for millet and 61 F/kg for sorghum). 

,';lutih:. to the vaIlie-maximization problem were obtained after each itncre

ineita l ciiluic Ili the coefliclents as a result of the changes In grain prices. 

Th,. re,,l of uIchlan an, lysIs as applied to the average Bus;h 'i'utrog 

11de,lowh,, o Id aro, !;hown Ili Table 9. 

Thlc .r1illy ;;lV l 14c.1c'1: that io l%|t I ; to thit' va I i '-lu.ii 1ff '-i Ic ii prok 

bI cu,t roi ill t i ,,, cli 1t,, !;ci l!; It Iv . to chalil ('1i Ill tle (-()(-I I ' 14-11 ; The 

,)Ict Im. I !i, I I i, ct,. I lt cric i[ic rea,' eIt ruml ei h l Ih.i I .,, I!..T. ) o 

XIx[!ir ,'uv iI d ' llrIi ll ttc I I V. I-- 1'1 C). i. ii :!tic4-l.IIc1 tir ii Ill 

ill Ic l l (itcci 1 ,,1 / c4, . c it ('c 1/I ),h l c ciA;i il, . i II. j.T/k.,) 

icr -ippr<cc1 )~ ic- cith it c () Ii i rt, I r -IIc ii l-c i v ti litc iI ,cl I i th I h ii 

(Iict 1111 ()f ri ' )i~. hord toc y i l (t 1 1i.II.T. .cI 111 .(),cIt ii luu ' ()d ' 
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TABLE 9 

EFFECT OF DECREASING GRAIN PRICES ON LAND USE, GOAT HERD SIZE, 
AND THE NET VALUE OF OUTPUT FOR THE AVERAGE BUSH TUAREG HOUSEHOLD 

Crops (in Ha ) 
Change in Goats a Net Value 
Grain Prices Millet Sorghum (UBT) c' Output 
(CFA F/kg ) (average (CFA F) 

yield) 

0 2.31 1.66 140,034. 

- 5 3.21 1.28 5.07 132,567. 

- 10 3.21 1.28 5.07 126,397. 

- 15 .58 1.00 6.58 121,510. 

- 20 .58 1.00 6.58 117,142. 

- 25 .58 1.00 6.58 112,774. 

- 30 .58 1.00 6.58 108,406. 

aThe combined goat/cattle enterprise was eliminated from the model
 

for the purposes of this analysis. 
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Presumably, such a decrease in grain prices would raise the optimal size
 

of the goat herd to the point where the average household could reasonably
 

consider the introduction of the cattle enterprise, knowing that they could
 

rely on their larger goat herd to offset the risks entailed in the new enter

prise. In other words, the decrease in grain prices would make it profitable 

to acquire a goat herd sufficiently large for the household to consider 

expanding into cattle production. Furthermore, if the drop in prices would 

induce the household to rely on the local market as a source of subsistence 

grain, then the subsistence constraint on grain production would no longer 

be relevant. The final result would be that the average household could 

engage in cattle production without fear of the risks involved in that enter

prise nor of the risk of falling short of subsistence needs in grain as long 

as the market provided high-quality grain at the reduced prices inditated. 

The results of a similar analysis as applied to the larger Bush Tuareg 

households are listed in Table 10 . The results obtained are comparable 

to those discussed above for the average household. With a 7 percent 

decrease in grain prices, the optimal herd size and composition changes from 

thirty-two goats and four or five head of cattle to thirty-four goats and 

six head of cattle. A further drop In grain prices down to 85 

percent of the ori ginai level would cause a slhift In the herd composition 

towarda cattle so that the optimal herd )ecomes one of twenty-eight goats 

and seven head of cattle. Thin solution remains fairly stable throughout 

the further reductionst In grain pricei Indicated In Table 10. The 

stal)ity of the solution in this range may be deceptive, however, slince 

the model does not allow for complete spec lal za tl in livestock. Were 

such an alternative to be included In the model, It is conceivable that 

the optimal sizc of the cattle herd would continue to Increase as grain 

pri ('e4 are reduced by amounts greater than 10 CFA F/kg below original 

Ieve Is. 

Depite the shift towarde, livesitock production Induceo by the fall in 

grain pr it.'i, the above analyses suggent that at least for =a111 changes, 

milrt, land would be put Into grain production as; grain priveu decline. 

'hIti h0i a rsnuit of the . hift to more Itid-exten ilve grafin production 

I,.'lhnologlt ntas the size of livestock enterprises Increases. A alimlar 

iltit was noted In the analysni described In the previous section. 



TABLE 10 

EFFECT OF DECREASING GRAIN PRICES ON LAND T'SE, HERD SIZE, AND THE NET VALUE 
OF OUTPFT FOR THE LARGE BUSH TUAREG HOUSEHOLD 

Cha--e in 
Grain Price 
(CFA F/kg.) 

L 
Yield 

Scrghu&a (Ha.) 

Average 
Yield 

High 
Yield 

Livestock (JBT) 

Goat Combined 
Enterprise Goat/Cattle 

Net Value 
of Output 
(CFA F) 

0 2.82 2.67 7.33 299,696. 

- 5 2.61 1.45 2.15 9.14 289,106. 

- 10 3.45 1.00 11.16 279,090. 

- 15 3.45 1.00 11.16 269,679. 

- 20 3.45 1.00 11.16 260,268. 

- 25 3.67 .52 .17 11.50 251,226. 

-30 3.69 .25 12.18 243,010. 

aMILet did not enter into the optimal solution. 
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Simulated Effect of Increasing Milk Outp_... -- The following analysis
 

simulates the effect of technological innovations which would increase the
 

milk yield obtained from the two livestock enterprises while all other
 

parameters (including grait, p.-ces) in the model are held constant at their
 

original levels. Since the estimates of the value of output from the two
 

livestock enterprises derived above indicate that more than half of the net
 

value of output is obtained from milk production, technological innovations
 

aimed at increasing milk yields should have a greater impact on increasing
 

the relative profitability of livestock enterprises than would marketing
 

interventions aimed at increasing animal prices. For this reason, the
 

present analysis concentrates on the effect of increases in milk yields.
 

The average milk yields for goat and combined cattle and goat enter

prises were 124 liters per U.B.T. for the former and 189 liters per U.B.T.
 

for the latter. In conducting the parametric analysis, it was assumed
 

that since observed milk yields from the combined livestock enterprise were
 

50 percent greater than yields from the goat herd alone, then the appropriate
 

rate of increase of milk yields for the combined enterprise would also be
 

50 percent greater than the rate of increase for the goat herd. This is 

predicated on the assumption that yield-increasing technological innovations 

would have a greater Impact on cattle than on goats. 

According]y, the parametric analysis was conducted by forcing incremen

tal increases in the value coefficients commensurate with increases in the 

,-oat milk yield of ten liters per U.B.T. per year and increases in the 

combined cattle and goat milk yield of fifteen liters per U.B.T. per year. 

In either case, the Incremental increase corresponds to a rise in milk 

yields of 8 tpercent above original Levc'.s. Yields were made to increase 

in this fashion up to the point who iYn the phy';ical. yield of milk from each 

enterprise was 50 percent greater than the Infiial yield. 

Ii value term ;, each incremental Increase In yi .,(is corresponded to 

an increase in the value cooft c ient (c 1 ) of the goat enterprise of 500 

F/U.B.T. and that of the combined enterpr i.se of /5() F/UH.B.'. T ierefore, 

Market surveys revealed that the prevailing price of milk during the 
survey year was 50 CFA F/liter. 
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the initial incremental increase in milk yields produced a 4 percent increase
 

in the value coefficient for the goat enterprise and a 5 percent increase
 

in the coefficient for the combined enterprise. At the maximum level of
 

change associated with this analysis (an increase in yields corresponding
 

to 50 percent of the initial yield), the value coefficients were increased
 

to 24 percent and 27 percent over the initial levels for the goat and the
 

combined cattle and goat enterprises, respectively.
 

The option of producing cattle was eliminated for the average Bush
 

Tuareg model household, as it was for the previous analysis of grain prices.
 

Therefore, for such households, the analysis was restricted to determining
 

the change which would be required before the optimal size of the goat herd
 
would increase to a level at which cattle could be introduced without undue
 

risk. Once again, it was assumed that, as stated by the sample members
 

themselves, cattle would not be introduced until the household had acquired
 

a herd of at least twenty goats.
 

The results of such an analysis as applied to the average Bush Tuareg
 

household are shown in Table 11. 
 The results indicate that an increase in
 

thu milk yield of goats of twenty liters per U.B.T., or 16 percent, would
 

raise the optimal size of the goat herd from eight to twenty-five head.
 

Presumably, the increase would raise the relative profitability of live

stock enterprises to the point where the household could comfortably intro

duce cattle. The solution remains stable as milk yields are increased
 

further, and the only additional change in the optimal enterprise mix occurs
 

when yields are increased to 1.5 times current levels.
 

When the same type of analysis was applied to the large Bush Tuareg
 

model household with the goat/cattle enterprise in the objective function,
 

the model generated the results given in Table 12. When compared with
 

Table 11, the table shows that a 24 percent increase in milk yields would
 

have the same effect as a 15 percent decrease in grain prices. Either
 

change by itself would change the optimal size and composition of the herd
 

from thirty-two goats and four to five head of cattle to twenty-eight goats
 

and seven head of cattle. The same problem mentioned in the discussion of
 

the previous analysis would be applicable to increases in milk yields
 

beyond the level mentioned above, i.e., the model doeR not allow for
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TABLE 11 

EFFECT OF INCREASING MILK YIELDS ON LAND USE, 
GOAT HERD SIZE, AND THE NET VALUE OF OUTPUT 

FOR THE AVERAGE BUSH TUAREG HOUSEHOLD 

Change in 
Milk Yield 
(I./UBT) 

Crops (Ha ) 

Sorghum 
Millet (average 

yield) 

Goats 
(UBT) 

Net Value 
of Output 
(CFA F) 

0 

+ 10 

+ 20 

+ 30 

+ 40 

+ 50 

+ 60 

2.39 

3.21 

3.21 

3.21 

3.21 

.57 

2.31 

1.70 

1.28 

1.28 

1.28 

1.28 

1.00 

1.66 

3.60 

5.07 

5.07 

5.07 

5.07 

6.58 

140,034. 

141,588. 

143,802. 

146,336. 

148,869. 

151,402. 

154,365. 
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TABLE 12 

EFFECT OF INCREASING MILK YIELDS ON LAND USE, HERD SIZE,
 
AND THE NET VALUE OF OUTPUT FOR THE LARGE BUSH TUAREG HOUSEHOLD
 

Change in Milk Crops Livestock Net Value
 
Yield (I./UBT) (Ha) 
 (UBT) of Output
 

(CFA F)

Goat Combined Sorghum Sorghum Goat Combined
 

Enterprise Goat/Cattle (low (average Enterprise Goat/
 
Enterprise yield) yield) Cattle
 

0 0 2.82 2.67 7.33 299,696.
 

+ 10 + 15 
 2.61 1.45 2.15 9.14 307,097
 

+ 20 
 + 30 2.61 1.45 2.15 9.14 315,025.
 

+ 30 + 45 3.45 1.00 11.16 323,024.
 

+ 40 + 60 3.45 1.00 11.16 331,394.
 

+ 50 + 75 3.45 1.00 11.16 339,765.
 

+ 60 + 90 3.45 1.00 
 11.16 348,136.
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a ratio of goats to cattle in the household herd of less than 4:1.
 

The initial increases in milk yields bring about the same effect on
 

land use as did the initial decreases in grain prices. For the large Bush
 

Tuareg household, the optimal area planted to grain increases along with
 

the optimal size of the household herd as milk yields are increased by
 

less than 24 percent of the original yields, or as grain prices are
 

decreased by less than 15 percent of the initial prices. Similarly, for
 

the average Bush Tuareg household, the optimal area planted to grain 

increases along with the optimal size of the goat herd as milk yields are 

increased by less than 50 percent of the original yields, or as grain prices 

are decreased by less than 25 percent of the initial prices. This suggests 

that either of the two policy initiatives could be combined with innovations 

aimed at alleviating binding labor constraints to avoid forcing a shift to
 

less labor-intensive grain production technologies as livestock enterprises
 

expand. 

Basically, the effect of the two policy initiatives on labor con

straints is to accentuate the importance of binding labor constraints
 

just prior to and during the grain harvest. For instance, for the large
 

Bush Tuareg household, the shadow price of labor in late September 

increases from 345 to 387 CFA F per hour as grain prices are cut in 

half and lives;tock enterprises are expanded and from 345 to 478 CFA F per 

hour as milk yields are increased by 50 percent. Late September is 

consistently the pertod when the shadow price of labor is highest and is 

Increasing inost rap dly as grain price, fall or as milk yields rise, 

thereby prompting an increase in the optimal si.ze of livestock enterprises. 

S[mlla rly, for the aiverage Bush Tuareg household not producing cattle, 

late October remains the period when the shadow price of labor is highest. 

As a rise In milk yields of' up to 50 prcent Increa;es, the optimal size 

of the goat herd, tie shadow price of labor In late October iticreases 

from 399 to 445 CFA I' per hour. A,; grain prices fall to half of their 

previousi level tiud the opt Imal siZe of the goat herd increa,,es, the shadow 

price of Libor In that period Is .;t1 I the hitIghest, althoughi It decreases 

from 399 to 190 (:'A I' These ,setL!; of res;ilt 's thatpr hour. two suggest 

when comb iined with o1t.lier of tHi policy ii tk[tlIv s examinled In this section, 

compleimeitary Inltitlive; aimed at reI levlog labor cons,;ratlots will have 

the greates;t Impact on I.icreasIng optimal herd size If they are designed to 
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ease constraints occurring just before or during the grain harvest (i.e.,
 

during September and October). Methods of relaxing the constraints occurring
 

during this period will be examined in the remainder of this paper.
 

Summary of Major Results
 

This section contrasts national development objectives with the object

ives of the individual mixed farmer living in the pastoral zone, as 
re

flected in the analysis. While the national objective may be to increase
 

the production of cattle for export, residents of the southern pastoral
 
zone subsist on grain, not cattle, and are reluctant to reallocate resources
 

away from grain production. The social costs associated with continued
 

grain production in the pastoral zone are contrasted in the following
 

discussion with the desirability of grain and goat, but not cattle, pro

duction for the individual farmer.
 

Social Costs Associated with Current Production Patterns in the
 

Pastoral Zone.-- Proponents of the stratification strategy feel that
 

specialization in cattle production by residents of the pastoral zone is
 

in the national interest and that the present allocation of land and
 
labor resources to grain production in that area is inefficient. If this
 

is indeed the case, then there must be some way to reallocate land and
 

labor to cattle production in such a way that the welfare of some indi

viduals can be improved either without adversely affecting anyone else,
 

or by being able fully to compensate damaged parties and still have a net
 

benefit to others. The national planners who advocate specialization
 

believe that the revenues, and in particular the foreign exchange earnings 
to be gained from the sale of cattle to coastal countries, would provide
 

the additional benefits to be expected from a more efficient resoirce 

allocation. The problem, as Illustrated below, Is t:hat the Individual 

mixed farmer does not perceive the same benefits to be gained f rum specilal

ization In cattle product ion as those ,nv sni0d by theimnatial planners. 

Aside from the alleoged opportunity cos't as ocIated witLh Inofieflent 

resource allocatloti Ir t h form of cuntlioud gra in productLIon In the 

pastoral[ zone, t her, Ik ati aIddtonaIl social aIcost. ;uoSociatvd with current 

production patterus which does not. ,ut or I1to the cal(.cjlatl ons of the 

individual iproducer. Tfhe (cost In queost:lon 1i the, roduct lon In value of 

the land resource caused by overexpl otat ion by both crop and livestock 
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producers. The history of land use in the southern pastoral zone illus

trates the causes of the gradual deterioration of the resource base which
 

has occurred during this century and which was accelerated by the period
 

of drought which began in 1968. The first in this sequence of events is
 

the subjugation of the Tuareg warlords by French colonial forces at the
 

beginning of Lhis century and the dissolution of the feudal system of 

land tenure which they enforced. The period following the pacification
 

of the pastoral zone was one of abnormally high rainfall. The abundant
 

rains, combined with the pacification of the Tuareg and the resultant
 

availability of new land for cultivation, prompted a northward migration
 

of H1aussa grain producers during the two decades following the second
 

World War.
 

Around the same time as the Ilaussa migration northwards, mechanized 

deep-bore water pumping stations were opened throughout the pastoral zone. 

The opening of the pumping stations attracted a larger number of Fulani 

herds than the area had supported previously. These herds also grew more 

rapidly as widespread cattle vaccination programs eliminated certain 

endemic diseases. 

The influx of llaussa grain producers and Fulani cattle herders con

tributed to the dtivastating effects of the recent drought on the land
 

resources of the pastoral zone. However, the pressure of increased pop

ulation and i:he conflicting demands of the various production systems has 

not been relieved since the drought began. Rather than terminate grain 

production entirely and leave tha area., llaussa grain producer!, and dis

po:;:;e!,!:;(d Tuareg h;ardersl (Village Tuareg) have congregated in the market 

town ; and hatve turned in,7reasingly to commerce a!; ith- inaln :;(ulrc e f 

oueliold icorne . This; tendency has been furtherd I[ircent year!; by 

the ,Irouwtlh ill t 1, 1 1portl-tance of Kao and lininlar vllla ,,,; Ii tlie ;Miitl ren 

pa Ir ;IMlw a; Htl, ma o-r I 1vt.tock and (AtmiilOdI I y r:trket w hii !;.1 vi ci, thev pans

tora I /m. -tv ,;i i t ed north. lhIi; northw; r 1 ,v#ilw i,,(t I wi ier I lvet int; 


i 'ItliV' ittilnto(Ik l!11,1 (.t ; Ill Vided 'n l l t . n;otir'C4' ()[fo I Ile..-, l vi0l: i --

II I ; will .,1ld Ill~l'gv t [l" (t.,XII pi rl 


;i)ltr',, (if I l l I)ln l i. (.1,i lttted pro.ilt.' g in,
 

(lihJll c' tl(, re1ly (illl it t,,ra:it )Hiin ;.; it 

. Ivclnueve 

often with tliI, ai cet of ifred llir , shict. they l .ive ll tte 1 loEo 
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by doing so, their subsistence being assured by their income from trade.
 

They can hire laborers to plant large areas of land, but avoid further
 

costs merely by abandoning the field if the crop does not come up well.
 

The system of land tenure may encourage such practices, as will be
 

explained below.
 

Prior to subjugation of the Tuareg by colonial forces, the pastoral
 

zone was,as its name belies, a region specialized in livestock production.
 

Its success in this role was dependent on a system for controlling access
 

to rangeland which was enforced by the Tuareg warlords. Most importantly,
 

prior to this century, the southern portion of the pastoral zone -

including the area covered by the survey -- was set aside as a dry season
 

grazing reserve. Animals were evacuaLed from the area during the rainy
 

season, when they could take advantage of northern pastures. This system 

of seasonal migration allowed the pastures of the southern pastoral zone 

to develop during the rainy season so that livestock producers could rely 

on them as a source of forage once the rains stopped and pastures in the 

north had been exhausted. 

However, with the expansion of grain cultivation and the influx of 

Fulani herds from the south, this system of seasonal migration, which 

allowed the pastures of the southern pastoral zone to develop during the 

rainy season,was abandoned. Obviously, few would benefit from a reinstate

ment of the Tuareg feudal system of land management. But in order to pre

vent further deterioration of the land resource and allow the pastoral 

zone to develop its potential as a breeding zone for livestock, some 

system of land management which encourages the protection of dry season 

grazing rese rves must be introduced. 

The challenge, therefore, is to find a system of land management 

which I; enidor'eabl and which limits, but does not preclude, gra in clit i

wit lot, ;in ,t lvil y which ren.[lents- of the southern pantoral zotie :;vem 

he, Illilt to ;1,ufio . IIhinn lug graln cultivation outrighlt Ii not ti n n-

tlonT. ll- 196 1 I,,w which dfilnes the pau t oral zonev and whi h(iprlI, hIlit,; 

grali rtill, i v.1 t ,1 withn111 It ha', never been( eff el levI.y ,-nloIor'd. lsar o 

lhie rc',,mi why It Itr; not hen citI lvi' litsimp ly hca; ,.it It ki ulitrary 

to ttit, etwiI I nt -r,'it of the Individual producer, nt explal .id fitI lh 

Sol Itow iII. t ilI . 
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The Individual Farmer's Reluctance to Abandon Grain Cultivation and 

Specialize in Cattle Production.-- Despite the apparent national interest 

in promoting specialization in cattle production within the pastoral zone, 

the individual mixed farmers who inhabit the southern portion of that zone 

continue to allocate labor and land resources to grain and goat produc

tion rat:her than cattle. There are several reasons underlying this choice 

of activities. In the first place, over half of the mixed farm household's
 

food needs, in terms of energy intake, are derived from grain consumption,
 

whereas the consumption of livestock products contributes no more than 

percent of energy requirements. The only alternative to household 

production as a source of grain is the market, but residents of the pas

toral zone have had unfortunate experiences with this means of obtaining 

grain. In particular, the fluctuations in the price and supply of grain
 

on the market during the recent drought accentuated the hazards of rely

ing on the market to provide such an important component of the household 

diet. Furthermore, Increases In the price of fuel have ralsed transporta

tion cow;ts, which are passed on to the consumer in the form of higher 

prices; for grain shipped to the pastoral zone from the agricultural zone 
li;outh. much IF theto thw Also, of the grain which offered for sale in 

market!; of the pastoral zone is of lower qualty than that produced locally 

;ttid stored in local. granaries. 

TI', linear programming analysis indicate that for Bush Tuareg house

hold:;, inre,';. In herd size beyond current levels would force a decrease 

ill jrlAi otlt. ilt. If the objective of development policy Is to promote 

I vt-;tw. Jk product Ioii while confining the area planted to grain and con

;trvli , I1"i to ta Iity of tie land resource, confldince In thei grain market 

imn;t I drv,I ,t q,I . Policy recomineda otis aloiig t.,,e itnem ate di1!cussqed 

Ill Ill, fI t !i;((tu loll.t 

Antlii it, to()n i lidlvdivliul ml xed falmers art, hoilt aut to ,p ec..atize 

Ill t!I I It- ,1 dil t i il I,. I I ct lpai .i II ovidllviiit i} o iltIhto ois t :i'. ,1 e,;!; 

and pt',,l eo' i .11)(I I'y ,,t igl ic14- hoi ;t-hold. f it pa riii irt.s r t ri t"',r i ' it 
()V"I,l [ ' al~l[11 1 typo',;. (',;it!; are'( mol re rc t antl~ll l to ) 1the'il c'lhuml e 

"Illd p .iif ItiHl~l ly it, drotujht. condtit on,,. vitoy cat, brow:w, ti-v.-ir aid ,'xplolt. 



sources of feed otherwise unacceptable to cattle, and their water require

ments per standard animal unit are lower than the water requirements of
 

cattle. They also offer several advantages for the herd manager in that
 

they have less of a tendency to stray and require less attention than
 

cattle. A young boy can handle a goat herd, but older males are more
 

often required to manage cattle. The goat herd also is more manageable 

in that individual units within it are smaller and of lower value. Less 

initial investment is required than in the case of the cattle herd, and 

less risk is associated with the individual animal. Furthermore, goats 

can be sold to meet Immediate cash needs, whereas the sale of cattle 

requires a larger disinvestment and more advance planning. For these rea

sons, it was found that mixed farmers were hesitant to diversify their 

livestock holdings by acquiring cattle until they had built up a herd of 

at least twenty goats. 

Finally, the linear programming analysis indicated that Tuareg
 

mixed farms desiring to expand their cattle herds faced labor con

straints at the beginning and end of the growing season. In the simula

tion, as cattle herds increased in response to policy initiatives which 

raised the profitability of livestock enterprises relative to grain, the 

labor constraint just prior to the harvest in late September increased in 

importance. This is of particular significance, since rainfall during
 

this period was less atypical during the survey year than in either of
 

the other two periods (early July and late October) when labor availability
 

restricted agricultural output.
 

The unusual rainfall. patterns in early July and late October suggest that 

constraints which occurred at those times might not be as critical in 

years in which the rainfall di tribution is closer to the average. In 1976, 

a thirty-day drought struck the survey area from late June to late July, 

in the midst of the growing season. The need to replant fields at the 

end of this period may have imponed a labor requirement which might not 

be prenent in yearn in which such a drought did not occur. Also, In .1976, 

rainfall In October was well above average, and as a result, the sorghum 

harvest was prolonged.
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The unusfially heavy rainfall at the end of the growing season may have dis

torted the labor requirements normally associated with harvesting.
 

However, there is no indication that activities were abnormally
 

affected by rainfall in Septomber 1976. The constraint which arose at
 

that time came from the need to guard cattle to keep them away from the
 

ripening grain while simultaneously guarding the grain fields to keep
 

others' animals away from them. This suggests that the September labor
 

constraint is not only the most important in terms of the increasing
 

opportunity cost of labor as cattle herds expand, but also that it is
 

the most likely to persist under different rainfall conditions. The
 

need to guard the animals as well as the grain fields just prior to the
 

harvest will always be a problem. The following section presents some
 

attempts to resolve that problem as well as others raised by the results
 

of the formal analysis.
 

Policy Recommendations
 

The previous section has illustrated the extent of the disparity
 

between national and individual objectives. The present section discusses
 

a set of policy recommendations which might reconcile the two viewpoints.
 

These policy recommendations are aimed at increasing cattle production by
 

mixed farmers in the pastoral zone while restricting the area planted to
 

grain and preserving the quality of the land resource. The rnalysis thus
 

far has indicated that policies aimed at increasing the relative profita

bility of cattle production will not of themselves be sufficient to divert
 

land and labor resources away from grain and into cattle production. Such
 

policies must be accompanied by complementary initiatives. Structural
 

changes are required in addition to simple marginal changes in technolo-


Sios and prices. One such initiative proposed below is the attribution
 

of seasonal property rights to livestock producers, which could relieve
 

the September labor constraint, preserve the quality of the land resource,
 

and to some extent internalize the social costs associated with the
 

overexploitation of land. Associated land tenure reform which would
 

discourage those who have alternative sources of income from continuing
 

the expansion of grain production would be another complementary initiative.
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The introduction of labor-augmenting changes in grain production
 

technology would enable labor resources to be reallocated from grain to
 
cattle production without decreasing grain output or increasing the area
 
planted to grain. However, this approach does not respond to the problem 
of protecting the land resource. 
A more appropriate strategy, which would
 
respond more directly to the concerns of the individual producer, would
 
be the development of the market as an alternative to household grain pro
duction. Along the same lines, development projects aimed at goat pro
duction might enable the relatively impoverished producer to expand into 
cattle production more rapidly. Specifically, increases in the milk 
yields of goats might decrease the size of the subsistence herd required
 

to assure a steady milk supply prior to diversification Into cattle. 
These alternatives are explored in the following discussion.
 

Increasing the Relative Profitability of Cattle Production.-- The
 
linear programming analysis has indicated that the production of grain
 
is currently a rational choice of activities for the profit-maximizing
 

producer. The actual choice of grain and livestock production activities 
by Tuareg mixed farmers Is now close to optimal levels indicated by the 
model. One approach to altering thil; choice of activities and bringing 
it more in line with the national objectIves outlined above would be 

to increase the relative profitability of cattle production. 
Three policy options which would embody this approach were examined 

in the formal analysis. The first consisted of grants of animals to 
mixed farmers. Such programs have been underway for the past several 
years, but the ir oatreach has been limi ted to lulant herders currently 
specializing in cattle producttion. UsIng tie techniqueis of r ramet.ric 
programming, the ana ly s IndIcated that: if such progrativ, were to In1lIdte 

mixed fariflnrsz, t hey wouh have rela twiv, y little Impact on c'att Ie pro

ductlon ulnsv,, accompanled by programs aimed at relieving the 
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labor and subsistence constraints embodied in the model. Without such
 

complementary programs, increasing the size of herds held by Tuareg mixed 

farmer,; beyond current levels would force a slift to more land-extensive 

grain prod(ction technologies and a commensurate decline in the net value 

of agricultural output. Such a shift would hardly be desirable. Also, 

a; the aiiaily,;; indicated, the shift to more land-extensive technologies 

would involve allocating more land to grain production in order to fulfill 

the hou'sehold's subsistence needs. 

Two policy alternatives which might shift the economlid advantage to live-'
 

stock production were selected for analysis. The first was to lower the
 

relative price of grain, and the second was to increase milk yields.
 

The two initiatives suffered similar fates in the simulation. The expansion
 

of the herds as a result of the increase in the relative profitability of
 

livestock production was accompanied by an increase in the area planted
 

to grain caused by a shift to less productive grain technologies. The
 

shift to less productive grain technologies as the cattle herd expanded was
 

made necessary by the increase in the importance of the September labor
 

constraint. The following policy approaches are designed to address this
 

problem.
 

The Extension of Seasonal Enforcement of Property Rights to Livestock 

Producers.-- Currently, the only legally-entorceable private interest in 

land recognized in the survey area is the right of the grain producer to 

cult [vate his fIelds without interference from trespassing herds. If tres

pa.; by ;nimil's reults in actual damage to the crop, no matter how slight, 

a c.l , , (if act if(3 arlk.Es, and the grain producer may brIng hl.s cla nibefore 

a Io;il I I illll I ll,':1ded by the local Ilaussa village chief. Judgeieit ; are 

enlfor ,d ,y ;II: wd mllmnil jllards. Th decisions of the tribunal rarely favor 

I ie I 3' I rg r.3t; a Is 

oii Itl-t )i lwi liI.1, n3 compirable protection In offered to tho. who 

wiltl If, I,v.Ip tlf. Illd im. purpose.s lilve tock prodtirt Imi by Improvingb of 

I h(- 111 4. (1 rI I I ,,,iIt i If,'. I ~ ~~ ' c r(ip,)!3 I'llt uI It imit I I crtI of I )I Ji 

( l 1VI ;I, it.11 )I I '' I 3I (I Il I .111 tl 1 1 I (')I.,r tIi l ( i t j.133l the 

,'i1,, I' ft.i10f4.d ),1.; ,ti I f II I- y el rf Iy . () 1,:t 1,; . II( i i!;I l w~ty In 

a pl I v.lf. i[tl ,.3 I' It Ish Its!lI. No ;ItIul II Iu io v'v I iA I(tr I Iveritockitt ic Ile 
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producer. There is no means by which the livestock producer can set 

aside a plot of land as a dry season grazing reserve and enforce his 

rights when this plot is encroached upon. 

If the legal protection currently extended to grain crops during the 

rainy season were to be extended to producers of forage crops or other inputs 

to livestock production, the sometimes conflicting demandl of grain and 

livestock production might by resolved. Furthermore, the expansion of the
 

private property rights of livestock producers might stimulate lIt.estock
 

producers to make improvements in the land which would preserve its quality
 

and prevent further desertification. This does not necessarily Imply a
 

shift away from the pricrity goal of Supplylng 6ufficieLt grain for the 

population if grain production technologies which yield higher returns to 

land can be Implemented. 

The following is an example of how such a system might function. An 

individual livestock-producilug household, or a cooperative, would agree to 

make certain Improvements on the land, such as the production of forage. 

A land management bureau e.stablished at the regional level of the Livestock 

Service could maintain agents at the village level who would distribute 

grass seeds, provide extension services, and seltle disputes over damage 

done to the forage crop. Such a program would not only preserve, but Improve 

the quality of the land. The extension of privltte property rights to such 

individuals or cooperatives would also the consistent with the tenets of 

Islamic law, as long as some improvements on the land are made. 

The household could mark Its allotted land by a thorn-brush fence, and 
the right to an action for damages would arise whenever this fence in breached 

and the encroach ng animals consume the forage which Is developing on the plot 

In addition to the agreement to make improvementn, the only condition whi ch 

would need to Ile imposed upon the Individual claiming the property Int r,.t 
1would be tli t w not allow h1is otin animals to consume lie deveIlopiI),i ., 

until ti, littr part of the rainy n ason. This wotl(1 i;urH, tld th gi . :i 

be alllwk.l to ,d)v'lop andl avoll the probli-its involved Ihidllw-it i , the 

dam;ig,! h,tw .o.i thi. )wi ,rti aItlinalI.'i 111d tho.,e wlhli h c(,mml1rtcd Cth'l l4':ikI Slr . 

Furth ii tpio, th, ,Jilt for 'l;urlge'. o lIldon ly 11,. 111(m)"11i II the t ,' .,ii , y 

4itI. ttill O fll l ill)y tw or mll WIl45'il ii1)'1 , tvo w:i W,.1,. to, 

the t tio when tll, owner dicilded to let hlri (wI ,*iiitlial!1 gratie otn tle plot. 
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Outside of the rainy season, no individual property interest would be recog

nized and, just as in the case of the grain fields, the land would revert
 

to public rangeland.
 

This scheme, if effective, might provide an incentive for protecting
 

grasses during the rainy season. The point in protecting the grass cover
 

during the rainy season is to allow it to develop. The rainy season is the
 

time when such protection is most needed, since this is the time when plant
 

growth tqkes place and when a healthy grass cover can prevent soil erosion.
 

Also, if the grasses are not consumed as they grow, a larger crop of grass
 

seeds would result, and the quality of the range in the following year would
 

be improved.
 

Such legal protection combined with an appropriate extension program
 

might result in benefits for the producers as well, if it encourages Tuareg
 

mixed farmers to produce forage or to set aside reserves during the rainy
 

season. The linear programming analysis indicated that, as the cattle herd
 

expands, most of the available September labor must be devoted to guarding
 

the animals to prevent them from encroaching on the grain fields and con

suming the ripening grain. If the attribution of property rights to live

stock producers does stimulate the setting aside of pasture reserves, the
 

labor requirements of livestock enterprises during the critical September
 

period might be reduced by confining the animals to the plot which had been
 

set aside during the rainy season. This would alleviate the September labor
 

constraint, If little additional work is required to confire the animals to
 

the plot.
 

Another desirable aspect of this alternative is that it provides a
 

system of land management based on existing institutions. There would be no
 

reduction in the rights of grain producers to bring an action to recover 

(lama es. catised by tre;passlng herds, although a strong argumnent can be made 

for revisitg the tprocedire by which such rights are enforced. This approach 

Involve; (Oily the ext(nsion to livestock pr(ducer s of rights to br ing a 

51 in il:F ;Cttl ,. vy, of I, Seir-vi'e tnPos';l the involv ement a ivestock t ent 

th(' (li sjiiite wf tt I 'meit pr(ee(lutr lifliil t pr'ofilot m(ore e(pI itahl ' s lti oli. 

III ally~ i';i';o, it i!, ;lP11.mr'Ilt thait soiiit' it liia I r 01-ol i~t i rd "I'jIt. thle 

vii lh ,' l'vel i ltr(I1- ;ijiprin ( tI ) (h' e' cliel iv'. 

l,ver h;il p iliobhemuin;ii hc(' o(i'rmoi n, III ;tidlI ti( to proc edimiti I reform, 

before !tirh i * ;mippi-oach canm :i(I.olpli!IiHintme oa is of i050 lvinmg lmr( r~y dIisi 
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putes or protecting the environment. The primary problem is that currently
 

there Is no system for recording interests in real property. Since the
 

forage plot requires less in the way of obvious improvements than a plot
 

planted to grain, disputes may frequently arise concerning ownership of the
 

interest in a given forage plot. This problem can be resolved partially by
 

stipulating that the interest can only be claimed upon the erection of
 

obvious improvements, such as a thorn-brush fence and the performance of
 

acts indicating an intent to exclude all animals from the plot. Further

more, the term of the interest should be for only one rainy season, renew

able in subsequent years by the maintenance of the fence, improvement of
 

the grass cover and ects indicating the intent to exclude animals.
 

The second problem is that transit corridors must be maintained for
 

herds moving through the area to northern pastures. This could be accom

plished by limiting the areas in which forage plots could be claimed.
 

Again, the lack of a system for recording property interests poses a pro

blem. It may be necessary to have a tribunal at the regional level to
 

apportion lands to each group and to settle disputes over conflicting claims.
 

This would add an unrealistically heavy judicial and administrative burden.
 

A more realistic alternative would be to limit either the allowable compen

sation for damages or the amount of land which could be claimed for forage
 

crops. This would discourage producers from claiming too large a plot and
 

thus cutting into the land which would otherwise be available for transit
 

corridors. The latter alternative would lend itself more readily to self

administration.
 

The intention of the scheme is to provide a means of protecting the 

grass cover during the rainy season and of resolving the conflicting demands 

of grain and livestock production. The recognition of a limited property 

interest akin to the interest of the grain cultivator in his Lind during the 

rainy season might accomplish these objectives. lowever, additional Infor

mation on technical coefficients is required before the feas.ibility of 

forage product ton can be confirmed. 

A.,;oc a ted L-and rentite Reforms. -- A problem related to the above I 

that current provert:y laws In Niger, as they were explaine(I to thls author 

by a I ica I gver,,aeit, Of I l ;1 , rocog i zo alt(W' perlt'tn,|le t Ihit cre"',i. in1 

Iland thit that menetloiid above ilce a houlsehold 1; pl;anted a given plot: 
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to grain for three consecutive years. The ability to acquire more perma

nent rights to the land merely by continuing to plant grain is an addi

tional incentive to village-dwellers to continue grain cultivation, even
 

though they have an alternative source of income from trade which makes
 

the cultivation of grain for subsistence unnecessary. These rights must
 

!.e renewed each growing season by planting, but there is no requirement
 

that the owner continue to cultivate the entire field through to harvest
 

in order to maintain his rights to the entire parcel. Furthermore, the
 

planting requirement may be fulfilled by hiring laborers to plant and
 

weed for the first few months of the season, thus avoiding the need to
 

allocate household labor to these tasks. Then, once the plants have 

sprouted, the farmer can abandon the field altogether while maintaining
 

his permanent interest in it and his right to sue for damages if tres

passing herds encroach upon it. 

Alternatively, once a more permanent interest is acquired, the
 

farmer can lease his land to households which are unable otherwise to
 

obtain land,and have his tenants plant and cultivate his parcel. The
 

farmer may demand additional services from the tenant's household, such as
 

assistance with domestic chores or labor on other fields owned by the
 

lessor. The produce from the plot thus loaned is normally the property of
 

the tenant, but the system allows the landlord to maintain his more per

manent interest in the property while obtaining additional labor services
 

as a form of rent. 

It is obvious from the above description that such practices are in 

need of reform. The incentive to put land into grain production, even 

without the intention of bringing the crop to fruition, must be eliminated. 

l.ifie thlie abil Ity to acquire a permanent interest in land through con

t inAud cultiv;rtiou may provide a necessary and useful incentive for grain 

lrodtirers in tim agricultural zone to the south, it is clearly a detri

mental policy it the pastoral zone. 

Labor-Aiiiiwnt inug Cha nJe in Grain Production Technology. -- An alterna.

t iw-eapproach to rel 1eving the September labor constraint and av(lding 

tile ofecem,;ity:;ii iH less ve L.L'Jw,,lI,,i; ; iv cattleni iig to productli graii 

herdl iXjc"1iid %()111 ho to Intlod <i'e clianie, li graln product., lo technolo

g le; wiclri would Increase labor pn)(lhict lvit.y. A s [niple exmlple o"f .,uch 
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technological change would be the introduction of grain varieties which
 

mature more rapidly. This would shorten the waiting period between the
 

August weedings and the October harvests, when fields must be guarded to
 

prevent animals from destroying the crop. The decrease in the labor
 

requirement would enable mixed farmers to complete the harvest earlier,
 

thereby leaving them more time to devote to livestock production.
 

Possibly, the reduction in labor requirements during the harvest season
 

would also prevent having to shift to more land-extensive technologies
 

once the cattle herd expands.
 

The result of such an effort, however, would be at best to hold con

stant the area planted to grain by eliminating tihe noed to iacrease the 

area planted in order to meet the household's subsistence needs as cattle 

herds are expanded. On the other hand, such technological changes may 

even result in an increase in the area planted to grain due to the in

crease in the relative profitability of grain enterprises. Given the 

development objectives of encouraging cattle production while restricting 

grain production, the development of substitutes for household grain 

production may be a preferable approach. 

Developing the Market as an Alternative to Household Grain Production.--


The linear programming analysis indicated that Tuareg mixed farmers are
 

constrained from expanding their cattle herds by the desire to produce
 

enough grain to meet subsistence requirements. Although in some cases,
 

profit-maximizing behavior alone would dictate an increase in the cattle
 

herd and the use of the increased income from the larger herd to purchase
 

grain for the household, Tuareg households refrained from doing so due 

to a lack of confidence in the market, particularly as a source of supply
 

for such an important component of the household diet. It is therefore 

necessary to build confidence in the market as a source of grain before 

the development objectives listed above can be attained. 

An assured supply of cheaper, high-quality grain to the 'Local market 

could create greater confidence in the market as a source of grain and 

thereby incruase the rolative attractiveness of livestock ent(erprises. 

To achieve such confidence, the grain appearing on the market would have 

to be of comparable quality to the grain produced by th1t, houco; 11hd 
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themselves and would have to be slightly cheaper and more consistently
 

available than was the case during the survey year. This effectively
 

precludes any effort on the part of the government grain marketing board
 

(OPVN), unless that agency adopts a more realistic storage policy by 

allowing agents to get rid of rotting and infested grain rather than 

allowing it to contaminate new grain shipments in the warehouse. It is 

possible that the paved road which is scheduled to link the Azawak region 

with the two regional capitals at Agadez and Tahoua will help to assure more 

regular and less expensive grain supplies from the south. 

The Development of Goat Production. -- The goat, rather than the cow, 

is the basic component of the Bush Tuareg livestock enterprise. The 

smallest and least wealthy households are likely to own one or two goats, 

and even the largest Bush Tuareg household strives to maintain a herd of 

twenty to thirty goats in addition to its cattle holdings. The fact that 

goats are more common to households in the northern Sahel raises the 

question of whether development programs for that area should not con

centrate on, or at least pay some attention to, the development of goat 

production. Certainly, if the intention of a development program is to 

have soine inmediate Impact on the well-being of the least wealthy house

holds, a cattle production project is not in order. Rather,one would 

anticipate that a project aimed at increasing and prolonging the milk 

ylelds of traditionally-managed goat herds would have a greater Immediate 

benefit for a larger number of households, Including the least wealthy. 

Furthermore, the desire to build up a subsistence herd of at least
 

twenty goats before diversifying into cattle production currently limits 

the ability of the average household to produce cattle. The subs.fstence 

herd of got, i,;rfqui redl to ass.ure a supply of milk for the hotsehold, 

r1I1ce the ( o t mil k 1mall. h; certain. An[tp of from cattlt.- herd is;les 

ixc rea;s. ill thc 10 I1k yi eld; of goa;IL; mighl redcnc, the niiui r of goats 

requirord 1(Iu ll( !ol' ;!;ttnce herd, ind enable lo u solds of average i,;ze 

ltr-.andI l, whiclito ac ql tio tite mall cat-le herd the linear programs

u I, In()(l.1 ildic;f .z w; optlmal onicl the g'oat herd constraint In ellm [-

Iat ed. 
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Conclusions
 

The above policy recommendations suggest ways in which the reality
 
of the individual farmer's needs and motivations might possibly be recon

ciled with development objectives that are in the national interest. 
The
 
recormmendations stem from the basic disparity noted in the previous section
 
of this paper. Although cattle exports are an important source of foreign
 

exchange earnings, although social welfare in the pastoral zone may be
 
maximized by specialization in cattle production, and although continued
 

grain production and uncontrolled land use in that area is resulting in
 

a steady deterioration of the quality of the land resource, extensive
 
grain production is still. in the private interest, and individual farmers
 

continue to devote their efforts to grain crops. 
 Few mixed farmers in
 

the pastoral zone find themselves able or willing to specialize in cattle
 
production, or even to increase cattle production at the expense of their
 

grain crops. National objectives may simply be incompatible with those
 

of the indigenous population, most of whom are only peripherally involved
 

in cattle production. 

Programs aimed at increasing the attractiveness of cattle production
 
to mixed farmers might have some impact on increasing the number of cattle
 
held by them in the southern pastoral zone. However, it is unlikely that 
marginal changes in technologies and prices alone will be effective in 
reducing the area planted to grain and preserving the quality of the land 
resource. To accomplish such objectives would require structural reforms such 
as reforms in property law and the development of confidence in the grail 
market as an alternative to household production. In addition, complemen

tary programs to develop the productivity of goats would enable less 
wealthy households to reach the position where they can assume the risks 

associated with cattle production.
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CHAPTER 5 

THE LIVESTOCK AND MEAT MARKETING SYSTEM IN UPPER VOLTA:
 

AN EVALUATION OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY
 

by Larry Herman
 

The major objective of this study is to describe and evaluate the
 
organization, conduct, and performance of the cattle and meat marketing
 
network in Upper Volta and to identify the major constraints to efficient
 
market operation and expansion. The theoretical justification for uuder
taking the research is that efficient marketing benefits both consumers
 
and producers and enables prices to serve their economic function of ,f
ficiently allocating resources. A competitive market model is used as a
 
standard of evaluation because the Voltaic system currently operates as an
 
unencumbered free market; and where competitive market conditions exist,
 
economic efficiency is most likely to result.
 

The principal results of the research show that the cattle and meat
 
marketing system is very complex and traditionally based, yet generally
 
performs well its function of distributing livestock and meat products
 

at reasonably low cost. 
There is evidence of a high degree of competition
 
at most stages of the marketing circuit, as shown by low concentration ratios
 
and the absence of overt collusion. Cattle flows appear responsive to
 
changes in relative prices among alternative markets. Market information
 
seems to be readily available to producers and marketing agents, even over
 
long distances. The marketing circuit was not found to support an abundance
 
of non-productive individuals, as is commonly alleged; the much maligned
 
"intermediary" was found to provide useful services to both producers and

merchants. Spatial price differentials and traders' margins are reasonably
 

consistent with transportation and transaction costs. 
Major constraints
 
to expanding or improving marketing are of a technical nature, involving
 
mainly transportation infrastructure rather than market structure or conduct.
 

Producers were found to have access to market information, which they
 
use in deciding when and where to sell their cattle. 
They seem to be re
sponsive to short-term price fluctuations, taking advantage of seasonal
 

variations in the physical condition of the animals and market conditions,
 
Long-run herder comercial strategies are most likely to be affected by 
policies which reduce risk caused by drought and disease. However, evaluattou 
of long-run behavior ts complicated by the effects of the recent drought 
on herd eise and composition and by the fact that the study was limited 
to evaluation of livestock marketing and not production.
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INTRODUCTION
 

A stated goal of livestock policy in Upper Volta and throughout the
 

Sahel is to increase the exploitation of existing animal resources and
 

improve the marketing efficiency of traditional livestock marketing cir
1 

cuits. Simply put, the government hopes to be able to increase offtake, 

improve the quality of marketed livestock, decrease marketing costs, and 

expand the capacity of the marketing network. Comprehension of the work

ings of the current marketing system is critical if planners are to propose 

useful interventions that improve upon existing marketing structure rather 

than conflict with it. Failure to do so poses the risk of destroying the 

basic marketing structure instead of correcting its weaknesses (McLeroy, 

1974, p. 1). Interventions must be based upon a clear understanding of the 

cor .zclai behavior of livestock owners, merchants, intermediaries, butchers, 

and other participants in the marketing circuit, and of the conditions 

under which they operate. 

The motivations and mechanisms which result in livestock being sold,
 

transported to a final market, slaughtered, and ultimately sold to con

sumers in the form of meat are often far different in West Africa from those
 

applicable to more modern livestock sectors; they subsequently call for 

interventions that go beyond the typical price and market control policies 

employed elsewhere. However, many of the characteristics of the Voltaic 

livestock marketing system will be of interest to policy makers in other
 

Sahellan countries with important ll sitock sectors, and to planners in 

coastal countries which depend on Sahellan sources for large portions of 

their meat requirements. 

Most livestock policy In livestock-producing countries of the Sahel 

has, until rece.ntly, been dirt cted toward production; marketing has been 

the secondary focus. However, an Increasing awareness of the importance 

and potential of marketing and related interventions to stimulate the 

sector has led to the creation of the Office National de I'Exploitation 

den R6.iourceti An limal e (ONERA) by the Vol taic government . SImlar aguncIes in 

other count rivii lhnve hee~a (:re t itd to carry out government 

1,
 
lhrr, for exampie, Souis-CommintnIon de In Product Ion Animally, pro r"mmo 

dv 'rodic t Ion AnIlmale Pour 1le 3 Plian, 1977-81, Mtnin re du D-veloppament 
RHrn I, HI pubhl que de Ilaute-Volt.a 
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policy in this area. 
 It is hoped that programs instituted by ONERA to
 
improve market and transportation infrastructure, augment domestic meat
 
processing capacity, and organize and facilitate trade will stimulate
 
production and sale of livestock, reduce marketing costs, and increase the
 
capacity of tile network. 
The implicit assumption is that tile traditional
 
marketing system constrains the growth of livestock trade and that 
a more
 
modern and rational sector will yield a larger quantity and better quality
 
of livestock marketed at lower cost.
 

The role of marketing In developing countries is widely discussed in
 
the literature,2 and the objectives which economists and government
 
officials attach to marketinp systems and marketing policy are many.
 
However, the principal and commonly accepted criteria for judging a
 
marketing system are:
 

1. 	low cost distribution;
 

2. 	responsiveness 
to supply and demand patterns;
 
3. promotion of 	 to
an efficient allocation of resources 


and from the sector.
 
To the extent that the marketing system fails 
to meet these goals, inter
ventions are called for to alleviate the constraints to efficient marketing.
 
Examples of perceived deficiencies In the Voltaic livestock marketing sys

3
 
tem 	include:
 

1. 	Problems of market organization: It is often contended
 

that the marketing chain Is too long, involving excessive
 
numbers of traders, middlemen, and transactions that serve
 

no economic function.
 

iPreviously, livestock marketing was supervised by the veterinary and
 
customs services.
 

2A broader d scuss ion of tht! literature is found in the full report
of this study (lherman, 1979, Chapter 3). 

3The 	 ohectiv0, lier. In not 	 to e tl up the proverbial straw man. Thelist 	of market fallin gs Inti h only charges found throughout tile literature 
on West Afri ('nlilvestorok mark(ec ing (SEDES, 1969; Bishop, 1972; Bary, 1971;
and USA l), 1975, o cIt-. four eXamln eI) and often voiced by governmentofficia and! locl experti. Th, Fiyntiem han ;tilo ben credited for pvr
forr111:P.' et fertl, ly and at low cont, ('Otild-ring itit ntlmerotul "handlca
(SEIES, 1969, 

pot' 
p. 3133). The quet ontiof Interest here are to what degree are
these "luindleapsI" inherent In thi marketlng tiystem, and how ean one be'st

den I wit h them t achI eve somt, p rev I naIandArd ofI' ft ' Cely.I 
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2. Abuses in market conduct: Traders are accused of engaging
 

in exploitive practices at the expense of livestock pro

ducers who are at a bargaining disadvantage due to lack of
 

market information, monopsonistic power held by traders,
 

or collusion by the middlemen.
 

3. 	Institutional imperfections: Poor transmission of market
 

information and credit market failures are two commonly
 

cited examples.
 

4. 	Shortcomings of market infrastructure: It is often alleged
 

that market efficiency is hampered by a lack of modern
 

equipment in livestock markets and slaughterhouses and poor
 

transportation infrastructure.
 

Thus, it is the goal of this study to provide an analytical economic
 

evaluation of the Voltaic livestock marketing system in order to examine
 

the alleged imperfections, assess its efficiency under current conditions,
 

and comment on some of the proposed remedies. Such an evaluation will pro

vide the basic i formation needed by policy makers if they are to make those
 

choices which will improve the system rather than make it conform to an
 

inappropriate model.
 

The analysis is based on fieldwork carried out by the author in Upper
 

Volta between January 1976 and March 1977. With the assistance of a Vol

taic collaborator and enumerators, four types of surveys were designed and
 

implemented to generate primary marketing data not available from other 

sources. The,;e were: herder livestock marketing surveys, cattle market 

surveys, a meat price study, and an export survey. In addition, throughout 

the 	 iturtecit mont-h.; uf field research, market particip;Int.; wi.re lnt 'rvlewed for 

market Infornit.ih n and personal historles. TnforiaL loo iir ;i! ;O 11n

cluded data U-rim goverin ntal and regional atthoritIw;,wiieri i vav ilihble. 

Finally, the, aithor hid the opmrtunilty to artiwely part icipate nli ,;everal 

marktIng act Iv It I(e;, wh I Ltl IIT I I C (d 1t (i0 1 ; 	 V IIvalII;Itfg!it;lgI-lug for 

the 	 dat a. 

'hI pr iInnry coilc I ,; I )II o t he !.;t lidy ;Il prc ,(;Ier tot d i 1 ;,V.i wc; t i()II . 

The 	 first g wive a hr ;iad ti llmtI u ii IIwv ; tiJc k pritiluct ion in Ujiper Volta. 

-Ir t lie t oc. anti m rkht Iiil, andThe 	 sec iid ect II i i)., I I ves meat sy.'tem 

numinarizes recent. devi1opiinlts In tlie 1Ive ;t~ock trade. Tli third iection 

http:Infornit.ih
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examines the marketing behavior of livestock owners. 
The livestock and
 
meat transportation system is described and evaluated in the fourth
 
part. 
 The following section examines the market structure of the whole
sale livestock and meat trade. 
The sixth section looks at market conduct;
 
finally, the seventh section evaluates market performance in terms of
 
cattle flows, prices, 
traders' margins, employment, and social costs.
 

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION IN UPPER VOLTA
 

The importance of the Voltaic livestock sector in the national economy

is evidenced by the fact that it traditionally accounts for about 10 per
cent of GDP, one-fourth of total agricultural production, and almost half
 
of the country's export earnings (IMF, 1970; IBRD, 1974; SCET, 1972).

Livestock is the leading source of rural money income, and stockraising

is the principal economic activity for a large share of the population,

especially in the Sahel and in the east. 
 The sector contributes approxi
mately 7 percent of domestic revenues to the national budget through

export taxes, head taxes, and the licensing of marketing agents. Even so,

direct government returns to the sector have been small, usually less than
 
2 percent of government expenditures (Robinet, 1973, p. ii). 
 The sector
 
annually produces about 54,000 metric tonp of ineat 
(excluding offals) and
 
70 million liters of milk for human consumption (SCET, 1972, pp. 56-60).

Since fish and game are of relatively little importance in the Voltaic
 
diet, the livestock sector provides almost all of the animal protein con
sumed by the population.
 

2.5 million, with
 
Upper Volta's cattle population is estimated at 


goats numbering 2.4 million and sheep 1.6 million (SCET, pp. 34, 52). 
 The
 
cattle ard divided between the zebu (Bos indicus) breed found predominantly
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in the north and central parts of the country, and the smaller taurin
 

Q3os taurus) and crossed zebu-taurin breeds which are resistant to trypano

somaisis and are found in the more humid south. The zebu make up about
 

two-thirds of the cattle population. The average annual cattle production

1 

rate is estimated at 14 percent.with offtake at 12 percent and capitali

zation at 2 percent (SCET, p. 12). Fertility rates are generally low
 

(estimated at between 35 percent by SCET and 50 percent for Sahelian
 

cattle by Peretti),while calf mortality is relatively high (estimated at
 

over 30 percent,with less than half of the calves reaching maturity (IBRD,
 

1974)). The cattle mature slowly under natural pasture grazing, a steer
 

taking between four and eight years to reach a marketable liveweight of
 

300-350 kilograms.
 

Table I presents the geographic distribution of population and live

stock. It shows that the predominantly pastoral north accounts for only
 

one-quarter of the nation's cattle and small ruminants. The carrying
 

capacity of the northern rangeland is estimated at 13 hectares 
per UBT.2
 

This is already thought to be exceeded (IBRD, 1974, p. 6). In the south,
 

carrying capacity is about seven to eight hectafes per UBT, with current
 

density between ten and fourteen per UBT. Improved management, including
 

the planting of forage grasses, is thought to be able to raise carrying
 

capacity in the south to nearly four hectares per UBT (ibid.). It is the
 

the feeling of the Voltaic government and various donor agencies that
 

prospects for increased animal production are best in the traditionally
 

agricultural south rather than the already overstocked north.
 

'Surviving calves divided by total herd size.
 
2Tropical Livestock Unit (Unit6 B6tail Tropical), computed by the 

pasture re(luzJrcnient of different livestock classes. Typically 1 UBT 
=I lactat log cow 2/3 draft ox - 1.1 adult steer 4 six-month-old 

cal ves - ') hep r 6.6 Iamb, = 5.8 goats (SEDES, 1974). For calculating 

carry! i,, c;pic ty, the hectare per UBT is intultively appealing. For 

ohil ilii, (,lii! It I ,:;, however, the number of head (or UBT eqp Iva lent ) is 
the tinr, c<manotily uncud f l;ure. There 1s, of cotirse , a direct inverse 

relhaht lonivlp hi,-twei the two. (iven the hectalire per animal unit, one 
hoeri:; and uiuultt les by 100 to find density. 



TABLE 1 

LIVESTOCK DISTRIBUTION BY ORD (1969)
 

a 
 b CttlC d Cattle Small 
 d Hectareg
 
O__ Area Population 
 Cattle Density per Capita Ruminants Density per UBT
 

Sahel 36,869 258 
 560 15.2 2.2 
 900 24.4 6.3
 
Cuahigouya 12,293 540 
 152 12.4 0.3 
 300 24.4 7.4
 
Kaya 21,578 604 
 287 13.3 0.5 
 650 30.1 6.6
 
Ouagadougou 24,179 859 
 232 9.6 
 0.3 
 300 12.4 10.5
 
Fada N'Ccurmaa 49,992 275 
 283 5.7 1.0 
 350 17.0 17.9
 
K-,pj!a 9.039 279 105 
 11.6 0.4 
 100 11.1 9.1
 
K .... 6-- 26,324 751 180 
 6.8 0.2 250 
 9.5 14.5
 

37,356 604 320 8.6 
 0.5 400 
 10.7 11.8
 
3c 0-:1ulasso 20,529 330 
 159 7.7 0.5 
 350 17.0 11.4
 
a a-- --..-17,448 380 
 127 7.3 0.3 
 200 11.5 13.3
 

Banfara 18,393 
 218 95 
 5.2 0.4 200
1T--al 10.9 17.4
 

Upper Vc::. 27, 00 4,978 2,500 9.1 
 0.5 4,000 14.6 
 10.5
 

Sc:rze: S--.T In:ernaticnal, Ediafric 

Square kilc=eters
 

b'nth-usands
 
0 Thcusaz7s of head
 

dNt=ber of head per square kilometer
 

eComputed on 
 basis: cattle-.8 UBT per head; Small ruminants-.15 UBT per head. 

http:ruminants-.15
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Livestock-raising systems vary throughout the country. In the north
 

and parts of the east and northwest, traditional Fulani extensive livestock
 

systems prevail, where the livestock manager usually owns most of the herd.
 

Farther south, however, one finds enclaves of somewhat less mobile live

stock raisers among the sedentary farmers of the region. These herders
 

are more likely to manage herds made up of animals which they tend for
 

absentee owners, usually local farmers, merchants, or government civil
 

servants from the region, as well as their own cattle. Even in the pre

dominantly pastoral Sahelian zone, the three major livestock-raising groups
 

(Fulani, Bellah, and Tuareg) make up only slightly over one-half the popu

lation. In most other regionsFulani account for less than 10 percent of
 

the population. Their minority "foreign" status often results in si7nif

icant pasture and water rights problems.
 

Growth Rates and the Effects of the Drought
1
 

Lack of good herd census information makes it difficult to accurately
 

assess herd growth rates or losses from the drought years. It is believed
 

that the national herd grew at a rate of between 3 and 4 percent annually
 

prior to the drought. The combination of good rains and improved government
 

livestock services in the fifties and the sixties served to stimulate herd
 

growth (see Table 2). The initial response to the drought in the early
 

seventies was to increase offtake in order to salvage some value for
 

animals least likely to survive. The increased short-run supply had the
 

effect of decreasing prices drastically. The anticipated long-run response
 

is a reduction in offtake until herds are reconstituted to their stable
 

structure.
 

In his study of the economy of the Voltaic Sahel, Peretti concludes
 

that becaiviv of the drought and its reduction of the population of young 

female;. h(rd si;e In the Sahel is not: likely to Increase significantly 

drhig lHinCt twenty years without significant improvements In fertility 

,ildi alt inortol ity rates (Peretti, 1976, pp. 69-86). The situation in the 

I"TI R' dro.ugh 'nt~li.ed h11're and throughout the chapter to refer to 
the, prt,,d (d exceptionallly low raInfall throughout the Sahel between 
1981 'Ind 1974. 

http:nt~li.ed
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TABLE 2 

EVOLUTION OF VOLTAIC CATTLE HERD, (1952-1975) 

Year 

1952 

1960 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1975 b 

Zebus and 

Crossbreedsa 

n.a. 

n.a. 

1,570,000 

1,600,000 

1,630,000 

n.a. 

Taurins 

n.a. 

n.a. 

825,000 

848,000 

870,000 

n.a. 

Total 

Cattle 

1,300,000 

1,800,00 

2,395,00 

2,448,000 

2,500,000 

2,540,000 

Year 

Growth 

3.99% 

4.16% 

2.21% 

2.12% 

0.26% 

SOURCE: SCET International and SEDES, 1975 

n.a.: not available 

azebu-taurin crossbreeds 

bfrom SEDES, 1975 

south was much different. The cattle population actually increased during
 

the drought, in part due to 
the migration of some northern pastoralists
 

seeking relief from drought conditions, but largely due to the purchases
 

of animals at favorable prices during the drought by ncuthern farmers,
 

traders, and civil servants. Tyc (SEDES, 1975) calculates that Voltaic herds
 

as a whole may have increased by 1.6 percent during the drought years
 

(Table 3).
 

TABLE 3
 

EFFECT OF THE DROUGHT ON VOLTAIC CATTLE
 
(in numbers of head)
 

Region 

Year Sahel Center ... t- T.t t 

1969 600,000 1,270,000 630,000 2,500,000 

1975 408,000 1,402,000 730,000 2,540,000 

% change -36% +10.4% +15.9% +1.6% 

SOURCE: SEDES, 1975.
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There are. reasons to suspect that these calculations are conservative 

and that the net change in national herd size was an even greater increase 

(Herman, 1979, Chapter I). What is clear is that there has been a 

geographical redistribution of cattle from the north to the south since 

the drought. 

Pastoralists and Extensive Stockraising 

Traditional pastoralism in Upper Volta is characterized by communally 

held pasture land, the absence of any permanent physical structures such 

as corrals or stock buildings, the lack of significant forage cultivation 

and few explicit costs of production. Animals are fed almost exclusively 

on natural pasture and stubble from fields planted to staple food crops, 

with only lactating cows receiving any feed supplement during the dry 

season. Water is generally scarce and is one of the prime factors in 

transhumance patterns. These seasonal movements range between twenty and 

one hundred kilometers. Herd size varies widely in terms of ownership, 

but cattle management units are usually kept between thirty and eighty head. 

Larger herds incorporate too great a risk from disease and herd control. 

Cattle herds are more valued for their milk production than for their meat, 

though exchange value plays an important role in providing for that part 

of pastorallsts' grain needs which they cannot meet from their own agri

cultural efforts.
1 

11istorl, climatic, biological, and economic factors have combined to 

motvat trLadlit lonal pastoralIsts (Fulani, Bellah, and Tuareg) in Upper 

Volta to lh i less mobile and increasingly dependent upon agriculture. 

Mot Vdiltai pat orallsts follow nomadic lifestyles; however, most 

(It, 0 wvo tir I Ivcttor ( in regtilar seasonal patterns. These transhumance 

,it of 

tiP!;!,ll[ I t V (i tlhe lieril I livestock markets. Transitimance IN 

lin vwt o rot)l Iv a ffect commercial behavior because the 

Tl ;l)iov' dl.'srip1ton borrows liberally from one found in SCET 

Internatlonal report (.!;CE', 1972, p. 11). 
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motivated by six factors;
 

1. 	Search for pasture; In the north, herders move their
 

cattle to "remote" pasture lauds to take advantage of wet
 

season grasses and surface water. These lands are usually
 

unable to maintain many livestock during the dry season.
 

2. 	Search for water: Herders take advantage of tefmporary
 

.water holes that appear during and reimain fur a ,;hort 

period of time following the rainy season. Often follow

ing 	water courses, the herders return to permanent water
 

sources (lakes or, more often, wells) for the dry 

season.
 

3. 	Protecting crops: Throughout the country, herders move
 

cattle away from their fields during most of the growing
 

season to reduce the risk of crop damage from cattle.
 

4. 	Labor supply: During those months of peak labor require

ments for agricultural tasks,almost all family members
 

must be available. Herds are tended by the fewestyoungest
 

family members possible.
 
5. 	Market opportunities: This is a significant factor only for 

those pastoralists frequenting the most remote reglons of 

the Sahel. Before harvest,when grain supplies are lowvt, 

herders are required to move toward markets whvrv thv are 

able to sell animals or milk for the required wiIlt . 
6. 	 Search for salt: Some northern pastoral 1st. trid it lturlly 

take their cattle to salt licks I"rMall arid to Nm, areas 

of the Sahel In Uipper Volta. Presvnt ly, m,:t h.rdr; prr

chase salt for their cattie rather than followtng, ,(1(1h 

ml gra t Isis 

In general, nsrl hvr" lIrdvri move north to short--tvrm pastuore land 

during tht ma I rv si+.+wu (Aill v-N ltvmrbvr) , ret r unt hl dil r I hr. "c ld'r 


season (Ovtolvr Ql'lrii v) iccordln I " thi avilla i lity "I pir;tlur, arid 

surface wri i, dim! r 'tir i l, 'rp ri'miiruni+t watcr n""urcltml iii hriv Iglit dry 

se'asonr (lrrhl,',l ii * 'r.iov , ' i I tl'll AndlI<Aivai lIhi ;rai;,v't,. 

Pastoral mgr W: rr 11", ,,l 	"Ilfim Ir ,ulh vm , c.,x,,uId,,+r.,lv. In q'vqiriil, 

htrmh'r S msIur a zr I vrm.gu i t'. i t hrIrair y . u Ica iIi anm muv' lheir herdn 

accordilg toI.a varivt v ofo 5t arenlair t'l,''riI 'rn wat r avai hl ! I ty,rrndn 
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social relations with the dominant population, and labor availability. The
 

range of the trhnsliumance is generally of smaller magnitude for southern 

pastoral I';ts than for those in the north,and thus has less effect on 

market I h, behiavior, 

',j,;toralits' herd management practices are largely based on historical, 

CI mat C, aiml economic factors, though they may appear to be culturally 

inralned. 'h'le greatest risks to the herder are those which arise from 

herd l ,,; due to drought and disease. As a result, pastoralists, especially 

in the Sahel where the environment is particularly harsh, tend to structure 

their herds In a manner that minimizes risk. Tls is (lone by keeping large 

herds with many older antmals which are particularly resistant to both 

drought and disease. This can be ,;een by examining Figure 1, which com

pares the age structure of northern and soutlhern herds. It is evident 

from thie figure that the predominant I y pastoral herds of the north contain 

a sIgntf icantly higher proportion of cattle over nine year,; of age than do 

southern herds, whicii are not exposed to such harli conditlonfi. 

In general., traditional herders' long-run management. and marketing 

,trategies are constrained by several factors, the most important being: 

1. 	 Ilerders independently ats nme all of the risks of loss through 

catastrophe such as drought , and ills tend toward a strategy 

of herd expa s ion whenewr posslble. 

2. 	 To the extent thwy are not melf-sufficient, pastoral Pits must 

rely on 1 t ve t ock a Ies to sat I.s fy ba i c ci h and commod I ty 

needs, mont Importantly grain reqtiIrt'mentn; thmii livestock 

sales may depend largely oCi factors out tide the livestock 

sector, notably the herders' agricultural output and grain 

prices.
 

3. 	 Herdern choose to hold aiorets only In the form of livestock 

which may lead to a "target" Income approach to cattle sales. 

De lgado analyzcd the differences In herd otructure between rattle owned 
hy llnum (host' by sedentary population servantsti owned th nnd clivil In 
11whe 'l'inu(d)h , r. ,ln , '1ihii more exact comparison (thiough bnned on a 
ti-'lat Iwe"V !.m.11 11e) striking (itffren(est in ape, compoift Ion,i,1111 shown with 

Itit ., of fenmalesii,,li hI hav a far grvati-r proportIon older male" nnd tihan 
did t , runt rad iti o n l attiv. wnerm (I), lg do , 1919, Chapter VI). 
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FIGURE 1 Age Composition of Mates 9 Females in the Herds:Zebus and Cross Breeds, 1970 

age 
OeF 	 Transhuueent hard& 

(Ncrthern Zone) 

94 	 Trdnlhument end 
Sedentary herds 

ISouthern Zone) 

//1/e 

6-8 

3-_0 

00 

25 20 15 10 5 	 5 10 15 20 25FiMAtLIS MALES
%'. of hedrd 

sousct, SLET Interndtonal 
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Nontraditional Stockrais in
 

As noted earlier, the Fulani in Upper Volta own about 70 percent of 

the nation's cattle resources. The remainder are owned by farmers, mer

chants, and civil servants. It is important to note, however, that a 

large portion of this latter group of animals are entrusted to the Fulani 

for raising. In the south, this results in separation of ownership and 

management, to some degree. In most cases, however, the absentee owner 

retains control, over major decisions such as marketing. 

Such relationships are perhaps not what is envisioned by policy 

makers who advocate the Increased integration of agriculture and stock

raising. Many see such integration as being the most likely strategy for 

Upper Volta to follow to achieve Improvements Io l ivestock production, 

because of tile theoretical potentials for growth In the agricol Itural south 

and tile tinlikelihood of tle Sah,.l to ex1hibit muich advancement In livestock 

production In the neat r futture, ; noteI earlier (SEDItS, 1975: SCET, 1972; 

and IBRI), 1974). Tl!,i attittide is tie basis, for the Voltaic long-run 

strategy of "stratif tcation." I'he oblectives of Hit-; plan (Upper Volta, 

Mlfntstre du Dtveloppemenit Rural, 1976) are to divide tile country into two 

zone,; of product ion. The nort hern,or Saaheltan zone would be devoted to 

breedIng -- supplylng young male cattle ottt of tratditional extensIve stock

raising systems. These yearlIngs wotild be moved soti tlhrough the live

stock marketing circuit to farmer s and bistinesses ft.r g rtwlng ont, fattening, 

and finishling. They i. itd also be tised In animal tract ion prog rams and 

ultimately fIn ifhued before lau,,ihter. I'h t; Is to he carried on t by encourag

ing thie organiza?.ittion of feedlots, animal traction, short ancl long-term 

fattening., by pea;ants, vIlla, livestock projeets, better management of 

existing pastture land, forage farming, and the Increased use of agro

industrial by-prtdtict i a,,i lves tock eed. 

In the griind nenti env I oneid, tratfit..-tion bears little resemblance 

to the state of I[ventock prodtttion in Upper Volta today. Even the limited 

pnrt of prod 'tItIon not In tile indrIn of traditionl pIatoralintiol tI 

lDelgado fount t hat (0 percent of cattle In the Fulani- control led herds 
he nirveyed In I h, nout iernr reg ion of Tenkodogo net ual l y belonged to non
houneholld member s. Cacti herd wan mad..' up of ciatte belonging to 3-9 differ
ent ton.Fulail ownert (llelgado, 1979, pp. 67-68). 
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far from the ideal hoped for by planners, While mixed farming has several
 

important benefits for those who adopt it, it also has many disadvantages -
one of the most important of which is the increased labor required to care
 
for the livestock, often a major constraint when dealing with large stock.
 

Thus, the level of true mixed farming by nontraditional herders is presently
 

low.
 

THE LIVESTOCK AND MEAT MARKETING NETWORK 

Livestock and meat marketing in Upper Volta is carried out under a 
complex traditional system with, until recently, few government interven
tions, little market infrastructure, and a labor-intensive organization. 

One of Upper Volta's major assets as a livestock supplier is its location. 
As a corridor for livestock movements between the northern cattle surplus 
regions and the coastal deficit countries, traders from eastern Mali and 
western Niger have traditionally passed through Upper Volta on their way 
to markets in the south, often interacting with Voltaic cattle merchants 
in the markets along their trade routes. The marke'ting system draws cattle 
both from Sahellan and southern producing zones and channels them toward 
terminal market:s In Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin, and even 
Nigeria. Upper Volta has an advantage over its northern netghbors and 
fellow cattle surplus states because of Its close proximity to four meat
deficit states and also because of the railroad line originating In 

Ouagadougou and terminating in Abidjan, historically one of West Africa's 

largest markets for Sahelian beef. 

Evolution of Commercial Livestock Flows
 

Map 1 shows the major flows of livestock in Upper Volta. The wide 

dotted arrows represent imports and transit cattle from Mali and Niger 
which traditionally entered Upper Volta at many points along the northern 

border, continue through the Voltaic marketing circuit or transportation 

1Imports and trannits were legally shut off In 1976 by the government.
 
In fact, cattle continue to cross the frontier clandestinely.
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network, and move toward Voltaic or coastal terminal markets, The darker
 

narrower dotted arrows show the major exit points for trekked export
 

cattle. The striped arrows found only within the Upper Volta borders
 

represent important domestic trade routes and cattle trails. 
 It is along
 

these domestic routes that cattle are moved from points of entry and from
 
northern collection markets, to regroupment. domestic terminal, and
 

foreign markets. Finally, the solid line Indicates the railroad line of
 

the Regie des Chemis de Fer Abidlan-Niger, over which almost two-thirds 

of Upper Volta's cattle exports pass.
 

Pattern of Imports, export!;, and domestic movements are constantly 

changing as traders adjust to the conditions of the market. In general, 

the dominant flow of cattle is fron the northeast toward the southwest. 

These movements can he seen In the Markoye-Ka ya -o ragadougou-Ivory Coast 

and the DJiho-fuahIgouya-Boho-lI onlasso-lvorv Coast vectors. I t I s also 

true, however, that traditionally many Malln cattle found their way to 

Ghana through Upper Volta, movin I'gin a sOU t hIeas tel- I y direct ion. Most 

recently, cattle have been shipped east and even northeas;t as *.raders 

responded to high prices in western Niger for both young and slaughtered 

cattle. The re, t of this section examines commercial lIv(.;'Lok movements 

in terms of regional product ion and con:-umipt. fil patterns, ad(it ions to 

national surplus through importt; and transit.;, and exports, 

Re&Lonnj_ 'r otc tI on aid Co,.i t,,pt ion Pat tevrtj . -- The tradititona 1 

dominance of t he Wihe [ian region In providing Uipper Voltgn'n ment surplus 

in the form of live animals 1i demonsitratc.d In Table 4 and Ilip 2. Ench 
shows tie geograph Ic d Ist r ihut fi of meat (cat t Ie and sma Il ruminants) 

production (of ftake) , consumpt Ion, and the reul t [Ig surplusi or deficft 

for the prme-drought era. Ihe figures sllow lh t tilt, S;iliel 11 11iplied the 

entirety of surplus itat, while, tlt rest of the country wasl onily self
sufficlett fi prodIuctIon m lperiod. can bve eenmeat uring that It al io 

that the country 1to hroai ly dlivided hIet w.n a iurplus meit. zon.e in the 

north anll varit I li a dficIt Zone In t h. foutl It and w4est. laI d en tile, 

Sahol, the other nurpl.a re4gionn are tie O.R.D.'n of tie Black Volta 



M P= Production of beef in metric tons 
L= Consum;tion of beef in metric tons 
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TABLE 4
 
DISTRIBUTION OF DOMESTICALLY PRODUCED MEAT SUPPLY, CONSUMPTION, AND SURPLUS"
 

by O.R.D., 1969 (estimated) 

BEEF 
 Goat and Mutton
O.R.D. Productin5 Consup.lon ¢ Surplus Productiond Consumptione Surplus Total surplus
 

Sahel 
 7,000 800 +6,200 3,260 
 620 +2,640 +8,840

Yatenya 1,750 1,750 
 0 1,090 1,275 - 185 
 -185
 
Kaya 
 3,300 1,920 +1,383 2,355 1,430 + 925 
 +2,305

Ouagadougou 
 2,550 5,650 -3,1CO 1,390 
 2,230 -1,140 -4,240

Fada N'Gourua 3,200 
 900 +2,300 1,270 670 + 600 
 +2,900
 
Koupila 1,150 870 + 2E0 360 650 - 290 - 10 
Kou'lougou 

Volta Noire 

Bobo-Dioulasso 

1,980 

3,640 

1,830 

2,5C0 

1,580 

3,650 

- 520 

+2,060 

-1,820 

905 

1,450 

1,270 

1,820 

1,150 

960 

-

+ 

+ 

915 

300 

310 

-1,435 

+2,360 

-1,510 
Gaoua-Diebougou 720 1,180 - 460 725 880 - 155 - 615 
Ba=fcra 880 700 + 180 725 515 + 210 + 390 

Total 'per Volta 28,000 21,500 6,500 
 14.500 12,200 +2,300 +8,800
 

Source: SCET Internation al, 1972.
 

.?r......
n based cn 
herd population (Table 1.2) and meat production per head, averaging 11.2 kg (Table 1.9).
cCalcula:ed as follows: 3.3 kg per capita i rural areas; 
29.5 kg per capita in urban centers.
 
dProduction based on herd population (Table 1.2) and 3.625 kg meat production per head.
 
e2. 5 kg per captita
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(with production concentrated around Nouna and Tougan in the north),
 

Kaya, Fada N'Gourma, and Banfora. The deficit in both Yatenga and
 

Koup~la is so small that in reality these regions should be considered
 

self-sufficient,because regional meat production is within 10 percent
 

of regional consumption.
 

The disastrous effects of the drought on Sahelian herds has undoubtedly
 

eroded the dominant position of the Sahel in producing the country's ex

portable surplus. Nevertheless, the general pattern of surplus in the
 

north and east and deficit in the south and west still holds and is
 

responsible for the southwesterly flow of commercialized livestock mentioned
 

above.
 

Livestock Imports and Transits.-- Adding to domestic meat production 

and surplus are those livestock which enter Upper Volta from Mali and 

Niger. Officially, these entries can take two forms: imports and transit 

herds. Imports include all livestock resold in Upper Volta, whether 

eventually slaughtered in Upper Volta or moved on to the coast. Transits 

are those livestock which simply traverse the country en route to coastal 

destinations. Traditionally, cattle merchants from the interior delta and 

Gao regions in Mali and from western Niger have used direct routes that 

pass through Upper Volta to Ghana and Ivory Coast. 

The evolution of cattle imports into Upper Volta is presented in
 

Table 5. Total officially recorded Imports fell drastically in the years
 

their total prohibition in 1975. Official Imports from Mali 

exceeded those from Niger. It is important to note that unofficial imports, 

for which there are no good data, were perhaps as important as recorded 

Import;. It I Si ost common for hte rders from Mal I or Niger to br Ing 

tlieir own arrivals to one of the northern Voltaic collection markets. In 

ite pa,.;t, Malian Cattle made ,ip the majority of cattle offered for sale in 

markets like Marhoyo, [)Wou, and Djtlho. Farther east, a similar situation 

YIT ACI ttII,iI II;jitora I I a surplun zone according to thes;e ('itm[mates 

Is 1a filcwt [i i thii ,';irf!i, poptiliat ion of the reglon. In a1)50lu te terms 

;Ml 
pirodur't [olii 

AI W1Ioh.' 
I

h; 
hm 
a 

l II in d. 
deflcit 

'1hw -oiitliweni 
a1r4oa. 

t region (Onclud Ig Bobo-D)ouI112 , sio) 
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TABLE 5
 

RECORDEDa CATTLE IMPORTS INTO UPPER VOLTA,1961-1976b
 

ORIGIN 
Year Mali 
 Niger Total
 

1961 2,561 1,488 4,049
 

1963 14,994 2,229 17,223
 

1964 1,289 7,450 8,739
 

1965 
 n.a. n.a. 15,882 

1966 23,138 - 23,138 

1967 13,557 - 13,557 

1968 n.a. n.a. 9,573 

1969 n.a. nea. 7,319 

1970 10,622 -- 10,622 

1971 13,805 - 13,805 

1972 7,949 40 8,005 

1973 154 -- 154 

1974 1,257 -- 1,257 

1975 .... 0
 

aCattle for Wich Voltaic import taxes are paid.
 
bImports no longer allowed as of 1976.
 

n.a. Breakdown according to country unavailable. 

Source: Statlst[ques: Service de l'Elevage, Ouagadougou, 
Recuei[ Statistique, SEDES. 1975b, and SCET International, 
1972. 
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existed in the Seytenga market where, until the flow reversed in 1976,
 

Nigerien cattle were predominant.
 

Official statistics on transit cattle movements are compiled in
 

Table 6. Once again one notes that Malian cattle are more prevalent than
 

Nigerien cattle. And as in the case with imports, transits decreased
 

drastically in the years preceding the official prohibition of such move

nents.
 

Four factors were primarily responsible for the fall in recorded and
 

actual number of cattle entering Upper Volta from Mali and Niger:
 

1. 	The 'fects of the drought on cattle herds in eastern Mali
 

and western Niger.
 

2. 	A restructuring of import, transit, and export taxes
 

affecting such entries.
 

3. 	The border conflict between Upper Volta and Mali in 1974

75.
 

4. 	A shift in West African cattle trade away from exports to
 

Ghana and towards markets in Niger which channel cattle
 

toward Nigeria.
 

The national herds of Mali and Niger were far more seriously affected 

by the drought years between 1968 and 1974. Total cattle losses are 

estimated to be on the order of 30-40 percent of the pastoral Sahelian 

herd In thtose countries (SEDES, 1975, p. 3). For the regions adjoining 

the Voltaic Saheltan zone the losses were quite probably similar to 

thoise dt-wrIbed for the Voltaic Sahel in a previous section of this 

ch:iptct,, around 31 petvent. Thl, umdotbtedly 1ed to a masive redoction 

In cattle !;flit"; by t hIa' hchrders, boLi because of tli r('dIuced nirber of 

:1( dr,'iW of 	 Il Jr itkec' tth, / )[1 Which'J to) ;111(1 b){cc lle~ fill' IlVe(I to icel((oI Inl 

or (I 	 r I I-l- Il. t t I I -(I IT ,I i 1 1 th1 4 'f-;;I , fJui It I I IthII I Ih I Ir T]. 

Ii11i1 ti I- I . i I I I 1 1 ' I t II , l ' ri *I]+I,I ' i II l t I' it I ' t i '1 I iii 

u u dcitt I' t t VI t 	 Ic I rI I , ( Ihtu II I I 1c I 1 1,i 1i141 

it f II I~l ;it ( )I I I ) I IlIiV( 1.41 Ii fI \ III 	 v pi 

exp 	 iit , ;i 1 1ii '1 lt tic -; 1AhlI'Ii 1,1 4 ill l il l, I, (l ,i ; -Itrjl ;i,,I Ill roligl 

IwC,,;f(rI 1 rI fr ,i c,w() It) f I t ()Iu ]C' 1li l tIr -+,g,on 

() f Ma~I I wllivre'ul; t +ll~ ilwootldl at onel+tlin , p'r<+l Iti"ll ly tidill) tili,It lierdnt 

ll 	 lpvtV ril 1 tii ' , ;tiI tji 



TABLE 6 

EVOLL'T!ON OF RECORDED TRANSTT CATTLEa THROUGH UPPER VOLTA, 1953-1976b 

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION 

Fro Mai From Niger Total 

-ert 

-r hana, Togo, 

and Benin 

Total from 

Mali 

To the Ivory 

Coast 

To Ghana, Togo, 

and Benin 

Total from 

Niger 

Transit 

Cattle 

1953-553C.a. 

-

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 
1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

197-

i97 

25,406 

4,621 

63,421 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
13,096 

17,857 

16,013 

24,580 

5,69) 

3,7,-

n.a. 

11,250 

30,313 

37,047 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
35,062 

36,219 

24,665 

11,450 

10,685 

-

n.a. 

36,656 

49,934 

100,468 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
48,158 

54,076 

40,678 

36,030 

16,375 

3,702 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
-

6,453 

-

182 

-

100 

n.a. 

3,844 

6,702 

18,868 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
12,781 

10,335 

7,492 

15,450 

14,000 

2,870 

n.a. 

3,844 

6,702 

18,868 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 
12,787 

16,788 

7,492 

15,632 

14,000 

2,970 

52;667 

40,500 

56,636 

119,336 

36,220 

48,272 

60,974 
60,945 

70,864 

48,170 

51,662 

30,375 

6,672 

G 
0 

_r-----: -r~-' --

ert 

- as 

taxes paid in country of origin and transit tax paid in Upper Volta. 

of 1976. 
n -al - -nsix-vear period. 

n.a.:-.r 
Sour-e: 5:a ~ s: 

cuntnry unavailable. 

-erv.ce de 1'Elevage, Luagadinugou, SEDES, 1975b, and SCET International, 
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directly to Bobo-Dioulasso wherethey were loaded onto the train to
 

Abidjan. they now choose to route the herds via Koutiala or Sikasso, 

There they .ither arrange truck transport for shipment farther south or 

cotintlne onto (hi ingo lodougou or Ferk(!ss~dougo where they pick up the 

train, av)(diing payment of Voltaic taxes, 

The third factor was the border conflict between Upper Volta and 

Mal I in I974-75, resulting in the closing of the border to all official 

tr:de. Thi- final and possibly most important element was the shift away 

[rmi the Giainafan market, largely due to the Inconvertability of the 

Cih,n'ii currency. As can be seen from Table 6, at the time this repre

m.(lt,'d a large share of the cattle transited through Upper Volta 

(over 50 percent of the transit cattle passing through Upper Volta between 

1960 and 1.974). 

Still, Malian cattle have continued to enter Upper Volta and its 

livestock marketing chain. Individual herders bring cattle into the 

country for sale at markets close to the border. Cattle merchants bring 

herds into Upper Volta clandestinely and arrange to get papers Indicating 

that the herd originated in Upper Volta (R.I.V,, MI)R, Projet de D6,veloppe

mciit dt 1'.lelvage Ouest-Volta [PEOV], 1978, p. 4). Principal entry 

point s are in the northeast around I)6oui, Marhoye, and Gorom-Gorom, in the 

no rth vent ral near DJlbo and Thlou; and in the northwest around Barant, 

fl),ib!;so , and N'l)orola. Many of the cattle embarking on the train in 

Bobo)- I) lu;,;o; ;1are actually Malian In origin but bear the name of one of 

tl(,;,, p c'-,: on the.ir ertif(,ates, of origin and thus are treated as 

Vo fl a Ic , i ntT.jl. I hoth fl, cal ly and stati1stical ly. 

T('hi rev ro;l of If tw.o' from Ntger Into Upper Volta i)ccurred for many 

0 1- t he !;;wiwt Ici ' , I;IIo dvc I I e In Li I ciiienr feq. 'l'ht dec I I ul ni mar

kPt I cr al bfo, t the lGhi'reise;u ('icoot, trannilt lng11 ,' Ghiia, of throutgh 

1 ipper Vo I I i, a d I11), 1 pr Ice, IiI It rz-l n cot t I - ma rket n covch- I edI t top 

m vemcol.ei f om N !pcr Into ;na throigh pperh Volta. 

http:vemcol.ei
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Catt'le"Exports,-- As noted earlier, livestock products are Upper
 

Volta's largest positive international trade export, accounting for nearly
 

one-half of all official exports by value. Taxes on exports are also one
 

of the largest sources of domestically generated revenues, The bulk of
 

both of these accounts is derived from the shipment of live animals to
 

the coast, with cattle being the most important form of export, Livestock
 

exports have been declining in recent years, however, in terms of volume,
 

revenues, and percent of total exports (SCET, 1972, Part II, pp, 211-213),
 

Cattle exports from Upper Volta are, for the most part, the largest,
 

healthiest, and best quality animals produced in the country. There are
 

three principal reasons for this. First, cattle 
must be healthy and strong 
to travel the thousand or more kilometers they must go before reaching tile 
coastal markets; weak or unhealthy cattle are slaughtered locally in Upper 
Volta. Second , there is a very limited demand for high quality beef In 
Upper Volta; such a demand does exist to a greater degree on the coast. 

And third , for reasnn that will be expla ined in a later sect lon, 

costs per head of export favor larger cattle over smaller cattle since they 

are distributed over larger meat thus aa quantity of and represent lower 

cost per kilogram. 

Most exported cattle are males, either adult steers or bulls. Net 

carcass weights average roughly 150 kilograms. The major Importing 
countries are Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin, and InNigeria. 

terms of tonnage, live cattle exports represent about 13 percent of 
offtnke annually (IBRD, 1974, Annex 1, p. 4). Cattle are shipped on hoof 
or by train. There Is practically no use- of truick tratnport originating 

directly out of Upper Volta. During tHie early ,;eventies, 63 percent of 

exported cattle were trannported by train (exclusively to Ivory 
Coast), 36 percent on hoof, and onlyI percent by truck. Over two-thirds 
of the cattle exported to fvory Coant are nilippo-d by train. 

Table 7 and Fligure 2 Illustrat, the volutiti of officially recorded 
cattle exportst from Upper Volta. Prfor to) tle opening of the rail 
connection, betwePn Ouagatdougou and tio ontint (Ab1dat) In 1954, eattI, 
wer, exportd at a rtte of betwen Doand 40,000 annut1ly.1(0,000 heatd 

Beginning with the eptablinhment of the rail link rnd through the first 
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TAILS 7 
EVOLUTION Of CATTLE EXPORTS FROM UPPER VOLTA 

1931, 1948-1958, 1960-1977 

Det inatfon 

IVORY COAST GHANA TOO AND BENIN 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent To2a1 
of head of tntal of head of total of head f total puber espqrted 

1931 11,815 35 21.810 65 - - 33,625 

1948 2,183 8 31,202 92 - - 33,985 

1949 4,980 16 25.518 84 - - 30,498 

1950 3.684 8 40,752 92 - - 44,436 

1951 7,415 18 33,216 82 - - 40,631 

1952 6,375 17 30,165 83 - " 36,540 

1953 a M a a a a 30,000 

1954 a a a s a • 47,000 

1955 a a a aIt 51,000 

1956 a a a a a a 61,000 

1957 a a a a a a 56,000 

1958 a a a a a a 48,000 

b60 16,406 19 64,64$ 74 5,693 7 86,949 

1961 12,280 13 7S,427 864 ,126 2 92,835 

1962 34.397 33 67,803 66 509 1 102,709 

1963 43,852 39 68,382 01 - - 112,234 

1964 44.235 39 68,638 60 1,70) 1 114,576 

1965 79,486 59 53.763 40 1,940 1 135,189 

1966 66,629 68 27,306 28 4,054 4 97,929 

1967 62,239 70 23,184 26 3,046 A 8,469 

1968 76,24 78 19,396 20 2,083 2 98,303 

1969 62,539 72 20,711 24 3,458 4 86,708 

1970 59,207 71 20.865 25 3,246 4 83,320 

1911 59,589 73 18,482 23 3,045 4 81,116 

1972 58,041 80 9,949 14 4,915 7 72,905 

1973 48,51) 60 27,491 34 5,365 7 81,435 

1974 49.490 62 21.481 29 6.957 9 19,91) 

1915 57,913 8 3,706 6 4,826 7 66,450 

1916 23,19 66 3,501 10 8.416 24 IlIA 

19717 74,711 in 2,61 9 4.004 is 11,89i-

TUIAL 179,651 7 601,516 19 6.192 4 1,543,146 

1!t60 -197 1)... .. .. .. ... . . . .. . 

Statllliliqutop do gervlil do I'yjevj.t, 1) .qjodoulou. N.M. 

isllld'"ns~ 0, (4,1Jlig 0, C.0 ...it I laiival 101, 0. 

b 
Inelud.. 124 head 01 1104 to l1., a. 
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few years of independence (1960-1965),exports increased steadily, peaking
 

at 135,189 head in 1965, This period of growth can be attributed to three
 

major factors:
 

1. 	Growth of herd size and offtake throughout the fifties and
 

early sixties due to an extended period of above average
 

rainfall, expansion of veterinary services, and reduction
 

of disease outbreaks (USAID, 1975, Section III, p. D-34).
 

2, 	Increased demand for cattle in Ivory Coast as a result
 

of 	 the dynamic economic growth in that country and increased 

urbanization (especially in Ahbidjan),includlng the influx
 

of Europeans.
 

3, 	The improved transportation links with the coast, most 

notably the railroad from Ouagadougou to Abidjan, which 

effectively lowered transport costs and improved the ability 

of cattle merchants to respond to coastal market conditions 

by reducing shipping tlme from two rionthl to two to three days 

In addition to these factors which affected real growth in exports, the 

figures probably also reflect Improved record keeping, especially for 

export to Ivory Coastsince cattle shipped by train are easier to control
 

than those trekked,
 

Since 1965,exports have been declining almost continuously, beginning 

with a drastic decrease of 35 percent between 1965 and 1967, dominated by 

the drying up of the Channian market. In 1968 exports rose in response 

to salvage sales by herders as a result of a bad year of rainfall. The 

level of cattle exports then continued to fall until 1973. The decline in 

1972 wa; most pronounced, probably the result of the 1968 drought which 

had reduhced th calf crop and Increased calf mortal I ty and was just 

e,lil)I ig to show up in signIfIcant decre*aes In offtake. Two more years 

of ;erfoiu rain deficlency In 1972-197/, ag.In caused an Increane In 

, Ivagew l by herdern and shows up an a peak In cattle exports during; s, 

t.ho!,i years* IIn1!) 75, the overall pattern of decline evident In the previous 

d(lec(e restIlm( d,' an exports fell by 17 percent . Thi was followed by an 

ivni, larer decrease In 1976 when exports fell Iby almost half to their 

lowe, t Ievel I ia1momt a quarter decade. The declineIn cattle exports 
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continued in 1977, though by a much smaller margin, 
The principal cause
 
of the shrinkage of the export trade during the seventies was 
the reduced
 
offtake by herders following the drought years. 
 However, it was exacerbated
 
by an increase in domestic demand and a decrease in foreign demand,
 
especially in Ivory Coast; Sahelian exports lost much of their market share
 
to non-African suppliers, most notably Argentina. 
Once again the figures
 
are to some degree nmisleading,since exports to alternative markets in
 
Niger and Nigeria during this period were largely unrecorded.
 

The breakdown of exports according to destination (also shown in
 
Table 7 and Figure 2) presents an Interesting pattern ok change. Ghana's
 
position as the principal foreign market for Voltaic c .ttle was tradi
tionally established in pro-colonial times (Osselndowski, 1928, p, 277) 
and continued through the early sixties. In absolute volume, cattle ex
ports to Ghana remained stable through 1964, averagIng lust tinder 70,000 
head in the early years of the Voltalc Independence. The G(hana an market 
for Voltaic cattle fell off sharply in 1965 and 1966, corresponding to 
the years of Ghanalan political and economic Instabllity. The most 
serious factor was the (stabllishment in 1965 of an Indepndent Glhanatan 
monetary tinilt, the cedt. The unwill gness of Voltaic cattle merchants to 
accept cedis In payment for cattle and the high cost of foreign exchange 
to Ghanaian buyers resulted In a decline In exports to .lhana through 1972. 
The Cattle Development Board (CDB) was established by the (hanalan govern
ment in 1972 with the responsibility of taking over the Importations of 
livestock. After difficult Ina time 1972, when trade declined to under 
10,000 head of cattle, the CI)h began buying directly In the Ouagadougou 
cattle market, Increaning the cattle trade between the two countries three
fold in their second year of operation. However, the CDII wan only able to 
sustain purchases Into 1974. The closing of the quarantine stattIons at 
the border due to an outbreak of disease and thet subiequent backlog of 
cattle and delays In payment by the Bank of led to aChaia drying up of 
sales to Ghana In late 1974. Since then, only a snmall number of cattle 
have been exported by private Voltaic merchants, leaving Ghans behind 
even Togo and Benin in share of Voltaic cattle exports. 
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In sharp contrast to the Ghanaian market, exports to Ivory Coast were
 

relatively small prior to and during the early years of independence.
 

However, the Ivorian market share grew rapidly during the late fifti.es and
 

sixties, both in absolute and relative volume. As noted above, this was
 

in response to increased demand due to the rapid growth of Ivory Coast's 

population, and was facilitated by thu rail link between the two countries. 

During the last decade, Ivory Coast maintained its market share at over 

two-thirds of total Voltaic cattle exports. In 1968 exports to Ivory Coast 

rose as a result of increased sales by herders, noted above. The decline in 

1973 and 1974 Is attributed to the redirection of exports toward Ghana because 

of the CDB purchases in Ouagadougou. However, in 1976 a precipitous fall 

in exports to Ivory Coast had disastrous effects on total Voltaic cattle 

exports. In late 1975, unhappy with the fall In Saheltan exports and 

hoping to find a stable source of cheap beef, the Ivortin governmen t began 

importing large quantitIes of frozen beef from Europe and South America. 

By the following year, these frozen imports had displaced a large part 

of the fresh meat market. The frozen meat was priced below fresh meat 

prices, thus eroding further the position of Saheltan cattle exports to 

Ivory Coast. 

Exports to Togo and Benin traditionally made up a small but stable 

of total Voltaic exports. Their share increased steadily from 1971 until 

1976, when It ac cotinted for over 8,000 head, or one-f iourth of total 

cattle exports. Exports to Nigeria have been of Increasing Importance 

since 1976,when Niger cut off exports as part of a herd rebuilding program. 

At first, Nigerian traders bought cattle In Upper Volta for shipment to 

northwestern Nigeria. More recently, Voltaic merchants have established 

th necesary contacts In Nigeria to enable them to deal there. Stillj 

few of thes(, exportsi are officially recorded. 

Livetock Market. Activity
 

Diagram I In a schematic drawing of the Voltaic liventock marketing
 

network. It broadly describes the origin and type of cattle most likely
 

to be sold In different typos of markets. Markets are divided into three
 

http:fifti.es
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major categories: 1) collection of primary markets; 2) regroupment or
 

redistribution markets; 3) terminal or slaughter markets. Map 3 identifies
 

the most important of these markets in Upper Volta.
 

The collection market is characterized as a northern market in the
 

cattle producing, or surplus zone, where animals usually first enter the
 

market chain. There is also a set of smaller southern collection markets.
 

What distinguishes primary from other types of cattle markets is the pre

dominence of herders as sellers, and herders and traders as buyers, with 

local butchers playing a minor purchasing role. Cattle are "collected" 

by traders who form commercial herds for shipment south, either to re

groupment or terminal markets, where the animals are resold to butchers
 

or other traders. Herders often buy young animals in these markets, to
 

replace the older stock they have sold off.
 

The redistribution market is distinguished from the collection market 

not so much by its location in the south -- for, as explained earlier, there 

are many small collection markets throughout that region of Upper Volta -

but ny tl dominating presence of traders as sellers. These merchants, 

having bought their cattle in other markets or in the bush directly from 

the herder, sell their herds to other merchants who move the cattle onward 

towird terminal markets. Regroupment markets generally attract greater 

numbers of l)butcihers, both local and from nearby urban areas, than do 

primary markets. 

Upper Volta really has no true terminal markets, where practically 

every sale i,; to a butcher and no cattle move on to other marketis. In 

both t4e, Oliagadoilgoti arnd Hobo-I) foi lasso catt: le markets, approximately one

salef; to wo behalf tite are exporters. Thu, one 1 iot. ,(1 wr'ong In defining 

t-he.;e market as,; -dt(l;rt r 11)i o poII t . B'ar gllg thi; In 1111d, both of 

the;e narket; will , referredI to) a,; t rmiiln;i l iarh t!;s in thils reporlt, for 

two reaso l; ttI(IIrt, h'( '; Hit i'ru' j)11r'In(ises of ('at 1 4' ' ()1 !;) 111tilCi 

great.r I|mpoi nlnle( [11 lose;' two (It le' 1 l;ln ill otlher r' olio)ilIniii (-l-iitveI ; 

anld l'ecoid . beel ue Pi1 tclt lIca I I y a I I of l11i r('11:1 nlog', lI;I I ws ,, I'4) PXporters, 

mak ing lhien I lwo Hl fIe-1 ma ljr embasi rl<1i ,it I, lit 1 Ior ,X×po lt .. 

Ilahl 8 i lt,l ! ii,' nil I Icl t!l cl (t- forrepir (I l t i(i ca t t e ofItreI 


;ale In ,ielected marketti of each type. The data Iricdl te an overall
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TABLE 8 

N".'?BER OF CATTLE OFFERED FOR SALE ANNUALLY IN SELECTED VOLTAIC MARKETS 

Market 19-7 1968 1969 1970 
PRIM.RY 

1971 
MARKETS 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977-

Djibo rla ra 4,030 13,328 13,197 15,210 9,787 6,949 9,403 
b

6,700 20,096 
Dori ,3S 6,31-4 7,153 2,225 7,595 4,629 3,658 3,762 4,086 3,298 3,352 
Markoye 47,2 i 23,664 22,773 21,467 24,354 23,935 18,579 13,359 6,387 5,262 7,152 

. -STISBL'-ION MARKETS
 
Diapaga 6,C;5 6,350 A,374 688 2,888 2,570 6,193 29 110 583 1,071
 
Kaya 27,199 32,111 24,432 31,922 33,794 39.102 33,973 21,181 14,950 16,832 21,123
 
Ptemga 22,013 26,420 18,528 27,042 29,327 25,779 27,589 22,440 24,175 47,508 21,144
 
Youba 3,725 6,427 4,537 8;3-7 5,530 4,232 4,383 6,065 2,808 6,030 11,897
 

SLAUG TER YARKETS 
Bobo-Dioulassoa 11,567 18,716 15,030 23,6- 26,867 21,372 6,177 9,782 n.a. n.a. n.a.
 
uagadoua 30,480 32,160 26,237 2B,026 31,078 43,537 40,364 35,490 25,278 n.a. n.a.
 

TOTAL OFFICIALLY RECORDED ENTRIES
 
201,053 25,703 290,666 271,809 181,072 159,971 215,236 180,620
 

aThe figures for Bobo-Dioulasso 
are curIcs since r7rket entries are considerably exceeded by recorded slaughters
 
in :'e - c. asao Ata:toir and mcst butzhers ;>rc!7ase cattle at the city's cattle market. There are, however, two
 
separate cat:le =arkets in Bobo-Dicuiasso and the nu-ers recorded may reflect only one of these markets.
 

!Te ffr..e a77eari-g in the cfficial statistics was 47,538. This was assumed to be an error since the author's 
own =arket s..rvey in 2ji ccnted cnlv ,4* 67 head offered for sale from May through December. The figure appearing 
is the au:hcr's esti.te for 1976. 

SXR,'E: Statistiques: Direc:ion des Services de l'Elevage, Ouagadougou, Haute Volta.
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pattern of decline in market activity. Much of the decline can be
 
attributed to a fall in offtake as a result of the droughtlafter an
 
initial period of increased offtake during the drought years. 
Another
 
factor is the disappearance of imported and transit 
 .ttle I from
 
Niger and Mali. 
 The most severe declines in market activity occurred
 
in Sahelian primary markets, especially in the Oudalan (northeast).
 
Also declining in importance was 
the cattle market in Diapaga,
 
though this market is now making a resurgence as a redistribution
 

market for exports to Nigeria.
 

Two other changes in marketing patterns not evident in Table 8
 
are worth noting. First, during 
.976 and 1977, the border market in
 
Seytenga emerged as a major redistribution market for cattle exports
 

to Niger and Nigeria. This phenomenon was temporary, as 
the point of
 
exchange later moved east, 
to Thra and Goth~ye in Niger. Second,
 
there has been an increase in unrecorded market activity in small
 
primary markets in the south such as 
those which surround major
 
redistribution markets like Kaya and Pouytenga. 
These markets
 
attract traders, butchers, and intermediaries from the larger mar
kets and offer the growing cattle-owning populations in the south
 
alternative s to selling in redistribution markets. 
These examples 
give some indication of the changing nature of markets and the 
flexibility of the marketing system in responding to changing supply 

and demand conditions.
 

In all but the smallest cattle markets, the mechanics of trans
acting business are similar. Intermediaries or brokers negotiate
 
the sale for the seller, though the seller retains the right to
 
approve the price. Markets usually meet on an open field. 
 Some meet
 
In enc lot ure: newly constructed by the government. 

Animals art purchases ningly or in groups, but scales are never 
employed, even where they exist, so price is always determined per 

1Technically, transit cattle could not be sold in Voltaic markets.
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herd and never by weight (at least not explicitly). Prices are
 

bargained openly, so information is quite available within the
 

market.
 

Butchering and Meat Marketing
 

Like most other livestock production and marketing operations,
 

butchering and meat marketing is largely carried out in the tradi

tional sector with little reliance on modern technology. Except
 

in the largest cities, there are neither mechanized slaughter nor
 

colh room facilities, and there is little differentation between
 

cuts of meat. In most places, the traditional butcher buys live
 

animals, slaughters them himself, cuts the meat, and resells it
 

in retail markets -- a fully integrated butchering system.
 

For the most part, poor sanitary conditions exist both in places
 

of slaughter and in meat markets. In most villages, slaughtering 

is usually done on the ground in the market It self; In small towns, 

it Is done on a stone or cement slab floor which receIves only 

superficial rin.s ing with col water. Even inOuagadougotu, which 

has a new imidern abattoir in which sanit at ion ding Mlauglter is 

as good as anywhere in West Africa, who Iealc meat ;ales take 

place on lie girc,nd just ottslde the aitbattoir's, del ivery dock. 

The area in rarely, If ever, c(eanctd, and vultures congregate on 

thp roof and dock, plcklng at ttie dis:qplaytd c,'u1s5 whenever 

they can. ThroIgi(nti, tlhe eunint ry, retail mltt, Ies take place 

In open markets tWtm wtut'li lab ies which /ir lntreqtiemt ly washed 

down with h t wtc, l' mtl Wii al lute; because4 11, Is Immedilptely 

of Its p4risli;iablity andi Ue lack "t it I rll1 Ip ent,nited'.i u 

above. Evvil ()ln im a U ,!ii i,, win r,14, l I CIni tlagatdml Ind l ,,l 1)1 a i Il I 

and privapte u I A,, ,vi Itll ut,, biwt(ItllIlpm,.nt 16i,,I, ; ;ied I lih ' I l 

liltt d IillI r~ibvi a t I their,, I lieiy "ii1t "1N'' 

aidY;n's ~/' cxp,)rtvrs;owtn tarl'lINN mv(meatl, whl , alo,rs anld who (t. 

the+ chill room" of the ablloi )rn;. 

http:tllIlpm,.nt
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Most retail meat sales take place in open-air markets from small
 
stalls or by vendors who circulate through the markets with trays of meat
 

in piles. 
Meat is most often sold in the form of a tas I consisting of an
 
assortment of meat, fat, bone, and stomach and intestinal parts. Most
 
organ and other edible fifth-quarter parts are sold separately by retail
 

specialists. Prices are usually set by the size of the tas. In most
 
cases, not even identifiable cuts of meat are sold explicitly by weight.
 

Official prices are set by the government, but they are not enforced and 
have little relation to actual meat prices in retail markets. 

Table 9 shows the evolution of official slaughters of all butchery 
animals from 1954-76. The recorded number of head of cattle slaughtered 
increased dramatically between the mid-fifties and mid-sixties. This might
 

have, in fact, been due to an increase inbeef consumption resulting from 
increased urbanization,but it It, more likely accountable to better recording 
of these slaughters. Similar increases take place In other categories and 
are attributable to the same phenomenon. During the late sixties and 
through 1976, official cattle slaughters have remained relatively stable, 
increasing or decreasing by roughly 10,000 head (about 15 
percent) but showing no significant long-run trend. Offical tonnage jumped 
substantially from 1.975 to 
1976, largely a result of adjustments in the
 
mean carcass weights applied to the recorded slaughter figure after weighings 

at the Ouagadougou slaughterhouse showed the prior estimates for cattle 

carcass weights to be significantly In error. 
With the exception of a downward i:berration In 1969, recorded slaughters 

of small ruminants show a fairly steady increase throughout the period 

covered. An; with cattle, much of the increase in due to the efforts of 
the government to locate all commercial sliaughters in sliaugherhousen and 
other controlled areas, The fact that the number of head increased sharply 
in 1976 while tonnage fell it again dtue to adjustments In the mean carcnss 
weights applied to the slaughter figuren to calculate tonnage. The data 
on pork can be Interpreted i millarIly, though without question pork in in
creasing rAp1dly nit an acceptable beef ubstitute. 

]The French word ta. will be used throughout this report to identify 
meat "old In ptles. 
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Meat Eports.-- One of the major goals of Voltaic livestock marketing
 

policy is to increase the levels of meat exports so that Voltaic butchers
 

and merchants can capture a greater measure of the value added in the live

stock marketing chain. Consistent with this is the opening of the modern
 

abattoir in Ouagadougou, plans for renovation of the Bobo-Dioulasso
 

slaughterhouse, and the formation of a publicly supported agency, in 
cooperation with 
 Ivory Coast, to operate refrigerated transportation
 

in the two countries.
 

Currently, meat exports are carried out by private butchers from
 

Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dioulasso. Beef exports normally constitute over
 

four-fifths of all meat exports,with Ouagadougou supplying about two-thirds
 

and Bobo-Dioulasso the remainder of the quantity exported during the last 
decade (see Tabh 10 and Figure 3). Almost all of the chIllvd meat exports 

are directed to lvorv Coast. Meat exports are transported principally 
by rail in refr irated cars provided by CODEPAC (a private company) and 
operated by the RAN (the railroad running from Ouagadougon to Abidjan 

which is jointly owned by the Voltaic and Ivorlan governments). One of 

the major problems for meat exported In this way is the unrellability of 
the refrigeration equipment on the rail cars. Breakdowns occur frequently, 

resulting In subs tantial meat spoilage. At timtes these losses can be 

devastnt;ng for tho exporter. Oe, of Ouagadougou'ti larg&'s t buitcherti 

ceased operation as a meat exporter several yearn ago becauite of tit- tre
mendous losses he Incurred when refrIgeratted carti twice malfunctioned and 

completely ruined two large shipment of beef. lie has since turned to live 

cattle exports. 

When brakdlownn do occur, losuti, are not n,,,e.itarily total. When thl 
meat arrive It, Itupected by the Ian veterinaryIn Ab idlan, Is ivcr 

service. Fxport ,rs may tieil meat th.t IFi unailecceptnhl , to tlhe quality 

butcher nhopsi for which It usually Intended. to (other butch,rs who resell 
the pi.at in tnr l t leni Iurban marketsn. vrh, prices offered by these 

In 19Hf, /14 tu ni of, meat were exported by truck to hana, mont of 
tiln to a n4' I vicklug plant tin Bol ,,o .ga. 'nit following year an addi 
tional )) t' n| were e xport d. 'I'llpl an hii ni ncve cone d operation alnd 
an remtilt, no havi, meat exportfi to Cli; ll . 



TABSLE :0 
M.?ED.AT EX?RTS: U??ER V3'ZLTA TO IVORY COAST, 

Year 
t - Tta 

Mea Expcrts 
at 

EX :s 
Z f Total 
Meat Exports 

TOTAL 
ME.AT EXPORTS 

1954 i38 93 35 20 173 
1955 219 94 14 6 233 
1956 56 75 19 25 75 
1957 7 100 - 0 7 
198 54 44 68 56 122 
199 176 81 40 19 216 
1960 306 72 U9 28 425 
191 366 60 248 40 614 
1962 437 52 409 48 846 
1963 561 54 471 46 1,032 

1964 506 49 528 S1 1,034 
M5 255 24 791 76 1,046 

19"6 177 18 829 82 1,006 
1967 760 53 670 47 1,430 

8 1,112 66 580 34 1,692 
1969 1,040 78 287 22 1,327 
1970 850 71 339 29 1,189 
1971 749 55 625 45 1,374 
1972 565 59 399 41 964 
1973 715 54 139 16 854 
1974 582 66 296 34 878 
1975 326 69 147 31 473 
1976 138 65 74 35 212 

.071AL (23 yrs.) 10,C15 59 7,127 41 17,222 

,urce: Statistique Services de 1'Elevage, Ouagadougou. 
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metric 

1oo FIGURE 3 Chilted Meat Exports: 
Upper Volta to Ivory 
Coast, 1954-19761600 
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traditional market retailers are considerably lower than those paid by
 

quality butcher shops, As is shown in a later section, meat exports are
 

profitable only if they can be sold to European-style butcher shops.
 

Referring back to Table 10 and Figure 3, one can see that chilled meat 

exports peaked during the late sixties and early seventies. For the most 

part, exports from Ouagadougou have dominated, As those from Bobo-Ddoulasso 

decl.ind as a result of a lack of capacity at the local slaughterhouse. 

Lxports from Ouagadougou increased sharply at this point but soon began 

to fall as mechanical problems plaguing the refrigerated railroad cars 

.;t.arted resulting in major losses for some exporters. Chilled meat
 

exports have since continued to decline to the point where despite the
 

hopes of the Voltaic government, they are now lower than at any time since
 

1958.
 

The first two sections of this chapter presented an overview of the 

current situation of the Voltaic livestock sector. It should be clear 

that in terms of both production and marketing, the sector is undergoing 

major transformations. At the same time, the government has demonstrated 

a new found interest in directing more policy toward livestock and meat market

lug issues than it had been doing. It is thus against this background 

of changin) supply, demanid, and marketing Interventions that this study 

att(,mlpt,; to evaluate the efficiency of the traditional livestock and meat 

warketing system. The next section of this chapter continues with a 

dieusilon of the conditions under which livestock producers sell their 

I Ivetitock. 
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SALES BY HERDERS
 

One of the major criticisms of agricultural marketing systems in 

poor countries has been that producers consistently sell their products 

under disadvantageous conditions. Suggested causes of this situation 

include: the seasonal characteristics of production and marketLing; the 

inability of producers to make Informed choices over severa! marketing 

alternatives; monopsony power in the hands of market middlemen; and insti

tutional (both social and physical) deficiencies in the marketing system
 

(Bauer and Yamey, 1954; Jones, 1972; Abbott, 1967).
 

There is general agreement that producers' bargaining position isstrength

ened to the degree that alternative marketing outlets exist (competition
 

among middlemen); they are known to the producers (unhindered, low-cost
 

information flows); and that producers are willing and able to seek out
 

these options.
 

The broader issues of competition among traders and other facets 

of market ntructure and conduct for the entire livestock marketing chain 

are covered in subsequent sections of the chapter. This section outllnes 

the results of the research on marketing behavior and sales patterns by 
Voltaic herdsmen. It use; tie data to a;eertain whether herdlme.n do Ill 

fact have marketing alternatlives hlich they can take advant age I and 

efn to 

from their sales. The sectlon beg ins with a lnote sa11 herds

whether those options they eliect ngg.est an Wor. maximizve returns 

olvthie mple, ol 

men snrvvy'(d tofr tlh research. It then exam[nes the compointIon "I live

stock sales by reg ion. The iptilont th, easolaIonalIty I livest'ock eales 

and price s I l iia" ',d next. Thi i f"ollIowed by a dehse riptIon o"Ithe 

market coudit lou," aced by the hlrdmin. The finil ,ect llon" irrggvet a 

model ot 'ill I price formation which lakes Into account characteristics 

specific to bot i aimal Iand t ai ,a il ou. 

The Samp
 

In thre first nection of thin chapter it was noted that about three

fourthn of Upper Volta's cattle are owned by FulanI herdsmn. It was also 
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noted that many of these herdsmen reside outside the Sahel. The sel

lection of a sample of herders was made to reflect this distribution of
 

ownership as closely as possible,glven the practical constraints to
 

carrying out the research. Three regions were selected which met the
 

crlterlon of Incorporating a cross section of livestock-raising patterns;
 

the.;e were Djlbo, Kaya, and Pouytenga. 

The l)jlbo region is a predominantly pastoral zone in the Sahelian 

reg ion of' Upper Volta. All 134 sample members were Fulani. Kaya, located 

in the heart of the Mossi Plateau, is a predominantly sedentary region 

featuring both permanent Fulani villages and livestock-owning Mossi popu

lations. This was reflected in a 73 percent Fulani, 27 percent Mossi 

di.stribution among the seventy-four sample members In the Kaya region. 

T'w Iitial1. clhoi(e of Ponytenga as the third samiple area waH dri pIore to

important cattle market than to any especially interesting livestock 

ralsing system found there. It turned out that the region displayed the 

Interesting characteristic of relying heavily on the livestock entrustment 

system for cattle raising (see Delgado, 1979). The sample in the Pouytenga
 

regi-on included twenty-six Fulani households (31 percent) and fifty-six 

Monof households (67 percent). Among the latter were included several minor 

cat t le merchants. 

The Composition of Marketed Livestock
 

The question of the composition of sales by herdsmen is especially 

Important In light of the gpvernment'o intention to Implement the Strati

iicat Ion l'oI Icy. That entails the formation of a "breeding zone" In the 

alhel, fit w ic h pastoral lntst would be encouraged to nell off their tLocks 

Of ranle r tttle at a young ag no they could be g-rown out and tattened in 

the n a Ittnltder tnore Itits-,I yVe plrodc t toll flytternn . ' bi I I I)wi.ver'p 

!4 -W"! tillat sieit h a I1,w of young1.P, mi141I4e cat tleIc o n 1o1ti bi filt ' caliv., he 

VhIc rt (d-quall 4Ittllt ;;I vi by the I)libl a-.1 iirdo i'la were male. 

Mf a114''u1c, alm il Iwo,..--:lI dt wcaa' nold tI t l a- Ili-rit Iw' y,'a iand over 

ltia--f It thu were umold by lotar yearn of ag , (GIven that zvelu catt le rasod 
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TABLE 11
 

SEX AND AGE STRUCTURE OF CATTLE SOLD .3Y SAMPLE MEMBERS
 
(Percent of animals sold in each region)
 

Djiboa Kayab PouytengaC 

Age Males Females Males Females Males Females 

< 2 46.3% 6.7% 7.7% 2.7% 0.1% --

3-4 14.9% 0.6% 11.7% 3.7% 1.2% 0.1% 

5-6 8.9% --- 26.7% 2.7% 26.5% 5.5% 

7-8 3.5% 0.3% 29.0% 2.7% 36.1% 17.5% 

9+ 1.0% 17.8% 7.0% 6.3% 2.5% 10.4% 

TOTAL 74.6% 25.4% 82.0% 18.0% 66.5% 33.5% 

SOURCE: Field research, May 1976 - February 1977 

a. Total of 315 cattle sold over 9 months. 

b. Total of 300 cattle sold over 7 months. 

c. Total of 805 cattle sold over 8 months. 
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under a system of extensive atockraising don't reach maturity until aix
 

years,in general, this would indicate a tendency for the northern pas

toralists to sell off young males with significant potential for fatten

ing. This pattern is quite consistent with the traditional Fulani empha

sis on milk and animal reproduction as opposed to meat production.
 

The data collected for cattle sales by southern livestock owners
 

shows.a significantly higher age distribution. In contrast to the pre

dominantly young male cattle sold by Djibo area herdsmen, less than 2
 

percent of the Kaya sample's sales 'ere of male cattle two years or
 

younger. The Pouytenga sample sold virtually no cattle in that age
 

bracket. In both southern samples, the vast majority of male cattle were
 

sold between five and eight years of age. While this evidence does not
 

in itself prove that the young cattle sold by northern herdsmen are bought,
 

grown out or fattened, and then sold by southern stockraisers, it does
 

seem to indicate that an indigenous "stratification" system is already
 

in effect.
 

Table 11 also indicates a difference in the sales patterns of females
 

in the three regions. Djibo area herdsmen only sold females at extremely
 

young or old ages. The surprisingly large number of heifers sold can be
 

attributed to the demand and subsequent high prices generated by a herd
 

reconstitution program in Niger. Once cows approach reproducir.g age in good
 

health, northern Fulani herdsmen are reluctant to sell them. The Fulani
 

herdsmen also tend to cull their cows at old ages. Both Djibo and Kaya
 

area Fulani sold substantial numbers of cows from thirteen to sixteen
 

years old, for an average culling age of 12.05 years. The predominantly
 

Mossi cattle owners in the Pouytenga region appear to cull their cows at
 

much earlier ages; eleven was the oldest reported age at which cows were
 

uold IlII
that region.
 

Another Interesting comparison may be made between sales of cattle and
 

n;nall rumlnuitt (goatti and ,heep). Table 12 presents the data for the 

DjI lho comlparinutti dales and revenues from anlt;tmjpIe, nmbetr of cattle 

.;1 I l rsi,.s nnant . It !Atow- tihdt althotigh cattle account for lens than one

hll 40 t I t ,I usn111,wr (i f !i;l i, thvy make up more than 8( percent of 

total :1 0 1' Irwi( i mt.11Tl l . ',;. lit 'Inol tIte ! 'vt that almolit twice 

;. flaimy ,t; ;I,; a!ihv,. wIrf, !iold 1by the taw ipl , lower aw;IV ag pr ienI for 

gea It,; 1- Iltvd III IIir co t rlbtt Ing only ilightly mori, t venw lhan didmc 

(Id t.,p. 



TABLE 12 

COMPOSITION OF LIVESTOCK SALES BY DJIBO SAMPLE MEMBERS 

CATTLE 

No. cf Sales 
Z of Total 

livestock sales 
Z of Total 
cattle sales 

b 
Revenues 

Z of live-
stock revenues 

Z of Cattle 
revenues 

Young r.aies (< 4) 192 29 62 3,015,580 43 51 
Mature males- (> 5) 40 6 13 1,498,522 22 25 

Total Males 232 36 75 4,514,522 65 76 
Heifers 22 3 7 552,405 8 9 
Ccws 57 9 18 897,120 13 15 

Total f_.les 79 12 25 1,449,525 21 24 
Total Cattle 311 48 100 5,963,627 86 100 

SMA.L RUMINANTS 

No. of Sales 
% of Total 

livestock sales 
: of Total 
S.R. sales 

b 
Revenues 

Z uf live-
stock revenues 

Z of S.R. 
revenues 

Goats 221 34 65 541,892 8 55 
Shec 121 19 35 444,433 6 45 

Total S.R.'s 342 53 100 986,325 14 100 
Tctal ii.estock sales 653 Total livestock revenues 6,949,952 

I..E : 4erde- Survey 
a,-'-er of head 
bCFA Francs 
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Seasonal Variations in Sales
 

The question of seasonality of agricultural production and the timing
 

of sales and purchases of agricultural comodities by farmers is widely
 

covered in the literature. Most attention is focused on food crops and
 

the economic pressures on farmers in poor countries which cause them to
 

sell off production immediately following harvest when prices are low, 

and often require them to buy the very same commodities during the pre

harves.t period at significantly higher prices (Jones, 1972, p. 16; Abbott, 

1976, p. 367). The supply and demand conditions which give rise to this 

Situatlon are explained by the gestatioa period and storability of the 

crop and the seasonality of peasants' cash needs. It might seem that the 

characteristics of livestock production would not make temporal marketing 

patterns of livestock as crucial as in the case of staple food crops; 

however, suggestions that herdsmen are vulnerable to adverse seasonal mar

ket conditions have been advanced (Dupire, 1968, p. 357; Rupp, 1975, pp.

1 

72, 120).
 

The factors which work oii the seasonality of livestock sales are: 

the variations in the condition of the animals and the risk of holding 

livestock over different seasons (analogous to gestation and storability
 

in the food crop case); the cash needs of the producer and his proximity 

to markets; and the seasonality of demand. The assertion that herdsmen 

do not Sell their livestock at a seasonally opportune time is based on 

the view that herders' cash needs outweigh all other considerations and 

re;ult III sales of livestock during periods of :low prices. This section 

ex;alnes the seasonal patterns of livestock sales by Voltaic herdsmen. 

ligture 4 shows the seasonal variations in livestock sales and revenues 

for the fl iho herder sample between April 1976 and February 1977. Cattle 

t:; h ,";upge-, t lonfl at s a ppeair Implicitly throughoti much of the anth
ropo Iogy I It era tuure. It Is+ of ten c la imed that the primary mot ivation for 
Yu ]Ian I I Ivest m k s,:, ten Isi cas:i need (Johnaon, 1977, pp. I --13, lBarral 
I9,1, p. ;9) . An accmmpuiy Ing( dlsinI 'I lnl lIon to .) I d asset In fotrms other 
than I lve!t ock this; eake It d I l llit .r the herd,;1c to t;ke advautage 
of 5,'ior ll I prlIce var fIt 14ons when they don't col w I('d I r;I,l y wl th Ii. 
own C;s1h needn pattern. 
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sales exhibit a very smooth pattern which can be characterized by t.ee 

seasons. Sales are falling during the end of the dry season and into the 

early rainy season (April-July) with a small upturn in sales in June. 

The period of heaviesi rain (July and August) results in a severe decrease 

in sales. Cattle sales then increase almost continuously during the end
 

of the rainy season and through the end of the year, tapering off from
 

January to February. 

Figure 5, which presents the seasonal variation in several Voltaic 

cattle markets for the period 1970-1976, shows that the pattern found 

for the DJibo herder sample is indeed reflected in market entries over 

a long period of time and in other regions. In all four markets shown 

(Djlbo, Kaya, Ouagadougou, and Pouytenga) sales are lowest during the 

early rainy season 'May-July) and then increase rapidly to a peak near 

the end of the year. There are inconsistent patterns during the dry sea

son (January-May), though in most cases there appears to be a modest peak 

between March and May. 

Returning to Figure 4, one notes less of a definite seasonal pattern 

in the caie of small ruminant sales. The level of goat sales is depressed 

during the rainy season months of July and August and increases in 

September. It falls precipitously, however, in October, increases in 

November when cattle sales are falling offand falls again in January when 

cattle sales are rising. Sheep sales are remarkably stable throughout 

tme yiar, with modest peaks in October and December. The rainy season 

ha; no dkepres fng effect on she2p sales. 

'he!;. patternsp can indeed be explained by the factors mentioned above. 

Figur', 6 ,Ilows tlm assumed effects of various factors upon livestock sales. 

Those : o1,ve tle month bar are positive effeccs on supply or demand expected 

to I '14,.,,;i,tlh, l.ve l of sale.n. Converel y, those below the ttime ]is 

hav. d tpres, zig 'f 'o'1;on quantity sold. 

h.Ih(l ,,)iSIt l(,l ,noI .vt.iV t()ck put on welg.ht and are In 

lbv!,t tli'; ,, cmidl t l,,n I ,ll,,Wf11gt hIl, ahlly !II'afllfi awl tl l il oli the 

Ire Vc t :;T'la 4 .t [l ;a .'' uu1v:1h of I ont thiatIOfth,, ' Wtii Id tmi . 

hIerd,'ri Wm4uldl 1ll 1m ro, ll iV'1;iIocl (hr big [iir A!, the liv stock'sthI hid. 

c(n(lit l41 woronm! thrti gh|,it the.dry seaion, e.ide rn would attvmpt to hold 
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FIGURE 6 Theoretical Pattern of Livestock Sales 
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off sales of their "skinny" cattle, waiting for the rains, when these
 
animals will start gaining weight again.
 

2. Risk and Salvage Sales: There are instances when headsmen will
 
sell off animals in poor condition. This occurs when an animal is viewed
 
as 
too much of a risk to carry through the dry season. Ideally, these
 
animals would be cutled when in best condition, say October through
 
January. Still, herdsmen find themselves selling some cattle during the
 
period of greatest risk because of misjudgements they may have made.
 
Thus the positive sale effect, "Emergency Sales," in April and May on
 

Fibure 6.
 

3. ilerde:s' Cash Needs: 
 This is the motivation for sale most often
 
discussed in the literature. 
In the case of the Djibo herdsmen (and
 
applicable to herdsmen throughout the country) the most important needs are
 
for 
 cereals, taxes, household goods, and ceremonial or holiday obli
gations. Cereals transactions are strongest during two periods: 
 after
 
the harvest (November through January) many herdsmcn attempt to purchase
 
millet at what they perceive as low post-harvest prices to make up the
 
anticipated shortfall In their own production for personal consumption.
 
The other major period of grain purchases occurs during the so-called
 
period of soudure, between planting and harvest, when households which
 
run short of grain must purchase supplies to carry them through their
 
own harvest. 
 It should be noted that both of these periods coincide with 
the time when animals are in good condition. 

Payment of taxes is usually requirkd In the late fall, though in some
 
villages it is put off until January or February. Once again this period
 
coincides with the time when livestock are in good condition.
 

IFor the 657 sales recorded in thu Djibo sample, responses to the
 
queution: "Why did you sell 
the animal?" broke down as follows:
 

,To buy mill et 69%
 
To buy cloth goltos or .jewelry 12% 
To pay t;ix'i 9%
 
To rs-pay dttl4t, 12 
Med I d(' t'Xl1o.II'- 2%
 
To arr',g (4rvemoivloI
.I 
 22 
'1O bily "'C,1IA" 32
 
ot h,r 
 2% 
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In general, purchases of household goods may be viewed as discretion

ary expenditures which may be timed so as to maximize the terms of trade
 

between the source of income (livestock) and the object of purchase.
 

There is no a priori reason to suppose that these needs would occur so as
 

to sub the herdsmen to unfavorable terms of trade. There doesl'Ct seem 

to be an obl igation to make many of these purchases, especially cloth 

and lur(pean-mianufactured cooking ware, during holidays. This leads to 

an Increase In livestock sales around the period of the major Moslem 

holidays, Ramadan, Tabaski, and the Prophet's Birthday. Because the 

Moslem calendar follows an uncorrected lunar cycle which shifts approxi

mately eleven days each year relative to the solar calendar, Moslem holi

days have no fixed season and will fall at different times of the year 

over a thirty-three-year period. During the survey period, Ramadan was
 

in September, Tabaski In early December, and the Prophet's Birthday in March. 

4. Proximity to Markets. During the rainy season and Into the fall, 

large parts of the cattle herds are taken away from the villages on their 

transhumance to northern pastures. One expects this to have a positive
 

effect on sales prior to the movement (May and June) and a negative
 

effect when the herds are removed from market opportunities (July through
 

October).
 

5. Seasonal Variations in Demand: The seasonal variation in demand 

Is evidenced in three ways. First, northern primary markets like Djibo 

are almost inaccessible to southern traders during the rainy season. 

Second, the peak export season ruins from Stpttember through Marc'h. Thi rd, 

before the Tabaski season, many cattle traders move to sheep trade, thus 

depressing the cattle demand temporarily and boosting sheep sales. All 

of these fit the pattern found in Figure 4. 

Comparing the theoretical patterns resulting from thefie five factor. 

(Figure 0) wih thHe actual pattern of sales of l)11ho area herdsmen (Figure 

4) and the :v;iWll ye:Iro' 1t, ra I ght averages for four major markets (Figure 5). 

one flnI ,mllt pit Ic:t corrlat lon. The next utep In to look at prices 

to de vrmInli, wh., her t lert, II any definite pattern, especially one that 

would ind cI te a d Isadva t ageoun allingse pattern. 
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Figure 7 presents the average monthly prices of six categories of
 
cattle for the period of May 1976 to April 1977 in the Djibo cattle mar
ket. While there is no dominant pattern which would indicate clear-cut
 
seasonal movements in price, several observations can be made from the
 

graph. 
The prices for mature bulls and heifers indicates increasing
 
tre.nds over 
the survey period. The price of young males is remarkably
 

stable over the enitre eyar. 
The prices of mature steers, cows, and
 
male calves show the strongest variation over season. Generally, prices
 
are lowest sometime during the rainy season, rise during the period from
 
August through October, fall again around November, and rise again at
 
the end of the year. The price of steers fell dramatically from January
 
to February. A similar decline is observed for cows between February
 

and April. It is somewhat surprising to see the prices of mature males 
rise over the same period. 
 If there Is any pattern to be discerned from 
the data, it is one of peaks near September and January with troughs dur
ing the rainy season and around November. 

While the data on herder's livestock sales and cattle prices don't 
appear to warrant any strong conclusions, they certainly seem to favor 
the view that herdsiin are rational in timing of sales over the view that 
they sell during periods that are unfavorable to them in terms of price. 
The modest price peaks (October and January) correspond very well to 
periods of Increas.ing cattle sales. Periods of lowest price (July to 
August and November) occur when sales are slumping. The pattern of herders' 
,ales seems best explained by the factors presented earlier in this section,
 
all of which indicate temporal sales strategy which would be difficult to
 

Improve upon.
 

Market Conditions Faced by Herdsmen
 

Bauor and Yamey theorLe that exploitation of producers by middlemen 
i made difficult If one of two conditions hold: 1) if there is competi
tion nmong tradthrn utirking to purchase agricultural commodities at the 
farm Itvw I, or 2) if viable tnrkoting altornatives are available to the 
produce? and hto I Informed of thaue options (Bauer and Yamey, 1954). 
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Thia subsection looks at the conditions under which Voltaic herdsmen sell
 
their cattle, the applicability of the Bauer and Yamey model, and the
 
effects of various factors on herders' bargaining position.
 

The belief that 
 herders' interests are proetcted by competition
 
in the marketing circuit is based on 
the view that traders will compete
 
with one another in the purchase of agricultural commodities at the farm
 
level, thus assuring producers of a fair price, i.e., 
one that is con
sistent with commodity prices in consumption markets and the costs of
 

marketing, transport, and processing. I 
 Such conditions may not always

exist, Production may be so dispersed that certain localities may not
 
be able to support trading operations by more than one or a few traders.
 
Or, traders may otherwise be able to effect varying degrees of monopsony
 
power, through collusion, instituticnal arrangements, or with tie-in
 

selling obligations. 2
 

Whatever the cause of the noncompetitive market conditions faced by
 
the producer, the second set of conditions could still ensure him of a
 
reasonable prize for his product. 
 If le knows of viable marketing alter
natives, say to sell in a market further away, then he should be willing
 
to bypass the first middleman if the price differential is not consistent
 
with the producer's valuation of the service. 
 In order to maintain his
 
position, the middleman is forced to offer a price which includes a mar

gin no greater than the value the seller places on 
his service. 3 Any
 

ln fact, the argument here is largely incomplete, since producer

prices are linked to 
consumer prices by several markets, transactions, and
 
product transformations. 
For farm level prices to reflect accurately the
 
level of consumer demand less the minimum marketing margin requires effi
ciency at each stage of the marketing circuit. That issue is discussed
 
later in this chapter. 
 The point here is to examine the ability of those

middlr.an who directly link livestock producers with the marketing circuit
 
to exert monopsony power in ,heir dealings with the herdsmen.
 

2Exampler Include 
 herder indebtedness to or dependence on certain 
traders for purchinne of other commodities. 

3The "problem with thin alternative Is that its ultimate solution would
be dit1crtminatfrv pricig by middlemen which In Itself would be' sufficient 
grouiii I . 1,.l'aii|IIg t h iy't (,itn IcIt. For 1( ever 'Invff I| . u itis vI i r valued 

!wl-v14 4.1i irT eitjtuil tie (con Othe , A fe t o i (Itti c ltid ng tiorm;i, profitis) of 
thoe eqeriv I' , 1f1lli( 'rn( ii iullI f.'.;iIn thc nllo-c'Illed ronnuinwtr r turp hi froni their 
c iI et ii. '111c II '1imillh Iki fhiat whi le4pio(itc i' ' wlflr'seiitt of market. a ilterna
t'iveit timlu t I !' ofIlft til i degree nouopsioiy powe'r any mlldl(emen i'iil w1'l(1, It,
doeti not nieveilar iI y iiepg t Iit ent irel y. 

http:middlr.an
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price lower than that would encourage the producer to sell elsewhere.
 

In looking at the marketing behavior of Voltaic herdsmen, four ques

tions were emphasized:
 

1) What are tle marketing alternatives which face the herdsmen?
 

Does the herder have access to market information information
2) 


him to make an informed decision?which enables 

3) What social or economic relations restrict sellers from exer

cising free choice among marketing alternatives?
 

4) To what degree are marketing arrangements open and prices expli

citly agreed upon?
 

In answering tile first question, the study examined the places in which
 

animals were sold, other markets which herdsmen said they had visited or
 

in which they would consider selling their cattle, and the buyers to whom
 

For the second question, herders were asked about
livestock were sold. 


their knowledge of livestock prices, seasonal price trends, and general
 

The

conditions prevailing in markets further down the marketing network. 


factors which seemed relevant to evaluating constraints to free choice in
 

the use of credit or exchange in livestock transacmarketing options are 


the occurrence of exclusive dealing irrangements between herdstions and 

men and traders (or Intermediaries). Finally, the fourth question was
 

do herdsmen sell in front
evaluated by looking at the mechanics of trade: 


Do herdsmen negotiate themof witnesses? How are intermediaries used? 


selves? And are prices explicity agreed upon in the case of direct ex

change? 

1. Market_N&j Alternatives: The choice of marketing strategy was 

found 	 to vary with the type of animal sold, and the region. Table 13 

under which the herder sample sold its livestock.suinarIzr'u ti1w cmidIt ions 


11 a1 tIurin. regl ilnnm, It wan aiiiuned that. herrdhimen had four choices in
 

to i 1) the villa4 iII the btluli, outsilde of

d.hi s',whirr ll: In or 


.l ?) t a v Illag' 1,ri lwa I perlodIc inarket; 3)
any tor murhil; tt
 

dow t lthe
 
lt Oi lO,, ',."',[!M .I r:11l1"'t; (i - 4) at a1 m IOr mark4t fiurt hvr 


hnimi; rrmu ltoi t hat vta majr)It ,'i of all
 
market I tp. chAii. '1 thr ih}ow thet t 


I Ive t o'ock wao i ld III ,, I I,Iud Inha- i-t , it IIIrdei i v4-itrel I , 1h
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TABLE a 
SALE ''OlDTIOMtS FOR MWRD SAMILJ 

D} i~tya ouytentn 

cattle Sml Small SmallCattle Rumiftauts Cattle Ruminants Cattle Ruminants1. IAtIom of Sale 
A. IegS.mal Major Market' 83.4z 14.02 22.9Z 5.22 92.02 84.2Z

I. Local Village Market 1.0? 68.4Z 72.8% 82.12 7.0? 15.6Z

C. OutsLe of PMrkat 14. 7 17.62 4.32 12.7Z 1.02 0.21
 

II. buyers 
A. Trader 
 75.91 76.01 74.8Z 63.92 68.71 66.21 
I. butcher 0.32 0.9z 7.02 18.8z 25.9z 
 27.61
C. Setd throgI latarnLary 83.= ".Sz 79.01 50.11 95.12 89.22 
D. Oter b 


13.32 13.52 17.52 17.4% 
 5.32 6.22
 

IMI. ature of ELuchmage 
A. Cash 
 96.01 96.02 95.02 98.OZ IO.02 100.021. Credit 
 1.02 4.02 
 3.02 6.32 
 O.OZ 0.02 
C. Ezrhane for erebmdlmje

or animals 
 4.0 1.02 1.02 0.02 0.02 O.OZ
 

IV. Sold ia Front of vitmea. 91.02 63.31 84.51 58.8 99.1z 98.82 

V. Sold "y 
A. Berde. 83.61 79.61 93.12 87.112 96.7 93.81I. Oter 20.42 16.41 6.9Z 12.21 1.31 6.21 

Sources: Field reserch. May t976 - February 1977.aDJ16o,. Kya, P-.'x mtca
 

Includesa hrzdi-dc fa.-serz civil 
 &erients. mIlItary.
 
c.5vme sales included cob nations of 
 credit. excheuge, and caa.
 

aludcloe 
 relative, friend. intermediary: 
owner not prefient.
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than the major market in their region. Most herdsmen cited the incon

venience, length of trip, and high costs involved in moving cattle long
 

distances as well as unfamiliarity with markets and intermediaries as
 

the reasons for eschewing the admittedly higher paying alternative of
 

selling cattle further down the marketing chain. Notably, some of the
 

herdsmen pointed to the small number of animals they sell at one time
 

(or even in a year) as the limiting factor in considering distant markets,
 

indicating an awareness of the economies of scale in cattle marketing.
 

The pattern of sales exhibited in part I of Table 12 seems to indi

cate that herders are balancing the costs of taking livestock to different
 

markets against the higher prices livestock bring where buying is competi

tive. The bush sale entails little cost but affords the herdsman limited
 

options; prospective buyers are limited to other herdsmen or farmers,
 

itinerant merchants who pass infrequently, or, in case of emergency sale
 

make up a significant portion of both cattle (14.7 percent) and small
 

ruminant (17.6 percent) sales. In Kaya, few cattle (4.3 percent) but a
 

fair share of small ruminants (12.7 percent) were sold outside of formal
 

markets. Pouytenga area herdsmen sold negligible amounts of livestock
 

away from markets.
 

The cost ot taking an animal to market is largely a function of
 

distance. The beneifts derived from going to various markets depends,of
 

course, on the nature of demand. Local markets usuallyT offer greater
 

opportunities to sell small stock as opposed to cattle. The smaller cash
 

requirements needed to enter the small ruminant trade result in an abun

dance of petty merchants in local goat and sheep markets. Also, demand
 

for cattle by butchers in local markets is usually quite limited. These 

butchers usually prefer to slaughter small ruminants here because the 

demand for meat is limited and goats and sheep offer the butcher greater 

control over volume. 

'There irv ,;ome local markets where one does find significant demand 

for cat tle a,; well av; for small ruminiants. This occurs where the system 

'l,; .1; not to ;,ay that herdianen never travel. far to sell their 

c;.ittle. Marlket survey.; ,ihowed many cases of Malian herders Pelling in the 
I)Jlbo market and several Dj1bo area herdsmen (though not among the sample) 
appeared In Kaya to sell. 
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of local periodic markets is strong, well organized, and where the markets
 
are easily accessible by distant merchants. This was true in the Kaya
 

region. Intermediaries from the Kaya livestock market also serviced two
 
of the regions local markets (Pissila and Samtaba), both of which were on
 
main roads. Both had a greater level of activity than the other village
 
markets in the region and both often attracted livestock buyers from
 

Ouagadougou -- something that rarely happened in the other local markets
 
included in the survey in the Kaya or Pouytenga regions and never happened
 

around Djibo.
 

The major regional markets afford the herdsman the widest and most
 
competitive demand for his stock. 
Buyers include local butchers, butchers
 
from nearby towns, petty traders and long distance traders, speculators
 
and other herdsmen. Herdsmen are able to negotiate with several prospec

tive buyers (usually through an intermediary) before selling. Against
 

the likelihood of a better price, the herder must weigh the costs of tra
veling to this market, usually a day or more away from his village. It is
 

clear from the data that he is 
more likely to take the time and incur the
 
costs to sell cattle in regional major markets. In all three regions the
 
proportion of cattle sold in the major market exceeds that of small rumi

nants. 
Only in Kaya did the somplcs sell more cattle in local markets than
 

in the regional major market.
 

Almost as Lportant as the site of the sale and the overall level of
 
demand is the composition of buyers. 
Demand by local butchers strengthens
 

the market for cull animals and othlers which are difficult and costly (be
cause of risk) to trek to distant markets. Demand for young stock by
 
herders & farmers for breeding, fattening, or traction raises the market
 

value for those animals. Andof course, competition among traders ensures
 
that the demand for cattle in other regions is transmitted through the 
marketing chain. Section II of Table 12 presents the composition of buyers
 
for animals sold by the herder sample. The majority of cattle in Djibo
 
and Kaya and almost all cattle sold by the Pouytenga sample were sold
 

through intermediaries. In all cases fewer small ruminants were sold with
 
thu aid of intermediaries, though In Poyytenga the proportion is still very 
high (89.2 percent). Two other results should be noted. First, the number 
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of animals sold to butchers in Djibo is very small, reflecting the thin
 

meat markets in Djibo and the surrounding local markets. This has a
 

depressing effect on the price of cull cows and other animals which are
 

difficult to trek to distant slaughter centers. Secondly, sales to non

commercial buyers (row D) in Poytenga are weak, indicating relatively
 

few sales to herders and farmers in the region. This seems to conflict
 

with the subjective observations of the author and others (including the
 

veterinary agent in the Pouytenga market) that many young bulls are cur

rerntly being purchased by individuals for growing out or fattening.
 

Reviewing the marketing alternatives faced by Voltaic herdsmen, one
 

7'-ics that the willingness to move livestock through the marketing chain
 

is a function of the value of the animal(s) and the likelihood of finding
 

competition close to home. Herdsmen are generally aware of the better
 

prices to be found at distant markets but feel that the costs entailed
 

in making the journey are not justified because of the limited number of
 

livestock sold by the individual, The pattern that emerges shows the
 

herder selling most of his livestock in organized markets. Few sales take
 

place at the farm gate,where buyers are most likely to be able to wield
 

monopsony power. Small ruminants are more likely to be sold in local
 

markets, and cattle most likely to be taken to major regional markets where
 

competition among buyers is strongest. Demand by butchers is weak in
 

Djibo, thus depressing the market for cull (immediate slaughter) animals
 

there.
 

2. Access to Market Information: As noted in the previous section,
 

most herdsmen claimed an awareness of spatial price variations. Most also
 

reported that they thought prices rose following the rainy season to post 

harvest peaks and then fell through out the dry season. This simple 

pattern appear.; to he a very accurate reflection of the price trends out

lined In a lI'VIoUS section. While few herdsmen were up to date on immedi

ate ch.anger; In the market conditions at the terminals of tle marketing chain 

(AbIdjan or Ouagadougou, for example), many seemed to have some awareness 
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of the general changes in market conditions that ultimately affected them.'
 
All of this information traveled by word of mouth. 
The herdsmen's
 
sources included merchants, intermediaries, veterinary agents, and friends
 
and relatives. Information concerning local market conditions was trans
mitted similarly, Upon returning from a local market, a herdsman is obli
gated to share any information with others.
 

During each month's interview, herdsmen were asked whether they know
 
the prices for cattle in the major market nearest them. The results are
 
shown in Table 14. 
 They show that most herdsmen claim to have information
 
concerning prices even when they don't sell. 
 Among cattle sellers, only
 
in Kaya did a large number of herdsmen not know cattle prices in the Kaya
 
market. It should be recalled that Kaya is the region where a majority
 
of cattle sales took place in local markets. Table 14 also given the
 
average price received from herdsmen claiming price information and for
 
those not claiming this knowledge. While the differences should not be
 
taken as 
a measure of the value of such information, in all three regions
 
the mean price received by "informed" herdsmen was greater than the price
 
received bythosewithout market information.
 

3. Independence of Transactions: Livestock sales by hcrdsmen were
 
found to be remarkably free of burdens which might have adversely affected
 
the sellers' ability to excercise free choice among his marketing alterna
tives. 
As section III of Table 13 Indicates, few tranactions involved the
 
use of credit or direct exchange of merchandise. This would seem to seek
 
out the likelihood of monopsony power resulting from the provis.on of mul
tiple economic services, for example, the marketing-moneylending-mercliandising
 

triad often found in rural economics (Wharton, 1962, pp. 34-35). 
 No herds
man interviewed admitted to any type of exclusive dealing arrangement with
 
traders, though many claimed to have regular relations with a traders or
 
butchers. 
About the only tying relation likely to restrict the herder's
 
choice of marketing alternatives is with the intermediary. Most herdsmen
 
maintain a close relationship with one intermediary with whom there exists
 
the mutual trast necessary for the herders to feel confident of receiving 
good advice, and for the intermediary to be willing to make the necessary 

http:provis.on
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TABLE 14
 

ACCESS TO PRICE INFORMATION AND EFFECT ON CATTLE PRICES
 

DiboKaya Pongtenga
 

Herders claiming price information
 
for nearest major market
 

All respondents 59% 49% 
 80%
 
Cattle sellers only 82% 
 65% ,84%
 

Average Cattle Prices
 

Claimed information 20,542 33,837 
 35,246
 
No information 15,895 24,704 27,102
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guarantees on the part of the herder. 
Usually the intermediary comes from
 
the same village or region as the herdsman. Though most herders claimed
 
that they could change brokers if they desired, few admitted to having
 

done so.
 

4. The Openness of Marketing Transactions: This final criteria for
 
evaluating the market condition faced by herdsmen is based on the view
 
that open transactions and explicitly agreed upon terms of trade are not
 
conducive to exploitation of monoposony power by livestock buyers. 
 Con
versely, those characteristics of trade which tend to cloud the exact
 
terms of market transactions encourage "hidden" monopsony gains. 
This
 
is particularly true where two or more economic functions are 
linked, such
 
as in the case of provision of multiple economic services. If an animal is
 
sold on credit the duration may significantly reduce the real value of
 

the price agreed upon.
 

As Table 13 indicated, almost all cattle and the majority of small
 
ruminants are sold through intermediaries. Most herders attend the market
 
themselves (see section V of Table 13) 
and discuss the price with the
 
intermediary before the animal is actually sold. 
 Even where the animal
 
is not sold with the aid of a market intermediary,the sale usually takes
 
place in front of other witnesses. These conditions tend to reduce the
 

ability of the buyer to exploit herdsmen.
 

One fairly common allegation is that the intermediaries conspire
 
with buyers to "cheat" herdsmen by reporting lower prices than are actually
 
agreed upon (see for example, Dupire, 1968, pp. 348). Bargaining takes
 
place openly in most Voltaic markets and buyers and intermediaries would
 
be hard pressed to negotiate a secret arrangement. One problem that could
 
arise,though,concerns the sale of cattle in lots. 
When several animals
 
belonging to several different herdsmen are sold in a lot at a single price
 
or constant unit price, it may be difficult for the broker to appropriate
 
the funds,among the sellers. 
 Still, most herdsmen using a single inter
mediary know each other (often being related or from the 
same village)
 
and can quickly ascertain whether the full price of the lot has been appor
tioned. 
 The problem that arises Is one of distribution among herdsmen, not 
exploitation of the group by the intermediary. 
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The characteristics of a transaction which often obscure the terms
 

of sales usually involve the provision of multiple economic services. As
 

noted earlier, this rarely occurs -amonglivestock sales by herdsmen.
 

Almost all sales are for cash. In the few instances where credit was
 

involved, it was extended by the herdsman to the purchaser for short
 

periods of time (usually less than two weeks). In several cases of mer

chandise exchange, no explicit price was agreed upont but such arrange

ments were rare. Thus, there seems to be little opportunity for the pur

chaser to conceal exploitive gains in credit terms or in the price of
 

merchandise exchange.
 

PRICE MODEL FOR FIRST-BUYER CATTLE SALES
 

This section presents a model of price variation for cattle sales by
 

herders. It should be noted that this is not an attempt to estimate supply
 

or demand functions; this is immediately evident by the absence of any
 

quantity term in the equation. Rather, it is an attempt to estimate and
 

test for effects on price by several important characteristics specific to
 

the animal sold and the circumstances of the sale. The model is estimated
 

using linear regression and sheds additional light on some of the issues
 

raised earlier in this chapter.
 

The Model. -- Ideally, a model of price formulation should include
 

four basic elements to accurately reflect price variation: 1) character

istics specific to the animal sold, 2) general supply conditions, 3)
 

general demand conditions, and 4) characteristics of the transaction.
 

The first group of variables regarding the physical characteristics of the
 

animal should give some idea of the value of the animal in the next "stage
 

of production." The value of cattle as inputs in various enterprises
 

(slaughter, breeding and dairy, growing out or fattening, traction, and
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tradeI) is largely dependent upon physical characteristics such as breed,
 
sex, age, weight, condition, and health. The factors appropriate to
 

measuring general conditions of supply and demand are largely dependent
 

upon the spatial and temporal parameters selected. It was assumed that the
 

general levels of supply and demand were relatively constant over the
 

period for which data was collected (April 1976 - March 1977) and that
 

both spatial and temporal variations were reflected, to a large degree,
 

in the seasonal and locational variables which were included as factors
 

inherent in the transaction. Besides time and location of sale, other
 

factors which have some bearing on the type of transaction include type of
 

market, buyer (which also reflects the specific demand for the animal),
 

type of seller, and prior knowledge of market conditions - especially price.
 

The data was collected from herders and did not allow for the inclusion
 

of every relevant variable into the equation. Perhaps the most important
 

omission was cattle weights. Age is assumed to reflect most of 
the effect of
 

weight. Because of the vastly different demands for males and females,
 

the model was estimated separately by sex. In general form then, the model
 

can be written as:
 

Price - f(Age, Sex, Region, Seller, Season, Seller Information, 
Buyer, Type of Market) 

Several functional forms were considered. The most important considera

tion revolved around the age-weight (and thus the age-price) relationship
 

and the use of interaction terms. Age was considered in both a linear and
 

polynomial forms. The results yielded slightly better explanatory power
 

in the latter case, though the effects on ottur coefficients were marginal.
 
Because the objective of the estimation was to test for broad qualitative
 

IThe demand for an animal purchased for trade is, of course, a derived 
demand, dependent upon the ultimate use to which the animal i to be put.
Under an efficient marketing system, resources (cattle) should be nilocated 
according to value in the most productive use and the derived demand should 
reflect that. The conditions that assure this include mobility of resourcei,
 
for which transportability (condition and general health of the animal) i
 
a major coniideration.
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effects of various sales characteristics rather than to specify the effect
 

of every combination of sales condition, the model was kept simple; no
 

interaction terms were employed and all variables except age were incor

porated as shift factors, using dummy variables for the various character

istics.
 

The model was estimated using the following equations:
 

(1) P - a+ a1A yCiYC 1i I + *2S12
+ 61R12 +6 2R12 + OEi + 


+ ii + XIB2 + X2Bi2 + 1TPil + w2P2 + i
 

and (2) P - a + $IA + a2A I + 3 + 61R + + 72P + e
 

where
 

P - Price of animal sold (inCFA)
 

A - Age of animal in years
 

C - Dummy variable for castrated males
 

R1 = Dummy variable for Kaya subsample
 

R2 - Dummy variable for Pouytenga subsample
 

E - Dummy variable for Fulani sellers
 

S1 W Dumy variable for harvest season sales (Oct.-Jan.)
 

S2 - Dummy variable for dry season sales (Feb.-May)
 

I - Dummy variable for seller's claim to market information 

BI - Dummy variable for merchants as buyers 

B2 - Dummy variable for butchers as buyers 

P1 . Dummy variable for sales in local markets 

P2 N Dummy variable fer sales outside of markets
 

C - Error term
 

A discusslon of the hypotheses associated with the model is found in 

the monograph upon which this chapter is based (Herman, 1979). What 

follows in a summary and brief interpretation of the regression results. 
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Estimation and Reults. -- Table 15 presents the results of the esti

mation of the five forms of the model for males and females. As expected,
 

the model explained much more of the variation in prices of males than females
 

largely due to the effects of age. The results suggest that the functional
 

forms used were not appropriate in the case of females; indeed, several
 

other models and stratifications of the data for females yielded better
 

results. These are presented in the full monograph. Still, these estima

tions yielded interesting results which are briefly discussed here.
 

a. Age. -- Most males were sold over a range of ages for which
 

an age-weight relationship is well defined. Because of this and the fact
 

that weight is the most important factor affecting prices for males
 

(presumably because most were sold for slaughter), the age variables had
 

the greatest impact upon price.I In the linear form, the model suggests
 

that prices rise by slightly less than 5,000 CFA per year, significant at
 

the .01 level. The polynomial case suggests that an S-shaped curve best
 

fits the data (see Figure 7). In that estimation, the rate of price-gain
 

increases from zero to 5.7 years (at which point 2P/DA 2 + 0); prices
 

rise at a diminishing rate through 11.4 years (where 3P/aA 0); and prices
-


fall after chat point. Table 16 shows the changing price-age relationship
 

at several points for the appropriate model.
 

As noted above, the effect of age on the price of females was
 

not as strong as in the case of males (the partial correlation coefficients
 

for all age terms were low, .117 in the linear model). The linear model
 

1This is shown by an examination of partial correlation coefficients.
 
In the linear model for males, the partial correlation coefficient for
 
age was .73457, while the next highest value (signifying explanatory power

for that variable) was the seasonal dummy for harvest time sales, -.20548.
 

2The appropriate model in this case omits the linear age terms since
 

it was not significant at even the .1 level. Rerunning the regression
 
without this term had little quantitative effect on any other coefficients
 
and no effect on their significance levels. The new coefficients for age
 
squared and age cubed were 1026.4 and -59.873,respectively.
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TABLE 15
 

ESTIMATED PARAMETEJUS OF PRICE MODEL FOR FIRST-BIYER CATTLE SALES
 
BY DJIBO, ICYA, AND POUYTENGA HERDSMEN, 1976-1977
 

Coefficientsab
 
Variable 
 Male. Mfales 	 Females Females 

Constant 7,646.0 12,314 24,601 29,126*
 

(1.1!2.5) (1,426) (2,497.4) (3,248.6)
 

Age Torus
 
A (Age) 4,730.8 62.2 -292.05 -3,268.4
 

(138.5) (707.2) (125.48) (1,506.1)
2

A (Age squared) 	 1,017.20 - 347.060 

(109.62) (195.04)
 
3


A (Ase cubed) -59.493 -11.308
 
(5.046) (7.33)
 

Castrated Dummy (C) 1,361.4 1,422.3 - 
(460.7) (424.09)
 

Ragional 	Dummies A
 
RI (Kays) -2,927.0 -3,032.1 402.21 1,293.1
 

(942.71) (901.4) 	 (1,864.8) (1,927.7)
 

(Pouytenga) 698.2 89.442 4,599.2* 10,472*
 

(1,083.6) (1.023.5) (1,892.0) (2.073.6)
 

R2 


Ethnic Dummy, Fulsni (E) 953.5 1,347.40 1,011.0 908.86
 
(787.2) (722.3) 	 (1,156.8) (1,455.4)
 

Seasonal Dummies 	 * * 0 

S1 (Oct.-Jan.) -3,293.6 -3,287.3 -7,833.7 -7,297.0
 
(497.1) (463.21) (1,022.1) (1,062.0)
 

S2 (Feb.-May) -2,331.6" -2,507.5* -10,328* -9,932.0"
 
(508.0) (467.36) (1.101.1) (1.051.0)
 

-492.8 -298.45 4,366.6" 4,707.8h
Seller Information (I) 

(695.8) .A638.04) 	(1,269.6) (1,275.6)
 

Buyer Dummies
 
a (Cattle merchant) 2,031.7* 1,350.8* -3,737.2 -3,428.1

(624.5) 	 (574.8) (1,680.6) (1,691.8)
 
-7,887.0" -7,841.6*
(Butcher) 3,120.3" 3,086.8" 


(1,232.5) (1,129.7?) (1,843.4) (1,838.9)
 

Market Type Dummies
 
PI (Local market) -1,002.0 -848.19 1,314.6 1,166.7
 

B2 


(886.2) (814.61) (2,326.1) (2,329.4)
 
P2 (Non-market sale) -1,678.7"* -1,060.4 3,863.2" 4.159.50
 

(806.6) (741. 4__(Ill4),j (1,435,1) 
Number of Cases 1,009 l,0;'9 401 401 

12, 2 	 .776 .773 .812 .809 .334j.315 .342; .325 

8 
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors of roeffl ents.
bSi n i fc nc e l e ve l s i *Co e f f i c i e nt al A f l ' n t l 
y d f e i r it f rn m ro r 

at the .01 level 

Coefficient signifiacntly fttflroet from tero 
at the .01 level 

Coefflclent mignift aoly di ffte- t ftom zero 

st the .05 level 

1Cooffirlent silrlfl mitly dIffetoant from zero 
at the .10 level
 

http:4.159.50
http:4,707.8h
http:1,347.40
http:1,017.20
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TABLE 16
 

RATES OF CHANGE IN PRICES OF CATTLE FOR SELECTED AGES FROM
 
THIRD-ORDER POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION (3P/DA)
 

3P/BA 

Age Males Females 

2 3387 -2016 

4 5337 -1035 

6 5851 - 325 

8 4927 113 

10 2566 280 

12 -1232 176 

14 - - 200 
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modestly suggests an overall slight decreasing trend in price over age.
 

The nonlinear model suggests falling prices for females over young ages
 

(with a minimum at 7.4 years) and very modestly rising prices through the
 

local maximum at 13.1 years, with prices falling thereafter. The results
 

show the highest prices paid for heifers (four years or younger) with a
 

rather flat price-age curve after that.1
 

h. Castrated Males. -- The coefficient for the dummy variable
 
for steers suggests that a premium of about 1,500 CFA is paid for steers
 

over noncastrated males. This can be attributed to their desirability as
 

work animals and the higher quality meat (more fat) associated with
 

castrated males.
 

c. Regional Price Variation. -- The results of the regional
 

dummies were ambiguous. The expectation that prices would be higher closer
 

to major consumption and export centers (Kaya and Pouytenga) held true for
 

females but not males. Cows brought significantly higher prices in 

Pouytenga than in DJibo. The difference between cow prices in Kaya and 

Djibo were not significant. However, the prices of males in those two 

regions indicate significant differences In prices favoring DJibo. These 

variations may be explained by different breed characteristics between 
northern (Djibo) and southern (Kaya and Pouytenga) stock, the preference 

for males by traders, and the limited demand for slaughter cattle in the 

Djibo region. These effects are discussed in greater detail In Herman, 

1979.
 

d. Type of Seller. -- The dummy variable for ethnic affiliation 

of seller does not indicate significant differences between prices received
 

by Fulani and Mossi herdsman.
 

1Other estimaitions which stratified the female sample into "heifers" 
(") yearn) and "cows" (<5) led to quite different results. The regressions 

Ih,not utg,,vnt any signiflcant price-age relationship for older cows, none 
(d I II- ;I)"., fI f Ic l , itll bet ing s ignifincnt at even the .1 level. When 
t1111 (ma ,i. 1,tIff, ;IIhI)Ij i eple,huwever., the regronlon yields repultn which 

r 1.l.t i pr , I, It . Ik r1'1(te lulg Ifuc'tion of age, tip to four years. rho 
(,. I I, , itt w41., 1,th ! nri If .ca t at the .01 level. The relInt inohlp 

I 'ili' I *t I ,I ;Iplw i fap10t I li r H. 
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e. Seasonal Price Variation. -- Both seasonal variables were
 

significant at the .01 level for all equations. ..e coefficients show
 

cow prices highest during the rainy season and lowest during the dry
 

season, as one would expect. Males also brought highest prices during the
 

rainy season but were lowest during the October through January period.
 

The fact that prices did not continue to fall off during the dry season
 

(February-May) may be due to the better ability of males to maintain weight
 

during that season and to herders holding off sales, as explained in an
 

earlier section.
 

f. Seller Access to Information. -- Market price information
 

had no significant effect for prices of male cattle. However, herdsmen
 

claiming prior market information received significantly higher prices
 

than did uninformed herdsmen when selling females. This is perhaps due
 

to the more competitive market for males. Where demand for cull cows is
 

there (as in Djibo), the price the herder receives may be highly dependent
 

on his brargaining ability, including his knowledge of market conditions,
 

g. Type of Buyer. -- The coefficients for the buyer dummy
 

variables indicate that both traders and butchers pay premiums for males
 

over prices paid by herders, farmers, and others (the excluded group).
 

Surprisingly, the data show that butchers pay a higher premium than
 

merchants, though the difference is not significant at the .05 level.
 

For females, prices paid by merchants and butchers were significantly lower
 

than those paid by herdsmen and farmers, indicating that their productive
 

value for breeding, dairy, or in agriculture exceeds their slaughter
 

value. Butchers paid the lowest prices, significantly lower (at the .01
 

level) than those paid by traders.
 

h. Type of Market. -- The regressions yielded little significant
 

results regarding the effect of market type on price. For males, the
 

coefficients were of the expected signs and magnitudes, showing major market
 

prices highst and non-market sales prices lowest, but the results (in the 

polynomial case) were not significant at the .1 level. For femalea, the
 

results showed just the opposite effect; major market prices were lowest 

and non-markot -flos prices were highest, with the difference between the 

two being significant at thc .01 level. These results suggest that non

market sales; of female,; may be for productive cows so1(1 to other herds

men or f;irne rs who pay i picmi!in for these animals over the price paid by 

merchant; and butchers In organized markets. 
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THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR CATTLE
 

Because of the long distances livestock must be shipped between the
 

production zones in the north and the major consumption zones along the
 

West African coast, transportation costs are one of the most important
 

elements in the formation of meat prices. This section looks at the
 

transportation infrastructure, costs of transporting cattle, constraints to
 

trade expansion, and areas of possible cost reduction.
 

Transportation Methods and Infrastructure
 

As elsewhere in the Sahel, most cattle are moved on hoof withih Upper
 

Volta. In most instances there is little alternative to trekking cattle
 

to market. Trekking livestock to market has the advantage of requiring
 

low cash outlays and little infrastructure. The two major disadvantages to
 

this mode of moving livestock are the slow turnaround time and increasing
 

conflicts over trek routes. Cattle may be trekked at rates between fifteen a
 

forty-five km per day, depending upon season and total distance. The
 

government has demarcated several cattle trails with concrete pylons
 

along a corridor running from the northeast to the center-south. There are
 

plans for more cattle trails in the west. The trails are supposed to give
 

drovers the right of way sc as to reduce conflict with farmers. Drovers
 

complain that water and pasture are often insufficient along the trail,and
 

thus alter their routes. Good drovers pride themselves on their ability
 

to move herds speedily, finding adequate water and pasture so the cattle
 

arrive in good condition, and avoiding problems with farmers over crop
 

damage. The government believes the cattle trails are necesasary not only 

to reduce the level of crop damage but to redce high mortality and weight 

losses for trekked cattle. loweve r, tint I adequlate water rets'ources and 

forage are oval lable a Ion g of FIc ItI t ra II , mos t I(on g d 1 ; a i ce trekk:I ng 

is likely to follow trad It oal rout(.!;. 

Trucking hat; yet to play a major role in Voltaic cattl .otram,;portation. 

The poor road condlt I,,,:;, itiexpertenc.d truck drivers unwilli.I ng to take 

on a cattle consignment, and iow costs of trekking have resulted In no 
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cattle being transported by truck between domestic markets. 
A few ship?
 
ments to export markets in Ghana and Togo are trucked, but even along these
 
paved routes, trucking is considered expensive and usually unnecessary by
 
merchants who prefer to walk their cattle across 
the border. While cattle
 
exported to Ghana, Niger, and Nigeria are almost always sold at the border,
 
cattle exports to Togo are usually shipped directly to Lomb. Merchants
 
walk cattle across the border and then have the option of putting their
 
herds on trucks in Dapango or Sokod6, depending upon season, market condi
tions, and truck rental rates. This flexibility is obviously not available
 
to merchants who truck cattle directly from Upper Volta. 
 One major problem
 
that will have to be remedied if trucking is ever to catch on is the
 
large number of unofficial charges that 
are levied on cattle trucks at
 

the many check points which dot the routes to coastal markets.
 

The railroad from Ouagadougou through Bobo-Dioulasso to Abidjan plays
 
an important role in the export of cattle and small ruminants to Ivory
 
Coast, Upper Volta's largest cattle export market. 
The rail line allows
 
for rapid evacuation of cattle from central and western Upper Volta and
 
was the major reason for the dramatic rise in importance of the Ivorian
 
market for Voltaic cattle exports in the sixties. Cattle are shipped from
 
Ouagadougou to Abidjan in three to 
iix days, in contrast to the two
month trek to coastal markets in Togo and Ghana. In addition, returning
 
drovers are able to communicate market conditions to merchants in Voltaic
 
markets immediately upon return, one day after leaving Abidjan. 
This results
 
in remarkedly efficient information flows and enables merchants to respond
 

quickly to changing market conditions.
 

There are 
two major problems which plague train transportation.
 
First, the condition of the cars used for transporting cattle and the
 
leIngthy 
 delays which often more than double the time en route intensify
 
the mortality and weight-loss problems which account for a significant
 
share of transportation costs. Second, there are seasonal bottlenecks in the 
avallab,iity o cattle cars (the cars are used for merchandise transport 
sout h) during the peak export period. The results are long waits at the 
rail head and increased costs of holding and transporting cattle.
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Transportation Costs
 

This subsection outlines the explicit and implicit costs of moving
 

cattle within Upper Volta and from Upper Volta to several major export
 

markets. Included are direct transportation costs, market charges, and
 

government levies. Since different transportation methods rarely compete
 

along the same route,there is no direct comparison of trekking versus
 
train shipments. 
The figures are based on official charges, observation
 

of costs by the author, and interviews with drovers and merchants.
 

Because the sample of observations of truck shipments of cattle was
 

limited to only two cases, few interviewed merchants claimed to have
 

information on trucking costs, and truck rental rates for cattle are not
 

fixed, no costs are presented for truck transportation.
 

1. Domestic Trekking. -- Table 17 presents the costs of 
trekking
 

cattle to Ouagadougou. Costs are given per head and per herd of fifty
 

animals. In principle, these are the costs that would be paid legally and
 

traditionally. 
 In reality, there are wide variations in actual costs due
 

to avoidance of taxes, non-payment of salaries to family members acting as
 

drovers, and the stochastic effects of mortality, lost animals, and forced
 

sales.
 

It is assumed that traders employ three drovers per fifty 1i,ad of 

cattle. During and just following the rainy season cattle are more diffi

cult to control because of abundant water and pasture and the greater 

risk of crop damage. Extra drovers are often used during that porlod. 

The evaluation of mortality and losses due to lost cartle and 

forced sales is based upon a survey of eighteen drovers who eer, fitervIewed 

immediately following their arrival in Ouagadougou with a hIerd. Baied on 

these interviews, the following loss percentages were onput ed: 

Forced Sales Escaped or Lost Mortalities
 

1.5% 2.6% 
 0.6%
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The calculation of the appropriate value to assign to these factors assumed
 

that animals sold en route recovered two-thirds of purchase price. It
 

was assumed that one-quarter of the purchase price was recouped for animals
 

that died en route since some are sold to bush butchers. Finally, because
 

many escaped cattle are eventually recovered, it was assumed that only one

half of these animals were permanently lost. Thus, the expected loss from
 

mortality, forced sales, and escaped cattle was evaluated as:
 

Expected Loss - Cost of purchase x[(.015 x 1/3) + (.026 x 1/2) 

+ (.006 x 3/4)] - 30,000 CFA x .0225 

- 675 CFA per head. 



TABLE 17
 

COSTS -F TREKKING CATTLE WITHIN UPPER VOLTA
 

Karket of Crigin: 


_r~asi: :ine: 

Ziszanze :raveled per day: 


Czsts 


.Purc-aseof cattle
 

A. :nternediary's com
7-i 	 ai oaCn 

.f e0 nmark
C. -ar--inaze before
 

II. :axes
 
D. 	?atente (7rader's
 

license) 

E. ary inspection 

F. 	Zrt:ficze of origin 


xIl. :rans--r ot 

-n-	ialary of 

..... , os anlaqs,

forzcd Sales 


J.- e-rn transport for

sellinzg agent 


1976-1977 (PRICES IN F CFA) 

Herd size 
Average price 

= 
= 

50 Head 
30,000 

Djibo 

Ouazadougou 

210 km 
8-12 days 
18-26 km 

Markoye 

Ouagadoufou 

325 km 
15-20 days 
16-22 km 

Pouytenga 

Ouagadougou 

140 km 
3-7 days 
20-47 k= 

Per Head Per Herd Per Head Per Herd Per Head Per Herd ! 
0 

250 
. 

b()Cb) 

12,500 

(b) 

500 

(b) 

25,500 

(b) 

250 
i 

50 

12,500 
500 

2,500 

83 
150 

2 

4,150 
7,500 

100 

83 
150 

2 

4,150 
7,500 
100 

83 
150 

2 

4,150 
7,500 
100 

- - 50e 2,500 - -

240 12,000 360 18,000 180 9,000 

675 33,750 675 33,750 675 33,750 

24 1.200 40 2,000 12 600 



Table 17 continued
 

Market cf Crigin: Djibo 
 Markoye Pouytenga
 

Ouagadougou Ouagadougou Ouagadougou
 

210 km 325 km 
 1110m 
Transit time: 8-12 days 
 15-20 days 3-7 days


traveled per day: 18-26 k= 16-22 km 
 20-47 km
 

Ccsts Per Head Per Herd Per Head Per Herd Per Head Per Herd
 

IV. Ccsts in Ouadzdougou
 
K. Market tax 150 7,500 150 7,500 
 150 7,500
 
L. Gift to landlord 100 5,000 100 5,000 100 5,000
 

Total cos:s of domestic
 

trekking 1,674 83,700 2,110 105,500 
 1,662 83,100 1 

Cost 7cr kilometer 8.0 6.5 CD 
I 

3 Ass--=es assembly time of one week. 

C-arinzfor anMr-'3 is usually the responsibility of the intermediary In these markets. 
cTransit tax for Gorom-Gorom. 
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Since there was no evidence of any correlation between losses and length
 
of trek or transit time, this was assumed to be a fixed cost of trekking.
 

No costs were included for weight loss or crop damage. For the
 
latter, no drover was willing to admit to any occurrence of conflict with
 
farmers. Some acknowledged incidents in the past,but claimed that these
 
were extremely rare and involved small sums as settlements. There is
 
very little information available on the subject of weight loss during
 
trekking. Losses (or gains) en route are a function of season, the route
 
traveled, and the expertise of the drovers. 
Though it is commonly held
 
that weight loss accounts for a sizable portion of the total cost of trans
portation, there is evidence to be marshalled to the contrary (Cabaret,
 

1973).
 

The portion of total costs of moving cattle between markets
 
attributable directly to transportation is between 51 and 56 percent.
 
The costs per kilometer per head of transport along ranges from 3.3 CFA
 
for the Harhoye-Ouagadougou route to 6.2 CFA for the Pouytenga-Ouagadougou.
 
route. In all three cases transportation represented only 3 to 4
 
percent of the purchase price of the animal. Total marketing and transport
 
costs account for 5-7 percent of purchase price.
 

2. Trekking to Export Markets. -- Table 18 lists the costs of
 
exporting cattle on foot from three Voltaic markets to three different
 
export markets. The figures used in section II, item H for Voltaic export
 
taxes reflect the amount claimed to have been paid by exporters who were
 
interviewed. They do not necessarily reflect the official export tax rate,
 
which is not applied uniformly on herds crossing the border on foot. 
The
 
same co,,ments apply to market and import taxes in section IV, item M and
 
N. Of the three routes, only Pouytenga-Lomd can be called long distance. 
 ' 

Along that route, costs per kilometer were substantially lower than those
 
for the two shorter routes to Ghana and Niger. Transportation costs alone
 

make up between 12 and 21 percent of total export costs. Based on
 
theoretical resale prices of 50,000 CPA in Lom 
and 40,000 CFA in Tara 
and Pagid transportation costs account for 5 percent and 2.5 percent 

1This is not meant t6 imply that the social costs of crop damage are
 
not worthy of serious consideration. There is much evidence to the effect
 
that damage caused by commercial and transhumant herds is a serious
 
problem in some regions.
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of resale price in the former and latter cases,respectively; about one

quarter the share of export and import taxes. Total marketing costs
 

account for between one-fifth and one-quarter of resale price.
 

3. Rail Transportation. -- The costs for shipping cattle by
 

rail from Ouagadougou to Abidjan are shown in Table 19. Entries under
 

Sections I and II are similar to those found in the table on trekking
 

costs. 
 Section III lists the specific costs of transportation. Cattle are
 

loaded into the rail cars by Fulani and Mauritanians who specialize in this
 

difficult task. In addition to loading the cattle they also cut off the
 

tips of the horns of some cattle to reduce the risk of injury. Before
 

being loaded, the wagons are prepared with straw mats and loose straw
 

placed upon the floor of the wagon.
 

The drover who rides with the cattle often acts as the agent for
 

the trader, few of whom go down to Abidjan to sell the cattle themselves.
 

For his services as 
selling agcnt, the drover may receive more than the
 

usual salary of 5,000 CFA (plus 3,000 for food and expenses). Traders who
 

do not rely on drovers to perform this function often pay higher commissions
 

(in the form of gifts) to their borker in Abidjan.
 

The figure for losses due to mortality is calculated from the
 

results of a survey of 94 herds. The rates of mortality and forced sales
 

were:
 

Mortalities
 
(thrown from car) Sold en Route Arrived Dead
 

1.35% 2.16% 0.65%
 

Losses were calculated assuming that cattle sold en route were sold at 50
 

percent of the Abidjan price and that those arriving dead were sold at two

thlrds of the market price for healthy animals. Losses were evaluated as 

that porticn of the purchase price and export conts not recovered through 

r ,aIe . The avragv loss per anfinal wan calculated at 1,282 CPA. 

We gIht lotis ti a nerious probl)tei for cattle shiipments by train. 

I t 1." t.in iclided In Table 19beautie of Ita Implicit nature; however it 

hi criitcal to calculate the (:otf1 and prIcet per kilogram. The data on 

nohrlika ,,, for rail transport are even more sparse than those on trekking. 
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Based on a Malian study on weight loss for truck transport and a Nigerian
 
study on shrinkage during rail shipments of cattle there, an estimate of
 
10 percent was arrived at for weight lost by cattle shipped from Ouagadou
gou to 

1 
Abidjan (Staatz, 1979, pp. 242-243). This cost can be viewed two 

ways: first, the loss of 10 percent of the animal means that the pur
chase price of the animal and all export costs must be distributed over 
the net weight of the animal arriving in Abidjan. The total loss of the
 

cost of meat which never arrives in Abidjan due to shrinkage for a 150-kg
 

animal is 5,183 CFA or 38.39 CFA/kg of delivered meat. Alternatively, the
 

loss may be evaluated in terms of revenue lost. In this case, tile loss 

is the shrinkage times the expected resale price. Since the delivery of 

meat that is normally lost would increase supply, current prices in Abidjan 

set the upper bound (true only in the case of perfectly elastic demand) 

on the appropriate price to use. Given tHie Abidjan prices at the tile 

of the study (407 CFA/kg. of carcass weight) this method given a:. ulpper 

bound of 6,105 CFA per head. Whichever method Is used, it Is clear that 
shrinkage is one of the largest costs of transportinlg cattle by train. 

ExcludLig welgh t los;, transportation includu, mortality accounts 

for 45 percent of the total costs of si ppting cattle from Ouagadougou to 

Abidjan. Based on a resale price of 407 CFA per k1logram In Abidjan, trans

portation costs from Ouagadougou make tup 11.7 percent of the resale price 

of cattle delivered with a carcass weight of 135 kilograms and 8.7 percent 

of the resale price of 180-kilogram cattle. Total export costs account
 

for 26 percent and 20 percent of cattle weighing 135 kg anti 180 kg, re

spectively.
 

1Similarly, mortality costs could be evaluated in 
two ways: the actual
 
cost to the trader (which was used) or revenue lost. The latter is peraps

more appropriate when evaluating projects which affect mortality or weight

loss. In such an evaluation, these could be viewed as potential benefits.
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LIVESTOCK MARKET STRUCTURE, CONDUCT, AND PERFORMANCE
 

Some alleged deficiencies in the livestock marketing system were
 

noted in the first section of this chapter. They include charges of
 

unnecessary transactions, excessive numbers of middlemen, monopsonistic
 

power in the hands of traders and intermediaries, and the absence of
 

modern mar:ket infrastructure and institutions to facilitate trade. These
 

criticisms are typical of the view of many government officials and
 

foreign advisors who assert that the indigenous market structure thwarts
 

efficient market operation. In response to these charges, the Voltaic
 

government has joined with several other West African countries to esta

blish stricter control over marketing activity through a series of pro

tocols concerning livestock and meat marketing.
1
 

This section looks at the structure, conduct, and performance of the
 

livestock marketing system in Upper Volta. It begins by looking at mar

ket concentration among livestock marketing professionals. Another struc

tural dimension that is examined is the diffusion of and access to infor

mation on market conditions and prices. Market conduct is examined by
 

looking at the role of intermediaries, evidence of collusion by traders,
 

butchers or intermediaries to fix prices or restrict sales, and the ten

dency toward vertical integration. Finally, market performance is judged
 

h! looking at the ability of the marketing system to adjust to changing
 

patterns of supply and demand, net margins and returns to labor and
 

capital, and the broader issues of employment effects, the incidence of
 

externalities,and social costs.
 

1Both tho CEBV (Communauti Economique du Bftail et de la Viande, 
covaprlsig tie five Entente states) and the OCBV (Office Communautaire 
du B(Itai CL de la Viande, comprising the six member states of the CEAO) 
have signed similar agreements binding member states to stricter regu
laLlons; to trade according to standards laid out in the protocols. 
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Market Concentration Among Professions
 

Perhaps the single most important indicator of market power is the
 

market share held by a buyer or seller. Table 20 presents the average
 

number of active buyers per market session in four cattle markets by month.
 

While they do not reflect market shares, the figures give an indication of
 

the average number of competing sellers in each market. As one would
 

expect, the number of active buyers is largest in markets with the largest
 

volume. The very small number of butchers active in the Djibo market is
 

reflected in slack demand for older cows.
 

Neither was it possible to compute concentration ratios for inter

mediaries active in each market. The total number of officially registered
 

intermediaries operating in each market is relatively large: twenty-four
 

in DJibo, thirty-two in Pouytenga, fifteen in Kaya, and eighteen in
 

Ouagadougou. In Ouagadougou, however, not all of the intermediaries were
 

active each market session. The number of different sellers entering the
 

Ouagadougou market was usually lower than for other markets; but, unlike
 

sellers in other markets, sellers in Ouagadougou often divide their herds
 

among several different intermediaries for sale. It is not clear whether
 

this is a voluntary act by the selling merchant or the result of "sub

contracting" by the intermediaries. In either case, the result is that
 

in Ouagadougou, intermediaries represent fewer sellers at any one time than
 

do intermediaries in other markets.
 

Market shares held by slaughtering butchers in several markets and
 

cattle exporters operating out of Ouagadougou are shown in Table 21. They
 

suggest relatively high degrees of competition everywhere but in Kaya,
 

where the market is dominated by the two largest butchers, who share
 

almost three-fourths of the wholesale meat market. 

How should these measures of market shares be used? Certainly one 

must be careful not to place too much impor tace onl iiia rket concentrat(on 

alone, wI thoutr considering the barr ler; to (inLry and pot;; i I It Ie; for 

collus ive act vily by traders. Nevertheloes;;, tic dat:i show reltively 

large number; of competing merchants, Intermediaries, and biitchers at 

each stage of the marketing chain. In rural and small-town markets the 



TABLE 20
 

NUMBER OF ACTIVE BUYERS IN VOLTAIC CATTLE MARKETS
a 
, 1976-1977
 

Market Type of Buyer My June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March
 

Butchers 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
 

Traders 4 3 3 5 5 8 12 9 8 8 7
 

f
 
Butchers - 8 4 5 7 3 8 7 9 Ui 13
 

KayaC Traders 5 6 8 15 7 14 14 -i 11 .5
 

f
 
Butchers - - 23 28 17 Ui 9 14 13 ,13 13_ 

Pouytengad 
Traders - - 24 23 21 18 19 13 U1 10 12 j 

Butchers 9 17 20 19 28 22 21 21 25 26 22
 

Ouagadougoue Traders 3 6 10 11 15 11 11 11 14 10 9
 

aAverage number of different buyers per market session each month. 
Does not include butchers or 

traders who attended market but failed to buy. 

7- should be noted that the Djibo market is frequented by a large number of herders who buy cattle 

for raisin-. Average number of cattle sold per market: 71; market meets weekly. 
Averaoe .... o f cattle sold per market: 90; market meets every three days. 

n.. '-e- o4 atesl e akt
 

dAverage nu7-ber of cattle sold per market: 199; market meets every three days.
 

eAverage uero cattle sold per market: 89; market meets daily.
 

fMany of the buyers classified as butchers in the Kaya and Pouytenga surveys are Ouagadougou butchers
 

who buy not only for their own use but also resell to other butchers in Ouagadougou.
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TABLE 21
 

CONCENTRATION RATIOS FOR CATTLE SLAUGHTERERS AND EXPORTERS
 

Ouagadougoua Ouagadougoub
 
a a By By Kilograms of
 

Pouytenga Kay._ No. of Head 
 Meat Delivered Exporters
 

Total No. of
 
active butchers
 
or traders 39 7 75 
 75 77
 
Largest 9% 
 45% 7.8% 
 8.4 18.6
 
Largest 4 31% 
 96% 22.7% 22.9 40.7
 
Largest 8 52% 
 100% 37.1% 37.1 
 60.6
 
Largest 20 85% 
 - 63.1% 63.4 
 84.8
 

Average monthly
 
slaughter or
 
exports (head

of cattle) 153 
 95 1,863 1,708 1,740
 

aPercentage of total sales by number of head.
 
bpercentage of total sales by weight.
 

CPercentage of total exports by rail from Ouagadougou to the Ivory Coast
 
by rail from August 1976 through January 1977.
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level of demand for meat is often so limited as to only support one or 

several cattle slaughterers. Their market power in the cattle market is 

limited, however, by competition from traders or exporters who purchase 

cattle for shipment farther along in the marketing circuit. It is usually 

only in the purchase of old or weak cattle which might not stand up well 

to long distance trekking that such butchers wield considerable monopsony 

power. In wholesale and retail meat markets such butchers face competi

t.ion from small ruminant slaughterers who are usually more numerous, thus 

effectively limiting their market power on the resale end. 

In larger markets, the number of sellers and buyers is usually large. 

Even in Ouagadougou, where the number of sellers appearing daily may be 

small, sellers have difficulty exploiting their seemingly short-run 

monopoly position, for two reasons. First, many butchers maintain buffer 

stock of cattle during most of the year, which enables them to consider 

SUpply over a broader time frame than just one day, thus reducing their 

su.ceptibility to day-to-day fluctuations in supply. Second, butchers 

and exporters holding stocks of cattle are present in the market as 

potential competitors, ready to intervene by selling off parts of their 

reserve herds should prices rise much above the prevailing "normal" price. 

It should be noted that during the dry season butchers' and exporters' 

stocks of reseive cattle are very small,which makes buyers much more sus

ceptlbte to irregvlar arrivals of cattle during that season. 

In general, then, the large number of buyers and sellers at almost 

every level of the livestock marketing circuit in itself suggests a 

highly competitive market structuic. The following subsection describes 

another condition of market structure which serves to foster competition. 

Informatlon Flows 

In order for the large number of buyers and sellers to effectively 

compete, thy mus;t 1e aware of market conditions and prices. In the 

Volta( lv,'5tcl, m;irketlug system, this information flows easily and 

q( i rl.I'', 11,I kI. readfly acces lble at little cost. Within markets, infor

malo1' l tpric e s h iamost livtafttaneounly transmitted. 
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Bargaining is done in the open. 
 Buyers pass from intermediary to inter

mediary, making offers and considering the responses. When a major pur
chase is made, the news spreads rapidly. The only requirements for beinR
 

able to obtain and use the continuous outpouring of market information
 

are that one speak a common language, spend time in the market, and be able
 

to evaluate the animals visually.
 

Information between markets is usually transmitted by drovers and
 
traders. 
 Perhaps one of the most remarkable aspects of the marketing
 

system is how quickly this information is transmitted. News of market
 

conditions and general price levels in the Abidjan market is furnished
 

daily by returning drovers who describe in detail the events that took
 

place during the time they spent at the Abidjan market. The delay is
 

rarely more 
than 48 hours. Within Upper Volta, information between markets
 
serviced by 
common traders also flows extremely fast. And though news
 

of conditions in northern markets does not travel 
as quickly, the passage
 

of drovers and traders between central and northern markets assures regular
 

exchange of market information.
 

The Role of Intermediaries
 

Though commonly aasailed as being "parasites" on the marketing system,
 

the research showed that market intermediaries play an important role in
 
facilitating trade in livestock. 
Among the services often provided by
 

these brokers I are:
 

1. Provision of lodging for nonlocal buyers and sellers.
 

2. Arrangement for cattle to be cared for before and
 

after the sale. 

3. Guaranteeing the buyer that the animal is neither 

sick (unless evident) or stolen. 

4. Negotiating prices between buyer and seller.
 

5. Guaranteeing credit.
 

iIn French, courtier. 
The Dioulla word used throughout Wast Africa
 
is dillali.
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6. 	Serving as conduit for market information and
 

advising clients.
 

7. 	Stabilizing market prices over short-run periods
 

of surplus or shortage.
 

In payment for these services the Voltaic intermediary usually receives
 

a sum between 350 and 500 CFA per transaction, amounting to between 0.5
 

and 2 percent of the purchase price. Thus, even in the case where an animal
 

is sold three times before reaching its final destination, intermediaries'
 

commissions usually account for less than 5 percent of the total cost.
 

Vertical Integration
 

Many market participants find it worthwhile to engage in several 

levels of trade at the same time. The study attempted to categorize 

market participants involved in the wholesale trade into five classifica

tions: long and short-distance domestic traders, cattle exporters, whole

sale butchers, and intermediaries. Table 22 shows the degree of vertical 

integration and diversification for fifty-two market participants inter

viewed during the study. Intermediaries show the lowest tendency to 

engage in other forms of trade. The vast majority of other market parti

cipants complemented their major occupation with some other marketing 

activity. In some instances, the distinctions between trades was arbitrary, 

so that the participant considered himself to have a single occupation while 

he was classified as having two or three. This was especially true for 

the first three categories and for butchers. Besides wholesale butchers 

who sold meat in retail markets, the most common crossover was to short

d i;tance trade. This occured when Oungadougou-based butchers or exporters 

wotild t ravel to markets in Kaya or Pouytenga to purchase cattle, and later 

re,;ill ! ,me of these purchases to other merchants or butchers In Ouagadougou. 

In oefl i&t, they were acting as spatial n1jhr.bJ a.r. Category F, specula-

Sii 	 iin lI vestock, was Included for those merchants and butchers who regu

larly maint alied larger stocks of cattle than they required for their 

m;Jor art Jvlty and resold animals to other buyers during periods of short

runishortage. 

http:n1jhr.bJ
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TABLE 22
 

VERTICAL INTEGRATION AND DIVERSIFICATION AMONG
 
MARKET PARTICIPANTS
 

Secondary Occupationa
Major Occupation Total 
 A B C D 
 E F G 
 H 	 None
 

(A) 	Short-distance
 
Trader 
 3 - 01 0 2 0 0
0 1
 

(B) 	Long-distance

Trader 
 6 3 
 4 0 0 1 0 0 0
 

(C) 	Exporter 
 13 9 2 
 - 2 0 2 0 0 3
 
(D) 	Wholesale Butcher 
 19 0 0 5 
 - 0 1 15 3 0 
(E) 	Intermediary 
 ii 
 0 0 3 0 - 0 0 0 8 

52
 
(F) 	Speculation in Livestock
 

(G) 	Retail Butcher
 

(H) 	Meat Exporter
 

aSome participants engaged in several secondary activities; thus row
 
totals may not add up to total.
 

Collusive Behavior by Market Professionals
 

To the extent 
that traders or butchers are able to coordinate their 
marketing strategy, they may effectively "defeat" the efficient properties 
of a competitlve ma rket structure. In general that did not appear to be 
the case IsII lvw!;tm O k market.Lg In Upper Volta. mh of 
buyers and .'c 

Tlh , 	Ii ubcrr 
,1Ir; ,bm rlhvd earlier wotild a ,m fI( t oyf'ly r, ,Ivy

arralit,vlimntl i 1IIhlw t-4,,it1!t A 1) 1,(hltyIv . InII III it 111.1 1 14f4 1 1 k t IICI I r, I I rW, I 	 I11Y !y, ,IIs rr,; ,iI, y( 	
I 1, - I ,r~ I1tl)NI, . 1., ; I.l1'e h I Imo t C) b I 11, 1 , 1C II . -r, ...l.lll 


nMa ny (i f el,I . ,'th!]I ,I mI ; ....l) ' )1,ur 1111 , fI I , l l ,, m u i,i I iimwt I() I1n . 

T1 Ir Ii C' an Isr, 4 u 1 1u fI 11 1iIrtY ar t r iId iIe 
pri('4.,+ (li 'WI I l,,wir pr i'rw: 
141b)1 (t )t I 4'* I t,,I,.,',f,:itch, lorra+ geil,.iit appeared to be ab inent in the 
lnarkr'ti I vi' CIlga t'd. 
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Butchers would seem to have the greatest ability to maintain collusive
 

agreements since they are all local residents and buy and sell in the
 

same markets. Even here, the scope for successful collusion is limited;
 

on the cattle buying side the butchers still face competition from traders
 

and exporters; on the meat side, competition from sellers of other types
 

of meat limit the gains to be made. Indeed, In Ouagadougou, the failure
 

of the butchers' union to promote any type of cooperation among the meat
 

of the major factors in their supposedprofessionals has been labeled one 

inability to adopt modern efficient meat marketing practices. 

Throughout the livcstock and meat marketing system, intermediaries 

the only group which has had any success in coordinatingappear to make up 

marketing strategy, but their scope for enhancing their gain is also quite 

limited. Except in the rare case where the intermediary is involved in 

only gain by raisingsome other aspect of tile trade (see Table 22) they may 

To do so, however, makes the intermediariesthe official commission. 

A portion of the broker'sparticularly susceptible to losses elsewhere. 


fee is paid as a discretionary gift by sel lers and buyers", whicl inter

medtares would risk if they were to raise commissions. In addition,
 

Intermediaries, who are already under considerable attack by many govern

ment officials, would risk increased government regulation were they to
 

show too much power.
 

Market Performance 

How good a job does the current marketing system do? In general, 

tile answer would have to be very positive. The system has responded well 

to the changes in supply and demand patterns of the past decade. It has 

dealt with ti effecti; of the drougjht, closing of tht, border, dluintegration 

of t he (liana ian market , compet It i|on from extra-African meat. on the coast,
 

conand tteC O)enling of the Nigvrian market . Tlhrough all this, trade ha 

ttnhled and adapted. Coilldtring the dl utancei and tile prob I ms of communi

t.e proven ability of tle tyti'r to purchaes,cation and trantiport ation, 

Isome local lt itn alrtaly nominally retain the right to regulate
 

official commruntisons.
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transport, redistribute, export, or slaughter close to 250,000 head of
 
cattle each year is remarkable. This is, however, only one of the criteria on
 
which the system should be judged.
 

Economic efficiency also requires that this redistribution be done
 

at low cost. In fact, gross margins for cattle transported over long
 
distances are generally high. Large portions of the gross margin are
 
attributable to government taxes, transportation costs, and other direct
 
costs. Table 23 shows the composition of cattle meat prices as the various
 
shares are distributed over the marketing chain for cattle shipped from
 

Djibo to Ouagadougou and Abidjan. The gross marketing margin is calcu
lated only to the wholesale level. If retail margins (gross) are 10-15
 
percent of resale price, then the gross margin for meat delivered in
 
Ouagadougou would be around 34 percent (reducing producers' share to 66
 
percent) and about 50 percent for cattle shipped to and sold as meat in
 

Abidjan (with a corresponding 50 percent farm share).
 

In both cases, the net margins are returns to four factors: 1) the
 
labor provided by tile trader or butcher; 
 2) overhead costs not directly
 
included here; 3) returns to capital; and 4) profits, or returns to
 

the trader for his entrepreneurial skills and assumption of risk. How 
net margins are distributed over these four items :Is a difficult issue; 
the rate of return they suggest Is highly dependent upon the implicit 
wage rate, correct assessment of necessary overhead costs, and the rotation 
rate for capital. Bearing theie in mind, returns to capital and entre
preneurial ability do not appear excessive, witii two exceptions. 

Returns to exporters who sihipped cattle by train from Ouagadougou 
to Abidjan enjoyed far superior rates of return on their capital than 
domestic traders or than traders who shipped cattle to the coast on foot. 
This higher rate of return seenm largely to be the resuilt of tranuporta
tton constraints and the riski nets of shipping cattle to the coast. During 
perlodti ofihlheti profitability for export ing cattle, the rail car rental 
mechanlim opeat tef q ite imperfectly, placing "regular" shippers in iub
stantiall advantageotin ponit ionn to procure tipace. the'htirs, monopoly 

guins appear not t o be no intfch the result of market t.ructire or conduct, 
but more the resu lt of the allocation mechani m used by thi RAN. 
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Second, the net margins of butchero supplying the high-quality meat
 
markets in Ouagadougou (supermarkets, butcher shops, and restaurants)
 
were significantly higher than those of the majority of butchers who
 
sold lower quality meat on 
the popular market. The reasons for the semi
exclusive arrangements between these wholesalers and institutions were
 
not obvious, though there may be significant barriers to entry into this
 
specialized trade because of high capital requirements and institutional
 

ties.
 

Other than these two examples, evidence of monopoly or monopsony
 
power is lacking in tcrms of market structure, conduct, and performance.
 
Does this mean that the marketing system is efficient? The answer would
 
have to be a qualified yes. 
 Within the range of technology available to
 
the marketing participants, cattle and meat appe:!r to be delivered at
 
relatively low Most areas of
cost. potential. cost reduction are outside
 
of the 
control of traders or butchers: taxes, improved transportation
 

infrastructure 
or methods, and the incidence of unofficial charges which
 

are preva lent throughout the system.
 

The traditlonal marketing system has also heea 
 efficient in its use 
of low-cost labor, soimet hng governments should seriously consider before 
opting for so-called modern methods of marketing whl[h often involve heavy 
capital req llrementss and significant.ly reduce employment In the sector. 
One area that m(ld b- 'I gnlIf'mint lv improved npon colcern,; tht Impo.-' tlon of 
social costs 11pon the comliility. Healt ctm d ttfint In livestock and meat 
marketing cotild be g reatly Improved, btit Improvemen ts are t1lkely without 

government intet rvent ion. Addit ionally, the conflict.,; bewteen farmers and 
traders trekkIng cat t It, to market ,;uggtst. tha t some of the costs of trekking 

are currently being ho rne by farm,r , or vi lage rs, rather than consumers. 
In summary, tien, tie t radit ional system setms to be perfCorming well 

accordling to most criteria of efficiency. The next section briefly explores 
the potential for Improving marketing efficiency by means of government 

intervention. 

http:significant.ly
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CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
 

A Summary: The Marketing System in a Changing Environment
 

The first two sections of this chapter presented an overview of the 

current situation of the Voltaic livestock sector. It should be clear 

that in terms of both production and marketing, the sector is undergoing 

major transformations. On the production side, the effect of the drought 

in altering herd structure and distribution was the major factor in the 

dra,;tic fall in exports In the mid-seventies. Most Importantly, the 

drought caused a redistribution of cate, both geographically and in 

term; of ownership, resulting in an increase in production in the south 

by n ntraditional herdsmen. Animal production in the Sahel ORD, once the 

source of almost the entirety of Voltaic livestock exports (in terms of 

surplus production) was severely hurt by the drought, and recovery there 

appea rs to be slow In coming. On one hand, ti Is development means that 

tiIs region cannot be counted on to produce the bulk of mature, export 

quality cattle as it once did. On the other hand, the young ages at 

which larg stock are being sold by northern pastoralsts.seem to open 

vast pOssiihllities for implementation of the government's declared policy 

of stratificat ion of product ion. 

At: the name time, traditional pastoralIsts are Increasingly pressured 

by the vxpelns ion of agriculture, thus reducing the availability of open 

ra ngaInd and s trainin1g relatlon"i bet ween the herdsme n and sedentary popu

lat ions. An addit ional factor a ffecting supply ham been the elimination 

of Import ; and t rans its an addit ions to domest I: product Ion. Al l of these 

elementi hve and will mit 10mtl ct necesitatingto supply pat terns, 

apprp riaa ,' ;id justment s In marke~t Ing. 

0ui tli' export delm;and mide , tiet, ma jor adjistmvni of hit' Sevelit.|m |lan 

b n a Iri ' t ion ot Itradi . Tiht tru(t.llonal market ior Voltaic attit 

'xpir:; itl (h;ina ,'r pratiIcally vanIshld, an a rvn'"ult of Ghanna an I Inarvica 

anI mi rkct organizat Ioma I dl flicultivle. The Ivorlan market han idlmlilnlhed 

t lmIlarly, though for far dlIfnrent rvamon. In Ivory Coast, Volta ic and
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other Sahelian suppliers now find themselves competing against world
 
market beef suppliers. Still, the proximity of the large Abidjan market
 
and the advantages of quick rail transport out of Ouagadougou are major
 
factors in assuring that Ivory Coast will continue to be a major outlet
 
for Voltaic cattle exports destined for the general beef market. Finally,
 
an alternativ 
uxport market In Nigeria has opened up to Voltaic exporters.
 
The volume of current flows of cattle in this direction can only be
 
speculated, since verification of exports along the southeastern border
 
is currently negligible. 
 The speed with which Voltaic traders responded
 
to changes in market conditions, contrasted with the fact that through 
1977 official government reports failed to acknowledge the existence of 

the new Nigerian flows, speaks well of the ability of the private marketing
 
system to respond and adapt to changing supply and demand patterns. 

In addition to these adjustments in supply and demand patterns, the 
past decade has seen considerable changes in government intervention in 
the livestock marketing sector. The major thrufst at "market reorganization" 

has yet to be Implemented, though new Institutions, infrastructure, and
 
regulations have been created. 
 The most significant developinent was the 
creation of ONERA (Office National de I'Exploltation des RCsources Animales) 
as the gove rnment' s coord inat ing body for development of l ivestock and meat 
marketing. ro the extent that ONERA Is able to facilitate and redirect
 
trade, reduce 
 costs, and strengthen established market weaknesses without 

destroying the basic market lng st rutture, it wil l provide the major impetus 
for marketing Improvements In the 1980s. Unfortunately, the experience of 
marketing agencles In general throughout the developing world has been that 

intervention Is often more disruptive than beneficial.
 

There have al o 
 been several changes In market Infrastructure and 

regulation wli ich have been aimed to correcting many of the alledged de
ficlencie. In lI vettock and meat marketlg. Conttruction of stockyards 
equipped with fenceii, aCIe , loading ramps, and couinunct tions facilitiles 
throughout t he comitry Iii aimed at "modernizing" th marketing circuit 
andi making imirk t Informnat lon more accensible. The en t 11 1111menti t of live
stock trallis In Intended to reduce some of the negatlve, externalitien of 
shipping cattle on foot. Construction of a capital Intensive abattolr with 
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chilling and freezing facilities in Ouagadougou and plans for a similar
 

facility in Bobo-Dioulasso are directed at improving hygiene and encour

aging chilled meat exports. There is also increasing interest by the
 

government to more directly regulate livestock and meat marketing; Upper
 

Volta is party to two sets of agreements which call for increased regulation
 

of marketing professionals (butchers, traders, intermediaries) and the
 

standardization of marketing policies.1
 

The benefits that have been derived from basic infrastructure and
 

regulatory changes made throughout the past decade are not at all clear.
 

Livestock markets which were construicted at high cost are largely under
 

utilized. Though some livestock trails have been demarcated, the corre

sponding water and pasture requirements have yet to be put in place. The
 

result is that drovers keeping to the trails risk higher shrinkage for
 

their herds than when they are able to follow trails which were initially
 

selected because of water and forrage availability. Though the modern
 

abattoir in Ouagadougou has probably improved slaughter hygiene (whole

sale and retail meat sales still take place under relatively unsanitary
 

conditions) it has yet to live up to its promise of stimulating meat
 

exports. Up to now, the major effect of the capital intensive facility has
 

been a decrease in slaughter-related employment. In general, construction
 

of livestock marketing infrastructure has been of marginal value, often
 

not well suited to the marketing conditions which currently exist.
 

Many of the proposed changes in marketing regulations seem similarly
 

ill-suited to the needs of the marketing system. While most of the pro

posals would indeed afford officials a higher degree of control over
 

marketing, the benefits in terms of improved efficiency are limited while
 

potential costs are great. Erecting barriers to entering the livestock and
 

meat marketing trades by invoking strict licerising requirements is likely to
 

reduce the comjpetitive pressures which have kept prices and net margins low. 

One of the ,;ets of agreements is with the Entente states (Benin, 
Ivory Coast, Niger, 'Togo, and Upper Volta) and the other with the members 
of the CEAO (Ivory Coast, Mal 1, Manrtania, Niger, Senegal, and Upper 
Volta) . The protocolh; aIpprovod by each are sinil1ar and a r. Intended to 
st:andardz le 1 v(,tork health inid mairketing plolicy. A summary and dis
cussfol of tl e aglreeitllst can he found In ,in appendix to H]erman, 1979. 
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Imposing new methods of marketing (weighing cattle, grading meat, etc.)
 
may satisfy the bureaucrat's inclination to reorganize trade along more
 

verifiable lines but often does little to improve marketing efficiency
 

and may have harmful effects by disrupting trade and raising marketing
 

costs.
 

Policy Recommendations
 

Two points dominate the conclusions of the research relevant to the
 

selection and implementation of marketing policy by the Voltaic government.
 
First, market interventions should take into account the proven capability
 

of the marketing network to move cattle long distances at relatively low
 

cost and to adjust to changing market conditions. Policies should be
 
aimed at working with the current structure, not replacing it. Second,
 

projects must be based on more concrete objectives than the commonly
 
referred to "rationalization" of trade, all too often a catchword for
 

conforming marketing techniques to some modern model.
 

The following recommendations then are based on the assumptions that
 
government policy objectives include 1) continued reliance on the private
 
sector to carry out most marketing functions, 2) reduction of gross mar
keting margins, 3) maintenance of a system responsive to changing supply
 

and demand patterns, 4) expansion of livestock and meat exports, 5) re
duction of negative marketing externalities and improvement of the social
 

welfare aspects of livestock and meat marketing, 6) encouraging the use
 
of labor intensive marketing techniques and iocilly produced capital where
 
possible, and 7) improvement of marketing data collection. More specific
 
objectives (e.g., holding down consumer prices or 
increasing marketing
 

related government revenues) require more specific measures and are not
 

considered here.
 

Livestock Market Infrastructure.-- These projects should be better
 

Justified in the future than they have been in the past. 
 Scales are cur
rently of no use in livestock markets to any one other than researchers;
 

nor are they !lkely to be in the near future. Attempts to disseminate
 

market 
information through radio broadcasts are of questionable value.
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Herdsmen and marketing participants already seem to have good access to
 

such information through traditional sources. On the other hand, collec

tion of statistics and market taxes are appropriate governmental objec

tiveo and should be explicitly stated. Thus, markets should be designed
 

to facilitate these goals without disrupting the traditional functioning
 

of the market.
 

Reorganization of Trade.-- Based on the research findings that mar

keting is generally competitive and fairly efficient, ocficials should
 

refrain from restrictive regulation of traders, butchers, and intermedi

aries which serve to limit competition and increase monopoly power.
 

Instead, policy should be aimed at encouraging competition and reducing
 

barriers to entry. Paperwork and marketing taxes could be streamlined.
 

Not only does the current system encourage fraud and illicit arrangements,
 

it also serves as a barrier to entry.
 

The data indicate that where major markets are accessiable to pro

ducers, herdsmen rarely choose to sell theIr cattle to collectors. Thus,
 

where such markets are lacking, the government could take steps to esta

blish markets by: providing modest infrastructure needs, improving access
 

(waiving patentes, local taxes, or veterinary inspection fees) as induce

ments to traders to service the new market. The inaccessibility of northern
 

markets during the rainy season limits competition in those m.rkets at that
 

time. Improving road conditions to northern maLkets would certainly
 

increase competition pressures and provide northern herdsmen with better
 

opportunities to sell during the rainy season.
 

Transportation.-- Livestock and meat transport is an area for promising
 

interventions. Once again, though, programs should be justified on func

tional and economic grounds.
 

(a) Trek Routes.-- These projects are not likely to lower costs
 

or Increase trade. Traditionally, drovers have trekked cattle at very low
 

tCO t without ps e de b6tail. The claim of signifPant weight loss on 

t rukolha. never beenl proven. Their usefulness lies in lessening conflicts 

withi;rti ur;l I:;f o and Improving enumeration of marketing activity. 

I'r)v i; lo of adv(pi, t e water resources on the route will encourage drovers 

t(o F llow t he trai]ih . 
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(b) Truck Transportation.-- Truck transport of cattl,:, especi

ally to export markets, will undoubtedly gain acceptance as roads ale
 

paved and trucking costs decrease. Harassment of truckers by officials
 

should be kept to a minimum.
 

(c) Rail Transport.-- Improved rail transport presents real
 

possibilities for cost reduction. 
The most serious problems result from
 

seasonal constraints In rail car availability, excessive duration of
 

shipments, and mechanical problems for refrigerated meat exports. Infra

structure improvements could significantly reduce travel time and improve
 
conditions in the cattle cars. With mortality, forced sales, and shrink

age losses estimated at above 12 percent, there are considerable benefits
 

to be gained fr,'.J programs which improve the condition of the cattle cars
 

and decrease the time cattle spend in the cars.
 

Because cattle car rental rates don't reflect seasonal demand,
 

black market deals and/or long waits ar the rail head are common during
 

the peak season. Increased rotation of cars during the peak season could
 
relieve the constraint. Lower charges during the off season could encour

age exports during that period. Finally, mechanical breakdowns in refriger
ated equipment were responsible for a falloff in meat exports in the late
 

sixties and early seventies. However, the dramatic decline in the mid

seventies was more due to non-Sahelian competition in the Ivorian elite
 

market. Whether improvements in transportation technology such as those
 

likely to result from the creation of SATRAF (Soci6t6 Africaine de Trans

port Frigorifique) will be enough to enable Upper Volta to recapture a
 

significant share of that market is not known.
 

Meat Marketjpnnd Abattoir Construction.-- The lessons of the Abattoir
 

Frigorifique de Ouagadougou should be well heeded. 
Meat export schemes
 

should play a minor role in total marketing policy. West Africa is no
 

longer isolated from world meat market conditions. The advantage of
 

Sahelian producers lies In the live animal exports. Emphasis on high qual
ity meat exports leaves Upper Volta vulnerable to: world market conditions,
 

efforts at self-sufficiency by coastal countries, high costs of producing
 

high quality beef (usually from expensive fattening operations), translpor

tation problems, and the problem of profitably disposing of the fifth quarter.
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Furthermore, the modern slaughterhouse involved huge imports of capital
 

goods and resulted in serious disemployment problems in the butcher sector.
 

One must question whether these social costs were considered when the
 

project was evaluated. Certainly they should be, in the future.
 

Programs to improve market infrastructure in urban meat markets are
 

justified by the social benefits associated with improved sanitary con

ditions. The possibility of providing clean market stalls, water, public
 

cold rooms close to markets, and slaughter slabs in small town and village
 

markets should be investigated. Current high levels of competition among
 

butchers do not indicate any pressing need to alter sales methods by
 

requiring weighing of meat.
 

In summary then, improvements in marketing efficiency can best be
 

brought about by fostering healthy competition and providing necessary
 

and appropriate infrastructure. A general reorganization of trade is not
 

necessary: in fact, officials would do well to communicate more effectively
 

with market participants to ascertain their views on marketing needs, pro

ject design, and how to effectively implement government policy.
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LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION AND MARKETING IN THE ENTENTE STATES 
OF WEST AFRICA: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

by Aimde Ergas
 

INTRODUCTION
 

This bibliography is a natural consequence of the three-year research
 
project on livestock in the Entente States of West Africa. 
The source

materials included were gathered from private and university libraries
 
in the United States, Europe, and West Africa. 
These range from journal

articles, monographs, and dissertations to documents of the U.S. Government,

foreign governments and international agencies. The majority of these
 
materials are in English or French.
 

Because the project itself was concerned with livestock development

in a specific area of West Africa, the bulk of sources included here are
 
related to that region. The organization of the bibliography emphasizes

co"w'ries of the research area for easy reference. Other works are
 
categorized under the headings "Other Nations" or "General". 
The former

section includes materials dealing with nations other than the five
 
mentioned above. The "General" heading includes works about several
 
countries or dealing with the broad theories and issues of livestock
 
development.
 

We feel that our Entente Livestock collection is unusual in its size
 
and scope. 
 In addition to the works included in this bibliograpy,

interested researchers should also consult the bibliographies included
 
with the monographs and working papers from the project. 
Some entries
 
found here are also found in the bibliography included in Working Paper

#1 by Donald Ferguson and are so noted. 
 Given the enormity of the subject

and its corollary fields, we cannot claim that this bibliography is

comprehensive or even current. 
We hope that it brings together some of
 
the most important literature available and that it will serve as a
 
valuable tool for future research.
 

There are many people who provided valuable help and encouragement

for this undertaking, especially the research, administrative and
 
secretarial staff of the Center for Research on Economic Development.

Project Director Kenneth Shapiro deserves special thanks for his guidance.

Nicole Roger-Hogan was responsible for reading and abstracting most of
 
the documents in French. 
Her skill and dedication were much appreciated.

The work of Sandra Levine was invaluable in organising, reading, and
 
abstracting the materials in this bibliography. Her contribution of
 
assistance and friendship went far beyond the call of duty.
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A-I. ALLUNSON, M. Etude Generale de la R6gion de Man, Tome 2, Rappor 
de Synthtse Economigue and Tome 4, Etude Sociologigue et 
DC mgrahite. Prepared for the Ministry of Planning 
(Ivory Coast), Bureau pour le Dveloppement de la Produc
tion Agricole, Paris, 1963. 

Volume 2 Is divided into three main parts: 1) the economic 
situation In l963, 2) proposal concerning rural moderniza
tion and equipment (surveys related to marketing and 
handicraft) and 3) outline of the economic situation at the 
end of the time period (economic accounts). The first part 
of Volume 4 gives a general picture of the soclo-economic
 

development of Man and Its Inhabitants (important migration 
movements, antagonism between clans and villages, opposition 
between traditionalism and moderni;m, Integration 

problems for outsiders and social potential of a development 
program). The second part Is more specific and includes five 
full documented appendices: report from a demographic survey, 
social structures, populations, dowries and marriage problems 
and education and training. 

A-2. ANNUAIRE STATISTIQUE DE LA COTE D'IVOIRE. La Cte d'Ivoire en 
Chlffres. Report prepared for the Planning Ministry, 
Republic of Ivory Coast, Abidjan, 1975, 277 pp. 

This work gives us detailed figures about the economic 
situation In the Ivory Coast. There are four main parts: 
1) general oata (geographical, human, political and 

economic framework), 2) agriculture (food, industrial and 
export crops, forestry and fishing), 3) Inlustry (heavy 
and light, bi ld( ng trade and publi c works, handicraft) 
and 4) intrastrtcture, equipment and services (transporta
tion, tourism, telecommunications, banks and social and 
cultural eqolpmk ). 

A-3. Bollinger, D. Le MarchO [volrien des volaille., des oeufs, des 
pores et de Ia charcterie for Mnistire de la Production 

Animale de cMre d'lvolre, 2 volumes, France, 1975. 

Following a decrease In different sources of supply of 

animal proteins, the Ivorlan Ministry of Animal Production 

gave priority to development of ,hort -cycle animal 
production (pork and pu"Itry) and of byproduct" ("'har

cuteriv'" --,m5;a;tgv" et .-- atd eggs). lihin wa:" the basis of 

thit market nugstudy which had as objective; to determIne 

the ntlze of I t I rade In certalin animals", which animaln 

could b, traded ott a I;irger scale and advert'is llg necttttlry 

to nt. imul'at, sa lu,. Thie .tidy 'otl utiues that a tgrowth Ill 

poiltry aui1 ejg CO"litsitn t Ion was cert.l1in (and pomibi)1 e In the 
cat' of pork) I1 .ppropr itte meatliilr are vt up. Anther 

finding In t ha , "ut ild, of large ci ti, ot her meal prod ttiil 

nige's, ) ght find itil en are(i ii i vir.c mti tint buyers W ,i" I iptlit 

niitlitiil laIl 1y l w rtrd, 
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A-4. BUREAU NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT (BNETD). Recensement
 
du Cheptel Zdbu de CSte d'Ivoire, 3 vols. MinistAre de
 
la Production Animale, Abidjan, 1975.
 

Volume 1 is a scrupulous study concerning the different
 
steps relevant to livestock census taking (among which is
 
the vaccination campaign), the quality of results (their

exhaustive characteristics) and methodology regarding the
 
use of gross data. This study also makes a presentation

of the overall result, that is to say, the actual situation
 
of Northern Zdbu livestock (base data and imbalance of
 
qualitative analysis) linked with deplorable sanitary
 
conditions and the various solutions which could be sug
gested (food and ecological improvements). Volume 2
 
makes an inventory of Zfbu cattle according to owners,
 
villages, countries and departments. Volume 3 is a
 
topographical summary.
 

A-5. BNETD. Hydraulique Pastorale dans le Nord do la CMte dIvoire -
Notice Explicative. Report prepared for the Republic of 
Ivory Coast, Planning Ministry, July 1972. 

Within the framework of this study (which concerns the
 
present situation of cattle raising and its development

possibilities in the north of the Ivory Coast), the Planning
Ministry asked the BNETD to emphasize the problems of 
watering activities. For this purpose, two maps were made: 
one, done at 1/500,000 , covers most of the northern area 
and the other, done at 1/200,000 , relates to the Korhogo 
zone. 
This work was to be based on the use and gathering
of existing documents. It includes: 1) General Account 
plus Annex 1, Bibliographical elements and Annex 2, 
Mission Report and 2) Conclusion. 

A-6. COHEN, Monique. Market Trading in a West African City, Abidjan:

A Case Study. Haster's Thesis, Department of Geography,
 
McGill University, December 1972, 141 pp.
 

This thesis begins with a history and description of mar
kets, especially in West Africa. The development of Abidjan

is discussed in terms of population, land use and retail
 
activity. 
The study examines possible patterns of retailins,
 
relating market places in Abidjan to one anocher. Many
 
factors are analysed including range of goods, internal
 
activities and external influences, the role of vendors,
 
demand for goods. etc. Conclusions are drawn about the
 
3-level hierarchical system of this market and the "spatial

dualism" which exists. The author revievn the applicability

of theoretical studies to the case of AbiJan.
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A-7. DE BECKER, R. Enqu~te sur le prix de viande et sur les importa
tions de betaillet de viande en CSte d'Ivoire. Document
 
No. 64, FAO/UNDP for Office Malien du B~tail et de la
 
Viande, September 1975.
 

This study presents: 1) quantities and prices of meat 
imported from non-West African countries; 2) Ivorian 
cattle Imports; 3) the major points of the Ivorian live
stock development program anI 4) the trend of official
 
meat prices in Abidjan. Two conclusions can be drawn:
 
first, according to the estimates covering the period up
 
to 1980, the meat deficit will get worse; secondly, the
 
Ivory Coast will find it necessary to import more meat
 
and to launch an extensive cattle development program.
 

A-8. DELESTRE, Thierry. "Le March6 de la Viande en C-te d'Ivoire." 
Thase Doctorale Non Publi~e, Universit6 de Besangon, 
Institut de CGographie, Mai 1974, 116 pp. 

This thesis explains the evolution of meat marketing in the 
Ivory Coast from a traditional to a modern structure. This 
gives the market a character of formal economic activity in 
which management is more rational and consumption is an 
active factor In production, given the fact that marketing 
policy is presently oriented towards production and 
equilibrium (equalizing prices and better distribution). 

A-9. DESPLECIIIN, Jacques. $r klu D, eiopimie~nt. 4e 1'Elevqge. 
Ministre de I'Economie et des Finances et Ministtre de la 
Production Animale de la R6pub]ique de CUte d'Ivoire, 1973. 

As a consequence of the rate of development of the Ivory 
Coast and the growth in the standard of living, that country 
faces an increasing deficit In animal products. As It is 
most Important to reserve foreign currencies for capital 
equipment purchases, import policy must givt way to a policy 
of structural changes In consumption patternsi. A development 
strategy i thvrefore recommended with the objective of a 
sharp reduction In Imports. It constists of both urgent 
measures (on prices, organizations ind structures) and wide 
ranging project (assfstance and promotion of production, 
improvementt In the transformation find dlistrtbution sectors, 
educat Ion) . One of the central goals of this strategy Is 
to Intensify pork, poultry and sheep raising relative to 
livetock raising. 
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A-10. 
INSTITUT D'ELEVAGE ET DE MEDICINE VETERINAIRE DES PAYS TROPICAUX 
(IEMVT). Etude Agrostologique du Ranch de Sipilou, Etude 
Agrostogique, No. 14, 2 vols. Work prepared for the 
Ministare de la Production Animale, Republic of Ivory 
Coast, September 1966, 155 pp. 

The Sipilou ranch is the topic of this report, although its 
completion (in the Man area) has not yet been achieved. 
Its purpose is to undertake the reproduction of animals 
that would be kept for further distribution. The work in
cludes a detailed study of the environment, the vegetation,
the fodder potential and proposals concerning use of the 
ranch. 

A-11. LACROUTS, M. Considgrations sur l'approvisionnement en viandes 
de la Cote d'Ivoire. Minist~re de la Production Animale
 
en collaboration avec le Bureau National d'Etudes Techniques
 
et de D6veloppement et l'Institut d'Elevage et de H6decine
 
Vtrinaire des Pays Tropicaux, Avril 1975.
 

This study is a diagnostic assessment of the problem of
 
meat supplying in the Ivory Coast taking into account the 
obstacles to developing animal production and the difficul
ties encountered in Sahelian livestock raising during the 
period of the drought. Thus, to permit national production 
to progress tinder economic conditions favorable to the 
producer, a reorganization is neceisary for profes slonal 
organizations as well as for the marketing and financial 
structures for meat (the creation of a para-statal
organization for Intervention and modern sliaughterhouses 
at Abldjan and Bamako). 

A-12. :ATINOCONSULT, S.A. Descrlptton de_*luHIejurts types d.'.entreprifien
d'61 eva.,e I)ovvn. .n. Cs t d'lvoI . Report
prepared for the Ministry of Planning, Ivory Coast, 
Argentina, July 1973. 

This study was done In order to gulde prlvateI. Invitttmtentt 
and efforts In the livestock sector. 'rheret or.v, the study
reviews the current situation sind ftitiire' Iort,. of thil 
sector, the five typical titruct ,reqi (l I v. lr k cinivrprit.e 
and proposals for breeding development (:ifl; of farms, 
necessary Investments, computation of profitability). 
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A-13. LE CHAU. "Le Commerce dans la r6gion de Bouak' (Cate d'Ivoire):
 
Une 6tude 6conomique du commerce r6gional et interr6gional
 
dans l'Ouest-Africain." Cahiers ORSTROM, S6ries Sciences
 
Humaines, 1964, 3(3): 3-104.
 

This is an economic study of marketing. Its objectives 
are to supply complementary economic marketing information 
and to suggest organizational measures related to the local 
market. These measures would strengthen the market and 
make it able to comiply with the demands of Ivorian 
socio---economic (eVelopment. In order to achieve this goal, 
quantitative and qualitative surveys were done concerning 
the total commercial and para-commerclal activities of the 
area (distribution network of general merchandise, local
 
markets, road and rail transport and marketing of special
 
goods).
 

A-14. MINISTERE DES AFFAIRES ECONOMIQUES ET FINANCIERES, Direction de Is
 
Statistique. Bulletin Mensuel de Statistiquem No. 6,
 
Juin 1968 et Suppl~ment Trimestriel, No. 3,3"- Trimestre
 
1969.
 

This work includes: 1) general data, 2) vegetable food
 
products, 3) imported products and 4) butchery products
 
and fish found within the two areas. The supplement offers
 
two topics for the city of Abidjan: 1) general outlook on
 
prices and 2) retail price indexes.
 

A-15. MINISTERE DES FINANCES DES AFFAIRES ECONOMIQUES ET DU PLAN, Direc
tion de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques et
 
Dgmographiques. Situation Econonique de la Cote d'Ivoire,
 
1961. Abidjan, Juillet 1962.
 

The main purpose of the "Economic Situation" is, considering

the available Information, to g;ive an outlook as objective 
as possible on the Ivory Coa1t' main actLivity sectors as 
well an the f inal resu Its of the year 1961.. ThiIs work in
cludes: primary outputs, ctergy, Iu(hus tr Ie;;, traiviportation, 
national trade, in ternationali relatlons, Iabhor, education
health, public enterprise, prices, publi c finances and 
change-credit.
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A-16. MINISTERE DU PLAN. Projet du Plan Quinquennal de Dgveloppement
 
Economique, Social et Culturel 1976-1980, 6 vols. , (Vol.
 
III, Part 1, Chapter 2: "L'Elevage"). Abidjan, 1976.
 

This chapter of the Plan, dedicated to cattle breeding,
 
presents: 1) the current situation - a strong dependence
 
on foreign supply; the impossibility of pursuing such a
 
policy, 2) the problem - the necessity of a major develop
ment of breeding cattle, with time considerations; 3) the
 
objectives - to cover most national needs by 1990; research
 
on integrated development of meat production in West
 
Africa; 4) the means - the creation of an international
 
professional consultants' organization; the creation of
 
breeding units of industrial size; encouragement for
 
development and modernization of the sector; and 5) the
 
costs.
 

A-17. MINISTERE DU PLAN, Bureau de Conception, de Coordination et
 
d'Exploitation des Etudes R6gionales. Mdthodologie
 
Un6nrale des Etudes R~gionales de la R6gion de Bouak,
 
1962-1964, Tome 1: Le Peuplement, Tome 2: L'Economie
 
et Tome 10: Tableaux Statistiques de Base. R~publique de
 
Cote d'Ivoire, Minist6re du Plan, F6vrier 1962 aiD6cembre
 
1963.
 

This study analyzes the socio-economic situation in the
 
Bouak6 area from 1730 to the present. Its social organi
zation, based on family groups and their inLeraction, is
 
dominated by a matrilineal system of succession. Its
 
political organization as well as its territorial structure 
are influenced by two factors: 1) the complexity of the 
extended family and 2) the strong link that exl;ts between 
politics and religion within tho rural world. Finally, 
this study presents a demographic analysts of the present 
population. Volume 2 under takes an exhaustive study of the 
economic s!tuatlon of the ilouak6 area. It presents fi[ve 
main parts: 1) descrlption of the Ihyscla I environient, 
2) agricul ural actIvi t-Ies anid ottputt , 3) att LvIties relating 
to crafts and Indutstrlc,;, 4) actlvitle, re atln to the 
tertiary ,;ctor and 5) rural imltget and cons.mlpt ion. 
Volume 10 Is a stat-1stical ;tudy whichIs devoted to three 
topics: 1) pololatI on es;ttiate of the area stud ied 
according to townshlps, 2) prices and 3) table of food 
composition - Center area of the Ivory Coast. 
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A-18. MINISTERE DE LA PRODUCTION ANIMALE. "Note sur le prix du b~tail et
 
de la viande en Cote d'Ivoireo" Abidjan, 1977, 27 pp.
 

The object of this note is to draw attention to and to
 
justify the necessity of: a) revising current edicts
 
fixing the price of beef produced in African countries 
while taking into account factors of price increases
 
since 1974; b) lining up prices of non-African beef
 
imported at unreasonable prices with prices of fairly
 
compensated local production. These measures have as
 
objectives to avoid both decreases in Ivorian cattle
 
development and the socio-economic consequences of a
 
sudden sharp price rise, inevitable unless true costs
 
can be established at once.
 

A-19. MINISTERE DE LA PRODUCTION ANIMALE, Bureau des Projets. L'Elevaqe
 
en C3te d'Ivoire: Programme de Dgveloppement. Abidjan,
 

1976.
 

The Ivory Coast suffers, especially since the drought, from
 
an increasing meat deficit. This paper surveys current
 
actions in order to solve this plight, presents future
 
programs in that same perspective and several cattle
 
development scenarios for the next fifteen years.
 

A-20. MONTGOMERY, Rogei D. "Baisse de la Consommation de Viande de 
Boeuf i Abidjan." CIRES: Cahiers Ivoiriens de Recherche 
Economique et Sociale (Universit6 d'Abidjan), October -
December 1975, 7 and 8: 29-68. 

This study explains how meat consumption dropped by 50% in
 
the past eight years and how the lack of proteins in the
 
diet increased due to an insufficient supply of substitute
 
products and a bad economic situation in Abidjan. In fact, 
as is clearly laid out, the urban population, lacking any 
increase in their real income and having to sustain repaid
 
price increases, had no choice: only cheap food products
 
remained as a source of proteins. Finally, a concise but
 
explanatory presentation of an econometric model as well as
 
a complementary bibliography concludes the study.
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A-21. SERRES, Henri; Hubl, Klaus and Roider, Werner. 
Etudes des
 
Possibilit-s d'Embouche Bovine en C8te d'Ivoire, 3 vols.
 
Office Allemand de Coopi-ration Technique, Institut
 
d'Elevage et de M6decine Vtorinaire des Pays Tropicaux,
 
MinistLre de la Coopration (France) for Mlnist!re de la
 
Production Animale et Ministre de l'Agriculture (Ivory
 
Coast), Feb. 1975.
 

At the request of the Ministries of Animal Production and
 
of Agriculture, a joint mission of the FAC and German 
Technical Assistance went to Ivory Coast In order to study 
the possibilities of cattle fattening. ivory Coast de
pends on foreign countries for 80% of its meat consumption. 
It wants to free itself from this situation and one of the 
more feasible means of increasing production, both in the
 
short and in the medium run, is through cattle fattening.
 
Therefore, several projects and their profitability are
 
studied: they cover different regions, several livestock
 
breeds and various types of agricultural organizations.
 

A-22. SERVICE DES STATISTIQUES (France) and Service de la Statistique
 
et de m6canographie (Territory of the Ivory Coast). 
 Etude
 
d4mographigue du ier secteur aricole de la C~te d'Ivoie-re:
 
r~sultats provisoires. Paris, December 1958. 
36 pp.
 

This study introduces us to two agricultural sample surveys 
done in four Ivoirlan areas. The villages It concerns are
 
those in the bush whose populations have been ranked 
(totally or partially) according to birth, fertility and 
mortality rates (according to age and sex). Fina I I y, and 
as a conclusion, this study present; .c111 (>:tatlon
statistics as well as gros!; and nve. repi od(ict loll rates. 

A-23. SERVICE DE LA STAIISTIQUIE ' DIE 1A MECANO(;RAII IE. _F,quiit e 
nutrition - nilveau do vi e,: ,;ihdfvi,; lo;l((I,i o.f,011 1ou, 

1955-1956. Pl , 19'h , '193 'pp.

of i, w(dk 
statislt ca1al ;I a1d ;I .;()to p ov do, 'I siff it 

The purpoi , w.l: t- prod(huce qi,:ut ftat lve and 
Ivrit tnder

standing of the, A,o l ' nfri tc ';trct urt,. The cluaract orls
tics of ,1lrill e,ogr,lphy I orc4-I (he survey to undergo a 
trippie acr(oit Ing (made dill th1u l duic otopopii lat [oi 
movements b5,lewtc.n vii ,age!and camp,;): I) Ag,i vi I age, 
2) foreign group and 3) cilt.Ivat ion cmpl . Thie tudy 
present n data oi food consumptlon. 
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A-24. SOCIETE D'ECONOMIE ET DE MATHEMATIQUE APPLIQUEES (SEMA). Etude
 
Socio-Economique de la zone urbaine d'Abidian. Rapport
 
No. 3: Etat de la population d'Abidlan en 1963, Tome 2
 
Analyse des R6sultats. Prepared for the Ministry of
 
Finance, Economics and Planning, Ivory Coast, Paris,
 
Oct. 1964.
 

This report describes the demographic situation of Abidjan
 
as it appeared in 1963. The main characteristic was its
 
strong growth rate due to a significant migration move
ment. The study is divided into three parts: 1) the
 
total population (young with a strong male majority),
 
2) the African population (young with migrants coming
 
from rural backgrounds of great ethnic, religious and
 
educational diversity) and 3) the non-African population
 
(Europeans and Syrio-Lebanese).
 

A-25. SOCIETE D'ETUDES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL
 
(SEDES). La commercialisation de produits vivriers:
 
6tude 6conomique, 3 volumes. Report prepared for the
 
RGpublique do C3te d'Ivoire, Ministire du Plan, Direction
 
des Etudes de Dveloppement, Paris, December 1972.
 

During the year from April 1, 1971 to April 1, 1972, SEDES
 
prepared for the Planning Ministry an economic study of
 
marketing of the principal food crops in the Ivory Coast:
 
rice, maize, millet/sorghum, yams, manioc, plantaines,
 
oranges, and groundnuts. To these eight crops is added
 
the cola nut which, while not usually considered a food
 
crop, has been an important part of traditional marketing.
 
The results of this work are incorporated in a three
 
volume report: the first consists of the general report;
 
the second, of statistical appendices and the third
 
presents the results and conclusions of the cola nut study.
 

A-26. SEDES. Cote d'Ivoire 1965: Population. Report prepared for the
 
Planning Ministry, Abldjan, 1967.
 

This work consists of: 1) Summary, 2) Structural Data,
 
3) Migration Data, 4) Population Characteristics and
 
Demographic Perspectives, 5) Conclusions and 6) Annexes.
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A-27. SEDES. L'Elevage Bovin dans le Nord de la Cote d'Ivoire, 2
 
vols. R6publique de C-te d'Ivoire, Ministare du Plan,
 
Paris, Avril 1972, 182 pp.
 

This is a "diagnostic" study mainly concerned with the
 
evaluation of present trends in the demographic development

and productivity of cattle. 
 From emerging trends, the
 
study projects for the next ten years changes in cattle
 
and in herd composition, annual and cumulative production

expressed in physical amounts as well as 
in values, and
 
finally, in cumulative real values.
 

A-28. SEDES. Note sur le Transport des Vian:.es par Chemin de Fer 
entre
 
la Haute-Volta et la C~te d'Ivoire, Etude effectu6e par

J.E. DeMieulle pour le Secr6tariat d'Etat aux Affaires
 
Etrang res, Fonds d'Aide et de Coop6ration (Paris) et le
 
Conseil de l'Entente, Paris, 1973, 44 pp.
 

This study deals with the reorganization of the meat net
work existing between Upper Volta and the Ivory Coast. 
The
 
present poor conditions of transportation (old rolling

stock and tremendous weight losses) already have negative
 
consequences on 
supply in Abidjan and the operation of the
 
Voltaic refrigerated slaughterhouses (price differentials
 
according to the type of product shipped, unequal

opportunities for Voltaic shippers and 
 vorian wholesale
 
butchers). In collaboration with professionals and with
 
the agreement of the two existing transport societies 
-

RAN and CODAPAG, the necessary reforms should accompany the
 
establishment of an infrastructure required for the 
crea
tion of a new system that would be responsible for meat
 
shipping and marketing.
 

A-29. SEDES. "Projet ae reconstruction de l'abattoir frigorifique
 
d'Abidjan: 6tude economique et 
financt~re." Report
prepared for Minist re de la Production Animale (Ivory
Coast) and Secretariat d'Etat atix Affat rv,s Etrangf' re s 
(France), Park!;, 1971, 79 pp. 

This study oiialIy;,,;e ; t l' 4coIll5li It la I millcliil a!;lt !;'t of 
the proj ect. e lsi I lhti rt 'lr I 'raftp d !i ltig tlvrhouse at 
Abidjan. II lI ' l ,tiuiale ir p;irt!;: t Ii re,IrIg rat ed 
Slaugh t rhl ',, ithe delIvi.ly-t r1atia ,-t !;y ;h ,I the catl:e 

r,,;t;tI rtrd tht,'emarket and galth I rom l thir,,service!. 
Many tablc; of' demoga-aphic and coimstimpt fon i tatistcis are 
included. 

http:Vian:.es
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A-30. SEDES. Region du Sud-Est - Etude socio-conomique, Tome 1:
 
La Dmogyraphie par Roussel Louis et Tome 5: Les Budgets
 
Familiaux par M. Pescay et B. Reynard. Paris: Ministbre
 
du Plan, 1976, 468 pp.
 

Volume I supplies general data about the area, presents
 
collective and individual data about the rural environment,
 
makes a few probable hypotheses about the working popula
tion and, finally and as a conclusion, formulates
 
cautious perspectives about the demographic evolution for
 
the next ten years. The purpose of Volume V is to supply
 
the necessary information about the level, structures and
 
variations in household consumption and resources. It
 
also provides information on the population's economic
 
behavior as well as on its standard of living in the
 
region.
 

A-31. SOCIETE IVOIRIENNE DE GESTION D'ETUDES ET DE SERVICES (SIGES).
 
Aspects de la Commercialisation du BMtail sur Pied et
 
de la Viande en CSte d'Ivoire. Abidjan, D6cembre 1971.
 

This study focuses on three aspects of the Ivorian meat
 
trade: import volumes (until 1966); consumption in rural,
 
semi-urban and urban centers and marketing costs. Several
 
points arise from this study: the continued, if not
 
growing, Ivorlan dependence on supplying countries;
 
problems arising from the decay and poor operation of
 
butcheries and slaughterhouses; questions relative to the
 
efficiency of livestock and meat marketing agents and
 
networks (elements of tradition within these networks and
 
their dependence on supplying countries).
 

A-32. SOCIETE DE LA PRODUCTION ANIMALE (SODEPRA). Op6ration Encadrement
 
Nord, Cellule Statistique. "Commercialisation et Prix
 
du b6tail dans les troupeaux encadr6s." Korhogo, 1977,
 
16 pp.
 

This statistical compilation Inclu(les animal sales and 
purchases (mani en yomnger th.an femaliIe) by farme ro, purchanes 
undertake" by S;()El'PA withll the wext×c'uniron pai t rv !I ndi. 
as well l prlv .m n pl: 1i'dI"i h n4la:i hitrh ,,lur; . This 
sh to Ilt 't Ia weight o'ntrol policyn how Itpor 1 In to In 
order to limit cuirret prlce varIations In tle private sec
tor.
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2 A-33. SODEPRA. Opgration Encadrement Nord, Cellule Statistique."Enqugte dans lea Abattoivs de: Odienn6, Boundiali, Bouna, 
do Juin A d~cembre 1976." Korhogo, 1977, 30 pp. 

This survey, carried out by the statistics department,
leads to a better understanding of the livestock economy
of the northern part of Ivory Coast. Each slaughter
house is specialized in a specific breed (N'dama in Odienn6; 
UZbus in Boundiali and Baoulds in Bouna) and the
characteristics of each slaughterhouse are outlined. It 
becomes clear that the supply problems (local as well as 
foreign) make it impossible to satisfy the needs of the 
population. 

A-34. SODEPRA. Opgration Encadrement Nord, Cellule Statistique.
"Ricapitulatif par zone des donn6es chiffr6es enregistr6es 
de juillet 76 A mars 77 dans lea parcs encadr6o." 
Korhogo, 1977, 37 pp. 

This summary collection of tables gives a good representa
tion of the evolutionary development of livestock herds: 
size (counting birth and death); number of births, deat..s, 
abortions, stillborns; rate of death according to age
(male, female); distribution of births as related to the
cow's age and finally, various treatments (prophylaxis,
disinfection and branding). 

A-35. STAATZ, J. and Lawani, L. "Note sur lee CoOts do Transports do 
Bovine entre Ouaga st Abidjan." Document do travail No 
4. Centre Ivoirien do Recherche Economique at Social, 
Abidjan, March 1977. 

' i 

This paper presents several preliminary results of a study 
on beef marketing in the Ivory Coast. It is a partial
analysis of statistical data from November 1976 to February
1977 on the composition of transportation costs between 
Ouaga and Abidjan. Two conclusions can be drawn: 1) the
importance of weight losses and therefore the necessity to 
transport animals by train and 2) the high customs rates which 
could be lowered. 

.I~t
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B-1. A.I.D./GOM TEAM. A Conceptual Program to Increase Meat Production.
 
Mali Livestock Design Study, March 1973, 60 pp.
 

Recommendation of a broad program to promote mixed farming

and cattle holding operations in semi-migratory and
 
sedentary areas, to support an an~it- health effort in
 
the Sahelian zone, to inventory Sahelian range resources
 
with a view to their future development and to conduct
 
studies and research in support of the livestock sector.
 

B-2. BOCOUM, Kolado. "M~moire de Fin d'Etudes: Etude des coats A 
l'exportation du Bftail." Rdpublique du Mali, Ministire 
de la Production, Bamako, n.d. 

The author presents an analysis of the commercialization
 
of livestock, in particular, cattle, according to different
 
types of transportation. He determines the costs of studies,
 
the purchase prices of livestock, the export fees and
 
defines the commercial margin by means of conveyance.

Finally, the author compares different types of transpor
tation, while analyzing the costs of commercialization and
 
the margins.
 

B-3. COULOMB, J. et al. Projet de D6veloppement de l'Elevage dans la
 
Rhxion de Mopti (R~publique du Molt: Etude do Trouveau.
 
Maisons-Alfort, Frances I.E.M.V.T./FED, 1972, 184'pp.
 

The objective of this study was to show how joint action
 
on the environment and on livestock can be beneficial
 
for livestock raising conditions. It consists of four
 
main parts including many statistics: animal health, herd
 
demography, feeding and conclusions.
 

B-4. DE GONNEVILLE, Taelika, TyE and Gaillais. Pfoet do D6velo0ment
dane Is R Rion do ontis Ranglot do Synthi|s,. Annex* B: 
RMoultAte do l'In ulto bconomlaus our Is Comu~rce du, 

Bitail dane l& Rilon do Moutl. Bamko, SEDES, 1972,

99 pp.
 

This study is an economic table representing livestock
 
activity i Mopti. It was achieved throush a survey over
 
an eight month period. It analyzed the activity of the
 
main cattle markets, alaughterhouses and export situations.
 
Major sections aret cattle markets and characteristics
 
of cattle herds; slaughterhouses and characteristics of
 
herds slaughtered; exports and characteristics of herds
 
exported and cattle prices.
 

ZI
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B-5. ERIKSEN, John H. 
"A Regional Analysis of the Livestock Subsector
 
of the Malian Economy: Problems and Potential." Master's
 
thesis, Cornell University, January 1977.
 

From author's abstract:
 
Cattle production is studied as a traditional occupation in
 
the Republic of Mali and the pattern of marketed offtake
 
from the national herd is elaborated for both internal and
 
export markets...The study investigates the financial returns 
and costs of modernLzing cattle production through two basic 
management systems: smallholder on-farm feeding of cattle 
using agricultural byproducts, and larger, more capital
intensive feedlot operations. Main findings, and conclusions: 
1) Information Indicates that effective demand for beef and
 
beef products in Mali's domestic and ikvjor export markets
 
will remain strong through 1980 and a rising price trend will
 
be sustained; 2) The traditional capacity for offtake from
 
the Malian national herd is expected to diminish sharply.

Mali will be unable to maintain its traditional share of the
 
West African Beef market using present husbandry practices

and 3) Preliminary analyses indicate that smallholder on-farm
 
beef fattening operations hold out better financial prospects

than intensive centralized feedlots.
 

B-6. GALLAIS, Jean. Pasteurs et Paysans du Gourma: 
La Condition
 
Sahdlienne. 
M6moire du Centre d Etudes de G6ographie

Tropicale, Paris, C.N.R.S., 1975, 239 pp.
 

This study Is dominated by the country's structural dualism 
as well as by a certain number of important contradictions. 
These are Spec ific to numerous are;s Ioca ted (n t he same 
latitude In the Sahel and within which originatve the, reasons 
for the dramalt. ',Jtuatlonof tihe Sahel drouhti . hi,.! 
document contA. , fI ve 'ie tlons: 1) The ;ahelliii Natur'e,
2) The Ke I 'l';un~ic'hq itoorall Space, 3) A Ml,,r~it ory Space:
Old and ' (hum:ry, 4) Sedentary Network:i anmd SmallNew miwou 
Assoclatvid Nm)id, Itrom the Mount alnoun Corma and 5) The
 
Sahe 11in Cond It Ion. 
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B-7. GRAYZEL, John Aron. "Cattle Raisers and Cattle Raising in the
 
Doukoloma Forest Area: October 1974 - September 1975s"
 
Mali: OMBEVI and USAID, 1978, 51 pp.
 

This report concerns cattle raising practices in the
 
Doukoloma area and focuses on supplying very specific data
 
on various processes and activities observed during the
 
year of the study. It includes herd demography, herding
 
patterns, consistency and variation in cattle raising,
 
sedentary versus migratory herding, cattle as savings
 
versus cattle as investment, acquisition and ownership of
 
cattle, exploitation and divestiture, commercial sales
 
and obligations and dynamics of cattle ownership.
 

B-8. LACROUTS, M, Sarniguet, J. and Tyc, J. Exploitation du Cheptel
 
Bovin au Mali. Bamako: Ministtre du D~veloppement
 
(Mali) and Secr6tariat aux Affaires Etrang res (France),
 
1965, 298 pp.
 

The objective of this study was to examine the problems
 
arising from the use of a new refrigerated slaughterhouse
 
built in Bamako. Topics discussed are cattle raising in
 
Mali; cattle and meat marketing - national ronsumption and
 
exports; refrigerated slaughterhouses; and international
 
markets and the future of meat exports.
 

B-9. MINISTERE DU DEVELOPPEMENT RURAL. Statistiques du B~tail et de
 
la Viande, 1974 and 1975, 2 vols.. Bamako, OMBEVI, 1974
 
and 1975.
 

Statistics for the year 1974 are arranged according to
 
output, marketing and consumption. For 1975, there are
 
five main sections: herd statistics, national slaughtering,
 
activity of the refrigerated slaughterhouse at Bamako,
 
animal and meat prices and exports.
 

B-1O. OFFICE MALIEN DU BErAIl, ET DE LA VIANDF (OMBEVI). "La Commerciali
satton deo Animaux d'embouche de I'ECIBEV," Document No. 80, 
Economli., April 1977. FAO/UND1 project. 

ThIst paip'r jpre'!'ets ECIIIEV'! methdo of sale and problems 
connected vIth them .ind reC'I1me(1datloivn In that periipective 
(polley (d lUterVelti oll( I II',V In loth l(cal and exp)rt 
markelt - plcy( of t1frmi.on to) t raderi) To I1iitrate 
theso- p0 lot ti, tit'veral ci't finaL vs of prof it il I I ity are4 
proeieliit vd.
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B-li. OMBEVI/FAO/UNDP. 
"Premier Essai d'Analyse de la Politique des
 
Prix de la Viande." Mali, Avril 1972, 16 pp.
 

This study was done in order to help solve the crisis
 
facing Bamako's meat supply. It includes four parts:

General Review of the Situation, Current Price Policy,
 
Data Analysis and Proposals.
 

B-12. OMBEVI. 
"Prix du B~tail Vivant etde Viandes 5 Kati et Bamako:
 
Juillet 1974 A Juin 1975." Mali, D6cembre 1975, mimeo,
 
20 pp.
 

The purpose of this study, done over a twelve month period,

is to present an exhaustive analysis of the evolution of
 
cattle prices. Included are data on cattle, cattle meat,
 
sheep and goats, and sheep and goat meat.
 

B-13. SERVICE DE COOPERATION DE L'INSTITUT NATIONAL DE STATISTIQUE ET
 
DES ETUDES ECONOMIQUE, MISSION SOCIO-ECONOMIQUE. Enqute

budg6taire dans le delta central nig6rien (Zone inond6e 
-
Office du Niger). Bamako: R6publique du Mali, Janvier
 
1961.
 

This socio-economic mission deals with the study of rural
 
budgets within the Macna (traditional zone) and the
 
Mopti (regional office for agricultural colonization)
 
circles. This sample survey study was made after each of
 
the two regions had been divided into homogeneous sectors.
 
It reveals their activities and main ethnic groups as well
 
as the overall results shown from the budgets of 
300
 
households.
 

B-14. STREBELLE, J. and Diallo, S. "Politique des Prix de 
la Viande et
 
d'Assainissement des March6n en Quatre Etapes." 
 Bamako:
 
OMBEVI and FAO, Avrll 1975, 29 pp.
 

Thisi report a.nilyzes.i ti dtff icultic.-i eii(oiiiteretl by
wholeialIe butchers ItsH p irpo5; H rec(miv. In I, to ttd a 
aerlei,; o reftoriiwm wh ich wmold Iw, applI ;trrord fo, to a 
foit r-n I -'1 mo, t I tJ . 11t, ( 'Th14 rlltt I telI ti' v I I v o part I ! arid 
thre , ;,-.i,xf ;: I l I It g ()I ( tt,i r tP ,eIc !;, Win, I e a;I v 
But het . ; I(:ttimni I' ProbIctiv , !W1Bl:I'l,(: )lI i (ult I , , Four
stp IRut orm I'ropl.;lI aid Improvvnent of Meat. MarkeLs. 
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C-i. ARNAL, J.P. and Garcia, M. "Evaluation des Pertes sur le B6tail
 
dues a la S6cheresse: Rapport Provisoire de Mission
 
Effectu~e au Niger." Niamey: CEBV, 1973, 34 pp.
 

This report studies the consequences of the drought on
 
Niger's livestock and meat supply. It discusses the
 
situation inherited from the last drought and possible
 
remedies for the present.
 

C-2. BERNUS, Edmond. "L'Evolution R~cente des Relations entre Eleveurs
 
et Agriculteurs en Afrique Tropicale: I'Exemple du Sahel
 
Nig~rien." Cahiers ORSTOM, S6ries Sciences Humaines, 1974,
 
11(2): 137-143.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The Niger Sahel zone is a favored meeting place for farmers
 
and shepherds. This contact brings out the complementary
 
character of the agricultural and pastoral economies, but
 
tensions and conflicts arise frequently. A law was passed
 
to attempt to preserve the rights of the two parties.
 
The Tuareg society gives a good example of the evolution
 
of the Sahel zone of agro-pastoral colonization.
 

C-3. BISSON, Jean. "Eleveurs-Caravaniers et Vieux S6dentaires de
 
1'Air Sud-Oriental." Travaux d'Institut de Recherches
 
Sahariennes, 1964, 23: 95-110.
 

From author's abstract:
 
Anthropo-geographical observations in a mountainous district
 
on the southern border of the Sahara. Tuareg populations
 
practising ntack-breeding, troding by caravans and, in more
 
numerous cases, farming. Importance of caravan trading
 
owing to geographical situation of the district, although 
the volume of exchanges depends for a good part upon the 
wheat-crop in Air. 

C-4. COULOMB, J.; Lamarque, G. and Pagot, J. "Zone de Modernisation 
Pastorale du Niger: Economic du Troupeau." S';EDES and 
IEMVT pour le Mintnt~re de 1 'Economie 11uraiv. Niger. 
France, 1971, 178 pp.
 

The object Iye ofI tli; tildy wan to pIrorrice a tnoclo-economic 
report whilh !ipec1ffv'd,: 1) herd tircturc ;rccrdtri to 
reg oro and iimn )r ,tliii Ic grimp. 2) facitrni dfmliat I.rg 
cattle proi.,it mO (Ihr11ll1y. mo itnllty) -md I) pi r,,Ible herd 
evolut ion (qu;1tr ifly a1d qul'iIty) within cl(-ri en! vru1,1t lbn 
rind pronjipci-t Iv chang.un for th, rk'gloti. 

http:chang.un
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C-5. DUPIRE, Marguerite. Peuls Nomades: Etude Descriptive des
 
Wodaabe du Sahel Nigfrien. Travaux et Mfmoires do
 
l'Institut d'Ethnologie (Universit6 de Paris) Vol. LXIV
 
(1962), 336 pp.
 

This study concerns a very traditional population with an
 
entirely pastoral economy which, through its extreme
 
specialization, finds itself totally dependent on the
 
agriculture and the handicraft of neighboring societies.
 
Its monetary economy is weak and unadapted (the cattle
 
property not being regarded as a marketable one) because
 
the nomad produces without concern for the foreign demand
 
and uses his own resources up to a maximum (bartering

millet, milk and butter for clothes, sugar, tea and
 
pottery). The Peul will only resign himself to part

with his cattle under economic and social pressure. Live
stock satisfy his physical and social needs by providing

the basic elements for economic transactions and human
 
relations (the cattle well-being and the human fertility
 
are closely linked by parallel rites).
 

C-6. FENN, M.G. Dfvelopoement do la production animal. et des tamsera.
 
en aux dan l'est du Nier: verspectives on mati~re
 
d'investissoments et d'Oxnansion 
 Prepared for FAO/UNDP,
 
Rome, 1969, 44 pp.
 

This report was done in the framework of a project for the
 
development if animal production in the eastern part of
 
Niger. After a review of this sector, the report studies
 
the proposals relating to the creation of a large grazing

ranch and draws a negative conclusion concerning its
 
creation.
 

C-7. 
 GALLAIS, J. Le Delta Intirieur du Niaer: Etude do Gfoarsnhi9
 
agSIonale, TOme 1. Mimoires do l'Institut Fondamental


d'Afrique Noire. No. 79. Ifan-Dakar: Universiti do Dakar,

1967p 621 pp.
 

The objective of this study is to convey the uniqueness of
 
the area. It shows: 1) the environmental difficulties
 
(inadequate irrisation in the Northwest as opposed to the
Southeast), 2) the social diversity (the Paul are a widely

dispersed, nomadic population who are cattle-breeders and
 
fishermen, while the Marks are a densely settled, sedentary

and farming population), 3) technical problems (outdated rice
 
cultivation techniques, mediocre water management system, and
 
a still very primitive agriculture) And 4) land tenure
 
problems (the ties linking man ad land remain strongly

traditional). Despite this variety, the delta can display

highly integrated agricultural and pastoral economles, a well
organised territorial system and a future-oriented economic
trilogy (rice-fih-livestock). Finally, this still-developing 
are Already has a str seaeti organisation andsa aUv
ad graded market netwoAt geared toward the mwit dynase wter of th. detet a Epti# 
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C-8. GRANIER, P. "Factibilit6 de deux ranches au Niger." Travaux
 
agrostologiques en sous-traitance, No. 22. IEMVT,
 

Mars 1974.
 

This study was written after an agrostological inspection
 
was performed in order to estimate the nutritive value of
 
pastures as well as their seasonal flows of cattle. It
 
contains two parts: I. Developmental Bases for a Ranch
 
located in the Sahelian Zone (using traditional methods
 
then recommended patterns of farming and intensification
 
of fodder output) and II. Study of the Proposed Areas
 
(North Goure, North Dakoro and Dosso Zone).
 

C-9. GRANIER, P., Mensil, J.G., and Keita, I. Rapport d'Activit s
 
Agropastorales en R6publique du Niger. IEMVT for
 
R6publique du Niger, Direction de l'Elevage. Oct. 1975,
 
140 pp.
 

This study presents the work that has been done concerning
 
the improvement of pastureland management and the feeding
 
of cattle. Trial bases have been spread out from north to
 
south according to different ecosystems in which livestock
 
play an important role or in which they need to be integrated 
to maintain an agro-pastoral equilibrium. 

C-10. INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA STATISTIQUE ET DES ETUDES ECONOMIQUES
 

(INSEE), Minist6re de Coop6ratitin, (France). Les Budgets 
Famillaux AFrIca ins hi Namoy,_ 1961-62 for Service de 
Statistiques, Niger. Par is;, 1964, 75 pp. 

This publication contains the survey of the family budget 
which was done in Niamey for the period March 1961 through 

April 1962. The survoy was done within the framework of a 
socio-economic inventory. An appendix on planning completes 
the volume. 
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C-Il. INSEE, Ministare de Coop6ration, (France). Enquite Agricole au
 
Niger for R6publique du Niger, Paris, 1970, 199 pp.
 

This is a survey of the main characteristics of Nigerien
 
agriculture. 
The survey was done in the framework of the
 
world agricultural census foreseen by the FAO in 
1960.
 
The major categories are: cultivated lands, crops and
 
mixed cultures, structures of farms, characteristics of
 
plots and the study of density and output of major crops.
 

C-12. INSEE and SEDES. Etude d~mwpiqiue et economique en milieu 
nomade, 2 vols. Paris, 1.966. 

These two surveys in these volumes are pastoral economic
 
missions executed collectively. The first presents four
 
parts done over a two year period (1962-64): Methodology,

Demographic Survey, Budget Survey and Consumption Survey.
 
The second study lasted only one 
year (1.963) but attempted
 
to present a census 
as complete as possible concerning the
 
cattle of the two ethnic groups (Peuls and Tuareg). It
 
also iacludes four very detailed sections on cattle, camels,
 
other animals and several annexes.
 

C-13. 
NICOLAS, Francis. Tamesna: Les loullemmeden de l'Est ou Touireg 
"Kel Dinntk." Paris: Imprimerle Nationale, 1950, 279 pp. 

This work is a reference on all aspects of Tuareg life. It 
is the result of a detailed field study of the Tuareg and 
Arab inhabitant r of the Saltlnelian and Sudanese regions 
(Colony of Niger). It contains long I ists of relevant 
vocabulary which are translated into French as well as 
many photographs and detailed drawings. The main topics

covered are geography, h5tofry, demography, technology,

production 
 and law. The section on production gives

especially detailed des riptions of animal herding (includ
ing transhumance and animal diseases), agriculture and
 
consumption.
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C-14. 


C-15. 


C-16. 


NICOLAS, G. "Aspects de la vie 6conomique dans un canton du
 
Niger: Kantch." Cahiers de l'Institut de Science
 
Economique Appliqu6e, 1962, 5 (5): 104-188.
 

This study presents several aspects of economic life in a
 
district of sedentary farmers. It is not intended to be a
 
systematic study but rather to analyse data on the situa
tion and economic problems of local inhabitants in the
 
perspective of their attitudes, expectations and
 
life styles. Agriculture and livestock raising
 
are the main economic activities of the region. The
 
organization of production and the problem of balancing
 
these two activities are discussed.
 

PEYRE DE FABREGUES, G. Lexigue de noms vernaculaires de plantes
 
du Niger, 2 volumes. IEMVT, 1972. 

This is a dictionary of the Hausa Nigerien dialect, the
 
elaboration of which is made difficult by numerous changes
 
in the language. Therefore, all the words in this lexicon
 
are solely based on the phonetic transcription of words
 
transmitted orally (using French sounds).
 

RAYNAUT, Claude. "Transformation du syst~me de production et
 
le cas d'un village haoussa (Niger)."
in'galit6 6conomique: 


Revue Canadienne des Etudes Africaines, 10(2): 279-306.
 

From author's abstsract: 
Supported by data collected In a Ilausa village in Niger, 
this paper aialy,;v; the chan ges which affect the social 
organization of a;gricultural prodie'tion. The main points 
outlined are: thre )rval,; ln Ii ) of tra(Itlotal family es
tates; tire increasing runirrber of conmercial operations 
dealing with the land and tie etnerallzat lon of hired farm
labor. Thlis evolut:ion, which (ntall ; a rapid sprvadng of 

merchant re latlonsvlr ps, raise~i the quie.ition of tire role 
which money play; t a global ecoll ,isysteily t' d by 

groindoirt tLradintrg. II s;ich a oc lo-coinoinic centext, ,stronig 

lnequal IIty-pl od(Ic0 Il), i(cli;al I sr;n it' at work: thto nitrchant
oriented "'ui rtilat It" of land ;and labor tendo(s to hicrease 

the vulterail,lity of tle poeru.,st and th advantIgge of the 
richeit . Wiere.;. the gap i widen inrig b iween peis;a;nt pro

ducers and rndvie rs i tie ill-hll "tourgel I" Ic, ' a rieta led 

analyi ,is ow; tIat It !;t I 1 I re tnairi tnodr.r:i to amiong the 

v.1 lllgtrW coiT1urnIt y. 'T1 I; I.; b;rl: cally I liked to the low 

deveprenint l,v il of th producini g, I orces wich1In turn 

is a collr;'qtliIe(.( of tir4 weak profit-maklog capacity of 
agricultttire where ro.t tiirplutins go onto ide the rural 
communi ty. 
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C-17. RIPPSTEIN, G. and Peyre de Fabr6gu6s, B. 
"Secteur B - Sud
 
Tamesna." Modernisation de la Zone Pastorale du Niger:

Etude Agrostologigue, No. 33. I[MVT and
 
Laboratoire National de l'Elevage et de Recherche
 
Vt6rinaire. Niamey, Jan. 1972.
 

This study refers to the sectors of South Tamesna, North
 
Dakoro and the Tadress Plateau where pastoralism is
 
traditionally carried on by Tuaregs and Peuls. 
However,

social pressure and herd gr-)wth have led to an evolution 
from which various proposals have been expressed concerning
 
the improvement of certain areas: 
 water (creation of new
 
water-holes), fires (efficient legislation and creation of 
of fire-belts and fire-cuttings) and pastures (improvement of 
their management, maintaining of transhumance, protection 
of water-holes and guarding of herds.
 

C-18. ROBINET, A.H. 
"La ChLvre Rousse de Maradi: son exploftation et
 
sa place dans l'6conomie et 1'6levage de la R&publique du
 
Niger," 
 Revue d'Elevage et de Wdecine Vitrinaire des
 
Pays TropLcaux, 20 (1): 129-186.
 

The main objectives of Livestock Service policy are de
scribed in this study: 1) spreading of the red goat
outside of its original environment, 2) search for the 
best conditions within which the best hereditary charac
teristics can be bred, 3) study of the goat parasitic and 
infectious pathology and preparat Ion of an economical and 
efficient vace nat Ion, 4) muIltip Icatlon of wells, slaugh
terhouses, dryer ninlts, ') Irafning of staffspecialized and 
6) Creat: ot,of a pr imary manufacturhing tndstry. 

C-19. SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AIX AFFAIZ!,; ETIAN;ERES CHARGE DE LA COOPERATION 
(Direct I on d, I 'AId aI l)-ve Icppernent) . Dossier 
d' lnfo rm~i! lot t, momInlqe: NI1, or 1971-1972. Paris, October 
1973, 61 pp. pli'; 19 Anmexv,,i. 

This ntudy iprwti ain out IIne of al I of the unfavorable 
condIL t ; I'-i l,, tie Rvpub 1 I( of Niger (geogra phy; clirmate; 
demography; lack o economnic, i lrrImInI technicaltrat Ive and 
subs tru I Iure) ;I'; we I I a; I Ite f bo rt made toward It n 
econonlic recovery. I oed, du.e to Imlport ant forelgn aid 
(especially f rm Fraw(,). Nilger hat.;been rable to construct a 
small Induiri l ;wetor and a minimumn cornmunicat ilon network. 
Th it report Inrc I0(l,,i toiur part+i and ]1)annee,s I) Men, 
2) Output , ) 11ar t cr an0d 4) PublIc FInanncu. 
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C-20. SEDES. Projet de Modernisation de l'Elevage en Zone Pastorale
 
(Rapport Synth~se). Paris, July 1973.
 

This study is a synthesis of all studies since 1969 which
 
were made to modernize the pastoral zone of Niger. It
 
defines the development framework applicable to cattle
 
raising on a national scale. It also provides an animal
 
production policy that will fit current economic demands.
 
The report includes four chapters: 1) Analysis of
 
Livestock Situation, 2) Prospects for Livestock develop
ment, 3) Proposals and 4) Evaluation of the Present
 
Proposal and Its Economic Justification.
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D-1. ABALU, George 0.1. 
 "A Note on Crop Mixtures under Indigenous
 
Conditions in Northern Nigeria." 
 Journal of Development
 
Studies, 1976, 12(3): 212-220.
 

This note contends that crop mixtures are employed by
 
farmers primarily as risk precautions and that the immedi
ate objective of farmers is not only 
one of profit
 
maximization but also of stability of income. 
 The results
 
of an income stability model, employed to verify this
 
hypothesis, seem to agree relatively well 
with existing
 
information in parts of Northern Nigeria.
 

D-2. ANTHONIO, Q.B.O. 
 "Food Consumption and Income Relationship in
 
Nigeria: Eagel's Curve Functions." Bulletin of Rural
 
Economics and Sociology (Ibadan), 1966, 2(1): 52-67.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Two interrelated objectives prompted this study. 
The
 
first is to subject a series of family-budget data to
 
three types of functions (linear, power and inverse); and
 
the second objective is 
to determine the income elasticities
 
for food in general and for different food classes (as

staples, animal protein, oils and fats and vegetables).

Related to the objective of determination of income
 
elasticities is the subsidiary aim of approximating the
 
marginal propensity to consume for the area (Nigeria) from
 
which the family-budget data was obtained.
 

D-3. DE LEEUW, P.N. 
 "The Role of Savanna in Nomadic Pastoralism: Some
 
Observations from Western Bornu, Nigeria." 
 Samaru Research 
Bulletin, No. 62 (Samaru, Zaria: BelloAhmadu University), 
1966.
 

From auithor'. summary: 
The vegetation of We'sLterr, Borns Northern, Ni ger , It!;
environment, tlhy';tognom y and coinpo ;l1 (on( )t tlle I Iora are 
descrld.e 'hIlt,OttVta vvget a:t.lon iiv; dev,l op.d tinder the 
combined inflt iv -( oI ;i ,ewv (fry mu, I nihlrc ta gncuilti-
Vat Ion, gr;ilz Inlg itd th e rc';u It I it ;ttlita I I I . Tehe 
sa'iv;11na Col; t It t.!; t he ,raz.I.ng (I1 1t f mi't(i Ic I) s it.al t ititoralI 
who have adapted tleir sy!;tem of cAt t I e h1i;bandry to the 
seaSonal variation of the grazin, Iand by a cyclIc tran
humance pattern of their fami i. le, herd:s.and 
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D-4. FEDERAL OFFICE OF STATISTICS. Annual Abstract of Statistics 1960,
 
1964, 1967, 1970 and 1971, Lagos.
 

These reports include the following subjects: population
 
and area; public finance; external trade; power, fuel and
 
minerals; agricultural products; retail price indices;
 
education; cooperative societies; migration; climatological
 
statistics; balance of payments; capital formation and
 
employment.
 

D-5. FERGUSON, D.S. "The Nigerian Beef Industry." Cornell Inter
national Agriculture Development Bulletin, No. 9,
 
1967.
 

Describes he livestock cattle and meat industry in Nigeria
 
and the historical development through 1965. First effort
 
to justify conflicting estimates of cattle numbers,
 
production consumption and trade cattle movements on a
 
national basis for Nigeria.
 

D-6. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION (FAO). KaInji Lake Research
 
Project, Nigeria. The Fish Population of Newly Impounded
 
Kainji Lake. Based on the work of Jerry L. Turner. Tech
nical Report No. 1. Rome, 1970, 59 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
A survey of the fish population of KainJi Lake, Nigeria was
 
carried out from June 1969 to Apri1 1970. Fish collections 
were made at seventeen stations on the lake. Thetcatch 
rate of experimental gill nets showed an Inverse relation
ship to the water level, the probable explan,;ition hu In g tle 
higher concentration of fish during, low w;at(r-. 'Il'h,I 1,'ery 
potential of the lake appears to he I1[l tid by Inw out rIent 
content of Inflowing watersi, decII n in ava I I it , nii tr lit 
from the lake h15tiln and the high r;it, of w it l,h;plicein.,ent. 
The present character of the fhodweb tendln, toward., primary 
consumer sp realIzes igreatesit pot ct ial thecies the of 
lake.
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D-7. FAO. Kainli Lake Research Project, Nigeria. Fish Population
Of Kii Lal...t Trends iii, Their Development andUtilization. Based on the work of A. Lelek. Technical 
Report No. 2. Rome, 1972, 121 pp. 

Al 

From author's abstract: 
The objectives of this study were to select, compile and 
analyze information on the biological characteristics of
the major commercial fish and the factors that affectedtheir production and exploitation. After the creation of
the lake, the number of fishermen doubled, but thisincreased fishing effort did not result in a higher yield.
The fisheries were dependent on the formerly abundant 
group of citharinids which were fished by gill nets. Thereport suggests that a variety of fishing methods be
employed so as to crop all harvestable groups of fish in 
the lake. 

D-8. FAO. Kainli Lake Research Project, Nigeria. Pelagic Primary
Production in Kainli Lake. Based on the work of S.G.
Karlman. Technical Report No. 3. Rome, 1973, 59 pp. 

From author's abstract: 
Pelagic primary production in Kainji Lake was studied fromDecember 1970 to September 1972. Production per volume ofwater and per unit surface area was estimated. Seasonal
variations in solar radiation transparency* temperature andcomposition of subsurface light were also measured. Anattempt has been made to relate the pelagic primary pro
duction to fish production. This estimate, while of nohigher accuracy than other estimates t the lowest so far 
proposed. 

D-9. HILL, Polly. "Landlords and Brokers: A West African Trading Sys
tom (with a Note on Kumasi Butchers)." CAhir# d'Studso 
Aigac.atn, 1966, 6(3)t 349-366. 
This isa summary article dealing with the West Africanlandlord system of trade, the workings of a Ni.rian cattlemarket (at Kumasi) and the organisation of Hausa butchersinthis market. The author describes the many roles ofthe "landlord"  broker, contractor, landlord  describinghim as the "pillar of the market szructure." The organise-tion and functioning of the cattle market are described,
including the bargaining process. The article concludeswith coments on the Hausa butchers  their status and power, traditions and competitiveness of the field. Aglossary of terms relating to livestock markets and butchers 
s included. 
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D-10. KELLOGG, Earl Duane. "A Temporal and Spatial Model to Assist in
 
Evaluating Investments in the Nigerian Beef Distribution
 
System." Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University,
 
295 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The purpose of this study was to develop and illustrate the
 
use of a model that would help evaluate the consequences of
 
alternative investments that might be made in the Nigerian
 
beef distribution system. These investments are needed to
 
reduce the large shrinkage, salvage and death losses that
 
are presently incurred in the distribution of beef from
 
producers to consumers in Nigeria.
 

D-11. MACLENNAN, K.J.R. ' Consideration of Environmental Consequences
 
following anti-Tsetse Operations in Nigeria." Tropical
 
Animal Health and Production, 1973, 5(1): 40-45.
 

From author's abstract: 
Aspects of the local impact of tsetse reclamation operations 
on the environment are discussed. Some of the direct 
consequences of insecticidal applications and the indirect 
results of the subsequent. ingress of man and livestock into 
the wilderness are reviewed. As so far determined, the 
persisting Ingiecticides used in a very selective manner do 
not appear of themselves to be causing changes in the fauna 
of sufficient magnitude to render such usage undesirable. 

D-12. MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC PLANNING AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, Statistics
 
Division. Trade and Traffic Flowis in Western Nigeria A
 
Road Survey Report), lbadan, 1966 (?), 96 pp.
 

A statistical bulletin compiling rtsults of a survey which
 
measured the flow of traffic In goods within Western Nigeria 
and between that region and other regions of the country. 
Goods included are food crops, cash crops, manufact ured 
food and drink, other manufactured goods and miscellaneous
 
goods.
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D-13. 
NATIONAL OFFICE OF STATISTICS. 
Rural Economic Survey of Statistics,
 
Livestock Enquiry 
- 1963/64 and 1964/65. Lagos, Nigeria.
 

The Livestock Enquiry is a part of the multi-purpose Rural
 
Economic Survey conducted annually by thL National Office
 
of Statistics, covering all of 
rural Nigeria on a sample

basis. It was designed to provide basic data on various
 
important aspects of the rural economy of the country such
 
as household characteristics, consumption, farm acreages

and production and prices paid and received by farmers.
 
The survey contains data on livestock held by rural house
holds; percentages of households holding different kinds of
 
livestock; and livestock births, deaths, slaughters,

purchases and sales. 
 It excludes livestock held by the
 
migratory population, such as the Fulanis of the North.
 
In view of the migratory character of 
these persons and
 
the cattle owned by them, methods are proposed to be 
developed towards designing a suitable sample survey for
 
the purpose.
 

D-14. 
NIGERIAN COLONIAL GOVERNMENT. Proceedings of a Conference called
 
to consider the Report of the Nigerian Livestock Mission
 
(Lagos, September 1952). Lagos, 1953.
 

The Conference discussed the following topics: 
 cattle
 
markets; slaughter arrangements; stock routes; 
traisport

of animals by rail; and livestock and meat marketlig
 
organization.
 

D-15. OLAYIDE, S. Olajuwon. 
'§ome Aspects of Beef Production in Nigeria."

Factors of Agricultural Growth in West Afrli,., 
 i.M. Ofou,
 
ed. ISSER, I,agos, 1973, p. 240-250.
 

From author's introduction: 
This paper I!, devoted to an appraisal of srnme aspects of 
beef product ton In Nigeria Inceluding the 1 fvetitock country
and p(op littii i, pritIft yIwa Ind production mI,tIddI and amodern 
(11 5(' ,; ,, ;Ijiol .IJ)p1 t;;aI )I- hImm- t Ic pIr dl t torn pro l utI,' . 
Oncl Iml Ii(. tu ,un W i,;' the cil lv',; of flt cr ,,rr ()tr, I.1 llmove-
Ih n 1 It( ) II , c 1t i )11 (lnn I ' Ir04j1 It I- , wl I I,, a ot he I
eXi illit,; 1'''W '(nilt n'l It v' 1p4w) I4; ;) d by (4t h r ;otIt('4c:i of 
meat. RHwarch ainid ov'rneni pl Icy aspects; of production 
are al o coniildered. 
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D-16. . "Agricultural Productivity and Increased Food Produc
tion under Economic Development in Nigeria." In Rural
 
Development in Nigeria: Proceedings of the 1972 Annual
 
Conference of the Nigerian Economic Society. Ibadan:
 
Ibadan University Press, 1973, 45-76 pp.
 

This article contains a short section on the Nigerian
 
livestock industry which discusses livestock and produc
tivity; structure, conduct and performance; livestock
 
density; and population and land use.
 

D-17. , and Oni, S.A. "Short-Run Demand for Beef in Western
 
Nigeria." Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies,
 
1969, 11(2): 165-172.
 

From author's introduction:
 
In this study, an attempt is made to analyze aggregate

intrastate demand for beef on retail market. 
Section
 
two deals with the market for beef in Western State. In
 
section three, an attempt is made to discuss, very suc
cintly, the rationale of the empirical approach employed.

The nature and adequacy of the data used form the substance
 
of section four. Other sections discuss the methodology
 
adopted and the empirical results.
 

D-18. . "Statistical Analysis of the Demand for Beef in Lagos."
 
Bulletin of Rural Economics and Sociology, 1972, 7(1):
 
103-25.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The central problem of this article is to analyze the price
quantity relations for retail beef with major emphasis on
 
possible monthly and quarterly shifts in consumer demand.
 
A graphical picture of the structure of monthly demand for 
beef for the perlod 1964-1967 is presented. Sectlon three 
explores 1ll.inlratlve ui.(es of' trend and zwro-onv varlablen 
in empir ical di-mind analysn , followved by a, dl Im lio of 
tile Ia-ethodology theimlc n ,'xplanatory varlablet .d.al ri .ti 
Tile entimat Ing ,,intamlna ar. analyeZd In nect ion five, while 
tile last I ( th - conclt ofIcl cu*,iprInes iinmary iind onn 
the analynln. 
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D-19. OYENUGA, V.A. 
"The Level of Nigerian Livestock Industry." World
 
Reviewpf Animal Production, 1966 (January-March, 1966),
 
91-104 pp.
 

From author's summary:
 
The shortage -f animal protein in the Nigerian diet is
 
due to the low efficiency of the available livestock and
 
lack of organized and scientific feeding regime. By
 
far the most important and pressing problem facing the
 
livestock industry, in Nigeria, is the need to provide

better quality feed in greater quantities. Breeding should
 
aim at evolving an improved type uf animal which can 
take
 
advantage of the better environment arising from increased
 
introduction of science and technology into the livestock
 
and agricultural industries.
 

D-20. RAAY, H.G.T. van. 
Rural Planning in a Savannah Region. Rotterdam
 
University Press, 1975.
 

From author's introduction:
 
This study attempts a planning-oriented analysis of the
 
Fulani pastoralists in northern Nigeria. Certain rural
 
problems associated with a society and economy in 
transi
tion are assessed. Major environmental, organizational,
 
social-psychological and technological constraints and
 
potentialities for development are examined and applied to
 
a problem-solving context.
 

D-21. _ •_ "Some Suggestions for the Future of Cattle Husbandry 
in Northern Nigeria." Samaru Agricultural Newsletter,
 
Institute for Agricultural Research, Ahmadu Bello Univer
sity (Nigeria), 1969, 11(6): 66-70.
 

The author asserts that it is a widely held asumption that 
a reform of the cattle Industry In northern NIgvr;ia is 
both Inevitible aind des irabl . flowtver, sti'h reform should 
be aHsnseti d Ili tvi rm (of tHi ,xlhot ln iomtural and cultural,, 
stuat Ioo . 1h 11 aWccunuot 'xadmniue' I o l1(1 low Il. c t 1tral 
impiI clat, fono: tl, t 1hori l k i r Ilul I(m (d 1 t I li'. r a'aIt g; 
the toc ita I )rg;inIt| u t Ini (I I i, Imogcat t Il .I n l Iat Ion;
thle malli ()I- I ('i t I 1( (d t th' cat tI 'r a ri I c(' ( )lloillyand 
the nytatu (of viii t 1I4 mn;lulani ililt' ! . TIhoe pilpvr Iuttuh.r stlpgg 'ta 

mixed faril|g as an atii'r 1.()(!tlrrenu e s ;i tdttirej)roblt'v a 
needs.
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D-22. , and de Leeuw, P.N. "The Importance of Crop Residues 
as Fodder: A Resource Analysis in Katsina Province, 
Nigeria." Samaru Research Bulletin, 139, Institute for 
Agricultural Research, Samaru (Zaria, Nigeria: Ahmadu 
Bello University), 1971, pp. 136-147. 

From author's introduction:
 
The value of crop residues as fodder has been recognized
 
in several studies on the rural economy of northern
 
Nigeria, but as yet, the various crop residues have not
 
been specified, nor has any attempt been made to measure
 
their importance quantitatively. As the savanna location
 
of the greater portion of Nigeria's livestock population
 
imposes serious feeding problems in the dry season, an
 
estimate of the available sources of fodder is believed
 
to be imperative for the achievement of a fuller utiliza
tion of the animal potentialities. This account examines
 
yields of crop residues and their fodder potential in
 
Kaksina Province and also indicates some practical impli
cations of crop residues for the livestock Industry. 

D-23. STENNING, Derrick J. Savannah Nomads: A Study of the Wodaabe 
Pastoral Fulani of Western Bornu Province, Northern Region, 
Nigeria. Published for the International African Institute 
by Oxford University Press, 1959.
 

Stenning's book on the Wodaabe pastoral Fulani of Nigeria is 
of interest both to the anthropologist and the policy-maker. 
His olttmate concern is with the degree to which Fulani 
pastoralism can be effectively Integrated Into a more
 
developed economic order, where mixed farming Is encouraged. 
lie begins with a vivid ethnographic description of the 
Fulani peoples, then attempts to reconstruct soe. of the 

more significant political and economic change. that 
affected Fulani pastorallsm within the past century. lie 
deals extenslvely with the existug st ructural and i)cological 
realit ic of both household and kin h ip tm,, arida;y 

patterns of trasfhliumance aind cat t Ii' tnlwo'mllit AI t limigh 
the book Iii coicntrnctd primarily with tv1 it tef ; of 
changing hi storictal c rictinsvit iueii l W (I.l~h; ' orgaillmsp !iaclI 

zatloo, ,t'niin ng IeaiVv.,i wi wit, a g Iimpir;u lilt i tht Itntutr ' 

role ( t li I,'il ant I it ,,t ,ww the?.l, . 114aex.plor U Id1 

I )11 Io I tl-..11iI 11'it i , I' ill'iI I ith1 w liii.' ,itTl k , I 1 t I ititi 

of ier,- tiit' rc~idetr Iiiilgiit In~to, 'ITm (d thliit nicil walys Ini 
whilch the vmiV (li'I d!; t i ,. 4l l l1ftTll t Intolt llal.lh can tcctivi-ly t'd 
Lill- ,c'('tlmilc and1( pol iti 1 a 1 tmali|vit rc;in (d im (. ' l '11; r la. 
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E-l. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID). "Upper Volta
 
Eastern ORD." 
 Project Proposal Outline, n.p., 1974.
 

From author's introduction:
 
This project paper recommends the initiation of an inte
grated rural development project. The project was
 
designed with its potential replicability in mind; 
to
 
devise technical and administrative approaches that are
 
positive responses to on-going currents of change and
 
supportive of the social structure. 
This outline con
tains both a description and an analysirA of the project. 

E-2. BARRAL, Henri. 
 "Mobilit6 et Cloisonnement chez les Eleveurs du
 
Nord de la Hlaute-Volta: 
 Les Zones Dites 'd'Endodromie 
Pastorale'." Cahliers ORSTOM, S6ries Sciences Humaines, 1974 
11(2): 127-135. 

From author's abstract:
 
In the Upper Volta Sahel zone, the Oudalan area is
 
inhabited by nomads (Tuaregs and people assimilated to
 
them, Peul.s) and by a sedentary minority (mostly Songhay).

Within this area 
one can mark the boundaries of so-calied
'"endodromiepastorale" zones, which compose an equal

number of territories, cultivated according to 
an annual
 
cycle from several points of continual ly flowing waters by
sedentary or nomadic sitock-breeders. A well understood 
nomadism within the 
framework of a rational cultivation

of the pastures allows the preservation of the pastoral 
potential of a gwiven zone. 

E-3. " "Lef Populations d'Eleveuirs et les Probltbmes Pastoraux 
dans le Nord-Ftit de la Ilaute-Volta (Cercle de Dori -
Subdivision de I'Oudalan), 1963-1964." Cahlerti ORSTOM 
Sdries Sclenceii lumanes., 1967 4 (1). 

Oudalan Iii the motst specifflcally pastoral area of Upper
Volta. This 1I due to Itts geogriphtical silttation (Its
latItude p lace,'It out slid of the tSet te zone), Its low 
populat ion dlennity ('ti'uarrg, Hl la and Petil)aI wel1 a Ito
 
efficelntcy iicitIle r;a Ilug. Ih'wevv r, ca!tti iatcrvar.,ie 
(V Acctiat i-m mad p)l Itical ,i'miaic p itpii I or It hc lt la),
combti ii.d rtic' anevwit h I i I ic!t of hr'clder i I r tTtil{4.t Iag the 
herds (,aI m.it. Ats- iithsr too old or ',t,.r I ,.) ,in4 cr(rpl 
ext etmi Iim 0(h i c i a mtIhe lees! mitate:re, p a ic fi '1cated 
near witvci hille') hAv, ItII contrileit,. lee ,.iet lai.,er hag livo
ntock dvv. otnttt . 
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E-4. BOUTILLIER, J.L. "Les Structures Fonciares en Haute-Volta."
 
Etudes Voltaigues, No. 5. Ouagadougou, Rpublique de
 

Haute Volta, 1964, 183 pp.
 

Voltaic land telure is based on unwritten law which is 
passed on orally and thus represents the immediate expres
sion of present situations. A strong link relates its 
rules to the ones governing other areas within social life 
(economy, family and religion). Indeed, this land tenure 
system finds Its origins within the functions of the land 
leader, within collective land ownership and tile Individual 
appropriation of the right to use it, and also within the 
loose and almost free loan practices. The gradual Improve
ment of agricultural techniques within the family farm unit, 
on the one hand, and the flexibility attached to the 
collective organization of production, on the other, seem 
to be the best solutions offered. These improvements would
 
be brought up within the framework of an agrarian reform
 
and might also serve to solve the antagonism existing be
tween individual families and family groups.
 

E-5. DIRECTION DE LA STATISTIQUE DES ETUDES ECONOMIQUES. Bulletin
 
Mensuel de Statistique 1962, 1964, 1966, 1967 and 1972,
 
(several volumes). Report prepared for the Ministdre de
 
l'Economie Nationale du D6veloppement et de la Statistique,
 
Ouagadougou.
 

These reports include: climatology; population; trans
portation; marketing, output and industry; prices and price
 
indexes; money and credit; public tinances and health;
 
and international statistics.
 

E-6. EDIAFRIC.LA DOCUMENTATION AFRICAINE L'AGRICULTURE AFRICAINE
 
I e r e L'Eoonomite Africal ne. edition. 1971. (EI)TAFI IC). Paris: 

Edition AfrIcain. 
Development prog rams and organizations and t lIr achI evemetnts 
in the (-<onomy ()I Upper Volta feat ure prominently In thlis 
work o)n r'('(n.t 'co(iiom ic deve Iopineit . Mo!;t ()I tille (tata 

-included are I rom t l late 196(1)', witil pilrt (icill ( lllplias l 
on the plI1an perl I l I Th 1--I (). Agrl ('tlli irali arid I hli;trial 
produrtion are a11aIy.'cd arid the ift'ct of o,,vernwment liiter
vetilL on Io rioted. 'l irer'' art' ;r1!;( (lillta :ittd a 11;1 y!;,!; of' t rad( 
and publIc fIliare. ''ire t Jall;of tirt. 9( 7!)9Ir lan0, 
resuItn and a detscr Ipt oin of the linterlin 1971 plai conclule 
the study. 

http:EDIAFRIC.LA
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E-7. FAO. L'Amilioration des Paturages et de la Production Fourragare.

Rapport au gouvernement de la Haute-Volta No. 1873. 
 Rome,
 
1964, 38 pp.
 

This report presents a work program which will lead to
 
better use of existing pastures as well as develop an
association between agriculture and livestock. 
In order
 
to implement this rural planning program, three types of
 
proposals have been presented: 1) improvement of pastoral

hydraulics, 2) farming of deserted areas and 3) associa
tion between agriculture and livestock.
 

E-8. 
 KABORE, Lamoussa. L'Elevage de la Poule en Pays Mossi, n.p., 
n.d.,
 
(typewritten manuscript).
 

This report, the result of a study made in Surgu, Upper

Volta, describes the customs and practices concerning

chickens but offers no precise data. 
 Some of the areas
 
covered concern races and varieties, techniques of raising

chickens, consumption (mostly ceremonial) and sale. The
author concludes that because these animals are so impor
tant In Mossi regions, modern methods of production should
be encouraged. In particular, ceremonial sacrifices which 
contribute no value to the village should cease. 

E-9. MORRIS, W.H.M. and OTTLEY, Rex. 
Upper Volta Livestock Sector.
 
USAID, November 1974.
 

From author's summary:
 
The current plan has five key programs for the livestock
 
sector: 1) modernization of the transhumant part of the 
sector, including marketing and processing; 2) Integrating
livestock and crop production In the sedvmitary part( of the 
sector; 3) starting the Volta Valley project with a real
integration of andl1crop ive!;tock production; 4) de,;Ign
and Implement atIon of Sahel ORID program and 5) Implement
the Fada ORI) program, Itcluidhlig evolution of traditional
herding Into s'ihemtary m.!xed farmIng. The paper d iscusses 
the livestock sector, Its Itsinlieu, producers, its 
marketing and itu performance. 
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E-1O. OUEDRAOGO, Marie-Michele. "L'approvisionnement de Ouagadougou
 
en produits vivriers, en eau et en bois." Ph.D. Disserta
tion, Universit6 de Bordeaux I1, C.V.R.S., 1974, 359 pp.
 

This study concerns the problematic issue of supplying the 
urban population of Ouagadougou (whose growrn rate is 
spectacular) in a country where the phenomenon of urbani
zation hia; not followed the development of production. 
The problems raised by supplying the city with the 
appropriate food are doubled when water and wood supplies 
are considered. Moreover, with the demand for food being 
higher than the supply, the urban population is obliged to 
produce food and a spiraling price rise is provoked. This
 
report is made up of three parts: General Conditions of
 
Supply, the Urban Supply, and Manufactured Products and
 
Urban Markets.
 

E-11. REMY, Ggrard. "La Culture Attel~e en Pays Mossi: Notes de Lecture."
 
Notes et Documents Voltaiques, 1972, 6(1): 44-54.
 

In 1962, SATEC had the responsibility of promoting a large
 
program to popularize new agricultural techniques, but the
 
program failed. These notes are those of three reseachers
 
who observed the effects of the operation, looked for the
 
weaknesses and analyzed the difficulties found during the
 
operation.
 

E-12. SKINNER, Elliot P. African Urban Life: The Transformation of
 
Oua-adougou. Princeton University Press, 1974.
 

This work is a description of the progress of urbanization
 
from an anthropological point of view. The data for this
 
study was collected in 1964-1965 and additional observations
 
were made while the author was U.S. Ambassado to the 
Republic of Upper Volta. Several theories of migration are 
advanced, hut are not developed. Skinner's main the me is 
that moderni zaL fon and urbanI za Iion are charactcr i zed by 
consciou; ;1111lplf1 lat lol and hl Inge of IXl!;t Ing inl;t I tut Ions 
by urban dwil I .r-s. In mtipport of thif, he provdlc!, copious 
des r (p 1 iv t terla I. 

E-13. UPPER VOLTA, Nl,1 1,"Ic67-(I9Pl,. P Ia are 2 vols. 
Otiagad .la, , 19 1. 

Thli. rcport lludes: riiral and modern deV. iopment; economic 
811)"t 1ro or a; ,;oclIl ivctor; Information; fitatsttcs; 
Htuadlts :"dusrvys; Sclentl fc renearch; Invesitments and 
their t Inancgng; ph annhn g tructiren and rentlto. 
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F-1. BOTSWANA, Republic of, Miinistry of Finance and Development
Planning, Central Statistids Office. The Rural Income 
Distribution Survey in Botswana 1974/75, n.p. 

The objective of this survey was to measure the statis
tical distribution of annual incomes among households in 
the rural areas of Botswana with the aim of using the 
results for rural development planning. Several chapters 
are devoted to methodology (background, planning, design 
and execution of the survey). Actual results are given 
in sections on income distribution, income profiles,
distribution of estimated household income and distribution 

4" 

of cattle-owning households (55% of households surveyed).
A large appendix of various documents and a bibliography 
are included. 

F-2. CRUZ DE CARVALHO, Eduardo. "'Traditional' and 'Modern' Patterns 
'4 of Cattle Raising in Southwestern Angola: A Critical 

Evaluation of Change from Pastoralism to Ranching." 
Journal of Developing Areas, 1974, 8(2): 199-229. 

The author presents an excellent, detailed analysis of 
traditional pastoralism vs. modern ranching schemes in 
Angola. He concludes that, for the sake of development, 
attempts should be made to improve the present pastoral 
system  which already functions well in many respects 
rather than replace it with another. 

2 

F-3. DRONE, M. "Problimes humains du d~veloppoment de l'l6evage en 
zone sud du Tchad." Hachinisme Asricole Tropical, 1970, 

29:19-21. 

The author discusses the sociological and economic problem.
caused by the introduction of animal traction and livestock 
development. 

F-4. FERGUSON, D.S. and Poleman, T.T. Moderniini African Anial 
Productions The Uganda Tick Control Project. Cornell 
University, Cornell International Agriculture Mimeograph 
No. 42, 1974 

Economic and technical anallsis of a national campaign to 
control ticks and tick-borne disease including estimates 
of probable changes inproductivity, production, net 
income and foreign exchange. The experience suggests that 
producers can be organised into larger cooperative groupsbased upon disease control, an activity they perceive tobe intheir economic interest. 

J 

141 
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* F-5. FAO. Beef Industry Development. Kenya. Meat Processing Costs 
at the Kenya Meat Commission. Technical Report 1. Pre
pared for the Government of Kenya, based on the work of 
G. Beddoes. Rome: FAO/UNDP, 1971. 

From author's abstract: 
The Government of the Republic of Kenya, with the 
assistance of the United Nations Development Programme 
(Special Fund Sector) and the Foodand Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations began studies in 
November 1968 on stock feeding and management for 
increased beef production in order to determine the most 
efficient techniques. The activities discussed in the 
present report were carried out from 6 October 1969 to 
4 March 1971 and were for the purposes of providing infor
mation to the Project on the costs of processing various 
qualities of beef carcasses for sale in both foreign and 
domestit markets and of assisting the Kenya Meat Commis
sion (KMC) in analyzing its costs. 

F-6. FAO. Beef Industry Development, Kenya. Studies in Forage Produc
tion. Based on the work of D.G. Miles, H.A. Squire, 
D. Destro and M.J. Creek. Rome, 1972, 40 pp. 

From author's abstract: 
In this report, the production of forage as a prerequisite 
to beef-feeding trials is examined. The production and 
utilization of maize forage is evaluated, as well as the 
potential of other forage crops. Maize forage agronomy, 
maize forage costs and preliminar7 studies in alternative 
forage crops are described. The broad aims of the study 
are presented and discussions as to how they may be met 
are drawn from the observations. 

F-7. FAO. Improvement of Livestock and Dairy Industry, Hglawi. 
Development and Utiliz tion of Wild Life Reoources, 
(Technical Report No. 1). Based on the work of 
A.S. Hossman. Rome, 1970, 38 pp. 

From author's abstract: 
This report, to assist the Government of Malawi in its wild
life utilization program, gives these conclusions and 
recommendations: 1) A higher intake of animal protein and 
increased income from tourism could result from better wild
life management, 2) A public relations campaign should be 
initiated to convince the people of Malawi that wild-life 
management is in their own interest and 3)Tourist facilities, 
which have a good prospect of earning substantial sums in 
foreign currency, should be developed. 

~~ "*i' -, 
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F-8. FAO. Improvement of Livestock and Dairy Industry, Malawi.
 
.')evelopment of the Dairy Industry, Technical Report
 
go. 2. Based on the work of M.G. O'Keeffe, Rome, 1970,
 
31 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
In this report, the dairy industry in Malawi is reviewed
 

hfor the purpose of planning its future development. To
 
stem the growth of imports of dairy products and to con
serve foreign exchange, it is recommended that two milk
 
proved livestock breeding program be expanded. It is
 

proposed that a Milk Board be formed to take over the
 
commercial operations of the dairy industry and be
 
responsible for the milk plants, payment, collection and
 
distribution of milk.
 

F-9. FAO. Improvement of Livestock and Dairy Industry Project, Malawi.
 
Pasture and Range Conditions, Technical Report No. 3.
Based on the network of H.H. Heady. Rome, 1970, 15 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
In this report, the husbandry of government ranches and
 
crossbreeding centers, dambo areas and smallholdings are
 
reviewed and recommendations made for their improvement.

The most important recommendations are that a wider variety

of grasses plus legumes be introduced in order to increase
 
the quality and amount of fodder for livestock. Practices
 
unfavorable to the production of good carcasses, such as
herding cattle at night into bomas and trekking to market,
 
should eventually be abolished. Smallholdings should have
 
integration of livestock with crops. 
Soil improvement by

such practices an irrigation, flushing and drainage should
be adopted and fencing done in order that a great r variety
 
and production of crops can be obtained.
 

F-10. FAO. -Imrovementof Livestock and Dirty Industry,1$gon. 
Report on Pasture an ge Condition, Techv,,., ,.Report
No. 4. Based on the work ot H.H. Heady. Romeo 1971,
12 pp. 

From author's abstract: 
In this report, the pasture husbandry 6t estates, holding
grounds, livestock expansion centerst smallholdings with
little management and smallholdinss with intensive manage
ment are reviewed and recoumendaVr.)ns made for their 
Improvement. The most important recommendation for pastures
improved with Introduced species concerns their grsinj
managont. Procedures for increasing seed and planting
stock are sulgested. Increased etorte to train staff and 
to develop written epecificationsfor the seeding and 
management of grasIng resoures are recommended. 
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F-11. GARLICK, Peter C. African Traders and Economic Development in
 
Ghana. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971, 172 pp.
 

This monograph attempts to explain some problems of
 
economic development in Ghana by studying the behavior
 
and social background of the biggest African traders in
 
manufactured goods in the distribution sector. The
 
purpose of the study was to formulate a picture of one
 
area of private enterprise by Africans in Ghana to discover
 
what factors prevented individual businesses from expanding.
 
The conclusions indicate that a number of reasons, mainly
 
economic and social ones, prevent such expansion. The
 
social environment of Ghana, including government policies,
 
encourages the tendency to keep businesses to a size which
 
one person can handle and to put profits into no- or
 
low-risk areas such as land and consumer durables,
 

F-12. HEYER, Judith; Maitha, J.K. and Senga, W.M. Agricultural Develop
ment in Kenya: An Economic Assessment. Nairobi: Oxford
 
University Press, 1976.
 

This book is a general survey of the agricultural sector 
in Kenya. One chapter is devoted to the development of 
rangeland areas. The author presents the case for 
developing Kenya's range land potential,arguing that most 
of the capital is already present in the form of wild and 
domestic animals and considerable skills for livestock 
production. An attempt in made to classify rangeland in 
terms of land occupancy and land usage. The role of 
management, choice of organizational structure and govern
ment policies are discussed.
 

F-13. HIRST, S.M. and Catto, G.G. "Current Status and Future Utilization 
Potential of Wild Ungulates on Natural Savanna Rangeland in 
the Tranvaal Lowveld, South Africa." World Conference on 
Animal Production. Melbourne, Australia, 1973, 
6 pp. 

From the articles 
This article diccusese a number of ecological and economic 
factors which ;' to be involved In attempting to 
determine rat. Otilizstion of ungulates in the Tranbvaal 
Lowvyld. Th. ,, ' 1ding factor Is human attitudes. 

'V
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F-14. HOPEN, C. Edward. The Pastoral Fulbe Family Ii Gwandu. 
Oxford,
 
London, 1958.
 

The author seeks to provide t he reader wI th an extens ve 
account of tile inturdepcnidcnce of the Iaillly al its nerd 
among the pastora 1ilant )t (ofwadll, explo1ring the ecologi
cal and social _ontext of pastoral Ifft., lie dtlsc,sses the 
family, intra-fimi lil re l, ions, marriage patterns , clan 
and lineage organizition, the signlifflcanle of cattle and 
patterns of t ran;iumaice. Hie offfer,; an Iii.storical over
view of the rise ;1(d di;tin tegrat ion t! the iIanlI empire,
Its pacificatlion and cottrol 
by the Brit i oh,and the 
exte'nt to which the Ful ani have undergone Internal !.;true
tural changes as, a response to recent condiIton.s.. Against
this h tstorical background, the reader Is better able to 
appreciate some of the factors underlying the tenacity with
which the pastoral Fulani have maintained their ethnic and 
sucial separateness, and 
some of the difficulties which
 
have inevitably emerged in attempts to integrate the
 
pastoral way of life 
into the wider political and economic
 
context. 
The analysis is an essentially descriptive one
 
and ultimately an attempt to 
fill in the gaps of current
 
anthropological literature.
 

F-15. JARVIS, Lowell Stuber. 
 "Cattle as Capital Goods and Ranchers as
 
Portfolio Managers: An Application to the Argentine Cattle
 
Sector." Journal of Political Economy, 1974, 82: 489-520.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Microeconomic models, treating cattle as 
capital goods and
 
producers as 
portfolio managers, provide a theoretical
 
framework for an econometric model of the Argentine cattle
 
sector. Argenti tie agrficultural stagna tion hat; been 
partially attrlited to a lack of producer price response.
This paper !ihow,,; that the (atti ,,sctor 'xh t.;s strong
price r''poii!;i' tid that prhicer.; correct Iv differentiate 
their behtvlbr t <ward inlm,i; of dlfct ent a;e and sx. The 
long-run lsil;I W)rfle ,r pk i hitJhig t V ;t Ivt, tieo 
short--till iipolli I a ugal bi, Il it'ik' an'1111, Ialt;li 
wit ld ti ph i t Ivili ,ri ,a,; Ittti jit tve 
ihort-rim,, r,;p<ul: Impihl1-; that dvv,hllit lfji I IIIil lI'cIy to 
increasme hiee export 

hi out . '1li h I'g;it.I 

; for It tIaIt [fItNO yeA;I-'; . 
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F-16. __ _. "Supply Response in the Cattle Industry. The Argentine 
Case: 1937/38 - 1966/67." Ph.D. Dissertation, M.I.T., 
1969, 551 pp. 

From author's abstract:
 
This thesis constructs several micro-economic models to
 
develop a theory on which an econometric model ol the
 
cattle sector can be based using the Argentine cattle
 
industry. These models show the difference between the
 
uses and capital values of animals of different age and
 
sex. They indicate that the equations explaining slaughter
 
and other factors should be disaggregated by categories of
 
animals to obtain a meaningful explanation of producers'
 
responses to various changes. Underlying assumptions and
 
empirical work are described in detail. The impact of the
 
Peron era on agriculture and some important policy ques
tions are discussed in some detail.
 

F-17. KIVUNJA, Charles Dickens. "The Economics of Cattle and Beef
 
Marketing in Kenya." Master's thesis, University of
 
Nairobi, 1976.
 

From author's abstract:
 
Cattle constitute about one-third of all national Gross
 
Farm Revenue. This paper emphasizes the production charac
teristics among the different cattle producers; the
 
traditional supply and demand relationship in the cattle
 
industry; the economic interrelationships between per
 
capita demand for beef and beef prices, other meat prices,
 
and personal real income; the role of the different cattle
 
and beef marketing agencies in this industry; and the
 
aggressive and protective policies and strategies which
 
should be adopted for the amelioration of the technical and
 
economic efficiency of the performance of this industry. The
 
thesis further presents a review of the literature on the
 
Kenyan cattle industry, a familiarization with the general
 
Kenyan environment, and the Kenyan Beef Balance Sheet
 
for the last fifteen years.
 

F-18. KOHOUT, Jos6 Carlos. "A Price and Allocation Decision Model for
 
the Beef Economy in Argentina." Ph.D. Dissertation,
 
University of Illinois, 1969, 268 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The study has two objective.: 1) to investigate the past and
 
present cattle situation in Argentina and 2) to implement a
 
model designed to measure the impact of price changes on
 
cattle production in the Pampean region.
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F-19. LATTIMORE, Ralph Gerard. "An Econometric Study of the Brazilian
 
Beef Sector." Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue University,
 
1974, 176 pp.
 

WT 	 From author's abstract:
 
This is a study of the structure of the Brazilian beef
 
economy over the past 25 years. 
The first part consists
 
of a description of the wide range of government policy

that has influenced the beef sector over the period and
 
an evaluation of the key factors influencing beef policy.

The hypotheses formed in this part of the study, together
 
with various theories presented in recent studies of this
 
type for other countries, form the basis for specifying an
 
empirical model of the Brazilian beef economy as a whole.
 

F-20. 
LOW, A.R.C. "Small Farm Improvement Strategies - the Implications
 
of a Computer Simulation Study of Indigenous Farming in 
Southeast Ghana." Journal of Development Studies , 1976, 
12(4). 

From author's introduction:
 
This paper outlines the methodology and findings of a vil
lage level farm management study in southeast Ghana. A
 
linear programming model is used to investigate the
 
production response of farmers to he introduction of
 
mechanization, crop technology and credit innovations.
 
The results are presented and their research, extension
 
and policy implications are discussed. The results
 
suggest that the present states of technological knowledge

and research orientation are biased in favor of the better
off farmers and, as such, do not provide a suitable basis
 
for recommendations consistent with equality which govern
ments profess to be their objective.
 

F-21. MEEK, John James. "Simulation of the Cattle-Calves Sub-Sector in
 
a Developed Economy with Special Reference to the
 
Canadian Cattle Herd." Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State
 
University, 1975, 414 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The study has three basic objeccivess The first is to
 
identify the structure and develop a model of the Canadian
 
cattle herd consistent with specified design parameters.

Toe second is to identify, 	assemble and explicitly evaluate
 
such data as are required to build and validate the model.
 
The model must be tested and found to be valid by

specific validation criteria. The third objective includes
 
generation of plausible disaggregations of published
 
population and slaughter data.
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F-22. MILLER, S.F. and Halter, A.N. "Systems-Simulation in a Practical
 
Policy-Making Setting: The Venezuelan Cattle Industry."
 
American Journal of Agricultural Economics, August 1973,
 
420-432 pp.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The aim of this study is to formulate policy to shift the
 
Venezuelan cattle industry from traditional to modern
 
production. A systems-simulation model shows the conse
quences, through time, of the current set of policies and
 
hypothesizes the consequences of other policy alternatives.
 
Validity of the model was established, on the basis of the
 
decision-maker's criterion, through a game of "hide-and
go-seek." Interaction between the researchers and
 
decision-makers brought together the relevant positive and
 
normative information before a policy was established.
 

F-23. NORES, Gustavo Adolfo. "Quarterly Structure of the Argentine
 
Beef Cattle Economy: A Short Run Model 1960-1970."
 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue University, 1972, 212 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
This study focuses on the analysis of the industry's short
run structure in an effort to understand its dynamic
 
characteristics and to explain the observed price fluctua
tions. Special attention is given to the evaluation of
 
specific policies such as exchange rate policy, rationing,
 
maximum retail prices and credit policy which has been
 
implemented during the last decade.
 

F-24. ORGANISATION COMUNE AFRICAINE ET MALAGACIIE (OCAM). Colloque sur
 
I'Elevage: Fort Lamy. Tchadj8 au 13 D~cembre 1969.
 
Maisons-Alford, France: IEMVT, 1969, 950 pp.
 

This work states the problems encountered by the economies 
of the OCAM member states coneerning I ivestock and develop
mont. Its five ,naril to) h'. arv animal prodtict on, technical 
anti (cono(n|( c a cts to I ]is lii ary tt'a (1]liug;i n produc t I on , Vi't,' 
and trainin)g conc('r jiuiI lvetock. 'f'lic 0,4cr Ive, i hl 
work Is to :;survvy lhe I;S(djrIn Idl iv, I l,'e I op 1gnmetdewI 
liventock ;iid tor I r I (nin;jrket ;i nd 11irketphIIinnln ,, hq, 
organizat tor, Imiiliit l llIa o ind eqiiI ,.it s). F ial y,I Itti 
offers (he p,)orft uni t y to compare vjxp r In(- and t.r tIc, to 
ach Ieve program 
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F-25. ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD).
 
Forecasts of the Dairy and Beef Situations in 1975 and
 
1978. Paris, 1974.
 

From author's introduction:
 
This report sets out the expected outlook for milk and
 
beef production, consumption,and trade in 1975 and 1978
 
in OECD member countries. The country chapters present
 
the expectations of individual member countries as to what
 
is likely to occur. The data are forecasts rather than
 
projections of past trends, though past trends may have
 
been projected when countries thought these would continue.
 

F-26. OTRERA, Wylian Rolando. "An Econometric Model for Analyzing
 
Argentine Beef Export Potentials." Ph.D. Dissertation,
 
Texas A & M University, 1966, 132 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The general purpose of this study is to provide some
 
information for the decision-makers in government related
 
to the Argentine beef economy. An econometric model was
 
constructed with an objective of estimating the Argentine
 
beef export potential. The specific objective of this
 
dissertation was to estimate the following equations:
 
1) the supply and demand functions of beef cattle, 2) the
 
supply function of dressed beef, 3) the domestic demand
 
for dressed beef, 4) the demand for beef to be exported
 
and 5) the beef cattle inventory relationship.
 

F-27. PARKER, I.S.C. and Graham, A.D. "Commercial Use of Thomson's
 
Gazelle (Gazella thonsonli Gunther) and Impala (Aepyceros
 
melampus Lichtenstein) on a Kenya Beef Ranch." Paper
 
presented at Third World Conference on Animal Production.
 
Melbourne, Australla, 1973.
 

From author's; IntroductiLon: 
This paper ,hnerib n the first nucc nsful aIttempt In Kenya 
to prodC(, .tIIl anima l ca rvaHnn commitre lally to I slname 
standar(In of hygl,, a":Iappl i e to (iO I(,t"t 1t I lv(ntock inii 
a modern ab;llIt10 r. TVi, tWo ni)e,lpn c')II(nrvI,'(I Win' lltoson 's 
gazelle an(1 Imp.ala. lVe rot ivye wIn to 'stali hnun 
economically vlablt,, ni.otalnahlv sutipp lement to the ranch's 
cattle producti on.
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F-28. POSADA, Alvaro. "A Simulation Analysis of Policies for the
 
Northern Columbia Beef Cattle Industry." Ph.D. Disserta
tion, Michigan State University, 1974, 427 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
The primary purpose of this study was to develop a system
 
simulation model to analyze the effects of production
 
incentives on the decision of farmers to adopt new produc
tion methods, and to estimate the effects of the expanded
 
regional production on the income of farmers, government
 
revenues, Colombian beef consumption and sustained level
 
of exports.
 

F-29. REUSSE, Eberhard and Lawson, Rowena M. "The Effect of Economic
 
Development on Metropolitan Food Marketing: A Case
 
Study of Food Retail Trade In Accra." East African
 
Journal of Rural Development (Kampala), 1969, 2(1): 35-55.
 

This study concludes that public markets play a significant
 
role in Accra; 74% of a family's food budget is spent there
 
There is growing trade by hawkers and street-side sellers'
 
sales of prepared foods are high and supermarket trade has
 
developed rapidly. The reasons why marketing services are
 
better in the urban areas than in the rural centers are
 
discussed.
 

F-30. SCHNEIDER, Harold K. The Wahi Wanyaturu: Economics in an African
 
Society. Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1970.
 

This anthropological study Is a result of fifteen months 
of field work In two villages of the Wahl subtribe of the
 
Wanyaturu of Tanzania (formerly Tanganyika) in 1959 and
 
1960. The author addresses the following subjects: the 
competitive approach to African society; people, habitat
 
and production techniques; kinship and lineage; relations
 
of authority; the market system; Individual and corporate
 
rights; people as wealth; women in the past and present.
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F-31. SMITH, John Newton. "A Dynamic Model of the Cattle Industry of
 
Argentina." Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Maryland,
 
1968.
 

This dissertation describes three types of beef aperations
 
predominant in Argentina. Meat processing, government
 
policies and quality of statistical information are dis
cussed. Developing a model of supply and demand, key
 
values are projected to 1975. The model reveals the
 
Argentine cattle industry to be inefficient in its
 
present extensive system of production.
 

F-32. SPENCER, Paul. Nomads in Alliance: Symbioss and Growth among
 
the Rendilie and Samburu of Kenya. London: Oxford
 
University Press, 1973, 230 pp.
 

'his volume is intended to supplement The Samburu, an 
earlier work by the author. lie includes the two tribes
 
in one volume because, despite linguistic, economic and
 
administrative divisions, they are bound together by
 
strong traditlonal links of political alliance and by ties
 
of kinship to an extent that they do not share with any 
other tribes of the area. The author does not concentrate 
on the historical processes that may have linked the tribes 
together, but rather, on the present factors which serve 
to maintain their simultaneous interdependence and 
separateness.
 

F-33. TACHER, G; Nicolas, F. and Lachaux, P. "Les bovins de culture 
attel6ci au Tchad." Machintsme Agricole Tropical , 1969, 
29:16-18.
 

This article gives a historical presentation of the Chadian
 
livestock situation before describing two problems
 
challenging the success of animal traction - animal 
pathology and low-income economics.
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F-34. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMIC RESEARCH
 
SERVICE. "Argentina: Growth Potential of the Grain and
 
Livestock Sectors." Foreign Agricultural Economic Report,
 
No. 78, Washington, D.C., May 1972, 123 pp.
 

This study evaluates Argentina's potential production of
 
grain and livestock by 1975 under alternative price levels.
 
Resource availability and possible technological innova
tions were considered in each projection. Major production
 
trends, government policies, supply response to price
 
changes and export trends are considered. Many statistical
 
tables and a bibliography are included.
 

F-35. WHITNEY, Joseph. "Striking a Blow against Desertification:
 
Cooperative Initiative in Chungwei County, Ninghsia-Hui
 
Autonomous Region, China." Economic Geography, 1977,
 
53(4).
 

This is a narrative story about a party member of the
 
Sun Chihhui production brigade. It describes the
 
difficulties encountered when the people of the Ninghsia-

Hui Autonomous Region attempted to prevent the encroach
ment of the Tegri Desert upon their lands. The narrator
 
describes their successful methodology which left the
 
Region with highly fertile land.
 

F-36. YVER, Raul E. "The Investment Behavior and the Supply Response
 
of the Cattle Industry in Argentina." Ph.D. Dissertation,
 
University of Chicago, 1971.
 

The main purpose of this study is to elucidate the nature
 
of the response over time of the cattle industry to
 
different changes in market conditions. To this end,
 
a theory of investment behavior in the cattle industry is
 
developed. The empirical testing of the propositions
 
developed is discussed and the main conclusions of the
 
analysis are summarized.
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G-I. ABERCROMBIE, Frank D. Range Development and Management in Africa,
 
Agency for International Development, Washington, August,
 
1974.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The purpose of this report is to present information for
 
the preparation of range development plans and feasibility
 
studies on rangeland in Africa. 
The overall objective is
 
to expand present grazing areas and conserve this natural
 
resource in the years ahead, at a rate dependent on the
 
economic development of water and elimination of the
 
hazardr of fire, overgrazing, disease and pests. More
 
specific goals are to: 
 1) assess the carrying capacity

of the range and formulate plans for utilization of
 
natural resources for optimum development of the range,

2) provide necessary information on water resources in
 
support of the expansion of rangelands and 3) bring

potential rangeland into production by elimination of
 
constraints such as 
tsetse fly, disease bush encroachment
 
and erosion.
 

G-2. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID). Development Assis
tance Program: Central West Africa Region, 
 Section 3,
 
3 volumes. Washington, D.C., March 1975.
 

These volumes represent the basic statement of the AID
 
approach toward U.S. economic assistance to the franco
phone West and Central African area. Volume 1 covers
 
Togo, Dahomey, Ivory Coast; Volume 2, Senegal, Mali,

Mauritania and Volume 3, Chad, Cameroon, Central. African 
Republic and Gabon. 
 Each country is reviewed on a macro
economic basis, then 'ipecific sector such as agriculture,

livestock, h alth and education are discussed. 
Many
 
tables of statistics are included.
 

G-3. ALAGOA, E.J. "Long Distance Trade and States in the Niger
Delta." Journal of African HistorZ, 1970, 11(3): 319-329. 

It is stressed that t:he discussion of the admittedly great in
fluence of Europe ri Lrade on the internal. (evelopment of 
states in thec NIger I)e ILa needs to be 1ualI1if led by an 
understandIng of the prior cxl tencv, of the ;e s tates In 
some form, aind of tHie Inftrnal long-d ietance trnde In 
agricuitura. produce, :;alt, fish and o(ther good(li that 
might hove exercl ;ed similar great Influence In the distant 
past. 
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G-4. ALLAN, William. The African Husbandsman. New York; Barnes and
 
Noble, 1965.
 

From voluiae's forword:
 
The basic problems of African development still reside in
 
peasant agriculture: the problems of soil and climate,
 
of agricultural tools and innovation, and of the social
 
relations which organize production, distribution and
 
consumption within the family and in networks of kinfolk.
 
This book is an introduction to the complexity of these
 
problems, and sets out in scientific methodology formulae
 
by which that complexity can be simplified and handled
 
in theoretical terms. It also provides answers to many
 
practical problems. The major areas dealt with are:
 
the basis of African land use, environments and systems
 
of land use, hunters and herdsmen and change and
 
development.
 

G-5. ALLSOPP, W.H.L. "African Fisheries: Their Problems and
 
Opportunities and Their Role in the Sahelian Famine."
 
P&per prepared for the UN Special Sahelian Office.
 
July 1974.
 

The problems of the fisheries in the drought-striken coun
tries are described in relation to their normal level of
 
operations in pre-drought conditions and under current
 
conditions. The economic impact of the fish trade is
 
described; traditional supplies have been severely
 
diminished and competitive supplies from marine sources
 
have increased. Suggestions are made for immediate and
 
medium to long-term measures to hasten the recovery of
 
the fisheries of the lakes and rivers.
 

G-6. ARIZA-NINO, Edgar Julio. "Beef Cattle Production. A Microeconomic
 
Growth Curve Model with Special Reference to Sire
 
Evaluation under Tropical Conditions." Ph.D. Dissertation,
 
University of Wisconsin, 1974.
 

From author's introdLictlon: 

The economic problem for the cnattleman, and In particular 
for the cattie feeder, Is to duclde on the most advantageous 
growth path - ,ither genet:IC or ntitirItlonal - and the 

correspo liIng rat lonail to :it an It. In out linini l a 

procedure to I ind an opt Inmri rtejt il , Hih ~ the5iswi; o t I 
makes use of grwth hiU tl on t trnc, the dewvelopumnLt of 

)eef cat t,Iv over t me,. )(c If I ca I I y, t he :;tuly at tempts 
a Iat. lo1l oto develop lolu i . q Ir;oit Ing cr1a1;1111 fea-

Lures of eati le pi-oi l(l il i tle rpl'. A vir-lety of 
issiies pir~iiiln) 1),lo (aItl1c ;i,' explored,to , a ii- re 

such as de,,trmlnng age nt slle, deteranIII Ing prol'It por 
head at a given age, pastiire se!ect un and feedlng Inutvesi ty. 
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G-7. ARNAL, J.P. Transport frigorifigue sur les axes Ouagadouolu
Bobo-AbidJan et Bamako-Bobo-Abidjan, 3 volumes.
 
Conseil de l'Entente, Communaut6 Economique du B6tail 
et
 
de la Viande, Abidjan, Novembre 1974, 305 pp.
 

This study, which originally focused on the extremely bad
 
situation of refrigerated transport of chilled or frozen
 
meat between Upper Volta, Ivory Coast and Mali, broadened
 
its scope to include other perishable goods. The study

is reorganized around three main areas: 
 1) the recent
 
development of the meat 
trade and potential return freight

(fruit, vegetables, frozen fish and fresh goods), 2)

technically achievable solutions (cold containers and
 
the Kangourou system) and 3) possible arrangement at
 
the financial and legal levels (creation of a multinational
 
company for road and rail transport of meat and food
 
products as well as other frozen goods). 
 The appendices

relate to all the practical, financial, legal and economic
 
aspects of refrigerated transport.
 

G-8. ARNON, I. Crop Production in Dry Regions, 2 volumes. 
London:
 
Leonard Hill, 1972.
 

The objective of these volumes is to condense the mass of
 
information being gathered on problems of development in
 
arid regions specifically relevant to crop production. 
The
 
first volume surveys general principles and practices,

discussion background information on the history,

environment and traditional land-use of drylands and the
semi-arid fringes. The basic principles of arld-.land crop
production are grouped in three main seotions: rational 
use of water, basic agronomic princlple,; ;ad plant protec
tion problems. Volume 2 1S a d I SCm,,; 1on of !pec; lfIc
principal crops, cultivation techniques and economic 
significance, including wheat, barley, andsorghum millet,
maize, rice, pulses or grain legumes and Industrial crops.
A final section concerns forage supply. 

0-9. BAKER, Randall. "The Sahel: An Information Crisis." Disasters,
 
1977, i(i): 13-22. 

From author's introduction: 
This paper examines some of the lessons that ingit be 
learned from tlie Sahel1 n atution with regard to planning
and sigges t s ara,, of' weakness. In tfhr tiystem. The au thor 
evaluates t e (Ii:,nt Ity and qual ity of informat Ion 
available and g ve.s varlnn Interpreta tion,; of thiso know
ledge. Culde Itene for future planning are ptoposed. 
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G-1O. BANQUE CENTRALE DES ETATS DE L'AFRIQUE DE LIOUEST. "La
 
Communaute Economique du B~tail et de la Viande entre les
 
Etats de 1'Entente." L'Economie Ouest Africaine, No. 188,
 
October 1971, 6 pp.
 

This pamphlet briefly describes the establishment, goals
 
and organization of the Economic Community for Livestock
 
and Meat between the Entente States of West Africa. It
 

reprints the text of the agreement signed in 1970 by
 
representatives of each state to establish the Community.
 

G-11. . Notes d'Informations et statistiques, No. 188.
 

Paris, October 1971.
 

This group of pamphlets briefly discusses the following
 
subjects: the meeting of the Board of Directors of IBRD
 
and IMF; the situation and predictions for agricultural
 
production exported from West Africa; economic indicators
 
for West Africa and specifically for Togo; money circula
tion; production, exchange and development; and the
 

legislative report on political institutions and public
 
services.
 

G-12. BARTLETT, E.T.; Evans, Gary R. and Bement, R.E. "A Serial
 
Optimization Model for Ranch Management." Journal of
 
Range Management, 27: 233-239 pp.
 

From author's introduction:
 
A linear program resource management model is described.
 
This model is used to aid in the decision-making process
 
of developing basic ranch management plans. A simple,
 
one-year-at-a-time ranch management plan for the Central
 

Plains Experimental Range was developed. The model uses
 

discrete continuity equations to facilitate the flow of
 

resources and products through seasons of the year.
 
Management strategies based on the amount of initial
 

operating capital ($20,000 to unlimited) are discussed.
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G-13. BAUER0 P.T. West African Trade. London: Routledge and Kegan
 
Paul, Ltd., 1963.
 

Beginning with a discussion of the general aspects of West
 
African economies and the role of trade, this classic
 
study analyzes the import trade, monopolistic and
 
competitive influences in external trade, the export trade,
 
marketing boards and internal trade. 
Country case studies
 
include Sierra Leone, the Gambia, Nigeria, and the Gold
 
Coast.
 

G-14. BECKER, John A. 
An Analysis and Forecast of Cereals Availability
 
in the Sahelian Entente States of West Africa. 
AID,
 
Jan. 1974.
 

The purpose of this report is to provide a perspective of
 
cereals availability in Niger and Upper Volta, describing

the past, assessing the future and considering alternative
 
assistance efforts in alleviating future food crises.
 

G-15. BERG, Elliot. The Recent Economic Evolution of the Sahel.
 
Center for Research on Economic Development, University
 
of Michigan, 1975.
 

In an attempt to remedy a lack of knowledge about the
 
effects of drought on the Sahelian economies, this paper
 
first records and explains these effects in conventional
 
economic terms - production, budgets, balance of payments,

income distribution, etc. 
The report then brings together
 
a large body of basic data on recent economic developments

in the Sahel, creating an historical presentation, marking
 
trenda and changes over time of significant economic
 
variables. Data is brought together from official reports,

published literature and from the field (as of 1975). It
 
is synthesized and made consistent so as to present, in one
 
place and one 
form, a useful set of economic Indicators.
 

G-16. BISHOP, Dwight R. "Livestock and Meat Marketing Patterns and
Costs in the Entente and Adjoining Countries." Report 
prepared for the Cotinre11 of the Entelito. O,agadougou 
September 1972. 

The author wili ChlIel of Comirce ;id Trainiportat lon Division 
of the Livc!,i (+ ((omnjiinfl-y, 1910-1972. 'lT i report I!; based 
Oil his obli.'rvat low; of, iiikei , tIh( uia;, r i I V i(ock routet 
a(dd ili!ulil cr luotu i; w iII I [lho I'ctIoh. It ('oulit;i u a 1large 
amount. of tiIa op)rIiiuiry oi itliik t Iig pit lt1 ,rii, i raloi ()ortat1on 
fl1tlod(t. , ;r1irkih- Ing co. ! ;, ;o i l r i .ind melit proceinflip, 
facli tit ,h . Elit liiat; ,ire al,;() given of I lvi-1tock nulimbers 
adi trade and of taxe o In(pmed on cattlo. (Fergsflon) 
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G-17. BOAHEN, A. Adu. "The Caravan-Trade in the Nineteenth Century."
 
Journal of African History, 1962, 3(2): 349-359.
 

This article discusses the ancient trade routes binding
 
"the Barbary, the Sahara and the Negro territories."
 
Traffic on these routes was determined by two factors,
 
political conditions in Sudan and security of routes in
 
the Sahara. Many major routes are discussed - their
 
political history, the goods carried over them (gold,
 
textiles and rugs, arms, ivory, slaves, leather goods,
 
etc.) and their decline because of instability in the
 
area and colonialism.
 

G-18. BODENHEIMER, F.S. "The Ecology of Mammals in Arid Zones." In
 
Arid Zone Research, Vol 8: Human and Animal Ecology,
 
Reviews of Research, 100-137 pp. Edited by UNESCO,
 
1957.
 

"Arid zones: refer here, to regions where rainfall is
 
wanting durinR a prolonged warm season thereby restricting
 
plant and animal life to forms which during this season
 
either have regular access to drinking water of rivers
 
or lakes, or which are satisfied with the water derived
 
from their food (as free water or as metabolic water).
 
The oblects of this study are the ecological and
 
physiological adaptations needed for survival in such an
 
environment.
 

G-19. BOECKM, E; Bremand, 0.; Dumas, R; Huhn, J.E. and Comfere, R.
 
"Study of the Actual Situation of Livestock Breeding in
 
the Country (sic) of the Sahel and Preventive Measures to
 
be Considered." Prepared for FED, Commission of the
 
European Community, Feb. 1974, 293 pp.
 

This is an analysis of the effect of the drought on the 
Sahel, which considers herd Inventory and losses; the 
health ,3ituatfon; water suipplies ; pasturecs and forage; tile 

problems and att Litwhe, of stocklrecderr. Breed[,lg operations 
and modernization are d l.cu,,sd ais wll as market lng n1d 
budgeting:. There I a dalrimois for dech topic and the 
paper make., prtop oahI for ImproVemlients. A 1tatl, itcal 
annex is In(cluded. 
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G-20. BOHANNAN, Paul and Dalton, George, editors. 
Markets in Africa:
 
Eight Subsistence Economies in Transition. New York:
 
Anchor Natural History Library, 1965, 373 pp.
 

From authors' introduction:
 
The essays in this book describe the technology, social
 
and economic organization and culture of small-scale
 
African communities. They are of interest to two fields
 
of social science: economic anthropology and economic
 
development.
 

G-21. BREMAUD, 0. and Pagot, J. "Grazing Lands, Nomadism and
 
Transhumance in the Sahel." In Problems of the Arid
 
Zone, 311-324 pp. Arid Zone Research, Vol. XVIII.
 
Paris: UNESCO, 1962.
 

This article begins with a review of the geology, clima
tology and vegetation of the Sahel and a discussion of
 
the botanical characteristics of various areas of the
 
Sahel. Livestock are discussed in relation to their
 
grazing transhumant and sedentary life in the Sahel and ways

of improving conditions in the Sahel are proposed. They 
conclude that nomadism and transhumance in this area are
 
imposed by the ecological situation and that the trans
humance cycle is determined by variations in availability
 
of grazing land and water. 
They propose improving
 
pastoralists' standards of living by education and by

improving sales possibilities rather than by improving
 
breeds and pasturage.
 

G-22. CALDWELL, John C. 
The Sahellan Drought and Its Demographic
 
Implications. American Council on Education, Overseas
 
Liaison Committee, Paper No. 8, December 1975, 88 pp.
 

This report, based on ob'servations of the author,who is 
a demographer, gives a general review of the geographic 
and demographic character ,st. cs of the Sahel. The author 
descrilhen the d(ewlopine ;it Ihiipact of thli recent dr(ought,
particularly on cat tle. Tlie gt ther lug anid acculracy of 
live.-t'ock t-it a ;ar' (Ik;ct;: d. Ot lir !icct low, (t tlie relport 
deal with dcmlt, l)IiI(c .t.utu ,urn, "t I ; itomu.;, ctoh)tv,I ricI 
eff ect 1, I ' 1t II'Iu l Rit 1 1 l- . (Iighllgw; ri'uui d bty lite 
droughlt I, dI let, I 0o( pr Icc ,, !;c I I I i I Iv tk, a dt,,; 

nomadic in tI;tlflnX' iiifl d Some l()rcu1(t, for the 

future are tolvitldild. 
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G-23. CAPOT-REY, R. "The Present State of Nomadism in the Sahara."
 

In roblems of the Arid Zone, 301-310 pp. Arid Zone
 

Research, Vol. XVIII. Paris: UNESCO, 1962.
 

A general overview of traditional nomadic life concentra

ting on the traditional economy and living standards of
 

nomads. The author discusses some of the effects which
 

political and economic changes over the preceding 50 years
 

have had on the balance between pastoral peoples and the
 

desert environment. The trend towards settling is becoming
 
"general and irreversible." Several problems caused by
 

settling are discussed - lack of arable land, few other
 

employment outlets for former nomads and loss of food
 

supplies. The author discusses steps which could be
 

taken to preserve nomadic cultures or to integrate nomads
 
smoothly into the economic and political life of the
 
state.
 

G-24. CHAPERON, P. "Quatres Annges de S6cheresse au Sahel - Donn~es
 
Pluviom6triques et Hydrauliques en Mauritanie et au
 

S6nggal." Report prepared for La S6cheresse en Afrique -


Projets de D6veloppement. Dakar, November 1973, 18 pp.
 

This article introduces us to the climatic characteristics
 
associated with Mauritania and Senegal, gives an idea of
 

the rainfall and water data are for the period studied,
 

outlines the geographic range of the phenomenon and gives
 

a concise summary of the basic data previously known. The
 

author tries to give a satisfactory answer to the problems
 

of lack of water and rainfall caused by the drought.
 

G-25. COHEN, William B. Rulers of Empire: Tie French Colonial Service
 

in Africa. Hoover Institution Press, Stanford University,
 

1971.
 

This book depicts the administration of colonies of French 

West Africa from the beginning t)f the colonial period until 

1960. In particular, the idividual goverirs arid 
aiu! In the c iloni e arc discussedadministrators in Park 

and how Lih,,r exp,,rl.n'et;, pet mInalit Ih ; and a;'i(nis 

,vnt!;. Thlbi wirk k, In p;tt , a hlitory of theInflutence-d 
EcoleColonlIll aild it,; I t t . 'lh hoik I citides an 

extenIve [lbl lograpliy, map+i and pllot tgraplhi. 
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G-26. COMMUNAUTE ECONOMIQUE DE L'AFRIQUE DE L'OUEST (CEAO). 
 "Document
 
6: Note concernant l'6valuation du fonds communautaire de

d6veloppcment et celle de la contribution des 6tats membres 

son financement," n.d., 7 pp. (mimeo).
 

This document quotes the legal clauses that have been

established in order to determine CEAO financial 
arrange
ments as well as measures concerning each one of the seven
 
member countries.
 

G-27. CEAO. 
"Document Statistique, Nos. 2,3,4,5,6,8." S6ries 19'9-70.
 

Document 2 gives statistics relating to exchanges (imports
exports) between the seven member countries. Document 3

indicates the distribution of imported and exported products

among the countries, the marketing of which is mainly with

the EEC. 
Document 4 attempts to determine the value of
exchanges between each country and its CEAO partners.

This is achieved by making a distinction between raw and

industrial products. 
Document 5 presents quantitative and
 
qualitative tables concerning commercial exchanges as well
 
as tables relating to tariffs due to 
the EEC and CEAO.

Document 6 follows a pattern similar to Document 4 with

oil products added. 
 Document 8 gives a detailed analysis,

in terms of quantity and value, of the cattle and sheep

imports and exports within CEAO.
 

G-28. 
CONSEIL DE L'ENTENTE. "Accord Portant Organisation et RCglemen
tation des Professions Touchant 
au Commerce du B~tail et

de la Viande dans les Etits de la Communaut6." "Accord 
Portant Harmonisatlon de la Rglementatlon Dou:,nilre
Applicable aux Importations, Exportations et Transit du
Btail et de In Viande dans les Etats de la Comnunaut6." 
Ouagadougou: CEBV, 1974. 

These two (locme,ntn reprint agreements of the Entente 
states concerning regulation of meat marketing professions

and standardization of Import, export and transit tariffs.
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G-29. DAHL, Gudrun and HJort, Anders. Having Herds: Pastoral Herd 
Growth and Household Economy. Stockholm 1976. 

The authors attempt to disprove the concept that 
V pastoralists keep large herds only in order to achieve 

high social status in their society. This book intends 
to illustrate the economic aspects of having herds. 
The keeping of large herds is closely linked to the need 
to protect the household against the effects of drought or 
epidemics as well as for food requirements during a 
particularly dry period. A sufficient number of animals 
must survive a disaster in order that the household can 
exist while the herd is being rebuilt. An understanding 
of this central feature of traditional nomadic livestock 
economies, asserts the authors, is essential both for the 
comprehension of pastoral land use and for the planning 
of alternative land uces, such as ranching. 

G-30. DESHLER, W. "Cattle in Africa: Distribution, Types and 
Problems." Geographical Review, 1963, 53(1): 52-58. 

There is significant difficulty involved in gathering data; 
underenumeration is common. Herds that reside in border 
areas are often erroneously ascribed. Furthermore, total 
count depends upon whether the cattle were counted in the 
wet or dry season. Beyond the problems of data gathering, 
cattle distribution depends upon the cultural values of 
those who keep the animals, by availability of food and 
water and by disease. The major cattle types probably 

represent infusions of stocks introduced at various times 
in the past. Sources of data by country ae'e listed and 
several mcps included. 

G-31. . "Native Cattle Keeping in Eastern Africa." In Han, 
Culture and Animals, 153-168 pp. Edited by Anthony Leeds 
and Andrew P. Vanda. Washington, D.C.: American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science, 1965. 

From author's introduction: 
One of the dominant aspects of the cultural landscape of 
the semiarid zones of both eastern and western Africa is 
the large number of cattle kept by the tribes of thegn 
areas. In eastern Africa such tribes as the Masai, the Suk, 
the Karamajong, the Nuer, and others maintain herds of from 
four to ten cattle per person. These are spoken of as the 
"cattle complex" peoples. Cattle take on an extreme 
importance. They play a part in tribal ceremonies, they 
have aesthetic value, and their possession gives prestige. 
On the basis of field observation, this paper discusses the 
subsistence contribution of cattle and the problem of herd 
sse among the Dodos, one of the northern Karamajong tribes 
of Uganda. 

R 
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G-32. DE VOS, Anton. "Wildlife Production in Africa." 
 Paper presented
 
at Third World Conference on Animal Production. Melbourne, 
Australia, 1973.
 

The author discusses various constraints to domestic
 
animal production and the potential 
for sustained produc
tion of wild animals. 
The most suitable geographic areas
 
and the advantages of mixed livestock-wildlife ranching are
 
considered in some detail.
 

G-33. DE YOUNG, Maurice. 
"Some Notes on the Economics of the Beef
 
Industry in the West African Sub-Region." FAO/ECA Agri
cultural Econcmics Bulletin for Africa, 1968, 10: 
 49-60.
 

This report 
states that the present marketing system of the
 
cattle industry is fundamentally uneconomic. 
 It restricts
 
producers to a very small "take-off" which will not permit

the landlocked countries 
to satisfy increasing demand for

beef. The cost of alternative systems has not been
 
sufficiently explored. 
The author calls for further study

of the economics of transport for this industry and the

development of a marketing system which relates not only to
 
direct costs, but also to the costs of misallocation of
 
scarce resources.
 

G-34. DILLON, John L. 
Analysis of Response in Crop and Livestock Pro
duction. 
Second Edition. Pergamon Press, 
1977.
 

From author's preface:

The aim of this text 
is to provide an introductory outline
 
of the analytical principles Involved In appraising the
 
efficiency of crop-fertilizer and livestock-feed response.

Chapter I gives an out 1.1ne of theorytihe of crop and I 1wc
stock response and the purely physical ImplIcationi of thin
theory. Chapter 2 presentfi the prIncf p1vss Involved IIn
ascertaining best operat Ing co i ift I o r ret;po s,;I proc'(SVeIS
in which time aind risk Play nos rl lI, or iiy he rs¢e;tn, ibly 
Ignored. These prini' ple,; -ill. s;: I . i fit (IIlI q ,i i p 
cover time co iclderit'It; II Is;i , i l iIt' .y, .st 1 f,11
Chapter 4 to cover rs'spnii;s ,.I I i,*cn,-, ti ,l- ;indvi ,i price
uncertainty. As an ,hpl I,, ,, ,, Clh.,;slsr ,r y, ., , (sit the
major difficulte J ivo. vl the, lsr Ionl s III fop rssntat of a pro
gram of crop or lfvesto.k re'spor.-ie res:,ar.h. 
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G-35. DOUTRESSOULLE, G. L'Elevage au Soudan Frangais: Son Economie.
 
Alger, 21me 4dition, 1952(?), 374 pp.
 

This work provides us with an exhaustive study of the
 
characteristics of the Sudanese cattle (numerical im
portance, variety, density and balanced distribution).
 
All the domesticated species are thriving and well
 
represented, which is proof of a healthy climate producing
 
at the same time an open and diversified population. Its
 
social (good food supply, prosperous handicraft) and
 
economic (animal traction, exports, barter and increases
 
of meat consumption) consequences are numerous. Finally,
 
the expected improvements are developing: medical pro
tection of the cattle, predator destruction, reduction of
 
the water problem and the quality and rational use of
 
livestock.
 

G-36. DYSON-HUDSON, Neville. "The Study of Herds." Journal of Asian
 
and African Studies, 1972, 7(1-2): 2-29.
 

This is a review of the literature on nomadism from the
 
19th century to the present and an introduction and
 
commentary on the essays contained in the volume. The 
author criticizes the appr.:aches of writers on nomads. 
He discusses rethodology and the kinds of data needed for 
meaningful analysis. 

G-37. DYSON-HUDSON, Rada. "Pastoralism: Self Image and Behavioral 
Reality." Journal of Asian and African Studies, 1972, 
7(1-2): 30-47.
 

The author consi ders mis leading qualities of category 
labels such as nomadic vs. sedentary and pas toral vs. 
agricu ltural In reporting the ren Iltn of a situdy In Uganda. 
She emphasizes that the range of variatlion in activities 
such as herding should he consnJdl,-r. more seriously. 
Degrees of nomad ism are def ined as a responae to factors 
such as the .nvironment, political situations, herd and 
family management and the Individual psychology of the 
herder.
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G-38. 
ECOLE PRATIQUE DES HAUTES ETUDES-SORBONNE. Etudes de G6ographie
 
Tropicale Offertes A Pierre Gourou. 
Paris: Ecole
 
Pratique des Hautes Etudes 
- VIe Section, 1972, 595 pp.
 

This work presents a series of studies introducing various
 
aspects of geography (physical, human, etymological, 
economic, social ani political) organized into five 
sections: 1) Human Geography, 2) Monsoon Asia and Oceania, 
3) Tropical Africa, 4) Tropical America and 5) Miscellaneous. 
Most of the countries analyzed by these authors are very
weak agricultural economies. This Is due to tlheir former 
positions within a colonial system which was only interested 
in developing export crops in order supplyto Europe while 
ignoring the specific culturall and social aspects of each 
civilization. Since their Independence, those countries 
have gone trom one t'corom ic system to anotier and have had 
to reorganize tlie:;e ves on new bases more adapted to their 
ethnic, dcmograpliic and agricultural realities. This 
promises a better adjustment of tcechnical innovation to 
economic and land tenure conditions. 

0-39. EDELSTEN, P.R. and Newton, J.E. 
 "A Simulation Model of Intensive
 
Lamb Production fLm Crass." 
 Grassland Research Institute
 
Technical Report, No 17. 
 31urley, Maidenhead, Berkshire: 
Grassland Research Instit~ite, 1975. 

From author'si ntroductflon: 
This model it part of a combined experimental/modeling 
program to dtescribe rystiem of fit-lamblowland production. 
The overall objecti,te of tlith progranm Is to be able to 
specify an opt liium [at-la lsprod-ti ion system for a given 
lowlantd farmer, curtaain inptt patralieters uich asVAvt'l 

the topogralphy arid soil ttruicttire of Iils farm, hittorical 
clima te da , t ie ctononlmiIc vnlv Iron mmmcii and tlie fCarmer'a 
attitude to rliak. T1i v a Iini 1 bu IIding this modvl was to 
Integrate Infnmi tlion about shetp grazing ",yatems Into a 
mathemautical model to obtain Insight Into the Interactions
 
between the components of the system.
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G-40. EDIAFRIC. L'Economie des pays d'Afrique noire de la zone franc.
 
First edition, Paris, 1973, 330 pp.
 

This report presents a detailed and elaborate study specific
 
to the economic and financial state of each one of the
 
thirteen countries of French Africa. It successively
 
offers a geographical outlook; the most recent economic
 
accounts; the export, industrial and food crop outputs;
 
livestock; industrial, manual and sea fishing; mining
 
industry; energy and water; the manufacturing industries;
 
transportation; the development of international
 
marketing since independence; finances and effected invest
ments as well as prospects concerning proposals and, finally,
 
multilateral and bilateral public aid.
 

G-41. FERGUSON, D.S. "The Potential for the Stratification of the
 
Cattle Industry in Cameroon and Central Africa." Colloque
 
sur l'Embouche Intensive des Bovins en Pays Tropicaux, Dakar,
 
Senegal Decembre 3-7, 1973, IEMVT, 1974.
 

Describes potential for growing out and feeding of cattle
 
from the Adamaoua Plateau before final marketing. Concludes
 
that feeding is possible using molasses as the energy
 
concentrate and should become economically attractive at
 
projected price levels.
 

G-42. FEUNTEUN, L.M. "L'Elevage en Afrique Occidentale Frangaise: Son
 
Importance Economique et Sociale," n.p., n.d.
 

The author presents In~ormation gathered while he was
 
"Inspecteur G6nfral de l'61evage des industries animales
 
de l'A.O.P." A major problem with the study is that
 
none of the figures are dated and one can merely guess
 
from the text that they are from the early 1960's. The
 
major emphasis of this report is on the effect of extension
 
services, improvement of the environment atld research. 
The author concludes that numbers of animals can be 
increased and their health improved if governmtnt financing 
is continued and the peasants are educated to appreciate the 
government's efforts. 
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G-43. FISCHER, John L. "Development of the Beef Industry in Africa:
 
A Paper on Improving Technical and Capital Assistance
 
with Proposed AID Policy Guidelines." Paper prepared

for AID. University of Arizona, 1969.
 

From introduction:
 
The purpose of this report is to provide background

information on the potentials and problems of the African
 
beef industry in order to develop a rational framework
 
for advising agencies in Africa concerned with the beef
 
industry and to aid in evaluating requests for technical
 
and capital assistance. Physical and human )esources

availability is reviewed and the potential market question
 
is discussed.
 

G-44. FAO. "African Trade in Meat, 1959-63." Monthly Bulletin of
 
Agricultural Economics and Statistics, 1966, 15: 
 1-10.
 

Since many African countries depend very heavily on a few
 
cash crops as earners of foreign exchange, the problems

of Africa's agricultural trade have tended to be considered
 
in the past primarily from the point of view of these
 
products. 
This has resulted in an inadequate appreciation

of the potential contribution of some other, less developed,

but perhaps basically more dynamic, sectors of agriculture.

Livestock and livestock products are considered as a case
 
in point, and the following topics ace addressed:
 
distribution of livestock, trade in live animals, exports

of meat and meat products, major meat import markets in
 
Africa, some problems of African meat trade with the
 
developed countries, and development of intra-African meat
 
trade.
 

G-45. 
FAO (Organisation des Nations-Unies pour l'Alimentation et
 
l'Agriculture). Etudeprospective pour le DNveloppement
 
Agricole des Pays de ]a Zone Sahelienne, 1975-1990,
 
Tome I: !pOqpjrt ilcipal et Tome II: 
 Annexes Statistiques.
 
Rome: O.N.U., 1976, 321 pp.
 

This study was carried out over two years by ani nter
disciplinary teunh. It- pru su'iit.!; five chapters;, describing 
in great det-ail the pre.s;enl and fuLture( Slt l,-fiolis of the 
CILSS cotit r i'us. It,-; pi mse 1s Lo bring about: ;n awareness 
of the tri;wniidI),t; of Fort t [;it hVunt Umldertakene in order 
to achlevu rira l d,,vu opoent tii linl th . hi; develop
ment Ilrc dllde!; l)rovidlnlg the lhrlbit i nt; with a stable rood 
supply .ini Iinlprovlig the pr arloi,; conditionstuf,, of the 
rural , FinII ly, thi; s!ittiy liusit be seen as aue I,,y. 
ref lei't i vi document ; dl(lret,;! lug i 1a hIlI an po it ic lans 
and tccinsvcln ; well as; other c ountries and organiza
tIons who are wI l1lig to he lp them. 
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G-46. FAO. World Animal Review. Quarterly. Rome: FAO.
 

A quarterly journal reviewing developments in animal
 
production, animal health and animal products and byproductsp
 
with particular reference to these spheres in Asia,
 
Africa and Latin America.
 

G-47. FOREIGN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICE and USAID. The Marketing
 
Challenge: Distributing Increased Production in Developing
 
Nations. Proceedings of a Conference in Washington, D.C.,
 
June 18-19, 1970.
 

From preface and abstract:
 
This publication is based upon a seminar sponsored by the
 
U.S. Agency for International Development and the U.S.
 

Department of Agriculture, held in Washington D.C.,
 
June 18-19, 1970. The purpose of the seminar was to
 

provide guidance for AID-USDA efforts to improve food
 
marketing in developing countries. Major topics covered
 
include key considerations in marketing policies, marketing
 
enterprises and the flow of resources into marketing
 
functions, nutrition and marketing food for the needy,
 
efficiency In the marketing system, regional experiences
 
in marketing problems and priorities and approaches to
 
technical assistance. A number of specific areas of
 
activity were given high priority: 1) better identifica
tion of technical assistance and research needs in
 
marketing; 2) improvement of marketing management capa
bility; and 3) uroviding more adequate marketing informa

tion for consumers, producers and distributors.
 

G-48. FRANSEN, J.M.; Khouri, R.H. and Milford, R. "The Dynamics of
 
Livestock Production in Subsahara Africa." IBRD Livestock
 

Development Division, Sept. 1970.
 

This article discusses livestock distribution and density 
as they are effectcd by ecological factors in 6 major 
regions of Africa. Tie characteristics of each region as 
they apply to Ilve!iLock ;ire sumnmarized. Herd smen, produc

tion data and the potct lal for I ic veiased prPodu(ction are 

discussed. A y,;tcn; app roarci Is recommended for Increasing 

production. Tei article includeos 8titl t lcal tables, a 

map and a bii) hog raphIiy rulatlng to 1ivestock production 

and range managenienit. 
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G-49. GARCIA, M. "La Structure du troupeau bovin sah6lien au Niger et
 
en Haute-Volta apr~s la s6cheresse." Revue Trimestrielle
 
de la Communaut6 Economilque du B~tail et de la Viande,
 
April-Sept. 1974, 13 pp.
 

The purpose of this study was to attempt an evaluation of
 
the losses due to the drought. It concerns herd structure,

specifically the distribution of males and females according
 
to age groups.
 

G-50. GULLIVER, P.H. The Family Herds: 
A Study of Two Pastoral Tribes
 
in East Africa 
-- the Jie and the Turkana. London:
 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 
1955.
 

This work is a result of field research among the Turkana
 
of Kenya during 1948-1950 and among the Jie of Uganda

during 1950-1951. 
It deals at length with the physical

environment and social ecology of these people. 
The
 
main topics dealt with are ecology and pastoralism, family

and property, stock-associates and marriage and bride
wealth.
 

G-51. HANCOCK, W.K. Survey of British Commonwealth Affairs, Volume II,
 
Part 2: 
 Problems of Economic Policy, 1918-1939. London:
 
Oxford University Press, 1942.
 

The major topics addressed in this volume are evolution of
 
the settlers' frontier in Southern Africa and evolution of
 
the traders' frontier in West Africa. 
The final chapter

contains a review of the major themes.
 

G-52. HELMAN, Howard B. "Cattle Production in West Africa: No Easy

Answers for the New Enthusiasts," n.p., November 1972,
 
42 pp.
 

This paper takes as a point of departure that the tradi
tional patterns of cattle ral sing have been unaffected by
donor investments and donic st I c gover'nmc t p() I I c and 
services. The author cmc hilc; that uirlennz~i:zt lon 
and moderni zation In Af [Aifci c,' IIi(' I It i, deiiianlli For 
meat whic'llh rnIniot 1w ml I i cxklt lg itn -(, Il, ! t riutinres. 
lie: r"ec(Omml e( l ih,it (d m)'lolr,; !o,'-e to ;()ii nlkl[ i: l i fll) r(wV(lll(iilL 1, 

by s 1ccteid Ilnt -vei Ihm!; i ;o' ino ltg nrpr(jvt'!et~nt (dI forage 
resuotrc,,,; tit II ii;nt xj~nmn;i,,n (0m,tf I i':tiunk '1sereftl 
eStaiul iul wnuit ige) hi - )r titmit i eilt --wf(t, It';,'armt 
centers, ( t'' lopu t (dJ m d e ,rnli ivest ,,k .i;-ctor (fiIcn iding
fi1lanclla I [ives;! uct; ) ild d'Vo' bopnitlul! ot a ;t,ctir itrategy.
Regflid I tc~operat on is n-nnh;enIc 1'ia d and! p ior t Ite forr 

improvement are 1.f.mted.
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G-53. HILL, Polly, "Notes on Traditional Market Authority and Market
 
Periodicity in West Africa." Journal of African History,
 
1966, 7(2).
 

These notes on traditional market authority and market
 
periodicity in West Africa are intended to draw atten
tion to the neglect of a fascinating historico-anthro
pological field. They are concerned merely with markets
 
as places, not as mechanisms. Markets, far from being
 
outmoded institutions, are bound to increase in impor
tance during the next few decades, especially in the
 
expanding cities of the south. The author specifically
 
discusses market authorities, market periodicity and
 
geography and market taxes.
 

G-54. . Rural Hausa: A Village and A Setting. Cambridge 
University Press, 1972, 368 pp. 

This is a wide-ranging, multi-dimensional study which
 
examines, in general, the way of life in rural Hausa,
 
and in specific, the socio-economic life of a small Hausa
 
village. The book contains an extensive glossary of
 
terms, concepts, statistical data and reference materials.
 

G-55. HODDER, B.W. and Ukwu, N.I. Markets in West Africa: Studies of
 
Markets and Trade Among the Yoruba and Ibo. Ibadan:
 
University Press, 1969.
 

Both of the studies in this book were written by geographers
 
and refer to market institutions in contiguous parts of
 
West Africa. They illustrate widely differing approaches.
 
While the Yoruba study is chiefly concerned with the analysis
 
of markets as institutions, the Ibo study pays particular
 
attention to markets as central places and analyzes the
 
characteristics and processes of marketing and trade
 
associated with these institutions.
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G-56. INSTITUT D'ETUDE DU DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL (INADES).

"Rapport d'Activit6: Ann6e 1974." Abidjan, 1974, 36 pp.
 

The Institute is trying to initiate a change in the
 
agrarian habits of the population. This is done with the
 
cooperation of a staff trained by INADES. Its staff is
 
increasingly African (males and females) and their 
teaching mainly concerns the rural area. The training 
sessions are performed at three levels. The basic level 
offers farmers agricultural experimental classes as well
 
as a further training class. The intermediate level,
 
mainly concerns women (sensitization to their situation
 
and role under pedagogical supervision) and, finally,

the professionals (engineers, economists, sociologists),
 
whose training offers development sensitization classes.
 

G-57. INADES 	(Universiti de Paris). L'Approvisionnement des Villes
 
dans les Etats Africains et Malgache (horizon 1985).
 
Report prepared for le Secr6tariat d'Etat aux
 
Affaires Etrang~res. Paris, 1973.
 

This work includes two studies (done from surveys carried
 
out in the country concerned) presenting complementary
 
characteristics. The purpose of the first study was to
 
determine the daily caloric needs of Abidjan, Bamako,
 
Lom6, Ouagadougou and Bouak6 according to two approaches:
 
1) taking the structure and the activities of the
 
population as 	well as the climatic incidence into account
 
and 2) depending on quantitative and qualitative nutritious
 
requirements as well as local habits. The objective of the
 
second study was to analyze the food consumption according
 
to two criteria: intertemporal and temporal.
 

G-58. JOANDET, G.E. and Cartwright, T.C. "Modeling Beef Production
 
Systems." Journal of Animal Science, 1975, 41(4): 1238
1246.
 

From author's 	summary:
 
Systems analysis techniques may be applied to modeling beef 
production at 	many different. htvra rclriil lvew lV(: from the 
level of the cell to the level of a region or country. 
Choice of the-	proper l.vel I., c It lcal to the lla lulent of 
object [ve;. A ,;yt;t em may be d(Ic ;urlcbd with n mthema tical 
model that nay be u';('(I to e:x.1I lie e vlectsq ot alttrniatflve 
pract c( ,i"I. Ipluit! oIr a giwv ii ()d 'ct INO, imnct Ilan. Maximni 
zat:ion teehn irju; may he app llIed t( ,;huilate optfial breeding 
or raimigeiiient yatmnn; Ior( a ;i t,;wI e ,wt (I )rodlIe lon, 
eco)ll(fll ;11nd ';o(-f;1 c11(1 l Iol rh.hr nodel l g E'Xer I .1.i a 
systemnatie method o1 a pplying ;egmvnted knowledge tc 
specific dynanic production nituit.ionth. 
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The Nature of Nomadism: A Comparative Study
G-59. JOHNSON, Douglas L. 

of Pastoral Migrations in Southwestern Asia and Northern
 

Africa, Research Paper No. 118. University of Chicago,
 

Department of Geography, 1969.
 

From author's preface:
 
This study has a dual purpose. It reviews a portion
 
of the vast literature dealing with nomads and it
 

attempts to classify nomadic groups on the basis of the
 

cartographic appearance of their migration patterns. An
 

introductory statement about the nature and ecology
 
of pastoral nomads is given. The individual case studies
 

form the bulk of the work and were chosen to give the
 
most representative selection possible within the regional
 

limitations. Each tribal study is accompanied by a map
 

of the tribe's migration pattern. The concluding chapter,
 

together with its suggested classification, is the logical
 

outgrowth of the maps and serves to draw together the
 
collection of case studies.
 

G-60. . "The Response of Pastoral Nomads to Drought in the 

Absence of Outside Intervention." Paper presented for 

the UN Special Sahelian Office. 

This paper is based on a review of more than 400 books
 

and articles on nomadic studies dealing with the
 
ecological organization and migration patterns of pastoral
 

nomadism in North Africa and Southwest Asia. The author
 

seeks to delineate the characteristics of nomadic life that
 

condition a response to drought, to develop a generalized
 

model of pastoral response to drought and to suggest in
 

broad outline major developments likely to occur within
 

the nomadic community in the absence of major external
 
intervention, when adverse environmental conditions relax.
 

G-61. KANE, Cheikh Tidjiane. "Une exp6rience de formation profession

nelle rurale: le perfectionnement den 61eveurnl." Drought 
in Africa series, paper from CILSS rural development in 

Africa field trip/workshop, Feb. 1975, 15 pp. 

The objective of the project reviewed it thIk paper was to 

set up a tra Inlg s;tri-tc, ore (,I; I u1d 1 )r (Ile rural coM11Tiuni ty 

which wOiild bI' a key Ior deve lopmrit. Vivoe ;c'ct lont o" the 

report (ow r lis tory of t lie prol('ct , ('()lilI('('t I(n, btween 

this iiii(I )ther rircov'ry proleett, furl he r trainiing cent,er 

for sto (k-hrttvter!;, p1articlpatLon of forel gi; miiItante and 

future i)rO1pec to. 
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G-62. KASSAS, M. "Desertification versus Potential for Recovery in

Circum-Saharan Territories." 
 In Arid Lands in Transition,
123-142 pp. 
Edited by Harold E. Dregne. Washington, D.C.:
S4American 
 Association for the Advancement of Science,
 
1970.
 

The topics dealt with in this work are: 
 environmental

shifts in steppelands; features of vegetation; land form
and surface sediments; developmental versus retrogressional

changes; change within the Gum Arabic Belt in Sudan;

mechanism of recovery; 
 experiments; water conser
vation by reservoirs; water redistribution systems; green

belts and afforestation; and ecobiological 
recovery.
 

G-63. 
KEULEN, H. Van; de Wit, C.T. and The Institute for Biological and

Chemical Research on Field Crops and Herbage (I.B.S.).

"Actual and Potential Herbage Production in Arid Regions.

Annotated bibliography." 
 Wageningen (Netherlands), August

1975.
 

This paper relates to a joint Dutch-Israeli research project

which was conducted from 1972-1975. It summarizes the aims
of the project and the results and also includes an annotated
 
bibliography.
 

G-64. LAGOIN, M.M.Y. and Salmon, G. 
"Etude technique et Sconomique
 
comparge de la distribution du poisson do mer dane lea pays
de l'ouest africain: etude rigionale." Secretariat dtStat
 aux Affaires Etrangares, Charg6 do Is Coopdration, (France),

October 1967.
 

Data from 1960-1964 are used in a series of tables describing (among other things) fishing population, value of the
 
catch, and imports and exports. The trade data are in terms
of volume, value, change in composition over the period and
 
customs duties paid. 
The consumption of fish and beef is
compared and the problem of protein deficiency in the human
diet of the area is noted. 
The authors conclude that an

expansion of ocean fishing and domestic consumption of fish
 
is the best remedy for this problem.
 

£ 4 
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G-65. GRIGORI, Lazarev. "Rural Development in the African Countries 
of the Sudano-Sahelian Africa." Report prepared for the 
UN Special Sahelian Office, July 1974, 16 pp. 

.-. The author reviews the situation of the rural population 
of the Sahel and brings up a variety of questions concern
ing rural development. He discusses geographic, economic., 
technical, social and institutional constraints which 
impede development. After a brief review of rural develop
ment action over the past 10 years, he shows that, because 
of a piecemeal approach, these efforts have to a large 
extent been limited to extension and improvement of exports* 
ignoring food crops, livestock raising and other activities. 
The author calls for new approaches to rural development 

using political will and imagination to increase agricul
tural production, overcome technological constraints 
(energy, soil fertility, improvement of crops, breeding 
techniques, etc.), better organization of the domestic 
market and the development of rural employment. 

G-66. LE COEUR, Ch. "Le Commerce de la Noix de Kola en Afrique 
Occidentale." Annales de GUographie, No. 199, Paris: 
Librairie Armand Colin, Janvier 1927, 143-149 pp. 

First, we are given a description of the conditions under 
which the kola tree must be grown, as well as the medical, 
religious, social and mystical vivtues of its fruit. Two 
aspects of kola nut marketing ar, presented: native and 
European. Native marketing ren iins more important and is 
based on barter (for salt, textiles and cattle) from 
south to north. European markeeing is still very low 
despite the extension of the French railway; Senegal and 
the Gambia thus remain the main coastal outlets. 

G-67. MCGINNIES, William G.1 Goldman, Bra J. and Paylore, Patricia, 
editors. Food, Fiber and the Arid Lands. Tucson: Univer
sity of Arizona Press, 1971, 437 pp. 

,40 

This is a collection of articles by a variety of authors 
ranging in scope from general information for the lay 
reader to highly technical writing for the specialist. 
Main topics are: cultural and social problems, land and 
resource uses, water and agriculture, ecology of arid 
regions and information sources. The articles cover a 
wide geographical range - Including the American Southwest, 
the Middle East, Mongolia and South America. Each article 
contains an abstract and an extensive list of references. 
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G-68. MCLOUGHLIN, Peter F.M., ed. 
African Food Production Systems:
 
Cases and Theory. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1970.
 

The purpose of this collection of original articles by

both anthropologists and economists is to focus on the
 
food problem in an African environment. Based almost
 
entirely on field work ir.rural communities, the case
 
studies presented here describe in some detail the food
 
production of seven African societies.
 

G-69. MIU, Stephen J. and Longworth, John W. "Stochastic-Computerized
Activity-Budgeting for Sheep Enterprises." 
 Australian
 
Journal of Agricultural Economics, August 1975, 109-118 pp.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Stochastic-computerized-activity-budgeting (SCAB) facili
tates and extends the traditional gross margins analysis

for sheep activities. SCAB is one of the very few com
puterized management aids so far developed for Australian
 
farm management situations. In the deterministic mode,

SCAB calculates gross margins based on point estimates of
 
all the relevant parameters. In stochastic mode, it
 
generates a distribution of pay-offs (gross margins)

based on the manager's subjective probability distribution
 
for the relevant major uncertain parameters. The variance
 
of this distribution of pay-offs represents a measure of
 
the risk associated with the activity given the manager's

subjective probability distribution for the relevant major
 
uncertain parameters.
 

G-70. MINER, Thomas H. and Associates, Inc. "Pre-Investment Study:
 

Meat Packing Industry for Entente Guaranty Fund." Prepared
 
for AID. Chicago, 1967.
 

The objectives of this study were to investigate factors
 
pertinent to evaluating the opportunity for private American
 
investment in Niger and Upper Volta. 
Specific data were
 
gathered on the availability of livestock in those countries,

types and structure of existing and potential consumer
 
markets, recommendations on basic processing plants and
 
transport needs, partnership potential with government

and/or local private interests, local financial and legal

arrangements including taxes, tariffs, Import-export controls,

limitations on capital movements and repatriation profits,

etc. After a summary presentation, the study presents
detailed analyses of potential markets, transportation,
 
procurement and investment and income schedules.
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MINISTERE DE LA COOPERATION, Direction de l'Aide au Dgveloppement
G-71. 

"Compte Rendu de la Reunion d'Information et de
(France). 


FED,
Coordination sur l'Elevage dans les Pays du Sahel." 


Paris, 1974, 80 pp.
 

This meeting ga-e the opportunity to hear countries'
 

demands, to discover donors' positions and to record re

actions on both sides to a study financed by FED analyzing
 
The report of
the livestock situation at the end of 1973. 


agenda, list of particithe meeting is in seven parts: 


pants, summary of the FED report, paper on Gambian livestock,
 

Sahelian ecological problems, speech by M. Bailhache and
 

conclusions.
 

G-72. MIRACLE, Marvin P. "Comparative Market Structures in Developing
 

Countries." LTC Reprint No. 75. Land Tenure Center,
 

University of Wisconsin, 1970.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The purpose of this paper is to review some of the more
 

important contributions to the literature on market struc

tures in developing countries; to present theoretical
 

arguments concerning the type of market structures we
 

should expect during early phases of economic development
 

and to report some relevant empirical evidence for the
 

agricultural sector in some of the countries of Africa
 

and Latin %merica.
 

G-73. . "Methodology for Research on West African Systems."
 

Unpublished paper, University of Wisconsin, n.d.
 

Most economists analyze economic development in West 

Africa as suggested by the dual economy model. The author 

hypothesizes that many -- perhaps most -- rural West 

Africane commonly buy and nell a iiumber of Iteinti, and that 

the marketing systems they are involved In are typically 

more complex, ilnvolvilng long otatil'~tid more middllemen, 

than it ustally cuggest. ed . Tis oyI i) io !yct ; kI t e;teci and 

supported by elght inilths o lihli work lict the Ivory Coast, 

with the main mode of data coIlvctfion befng the 11,terview. 

The autior prenveit; an eval at t i of thfIn metHiodolog]. 
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G-74. MITTENDORF, H.J.; Wilson, S.C. and the Centre (Fort Lamy, Chad).

Livestock and Meat Marketing inAfrica. 
 Rome: FAO, March
 
1961, 123 pp.
 

This report is divided into two parts. The first is the
 
survey of livestock and meat marketing in Africa based on

information collected during a tour of Africa in 1960.

second part is a summary account of the Centre held at 

The
 

Fort Lamy, December 1960. 
The authors review the information
 
on meat supply, consumption, prices and trade as well as

livestock disease problems. There is a section on transportation and a discussion of markets and slaughterhouses.
Marketing systems are reviewed and the authors conclude that

the development of livestock and meat production and

marketing should become a priority for many African countries.
 
Many statistical tables and maps are included.
 

G-75. MONOD, Theodore, ed. Pastoralism in Tropical Africa: 
Studies
 
Presented and Discussed at the XIIIth International African
 
Seminar, Niamey, December 1972. 
 Published for the Inter
national African Institute. 
London: Oxford University
 
Press, 1975.
 

From author's preface:
 
The seventeen studies published in this volume (some in

French, some in English) were prepared for the discussions
 
at the Thriteenth International African Seminar, held at
Niamey in December 1972. 
The papers review African
 
pastoralism (in both West and East Africa) in relation to
ecology, economy, social and community organization, kin
ship, intergroup relations, modern administrative attitudes
 
and policies and problems of development.
 

G-76. MORGAN, W.T.W. East Africa: 
 Its People and Resources. Nairobi:
 
Oxford University Press, 1969.
 

From author's foreword:
 
This work is a descendant of the handbook on "The Natural
 
Resources of East Africa," prepared for the Eighth

Commonwealth Forestry Conference in 1969. 
This volume alms
 
more consciously at a wider audience, especially to three
 
kinds of people: the specialist in the subject who values
 
a 
summary of the present position; the worker inanother
 
discipline who needs an introduction to other, perhaps
neighboring fields and the relevant literature 
and to the

student of East Africa in general. The major topics

addressed are: history, demography, physical features,

agriculture, forestry, fishing, industry, research and
 
economics.
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G-77. MORRIS, C.A. and Wilton, J.W. "Influence of Mature Cow Weight on
 
Economic Efficiency in Beef Cattle Production." Canadian
 
Journal of Animal Science, 1975, 55: 223-250.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Linear programming has been used to investigate, with a
 
farm level model, the influence of mature cow weight or
 
economic efficiency in beef cattle production. Four other
 
factors are considered: 1) farm size, 2) herd size, 3) beef
 
and feed prices and 4) a marketing option (i.e. the facility
 
to feed home-grown crops or to feed and sell home-grown
 
crops). The model describes straightbred production, and
 
is integrated in the sense that it includes a cow-calf
 

operation with replacements bred on the farm, a beef feed
lot for steers and surplus heifers, cropping and the labor
 
and capital required for livestock and cropping.
 

G-78. MORRIS, Wilford and Ottley, Rex A. "DAP Report - Livestock
 
Sector - Entente." AID, November 1974.
 

From author's introduction: 
This report is the product of one month spent in the Entente 

countries, primarily Upper Volta, Niger and Ivory Coast. 
Time in Ivory Coast was spent in meetings with REDSO, 
Entente officials and technicians who have prepared a 
request for AID from the Ivory Coast. The report also 
attempts to assess the current situation in Upper Volta 
and Niger - especially in relation to the present status of 
the livestock industry following several years of drought. 
It is not project specific, but Identifies areas where 
AID intervention might be useful to compliment a very 
large input by other donors.
 

G-79. MOSGAARD, Christian. "Possibilities for Mid and Long Term
 
Strategies for Development in the Sahelian Countries."
 
Paper prepared for the UN Special Sahellan Office, April
 
1974, 13 pp.
 

This paper reviews the assistance which hart been given to 
the Sahel countries for the drought and the effects of this 
aid. The author proposes various development projects 
concerning water, agriculture, transport, mining, fishing, 
medical care and training.
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G-80. M FITT, R.F.A. "Cattle Farming." West African Technical Review,
 
February 1977, 96-101 pp.
 

This article discusses the various types of cattle in
 
West Africa, their disease resistance, productivity and
 
market movement. The author commends nomadism and
 
criticizes the view that productivity is hindered by the
 
conservatism of traditional stockmen. 
Maps, production
 
tables and other statistics are included.
 

G-81. NIWMAN, James L., ed. Drouglt1amrine and Population Movements in
 
Africa. Maxwell School. of Citizenship and Public Affairs,
 
Syracuse University, 1975, 144 pp.
 

This book is a collection of papers which were presented at
 
a symposium of the tame title in 1974. 
 The papers concern
 
the activities of international assistance programs, for
 
the Sahel drought, the meterology of the drought, the
 
resource poverty of the Sahel nations, the effects of drought
 
and population pressures and the problems of settling the
 
world's arid regions.
 

G-82. NICOLAISEN, Johanne,,. E9cology and Culture of the Pastoral Tuareg.
 
National Museum of Copenhagen, 1963, 548 pp.
 

The author uses q combination ef hiatorIcal and functional
 
methods of anthropology to analyze the development of Tuareg
 
culture with particular reference to food-producing 
activities. This study is a result of several years' study
in Africa on pastoralism. It surveys the social organization, 
culture and environment of Tuaregs especially ooncentrating 
on cultural and economic aspects of agriculture and live
stock activities.
 

G-83. OFFICER, R.R.; Halter, A.N. and Dillon, John L. "Risk, Utility 
and the Palatability of Extension Advice to Farmer Groups." 
AutralianiournalofAgricultural Economics, December 1969, 
171-183 pp. 

From author's introduction: 
Using the results of an empirical study of farmers' utility 
functlonn, evidence Is presented that rink plays a mena
surable role in framer decision-making. The extension 
1mplcationni of such risk influences are discussed with 
particular emphasis on the posinble efficacy of using group 
utility functions an a basis for group recomnmendations. 
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G-84. OECD. Meat Balances in OECD Member Countries 1962-1975. April
 
1977.
 

This report presents: livestock numbers, gross indigenous
 
production, meat production from slaughtered animals,
 
consumption, consumption per head and country tables.
 

G-85. OECD. 	Study of Trends in World Supply and Demand of Major
 
Agricultural Commodities, Report by the Secretary-General.
 
Paris, 1976.
 

From author's preface:
 
The object of this st,,dy was to elucidate the probable
 
trends in world supply z," demand for the major agricul
tural commodities (cereals, feedstuffs and livestock
 
products) in the next ten to fifteen years. It is based
 
on the assumption of the continuation of existing policies
 
and on the analysis of the main factors which determine
 
these trends, such as the level of production, trade,
 
prices, stocks, problems of aid and their interrelationships.
 
The study includes both a general assessment and regional
 
analyses.
 

G-86. PERETTI, M. Projet Mise en Place de I'ORD du Sahel, Tome 1:
 
Situation Actuelle de I'ORD. Report prepared for the
 
Minist~re du Dgveloppement Rural, Direction des Services
 
de l'Elevage et des Industries Animales, October 1976,
 
117 pp.
 

The Sahel ORD was created in 1975 for the following pur
poses: defining and programming actions to be undertaken,
 
evaluating costs and calculating results. Indeed,
 
according to its statutes, the ORD's main goal is to do
 
everything possible to promote the social and economic
 
development of populations located within its geographical
 
reach. This report includes six parts: 1) population,
 
2) agriculture, 3) cattle raising, 4) goat and sheep
 
raising, 5) the agro-climatological conditions in rain
water crops and 6) a study in view of the development of
 
surface waters.
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G-87. RAE, Allan N. "Stochastic Programming, Utility and Sequential
 
Decision Problems in Farm Management." American Journal
 
of Agricultural Economics, 1971, 53: 448-460.
 

From author's introduction:
 
This paper presents a further development of discrete
 
stochastic programming, viewed within the context of
 
Bayesian decision theory. Some probability models and
 
information structures 
(with and without additional infor
mation) are discussed, followed by an indication of how
 
the stochastic programming matrix may be set up to reflect
 
the various information structures. Some expected utility
 
theories are then reviewed, and their usefulness in
 
allowing the specification of a wide variety of objective
 
functions for the stochastic programming model is illus
trated. Finally, a method is presented for determining the
 
money value of additional information, additional resources
 
and the expected cost of uncertainty.
 

G-88,. RAEDER-ROITZSCH, J.E. "Institutional Forestry Problems in the
 
Sahelian Region." Paper prepared for the UN Special
 
Sahelian Office, December 1974.
 

The author believes that forestry policy could make a key
 
contribution to the solution of the Sahelian drought problem.
 
The paper reviews the setting for overall national forestry
 
development. 
 The present, passive policies are criticized
 
and a concerted, dynamic development of the forestry
 
sector as a whole is recommended. Facilities for training
 
forestry personnel are diacussed.
 

G-89. REDETZKE, Keith Allen. "A Matrix Model of a Rangeland Grazing
 
System." Ph.D. Dissertation, Colorado State University,
 
1973, 144 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
Data from long-term grazing intensity studies were used to
 
develop a model capable of predicting the response of plant 
cover and animal. production to variations in weather and 
grazing pressture for different soil types. The sys ten was 
described by a se*t of matr ix equations, with spec ific 
transi tion ratrfci,. for each combination of soil type, 
grazing inttns;lty and weather category. Model verification 
and va lidaLion tests were done with data from a study having 
replicated grazing treatments, 
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G-90. ROBINET, A.H. "Water and Livestock Development in the Sahel."
 
Courrier de l'Association, 1974, 23: 29-35. Original in
 
French, translation by U.S. State Department.
 

This article is concerned with problems of water as related
 
to livestock development. It sets forth a few basic facts
 
about grazing land water needs and policy. It gives
 
physiological information on water needs for various live
stock. Water policy is reviewed in terms of research,
 
infrastructure, livestock watering economics, project
 
management and modernization.
 

G-91. RUSSELL, E. Walter. "Some Agricultural Problems of Semi-Arid
 
Areas." In The Soil Resources of Tropical Africa: A
 
Symposium of the African Studies Association of the United
 
Kingdom, 121-135 pp. Edited by R.P. Moss. Cambridge:
 
Cambridge University Press, 1968.
 

From author's summary:
 
These regions are characterized not only by experiencing
 
drought as a normal agricultural hazard but often also by
 
a very erratic rainfall regime in which runs of years occur
 
when the rainfall is either well below or well above the
 
long-term average. Water conservation is therefore essential
 
during the drier years, and methods for achieving this are
 
described.
 

G-92. RUTENBERG, H. "Artificial pastures and their Utilization in the
 
Southern Guinea Savanna and the Derived Savanna of West
 
Africa: Tour d'Horizon of an Agricultural Economist."
 
Stuttgart-Hohenheim, 1974.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The production of more animal protein is one of the major
 

objectives of agricultural development policy in West
 
Africa. The use of natural grazing (ranching) in the
 
Guinea and Derived Savanna is running into numerous 
difficulties. Artificial pastures may prove to be the 
more economic approach - beef production at high price 
levels for beef. This applies In particular to a combination 
of natural grazing in the rainy season and artificial pas
tures in the dry season.
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G-93. RYAN, James G. 
"Using Input Demand and Production Function
 
Models to Assess the Net Benefits of Dairy Herd Improve
ment." Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics,
 
April 1975, 23-38 pp.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Two methods of evaluating the net social benefits of the
 
dairy herd improvement scheme operated by the New South
 
Wales Department of Agrictilture are described. The first
 
involves derivation of an input demand function for the
 
herd-recording aspect of the scheme and use of this func
tion to estimate the economic surplus (net of both private
 
and public costs) provided by the service. The second
 
approach involves deriving a produc ion function for milk
 
from which it is possible to estimate the contribution
 
herd-recording and artificial breeding have made to in
creasing milk yields per cow. Social benefits are shown to
 
have been less than social costs for herd-recording,
 
however, dairy farmers have made net private gains.
 

G-94. SARNIGUET, J.; de Mieulle. J.E.; Blanc, P. and Tyc J. 
"Approvision
nement 
en Viandes de l'Afrique de l'Ouest." English
 
translation by W.H.M. Morris. Paris: SEDES, 1973, 126 pp.
 

This document includes three parts: 1) current situ3tion
 
and projection for 1975-1985 for six states 
(Senegal,

Mauritania, Mali, the Gambia, Sierra Leone and Liberia),
 
2) regional study (output, consumption and marketing) and
 
3) regional projection (proposals for development of produc
tion, improvements in marketing, equipment and infrastruc
ture).
 

G-95. SCHMIDT-NELSON, Knut. Desert Animals: Physiological Prob'ems of
 
Heat and Water. London: Oxford University Press, 1964,
 
277 pp.
 

The purpose of this book is to examine what is known about
 
desert animals and how they manage to live In an environ
ment of excessive termperatures and water shortage. To 
establish a basis for comparison, the author presents a 
discussion of man's physio]ogical responses to this harsh 
environment. Moreover, before deal lg with Individual 
animals, the author also discusses body size, perhaps the 
most consequential single aspect of an animal's physical 
endowment.
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G-96. SCHNEIDER, Harold K. Economic Man: The Anthropology ofEconomics.
 

New York: The Free Press, 1974, 278 pp.
 

From author's preface:
 
In this work, the author seeks to express two related
 

themes. The first is the book's orientation to one
 
aspect of man -- his economic perspective. This is broadly
 

defined as a focus on how men relate their available
 

resources to their desired ends, and explores human
 

behavior cross-culturally from that stance, including with

in the focus the production, exchange and consumption not
 

only of material means but also of more intangible values,
 

such as honor and respect. Secondly, the author seeks to
 

directly challenge the prejudice against the economic man.
 

Economic man, asserts Schneider, is to be no more despised
 

than, for example, religious man or political man. Rather,
 

he is a part of all of us, but he is an abstraction from
 

us and not the whole of any of us.
 

G-97. SCHWAB, Gerald D. A Computerized Decison-Making Model for the
 

Beef/Forage Enterprise. Ph.D. Dissertation, Purdue
 
University, 1974.
 

The purpose of this study was to develop a model and
 
methodology which would enable the exploration and
 

evaluation of alternative beef/forage production systems.
 

This decision-making model was designed with sufficient
 

flexibility to allow analysis of a multitude of alterna
tive farm situations. The solutions rendered by the
 

model are sensitive to farm situations which often vary
 

with respect to available resources, managerial abilities
 

and price and production expectations.
 

G-98. SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AUX AFFAIRES ETRANGERES, Direction de l'Aide
 

au Diveloppement (France). Exportations de viandes par
 

les pays sahllens francophones: statistiques 1970-1972.
 

Paris: R~publique Franqaise, 1973, 28 pp.
 

This document presents statistical data concerning
 
refrigerated meats distributed between exporting and im

porting countries.
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G-99. • "Participation du Fonds d'Aide et de Cooperation A
 
l'effort de d6veloppement de la production animale."
 
Paris, October 1972, 18 pp.
 

The objective of this study was to find 
a way to satisfy

the need for animal protein within a price compatible with
 
low income consumers. The paper calls for planning and
 
research in these areas of livestock and ocean fish:
 
feeding and watering, sanitary protection, manufacturing
 
and proper distribution.
 

G-100. . "La Reconstitution du Cheptel et Ae DWveloppement de
 
la Production Animals en Zone Sahlienne et Soudano
Sah~lienne: 
 Esquisse d'une strat6gie nationale et rgionale."
 
Aont 1973, 46 pp.
 

This study concerns the analysis of different types of
 
intervention to be done in order to rebuild cattle herds
 
and to develop production. It also establishes the
 
premises of the working schedule, which is more elaborate
 
than the traditional catalog of interventions. This
 
study concludes that, according to the countries and the
 
volume of aid, a period of 2 to 3 years is necessary, so
 
that urgent steps may be taken on the way. 
Subjects
 
discussed include a herdsman's code, water and pasturage
 
codes, export policies, investment and modernization and
 
donor aid.
 

G-101. , D~partement de l'Elevage (France). 
 "Le d6veloppement de
 
l'6levage: types d'intervention int6grfes zonales oa
 
r~gionales." Paris, 1972, 26 pp.
 

This report is divided into four files: 
 1) traditional
 
production (animal health, guarding and improvement of
 
pastures, water), 2) output Intensification, 3) marketing,
 
manufacturing and distribut ion and 4) agriculture
livestock association.
 

G-102. 
 . "Fond dI'Alde ct. de Coopsration: tudvs et projets en 
cours.' Paris, Novembor 1972. I0 pp. 

This Is a rev ew of varlots c rrnt projects concerning 
livestock In suveral coutitri es; of Wett Africa: Mauritania, 
Senegal, Mall, Upper Vol ta, Nigr, Ivory Coast , Ag'o,
Dahomey ad Chad. It also presents financial aid
 
stati1st is 
provided by national and international organi
zat ions. 
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G-103. . "Note sur la politique du Fonds d'Aide et de 
Cooperation en faveur du d~veloppement de la production 
animale." Paris, October 1972, 16 pp. 

Given the problems raised by the increasing shortage of
 
world-wide supply of animal proteins, this study attempts
 

to provide a series of solutions centered around three
 
main themes: planning of production development, sanitary
 
protection and improvement of cattle, and transferring of
 
livestock products to consumption centers using the most
 
economic means.
 

G-104. SHEETS, Hal and Morris, Roger. Disaster in the Desert: Failures
 

of International Relief in the West African Drought.
 
Special Report for the Carnegie Endowment for International
 
Peace, Washington, D.C., 1974.
 

This report strongly criticizes the management of disaster
 
relief during the period of the Sahel drought. It
 
concentrates on the failure of USAID and UNFAO to recognize
 
the developing problems, to coordinate information on the
 
drought, and to deal effectively and quickly with a crisis
 
situation due to "neglect, inertia, delays, red tape and
 
institutional short-sightedness." The authors describe 
also the failure to organize and follow through its relief
 

program - to monitor progress, to provide appropriate types
 
and quality of food aid and to ensure equitable distribu

tion. A long period of foreign aid policies which ignored
 
the Sahel is blamed for the failure to stem the epidemic of
 
hunger and disease. Barriers to gathering, retrieval
 

and use of information are stressed. The authors suggest
 
ways to monitor such aid programs and recommend the
 

establishment of an international center for the training
 
of experts in disaster relief.
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G-105. SHUMUAY, C.R.; Bentley, Ernest and Barrick, E.R. Economic
 
Analysis of a Beef Production Innovation: Dairy-Beef 
Crossbreeding, Economic Report R-6. 2 ; Department of 
Economics, North Carolina State University, March 1974, 
47 pp. 

Research in North Carolina has demonstrated the potential
 
of some crossbred calves to make very rapid growth. This
 
economic study compares one crossbreeding system, Angus-

Holstein cows bred to a Charolais Bull, with purebred
 
Angus cattle. The issue is whether the faster rate of
 
growth is sufficient to offset the economic cost of
 
additional calving problems, required purchase of replace
ment heifers, and lower price received for calves sold.
 
Linear programming and partial budgeting are used to
 
analyze net returns to the farm from cow/calf, stocker
 
and finishing activities under both breeding systems. Also
 
investigated is the impact of alternative farm resources
 
typical of central North Carolina and a wide range of beef
 
prices on 1) corp and forage system, 2) herd size, 3) labor
 
requirements and 4) the marginal value of inputs.
 

G-106. SMITH, A.J., ed. Beef Cattle Production in Developing Countries:
 
Proceedings of the Conference held in Edinburgh from the
 
let to 6th September 1974 by the Centre for Tropical
 
Veterinary Medicine. University of Edinburgh: Centre
 
for Tropical Veterinary Medicine, 1976.
 

From author's preface:
 
Cattle in developing countries have many different uses;
 
they act as one of the main sources of power in agricul
ture and provide fuel (dung) for domestic use; they supply
 
milk and meat; act as a repository of wealth and fulfill
 
numerous social and religious functions in various parts
 
of the world. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
 
output of meet from cattle in the developing world is not
 
very high and beef production per head of cattle popula
tion ranges from one-third to one-twentieth of that in
 
the United States. The relative importance of these
 
various constraints to production vary from one region of
 
the world to another. The objectives of this conference
 
were to discuss the effect of these constraints on beef
 
production and to outline if and how the output of beef 
can be increased from cattle in the developing world.
 

4V 
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G-107. SEDES. Approvisionnement en Viandes de l'Afrique Centre Ouest, 

Tome I: Anaayse de in Situation Actuelle et Projections,
Tome TI: Propositions de Dvelopement et d'Amliorations. 

Prepared for Secretariat tat aux Affaires Etrang6res
 

(France). Paris, 1969. Also available in English trans

lation.
 

Volume I concerns the countries of the "Entente" and their 

two English-speaking neighbors: Nigeria and G~hana. It is 

devoted to the analysis of the current: situation and to 

prospects for 	 1980 concerning output, marketing modalities 

and economic circults for each of the seven countries. 

Means for developing output, market ing Improvements and 

current equipment are di,scussed. Annexe:; d i,, u ;; Import 

markets for beef and African breeding ranch.i. Vol ume II 

main parts: 1) out put dee I opment,is divided into three 
and 3) improve2) improvements of cattle and meat mirketing 

ment of network equipment. These development proposals arise 
and .reasefrom the numerical increase in cattle the age d-

in exploitation of males.
 

G-108. SEDES. 'Aprovisjonnement des villes dans les pays Francophone 
Afrique - Enqes et Perspectives, Tome I: Raplport de 

Synthaise -Enqutte- Eonom oue aupres des Fmilies 

Tome II: Abl dj net ouak6, Tome III: Lom, Tome IV: 
Ouagadougou, Tome V: Bamako. Report prepared for the 

French Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Paris, 

December 1972. 

The purpose of this study is to determine to what extent
 

urban supply could be improved (quality and quantity)
 

concerning food and import products (wheat, sugar and milk)
 

as well an butchery meats and fish. Volume I includes two 

parts: 1) synthesis report which lists goals, the nmthods 

used, the main result s achieved and the lessons that one 

can draw from 	 this kind of study and 2) the fIamil y cm miC 

gIvet and V, I nuiesurvey, which methods results per tiwn. 

II offers rtilti and expectations for the constmp 1Ii of 

some food pro(duct:, In Abidijan and BouakC-. Volune l I , IV 

and V give the same data about Lom6, Ouagadougou anl Bamako. 
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G-109. SEDES. Introduction ax Comtes Economiques de la Production
 
Anirmale: Appjlicatlon aux Pays Sahlens, Tome I: Etude 
M6thodooIJ_(ie. Paris: Minist2re de la Coop6ration, 
1974, 182 pp. 

To avoid uninformed projections of social models of developed 
countries on tunderdeveloped economies and to describe an 
economic system witlhout neglectlng its social aspects, a 
new methodological approach Is necc-;:ary. It presents It
self in several steps: 1) a phase of detailed ana1ysis of 
systems of actlvItles (description of products as well as 
economic agents); 2) a phlase of ,;ynthiesk ,uid of establish
ment of a scheme of model account !;and 3) a further phase
where procedures of com1pfilat.-ionl and of treatment of basic 
statistical information well.as as methods of aggregate
 
estimates will be specified. 

G-110. SEDES. Recueil Statistique de la Production Anmale. 
Paris:
 
R6publique Frangaise, Mnist re 
de la Coop6ration, 1975.
 

This document presents statistical data and principal
 
information related to animal production in 24 African 
countries up to June 1975. However, for 
some tables, it
 
was impossible to obtain an identical reference year after
 
1970 for all countries. These data are presented in an
 
identical way for each country: plyqsical, demographic and 
economic characterist ics, animal product ion data, adminis
trative, financial and technical resources, resourcei 
and uses of byproduct!, evolt in of trade, animal production 
unit price and value, legislation and fiscal policy and 
perspectives on rievelopment. 

G-111. SOME, Bozi Bernard. "Quelquen Composantes de la Personne Humaine 
Chez Deux Populations de Souche Dagomba: Les Mossi et les 
Dagara," n.p., n.d., typewritten. 

This document Is a linguistic study of some terms and 
conceptHi In tihe langtiages of the Mo soi and lit, Dagara. The 
author explains their ignif I;lnic, in rcl lglotis and 
superstitiouns beliefs about tHie til,it Ioindilp between man's 
body and Its spirit. The i c.tt; i i- t tlie heIIlefat on daily
life are then dincstised. 
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G-112. SZCZEPANIK Edward F. "Recent Changes in World Livestock/Feed
 
Price Ratios." Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics
 
and Statistics, Dec. 1976, 25: 1-16.
 

From author's introduction:
 
The purpose of this article is to describe the changes in
 
livestock/feed price ratios from 1970 to 1976, and to
 
analyze the effects of these changes on production and
 
consumption of livestock products and feed in developed
 
and developing countries. Coverage is limited to selected
 
commodities. The main attention is given to cattle, pigs,
 
poultry and their products on the one hand, and to concen
trate feedstuffs such as cereals, oilcakes, fishmeal and
 
compound feeds on the other.
 

G-113. THATCHER, L.P. and Lloyd, A.G. "Least-Cost Feed Reserve Using
 
Drought Probabilities Derived from a Grazing Model."
 
Review of Marketing and Agricultural Economics, September,
 
1975, 43: 113-125.
 

From author's introduction:
 
An inventory model is used to determine least-cost fodder
 
reserves for sheep in the Hamilton area of Victoria. Unlike
 
earlier studies a grazing model is used to generate
 
funding requirements and thus allows for the gradual onset
 
of drought and the associated rise in feed prices. Compared
 
with studies based on probabilities of effective rainfall,
 
the approach used measures more accurately the way in
 
which drought incidence is affected by the seasonal pattern
 
of pasture production in relation to animal requirements.
 
The grazing model facilitates a study of the relative
 
severity of drought at a range of stocking rates and a
 
number of probability distributions are identified. The
 
refinements achieved by using a grazing model also allow a
 
more realistic treatment of penalty costs than the usual
 
prescription of a constant drought price for fodder.
 
Furthermore it allows for the determination of least-cost
 
fodder reserves for a range of stocking rates.
 

G-114. TURBOW, Gigi. "Nomadic Pastoralists in the Sahel: A Review of tt"
 
Fulani." Unpublished paper, Ann Arbor, Michigan, January
 
1976.
 

From author's introduction:
 
Persistent attempts by the various Sahelian governments
 
to institute economic development have been stymied by the
 
reluctance of the nomadic pastoralists, who own the majotity
 
of the cattle in these countries, to market their animals.
 
The purpose of this paper is to review and synthesise some
 
of the literature pertaining to the Fulani# with the ojective
 
of presenting the social and ecological constraints they
 
face and the economic rationale behind their reluctance to
 
market their cattle. 

Ip 
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G-115. UNCTAD, Research Division. "Selcted Statistical Tables on the
 
Six Drought-Affected African Countries: 
 Chad, Mali,
 
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta." 
 Mimeographed,
 
June 1975.
 

This collection contains tables on 
selected economic
 
indicators (GNP, growth, agricultural data, imports and
 
exports, aid and financial data), tables on the structure
 
of exports and imports for the six countries and a short
 
note on the impact of the drought on the foreign exchange
 
sector of each country.
 

G-116. UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COOPERATIVE ORGANIZATION
 
(UNESCO). Arid Zone Research, Vol. XVIII: 
 The Problems
 
of the Arid Zone. Paris: UNESCO, 1962.
 

This work will be interest to those lookine for a general
 
overview of problems of aridity. It is a collection of
 
articles organized under several headings: tile state of
 
scientific knowledge, nomadism in relation to grazing
 
resources, alternative uses of limited water supplies
 
and public awareness and the educational problem. Key
 
articles include: R. Capot-Rey, "The Present State of
 
Nomadism in the Sahara"; 0. Br6maud and J. Pagot, "Grazing
 
Lands, Nomadism and Transhumance in the Sahel"; Fredrik
 
Barth, "Nomadism in tile Mountain and Plateau Regions
 
of South West Asia" and Gilbert F. White, "Alternate Uses
 
of Limited Water Supplies."
 

G-117. UNITED NATIONS SAHELIAN OFFICE. "An Approach to Recovery and
 
Rehabilitation of the Sudano-Sahellan Region." November
 
1974.
 

This document summarizes and analyzes the facts concerning 
needs arising from the Saheltan drought. It provides a 
review of developmental and cecolog l(cal problet ,nof the 
region and offers nome basic cci!;Ider;t Ion-1 th at till, 
governments of tile af t'eted c'citrl,. Ind fore ,I, di orn 
should consider In foimi lt in1,irtccvcry prThrc ,,. 'here 
are four major , ct low;: I) ,h;e-r Ipt Imi (d thr !;4,1t Ing of 
the drought. andd l 'll Ilpy I imeii ,c ; t ['i )bv t he 
UN; 2) exacin inat 1 ii H ifi i c rIF(d v ii (mi it Iowi (d i ffh 
regioni, hic ii(' i( l u It I-; ;md , otu ! If~ i 4 ( qr 

posed by CII,; , id f,) pl"'cillc it'n l1 li l llj'l iuIb)ct IV4'.l 
of ret:ovvry anccd picjlly rrakdi I th,, !;;l l count rien.e , 
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G-118. . "Human Resources; Outline Analysis of Human Resources 

Development Problems - Sudano-Sahelian Zone." UN Secrftariat, 
ST/SSO/21, February 1974, 66 pp. 

This paper emphasizes the need to place people in the fore
front of development planning and to develop medium and
 
long term policies for a coherent human resources development
 
strategy based on employment creation, skills management
 
and institutional support. The strategy should be geared
 
towards economic and social rehabilitation to combat the
 
causes and effects of the Sahel drought and should go beyond
 
simply restoring the pre-drought situation. Education
 
models and various projects are considered. Statistical
 
tables are included.
 

G-119. UNITED STATES DEPARThENT OF AGRICULTURE, Economic Research Service,
 
"Improving Marketing Systems in Developing Countries: An
 
Approach to Identifying Problems and Strengthening Technical
 
Assistance." Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 93,
 
February 1972, 85 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
This report provides a systematic approach to the analysis of
 
marketing in developing countries and points out where
 
research and technical assistance would be useful. It
 
focuses particularly on means of measuring marketing 
efficiency and oa identifying problems that need to be 
dealt with in improving efficiency. The report discusses 
the implication of alternative marketing policies, including 
socio-economic issues and the problems of organizing market
ing reforms. 

G-120. VANSINA, J. "Long-Distance Trade-Routes In Central Africa." 
Journal of Africtin !lintory, 1962, 3(3): 375-390. 

This article is devoted to one of three major types of trade 
in Central Africa -- direct trade over long distances. This 
trade was conducted by caravans, with currencies, standards 
of value and means of payment for services uned extensively. 
Before it divd o, t a rould 1900, long d i |tance trade pro

vided a web of regional trade nysit e i. mont ly for Ettropean 
goodn but altio far raw mate rial,i ainad1topl foodt. The 
author doscribets the evo I ut I on of tilme mtijlor ulefrmt ? of tIin 

web and ditcutsses the Inl Iiencte on t he culture a.d poI t ICa I 

development of the area. 
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G-121. WALLEN, C.C. " Zone Meteorology." In Arid Lands; A 
Geographical Appraisal, 31-51 pp. Edited by E.S. Hills.
 
London: Methuen and Co. Ltd. and UNESCO, 1966.
 

From author's introduction:
 
There are three main regions in the world where climatic
 
circumstances are dominant in limiting the activity of
 
man: 
 the polar regions, the tropical rain forests and
 
the aridand semi-arid zones. 
The author asserts that for
 
the proper development of 
these regions it is essential
 
that the basic factors affecting living conditions should
 
be thoroughly known, and the study of weather phenomena

and climate is fundamental for this. 
 The two main areas
 
addressed are: climatic causes of arid 
zones and the
 
effects of human interference.
 

0-122. WALTON, Kenneth. The Arid Zones. Chicago: Aldine Press, 1969, 
175 pp. 

This book 
including 

discusses the nature and causes of aridity, 
a technical discussion of the definition of 

aridity. Topics include: variations in character of the 
world's (try lands, hot and temperate deserts, hot coastal 
and steppe lands, ctlinatic changes over milleniums, soils,
lithology and erosion of desert landscapes, blogeography
in relation to vegetation and animal life and water 
resources. The future of drylands Is projccttd with 
Israel and southern California as examples of high standards. 

G-123. WARE, Helen. "The Saheltan I)rought: Some Thoughts on the Future." 
Paper prepared for the UN Special Sahellan Office. Univer
sity of Ihadan, March 1975. 

The author discusses.- detertificatlon In terms of climatic 
change, human and animal population pressures and 
defollage. She claitni the desertfIcation of marginal 
areas should not be a major point of concern. Alternate 
sources of fuel, pasture, etc. shcul d be found. This paper
reviews the prenent demographic position of the Sahel and 
predicts a trebling of the total population within the 
next 50 yearn. The author predictn that there will he no
apprec(lahe decli ne In ferti 1lty In the next quarter cen
tury an] dicctwitinv population prep-juren on Iandi! snd 
agricultural resources, utslp'rX.in1ly ,a they affect relations 
between agricultural its and pastoral itn. 
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G-124. WILKS, Ivor. "A Medieval Trade-Route from the Niger to the Gulf
 
of Guinea." Journal of African History, 1962, 3(2): 339
341.
 

European demand for gold in the late 14th century was felt
 
in North African ports and then, via Saharan trade routes,
 
in the Western Sudan. This added stimulus to Mande speaking
 
traders to rationalize the structure of trade of the gold
 
producing lands in the South. They moved from the area of
 
the Upper Niger, southward, extending south to the coast.
 
The trade route provided a major outlet for the products
 
of the south (gold, kola, slaves, etc.) from 1400 to
 
1800 to the North for the products of the Western Sudan
 
and North Africa (cloth and brassware) to the South.
 

G-125. WILTON, J.W. et al. "A Linear Programming Model for Beef Cattle
 
Production." Canadian Journal of Animal Science, December
 
1974, 54: 693-707.
 

From author's introduction:
 
A linear programming model is defined in detail to describe
 
an on-farm integrated beef production enterprise. The
 
model includes cropping, feeding and breeding activities
 
with their requirements for land, labor animal housing and
 
crop storage facilities. Net energy and digestible protein
 
equations are used prior to the model construction to
 
determine the nutrient requirement for cows, replacement
 
heifers, feedlot heifers and steers, given weights and growth
 
rates in young animals proportional to mature cow weights.
 
A method for identifying the distribution of animals across
 
different age groups is also described. Three enterprises
 
with pure-bred cows of different mature size are analyzed
 
and interpreted.
 

G-126. WRIGHT, A. and Dent, J.B. "The Application of Simulation Techniques
 
to the Study of Grazing Systems." Australian Journal of
 
Agricultural Economics, December 1969, 144-153 pp.
 

From author's abstract:
 
This paper discusses some methodological aspects oi simula-
tion with specific reference to grazing systems. Problems 
arising In the development and us5e of simulation models are 
discussed and Ohw nt ed for In terdi urniplinary cooperation to 
data probl llnin I lidiva td. One app roac h to experimentation 
is i llustraled tby referen(c( to a imlode l of a n;hvep grazing 
system and thelproblem of cropping for winter grazlng. It 
is concluded that simulation is a potentially useful tech
nique for m;nagement-oriented systems research In agricul
ture. 
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G-127. YOUNG, E. "Technological Aspects of Game Management and Utilization
 
in Africa." Paper presented at Third World Conference on
 
Animal Production, Melbourne, Australia, 1973.
 

This paper discusses growth rates, productivity, adaptability
 
and resistance to disease of much of the game of African
 
savanna lands. The author stresses that these factors must
 
be taken into account in game management and utilization
 
techniques. A bibliography is included.
 

G-128. ZULBERTI, Carlos A. and Caster, George L. 
"The Economic Evaluation
 
of Beef Cattle Production on Pasture Using Animal
 
Equivalent Cash Flows." Cornell University, January 1973.
 

This article discusses production techniques which will
 
maximize profits to the producer. In the past there were
 
two main techniques: employment of a low stocking rate,
 
which results in a high output per animal, or employment
 
of a high stocking rate, which results in a high output per

unit of surface. Neither of these two techniques, asserts
 
the authors, will result in a maximization of profits per
 
unit of surface and unit of time. When this is the goal,
 
they suggest use of the annual equivalent cash flow
 
technique.
 


